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Summary

Summary
The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD), Missouri Department of
Transportation (MoDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) are proposing to
improve US 71 from south of Bella Vista, Arkansas to near Pineville, Missouri. In compliance
with the appropriate provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), this
environmental impact statement (EIS) has been prepared to aid in the decision-making process
for the proposed action (i.e. improvements to US 71). This section provides a summary of the
alternative improvements considered for US 71, the potential environmental impacts of these
alternatives, and the identification of the Selected Alternative.

A.

Description of US 71 Improvements

This EIS contemplates the improvement of US 71 to interstate standards through or around the
community of Bella Vista, Arkansas connecting the existing US 71 bypass around Bentonville,
Arkansas to the south with the planned four-lane improvements by MoDOT at or near the
Missouri/Arkansas state line. These improvements entail the conversion of the existing twolane and four-lane partially-limited access roadway to a freeway facility with fully-controlled
access either on the existing alignment or on a new location alignment.
The extent and character of the planned MoDOT improvements were defined in a Final EIS
completed in 1992 which considered US 71 improvements north of the state line (MoDOT Job
Number J7P0427-FHWA-EIS-90-02-F). The selected alternative (Alternative 1 in the 1992
MoDOT EIS) consists of a divided dual-lane traffic facility, built to interstate standards, between
1-44 and the Arkansas state line. The alignment of the selected alternative begins at Route 144, approximately 4.8 km (3.0 miles) east of the City of Joplin, then proceeds south along the
existing Route 71 corridor to the Arkansas state line. Those commitments enumerated in the
MoDOT Final EIS and Record of Decision (ROD) (see Appendix L) will continue to be enforced
except as modified by this EIS.
As shown on Exhibit S-1, the Study Area for this EIS extends from a southern terminus
connection with the existing US 71 bypass around Bentonville to a connection with the planned
MoDOT improvements at a point near Pineville, Missouri. This Study Area delineation was
defined to fully encompass the areas in both Missouri and Arkansas which could potentially be
impacted by possible route relocations on either side of the Bella Vista community.

8.

Purpose and Need for US 71 Improvements

In 1991, the US Congress identified the existing US 71 corridor extending from Kansas City,
Missouri to Shreveport, Louisiana as a high-priority corridor. As listed in the lntermodal Surface
Transport~tion Efficiency Act _(I~'!~). this co_rridor, pos~ibly_ ~~ be_ ~~-~ig!'lated 1-49, was
identified as a high-priority north-south highway corridor from the Gulf of Mexico to the Midwest.
Towards this end, both AHTD and MoDOT have begun implementing improvement programs to
upgrade the corridor to current interstate standards.
Other purposes for the US 71 improvements that stem from the high-priority corridor status
include:
• Improved traffic safety
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•
•
•
•
•

C.

Elimination of roadway deficiencies
Efficient operations of the regional transportation system
Improved local access
Sufficient capacity for future traffic conditions
Improved access to nearby recreational facilities

Reasonable Alternatives

In compliance with federal regulations requiring the consideration of all reasonable alternatives,
a full set of improvement alternatives was considered for US 71. The alternatives were defined
in accordance with the needs of the Study Area and traffic considerations.
1.

OVERVIEW OF IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS

The following types of improvement concepts were considered:

2.

•

"No-Build" Concept - This concept consists of maintaining the existing roadway
system plus any committed street and highway improvements within the Study Area.
Committed improvements include Transportation System Management (TSM)
measures applied to the existing US 71 roadway. These measures would include
signalized intersection control at key intersections, intersection approach
improvements and reductions in the posted speed (70 km/h (45 mph)}. This concept
provides a basis of comparison for the determination of the benefits and adverse
impacts of the other improvement alternatives.

•

Non-Freeway Improvement to Existing Roadway Concept - This concept would
involve retrofitting the existing US 71 roadway to the fullest extent reasonable to
meet future travel demands and safety needs. This concept would not provide a
freeway improvement. These retrofits would entail a combination of roadway
widening, improved access control and TSM improvements. Because this concept
would not provide a freeway improvement, it would not comply with the high-priority
corridor interstate standard. Consequently, this concept was not considered further.

•

"Freeway-Build" Concept - This concept would involve the construction of a
freeway facility either on new location or along the existing US 71 alignment. Based
on current land use and the built-up environment of the Bella Vista area, several
preliminary corridors have been identified - Far West, Near West, Existing and East.
Exhibit S-2 shows the locations of the Study Corridors.

•

Other Concepts - Public transportation alternatives, such as bus systems and rail
transit, were considered as multi-modal options to the roadway alternatives. Due to
the lack of land use and population densities and due to the highly dispersed trip
origin/destination distributions of the Study Area.- public ...transportation alternatives
were not considered a reasonable alternative to the proposed action.

PRELIMINARY "FREEWAY-BUILD" STUDY CORRIDORS

As shown on Exhibit S-2, four preliminary 1,600 meter-wide (one mile-wide) Study Corridors
were identified - Far West Corridor, Near West Corridor, Existing Corridor and East Corridor.
The locations of these corridors were defined to minimize the potential adverse impacts to the
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built environment, to minimize the length of the freeway improvements, and to provide the most
direct connections to the existing US 71 bypass east of Bentonville and the planned MoDOT
improvements to the north.
For the purpose of identifying the corridors which are reasonable and meet the stated purpose
and need for the proposed action, a preliminary assessment, evaluation, and screening were
conducted. The goals of this screening were to eliminate from further consideration those
corridors with any "fatal flaws" or those that wouldn't comply with the project's stated purpose
and need. Based on a total-project assessment of the Study Corridors' potential impacts on the
social, environmental and engineering/traffic issues of the Study Area, it was determined that
the East Corridor would not accomplish the goals of the project, primarily relating to traffic.
Consequently, freeway improvements within the East Corridor were not considered further. No
"fatal flaws" were identified in the other Study Corridors.
3.

SUMMARY OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES

In accordance with the preliminary screening of the "Freeway-Build" Study Corridors, the
following group of reasonable alternatives were defined and evaluated:
•
•

"No-Build" Alternative
"Freeway-Build" Alternative
- Freeway Alternatives Within the Far West Corridor
- Freeway Alternatives Within the Near West Corridor
- Freeway Alternatives Within the Existing Corridor

Within each remaining preliminary Study Corridor (Far West, Near West and Existing), a group
of reasonable alternative freeway alignments were defined in greater detail utilizing current
aerial mosaic maps and topographic data. These reasonable alternative alignments and the
corresponding labeling nomenclature, using segment designations, are shown on Exhibit S-3.
In addition, aerial plan plates showing each of the alternatives are presented in Appendix C.
Due to the uncertainties of the collective abilities of AHTD and MoDOT to jointly and
instantaneously construct the freeway improvements, regardless of the improvement corridor,
and due to the need to provide short-term improvements to the existing US 71 roadway for
safety considerations, both interim and ultimate improvements were defined for each corridor.
The interim improvements would consist of short-term investments to address the safety and
capacity concerns of US 71 until the ultimate freeway improvements can be constructed
throughout the entire Study Area. Depending on the ultimate freeway alternative (Far West,
Near West or Existing) and the compatibility of the ultimate freeway construction with the shortterm needs of US 71, these interim improvements would consist of roadway-related
construction along the existing US 71 Corridor in addition to what would be required for the
ultimate freeway construction. For the Near West and Existing Alternatives, the interim
improvements represent .a -staging of the-ultimate freeway improvements -such that little or no
additional construction would be necessary. Table S-1 summarizes the extent of the interim
improvements and provides a description of the improvements for each of the "Freeway-Build•
Alternatives. The relationships of the ultimate and interim improvements are further clarified on
Exhibit S-4.
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TABLE S-1
SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF INTERIM AND ULTIMATE IMPROVEMENTS
"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

•

Ultimate Freeway Improvements - Construct a four-lane freeway on new location extending from a connection
with the planned MoDOT improvements at Route H located southwest of Pineville to the existing US 71/US 71 B
Interchange south of Bella Vista on an alignment around the western edge of Bella Vista.

•

Short-Tenn (l_nterim) Improvements - Construct a combination of four-lane expressway and five-lane urban
arterial improvements from a connection with the planned MoDOT improvements at Route H to a connection
with existing US 71 at the state line on an alignment concurrent with the existing US 71 roadway. Roadway
approach and signal improvements would be provided at several existing intersections in Arkansas and
Missouri, as warranted . The combination four-lane expressway and five-lane urban arterial improvements along
the existing US 71 Corridor would be additional to the ultimate improvements.

•

Ultimate Freeway Improvements - Construct a four-lane freeway extending from a connection with the planned
MoDOT improvements at Route H located southwest of Pineville to the existing US 71/US 71 B Interchange
south of Bella Vista on an alignment along existing US 71 in Missouri and through the west-central area of Bella
Vista in Arkansas. Roadway approach and signal improvements would be provided at several existing
intersections in Arkansas and Missouri.

•

Short-Tenn (Interim) Improvements - Construct the four-lane ultimate freeway improvements in Missouri from
Route H to a point just north of the state line at which the ultimate freeway improvements diverge from the
existing US 71 Corridor, and construct a four-lane improvement from this point to a connection with the existing
US 71 roadway at the state line. Roadway approach and signal improvements would be provided at several
existing intersections in Arkansas and Missouri, as warranted. The four-lane improvements from the divergence
point (3.6 km north of the state line) to the state line would be additional to the ultimate improvements.

•

Ultimate Freeway Improvements - Construct a four-lane freeway extending from a connection with the planned
MoDOT improvements at Route H located southwest of Pineville to the existing US 71/US 71B Interchange
south of Bella Vista on an alignment along the existing US 71 Corridor.

•

Short-Tenn (Interim) Improvements - Construct the four-lane ultimate freeway improvements in Missouri from
Route H to a connection with the existing US 71 roadway at the state line. Roadway approach and signal
improvements would be provided at several existing intersections in Arkansas and Missouri, as warranted. No
additional construction would be required.

For each of the "Freeway-Build. Alternatives, the interim improvements are consistent with the
selected alternative from the MoDOT Final EIS (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427-FHWA-EIS-9002-F). As such, commitments for the continued study and mitigation of adverse impacts from
the interim improvements in Missouri would be fulfilled in compliance with and under the
auspices of the documented MoDOT Final EIS and ROD. However, though the adverse
impacts of the interim improvements are adjudicated by the previous MoDOT EIS, the total,
cumulative impacts of the combined interim and ultimate improvements have been evaluated in
this EIS.

D. Summary of.Major Impacts
In order to compare the potential impacts of the competing reasonable alternatives, a twophase process was required. Due to the number of reasonable alternative alignments
identified, Phase 1 involved the selection of a single "Freeway-BuildR Alternative within each
Study Corridor. Because each Study Corridor was divided in segments, with each segment
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offering several alternative alignments, the first step in Phase 1 required determining the best
alignment within each segment. This was accomplished using detailed evaluation data
regarding the engineering/traffic, environmental and social impacts for each alternative
alignment within each segment. The combination of the best alignment for each segment then
formed the reasonable alternative for the overall, total-project evaluation. Phase 2 then entailed
the overall, total-project assessment, evaluation and comparison of the reasonable alternatives
(i.e., "No-Build Alternative, Far West Alternative, Near West Alternative and Existing
Alternative), using similar methodologies as Phase 1. The interim improvements associated
with each of the ultimate "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would not change depending on the best
alternative alignment within each respective Study Corridor.
1.

STUDY CORRIDOR ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENT EVALUATION (PHASE 1)

The results of the Phase 1 alternative alignment evaluations and comparisons are summarized
in Table S-2. This table corresponds to the alignment locations and labels shown on Exhibit
S-5. Factors, issues and impacts affecting the selection of the alternative alignments are
summarized in the following section. The evaluation data and the overall matrices are included
in Appendix B. Only those segments which included alternative alignments are summarized
below. For those segments which included only one alternative alignment, an individual
evaluation was not necessary as part of Phase 1.
TABLE S-2
SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENT EVALUATIONS
BY STUDY CORRIDOR
Segment

EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
NWD1/E1
NWF2
NWG1
FW/NWH1
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1
Note:
1)
2)
3)

~
..
••
· •- Far West and Near West Corridors are the same in Segment H.
Near West and Existing Conidors are the same in Segments A. B and C.
Alternative NWF1=Links1, 4 and 8
Alternative NWF2 = Links 1, 3, 5, 8 and a
Alternative NWF3 = Links 2, 5, 8 and 8
Altemative NWF4 = Links 1. 3, 5 and 7
Alternative NWF5 = Links 2, 5 and 7
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Far West Corridor
•

Segment A - Alternative FWA3 was identified as the best alternative for this
segment. Even though FWA2 would be the alternative with the lowest cost, it could
potentially impact Cave Hollow - a cave located north of the state line - in an
adverse way. Alternative FWA1 would have unacceptable impacts to an existing
swine farm located near Route H, and maintaining access to the farm would be cost
prohibitive. No other evaluation factors show an advantage of one alternative over
another.

•

Segment B/C - Alternative FWB2/C2 was identified as the best alternative for this
segment. Measurable advantages of this alternative include lower construction
costs, fewer impacts to forests, and less potential adverse effects regarding habitat
fragmentation. Due to its closer location to the Highlands development within the
western area of Bella Vista, Alternative FWB2/C2 would provide less division of the
existing forested area and less potential secondary impacts due to development.

•

Segment D - Alternative FWD1 was identified as the best alternative for this
segment. By virtue of its westerly crossing of Route 72, west of Hiwasse, Alternative
FWD1 would provide significantly better traffic service than Alternative FWD2.
Alternative FWD1 would be slightly more costly to construct due to its longer length
and second interchange. Alternative FWD1 would have less adverse impacts to
forests, but greater adverse impacts to farmlands. Located on the south side of
Hiwasse, FWD1 would have less adverse impacts to existing residences
(displacements and noise) and would adversely impact fewer architectural sites.

•

Segment H - Alternative FW/NWH1 was identified as the best alternative for this
segment. The anticipated construction costs for the two alternatives would be
roughly equivalent and the adverse environmental impacts would not be notably
different. But due to the proximity of Alternative FW/NWH2 to the Bella Vista
development and its infrastructure, FW/NWH2 would be more disruptive. Alternative
FW/NWH1 would have fewer displacements and adverse noise impacts.

Near West Corridor
•

Segment F - Alternative NWF2 was identified as the best alternative for this
segment. The combination of Links 1, 3, 5, 6 and 8 comprises this alternative.
(Segment F is defined by various combinations of alignment links.) Due to the
adverse impacts of Link 4 on Gordon Hollow Creek, its associated wetlands and
adverse impacts to the Scotsdale Golf Course, Link 4 was determined to be
unacceptable. By eliminating Link 4, a channel relocation of Gordon Hollow Creek
would be avoided. Similarly, Link 2 would adversely impact Marshall Cave and was
not viewed favorably. Considering the segment as a whole, Alternatives NWF2 and
NWF4 would_ be. the least costly to construct... Howe_ver.. NWF4 would be located
(Link 7) along bottomland forest including wetlands. While all the alternatives would
have similar adverse impacts to existing structures and noise, Alternative NWF1
would have unacceptable impacts to Gordon Hollow (Link 4) and Alternatives NWF2
and NWF3 would adversely impact the Highland Christian Church which is currently
under construction.
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•

2.

Segment H -Alternative FW/NWH1 was identified as the best alternative. Since the
Far West and Near West Corridors are the same for this segment, see Far West
Corridor discussion.

TOTAL-PROJECT REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION (PHASE 2)

Utilizing the results of Phase 1, a total-project evaluation was performed for the aNo-Build"
Alternative and the best aFreeway-Build" Alternative within each of the three Study Corridors
(see Exhibit S-5). Similar methodologies were used for the total-project comparison as were
used earlier. As shown in Table S-3, evaluation factors reflecting Engineering, Traffic,
Environmental and Social issues were quantified for each of the alternatives. The data shown
in the table reflect the total impacts of the alternatives including the ultimate improvements and
the short-term improvements necessary for the interim construction.

TABLE S-3
"FREEWAY-BUILD" REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES - IMPACT SUMMARY TABLE

.___ _ _ _EV_A_L_U_A_T1_o_N_F_A_c_r_o_R_ _ _ __.____u_N_IT_s_

Length - Ultimate (Interim)
Construction Cost
Construction
Right-of-Way
Total Construction Cost
Staged Construction
Maintenance of Traffic

1m§I~~~

-

_~_~_s_~_ l I

__.l _I_w_F_:s_Rr__11
....

...

EXISTING

Kilometers

30.5 (15.3)

30.7 (3.6)

26.4 (0.0)

Dollars (Million)
Dollars (Million)
Dollars (Million)
Ratingt 1l
Ratingt 1l

169.6
4.9
174.5
2
4

139.5
9.3
148.8
3
4

124.9
15.5
140.4
4
1

vpd
Volume/Capacity
Rating< 1l

125,000
0.68
5

125,000
0.63
3

68,000
1.00
1

Kilometers
Hours

167,000
-9,100

131,000
-8,300

44,000
-12,300

-Number·· ·•

-2

.

Local Access
Long-term Corridor Capacity
Corridor Capacity (US 71 and US 71 B)
V/C Ratio in 2020
Incident Management
Regional MOE's (2020) Change from "No-Build"
Daily Vehicle Kilometers of Travel
Daily Vehicle Hours of Travel
Projected Reduction in Crashes (2020)
-- ..
Fatal Crashes
Personal Injury Crashes
Property Damage Only (PDQ) Crashes
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79
175
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158
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69
155
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TABLE S-3 (Continued)
"FREEWAY-BUILD" REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES - IMPACT SUMMARY TABLE

_w_F_:S_~_.....IL.l-~_EA_Es_~_.....11 EXISTING

...______EV_A_L_u_A_r1_o_N_F_A_c_r_o_R____....___u_N_1r_s_ ___.I L.l

Parkland
Waters of the U.S.
Special Aquatic Sites:
Regulated Ponds:
Streams (Culverted):
Streams (Bridged):

Type
Number
Number
Hectares
Number
Hectares
Number
Hectares
Number
Hectares
Hectares
Meters
Number

0
0

0
0

0

0.01

0.01

0

1

0
0.00
0
0.00

2

2

0.17

0.17

4
0.34
8

5

5

0.37

0.95
15.7
2,465

0.83
11.7
1,220

0

0

0.33
8
0.98
15.5
1220
0

5

Floodplain (100 Year)
Floodplain Crossings
Threatened and Endangered Species
Natural Community Impacts
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Woodlot
Unimproved Pasture
Habitat Fragmentation

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Numbe~2 >

11.0
200.2
0.6
26.1
167.7

30.7
142.9

19.7
36.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

124.9

78.1

1

Prime Farmlands
Statewide Important Farmland
Visual and Aesthetic Considerations

Hectares
Hectares
Rating< 1>

21.36
55.65

1
14.4

3

31.44
3

Air Quality

Rating< 1 >

4

4

4

Cultural Resources
Predictive Archeological Sites (Impact Probability)

Rating< 1 >

3
8
0
5

3
8
0

13

Previously Recorded Archeological Sites
Historic Sites
Architectural Sites
Hazardous Waste Sites
High Risk
Moderate Risk
Low Risk
Natural Features and Caves
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Number
Number
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0
0

2
1

0
9.74
17.63

4

4
0

4

0
2
2
3

1
3
1
2
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TABLE S-3 (Continued)
"FREEWAY-BUILD" REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES-IMPACT SUMMARY TABLE

Impacts to Existing Structures (Relocations)
Residential
House
Mobile Home
Business
General
Poultry
Public Use
Noise Impacts
NAC Receptors
Additional "Substantial" Increase Receptors
Total NAC Receptors Along Existing US 71
Compatibility w/ Current Land Use/Master Plan
Adverse Impacts to Businesses During
Construction
Economic Considerations
Highway User Cost Savings
O&M Costs
Environmental Justice

Number
Number

15
4

26
7

12
3

Number
Number
Number

2
0
0

8
0
1

15
0
3

Number
Number
Number
Rating
Rating

11
58
146
4
5

44
77
110
1
5

122
15
319
3
1

Dollars (Million)
Dollars (Million)
Rating< 1>

113.6
4."2
4

92
4.9
4

143.5
2.4
4

Notes:
(1) Rating Scale
5 - Excellent (High), 4 - Good (Medium/High), 3 - Fair (Medium), 2 - Marginally Poor (Low/Medium), 1 - Pcor (Low)
(2) Number of 202 Hectare Forest Blocks (500 Acre Forest Blocks)

The following sections summarize the major impact factors for the three "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives (ultimate and interim improvements) as presented in Table S-3:
a.

Engineering
•

Length - The length of the Existing Alternative (26.4 km (16.4 miles), measured
from the common northern and southern termini of the Study Area, is approximately
4.1 km (2.5 miles) and 4.3 km (2.7 miles) shorter than the Far West and Near West
Alternatives, respectively. This is due primarily to the more direct alignment of the
Existing Alternative through the Study Area.

•

Construction Cost - The construction cost, consisting of the freeway improvement
construction costs, additional interim improvement construction costs and right-ofway costs, would be the lowest for-1he Existing.Altemative-($140.4 million).

•

Staged Construction - This factor, expressed as a rating, is a subjective measure
of an alternative's ability to be constructed in stages in which commensurate
incremental benefits would be realized during each construction stage. Due to the
ability of the Existing Alternative to be constructed in smaller individual stages, with
each stage having independent utility and benefit, a higher rating was given to this
alternative. Conversely, the Far West Alternative, and to a lesser extent the Near
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West Alternative, would essentially have to be constructed in its entirety before the
improvements would be utilized and returns on the public investment would be
realized. Consequently, the Far West was given a lower rating . This factor would
be of significance if the construction period was protracted due to unsteady funding.
•

b.

Maintenance of Traffic - This factor is a rating of how easily the existing traffic
could be maintained on the adjacent roadway system during the construction of the
improvements. Because both the Far West and Near West Alternatives are
relocation alternatives and would not interact with the existing US 71 roadway during
construction, these alternatives would have fewer impacts on traffic maintenance
issues. For each of these alternatives, the interim improvements would involve
some maintenance of traffic impacts in Missouri. However, these impacts would be
relatively minor compared to the total project maintenance of traffic impacts
associated with the Existing Alternative. Conversely, during construction of the
Existing Alternative, existing traffic would be difficult to maintain due to its alignment
along the existing US 71 roadway and the changes in profile grade of the new US
71. Due to the increased costs and additional adverse construction impacts of
maintaining four US 71 lanes during construction for the Existing Alternative, it was
assumed that maintaining a single lane in each direction during construction would
be acceptable. Over 2 million hours of traffic delay could be incurred annually during
the construction of the Existing Alternative. The existing four lanes of traffic would
be maintained with either the Far West or Near West Alternatives.

Traffic
•

Local Access - This factor is a relative measure of the changes in local traffic
circulation due to the improvements.
Because some out-of-direction travel,
compared to current travel patterns, would be required for local access with the
Existing Alternative, it was given a lower rating. Crossroad bridges across US 71
would be provided in several locations with the Existing Alternative, but not at all
current access locations. Frontage roads would be utilized to maintain access to all
local roads. Consequently, some out-of-direction travel would likely be required for
local trips which cross US 71. Furthermore, because of the greater local trip
volumes in the vicinity of the improvements, the aggregated effect of the increased
out-of-direction travel would be accentuated with the Existing Alternative. ·

•

Long-term Corridor Capacity - For the purposes of establishing the design
characteristics of the alternatives, a design year of 2020 was utilized. Each of the
alternatives would provide the desired traffic service (level-of-service C) up to the
design year. However, in the case of the Existing Alternative, additional freeway
lanes would ·need to be constructed soon after 2020 to maintain the target service
level. This construction, beyond the horizon of this EIS, would be costly due to the
tight constraints of the Existing Alternative and would further impact adversely the
adjacent areas. ~n contrast, botn the Far West aRd-Near West-Alternatives would
have considerable additional roadway capacity which could be utilized as traffic
volumes continue to grow beyond 2020. Additional construction beyond 2020 would
not be antidpated within the foreseeable future for either of these alternatives.
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To reflect these observations, the Long-term ·Corridor Capacity consists of two
measures -the total daily capacity of the US 71 Corridor and a measure of the 2020
corridor-wide traffic volume/capacity ratio for US 71. The capacity reflects the
vehicle throughput capacity for level-of-service C for the total US 71 corridor (US 71
and US 71 B). As shown, the Far West and Near West Alternatives would provide
measurably better long-term capacity to meet the needs of the region beyond 2020.
The 2020 traffic volume for the Existing Alternative would approximately equal the
capacity of US 71, whereas the bypass alternative would have roughly 30% of the
total capacity available for future growth.
•

Incident Management - As a high-priority corridor and an important north-south
interstate facility, US 71 would need to provide reliable service to both commercial
and multi-state traffic. One reliability issue is the ability of an alternative to maintain
some semblance of through service in the event of an incident. As a measure of this
issue, this factor is a subjective rating of an alternative's ability to maintain service
should an incident temporarily prohibit the through operation of US 71. Because the
Far West Alternative would maintain service for the existing US 71 roadway
throughout the Study Area, which could be utilized as an alternative route for
incident management, it was given the highest rating.

•

Regional MOE (2020) Change from "No-Build" - Regional measures of
effectiveness (MOE) of each uFreeway-Build" Alternative were estimated in
comparison to the uNo-Build" Alternative for 2020. These transportation impact
factors, expressed as the change in regional daily vehicle kilometers (miles) of travel
and hours of travel from the uNo-Build" Alternative, provide a measure of the
improved travel efficiencies of the regional transportation system. Reflecting the
shorter length and closer proximity to currently denser land use, the Existing
Alternative would provide greater improvements in the efficiency of the roadway
system in 2020. As shown, the increase in daily travel distances would be the
lowest with the Existing Alternative and approximately 12,300 hours of daily travel
time would be saved in 2020. However, as reflected in the discussion for the Longterm Corridor Capacity factor, the capacity limitations of the Existing Alternative
would constrain the apparent regional travel efficiencies of the alternative after 2020.
Because the capacity of US 71 would be reached in 2020 with the Existing
Alternative, the bypass alternatives would provide greater overall benefits regarding
regional travel efficiencies in the long-range.

•

Projected Reduction in Crashes (2020) - These projections measure the
anticipated reductions in 2020 crashes and improvements in safety throughout the
Study Area for each alternative in ·comparison to the "No-Build" Alternative. This
measure includes the benefits of the interim improvements and the diversion of trips
from existing roadways to the new facilities. The concentration of existing crash
problems along the existing US 71 roadway would be addressed by each uFreewayBuild" Altemativ~. ~e~use of_tDe i:nore .tig~tly-.~PC!fe.d ir:i.terc;:.hanges and more
urban-like setting of the Existing Alternative, and because of its overall superior
travel efficiencies, the Far West Alternative would provide the best crash benefits of
the three alternatives. Furthermore, research regarding elderly drivers, such as in
the Bella Vista community, suggests that those alternatives which separate local
trips from high-speed through trips would provide additional safety benefits.
Research has concluded that the elderly have diminished vehicle operation abilities
due to the physiological and cognitive changes which accompany aging. The safety
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hazards associated with the elderly are further exacerbated when elderly drivers are
interspersed with truck traffic. For these reasons, the Far West Alternative is viewed
more favorably due to its ability to separate through traffic, including trucks, from the
local Bella Vista traffic.
c.

Environmental
•

Parkland - This factor is the number of publicly-owned recreational areas impacted
by an alternative. No parklands are present within the Study Area and therefore
none would be adversely impacted by the project.

•

Waters of the U.S. - This factor measures the number and surface area of wetland
resources which would potentially be directly impacted by the project. Several types
of wetland resource impacts were quantified - special aquatic sites, regulated ponds
and streams, classified by type of roadway crossing. As shown, the Far West
Alternative would have less adverse impacts to special aquatic sites and regulated
ponds. For stream wetland resources, the alternatives would have similar adverse
impacts, measured by the number of stream crossings and the cumulative surface
area impacts of the crossings.

•

Floodplain Impacts - As an overall measure of an alternative's potential impacts on
flooding risks and other natural benefits of floodplains, this factor is expressed by the
surface area of the alignment within floodplains and the cumulative length of the
roadway over streams. The Existing Alternative and the interim improvements
associated with the Far West Alternative would have similar conceptual designs and
locations, and therefore, would have similar impacts to potential floodplains.

•

Threatened and Endangered Species - The measure for this factor is the number
of habitat sites for threatened and endangered species that would be adversely
impacted by the alternatives. No known sites would be impacted.

•

Natural Communities - This factor, quantified by the surface area of potential
impacts, measures the degree of the loss of terrestrial habitats due to the
alternatives. Five types of communities were identified - Dry Limestone-Dolomite
Forest, Dry Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest, Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest,
Woodlot, and Unimproved Pasture. As shown, the Existing Alternative would have
less adverse impacts to existing forest resources.

•

Habitat Fragmentation - This factor measures the number of 202 hectare (500
acre) or greater block tracts of contiguous forested area which would be directly
impacted by the project. This measure reflects the potential fragmentation impacts
of the project on terrestrial habitats. Due to the fact that the Existing Alternative is
located along an existing -transpor:tation .corridor; ~ts primary--and secondary impacts
would be considerably less than the relocation alternatives. Because the western
area of Bella Vista and those adjacent areas in McDonald County are currently
undeveloped, the Far West Alternative would have the greatest potential for
secondary impacts relating to habitat fragmentation. Secondary impacts, if any,
would be concentrated near the interchange access points for the Far West
Alternative.
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Prime Farmlands - This factor measures the surface area of prime farmlands and
farmlands of statewide importance that would be ·directly converted to other uses
due to the project. The Far West Alternative, though the impacts would not be
considered significant, would have the greatest adverse impact on farmlands.

•

Visual and Aesthetic Considerations - This factor consists of a subjective rating of
the visual and aesthetic impacts of the project on the existing visual environment.
The alternatives were rated similarly with no significant adverse impact.

•

Air Quality - This measure consists of an overall rating of an alternative's adverse
impacts on the regional and local air quality, as compared to the "No-Build"
Alternative. The region's air quality is in compliance with the National Air Quality
Standards and each of the alternatives would equally affect the area's air quality.

•

Cultural Resources - This factor reflects an alternative's likelihood of adversely
impacting cultural resources based on predictive models and the presence of known
archeological, historic and architectural sites within or adjacent to the alternative's
route. Because the Far West Alternative is located in undeveloped areas where
there is greater flexibility in roadway alignment controls and where fewer cultural
sites have been previously recorded, it is anticipated that the freeway improvements
for this alternative would have fewer adverse impacts to known sites and would be
less likely to adversely impact unknown archaeological sites.
The interim
improvements associated with the Far West Alternative would have similar potential
for adverse archeological impacts as the Existing Alternative, due to their similarities
in concept and location.

•

Hazardous Waste Sites - The unit of measure for this factor consists of the number
of recorded or observed sites which have been confirmed or are suspected of
containing hazardous materials which would be adversely impacted by the project.
A rating (High, Moderate or Low) is assigned to each site to reflect the
characteristics of the site and the eminent risk of the site to adversely affect public
health or construction costs. One previously recorded high-risk site (Site B-25 Bella Vista Landfill) would potentially be impacted by the Existing Alternative. This
site is listed on the CERCLIS No Further Remedial Action Planned (NFRAP) list and
the Arkansas Permit Data Systems (PDS) list. In addition, the Existing Alternative
would adversely impact three moderate-risk sites. The Far West Alternative would
not adversely impact any known high-risk or moderate-risk sites.

•

Natural Features and Caves - This factor consists of the number of recorded
natural feature sites or caves that would be adversely impacted by the project. None
of the alternatives would adversely impact any recorded natural feature sites.
However, the Existing Alternative would potentially impact adversely two known
caves - 1-:tenson- Cave. and .Wind Cave. -.Because- the. Near .West and Existing
Alternatives are concurrent within portions of Missouri, Henson Cave would also be
adversely impacted by the Near West Alternative. The interim improvements for the
Far West Alternative would also adversely impact Henson Cave. It has been
determined by the USDOI, Fish and Wildlife Service that these impacts would not
adversely affect the gray bat. Impacts to Henson Cave can not be reasonably
avoided and its entrance would need to be backfilled and capped. Avoidance would
not be reasonable due to its close proximity to the existing US 71 roadway.
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Social and Economic
•

Impacts to Existing Structures (Relocations) - This factor enumerates direct
impacts to existing residential, business and public use structures due to the
proposed action. Impacts to existing residences, consisting of the displacement of
. houses and mobile homes, would be the greatest for the Near West Alternative due
to its location within the center of the Bella Vista residential area. Adverse business
impacts would be greatest for the Existing Alternative. This factor quantifies the
number of existing businesses which would be displaced by the improvements.
Though other business-related adverse impacts regarding patron access, parking
and business visibility are not enumerated by this factor, it is recognized that the
Existing Alternative, by virtue of its location along US 71, would have the greatest
indirect impact to existing businesses. The determination of these indirect impacts is
subjective, but for some businesses along existing US 71, the improved regional
access may be of benefit. However, as was commented at the public meetings by
some business owners, the changes in local access and visibility created by the
Existing Alternative would not be favorable with the business owners.
Though no public lands would be adversely impacted by the project, three public use
facilities would be displaced by the Existing Alternative - AHTD Rest Area, American
Legion Post 341 and Bella Vista Museum.

•

Noise Impacts - The noise impact factor represents the number of existing
structures which would experience noise levels beyond the FHWA Noise Abatement
Criteria (NAC) level in 2020 due to the US 71 improvements. To reflect the full
extent of noise impacts generated by the proposed action, the number of existing
structures (i.e. noise receptors) were counted for three impact issues: 1) Number of
additional noise receptors along the freeway improvements within the NAC, 2)
Number of noise receptors which would experience a "substantial" increase in
existing noise levels (measure of proximal impacts), and 3) Number of noise
receptors along the existing US 71 roadway which would remain Within the NAC.
The Existing Alternative would have the greatest number of both additional and total
receptors which would experience 2020 noise levels beyond the NAC criterion.

•

Compatibility with Current Land Use/Master Plan - This land use impact factor is
a subjective measure, in the form of a rating, of how well an alternative would
interface with the Study Area's current land use, would promote the continued
evolution of the current development trends and would support the master plan for
the community. Conventional land use planning would suggest that because the
existing land use patterns have evolved around and in association with the current
roadway network, of which the principal element is US 71, the Existing Alternative
would best complement and promote·1he area's current land use and infrastructure,
albeit only to its development capacity. However, Bella Vista is unique in its
composition and character, and has developed or evolved in accordance with the
Village's corporate master plan. Though the US 71 corridor through the Study Area
is very urban like, the surrounding areas are not densely developed. It is this quality
that has attracted so many residents, mostly retirees, to the Bella Vista area.
Continued concentrated development of the US 71 corridor would alter the character
of the development. For this reason, the Far West Alternative is rated highly in
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regard to the support of the Bella Vista master plan. The Near West Alternative, due
to its location within a developed residential area which has evolved exclusive of
transportation-related uses, would have a significantly adverse impact on adjacent
land use, the community social structure and interactions within and between the
residential neighborhoods.
Outside of Bella Vista Village, the Study Area is rural with some agricultural uses.
The construction of the Far West Alternative would have impacts to the rural setting
of the Study Area, particularly in McDonald County. This alternative would result in
the direct conversion of farm and ranch uses to highway right-of-way while the
Existing or Near West Alternatives would have minimal takings of rural property for
highway right-of-way.
•

Impacts to Businesses During Construction - As a subjective measure of the
temporary adverse impacts to existing businesses during the construction of the
improvements, this factor reflects that the Existing Alternative would have the
greatest temporary impacts on existing businesses along US 71 during construction.
Though construction would be conducted in general within or immediately adjacent
to the existing AHTD right-of-way, some inconveniences to patrons would result. In
addition, some temporary access adjustments would be required in front of the
existing businesses as part of the US 71 roadway detouring. Furthermore, because
the Existing Alternative would likely be constructed in a number of stages, the
staging of construction could add to the duration of the temporary construction
impacts to businesses. The Far West Alternative would have relatively no adverse
impacts to existing businesses during construction. Concerns about adverse
construction impacts along the Existing Alternative were expressed by the local
residents at the public meetings.

•

Economic Considerations - This factor is a measure in dollar terms of the costeffectiveness of the project. As an investment of public dollars, the construction of
the improvements would result in a public benefit or return. These benefits would be
realized by the users of the improved roadway system as compared to the project
having not been constructed (i.e. "No-Build" Alternative). These user-cost savings
are typically measured as the annualized savings of improved travel times, vehicle
operating costs and reduced crash risks. For this analysis, only those benefits up to
2020 were captured. As part of the overall economic considerations, the changes in
the annual operations and maintenance (O&M) costs were considered. The O&M
costs for the alternatives would not be notably different.
As discussed for the Long-term Corridor Capacity factor, the economic benefits of
the Far West Alternative would exceed those of the Existing Alternative in the longterm due to the capacity constraints of the Existing Alternative after 2020 - the
design-horizon for this EIS. · "For long.:.range planntng ""beyohd. 2020; 1he Far West
Alternative would provide the best benefit for the original investment because
additional transportation investments would not be required in the foreseeable future
beyond 2020. Soon after 2020, six-lane widening of the Existing Alternative would
· be. required to meet the growing travel demands, whereas the bypass alternativ~s
would both have unused capacity to absorb the continued US 71 traffic growth.
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E.

Environmental Justice - This factor consists of a subjective rating of how we11 each
alternative complies with federal regulations regarding the avoidance of
disproportionate adverse effects on certain designated population segments within
the Study Area. Since the presence of environmental justice indicators, such as
minority or low-income populations, have not been detected within the Study Area,
none of the alternatives would disproportionately impact any distinct population
segments within the area.

Selected Alternative

The selection of the preferred alternative is based on three primary considerations - the
effectiveness of the alternatives in accomplishing the goals of the proposed action (i.e. Purpose
and Need), the comparison of the alternatives' overall impacts and benefits, and input from the
public and review agencies, including the public hearing. Based on these three considerations,
the Far West Alternative has been selected as the preferred alternative for the US 71
improvements between Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri (see Exhibit S-6).
The recommendation of the Far West Alternative as the preferred alternative was presented in
the Draft EIS, published on March 13, 1998, and at the associated location public hearing held
on May 21, 1998. Comments received from the public and review agencies regarding the Draft
EIS did not present any additional information that warranted substantial revisions of the
alternative analysis, as documented in the Draft EIS, which resulted in the selection of the Far
West Alternative as the preferred alternative. Although some questions and concerns were
submitted, each of the comments has been addressed in this Final EIS. In general, public and
agency comments have affirmed the selection of the preferred alternative. As a result, more
detailed assessments of the preferred alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) regarding impacts
to the Waters of the U.S. and to cultural resources have been performed subsequent to the
public hearing. The results of these more detailed assessments are documented in the
following sections and in the relevant sections of Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences.
A summary of comments received from the Draft EIS and responses to these comments are
presented in Chapter VII - Comments and Coordination.
The following sections present the reasoning for the selection of the Far West Alternative as the
preferred alternative:
·
1.

EFFECTIVENESS IN ACCOMPLISHING THE PURPOSE AND NEED

As described in Chapter I, several goals and objectives for the US 71 improvements have been
defined based on the description of the current and projected transportation-related problems in
the Study Area. Each ·of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would accomplish in varying degrees
the stated purpose and need for the proposed action. However, in evaluating the overall
effectiveness of the improvements in accomplishing the defined goals, the Far WesfAlternative
is superior to the other two alternatives in several respects:- Each of ·the alternatives would
equally provide a multi-state interstate facility, upgrade the US 71 design features, improve the
efficiency of the systei:n for the movement of people and goods, and facilitate access to nearby
regional recreational activities. However, the Far West Alternative has distinguished itself from
the other alternatives because of its superior effectiveness in improving traffic safety and its
overall roadway capacity.
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a.

Traffic Safety

The safety analysis of "Freeway-Build" Alternatives has determined that the Far West
Alternative would provide better reductions in projected crashes than the other two alternatives.
The superiority of the Far West Alternative is primarily due to the tighter physical constraints
and more urban-like setting of the other alternatives. The Far West Alternative would also have
the benefit of diverting trips from less safe highways to the new US 71 facility. But more
importantly, the Far West Alternative would provide a separate facility for those trips passing
through the Study Area and would eliminate the safety hazards of mixing the local, elderly traffic
with the higher-speed through traffic. Research suggests that elderly drivers, such as in Bella
Vista, have diminished driving abilities due to the effects of aging, and as such, present a
higher risk of crashes, particularly when mixed with truck traffic. For these reasons, the Far
West Alternative would be more effective regarding crash reductions and overall system safety.

b.

Roadway Capacity

Each of the US 71 alternatives has been designed to provide the targeted level-of-service (LOS
C) in the design year 2020. However, the bypass alternatives distinguish themselves from the
Existing Alternative due to their ability to meet travel demands beyond 2020 without requiring
additional investments. As a four-lane freeway facility, the Existing Alternative would effectively
reach its capacity around 2020. Additional lanes would need to be constructed for the Existing
Alternative, generally in the southern segments, to efficiently serve the travel demands beyond
2020. What further complicates this issue are the tight physical constraint's of the Existing
Alternative and the alternative's inherent difficulties with future roadway widening. If the study
horizon was extended beyond 2020, the Existing Alternative would not be the lowest cost
improvement and its adverse impacts to the surrounding environments would be measurably
greater.
Should future capacity improvements for the Far West or Near West Alternatives ever be
needed, the incremental construction costs would be considerably less than the Existing
Alternative and would not be nearly as difficult to construct. The Far West and Near West
Alternatives would incorporate adequate right-of-way for future expansion, however, corridor
preservation is important to protect the alignments established by these studies. The existing
roadway is an expressway with numerous curb cuts and the new project would be a freeway
which would control access to adjacent development. The bypass alternatives would provide
additional capacity to efficiently serve the growing travel demands of US 71 well beyond 2020.
It is not anticipated that additional capacity would be required with the Far West or Near West
Alternatives within the foreseeable future beyond 2020. In addition, as bypass alternatives, the
Far West and Near West Alternatives would provide the greatest overall system capacity,
considering both the new bypass facility and the existing US 71 roadway. This system
redundancy would provide better overall capacity and superior flexibility for incident
management within the system.

2.

-.

...

-·

.

~

...

COMPARISON OF OVERALL IMPACTS AND BENEFITS

The process of evaluating the improvement ·alternatives involves a · balancing of the
benefit/impact tradeoffs with regard to the engineering, traffic, environmental and social
considerations, with the concerns and interests of the commenting public and review agencies.
Particular issues and concerns which may be important to some may in fact conflict with the
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concerns of others. It is therefore the overall total-project comparison of the alternatives which
helps guide the selection of the best alternative.
Each of the alternatives would have varying degrees of adverse impacts and benefits, and for a
number of the impact issues, none of the alternatives differentiate themselves (see Table S-3).
But from an overall perspective, the Far West Alternative presents the best alignment based on
the overall comparison of the benefits and adverse impacts. As shown in Table S-4 and the
following discussion, there are several issues which support this conclusion. For each of the
general evaluation categories, those factors which differentiate the alternatives from one
another and substantiate the identity of the best alternative have been listed. The comparison
is based on a five-part rating scale which considers the balance of the alternative's benefits and
adverse impacts for each major evaluation category. The Far West Alternative has been
shaded signifying its selection as the best alternative regarding its balance of benefits and
adverse impacts.
TABLE S-4
"FREEWAY-BUILD" REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES
OVERALL IMPACT COMPARISON SUMMARY

•

Major Categories
Evaluation Factors
Engineering

•

Traffic

•

Environmental

•

Social/Economic

Near
West

Existing

+

+

./
./

Distinguishing
Factors or Issues
Long-range Costs
Maintenance of Traffic

./
./
./
./

Safety (Traffic Mix)
Long-term Corridor Capacity
Incident Management
Crash Reduction

./
./
./

MoDOT EIS/ROD
Secondary Impacts
Waters of the U.S .

./

Adverse Impacts to Businesses During
Construction
Impacts to Existing Structures
{Relocations)
Noise Impacts
Compatibility with Current Land
Use/Master Plan

./
./
./
Rating Scale: ++ Benefits >> Adverae Impacts
+ Benefits > Adverae Impacts
Benefits = Adverse Impacts
Benefits < Adverse Impacts
Benefits « Adverse Impacts

•

Engineering
../ Long-range Costs - From an engineering perspective, if the current study horizon was
extended, additional roadway investments would be required at or near 2020 such that
the present worth construction cost for the Existing Alternative would increase.
Foreseeable additional roadway capacity improvements for the Far West and Near
West Alternatives would not be required beyond 2020. As the existing highway corridor
develops, the costs associated with acquisition of adjacent property would continue to
increase past the project's planning period.
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./ Maintenance of Traffic - Due to the complexities of the Existing Alternative and its
close spatial relationship to the existing US 71 roadway, maintenance of traffic during
construction for this alternative would be especially difficult. Existing traffic patterns and
local access would be disturbed during the construction of the Existing Alternative.
Furthermore, to minimize the construction costs and adverse environmental impacts of
the Existing Alternative, it was assumed that only two lanes of US 71 traffic would be
maintained during the construction period - resulting in potentially significant increased
traffic delays. For these reasons, and because existing US 71 and local traffic can be
maintained so easily with the bypass alternatives, the Far West and Near West
Alternatives are far superior regarding traffic maintenance.
•

Traffic
./ Safety (Traffic Mix) - The nature of the typical Bella Vista driver creates unique traffic
hazards. Bella Vista, being a large retirement area, has a substantial number of elderly
drivers. Typically, elderly drivers have slower reaction times than the average driver and
tend to be involved in a higher portion of crashes. In a report entitled Transportation in
an Aging Society: Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, published by the
Committee for the Study on Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, it is stated
that the "accumulated skill and judgement gained over a lifetime of driving tend to be
offset by other factors (physiological and cognitive changes that accompany aging)."
Research also sugg~sts that crash risks increase sharply when the elderly driver is
interspersed with truck traffic, as is currently the case in Bella Vista. This mix of traffic is
further complicated by the incompatibility of the varying expectations of the local and
interstate drivers. Local trips, typically involving an elderly driver, expect slower travel
speeds, whereas the driver of a through trip is expecting non-stop, higher speed service
through the Study Area. These issues strongly support the benefits of the Far West
Alternative due to its ability to effectively separate the local trips from the through trips .
./ Long-term Corridor Capacity - From a long-range planning perspective, the Far West
Alternative, and to a lesser extent the Near West Alternative, would provide a superior
framework for the long-term transportation needs of the Study Area. Service needs for
the interstate trips would be better met with a bypass facility for much longer into the
future. A four-lane bypass improvement would provide the capacity needed now to
relieve the current congestion along US 71, and would provide additional capacity for
the future travel demands to grow into .
./ Incident Management - The bypass alternatives provide greater flexibility for the
management of incidents on US 71. Either the new facility or the existing US 71
roadway would provide an alternative north-south route for the continued operation
should a crash cause congestion on the other facility. Improved emergency vehicle
operations and routing would also .be advantages of the-bypass alternatives. For this
benefit to be fully realized, an incident management plan would need to be developed .
./ Crash Reduction - The Far West Alternative distinguishes itself by its superior ability to
reduce crashes within the Study Area. This distinction is due to its greater overall travel ·
efficiencies, shifting more travel to safer facilities, and due to its more rural-like driving
environment. This benefit is even further magnified when the issue of traffic mix is
considered.
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Environmental
./ MoDOT EIS/ROD - For the purposes of evaluating the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, the
cumulative impacts of the ultimate and interim improvements were considered.
(Quantities shown in Table S-3 reflect the total impacts of the proposed action.) Though
the total impacts have provided the basis for the evaluation, the previously completed
EIS and Record of Decision by MoDOT for the US 71 improvements in Missouri will
provide the basis for any subsequent environmental investigations, permits or mitigation
for the interim improvements in Missouri. This arrangement is possible due to the
consistency of the interim improvements with the preferred alternative from the MoDOT
EIS. Consequently, for the Far West Alternative, the construction of the interim
improvements in Missouri would be performed in compliance with the MoDOT EIS and
any ultimate improvements would be completed through this document.
./ Secondary Impacts - By virtue of its location outside of the developed areas of Bella
Vista, the Far West Alternative has the overall advantage of fewer direct impacts to the
manmade and some of the natural environments. Though some direct impacts would
be realized by those residents and property owners located along the alignment, as a
whole, the Far West Alternative would not be as disruptive to the existing setting of the
Study Area - permanently as well as during construction. This fact is reflected in the
lower number of potential impacts to high-quality wetland resources, hazardous waste
However, because the
sites, caves, existing structures, and noise receptors.
surrounding areas are generally undeveloped, the Far West Alternative would have the
greatest potential for adverse secondary impacts regarding land use, water quality, and
aquatic/terrestrial habitat resources. With the Far West Alternative, it is reasonable to
conclude that the planned development of the western portions of Bella Vista, as
documented in the corporate master plan for the community, would likely develop at a
quicker pace due to the new access provided by the bypass. For this reason, the Far
West Alternative is viewed slightly less favorably as the Existing Alternative for this
issue .
./ Waters of the U.S. - As shown on Table S-3, the Far West Alternative .would have the
least potential impact to special aquatic sites and regulated ponds.

•

Social/Economic
./ Adverse Impacts to Businesses During Construction - By virtue of its location along
the existing US 71 corridor, the Existing Alternative would have considerably greater
adverse impacts to existing businesses during construction. While construction is in
process, which could be a significant period of time, the existing businesses along US
71 would experience temporary changes in access, parking, visibility, construction
noise, and construction dust. A common theme heard from the residents of the Study
Area was coccerns .. about the-adverse .construction .. impacts of the improvements.
These impacts would not be incurred to nearly the same degree with either the Far
West or Near West Alternatives .
./ Impacts to Existing Structures (Relocations) - The Far West Alternative would cause
the relocation of considerably fewer existing residences and businesses.
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../ Noise Impacts - The Far West Alternative would increase noise levels at considerably
fewer existing noise receptors .
../ Compatibility with Current Land Use/Master Plan - As supported by comments
received by the majority of attendees at the various public meetings, the Far West
Alternative is the most compatible alternative with both current and projected land use.
The Far West Alternative is consistent with the retirement, low-density nature of the
Bella Vista community and would not adversely affect the current social structure of the
Village. The Far West Alternative is also consistent with the long-range master plan for
Bella Vista. Conversely, the Near West Alternative would destroy the social structure of
the Bella Vista community due to its location within the heart of the residential areas of
the community. This issue is a primary reason for not considering the Near West
Alternative as the best option. Other factors that reflect the high degree of adverse
social impacts by the Near West Alternative include impacts to existing residences and
noise impacts. The Existing Alternative would support the existing land use trends of
Bella Vista, but would quickly reach the effective development capacity of the corridor.
3.

.PUBLIC/AGENCY PARTICIPATION AND COMMENT

The residents of Bella Vista and the surrounding communities have been very active in the US
71 study process. Input gathered through public meetings, Corridor Advisory Council meetings,
location public hearing, and· other activities have directly contributed to the decision-making
process by prompting the inclusion of various evaluation factors. Additionally, in some cases
public input has affected the measure of each factor. Public comments have centered on
roadway safety, community cohesion, air quality, noise levels, environmental preservation, and
integrity of area amenities and economic concerns.
In general, there has been some degree of support for or opposition to all the ultimate
improvement alternatives considered. However, the majority of Bella Vista residents clearly
favor the Far West Alternative. While these residents also express extreme opposition to
selection of the Existing Alternative, their comments are offset to some degree by other
residents, particularly from McDonald County and the Hiwasse areas, who support the use of
the existing route. Opposition to the Existing Alternative by the Bella Vista residents has
centered on changes to access, adverse noise impacts, inconveniences during construction
and impacts to the golf courses. The Near West Alternative has received little support and a
great deal of opposition.
Resource agency coordination has been ongoing throughout the US 71 study. Environmental
scoping to identify issues and concerns which would affect the definition and evaluation of the
alternative improvements was performed since the beginning of the study, including the formal
scoping meeting. In addition, individual meetings were held with various agencies to discuss
the environmental issues and concerns in more detail. Resource agency comments regarding
the Draft EIS have been addressed ~n .the Final. EIS.--ln general, comments -Offered by the
resource agencies have requested further clarification on secondary and cumulative impacts
and impacts to cultural resources. Appropriate clarification of these issues has been provided
in the relevant sections of this Final EIS. Through the clarification of these issues and the
reconciliation of unresolved issues, as identified in the Draft EIS, there are no outstanding
resource agency issues potentially affecting the selection of the preferred alternative.
·
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Based on public input which has been received, two generalizations can be made regarding
public consensus - 1) the Far West Alternative is preferred due to its limited impact on the
status quo, and 2) safety and capacity issues need to be addressed along existing US 71. With
both interim and ultimate considerations, both of these issues are addressed by the Far West
Alternative. The interim improvements, consisting of roadway widening in Missouri and
intersection improvements in Arkansas, would meet the more immediate concerns of the public
regarding the existing US 71 roadway. The ultimate bypass improvements would then
ultimately provide a bypass facility around Bella Vista maintaining the nature and character of
the Village while providing an efficient regional transportation system.
4.

SUMMARY OF ISSUES

a.

Areas of Controversy

In the project planning and development of the US 71 improvements, some issues of potential
controversy have become apparent through the active coordination with resource agencies and
involvement of the general public. As with almost any public improvement project of a complex
nature, there are varying and diverse viewpoints regarding certain aspects of the proposed
improvements. In the case of the US 71 project, an active community involvement program
utilizing a pre-location public meeting, a scoping meeting, design information public meetings,
Corridor Advisory Council meetings and project information mechanisms such as newsletters
and a project phone line have facilitated the identification of these issues. Consequently,
project planning was adjusted as needed to adequately address these potentially controversial
issues.
The two most prevailing issues include:
•

General opposition to the Existing Alternative by the Bella Vista residents and
general support of the Existing Alternative by residents in McDonald County and
other outlying areas:
Despite measures to reduce direct impacts to adjacent properties, the Existing
Alternative would directly impact tbe areas surrounding the existing roadway and
Bella Vista residents are generally opposed to the Existing Alternative due to these
adverse impacts. Specific concerns expressed by many residents relate to direct
impacts to the area's golf courses and other amenity-related concerns including
impacts to the area's shopping centers. With the Existing Alternative, local access
would be changed and the visibility of the shopping centers would be affected.
Access would be provided via interchanges and frontage roads. This type of access
would change the current degree of access and would not complement the driving
capabilities of the local elderly population. In the area of Sugar Creek Center, the
elevated US 71 roadway over the interchange area would affect the visual setting of
the area.
In addition to amenity-related concerns, residents have also expressed concern
about the driver demands of the Existing Alternative. A freeway facility with its
higher operational speeds would require a greater degree of ability for drivers to
negotiate safely. Partially-continuous frontage roads would be provided with the
Existing Alternative such that some local trips would not necessarily need to enter
the freeway. This provision would mitigate some of the concerns of traffic mix on the
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freeway but not all. For all local trips to avoid the freeway entirely, undoubtedly a
number of trips would experience out-of-direction travel. Further mitigation could
include lengthened acceleration lanes for the interchange ramps or auxiliary lanes
between the interchanges but this would increase the adverse impacts of the
alternative.
Many Missouri residents have expressed concerns regarding the present US 71
capacity and safety. Most feel that a bypass facility would not divert the through
traffic away from the existing facility. In light of the immediate need for capacity and
safety improvements, interim improvements were included as part of the Far West
Alternative. As such, the expressed needs of both the Bella Vista residents and the
McDonald County residents would be served with the Far West Alternative.
•

Interaction of the US 71 improvements with the planned Northwest Arkansas
Regional Airport:
The Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport is a new airport located southeast of
Bentonville. Located approximately 14.0 km (8.7 miles) due south of the Far West
Alternative, previous traffic studies completed for the airport planning have shown
that the area of travel influence for the airport extends just north of Bentonville, at
the southern end of the US 71 Study Area. Because regional access to the facility
will be provided by the combination of US 71 south of Bentom.~ille and US 412,
additional access to the airport from the US 71 improvements through or around
Bella Vista was not considered by this study.

b.

Unresolved Issues

The potential impacts of each alternative have been assessed, evaluated and compared in
sufficient detail to characterize the degree of impact and the relative differences of the
competing alternatives. For some issues, more detailed analyses were performed subsequent
to the location public hearing to more precisely quantify the absolute impacts of the project.
These analyses, conducted for only the preferred alternative (i.e. Far West Alternative) after the
location public hearing, included wetlands and cultural resource investigations.
Wetland Resources Investigations

Pursuant to the regulations of the Clean Water Act (CWA) as administered by the US Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), more detailed assessments and impact quantity estimations for
wetland impacts were performed after the public hearing for the Far West Alternative (i.e.,
preferred alternative). Separate reports summarizing the potential impacts were prepared and
submitted for the ultimate improvements in Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County,
Missouri. (Section 404 Permit coordination for the interim improvements in Missouri will be
performed by MoDOT in accordance with the previously completed EIS and Record of Decision
for US 71 - MoDOT Job Number J7P0427=FHWA-EIS-90.:.02~F.) Based on ttie lindings of the
more detailed investigations, as documented in the summary reports, the USACE has
authorized the construction of the Far· West Alternative pursuant to the requirements of the
Department of the Army Nationwide Permit No. 14 (Nationwide Permit No. 13862) for McDonald
County and Department of the Army General Permit GB (General Permit No. 13862) for Benton
County. Copies of these permits are included in Appendix E. Subsequent design development
and construction activities for the Far West Alternative ultimate improvements will need to be
performed in accordance with these permits. Other than the fulfillment of the requirements of
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these permits by MoDOT and AHTD, respectively, no other issues relating to Waters of the US
or jurisdictional wetlands remain unresolved.
Cultural Resources Investigations

In accordance with the Historic Preservation Program standards, including the MoDOT cultural
resources protocol for Missouri resources, additional investigations of the Far West Alternative
(i.e., preferred alternative) were performed to more definitively determine its impacts to cultural
resources. The recommendation of the preferred alternative, as documented in Table S-3, was
based on a consistent methodology for all reasonable alternatives and consisted of a predictive
archeological impact factor, impacts to previously recorded archeological sites, impacts to
historic sites, and impacts to architectural sites determined to be potentially eligible to the
National Register of Historic Places. Since the location public hearing, additional Phase I
archaeological studies and determinations of effect for the Far West Alternative have
determined, in concurrence with the State Historic Preservation Officers for Missouri and
Arkansas:
•

One archeological site in Arkansas (Site 3BE634) requires a Phase II investigation.

•

No architectural sites determined to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP would be
adversely impacted.

A Phase II assessment was conducted at 3BE634 and it was determined by the AR-SHPO to
not contain intact subsurface cultural features or deposits or otherwise have the potential to
contain information important in prehistory. Consequently, the AR-SHPO has determined that
no additional work is necessary for this resource. During the construction of the Far West
Alternative, compliance with Section 106 requirements would be fulfilled by MoDOT and AHTD
as necessary. For the interim improvements in Missouri, the current MOA executed in
association with the previous MoDOT EIS will govern the cultural resources investigations.
Roadway Alignment and Design Features

Though it was determined by the AR-SHPO as part of the cultural resources that all five of the
architectural sites determined to be eligible for the NRHP would not be adversely impacted by
the Far West Alternative. Therefore, special attention to roadway design issues should be
provided in subsequent design development activities in the vicinity of Site BE2177 - New
Home Church.
To augment the SHPO's determination of no effect, roadway noise
considerations should continue to be evaluated in the vicinity of the church.
A meeting with the New Home Church members was held in August, 1999 to discuss noise
abatement issues related to the proposed US 71 Highway relocation located adjacent to their
historic church. Abatement measures discussed included increasing the distance of the
highway from the Church, using a typical noise barrier, using a small berm and/or rock wall, and
using architecture soundproofing such as storm windows. These measures and various
combinations were discussed to determine-a -preference among -the-·-church members in
attendance. Moving the highway a sufficient distance to allow acceptable noise levels at the
~hurch was the group's first preference with the combination of a rock wall/berm combination
used with some soundproofing as their second choice. The group did not support the use of a
typical noise barrier which would reduce noise levels but would also result in creating an
unacceptable visual barrier.
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In the detailed design phase of this project, the Department will move the highway final
alignment as far as possible, -but still within the existing engineering and environmental
constraints of this interchange area near McKisic Creek. If this design alignment change is not
sufficient to reduce the noise levels below the Federal Highway Administration criteria; then a
small berm/rock wall combination with appropriate vegetation cover will be designed and
coordinated with the church. Soundproofing options may be included if the berm/wall
combination is not sufficient to achieve acceptable noise levels (FHWA criteria).
One of the more commonly heard comments from the location public hearing regarding the
roadway alignment and design features of the Far West Alternative was the location of the
roadway relative to the Highlands Golf Course and associated residences on the western edge
of the Bella Vista Village. Concerns of proximal impacts were expressed by the area's
residents. Though no existing residences would require noise abatement based on AHTD
noise abatement criteria, consideration should be given to shifting the roadway's alignment
(FWB2/C2) farther to the west to provide more suitable distance between the roadway activities
and the nearby visual and aural receptors. This potential shifting of the alignment, to be
considered during subsequent design development activities, would likely be acceptable due to
the undeveloped nature of the area to the west. Relatively minor adjustments of the alignment
would be acceptable as long as the environmental impacts of the improvements would not be
measurably changed from those documented in this EIS or to the extent that the revised
impacts would affect the decision of the preferred alternative.
Additional Work for the MoDOT EIS and ROD
As stated in the previous paragraphs, the completed EIS and ROD by MoDOT and FHWA for
the US 71 improvements in Missouri will govern the environmental processing of the US 71
improvements along the existing roadway (i.e., interim improvements) in Missouri. This
arrangement is appropriate due to the consistency in location and design concept of the interim
improvements with the preferred alternative from MoDOT's EIS. Future actions by MoDOT and
the FHWA will include the continued processing of the appropriate environmental clearances for
the interim improvements in Missouri. In addition to the wetland and cultural resource
investigations, these activities will include the continued review of the future design details with
the planning assumptions and intentions specified in the earlier completed MoDOT EIS.
5.

SUMMARY OF FUTURE ACTIONS

As a result of the environmental evaluation of the selected alternative, a number of identified
actions are necessary during the design development and construction phases of the project.
The following is a list of these actions:
•

Continue coordination with the Bentonville/Bella Vista Trailblazers Association, Inc.
during design development and construction to coordinate the planning of a
pedestrian/ bicycle trail that w~ld conne~ th_e t\!V() communities of Bentonville and
Bella Vista with the US 71 improvements.

•

Coordinate the design development and construction activities with the US Fish &
Wildlife Service.

•

Continue coordination of mitigation measures for impacts to the surrounding
environment which address environmental and social impacts including:
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Continued consideration of .noise abatement measures with "New
Home" Church and the Highlands Golf Course as part of the design
development phase of the project.
Continued refinement to the highway final alignment within the
evaluated corridor to avoid impacts. During design development,
alignment refinements will be investigated, so that impacts to existing
water resources in the vicinity of McKisic Creek will be minimized. In
an attempt to minimize the proximal impacts to residences located
within the Highlands, alignment refinements will be investigated
during the design development phase of the project. Refinements to
the final alignment will be investigated during design development to
avoid impacts to Wetland B-3a.
Continue investigation of residential displacements during design
development.
•

Continue coordination of the Section 404 Permit for compliance with the provisions
of the Clean Water Act. Coordination with the US Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) as part of design development activities will entail fulfillment of the
requirements of the permits.

•

Continue coordination with Missouri Dept. of Natural Resources (MDNR) and
Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality to ensure that a proper
construction water pollution control program is implemented during the design
development and construction phases of the project.
Make sure Standard Erosion Protection Plans are followed with
proper inspection and maintenance.
Identify and monitor any wells that would be impacted by the
alignment.
Ensure that "Best Management Practices" are being used by
contractors during design and construction.

•

Continue coordination with Missouri Dept. of Natural Resources (MDNR), in
Missouri, to ensure that a proper construction water pollution control program is
implemented during the design development and construction phases of the
project.
Ensure that Stream Channel Modification Guidelines are followed
when modifying channels or relocating streams.

•

Develop a "Construction Management Plan" for· the improvements through the
Bella Vista Community, as part of detailed design.

•

Continue coordination with Missouri Speleological Survey (MSS) or Arkansas
Association of Cave Studies (ASCS) to document any new caves discovered
during final design or construction.
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Purpose and Need for Action

Chapter I - Purpose and Need for Action
The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD), Missouri Department of
Transportation (MoDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) are proposing to
improve US 71 from south of Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri.
This chapter provides a description of the proposed action, the transportation-related problems
which are to be addressed by the proposed improvements and the purpose and need for the
project.

A.

Project Status

1.

PROJECT HISTORY

In 1991, the US Congress identified the existing US 71 corridor extending from Kansas City,
Missouri to Shreveport, Louisiana as a high-priority corridor. As listed in the lntermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), this corridor, possibly to be called 1-49, was identified as
a high-priority north-south highway corridor from the Gulf of Mexico to the Midwest (see Exhibit
1-1). Prior to ISTEA, the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1987 also identified US 71 as a highway
corridor of national significance. In response to the 1987 legislation, a multi-state corridor study
(Kansas City, Missouri to Shreveport, Louisiana Highway Feasibility Corridor Study) was
conducted by AHTD in cooperation with the FHWA and its neighboring states - Missouri, Texas
and Louisiana. This study concluded that the US 71 corridor was essential to the economic
growth of the central region of the country.
Since the 1987 study and in accordance with the federal legislation, the AHTD has begun
implementing an improvement program to upgrade US 71 to a freeway facility, extending from
the Arkansas/Louisiana state line south of Texarkana, Arkansas, to the Missouri/Arkansas state
line north of Bella Vista. (A freeway is a multi-lane, typically four or more, highway with access
provided only at interchanges.) The total improvement of the US 71 corridor within the state is
at varying stages of development - planning, construction or open to traffic. In general, these
improvements consist of interstate-type improvements with four-lane widening on new or
existing alignment with access control upgrades. In some communities, new bypass facilities
have been provided. Immediately south of Bella Vista, new bypass facilities have been
constructed and are currently in operation for the communities of Bentonville, Springdale and
Fayetteville.
Similar to AHTD, the Missouri Highway and Transportation Commission has made a
commitment to upgrade existing ·us 71 to a lreeway facility ·frorrnhe~issouri/Arkansas state
line to Kansas City. South of the city of Joplin, where the US 71 corridor intersects the 1-44
corridor, decisions regarding the location of the freeway facility have already been made
(MoDOT Job Number J7P0427, FHWA - EIS-90-02-F). Construction of a new four-lane
freeway facility has been completed immediately south of the new US 71/1-44 Interchange and
construction is anticipated in the near future for the next phase to the south.
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In addition to issues relating to freeway upgrades, US 71 through Bella Vista, Arkansas, has
seen a significant growth in traffic over the years. Increased through-trips and intra Bella Vista
trips have caused an increase in traffic crashes in the area. The growth in traffic and
decreased safety within the region, in addition to regional corridor commitments, have resulted
in the need for improvements to US 71.

2.

Bl-STATE STUDY

One of the remaining portions of the US 71 corridor within the state of Arkansas where the
specific location details of the freeway improvements have not yet been identified or
implemented extends north from the recently completed bypass around Bentonville north to the
state line. Decisions regarding the location and nature of the US 71 improvements in Arkansas
have implications on the corresponding improvements in Missouri, and vice versa. Therefore,
this bi-state study is considering the area as a whole, extending from south of Bella Vista,
Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri, and AHTD and MoDOT have collaborated to conduct this study.
The necessary coordination of policies and standards for AHTD and MoDOT has been provided
for this study.
The identified Study Area, extending from south of Bella Vista to Pineville, Missouri, has logical
project termini along US 71. The project termini tie into proposed or completed improvements
along existing US 71. The study termini have independent utility separate from other portions
of the Kansas City to Shreveport high-priority corridor and serve a population activity center in
Northwest Arkansas and Southwest Missouri.

3.

MAJOR INVESTMENT STUDY

The southern end of the Study Area (extending from a connection with the existing US 71
bypass around the east side of Bentonville, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri) is located within the
jurisdictional boundary of the Metropolitan Planning Organization (Northwest Arkansas Regional
Planning Commission) for the Bentonville-Rogers-Springdale area. The southern terminus is
defined as a connection with the US 71 freeway bypass around the eastern side of Bentonville.
Due to the project's southern terminus location within the MPO long-range planning boundary,
and given the nature of the proposed action (i.e., capacity improvements), consideration was
given by the MPO, AHTD and the FHWA as to the need for a major investment study (MIS). In
compliance with the Metropolitan Planning Regulations and in consultation with other agencies,
it was agreed by the MPO and the FHWA that a MIS would not be necessary for this project,
due to the lack of multi-modal options for the capacity improvements. This decision was
coordinated with the Federal Transit Administration.

B.

Project Description (Existing Route)

1.

REGIONAL .TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

In addition to being an important highway of national significance, US 71 is also the primary
north-south mobility provider for the Northwest Arkansas and Southwest Missouri regions.
Within the.se regions, several larger cities and economic activity centers are served by US 71.
These communities include Neosho, Joplin and Carthage within Missouri, and the cities of
Bentonville, Rogers, Springdale and Fayetteville in Arkansas. The village of Bella Vista, a
retirement/recreation community, is also primarily served by US 71. Other regionally significant
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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activity centers which are indirectly served by US 71 through interchanges with other highways
include Springfield, Missouri via 1-44 and Siloam Springs, Arkansas via US 412. Exhibit 1-2
shows the regional transportation system which surrounds and serves the project area.
Within the multi-state area of northwest Arkansas, southwest Missouri, southeast Kansas, and
northeast Oklahoma, the significant north-south highway corridors, in addition to US 71, include
US 69 to the west and US 65 to the east. US 69 is roughly aligned parallel to US 71 and is
located approximately 100 km (62 miles) to the west, serving eastern Oklahoma and eastern
Kansas. To the east, US 65 is located approximately 90 km (56 miles) away, serving westcentral Arkansas and Missouri. It is not anticipated that significant traffic from these northsouth roadways would be diverted to US 71 as a result of the improvements.
As shown on Exhibit 1-2, other secondary north-south highways are more proximal to US 71.
Traffic volumes and travel patterns that could be impacted include: Route 59 extending from US
412 in Arkansas to the city of Anderson, Missouri. In addition, there are a number of secondary
routes that traverse through the area which directly or indirectly interact with US 71 and provide
regional mobility and accessibility. Table 1-1 provides a brief description of the regional
transportation facilities within the area.
TABLE 1-1
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Route 94

Route 72 provides east/west access through the southern portion of Bella Vista and
rovides access between Gravette and Bentonville.
Route 94 provides secondary north/south access on the east side of Bella Vista.

. Missoiiii~

Route 90
Route E
Route H

2.

Route 90 provides east/west access between the cities of Noel and Jane, located near
the intersection of Route 90 and US 71.
Route E provides secondary north/south access to the east of US 71 as an extension of
Route 94 in Arkansas on the east side of Bella Vista.
Route H provides east/west access to the city of Pineville and provides direct access
between Pineville and Noel.

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING US 71

Within the Study Area, through the area of Pineville, Missouri and extending south to the state
line, the existing US 71 roadway consists of a rural two-lane highway with stabilized shoulders
and partially-limited access control. At the state line, the existing roadway section transitions to
a four-lane divided roadway. Tbis..roadway section .is maintained. through.Jhe Bella Vista area
up to the connection with the freeway bypass around Bentonville. The four-lane section in
Arkansas includes a raised concrete median with stabilized outside shoulders. Access control
through Bella Vista is partially controlled with a short segment of fully-controlled access near
the US 71/Route 340 Interchange - the only existing interchange on US 71 within the project
limits. Continuing south, fully-controlled access is provided along US 71 at the US 71/US 71
Business Interchange north of Bentonville. The freeway section around Bentonville consists of
a four-lane roadway with a grassy, depressed median.
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North of the Study Area, extending to north of Neosho, the existing US 71 roadway is similar to
the rural two-lane section through Pineville. South of the Study Area, up to a point just south of
Fayetteville, the existing US 71 roadway consists of a four-lane freeway facility.
3.

PLANNEDIMPROVEMENTS

Both the states of Missouri and Arkansas have stated their commitments to improve US 71 to
interstate standards in accordance with ISTEA legislation. In the vicinity of Bella Vista, other
segments of US 71 have already been improved or are planned.
In 1992, the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for US 71 from 1-44 to the Arkansas
State Line in Jasper-Newton-McDonald Counties, Missouri; (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427,
FHWA-EIS-90-02-F), was approved by the FHWA and MoDOT. Soon after, the Record of
Decision was executed. This EIS defined a selected alternative for the improvement of US 71
in Missouri from 1-44 to the state line. As shown in Exhibit 1-3, the selected alternative consists
of freeway improvements along the existing US 71 alignment to incorporate as much of the
existing facility as possible. (A freeway is a multi-lane highway, typically four or more lanes,
with access provided only at interchanges. Freeways typically have higher operating speeds.)

C.

Overview of Purpose and Need

The general purpose of the project is to provide a safe, efficient, environmentally sound and
cost-effective transportation facility that responds to the needs of the study area and the region.
The specific purpose and needs being addressed by the proposed action are summarized as
follows:
•

Multi-State Interstate System - Provide a freeway as part of the multi-state, high-priority
transportation corridor extending from Shreveport, Louisiana to Kansas City, Missouri,
as established in ISTEA.

•

Traffic Safety - Reduce the number and severity of traffic-related crashes occurring
along US 71 between Bella Vista and Pineville.

•

Roadway Design Features - Upgrade current roadway design features along US 71
including roadway alignments and roadway cross-sections.

•

Movement of People and Goods - Provide for the efficient transport of people and
goods through the region by reducing the total hours of travel through the Study Area.

•

Local Access - Provide improved local access to the US 71 facility utilizing interchanges
and frontage roads wherever needed while providing efficient through service for nonlocal trips and truck traffic.

•

Roadway Capacity - Increase roadway system capacity in accordance with the
projected travel demands to improve the general operating conditions of US 71.

•

Recreational Activity Access - Facilitate the usage by motorists of nearby regional
recreational facilities through improved accessibility.

-

Each of these specific needs is discussed in the following sections.
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1.

MULTI-STATE INTERSTATE SYSTEM

In 1991, President Bush signed the lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA).
One provision of the ISTEA legislation identified high-priority corridors for transportation
improvements. One of the high-priority corridors identified (see Exhibit 1-1) was US 71 from
Kansas City, Missouri to Shreveport, Louisiana. Recognized as a highway corridor of national
significance, this corridor would be improved to interstate standards and would provide an
extension of 1-49, which connects New Orleans with Shreveport via 1-10. With this corridor, new
and improved transportation access would be provided from the international ports of the Gulf
of Mexico to the Midwest.
In association with the designation of US 71 as a nationally significant transportation corridor,
the states of Arkansas and Missouri have developed their respective statewide plans to include
and complement the commitments to the US 71 corridor.
2.

TRAFFIC SAFETY

The current roadway configuration, with at-grade intersections feeding traffic to a two-lane rural
highway in Missouri and a divided four-lane urban expressway in Arkansas, contributes to
higher crash experience than would a modem four-lane freeway facility. For example, the twolane rural highway in Missouri has limited passing areas, few shoulder areas for vehicles with
mechanical problems to park, lower visibility for motorists driving in the area's hilly terrain, as
well as roadway and driveway intersections with uncontrolled access for turning vehicles. As a
result, the less-safe portions of this highway have crash rates approximately 90% higher than
similar facilities within the respective states.
While the existing four-lane facility in Arkansas has lower crash rates in general than the twolane facility in Missouri, the Arkansas facility still has several design features that contribute to
its higher than average crash rates. For example, there is only partial access control, with
several streets and driveways connecting directly with US 71 .
Additionally, the nature of the typical Bella Vista driver creates additional traffic hazards. Bella
Vista, being a large retirement area, has a substantial number of elderly drivers. Typically,
elderly drivers have slower reaction times than the average driver and tend to be involved in a
higher portion of crashes. In a report entitled Transportation in an Aging Society: Improving
Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, published by the Committee for the Study on Improving
Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, it is stated that the "accumulated skill and judgement
gained over a lifetime of driving tend to be offset by other factors (physiological and cognitive
changes that accompany aging).·
The crash risks increase sharply when the elderly driver is interspersed with truck traffic, as is
the case in Bella Vista: Based on statistics compiled by the Fatal Accident Reporting System
(FARS), the following is documented in a report entitled, The Safety Record of Heavy Trucks
·
and Older Drivers: An Analysis of Five Years of Large-Scale Accident Data:
American drivers over the age of 65 are over fifty percent more likely to
be involved.in a fatal heavy truck accident than younger drivers. Mile for
mile, senior drivers are over three times more likely to be both involved
in, and killed by, a fatal truck accident, as compared to displaying less
than twice the risk per mile of a fatal encounter with other automobiles.
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Current Crash Statistics

Utilizing five-year historical data provided by the AHTD and by MoDOT for the period between
1992 and 1996, a crash analysis along existing US 71 was performed. During these time
periods, there were 251 crashes in Arkansas between the US 71/US 71 Business Interchange
and the state line, including one fatal crash. In Missouri, between Route H and the state line,
there were 216 crashes, including five fatality crashes. The total number of crashes by year are
presented in Table 1-2.

TABLE 1-2
TRAFFIC INCIDENTS BY YEAR AND TYPE
Location
and Year

Property Damage
Only

Injury

Fatality

Total

26
29
30
43
42

16
12
9
20
23

0
0
0
0
1

42
41
39
63
66

170

80

1

251

21
26
30
40
22

13
14
13
21
11

0
1
3
1
0

41
46
62
33

139

72

5

216

Arkansas 111

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
Total
Missouri 121

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
Total
Note:

34

(1) US 71/US 71 Business Interchange to state hne.
(2) Route H (Pineville, MO) to state line.

The historical crash figures in Arkansas indicate a consistent range of crashes without a distinct
trend higher or lower. The annual crash figures in Arkansas generally range from between 40
and 70 crashes every year. The crash information for Missouri, on the other hand, varies from
the yearly high of 62 in 1995 to 33 in 1996.
To provide a common basis of comparison, a crash rate was established for various segments
along US 71. The crash rates are typically expressed in crashes per hundred million vehicle
kilometers (miles) of travel (acc/HMVK(M)T), with one vehicle kilometer of travel representing
one vehicle traveling one kilometer.
The crash rates along US 71 within the Study Area vary between 64 (100) and 248 (400)
acc/HMVK(M)T in Arkansas and 55 (90) to 255 (410) acc/HMVK(M)T in Missouri. The crash
rates for the various US 71 segments are presented in Exhibit 1-4. As shown, the segment of
US 71 with the most crashes is located just north of the Arkansas/Missouri border with 255 ·
(410) acc/HMVK(M)T. The segment along the state line has a high number of access points
serving both local residences and business establishments where traffic entering and exiting
the highway create numerous traffic conflict points. Conflicting moves between the traffic on
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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the main highway (i.e. US 71) and traffic on the access points (i.e. driveways) have been cited
in the traffic crash reports.
By comparison, the state average for rural two-lane highways in Missouri over the same time
period is 134 (215) acc/HMVK(M)T. For four-lane divided highways in Arkansas, the state
average crash rate is 76 (124) acc/HMV(M)T. There are portions of US 71 in Missouri that
have over 90% more crashes than the typical two-lane rural highway in Missouri, and in
Arkansas there are portions that have between 30% and 80% more crashes than the typical
four-lane divided highway in Arkansas.

b.

Crash Projections in Project Area

Based on current crash rates for US 71 and expected traffic growth in the corridor, the total
number of crashes in 2020 was estimated and are presented in Table 1-3. Assuming no
roadway improvements along US 71, the total number of annual crashes is projected to
increase by 176 percent in Arkansas and over 258 percent in Missouri by 2020.

TABLE 1-3
PROJECTED INCREASE IN ANNUAL
TRAFFIC CRASHES ALONG US 71
Location
and Year

Property Damage
Only

Injury

Fatalltv

Total (Rounded)

Arkansas 111
Actual 1996
Projected 2020
Percent Increase

42
124
195%

23
56
143%

1.0

ti

66
182
176%

Missouri 121
Actual 1996
Projected 2020
Percent Increase

22
80
264%

11
36
227%

Note:

c.

60%

0

ll

N.A.

33
118
258%

(1) US 71/US 71 Business Interchange to state hne.
(2) Route H (Pineville, MO) to state line.

Comparison with Proposed Improvements

With an improved four-lane freeway facility, the total number of crashes along US 71, as well as
other highways in the area, would be expected to decrease. Depending on the location of the
freeway improvement$ such as along the 'existing alignment or or1 new location, the proposed
improvements would remove between 134 and 244 crashes per year from US 71 within the
Study Area. (See technical report Travel Efficiency Analysis, March 1997.) Based on standard
FHWA crash cost values updated to 1996 dollars, the total monetary crash cost savings of the
freeway improvements would range between $6 and $11 million annually by 2020, with a
discounted total savings between $40 and $82 million.
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3.

ROADWAY DESIGN FEATURES

a.

Alignment

Roadway design features currently existing along US 71 are based on the prevailing design
standards at the time of the original US 71 construction. Today, geometric design standards
are more stringent than they were in the past.
For safety reasons, sight distance of sufficient length must be provided along a roadway so that
drivers can control the operation of their vehicles to avoid striking an unexpected object on the
traveled way. The minimum sight distance available on a roadway should be long enough to
enable a vehicle traveling at or near the maximum safe driving speed, or design speed, to stop
before reaching a stationary object in its path. Roadway alignments should also be gentle
enough to permit smooth directional transitions for the traveling vehicle.
Based on a review of the existing horizontal and vertical alignments of US 71 within the Study
Area, the existing roadway does not comply in its entirety with current American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) standards for a 110 km/h (70 mph)
design speed. As shown in Table 1-4, 100% of US 71 in Missouri meets the 110 km/h (70 mph)
design standard. However, US 71 in Arkansas does have some geometrically deficient
segments. Approximately 28% of the alignment in Arkansas, or approximately 3.1 km (2.0 mi.),
does not meet this standard., Exhibit 1-5 shows the existing horizontal and vertical curve design
speeds along US 71.
TABLE 1-4
GEOMETRIC DESIGN SUFFICIENCY
PERCENTAGE OF ALIGNMENT BASED ON DESIGN SPEED
Missouri
Sub-segment
Length km(mi)

% of
Se ment

Arkansas
Sub-segment
Length km(mi)

% of Segment represents the percentage of the US 71 roadway length within the
Study Area which does meet the given Roadway Design Speed Standard.

b.

Roadside Hazards

Another standard of design, which has changed considerably over time, is the issue of roadside
safety. While every reasonable effort is made to design roadways consistent with current
design standards, motorists continue to have crashes in which they run off the road for one
reason or another: ·Realizing··that -vehicles··can potentially ieave·-the-roadway at any given
location, a "forgiving roadway" should be maintained on US 71 to provide a safer roadside
environment for the traveling public.
Typical roadway improvement cross-sections would utilize 3.6 m (12 ft) travel lanes with fullwidth ·paved ·shoulders. Furthermore, a clear zone area, free of roadside hazards such as
trees, boulders or non-breakable signposts, would be provided adjacent to the roadway surface.
The existing cross-section of US 71 does not meet these roadside safety standards in all cases.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Improvements along the existing alignment or on a new alignment would provide a safer
roadside along US 71.
The elimination of roadside hazards, when combined with alignment improvements, would
provide a considerably safer, more efficient roadway through the project area.
4.

MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE AND GOODS

a.

Historical Traffic Trends on US 71

The ability to provide a more efficient transportation system is an integral component of the US
71 improvements. US 71 in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas serves as a primary
north-south highway for both commercial freight movements and private automobiles.
Fayetteville, Springdale, Bentonville, and Fort Smith have industries that truck a large portion of
their commerce through the US 71 corridor. J.B. Hunt, Wal-Mart and Tyson are all active
industries in the area, as are several other large and medium-sized companies. As these
companies continue to grow, and by association the local communities, the transportation
situation along the US 71 corridor will continue to deteriorate.
In addition to the commercial truck movements in the area (16 percent), US 71 is also used as
a local arterial by the citizens living in Bella Vista. The majority of the existing commercial
activity is located along the highway, and US 71 is the primary facility providing access to those
commercial activities not available in Bella Vista. Therefore, US 71 is carrying commercial and
individual trips with relatively long trip lengths in addition to the relatively short local trips that
would be more appropriately served by an arterial type roadway.
b.

Current and Projected Traffic Volumes

The first step in evaluating the traffic implications of any corridor improvement is to establish the
baseline from which all the alternatives are compared. This baseline would include the existing
roadway system plus any reasonably anticipated or committed improvements. In other words,
the analysis seeks to define what traffic conditions would be like in 2020 if only minor safety
improvements were made, such as new traffic signals at existing major intersections. Exhibit 16 shows the existing (1996) traffic volumes and the projected (2020) traffic volumes along the
US 71 roadway within the Study Area. Over this time period, the following traffic patterns and
conditions are likely to occur:
•

Along US 71, traffic is expected to increase from approximately 12,600 vehicles per
day (1996) north of the state line to approximately 23, 700 vehicles per day in 2020,
for an 88 percent increase. Just south of the state line the traffic is expected to
increase from 13,000 to 28,300 vehicles per day for a 118 percent increase. Finally,
near McKissic Creek, the traffic is expected to increase from 30,300 vehicles per day
to about.63,200 .vehicles. per .day for a 10.9 percent increase. _ . .

•

The total vehicle kilometers (miles) of travel in the network would increase from
approximately 1,787,200 (1,117,000) in 1996 to 4,150,400 (2,594,000) in 2020, for a
132 percent increase.

•

The total vehicle hours of travel in the network would increase from approximately
28,600 to 84,500, for a 195 percent increase.
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5.

•

The average vehicle speed in the network would decline from 63.5 km/h (39. 7 mph)
in 1996 to 49.1 km/h (30. 7 mph) in the year 2020, for a 23 percent decline. This
decline in average vehicle speed would be attributable primarily to the anticipated
inclusion of traffic signals along US 71 to address the safety concerns, the growth in
local trips, as well as the growth in traffic traveling through the area.

•

The total number of through trips (trips with both an origin and destination outside
the Study Area) would increase from 7,600 in 1996 to 17,700 vehicles per day in
2020. The vehicle split between through and local trips would increase from 5% and
95% of all trips in the network in 1996 to 6% and 94% in 2020. For trips using US
71, the percent of through trips increases from 30% (Arkansas) and 50% (Missouri)
in 1996 to 40% (Arkansas) and 75% (Missouri) in 2020.

LOCAL ACCESS

US 71 within the Study Area is currently being utilized by both long-distance through trips and
shorter, local trips. In effect, US 71 is functioning as both an urban arterial roadway and a
regional highway. This dual function creates traffic hazards because the through traveler
expects a regional highway without speed changes or at-grade turning movements. The local
traveler expects an urban facility with slower speeds and frequent turns. Forced onto the same
facility, this combination of driver expectations and speed differentials creates potential driver
conflicts. In addition, US 71 divides Bella Vista into two parts. This division causes local
motorists to either cross or utilize for short distances the US 71 roadway for local trips to
commercial or residential areas on the opposite side.
Freeway-type improvements to US 71 would help alleviate the problem of serving local access
while maintaining through-trip service. Contrasting with local service, a through-trip refers to a
motorist on US 71, which begins and ends his or her trip outside the Study Area. If the existing
roadway was upgraded to freeway standards, at-grade intersections (i.e. where roads intersect
or connect at the same elevation or grade) would be eliminated. A frontage road/cross road
system would funnel local traffic across US 71 using grade-separated facilities, thereby
simplifying the movement for travelers crossing US 71. Grade-separated facilities refer to the
crossing of roadways at different elevations using bridges. In addition, if US 71 were located on
a new location around Bella Vista, through trips should be removed from existing US 71,
thereby permitting the existing route to function more like an urban arterial with less traffic.
Under this condition with a new bypass facility additional safety and efficiency can be gained by
installing traffic signals at major intersections along the existing US 71 roadway.

6.

ROADWAY CAPACITY

Roadway congestion is measuredjn terms of .a taciUty's .ability-to serve a specific volume of
traffic. Typically, traffic engineers assign a capacity to a specific roadway segment based on
such characteristics as number of travel lanes, divided or undivided traffic flow, availability of
roadway shoulders, travel speed, traffic composition, and other factors.· Once a roadway
segment's capacity is calculated, a comparison between the volume of traffic anticipated to
travel on a roadway segment and its specific capacity results in a determination of level of
service (LOS). For the purposes of this study, LOS C or better is the goal for future (2020)
traffic conditions.
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Levels of service are defined for the various classes of roadway in the "Highway Capacity
Manual - Special Report No. 209" (HCM), 1994, prepared by the Transportation Research
Board. The levels of service range from the most desirable (level A) to the theoretical capacity
of the roadway (level E) and also forced flow congested conditions referred to as level F.
General description of the operating conditions for freeway facilities for each of the levels of
service from the HCM are as follows:
•

Level-of-Service A - Level A describes primarily free-flow operations. Average travel
speeds near 100 km/h (60 mph) generally prevail on 110 km/h (70 mph) freeway
elements~ Vehicles are almost completely unimpeded in their ability to maneuver within
the traffic stream.

•

Level-of-Service B - Level B also represents reasonably free-flow conditions and speeds
of over 92 km/h (57 mph) are maintained on 110 km/h (70 mph) freeway elements. The
ability to maneuver within the traffic stream is only slightly restricted, and the general
level of physical and psychological comfort provided to drivers is still high.

•

Level-of-Service C - Level C provides for stable operations, but flows approach the
range in which small increases in flow will cause substantial deterioration in service.
Average travel speeds are still over 87 km/h (54 mph). Freedom to maneuver within the
traffic stream is noticeably restricted at LOS C, and lane changes require additional care
and vigilance by the driver.

•

Level-of-Service D - Level D borders on unstable flow. In this range, small increases in
flow cause substantial deterioration in service. Average travel speeds of 74 km/h (46
mph) or more can still be maintained on 110 km/h (70 mph) freeway elements.
Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is severely limited, and the driver
experiences drastically reduced physical and psychological comfort levels.

•

Level-of-Service E - The boundary between LOS D and LOS E describes operations at
capacity. Operations in this level are extremely unstable, because there are virtually no
usable gaps in the traffic stream. Vehicles are spaced at approximately 24 m (80 feet),
or 4 car-lengths, at relatively uniform headways. This, however, represents the
minimum spacing at which stable flow can be accommodated.

•

Level-of-Service F - Level F describes forced or breakdown flow.
generally exist within queues forming behind breakdown points.

Such conditions

Based on existing geometric conditions within the Study Area, US 71 roadway capacities have
been estimated. These capacities reflect the maximum number of vehicles per day (vpd) that a
particular roadway could serve and still maintain acceptable service (LOS C). These capacities
are as follows:
•
•

2-Lane Highway (Missouri)
4-lane Expressw~y (Arkansas)

12,500 vpd
26,000 vpd

Utilizing these respective capacities, the US 71 traffic volumes have been analyzed to
· determine the capability each roadway segment would have to carry existing and future traffic
volumes. As the existing traffic volumes indicate, the existing daily traffic volumes in Missouri
are slightly over the 12,500 vpd capacity. Therefore, these segments currently operate at LOS
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D and are considered undesirable. In Arkansas, depending on the roadway segment, the
existing traffic volumes are below or slightly exceed the 26,000 vpd capacity of a 4-lane
expressway. Consequently, US 71 in Arkansas currently operates near LOS C or better north
of the Riordan Road area. South of this point, US 71 currently operates at LOS D.
The same comparison for future (2020) conditions indicates that all of US 71 would operate at
unacceptable levels. The entire project length in Missouri would exceed the roadway capacity
and operate at LOS F. In Arkansas, the roadway between Route 340 and Business 71 would
exceed the roadway capacity and operate at LOS F. The roadway segment between State Line
and Route 340 is anticipated to operate at LOS D. Table 1-5 presents a summary of these
capacity comparisons.
TABLE 1-5
ROADWAY CAPACITY ANALYSIS
US 71 STUDY CORRIDOR

us 71
Segment
Missouri
Pineville to Rt. 90
Rt. 90 to State Line
Arkansas
State Line to Rt. 340
Rt. 340 to Riordan Rd
Riordan Rd. to Bus 71
Note:

7.

Existin :1 (1996)
vpd
LOS

Segment
Capacity

Future 12020)
vpd
LOS

12,500
12,500

13,000
12,600

D
D

23,200
23,700

F

26,000
26,000
26,000

13,000
24,700
30,300

C+
C+

28,300
45,700
63,200

D
F
F

D

F

C+ means LOS C or better.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY ACCESS

Tourism and recreational traffic have significantly affected the current travel demand along US
71. This influence on the Study Area's traffic volumes due to recreational traffic is expected to
continue in the future.
a.

Importance of Tourism to the States of Arkansas and Missouri

Tourism to sites such as Huckleberry Ridge State Forest, Pea Ridge National Park, Beaver
Lake (all located outside of the Study Area), and the Bella Vista community is served by US 71.
All of these recreational activities are important to Missouri and Arkansas' economic base.
Purchases made by visitors to these areas create economic impacts to both the regions
themselves, as well as to the state. Direct economic impacts are realized when these new
dollars are spent in a defined area. Primary impacts of the initial expenditures go towards local
income and employment; the rest is realized in state and local taxes. Secondary impacts are
then realized as the initial dollars are used to purchase goods and services in other segments
of the states' -economies- or in other geographic areas of the states: Improvements to the
transportation system which serves and sustains tourism growth is critical for the continued
realization of these statewide economic benefits.
b. · Travel Demand from Recreational Activities
Recreational activity centers located in and near the Study Area draw traffic through the area.
From October 1996 to September 1997, over 2.5 million people visited the Beaver Lake, US
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Army Corps of Engineers' facilities. These visitors spent nearly 19 million visitor-hours at the
Lake.
Another nearby recreational attraction is the Pea Ridge National Park, with
approximately 100,000 annual visitors. Each of these attractions draw traffic from the US 71
Corridor.
One of the biggest recreational destinations of the Northwest Arkansas and Southwest Missouri
areas is the Bella Vista community. The Bella Vista community draws visitors from around the
middle part of the country in all directions, with the majority using US 71 from the north and
south of the Study Area.
With the travel demand created by the recreational activity centers located within and outside of
the Study Area, improvements to US 71 are necessary to provide efficient and safe regional
access to the recreational traffic.

D.

Project Description (Proposed Improvements)

Described in the following section, this project consists of improving US 71 to interstate
standards, through or around Bella Vista Village, and connecting the existing US 71 bypass
around Bentonville, Arkansas to the south with the planned four-lane improvements by MoDOT
at or near the Missouri/Arkansas state line.

1.

STUDYAREA

As shown on Exhibit 1-7, the Study Area extends from a southern terminus south of Bella Vista
to the northern terminus near Pineville, Missouri, and encompasses the areas potentially
impacted by possible route relocations. The potential improvement alternatives of upgrading
the existing roadway or constructing the freeway facility on new location around either the east
or west side of the Bella Vista Village are contained within the boundary of the Study Area. The
southern terminus of the Study Area consists of a connection with the existing freeway bypass
around Bentonville. The northern terminus represents a connection with the planned US 71
improvements to the north by MoDOT. The northern terminus consists of the planned US
71/Route H Interchange located southwest of Pineville.
The length of US 71 within the Study Area measured along the existing alignment is 15.2 km
(9.4 mi.) in Missouri, measured from Route H to the state line, and 11.2 km (7.0 mi.) in
Arkansas, measured from the state line to the existing US 71/US 71 Business Interchange.
The total project length within the Study Area is approximately 26.4 km (16.4 mi.).
Located within McDonald County, Missouri and Benton County, Arkansas, the Study Area
includes several municipalities. These small towns include Pineville and Jane in Missouri and
Hiwasse in Arkansas. In addition, the northern city limits of Bentonville, Arkansas, crosses into
the Study Area. The majority of the un-incorporated Bella Vista community comprises the
Study Area in Arkansas.

2.

ROADWAY TYPE

The US 71 improvements are proposed to be a freeway facility using fully controlled access (i.e.
interstate standard). As shown in Exhibit 1-8, the type of freeway improvement depends on the
specific site application -freeway on new location or freeway along existing.
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Purpose and Need for Action

For the relocation option, the basic roadway would consist of two traffic lanes in each direction
separated by an 18.3 meter (60 foot) depressed median. Full-width paved shoulders would be
provided on each side of the traveled way. The roadway line and grade would be efficiently
adapted to the topography of the area to the extent allowed by the design criteria. Frontage
roads would be utilized where needed to provide access to adjacent properties.
The roadway type for freeway improvements along the existing roadway depends on the
configuration of the existing roadway. Within Missouri, where the existing roadway consists of
two lanes, the new freeway improvements would be similar to the freeway on new location four-lane divided freeway with depressed median. For the US 71 segment in Arkansas which
consists of a divided four-lane section, the existing traveled way would be utilized and the
existing raised concrete median would be replaced with paved inside shoulders and a concrete
median barrier. To the fullest extent possible, the existing roadway alignment would be utilized.
Frontage roads would be provided to maintain access to adjacent areas.

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Chapter II - Alternatives
This chapter presents the definitions of the alternatives considered for the US 71 improvements
between Bentonville, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri. These descriptions of the alternatives
include traffic considerations, construction cost estimates, and operations and maintenance
cost estimates. These descriptions of the alternatives provide the basis for the assessment and
evaluation of the potential impacts of the improvements.

A.

Overview of Improvement Concepts

Based on the needs of the Study Area, as defined in Chapter I, and in compliance with federal
regulations requiring the consideration of all reasonable concepts, a full set of improvement
concepts has been developed. The following types of improvements have been considered:
1.

"NO-BUILD" CONCEPT

The "No-Build" Concept represents the existing roadway system plus any committed street and
highway improvements within the Study Area. Since no significant planned or committed
roadway improvements other than the US 71 improvements have been identified, this concept
consists of the current roadway network within the Study Area. This concept also consists of
short-term, minor safety and maintenance improvements to continue the operation of the
existing system.
2.

NON-FREEWAY IMPROVEMENTS TO EXISTING ROADWAY CONCEPT

This concept consists of non-freeway roadway capacity and safety improvements along the
existing US 71 roadway to meet future travel demands and future safety concerns. According
to the Transportation Research Board's Highway Capacity Manual, capacity is the maximum
rate of traffic flow, persons or vehicles, which can reasonably be expected for a roadway under
prevailing conditions. As a result, an increase in capacity is an increase in the rate of traffic
flow. This concept would not provide a freeway type of improvement, but would provide
capacity improvements (i.e. additional lanes) to meet the growing traffic demands of the US 71
Corridor. However, this concept would not provide the same level of traffic service as the
"Freeway-Build" Concepts.
3.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" CONCEPT

"Freeway-Build" Co~cept include_~ the constr:uction ~f a freeway facility eith~r on new location or
along the existing US 71 alignment. Based on the current land uses and built-up environment
of the Bella Vista area, several preliminary corridors have been identified - Far West, Near
West, Existing, and East. To minimize adverse impacts of the relocation corridors, the corridors
have been defined to either skirt the built-up areas of Bella Vista Village (Far West and East),
or to take advantage of undeveloped parcels located within the Village (Near West). North of
the state line, these corridors are aligned in accordance with the most direct route back to the
existing US 71 roadway alignment. Exhibit 11-1 shows the locations of the Study Corridors.
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OTHER CONCEPTS

Public transportation alternatives to highway improvements, such as bus systems and rail
transit, are generally considered viable concepts in large metropolitan areas where land use
intensity is relatively high, and where concentrated trip origins and/or destinations (such as
central business districts) make mass transit a more viable alternative. (The origin is the place
where a trip begins and a destination is the place where a trip ends.) Mass transit systems are
generally not a viable concept in areas with low population densities and widely distributed
origins and destinations, such as in Bella Vista. Public transportation is capable of carrying a
large number of people in relatively few vehicles, which can increase the capacity of a facility.
This would be measured in passenger-trips, and can contribute to a reduction in fuel
consumption and vehicle emissions. However, these benefits are realized only if transit
ridership is adequate and the construction costs of the transit system are not exorbitant. Based
on the experiences of transit systems across the country, because of the low population density
and the dispersed trip origins and destinations in the US 71 Corridor, public transportation
would not likely provide the same level of mobility as would the construction of a freeway, nor
would it likely provide the economic benefits that would be expected to accrue as the result of a
"Freeway-Build" Concept. For these reasons, public transportation alternatives are not
considered a reasonable alternative to the proposed action.

B.

Traffic

The ability to provide a more' efficient transportation system is an integral component of the US
71 improvements. US 71 in Southwest Missouri and Northwest Arkansas serves as a primary
north-south highway for both commercial freight movements and private automobiles. Based on
shipper surveys completed as part of this EIS, Fayetteville, Springdale, Bentonville, and as far
south as Fort Smith have industries that truck a large portion of their commerce through the US
71 Corridor. J.B. Hunt, Wal-Mart and Tyson are all active in the area, as are several other large
and medium-sized companies. As these companies continue to grow, and by association the
local communities, the traffic conditions along the US 71 Corridor will continue to worsen.
In addition to the commercial truck movements in the area (16 percent), US 71 is also used as
a local arterial by the citizens living in Bella Vista. The majority of the existing commercial
activity is located along the highway, and US 71 is the primary roadway providing access to
commercial activities not available in Bella Vista. Therefore, US 71 is carrying commercial and
individual trips with relatively long travel distances in addition to the relatively short local trips.
To evaluate the relative traffic improvement expected with each alternative, a traffic model was
developed. This model was utilized to develop the projected design year traffic volumes (2020)
with and without each of the improvement alternatives. The results of the model were utilized in
the evaluation of the alternatives' impacts on traffic patterns. In addition, the benefits of each
alternative in terms of crash savings, travel time savings, and reductions in vehicle operating
costs were estimated.
1.

TRAFFIC DEMAND FORECASTS

A computerized regional traffic model procedure was used to simulate existing and future traffic
within the US 71 Study Area. The TRANPLAN transportation modeling software was used in
this analysis. Traffic forecasts were developed by applying a traditional travel demand
modeling technique.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Methodology

The general procedure for evaluating the effectiveness of each roadway alternative involves
calibrating the model to existing conditions, estimating the growth or decline in traffic into the
future, and then comparing the roadway network with the alternative under investigation to the
baseline network without the alternative. The differences between the two networks would then
be attributable to the alternative.
More specifically, the effectiveness of each alternative depends on how much traffic would be
removed from congested sections, as well as how efficiently traffic would move throughout the
study region. The average annual daily traffic (AADT) is a model output which can be used to
measure the change in traffic volumes as traffic diverts from existing roads to the improved
roadway. AADT also indicates each alternative's ability to reduce traffic at specific locations.
To assess overall efficiency, a series of measures were used.
These measures of
effectiveness (MOE) include vehicle hours of travel (VHT), vehicle kilometers (miles) of travel
(VK(M)T), and the average vehicle speed. All four terms are defined as follows:

b.

•

Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) - Once the modeling procedure assigns trips to
the roadway network, each roadway or roadway segment has a specific number of
assigned vehicles. Fluctuations in the number of vehicles will occur based on
seasonal factors, as well as variations throughout the day. The AADT averages these
fluctuations and represents the number of vehicles crossing a specified point on an
average day during the year.

•

Vehicle Hours of Travel (VHT) - The amount of time vehicles are on the road is a
function of how far motorists must travel between their origin and destination as well
as the level of congestion encountered. The VHT is calculated by summing the travel
time made by each vehicle trip in the network.

•

Vehicle Kilometers (Miles) of Travel (VK(M)T) - The distance vehicles travel
between their origin and destination is the primary determinant of the path chosen,
with drivers typically choosing the shortest route. Sometimes, however, the shortest
route has the most congestion and a longer route would actually be quicker. The
model calculates a travel path for each trip in the network depending on both travel
distance and time. By summing up the travel distances made by each vehicle, the
traffic model can calculate the total VK(M)T for the network.

•

Average Vehicle Speeds - The traffic model reports average network-wide speeds,
based on congestion levels on the highway network.
Origin/Destination Study

In order to understand .the .travel Gharacteristics . ~f -the Bella Vista area, -- a series of
origin/destination surveys were conducted along area roads during the week of September 9,
1.996. These surveys were conducted on ten separate crossroads with US 71 between Jane,
Missouri and the south end of Bella Vista. (Surveys were not conducted on US 71 itself due to
logistical difficulties and concerns about the safety of stopping traffic along US 71.) Surveys
were conducted during daylight hours at each crossroad station. A total of 6, 140 valid
responses were obtained. In addition, data from two previous origin/destination studies was
also used. The Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport EIS and the 1984 US Route 71 Corridor
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Study by MoDOT were used to supplement collected data. Existing responses, combined with
previously collected origination/destination data on US 71, provide detailed information about
the origins and destinations of motor vehicle trips within the Study Area, as well as information
about the reasons for those trips.
Table 11-1 presents a brief summary of key trip origination/destination information based on
three generalized travel zones - Bella Vista Village, Study Area, and Outside the Study Area.
The Bella Vista Village zone represents any trip originating from or destined to the Village area.
Trips coming from or going to the Study Area but outside of the Village would be associated
with the Study Area zone. Finally, any point outside of the Study Area, whether associated with
a regional trip or a multi-state trip, would be categorized in the Outside the Study Area zone.
The information presented in Table 11-1 was derived from the crossroad survey data. These
data were used in conjunction with previous origin/destination surveys on US 71 itself to
develop the traffic forecasting model, and to provide inputs into the travel efficiency analysis.
TABLE 11-1
ORIGIN/DESTINATION TRIP INFORMATION
Origin Zone I Destination Zone
Bella Vista Village I Bella Vista Village
Bella Vista Village I Study Area
Bella Vista Village I Outside Study Area
Study Area I Outside Study Area
Study Area I Study Area
Outside Study Area I Outside Study Area
Total
Trip Puroose

% of Total
36.3%
34.8%
20.3%
3.6%
3.3%
1.7%

100%
% of Total
34.0%
19.0%
14.9%
32.1%

Work
Shopping
Recreation
Other

..

Total

100%

Sources: 1996 US 71 Ong1n/Oestination Study.

c.

"No-Build" Alternative

The first step in evaluating the traffic implications of a roadway improvement is to establish the
baseline from which all the other alternatives are compared. This analysis defines what traffic
conditions would be like in the design year (2020) if no highway improvements were made (i.e.
"No-Build" Alternative) and then how each of the alternatives would alter the expected traffic
conditions associated with doing nothing. Based on the definition of the "No-Build" Alternative,
consisting of the existing roadway system plus .committed improvements, safety upgrades along
the existing US 71 roadway were incorporated into the traffic model. These upgrades would
consist of signalized intersections at several locations in both Arkansas and Missouri, and an
adjustment of the posted speed limit to 70 km/h (45 mph). (The currently posted speed of US
71 is 100 km/h (60 mph) in Missouri and 90 km/h (55 mph) in Arkansas. Within the Arkansas
segment, a 70 km/h (45 mph) speed zone is provided near the Sugar Creek Center.) The
Sugar Creek Center and other landmarks located in Bella Vista are shown in Exhibit 11-2.

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Exhibit 11-3 depicts the existing traffic (1996) and the projected 2020 traffic for the "No-Build"
Alternative. Over the next twenty-four years, the following traffic patterns would likely occur with
the "No-Build" Alternative:

d.

•

Along US 71 in Missouri, traffic is expected to increase from approximately 12,600
vehicles per day (1996) north of the state line to approximately 23, 700 vehicles per
day in 2020, for an 88 percent increase. Just south of the state line the traffic is
expected to increase from 13,000 to 28,300 vehicles per day for a 118 percent
increase. Finally, immediately north of the US 71/US 71 B Interchange, the traffic is
expected to increase from 30,300 vehicles per day to about 63,200 vehicles per day
for a 109 percent increase.

•

The total vehicle kilometers (miles) of travel in the network would increase from
approximately 1, 787,200 (1, 117 ,000) in 1996 to 4, 150,400 (2,594,000) in 2020, for a
132 percent increase.

•

The total vehicle hours of travel in the network would increase from approximately
28,600 to 84,500, for a 195 percent increase.

•

The average vehicle speed in the network would decline from 63.5 km/h (39.7 mph) in
1996 to 49.1 km/h (30. 7 mph) in 2020, for a 23 percent decline.

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

Utilizing the traffic model developed for the "No-Build" Alternative, each of the four "FreewayBuild" Alternatives were coded separately into the model to develop the future travel
projections. The differences of the traffic volumes and regional performance measures
between "Freeway-Build" models and the "No-Build" model represent the changes attributed to
each respective alternative. The effectiveness of each "Freeway-Build" Alternative was
evaluated based on:
•

The total amount of traffic that would use the improvements.

•

The Alternative's ability to reduce the total vehicle hours of travel in the network.

•

The Alternative's ability to reduce the total vehicle kilometers of travel in the network.

•

The Alternative's ability to improve the average vehicle speed in the network.

The projected traffic volumes for the four "Freeway-Build" Alternatives - Far West, Near West,
Existing, and East- are shown in Exhibit 11-4 through Exhibit 11-7.

Traffic Using Alternative
A primary goal of any highway improvement is to create enough incentive to attract vehicles
from congested, more hazardous roadways to the improved facility. Generally, an alternative
that provides a shorter, more convenient trip would draw more traffic than an alternative that is
farther away and inconvenient.
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As shown in Table 11-2, with the exception of the East Alternative, each uFreeway-Build"
Alternative involving a relocation of US 71 onto a new alignment, would be effective in diverting
the through traffic (i.e. outside Study Area to outside Study Area trips) from existing US 71 to
the new facility. Due to a longer length and resulting longer travel time, the East Alternative
would not attract through trips. Consequently, the East Alternative would draw approximately
5,000 to 20,000 fewer daily trips than either the Far West or Near West Alternatives. With the
East Alternative, it would be more attractive for through trips to utilize the existing US 71
roadway posted at 70 km/h (45 mph) than to use the east bypass posted at 110 km/h (70 mph).
In order to make the eastern bypass more attractive, the existing US 71 roadway would need to
be posted at a speed lower than 65 km/h (40 mph) - a speed too slow for an expressway-type
facility.
Also shown in Table 11-2 are the level-of-service (LOS) estimates for the "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives. (See Chapter I, Section C.6 for definitions of LOS.) As shown, each of the
alternatives, consisting of four-lane freeway improvements, would provide LOS C or better on
the new facility in 2020. The improvements in service level along the existing US 71 roadway
would depend on the bypass alternative - LOS estimates for the existing US 71 roadway are
discussed in Chapter I, Section C.6. The existing US 71 LOS estimates shown in Table 11-2
reflect the operations of the existing roadway configuration with the completion of the "FreewayBuild" Alternatives. The Existing Alternative would replace the existing US 71 roadway as a
freeway. Consequently, no traffic volumes or LOS estimates are shown for the existing US 71
roadway with the Existing Alternative. As shown, the existing US 71 roadway would not
adequately serve the 2020 traffic that would remain on the existing roadway with the "FreewayBuild" improvements. More details regarding the necessary US 71 roadway improvements are
presented with the discussions of the alternatives following this section.
TABLE 11-2
TRAFFIC UTILIZATION AND LOS FOR uFREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES
YEAR 2020
(Average Daily Traffic I LOS)
"Freeway-Build" Alternative (ADT/LOS)

Pineville to Jane
Jane to State Line
State Line to Route 340
Route 340 to SCC(3 l
scc(3l to us 71 B

Far West

Near West

5,700 I B
5,800 I B
12,800 I A
25,800 IC
46,500 IE

10,000 IC
11,200 I A
23,800 I B
42,300 IE

23,100 I B
25,200 I B
38,700 IC

24,400 I B
19,700 I A
35,900 I B

Existin

East

16,000 ID
22,000 I B
36,400/
54,900 IE

c

i1 New:~r,

Pineville to State Line
AR Northern Segment( 4 l
AR Southern Se ment(S)

24,400 I B
37,900 IC
67,700 IC

10,900 I A
15,700 I A
21,100/A

LOS estimates-based oru:urrent US 71-roadway1:IOl'lfiguration (2-lane in MO and ~lane in AR).
new tour-lane freeway.
(3) sec Sugar Creek Center.
(4) Northern segment consists of the area from the state line to the first lnteld"lange.
(5) Southern segment includes the area from the firsi interchange to ihe southern terminus ..

121 LOS estimates based on

=

With the exception of the Existing Alternative, all the alternatives would result in a reduction in
traffic along existing US 71. As shown in Table 11-3, of the relocation alternatives, the Far West
and Near West Alternatives would create the greatest reduction in traffic volumes along the
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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current US 71 roadway. The East Alternative would result in only a minor reduction of traffic
along the existing roadway. In fact, the East Alternative is less than half as effective as the Far
West Alternative in reducing traffic along existing US 71. Due to the increased attractiveness of
improving the current US 71 facility to a freeway standard (i.e. Existing Alternative), the traffic
volumes along the existing corridor would increase. This fact is reflected in the positive percent
changes shown in Table 11-3 for the Existing Alternative.
TABLE 11-3
2020 TRAFFIC VOLUME CHANGE ON EXISTING US 71
(Percent Change in Traffic)

"Freeway-Build"
Alternative
Far West
Near West
Existing
East

% Change in 2020 ADT Along Existing US 71 by Segment
Northern Arkansas
Southern Arkansas
North of
Segment
State Line
Segment
-75.4 %
-54.8 %
-26.4 %
-60.4 %
-33.1 %
5.2%
3.4%
33.9%
7.1 %
-32.5 %
-22.3 %
-13.1 %

Vehicle Kilometers (Miles) of Travel (VK(M) T)
The introduction of a new transportation facility in an area typically results in an increase in
VK(M)T. Unless a large portion of existing trips are going out of their way to use an existing
facility and a new facility would shorten that trip, a new facility usually causes existing trips to
have a more circuitous trip route. Despite the longer trip route, drivers still choose to use the
new facility because the trip time is reduced over the existing route. From a transportation
perspective, any alternative would be preferable.
As expected, all the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, including the Existing Alternative, would result
in an increase in total daily VK(M)T for the region. Exhibit 11-8 shows a graphical comparison of
the VK(M)T for the "No-Build" and the four "Freeway-Build" Alternatives in 2020. As shown, the
Existing Alternative would have a higher daily VK(M)T because the improved facility would draw
trips that are currently using shorter, but slower, routes. The East Alternative would result in
minimal increases in regional VK(M)T due to the inability of the improvements to attract trips to
the new facility. The majority of existing trips would continue on the existing route, which is less
circuitous.
Vehicle Hours of Travel (VHT)
A new facility would impact VHT in two ways. First, the new facility would allow those who do
not want to stop in Bella Vista to bypass the community. The higher travel speeds on the new
facility would improve their travel times. Second, fewer vehicles would be trying to use the
existing facility, thereby.allowing local drivers to travel .in a-less congested environment.
As shown on Exhibit 11-8, all four "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would result in a reduction in the
daily total of time spenfon the region's roadway system. In 2020, the Existing Alternative would
result in the greatest benefit - VK(M)T reduction of approximately 15 percent. The Far West
and Near West Alternatives would provide an 11 and 10 percent reduction, respectively. The
East Alternative has the least impact on reducing travel time with less than an 8 percent
decline.
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Average Speed

The overall average vehicle speed within the region varies depending on the average length of
trip within the region, the number of starts and stops along the average trip, and the amount of
time spent in congestion. A new facility would improve the region's average speed by reducing
both the time spent in congestion and the number of starts and stops experienced for both the
traveler using the new facility and those staying on existing roads.
All four "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would improve the average vehicle speed in the Study
Area. The Existing Alternative would result in the greatest benefit, with an average increase of
9.0 km/h (5.6 mph) over the "No-Build" Alternative in 2020. The Far West Alternative would
increase the average travel speed by approximately 8.2 km/h (5.1 mph). Similarly, the Near
West and East Alternatives would improve the average regional speed, but not to the same
extent- 7.1 km/h (4.4 mph) and 6.1 km/h (3.8 mph) respectively. Exhibit 11-8 shows the effects
of the various alternatives on the region's average travel speed in 2020.
Summary

All four "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would create a more efficient roadway system than the
region's current system. However, because of the East Alternative's inability to draw through
trips away from the existing US 71 roadway, the study's primary goal of serving the regional
through trips in an efficient manner would not be fulfilled.
In summary, the relative merits of each alternative are as follows:

2.

•

Compared to the other alternatives, the Existing Alternative would provide the best
overall improvement in the flow of traffic - creating the greatest reduction in travel
time, least overall increase in travel distance, and best improvement in average
vehicle speed. The Existing Alternative does little to resolve the existing conflicts
between long-distance truck trips and local trips, improve access to western Bella
Vista, or improve access to trip destinations on either side of existing Route 71.

•

The Far West and Near West Alternatives would also provide improvements to the
region's traffic conditions. The Far West Alternative would create the greatest out-ofdirection travel, but is better than the Near West at reducing total travel time and
improving average vehicle speed. The Far West Alternative has the added benefit of
providing improved access to Route 59, as well as the cities of Noel, Sulphur Springs
and Gravette.

•

Due to its circuitous routing and inability to draw substantial traffic off the existing US
71 roadway, the East Alternative would not satisfy the purpose and need for the
project. The East Alternative would not improve the average vehicle speed and total
vehicle hours of travel as effectively as the other .alternatives.

TRAVEL EFFICIENCIES

By investing in US 71 improvements, AHTD and MoDOT would provide benefits to the traveling
public through the improved efficiency of the region's roadway system. These travel efficiency
benefits of the highway improvements would be of three types - vehicle operating cost savings,
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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value of travel time savings, and crash cost savings. Such benefits would be realized for both
automobiles and commercial trucks.
Total travel efficiency benefits were calculated for the base year (1996), as if the improvements
were already in place, and for the planning horizon (2020). In each case, the benefits of each
alternative were evaluated against the "No-Build" Alternative using consumer surplus
techniques. These techniques include summing the benefits for every year between 1996 and
2020 and discounting the total based on the FHWA-approved discount rate. Discounting
adjusts the result to account for the economic principle that a dollar today is worth more than a
dollar twenty years from now. The intermediate year benefits were interpolated from the base
year and planning horizon year benefits. The FHWA-approved discount rate of seven percent,
as published by the FHWA in the Federal Register, was used for discounting benefits back to
the base year. Details of these techniques are provided in the technical report Travel Efficiency
Analysis completed in March 1997.
a.

Vehicle Operating Cost Savings

Each of the alternatives create improved vehicle operating conditions by eliminating stopping
and starting traffic. On the other hand, fuel efficiency is reduced at higher average speeds.
Therefore, the net vehicle operating cost savings involves the increased cost from higher travel
speeds compared to the efficiency and cost savings from a constant flow of traffic.
Passenger vehicle and commercial truck operating cost savings were estimated using the
FHWA's Technical Report, ''Vehicle Operating Costs, Fuel Consumption, and Pavement Type
and Conditions," updated to 1996 conditions. The vehicle operating cost changes reflect
differences in vehicle kilometers (miles) of travel, travel speed changes, curvature and gradient
changes, reduced number of speed change cycles, and other changes that affect vehicle
operations. The estimated motor vehicle operating cost savings attributable to the alternatives
are depicted on Table 11-4.
TABLE 11-4
ESTIMATED ANNUAL VEHICLE OPERATING COST SAVINGS
(1996 Dollars In Thousands)
"Freeway-Build"
Alternatives
Far West
Near West
Existing
East
(lj

Savings

(1996)
($387)
$84
$2,632
$1 ,958

Savings
(2020)

Discounted Total 111

1996-2020
$1,647
$10,240
$48,551
$16,383

$1,055
$2,132
$6,137
$164

•

Discounted total 1s the sum of benefits between 1996 and 2020 discounted back to the present

The results indicate that the Existing Alternative would far outperform the other three "FreewayBuild" Alternatives in terms of its ability to reduce vehicle operating costs with over $48.5
million in total savings over the next 24 years. The primary reason being that this alternative
upgrades the existing facility without adding a substantial amount of new roadway length to the
region's system. The other three alternatives would all result in a positive savings, but not to
the extent provided by the Existing Alternative.
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Contrary to what the projected traffic volumes indicate, the East Alternative would provide a
relatively high vehicle operating cost savings benefit. While it is true that this alternative would
result in a $16 million dollar operating cost savings over the next 24 years, these benefits would
not be attributed to an overall improvement in the regional system's efficiencies. The
determination of the effectiveness of an alternative should consider all performance measure
considerations - operating costs, travel time savings, and crash risk. The East Alternative has
the appearance of providing efficiency benefits (i.e. operating benefits) due to the majority of
trips remaining on the existing roadway. The East Alternative would not draw many of the
north-south through trips from the existing highway, and therefore, would not experience any of
the out-of-direction trips common to the other two bypass alternatives.

b.

Travel Time Savings

Each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would increase the system's travel speeds, thereby
reducing the daily travel times in the Study Area. These alternatives would reduce recurring
travel delays by allowing vehicles to pass slower moving vehicles, by avoiding vehicles turning
at major intersections, and by bypassing Bella Vista with its lower speed limits.
To include time savings in the travel efficiency evaluation it is necessary that a monetary value
be placed on the time saved. The value of time varies from person to person and situation to
situation. What is certain is that everyone is willing to pay something to reduce the amount of
time spent in travel. For analysis purposes, the method contained in the AASHTO publication,
"A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements," was used.
This value in 1996 dollars is equal to $12.00 for each vehicle hour saved.
Since the value of time varies from one part of the country to the other, a check was made to
test the accuracy of the FHWA travel time value. The median household income from the US
Department of Census was obtained for both McDonald and Benton Counties. The income
figures were then weighted by population and multiplied by a factor of 50 percent to incorporate
benefits. The average household income plus benefits for the US 71 Study Area is
approximately $18 per hour. The final step involved weighting the estimated value of time by
trip type. The theory is that different types of trips have different values. For example, a
traveler would be willing to pay more for a five minute reduction in travel time on a business trip
than on a recreational trip. The distribution of trip types was determined during the origindestination study conducted in the fall of 1996. The distribution was found to be 34.1 percent of
all trips are work trips, 51.1 percent of all trips are for shopping and other trips, and 14.9
percent for recreational trips. Work trips, including truck trips, were valued at the full $18 per
hour, shopping and other trips were valued at half that level, and recreational trips did not
receive any value of time benefits. While it is true that recreational travelers place a value on
their time, from an economic perspective, time savings for recreation-oriented trips are not as
valuable as work-oriented trips. As a conservative estimate, the value of recreational trips was
assumed to be zero. Based on this distribution of time values, the revised value of time was
found to be-approximately $1j per hour. saved ..-..a one dollar -reduction from the approved
value. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, the value was reduced to account for the
characteristics present in the US 71 Study Area.
Applying these values of time to the estimated daily hours of travel time saved by the
improvements produced the travel time cost savings shown on Table 11-5. The results indicate
that both the Far West Alternative and the Existing Alternative would out perform the other two
"Freeway-Builda Alternatives in terms of their ability to reduce daily travel times - $35 million
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and $21 million in total savings over the next 24 years, respectively. The other two alternatives
would result in a positive benefit, but not to the same extent reached by the Far West and
Existing Alternatives.
TABLE 11-5
ESTIMATED TRAVEL TIME SAVINGS
(1996 Dollars In Thousands)
"Freeway-Build"
Alternatives
Far West
Near West
Existing
East

c.

Savings
(1996)

$1,526
$ 563
$1,187
$ 904

Savings
(2020)

$5,032
$1,756
$2,556
$1,416

Discounted Total
1996-2020

$34,762
$12,374
$20,947
$13,575

Crash Cost Savings

One of the goals of the US 71 improvements is to improve roadway safety along US 71 through
the Study Area. Due to the inherent safety features and advantages of different roadway types,
a new freeway facility would typically have a lower crash rate than an expressway facility under
similar conditions. A high percentage of crashes typically occur in areas with frequent
intersections, turning traffic, and stop-and-go conditions. In the case of the US 71 Study
Corridor, as traffic volumes change and adjust to the new facility, the freeway improvements
would reduce the number of crashes within the region by diverting traffic from the more
hazardous existing expressway or two-lane facility to the safer 4-lane freeway. In addition,
throughout the region, traffic would divert to safer, less congested facilities.
To estimate the potential crash savings associated with each of the proposed alternatives,
current crash rates were developed based on historical trends. Historical crash records were
obtained from both AHTD and MoDOT for highways throughout the region. Crashes were
identified and categorized, and rates were developed for three types of crashes - fatality,
personal injury, and property damage only (PDO). Utilizing the existing (1996) and projected
(2020) traffic volumes, these crash rates were converted into annual crash events. (The crash
history along US 71 within the Study Area and annual crash projections for the existing system
are presented in Chapter 1 - Purpose and Need for Action.) Utilizing a dollar value assigned to
each type of crash, a cost savings was developed by comparing each UFreeway-Build"
Alternative to the UNo-Build" Alternative. A more detailed description of the methodology used
in the crash analysis can be found in the technical memorandum, uTravel Efficiency Analysis"
submitted to AHTD and Mo DOT in March, 1997.
Crash Forecasts: "No-Build" Alternative
Table 11-6 shows the existing and projected annual crash totals for each roadway segment in
both 1996 and-·2020 for the ·No-Build"-Altemative.' -As shown, ~ver -the next 24 years, the crash
totals would include:
•

A total crash increase from 674 crashes per year in 1996 to 1, 612 in 2020, for a 139
percent increase;

•

An additional societal cost increase from approximately $30.4 million in 1996 to almost
$72.8 million in 2020, for a 139 percent increase.
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TABLE 11-6
EXISTING AND PROJECTED CRASHES (1996 AND 2020)
"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE
Network
Component

Existing Crashes 111
Injury
PDQ
Fatality

Total

Fatality

2020 Crashes
Injury
PDQ

Total

us 71
0.3
0.2
1.0

8.8
16.0
14.4

19.6
34.0
27.8

28.7
50.2
43.2

0.6
1.6
1.1

20.8
55.5
35.6

46.5
123.7
79.4

67.9
180.8
116.1

State Hiahwavs
Other Hiahway

2.7
2.0

89.5
67.7

199.7
151.1

291.9
220.8

6.4
5.0

214.8
169.3

479.1
377.7

700.3
552.0

Total

6.2

196.4

432.2

634.8

14.7

496.0

1106.4

1617.1

South of Bella Vista
Bella Vista
Missouri

(I)

•

Five year average (1992 - 1996).

Crash Forecasts: "Freeway-Build" Alternatives
The projected system-wide annual crash totals for each "Freeway-Build" Alternative were
estimated based on historical and standard crash rates combined with the forecasted traffic
volumes. The differences between the annual "Freeway-Build" crash totals and the baseline
crash totals represent the savings attributable to the alternative.
The crash totals for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would include:

•

Far West Alternative - A total crash reduction of 256 crashes per year, including 175
property damage only, 79 injury only crashes, and 2 fatality crashes. These
reductions would translate into an estimated cost savings of approximately $11.6
million per year.

•

Near West Alternative - A total crash reduction of 231 crashes per year, including
158 property damage only, 71 injury only crashes, and 2 fatality crashes. These
reductions would translate into an estimated cost savings of approximately $10.4
million per year.

•

Existing Alternative - A total crash reduction of 226 crashes per year, including 155
property damage only, 69 injury only crashes, and 2 fatality crashes. These
reductions would translate into an estimated cost savings of approximately $10.2
million per year.

•

East Alternative - A total crash reduction of 138 crashes per year, including 95
property damage only, 42 injury only crashes, and 1 fatality crash. These reductions
would translate into an estimated cost savings of approximately $6.3 million per year.

In review of the potential crash benefits for each ".f..reeway-Build" .Alternative, as presented
above, the East Alternative would clearly not provide the benefits of the other three alternatives.
Of the three other alternatives - Far West, Near West and Existing - the projected crash
savings are relatively similar. However, due to the nature of the typical Bella Vista driver, the
Existing Alternative would create additional traffic hazards not potentially created· by the Far
West or Near West Alternatives. Bella Vista, being a large retirement area, has a substantial
number of elderly drivers. Typically, elderly drivers have slower reaction times than the average
driver and tend to be involved in a higher portion of crashes. In a report entitled Transportation
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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in an Aging Society: Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, published by the
Committee for the Study on Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, it is stated that
the "accumulated skill and judgement gained over a lifetime of driving tend to be offset by other
factors (physiological and cognitive changes that accompany aging)."
The crash risks increase sharply when the elderly driver is interspersed with truck traffic, such
as with the Existing Alternative. Based on statistics compiled by the Fatal Accident Reporting
System (FARS), the following is documented in a report entitled, The Safety Record of Heavy
Trucks and Older Drivers: An Analysis of Five Years of Large-Scale Accident Data:

American drivers over the age of 65 are over fifty percent more likely to
be involved in a fatal heavy truck accident than younger drivers. Mile for
mile, senior drivers are over three times more likely to be both involved
in, and killed by, a fatal truck accident, as compared to displaying less
than twice the risk per mile of a fatal encounter with other automobiles.
For these reasons, the Far West and Near West Alternatives would provide crash risk benefits
beyond those indicated by the crash forecast numbers.

Traffic Crash Summary
Due to the growth of daily trips projected within the Study Area, the total number of crashes in
the US 71 Study Area will continue to rise over the next 24 years. Each "Freeway-Build"
Alternative would help reduce, to a limited extent, the overall number of crashes. To aid in the
comparison of each alternative, two factors have been analyzed - the total reduction in traffic
crashes and the annual crash cost savings.
All four alternatives would create a safer system than presently exists. However, the East
Alternative would provide about half the reductions in traffic crashes and about half as much
cost savings. The Far West Alternative would provide the greatest potential reduction in
crashes per year with 256 crashes per year, respectively. The East Alternative would provide a
potential reduction of 138 crashes per year.
Similarly, the Far West Alternative would provide the greatest savings in crash c9sts with
approximately $11 .6 million per year in 2020, while the East Alternative has the least overall
benefit with $6.3 million per year. The discounted total crash savings for the four alternatives
are shown in Table 11-7.

TABLE 11-7
ESTIMATED CRASH COST SAVINGS
(1996 Dollars in Thousands)
"Freeway-Build"
Alternatives
Far West
Near West
Existing
East

Savings
(1996)
$3,160
$2,830
$3,520
$1.430

Final Environmental impact Statement
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Savings
(2020)
$11,580
$10,420
$10,220
$ 6,250

Discounted Total
1996-2020
$77,200
$69,350
$74,000
$39,500
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Travel Efficiencies Summary

Table 11-8 summarizes the total travel efficiency benefits expected with each alternative and
provides totals for all three benefit categories. The results indicate that the Existing Alternative
would create approximately $30 million more in travel efficiency benefits than the Far West
Alternative and over $74 million more than the East Alternative.
TABLE 11-8
TRAVEL EFFICIENCY BENEFITS SUMMARY
(1996 Dollars In Thousands -1996 To 2020)

"Freeway-Build"
Alternative
Far West
Near West
Existing
East

Vehicle
Operating
Cost
Savings

$ 1,650
$10,240
$48,550
$16,380

Travel
Time
Savings

$34,760
$12,370
$20,950
$13,580

Crash
Costs
Savings

$77,200
$69,350
$74,000
$39,500

Total
Travel
Efficiency
Savings

$113,610
$ 91,960
$143,500
$ 69,460

As shown in Table 11-8, the Existing Alternative would provide the greatest benefit in vehicle
operating costs, yet the Far West Alternative would provide the greatest travel time savings.
This occurrence is due to the interaction of the Far West Alternative with Route 59 and Route
72, both of which currently serve travel demands west of the Study Area. While the Far West
Alternative would provide a longer travel distance for US 71 through traffic, it would also provide
an improved route for east/west traffic currently using Route 72 and north/south traffic using
Route 59. Both of these routes are narrow, winding roadways with slower travel speeds.
Therefore, diverting traffic from these facilities to the new bypass would create additional travel
time savings not achieved by the Existing Alternative. Conversely, due to the greater travel
distances of the Far West Alternative, the vehicle operating costs are higher. In addition,
because of the start-and-stop conditions of the existing US 71 roadway as defined in the "NoBuild" Alternative, the Existing Alternative would do the best job of eliminating the traffic delays
in the existing US 71 corridor. Consequently, it would provide the best vehicle operating
savings.
3.

TRAFFIC SUMMARY

Based on the traffic and travel efficiency results, the following conclusions can be drawn for
each of the four "Freeway-Build" Alternatives:
The East Alternative would not provide enough travel time savings to divert long-distance trips
from the existing facility. The speed limit on existing Route 71 would have to be reduced below
40 mph before traffic would begin Jo divert; an undesirable. speed for an .expressway type
facility. Because of its inability to divert trips, the East Alternative would provide the lowest
daily traffic volumes, the smallest reduction in trips on existing Route 71, and the smallest
overall travel efficiency benefits.
The Near West Alternative would provide enough travei time savings to divert trips from the
existing facility. Because of its close proximity to the existing facility, the Near West Alternative
provides the largest overall reduction in trips using existing Route 71. The Near West
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Alternative primarily diverts its trips away from existing Route 71 but does not provide a
substantial increase in diverted trips from other area highways. The Near West Alternative
provides the second lowest daily traffic volume and the second smallest overall travel efficiency
benefits.
The Existing Alternative would provide the most direct route for long distance trips and,
therefore, provides the largest net travel time and vehicle cost savings. The Existing Alternative
would not resolve the existing conflict between long-distance truck trips and shorter local trips,
which would be especially problematic in the Sugar Creek Center area. The projected number
of traffic crashes and lower crash cost savings reflect this inherently unsafe driving condition.
All the traffic benefits accrue to trips currently using Route 71 with little to no increase in
diverted trips from other area highways.
The Far West Alternative outperforms the other three Freeway Build Alternatives from a traffic
perspective. While the Existing Alternative provides more travel time and vehicle operating cost
benefits, the Far West Alternative provides more crash cost savings. In addition, the Far West
Alternative diverts long-distance trips from existing 71, while also providing improved access to
trips currently using other area highways. Most importantly, the Far West Alternative allows
existing Route 71 to convert to an urban expressway better able to serve the large numbers of
local trips while at the same time allowing long-distance through trips to avoid the urban setting.
Finally, the overall increase in corridor highway capacity will allow improved incident
management as trips can be diverted to either parallel facility to avoid delays associated with
traffic incidents.

C.

"No-Build" Concept

1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The "No-Build" Alternative consists of maintaining and continuing the current roadway network
within the Study Area plus the implementation of any committed improvement projects planned
by AHTD and MoDOT. This alternative provides a basis for determining the potential impacts
of the other alternatives with regard to improved transportation service.
Though one local road project is currently under construction by AHTD, no other significant
projects are currently planned for the Study Area by either AHTD or MoDOT. However, based
on safety concerns and traffic needs, safety improvements to US 71 would be included in the
"No-Build" Alternative. These Transportation Systems Management (TSM) measures would
consist of low cost, minor activities to maximize the efficiency and safety of the current roadway
system. TSM improvements generally involve a relatively limited amount of new construction.
For the US 71 roadway, the TSM improvements would generally consist of providing signal
control at some of the existing US 71 intersections and improving most of the existing
intersection roadway approaches.
The "No-Build" Alternative would consist of the following existing or committed projects:
•

Dartmoor Road (New) - New east-west, two-lane roadway and bridge crossing of Little
Sugar Creek on the east side of US 71 at the Sugar Creek Center to provide access
to the southeastern portions of the Village. This local project is currently under
construction by AHTD. This road will replace Greenwich Road.
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•

2.

TSM Safety Improvements - Signalized intersection control at key locations within the
US 71 Corridor with associated approach roadway improvements; Based on the limits
of the "Freeway-Build" considerations, the TSM safety improvements would extend
from the US 71 Bentonville bypass to immediately south of Pineville, Missouri.

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

In order to improve the ability of local motorists to cross, enter and exit the existing US 71
roadway, a series of TSM improvements would be implemented with the "No-Build" Alternative.
TSM alternatives include those activities which maximize the efficiency of the present system.
These improvements would consist of the possible installation of traffic signals at several major
cross streets and the possible construction of auxiliary left-tum and right-tum lanes on both the
northbound and southbound roadway approaches. Additionally, on side street approaches, a
two-lane section featuring either a separate left-tum lane with a through-right lane or a throughleft lane with a separate right-tum lane would be constructed. The determination of any
necessary signal improvements and improvements to the side street configurations would be
based on the signal warrant analyses and traffic demands at each specific intersection. A
generalized sketch of the intersection improvements is shown on Exhibit 11-9. Table 11-9 shows
the intersection sites where these improvements would be considered. Signal control would be
evaluated at four candidate intersections - Kingsland Drive, Riordan Road, Oldham Road, and
Dartmoor Road (New). All other major intersections would potentially have roadway approach
improvements, depending on traffic volumes.
In addition to the intersection improvements, operational improvements would be provided
along the existing US 71 roadway. The posted speed for the US 71 Corridor would be lowered
to a uniform 70 km/h (45 mph). The lowering of the operational speed combined with the
intersection improvements would improve the safety of the existing roadway.
TABLE 11-9
TSM INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT SITES

•
•
•
•
•

•

US 71 Intersection
Missouri
Route H
Route K
Old US 71 (North)
Route 90
Old US 71 (South)
RouteOO

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

-

-

•
•

US 71 Intersection
Arkansas
Hampstead Boulevard
Wellington Road
Route 340 (East Terminal)
Route 340 (West Terminal)
Pinion Drive
Trafalgar Road
Kingsland Drive
Riordan Road
Oldham Road
Dartmoor Road (new)
County Road 40
Count¥ Road 37

The benefits which would be provided by TSM improvements would include not only increased
efficiency at intersections, but also a substantial reduction in the severity of traffic crashes along
US 71. Through the implementation of signal controls, the number of right angle crashes would
be substantially reduced. These right angle crashes are among the most severe in terms
fatalities and injuries. However, this benefit would be slightly offset by an anticipated increase
in less severe crash types such as rear end collisions (e.g. "fender benders"). While TSM

of
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measures would substantially increase the number of vehicles that could pass through the
intersections, the measures would result in increased corridor travel time delays for traffic
traveling through the entire Study Area along US 71 due to the implementation of traffic signals.
In fact, the travel time through the Study Area for through traffic would be expected to increase
due to potential delays at the cross street signals.
3.

CAPITAL COSTS

These improvements would improve the operations and safety of the present system at a
relatively low cost. It is estimated that the total construction cost for the TSM measures would
be $1 .6 million. The increase in ongoing operations and maintenance (O&M) costs would be
approximately $149,632 present value (1996). This estimate of O&M costs accounts for
periodic maintenance of the electrical equipment, including the replacement of bulbs and
associated signal hardware, as well as the ongoing cost of electrical service for the signal
operations.

D.

Non-Freeway Improvements to Existing Roadway Concept

1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The intent of the Improvements to Existing Roadway Alternative is to retrofit the existing US 71
roadway to the fullest (reasonably possible) extent to meet the Corridor's future traffic demands
and safety concerns. This would be accomplished through a combination of roadway widening
and TSM improvements. This alternative would not provide a freeway type of improvement.
Because the roadway's operational speed would be adjusted to 70 km/h (45 mph), similar to the
"No-Build" Alternative, this alternative would not include roadway alignment upgrades. (The
existing US 71 roadway, within the Study Area, currently provides a 70 km/h (45 mph) design
standard.) Though some current access points would likely be improved or consolidated, major
upgrades in access control would also not be provided.
2.

ROADWAY WIDENING AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

The Improvements to Existing Alternative would include both capacity and safety
improvements. Similar to the "No-Build" Alternative, TSM measures would be provided to
improve the safety of the existing US 71 roadway. These measures would potentially include
signal and roadway approach improvements at the major intersections. (See "No-Build"
Alternative discussion.}
Roadway widening would consist of adding travel lanes to the existing US 71 roadway in
accordance with the projected travel demands and desired level of service (LOS C}. This would
be accomplished through the construction of the required number of additional lanes on the
outside of the current two-lane or fot:jr-lane configuration: The current access 1::ontrol along the
roadway would be maintained.
To determine the limits of the necessary roadway widening to meet the future travel demands,
the existing US 71 Corridor was divided into several segments based on the uniformity of the
projected traffic volumes. Utilizing the projected 2020 traffic volumes for each of the segments,
as shown on Exhibit 11-3, the required number of lanes for each segment was determined to
provide the target level of service (LOS C}. Using this criterion, it was determined an improved
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ten-lane roadway section would be required at the southern end of the US 71 Corridor. Given
.that a ten-lane section would not be reasonable for the existing roadway, a reduced level of
service was considered (LOS D). The results of this analysis are shown in Table 11-10. As
shown, the recommended roadway configuration would consist of a four-lane section in
Missouri, a four-lane section from the state line to the Route 340 Interchange, a six-lane
roadway from Route 340 to the Sugar Creek Center, and an eight-lane roadway from the Sugar
Creek Center to the US 71/US 71 B Interchange.
The roadway widening along the existing US 71 roadway shown in Table 11-10 combined with
the TSM safety and operational improvements would provide a safer and higher capacity
roadway than the "No-Build" Alternative. Future travel demands would be effectively served by
widening the existing roadway and reducing the operational speed of the facility. However, the
necessary reductions in operations and changes in the type of facility would result in a less
efficient roadway system as compared to a freeway. Furthermore, by only widening the existing
roadway and not providing complete access control, the primary goal of providing a freeway
would not be accomplished. Since the Improvements to Existing Alternative would not provide
a freeway facility, it would not accomplish the primary goal of the improvements and was not
considered further.
TABLE 11-10
US 71 ROADWAY WIDENING IMPROVEMENTS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ROADWAY LANES

US 71 Roadway
Segment
Pineville to Route 90
Route 90 to State Line
State Line to Route 340
Route 340 to SC Center
SC Center to US 71/US 71 B

Existing
Number of
Lanes

LOSC
Number of
Lanes

LOSO
Number of
Lanes

Selected
Number of Lanes

2
2
4
4
4

4
4
4
8

4
4
4
6
8

4
4
4
6
8

E.

"Freeway-Build" Concept

1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

10

The "Freeway-Builda Alternatives would consist of constructing a freeway facility on new
location or along the existing US 71 alignment from the existing US 71 bypass (four-lane
freeway) east of Bentonville, Arkansas to the planned four-lane US 71 freeway improvements
by MoDOT. The connection with the existing Bentonville bypass would demarcate the southern
terminus of the freeway improvements. Based on the preliminary definition of the alternative
improvement corridors (Far West, Near West, Existing, and East), the most reasonable
common northern· terminus point would i>e a ·connection with · the planned MoDOT
improvements immediately south of Pineville, Missouri. This point, defined by the crossing of
Route H located southwest of Pineville, demarcates the northern terminus of the "FreewayBuild" Alternatives. In addition, depending on the details of the "Freeway-Build" Alternative,
some improvements to the existing US 71 roadway would be included. For the bypass
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives, improvements along the existing US 71 roadway would be
required to serve the local traffic that would remain on the existing roadway.
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As shown on Exhibit 11-1, the four Study Corridors have been identified to minimize the potential
impacts to the built environment, to minimize the length of the freeway improvements, and to
provide the most direct connections to the existing US 71 bypass east of Bentonville and the
planned MoDOT improvements to the north. These four corridors are defined as follows:

2.

•

Far West Corridor - Freeway relocation of US 71 around the western side of the builtup area of Bella Vista Village with a southern terminus at the US 71/US 71 B
Interchange and a northern terminus at the planned MoDOT freeway improvement
southwest of Pineville at Route H.

•

Near West Corridor - Freeway relocation of US 71 through the western area of the
Bella Vista Village, in the vicinity of the Route 340/Route 279 intersection, utilizing
currently undeveloped parcel areas embedded within the built-up areas of the Village.
North of the Missouri/Arkansas state line, the corridor is aligned due north up to the
existing US 71 Corridor. North of this point, the Near West Corridor is concurrent with
the Existing Corridor, with the northern terminus being the connection with the planned
MoDOT improvements southwest of Pineville. The southern terminus of the corridor
would be at the US 71/US 71B Interchange.

•

Existing Corridor - Freeway improvement along the existing US 71 alignment
extending from the existing US 71/US 71 B Interchange up to the connection with the
planned MoDOT improvements southwest of Pineville. In some locations within
Missouri, the existing two-lane US 71 roadway would remain as is to provide frontage
access along the freeway or to continue service to current commercial and residential
activities along the roadway. In other areas within Missouri, the existing two-lane
facility would be eliminated or would provide two of the four lanes for the new freeway.
Within Arkansas, the existing four-lane expressway would be upgraded to a freeway
through an improved roadside standard, upgraded access control, and minor
alignment adjustments.

•

East Corridor - Freeway relocation of US 71 around the eastern side of the built-up
area of Bella Vista Village with a southern terminus at the existing US 71 bypass
northeast of Bentonville. North of the state line, the corridor alignment shifts towards
the Existing Corridor with a connection to the existing US 71 alignment immediately
south of Jane, Missouri. North of this point, the Existing Corridor and East Corridor
locations are the same. The northern terminus would be the connection with the
planned MoDOT improvements southwest of Pineville.

DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

The primary purpose of the UFreeway-Build" Alternatives, as articulated in Chapter I, is to bring
the existing US 71 Corridor up to a freeway standard. Design criteria for the definition of the
freeway improvements, .as well as far . any .Dther associated _.improvements, have been
established and are presented in Appendix A As shown, these criteria provide the design basis
for five facility types - Freeway, Arterial Roadway, Collector Roadway, Local Raad and
Interchange Ramp. The primary design elements of these criteria for a freeway are
summarized as follows:
•

Level of Service - C. (See Chapter 1, Section C.6 for definition.)
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•

Design Speed - 110 km/h (70 mph). (As defined in A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets by AASHTO, design speed is the" ... maximum safe speed that
can be maintained over a specified section of highway when conditions are so
favorable that the design features of the highway governn.)

•

Horizontal Curvature (Minimum Radius) - 500 m (1,640 feet). (The minimum radius
acceptable for horizontal curves along the roadway alignment.)

•

Maximum Vertical Grade - 4%. (The maximum allowable rate of elevation change for
the roadway measured along the center of the alignment and expressed as a
percentage.)

•

Vertical Curve Sight Distance (K-Value) - 80 to 151 Crest and 43-62 Sag. (Within a
roadway profile, vertical curves are necessary to transition from adjacent tangent
grades. Parabolic curves are utilized and the K-Value is a measure of a curve's
curvature. According to AASHTO, K-Value is a measure of a roadway's vertical
curvature expressed as the " ... horizontal distance in meters (feet) required to effect a
one percent change in gradient". In practical terms, the K-Value is then used as a
coefficient by which the algebraic difference in grade may be multiplied to determine
the required length of the vertical curve which will provide the minimum sight distance.
Generally speaking, a crest curve is a vertical curve at the top of a hill and a sag curve
is a vertical curve in a valley.)

Exhibit 11-10 shows the basic design standard (i.e. typical roadway section) for the freeway
improvements. The application of the roadway section depends on the alternative location. For
the relocation alternatives (i.e. Far West, Near West and East) and the Existing Alternative
within Missouri, the "Four-Lane Divided Freeway with Grass Mediann section would be utilized.
Within Arkansas, the "Four-Lane Divided Freeway with Median Barrier" section would be
Though these sections assume four lanes, the
utilized for the Existing Alternative.
determination of the number of lanes would be based on providing LOS C for the 2020
projected traffic demands. A minimum of four lanes would be provided.
As a freeway improvement, full access control would be provided with the "Freeway-Buildn
Alternatives. Where needed, frontage roads would be provided for local access.
For the relocation alternatives, the existing US 71 roadway would be converted to an arterial
type facility with a design speed of 70 km/h (45 mph) and capacity improvements would be
required for some segments, depending on traffic volumes. Exhibit 11-11 shows the basic
design standards for non-freeway capacity improvements to the existing roadway. These
standards include an expressway improvement in which the existing two-lane section would be
two of the four lanes (Missouri application only), a five-lane urban arterial section (Missouri
application only) and an outside lane widening (Arkansas application only).
.
3.
SUFFICIENCY OF EXISTING US 71

-

One of the considerations of the goals and purposes of the US 71 improvements includes
proyiding a facility in compliance with current design standards. These standards include
roadway alignment issues as well as roadside hazard issues. In accordance with the typical
section, the freeway improvements would comply with current roadside standards.
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Based on today's freeway standard, the existing US 71 roadway within the Study Area was
reviewed for both horizontal and vertical alignment compliance. Horizontal alignment is the
configuration of the roadway comprised of curves and straight sections or tangents. The
vertical alignment is the configuration of the roadway comprised of changes in slope or
elevation. As shown in Table 1-4 in Chapter I, within the Study Area, all of the existing two-lane
roadway in Missouri and 72% of the four-lane facility in Arkansas currently meets a 110 km/h
(70 mph) standard. All of the Study Area's existing roadway alignment meets a 70 km/h (45
mph) standard.
Table 11-11 presents a summary of those segments of existing US 71 which do not meet the
freeway standard and would need to be addressed by the US 71 improvements. All of the
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives would address these alignment deficiencies.
TABLE 11-11
EXISTING US 71 ROADWAY ALIGNMENT DEFICIENCIES
(Freeway Standard)

.

Roadway Segment Description
Just south of Missouri/Ar1<ansas state line
Reverse curves north of Wellington Road
Just north of Route 340 lnterchanqe
South of Route 340 Interchange
At Trafalqar Road
Between Trafalgar Road and Kingsland Drive
Reverse curves at Ber1<sdale Golf Course
South of Oldham Road near Suqar Creek Center
Cedar Creek Drive at Lake Bella Vista.

4.

HorizontalNertical
Deficiency
Horizontal
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal

Segment
Length
m (ft)
191 (627)
702 (2,303)
305 (1,001)
148 (486)
513 (1,684)
366 (1,200)
328 (1,076)
244 (800)
200 (655)

PRELIMINARY STUDY CORRIDORS

For the purpose of identifying the Study Corridors for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives which
are reasonable and meet the stated purpose and need for the proposed action, a preliminary
assessment, evaluation, and screening of the preliminary corridors was conducted. The goals
of this screening were to eliminate from further consideration those Study Corridors with any
"fatal flaws" or those that wouldn't comply with the project's stated purpose and need.

a.

Screening Methodology

An overall assessment of the Study Corridors was conducted utilizing a total-project
methodology. Similar alignment definition and evaluation procedures were used for both
Missouri and Arkansas. An overall assessment of the Study Corridors' potential impacts was
performed based . on three primary_ consid~rations _-.. Social, . Environmental, and
Engineering/Traffic. The overall evaluation considered tradeoffs between the various factors
and incorporated comments from the public. As documented in Chapter VII, Section A.1, a
Preliminary Alternatives Meeting was held on December 9, 1996 for public comment.
Engineering-related factors and traffic considerations were based on the conceptual definitions
of preliminary alternative alignments located within each Study Corridor. Several preliminary
alternative alignments were defined within each Corridor. Consequently, engineering factors
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were presented by ranges for each of the Corridors. Traffic volumes and traffic-related factors,
as defined earlier in this chapter, were based on the corridor-level definitions and would not be
dependent on the alternative alignments within each Corridor. Assessment factors included
length, order-of-magnitude costs, staged construction opportunities, traffic volumes and local
access issues.
Similar to the engineering-related issues, the environmental and social factors also represented
a range of possible impacts within each Corridor. Environmental factors considered included
hazardous waste sites, cultural resource sites, wetlands, floodplains, parklands, and natural
features. The range of potential impacts for each of these factors was based on known or
previously recorded sites or concerns. Social issues considered included impacts to existing
structures, environmental justice, noise impacts, and regional land use issues.
b.

Definition of Corridors

Exhibit 11-1 shows the general locations of the four Study Corridors - Far West, Near West,
Existing, and East. For the preliminary definitions of the alternative alignments within each of
these Corridors, 1:24,000 USGS and recent aerial photographic maps were utilized. For the
purposes of the screening, the preliminary alternatives within each Corridor were defined with a
uniform width of 300 meters (1,000 feet). The alignments were defined based on the
surrounding topography and land use. Interchanges were assumed at the various state route
crossings. Table 11-12 shows the approximate length of the preliminary alternatives within each
Corridor.
TABLE 11-12
STUDY CORRIDOR- PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVE LENGTHS
Study
Corridor
Far West
Near West
Existing
East

c.

Length
km (mi)

30.7 - 32.2 (19.1 - 20.0)
30.6 - 30.7 (19.0 - 19.1)
26.4 (16.4)
34.6 - 36.9 (21.5 - 22.9)

Evaluation of Corridors

The overall assessment of the Study Corridors is presented in Appendix B. The primary
purpose of the US 71 improvements is to provide a freeway facility which would improve the
regional system's safety and efficiency in moving both people and goods.
Freeway
improvements in the East Corridor would not divert the through traffic from the existing US 71
roadway. As a result. the East Corridor would not nearly provide the travel efficiency benefits of
the other corridors. Consequently, the East Corridor would not accomplish the goals of the
project and was not considered further .. This determination was not based on environmental
issues, but rather on the inability of the East Corridor to accomplish the stated goals of the
improvements.
No "fatal flaws" were identified for the other Study Corridors. In addition, the findings of the
preliminary screening were reviewed with the Corridor Advisory Council and general public ·at
the second public meeting (see Chapter VII - Comments and Coordination). In general, the
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findings were affirmed by the CAC and the public.
continue to support the East Corridor.
5.

However, a small portion of the public

REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES

As determined by the preliminary screening, the reasonable "Freeway-Build" Alternatives were
defined in more detail for the following corridors:
•
•
•

Far West Corridor (Far West Alternative)
Near West Corridor (Near West Alternative)
Existing Corridor (Existing Alternative)

Utilizing Spring 1996 aerial mosaic maps and topographic data at a scale of 1:5,000 for the
relocation alternatives and a scale of 1:2,500 for the Existing Alternative in Arkansas,
reasonable alternative alignments were defined for the three corridors. Several alternative
freeway alignments within each corridor were defined. These alternative alignments and the
labeling nomenclature are shown on Exhibit 11-12. In addition, aerial plan plates showing each
of the alternatives are presented in Appendix C. In order to provide for the logical and orderly
compilation of the assessment data for all alignment alternatives, a naming convention was
developed. Each corridor was divided into analysis segments. Each of these segments are
generally defined in Table 11-13 and are presented on Exhibit 11-12 and the Appendix C plan
plates.
Due to the likely uncertainties of the collective abilities of AHTD and MoDOT to jointly and
instantaneously construct the freeway improvements, regardless of the improvement corridor,
both interim and ultimate improvements were defined for each corridor.
The interim
improvements would consist of short-term investments, beyond just the TSM improvements
associated with the "No-Build" Alternative, to more directly address the safety and capacity
concerns of US 71 until the ultimate freeway improvements in their entirety can be constructed.
a.

Far West Corridor

Ultimate Improvements - Design and Operational Features

Within each segment of the Far West Corridor, several alternative alignments have been
identified. In general, three alternative alignments for the freeway have been identified within
the Far West Corridor in Missouri. South of the state line, the eastern most of two alternatives
skirts the western edge of the Bella Vista Village. South of the Village, two alternative
alignments have generally been defined. In the vicinity of Hiwasse, one alternative is located
north of the community and the other is located to the south. Each of these alternative
alignments connect with the existing US 71 Bypass at a common location and configuration.
Table 11-14 shows the alternative labels and interchange features for the alternatives within the
Far West Corridor. As shown, the total length of the Far West Corridor is 30.7 to 32.2 km (19.1
to 20.0 mi), depending on the alternative alignment. The northern terminus interchange (Route
H) would provide access to the southern portions of Pineville. The Route 90 Interchange would
provide access to Jane and Noel, Missouri. Access to the western portions of the Bella Vista
Village would be provided with the Ferrell Road Interchange near the Highlands area of the
Village. In the vicinity of Hiwasse, depending on the alternative alignment, access would be
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provided by either Route 72 or Route 279. Alternative FWD1 would interchange with Route 72
in two locations, providing improved access to the areas surrounding Hiwasse and the
community of Gravette. The Arthur Road Interchange would provide access to the southern
areas of the Village and the US 71/US 718 Interchange would maintain current access to the
existing US 71 and US 718 facilities.

TABLE 11-13
"FREEWAY-BUILD" REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES
SEGMENT DEFINITIONS

A

B

c
D
H

A
B

c
D
E
F
G
H

A
B
C
D
E

Route H, southwest of Pineville, Missouri, to north of the Missouri/Arkansas state line near Mill
Creek Road.
North of the Missouri/Arkansas state line near Mill Creek Road to the Missouri/Arkansas state
line.
Missouri/Arkansas state line to south of Ferrell Road.
South of Ferrell Road to east of Coun Road 49 Becket Road .

Same as Existing Segment A - Route H, southwest of Pineville, Missouri to existing US 71 near
Wolf Pen Hollow Road.
Same as Existing Segment B - Existing US 71 near Wolf Pen Hollow Road to existing US 71 at
Miser Hollow Road.
Same as Existing Segment C - Miser Hollow Road, to the diversion from the Existing Corridor,
north of Gordon Hollow Creek, near the Missouri/Arkansas state line.
The diversion of the Near West Corridor from the Existing Corridor north of the Gordon Hollow
Creek to north of the Missouri/Arkansas state line.
Just north of the Missouri/Arkansas state line to the Missouri/Arkansas state line.
The Missouri/Arkansas state line to west of Chelsea Road and north of Coun Road 39.
West of Chelsea Road and north of Coun Road 39 to east of Count Road 49 Becket Road .
Same as Far West Segment H - East of County Road 49 (Becket Road) to US 71/US 718
lnterchan e.

Same as Near West Segment A- Route H, southwest of Pineville, Missouri to existing US 71 near
Wolf Pen Hollow Road.
Same as Near West Segment B - Existing US 71 near Wolf Pen Hollow Road to existing US 71 at
Miser Hollow Road.
Same as Near West Segment C - Miser Hollow Road to the diversion from the Existing Corridor,
north of Gordon Hollow Creek, near the Missouri/Arkansas state line.
The diversion.of the Existing Corridor from the Near West Coaidor oorth of the Gordon Hollow
Creek to the Missouri/Arkansas state line.
The Missouri/Arkansas state line to the US 71/US 71 B lnterchan e.

Based on the projected traffic volumes for the Far West Corridor, as shown in Exhibit 11-4, a
four-lane section would be sufficient for the freeway improvements.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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TABLE 11-14
FAR WEST CORRIDOR - ALTERNATIVE LABELS AND FEATURES
Segment
ID
A

B

c
D
H

Alternative
Label
FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1
FWB2
FWC1
FWC2
FWD1
FWD2
FWH1
FWH2

Alternative
Length - m (ft)
8,560 (28,084)
8,675 (28,461) 8,723
(28,619)
940 (3,084)
889 (2,917)
4,879 (16,007)
4,571 (14,997)
11,560 (37,927)
10,541 (34,583)
6,135 (20,128)
6,138 (20,138)

Interchange
Crossroad
Route H I Route 90
Route H I Route 90
Route H I Route 90

-

Interchange
Type
Folded Dia. I Conv. Dia.
Folded Dia. I Conv. Dia.
Folded Dia./ Conv. Dia.

-

Ferrell Road
Ferrell Road
Route 72 I Route 72
Route 279
Arthur Road I US 71 B
Arthur Road I US 71 B

-

Conv. Dia.
Conv. Dia.
Conv. Dia. I Conv. Dia.
Conv. Dia.
Conv. Dia. I Conv. Dia.
Conv. Dia. I Conv. Dia.

Note: Conv. Dia.= Conventional Diamond

Ultimate Improvements - Improvements to Existing US 71 Roadway
Due to the continued growth of traffic along the existing US 71 roadway, even with the ultimate
freeway relocation improvements, (existing roadway) improvements would also be required.
These improvements would be similar to the Improvements to Existing Alternative, but not to
the same extent due to the lower traffic volumes which would remain on the existing roadway.
These improvements, to be constructed in association with the ultimate improvements, would
include capacity improvements for the southernmost segments of the existing US 71 roadway.
As shown on Exhibit 11-4, daily traffic volumes ranging from 5,700 ADT to 46,500 ADT would
remain on the existing roadway, depending on the location. As a result, in the southern areas,
roadway widening would be required and would consist of adding travel lanes to the existing US
71 roadway in accordance with the projected travel demands and desired level of service (LOS
C). The current access control along the roadway would be maintained.
The two-lane roadway in Missouri would be sufficient for the traffic which would remain along
existing US 71. Similarly, the existing four-lane expressway in Arkansas north of Sugar Creek
Center would also be sufficient to provide the desired level of service in 2020 (LOS C).
However, south of Sugar Creek Center, additional lanes would be required. In order to provide
LOS C, an eight-lane roadway would be required within this southernmost segment.
Widening of the existing US 71 roadway into an eight-lane roadway would be unreasonable due
to the practical limits of lane widening. With the construction of a freeway bypass, the existing
US 71 roadway would be converted to an urban arterial roadway, and as such, there are limits
to the effectiveness of adding travel lanes. An eight-lane arterial street is not very compatible
with the type of service that is warranted in this situation - local trips with considerable turning
movements. This extr.,~ wide roadway seqion would create an unsafe condi~ion as vehicles
would be required to maneuver across multiple travel lanes for turns. The considerable number
of access points and driveways along the southernmost segment of the existing US 71 roadway
would exacerbate this situation. Due to the difficulties of widening the existing roadway to an
eight-lane section, a reduced service level was considered. A six-lane roadway would be
sufficient to provide a LOS D. Given that a LOS D is a common standard within the urban
areas, the six-lane improvement along the existing roadway south of Sugar Creek Center would
be provided as part of the Far West Alternative.
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Interim Improvements

Due to the location of the Far West Corridor, the ultimate freeway improvement would not be
effectively functional until the ultimate improvement is completed in its entirety. Until such time,
which is dependent on the collective financial resources of both states, traffic would remain on
the existing US 71 roadway. During this interim period, improvements would be necessary
along existing US 71. These interim improvements would be investments in addition to the
ultimate freeway construction.
In Missouri, the interim improvements would generally consist of providing a four-lane facility
along the existing US 71 roadway with varying degrees of access control. These interim
improvements would extend from the connection with the planned four-lane freeway
improvement by MoDOT at Route H, southwest of Pineville, to a connection with the existing
US 71 roadway at the state line. The interim improvements would transition, north to south,
from a freeway type facility at the northern connection southwest of Pineville to an expressway
type facility with limited access control to a five-lane urban arterial roadway with partially-limited
access control located just north of the state line where it would tie into the five-lane arterial
section in Arkansas. Immediately south of the US 71/Route H Interchange, the interim
improvements would consist of a four-lane freeway type improvement on new location to a
connection with the existing US 71 roadway south of Pineville. At this point, the interim
improvements transition into an expressway type facility with limited access for driveways and
cross streets. Within this expressway segment, the improvements would be located along the
existing US 71 roadway and would consist of constructing two new travel lanes adjacent to the
existing two roadway lanes. The existing two roadway lanes would provide two of the four
travel lanes. Immediately south of Jane, the four-lane expressway section would transition to a
five-lane improvement centered on the existing roadway. This five-lane section would provide a
continuous left tum lane for access to the numerous driveways located between Jane and the
state line. This five-lane section would then tie directly into the existing four-lane roadway
section in Arkansas. With these improvements, in Missouri, traffic signals would potentially be
provided at the US 71 B intersection south of Pineville and at the Route 90 intersection near
Jane, depending on the warrant analyses.
Due to the presence of the existing four-lane US 71 roadway within the Study Area in Arkansas,
the interim improvements in Arkansas would not be as extensive as in Missouri for the Far West
Alternative. Similar to the TSM improvements associated with the "No-Build" Alternative, the
interim improvements in Arkansas would potentially consist of safety related upgrades at the
following intersections: Kingsland Drive, Riordan Road, Oldham Road and Dartmoor Road
(New). Depending on the signal warrant analyses, these improvements would potentially
consist of installing traffic signals and constructing auxiliary left-tum and right-tum lanes on both
the northbound and southbound roadway approaches. In addition, on the side streets, a twolane section featuring either a separate left-tum lane with a through-right lane or a through-left
lane with a separate right-tum lane would potentially be constructed. Potentially, all other major
intersections would al.~o have roa~way approach. improvements, depel"!ding on the traffic
volumes.
Upon the completion of the interim improvements, a continuous four-lane roadway would be
provided through the Study Area. The ultimate improvements would connect with the interim
US 71/Route H Interchange with a northbound fly-over ramp. Upon the completion of the
ultimate freeway improvements, the interim improvements would continue to provide service to
the local traffic which would remain on the existing US 71 corridor.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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b.

Near West Corridor

Ultimate Improvements - Design and Operational Features

Within Missouri, the Near West Corridor is generally located along the existing US 71 Corridor
(Segment A/B/C). At a point north of the existing Route 00/US 71 intersection, the Near West
Corridor deviates from the existing US 71 Corridor in a due north/south alignment (Segment
D/E). North of this point, the alternative alignment is identical to the selected alignment from
the completed MoDOT EIS for US 71 (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427 - FHWA-EIS-90-02-F).
South of this point, several alternative alignments have been identified. Within Bella Vista, up
to five alternative alignments for the freeway have been defined within the Near West Corridor
(Segment F). These five alternative alignments are defined by the five possible link
combinations within the segment. On the south side of the Village, the Near West Corridor is
concurrent with the Far West Corridor (Segment H).
Table 11-5 shows the labels and interchange features for the alternatives within the Near West
Corridor. As shown, the total length of the Near West Corridor is 30.5 to 30.7 km (19.0 to 19.1
mi.}, depending on the alternative alignment. The northern terminus interchange (Route H)
woutd provide access to the southern portions of Pineville. The Route 90 Interchange would
provide access to Jane and Noel, Missouri. Access to the interior of the Bella Vista Village
would be provided with the Route 340 Interchange. The Arthur Road Interchange would
provide access to the southern areas of the Village and the US 71/US 71 B Interchange would
maintain current access to the existing US 71 and US 71 B facilities.
Based on the projected traffic volumes for the Near West Corridor, as shown in Exhibit 11-5, a
four-lane section would be sufficient for the freeway improvements.

TABLE 11-15
NEAR WEST CORRIDOR - ALTERNATIVE LABELS AND FEATURES
Seg.

ID
A
B

c

D/E
F

G
H

Alternative
Label
NWA1
NWB1
NWC1
NWD1/E1
NWF1
NWF2
NWF3
NWF4
NWF5
NWG1
FWH1
..
·FWH2

-

Alternative
Length - m (ft.)
3,697 m (12,131 ft.)
5,666 m (18,590 ft.l
2,224 m l7,298 ft.)
2,731 m (8,960 ft.)
6,655 m (21,834 ft.)
6,534 m (21,437 ft.)
6,643 m (21,794 ft.)
6,521 m (21,394 ft.)
6,631 m <21,755 ft.)
3,611 m <11,847 ft.l
6,135 m (20,128 ft.)
·6,138m t20,138 ft.)

Interchange
Crossroad
Route H
Route 90

Interchange
Tvoe
Folded Diamond
Conv. Diamond

-

-

-

Route
Route
Route
Route
Route

-

340
340
340
340
340

Conv. Diamond
Conv. Diamond
Conv. Diamond
Conv. Diamond
Conv. Diamond

-

-

Arthur Road I US 71 B
Arthur Road /US 718 ·

-

Conv. Dia./ Conv. Dia.
Conv. Dia./ Conv. Dia.

Note. Conv. Diamond - ConventiOnal Diamond
NWF1 = Links 1, 4, 8
NWF2 = Links 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
NWF3 = Links 2. 5, 6, 8
NWF4 Links 1, 3, 5, 7
NWF5 Links 2, 5, 7

=
=
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Ultimate Improvements - Improvements to Existing US 71 Roadway
Due to the continued growth of traffic along the existing US 71 roadway, even with the freeway
relocation improvements, (existing roadway) improvements would also be required. These
improvements would be similar to the Improvements to Existing Alternative, but not to the same
extent due to the lower traffic volumes which would remain on the existing roadway and due to
the conversion of the existing roadway to a freeway within Missouri.
As shown on Exhibit 11-5, daily traffic volumes ranging from 11,200 ADT to 42,300 ADT would
remain on the existing roadway, depending on the location. The southern end of the existing
roadway, between Sugar Creek Center and the existing US 711US 71 B Interchange, would
require widening due to the high traffic volume which would remain on the existing roadway at
this location (42,300 ADT). Similar to the Far West Alternative, based on a reduced level of
service (LOS D), a six-lane roadway would be provided for this segment. TSM safety
improvements would be provided along the existing roadway in addition to the widening of the
southernmost segment.

Interim Improvements
Unlike the Far West Alternative, the ultimate improvements for the Near West Alternative are
located along the existing US 71 Corridor for most of its length within Missouri. Within the area
where the interim capacity improvements are needed (i.e. Missouri), the interim improvements
for the most part would be compatible with the ultimate freeway improvements. Consequently,
for the Near West Alternative, the interim improvements in Missouri would consist of
constructing the Missouri portion of the ultimate freeway improvements except for that portion
south of the divergence point from the existing US 71 roadway defined by Segment DIE. This
point is located a short distance north of the state line. From this point to the state line, the
interim improvements would consist of a continuation of the freeway section up to the state line
with a transition and connection into the existing five-lane expressway section in Arkansas. In
essence, the interim improvements for the Near West Alternative would be identical to the
Missouri portion of the ultimate improvements for the Existing Alternative. These interim
improvements would include an interchange with Route 00 just north of the state line. (See
following discussion of Existing Alternative for more details.)
The interim improvements for the Near West Alternative in Arkansas would depend on the
traffic signal warrant analyses and would potentially consist of traffic signal and intersection
approach improvements as defined for the Far West Alternative.
With these interim improvements, a continuous four-lane roadway would be provided through
the Study Area until the ultimate freeway improvements are constructed. The ultimate
improvements would connect with the interim improvements at the Segment DIE divergence
point with a northbound fly-over ramp. South of this point, the interim improvements and the
existing US 71 roadway would continue to provide access to local traffic.

c.

Existing Corridor

Ultimate Improvement - Operational Features
The "FreewC!y-Build" Alternative along the Existing Corridor would consist of the conversion. of
the existing two-lane or four-lane roadway into a freeway. Within Missouri, the location and
configuration of these improvements would be identical to the selected alternative from the
completed EIS by MoDOT for US 71 (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427 - FHWA-EIS-90-02-F).
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Immediately south of Pineville, the improved freeway would be on new location and the existing
roadway would continue to provide access to the activities currently located along the -roadway.
South of Wolf Pen Hollow Road, the existing two-lane roadway would be converted to two of
the four freeway lanes. South of Miser Hollow Road to the state line, the improved freeway
would be on a new location and the existing roadway would continue to provide access to the
activities currently located along the roadway. Within Missouri, interchange access would be
provided at Route H, at Route 90, and at Route 00 just north of the state line.
With the existing four-lane expressway in Arkansas and the more developed land uses adjacent
to the roadway, the concept to convert US 71 to a freeway would involve four issues:
1. Upgrade the existing roadside to meet a freeway standard.
2. Improve the horizontal and vertical alignments to comply with a freeway standard.
3. Provide full access control with minimal impacts to local access and out-of-direction
travel.
4. Provide improved roadway overtopping protection for Little Sugar Creek flooding.
•

Upgrade Existing Roadside - The existing four-lane US 71 roadway section is in
general compliance with roadside standards for a freeway with the exception of the
median area. In accordance with AASHTO guidelines regarding clear zone widths,
the existing median width would not be sufficient unless a median safety barrier is
provided. The current median, consisting of a raised concrete median with curb and
gutter, does have sufficient width to be converted into two inside shoulders with a
concrete safety barrier. Therefore, throughout the Arkansas segment in those areas
where alignment adjustments are not required, the existing raised concrete median
would be converted to a safety barrier with paved inside shoulders.

•

Improve Alignments - As described earlier, several segments of the existing fourlane roadway do not comply with current freeway design standards for either
horizontal or vertical alignments. These deficiencies generally consist of horizontal
curves which are too sharp or vertical curves which are too short. The deficient
segments would be addressed by localized adjustments of either the line or grade of
the four-lane roadway. The horizontal realignments of the roadway would entail
lengthening of the deficient curves. If horizontal alignment adjustments are made in
the three vertical curve locations, then the vertical curve would be adjusted as well.
Otherwise, adjustments of the vertical curve deficiencies would not be provided.

•

Provide Full Access Control - Along the existing four-lane roadway, there are
currently a number of at-grade intersections or access points. (See Exhibit 11-2 for
- locations.of intersections and local landmarks~) Several of these intersections are with
significant cross streets which provide access to both sides of the Village. Several
other minor access roads or driveways exist which provide direct access to golf course
maintenance areas, private residences or commercial establishments. With the
freeway improvements and associated complete control of access, all of these direct
points of access would be altered. To maintain the service to these cross streets and
other major access points, a series of interchanges and frontage roads would be
constructed. The following presents a list (north to south) and description of the major
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access points in the village and how each would be maintained with the Existing
Alternative freeway improvements:
>

State Line Road - Access would be maintained with a new Route 00
Interchange located north of the state line. An overpass would be provided for
State Line Road with an intersection with Route 279, which is an extension of
Route 00 in Missouri.

>

Lundy Lane - Consisting of an isolated residential development located on the
west side of US 71 a short distance south of the state line, access would be
maintained to this area with a western frontage road connection with the State
Line Road overpass.

>

Hampstead Road - Located on the east side of US 71 south of the state line,
access would be maintained using a eastern frontage road with connections to
the State Line Road overpass to the north or the Route 340 Interchange to the
south.

>

Wellington Road - Located on the east side of US 71 south of Hampstead
Road, access would be maintained using a eastern frontage road with
connections to the State Line Road overpass to the north or the Route 340
Interchange to the south.

>

Route 340 - The existing Route 340 Interchange would be maintained in its
current configuration.

>

Pinion Drive - Located on the east side of US 71 a short distance south of
Route 340, access would be maintained with an eastern frontage road
connection with Route 340.

>

Trafalgar Road - Located on the east side of US 71 south of Pinion Drive,
access would be maintained with an eastern frontage road connection with
Route 340.

>

Shakespeare Drive - Consisting of an isolated residential development located
on the west side of US 71 south of Route 340, access would be maintained with
a western frontage road connection to the Kingsland Drive Interchange a short
distance to the south.

>

Kingsland Drive - Located on the east side of US 71 south of Trafalgar Road, a
new interchange would be provided to maintain access.

>

Riordan Road-- Located on the west side of US 71 north of Sugar Creek Center,
access would be maintained with a western frontage road connection to a new
interchange at Sugar Creek Center. The western frontage road would be
located behind the Sugar Creek Center.

>

Oldham Drive - Located at the northern edge of the Sugar Creek Center,
Oldham Drive provides access to both sides of US 71. This access would be
maintained with a new interchange at this location (Sugar Creek Center
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Interchange). This interchange would combine service to both Dartmoor Road
(New) and Oldham Drive.

•

>

Dartmoor Road (New) - Located near the southern edge of Sugar Creek Center
and currently under construction, access would be maintained with a new
interchange combination with service to Oldham Drive (Sugar Creek Center
Interchange). (This road is currently called Greenwich Road.)

>

Sunset Drive - Located on the west side of US 71, access would be maintain
with a western frontage road with connections to the new interchange at Sugar
Creek Center to the north or to US 71 B to the south.

>

Dartmoor Road (Old) - With the completion of the new Dartmoor Road at Sugar
Creek Center, this road would be closed and access would be terminated.

>

Cedar Crest Drive - Located on the western side of US 71 south of Sunset
Drive, access would be maintained with a western frontage road with
connections to the Sugar Creek Center Interchange to the north and US 71 B to
the south.

>

County Road 40 - Located east of US 71 just north of the existing US 71/US
71 B Interchange, access would be maintained with a frontage road extension of
US 71 B to the south.

>

County Road 37 - Located west of US 71 just north of the existing US 71/US
71 B Interchange, access would be maintained with frontage road connections to
the Sugar Creek Center Interchange to the north or US 71 B to the south.

Little Sugar Creek Roadway Overtopping - Based on the Federal Emergency
Management Authority (FEMA) Flood Insurance Maps, the Little Sugar Creek 100year flood overtops (i.e. flows over) the existing US 71 roadway in several locations
within Arkansas. In accordance with the purpose and need for the US 71
improvements, the improved freeway facility would be designated as an interstate. As
such, it has been decided that the freeway road elevation must be constructed at least
higher than the 100-year flood. Consequently, the Existing Alternative would raise the
existing US 71 roadway above the 100-year flood level of Little Sugar Creek. The
floodplain operational impacts of raising the roadway would need to be accomplished
in accordance with acceptable impacts defined by the FEMA rules and regulations, in
addition to 23 CFR 650.101, subpart A.

The Existing Alternative (i.e. ultimate freeway construction along existing US 71
alignment) is generally located parallel with the Little Sugar Creek floodplain from just
north of .the Missouri-Arkansas state line, south .to-the .Study Area ~imits. At several
locations, the Existing Alternative would be located within the floodplain. The Flood
Insurance Study (FIS) for Benton County, Arkansas, as revised in 1996, presents a
detailed study of Little Sugar Creek. In McDonald County, no detailed studies of Little
Sugar Creek have been conducted by FEMA, therefore providing considerably less
information concerning flood hazards along Little Sugar Creek north of the state line.
Due to the more detailed FEMA information in Arkansas, the floodplain and floodway
are shown on the FEMA flood hazard maps.
Water surface elevations and
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floodplain/floodway extents for the detailed study in Arkansas were determined with
HEC-2 modeling of the stream conditions. To supplement the FIS HEC-2 model,
which provides data only for the 100-year flood event, discharges for the 2-year
through 50-year flood events were developed from multiple regression equations
(AHTD Drainage Manual, 1982). Limited information is available for McKisic Creek.
Because no detailed FEMA study was performed for Little Sugar Creek in McDonald
County, Missouri, flood elevations were extrapolated from the available information
south of the state line.
Utilizing the available data, analyses of the Little Sugar Creek floodplain hydraulics
were performed for the existing and proposed conditions considered in this EIS
(Existing Alternative):
>

Existing Floodplain Conditions - In general, flood events of a magnitude which
are expected to be equaled or exceeded once on the average during any 10, 50,
100 or 500-year period (recurrence interval) are selected as having special
significance for floodplain analysis. These events, commonly termed the 10, 50,
100 or 500-year floods, have a 10, 2, 1 and 0.2 percent chance, respectively, of
being equaled or exceeded during any year. Based on the discharge-frequency
data for Little Sugar Creek, the floodplain/floodway analyses performed for this
EIS show existing overtopping of the US 71 roadway at four locations within the
Study Area, as well as at Route 340 just west of the interchange. About 2.3 km
(1.4 mi.) south. of the state line, the roadway is overtopped by the 5-year flood.
At Route 340, the bridge is overtopped by approximately the 70-year flood event.
Farther south, at the intersection with Pinion Valley Drive, the existing US 71
roadway is overtopped by approximately the 10-year flood event. As the
roadway moves farther south, the US 71 bridge crossing provides protection for
approximately the 80-year flood. Near the new Dartmoor Road bridge and south
to Lake Bella Vista, the roadway is overtopped by events greater than the 50year flood (an approximation, as this area is just upstream of the limits of the
detailed hydraulic study). It is entirely possible that the US 71/Little Sugar Creek
bridge just north of the state line is also overtopped by the 100-year flood;
however, there has been no detailed study of this section of Little Sugar Creek.
The proposed corridor crossing of McKisic Creek also shows roadway
overtopping for the 100-year flood.
Though the level of protection north of Route 340 is fairly low, providing only a 5year level of protection, no anecdotal evidence has been provided by the
residents of the area during the course of this study to either confirm or deny this
finding.

>

Proposed Floo,dplain Conditions - Rais.in.g the US 71 roadway to provide
protection for the 100-year flood would most certainly extend the roadway
embankment footprint farther into the Little Sugar Creek floodplain. Conditions
are especially critical where the existing roadway is closest to the limits of the
floodway - just downstream (north) of the Route 340 bridge and immediately
downstream from Lake Bella Vista. No construction would be permitted within
the floodway limits without compensating for the lost floodway conveyance.
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With the Existing Alternative, there would be three major bridge crossings of
the Little Sugar Creek floodway - US 71 north of the state line, Route 340 and
US 71 south of Town Center. Any new bridge construction would have to be
designed for no increase in backwater floodway flood levels at that location, as
well as providing a roadway crossing above the predicted 100-year flood water
surface elevation. For the most part, the additional embankment necessary to
raise the existing US 71 roadway above the 100-year flood levels would be
located within the floodplain of Little Sugar Creek, but not in the floodway. At
the two locations where the raised roadway would cross the creek - just north
of the state line and south of Town Center - the new bridges would be
lengthened to span the floodway. Therefore, the hydraulic impacts of the
improvements would be in compliance with the FEMA regulations. Based on
the 100-year flood elevations, the existing roadway would need to be raised up
to three meters (nine feet) in some locations.
Ultimate Improvements - Design Features

Table 11-16 shows the labels and interchange features for the Existing Alternative. Unlike the
Far West and Near West Corridors, due to the influence of the existing roadway and right-ofway, one single alternative alignment has been identified. As shown, the total length of the
Existing Corridor is 26.4 km (16.4 mi.). The northern terminus interchange (Route H) would
provide access to the southern portions of Pineville. The Route 90 Interchange would provide
access to Jane and Noel, Missouri. Access to Bella Vista Village would be provided with the
Route 00 Interchange, Route 340 Interchange, Kingsland Road Interchange, Sugar Creek
Center Interchange, and US 71/US 71 B Interchange.
Based on the projected traffic volumes for the Existing Corridor, as shown in Exhibit 11-6, a
four-lane section would be sufficient for the freeway improvements.
TABLE 11-16
EXISTING CORRIDOR - ALTERNATIVE LABELS AND FEATURES
Segment
ID
A
B

c

D

E

Alternative
Label
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1

Alternative
Length - m (ft)
3,697 (12,131)
5,667 (18,590)
2,225 ( 7,298)
3,599 (11,795)
11,225 (36,827)

Interchange
Crossroad
Route H
Route 90

Interchange
Type
Folded Diamond
Conv. Diamond

-

-

Route 00
Route 340
Kingsland Road
Sugar Creek Center
us 718

Partial Folded Diamond
Partial Folded Diamond
Conv. Diamond
Split Conv. Diamond
Conv. Diamond

Note: Conv. Diamond= Convenbonal Diamond

Though a single alternative alignment has been defined for the Existing Alternative due to the
influence and control of the existing roadway right-of-way and adjacent land uses, several
options at the interchange areas would exist. These design options would be as follows:
•

Route 00 Interchange - Eliminate the Route 00 Interchange and replace with an
interchange located on State Line Road. This optional interchange location would
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consist of a partially-folded diamond configuration with the folded ramp in the
southwest quadrant to eliminate Little Sugar Creek floodplain impacts. However, with
the folded ramp in this quadrant, encroachment into the Bella Vista landfill would
result. It is for this primary reason that the Route 00 location was identified as the
preferred option.
•

Kingsland Road Interchange - Rather than constructing the interchange, another
option would consist of extending the eastern frontage road which would serve
Trafalgar Road to the south to a connection with Kingsland Road. With this option,
access to Shakespeare Drive would be eliminated and the pocket of residences within
the Shakespeare development would be displaced. Yet another option would consist
of providing an overpass from Kingsland Road to Shakespeare Drive, but without
providing the interchange ramps. This option would not displace the residences, but
would still create out-of-direction travel. Due to the adverse impacts to the existing
residences in the area, feasibility concerns about the continuous frontage road, and
the out-of-direction travel which would result if an interchange was not provided, it was
determined that the best design option would be to provide an interchange at this
location.

•

Sugar Creek Center Interchange - The elongated or split diamond configuration with
connections to Oldham Road and Dartmoor Road (New) would have the option of
using separate bridges for the crossings of the two cross streets. However, to reduce
the adverse impacts to the adjacent commercial activities and to maintain access to
the existing parking lots, a single US 71 bridge was identified as the preferred option.
By spanning the entire interchange, the one-way frontage roads can be moved closer
in to minimize the impacts to the shopping center amenities. Also, this design offers
the possibility of providing additional parking areas under the structure.

Interim Improvements
Similar to the Near West Alternative, the ultimate improvements for the Existing Alternative are
located along the existing US 71 Corridor for most of its length within Missouri. Within the area
where the interim capacity improvements are needed (i.e. Missouri), the interim improvements
would be compatible with the ultimate freeway improvements. Consequently, for the Existing
Alternative, the interim improvements in Missouri would consist of constructing the Missouri
portion of the ultimate freeway improvements.
The interim improvements for the Existing Alternative in Arkansas would depend on the traffic
signal warrant analyses and would potentially consist of traffic signals and intersection
approach improvements as defined for the Far West Alternative.
With these interim improvements, a continuous four-lane roadway would be provided through
the Study Area until the ultimate freeway improvements are-constructed in Arkansas.
6.

CAPITAL COSTS

Utilizing current AHTD and MoDOT. construction bid tabulations, construction cost estimates
were prepared for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives (interim and ultimate improvements).
Construction quantities were developed for the following primary categories: earthwork, major
drainage, surfacing, structures, and right-of-way. Miscellaneous items included lighting, signal
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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control, erosion control, pavement markings, signage, and maintenance of -traffic. A 10%
construction contingency was included. Final design and construction administration costs
were not included.
In accordance with the definitions of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, there are three major
construction cost components for the implementation of the alternatives:
•

Freeway Construction (Ultimate Improvements) - Table 11-17 shows the estimated
freeway construction and right-of-way costs for each alternative within the three Study
Corridors. Due to the number of alternatives within the Far West and Near West
Corridors, the total construction costs for these two corridors are presented as ranges.
The costs of the fly-over ramps necessary for the connection of the freeway
improvements with the interim improvements are included in Segment A and Segment
D/E for the Far West and Near West Alternatives, respectively.

•

Capacity and Safety Construction (Interim Improvements) - The additional
construction and right-of-way costs for the interim improvements, consisting of shortterm capacity improvements in Missouri and TSM improvements in Arkansas along
the existing US 71 roadway, are shown in Table 11-17. For Segment AJB/C for the
Near West Alternative, and for Segments AJB/C and D for the Existing Alternative, the
ultimate freeway configuration would be constructed as the interim improvements.

•

Roadway Widening Improvements Along Existing US 71 - The US 71 roadway
widening costs associated with the ultimate improvements in the southern most
segments of the existing roadway are shown in Table 11-18. As shown, the Far West
and Near West Alternatives would have identical costs.

Operating and maintenance (O&M) cost estimates represent statewide averages from Missouri
and Arkansas on a per lane kilometer basis. The average four-lane new facility O&M cost is
approximately $9,900 per kilometer ($16,000 per mile). The O&M 1996 present value for O&M
costs was determined for a 24-year horizon (projected to 2020). Table 11-18 presents the
capital cost for the three Study Corridors. Capital costs are represented by the total
construction cost (ultimate and interim improvements) plus the present worth O&M costs for
each alternative. The capital costs are presented for each state and for the total project.
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TABLE 11-17
CONSTRUCTION AND RIGHT-OF-WAY COST SUMMARY
"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES
Ultimate/
Interim

Seg.

Alt

A

FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1C1
FWB2C2
FWD1
FWD2
FWH1
FWH2

Total
Cost
$-M

R.O.W.
Cost
$-M

Length
km mi

.f.'at'Wii

B/C
D
H

119.3125.7
46.2
1.4
47.6
166.9173.3

Sub-Total
Interim
Sub-Total
Total

Ultimate

39.8
40.0
38.5
22.8
22.0
33.8
33.4
29.125.4

A/B/C
D/E
F

G
H

NWABC
NWD1E1
NWF1
NWF2
NWF3
NWF4
NWF5
NWG1
NWH1
NWH2

Sub-Total
Interim
Sub-Total
Total

43.0
10.0
28.6
26.0
28.7
26.5
28.4
13.3
29.1
25.4
117.7124.1
18.1
1.2
19.3
137.0143.4

40.2
40.438.9

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
2.0
1.7
1.4
2.3
3.85.0
0.8
0.0
0.8
4.65.8

eiCWes
2.1
0.2
1.9
2.9
2.5
2.4
2.0
0.6
1.4
2.3
6.2-8.1
2.1
0.0
2.1
8.310.2

23.1
22.3
35.8
35.1
30.5
27.7
124.0129.8
47.0
1.4
48.4
172.4178.2

7.4(4.6)
7.2(4.5)7.2
4.5
5.8 (3.6)
5.5 3.4
11.3 (7.0)
10.5 6.5
6.5 (4.0)
6.1 3.8
29.3-31.0
18.2-19.2
15.3 9.5

5.45.65.4

11.6 7.2
2.7 1.7
6.7 (4.1)
6.5 (4.1)
6.6 (4.1)
6.5 (4.1)
6.6 4.1
3.4 2.1
6.5(4.0)
6.1 3.8
30.3-30.9
18.8-19.2
3.6 2.2

4.0
4.1
3.2
3.3
4.7
4.5

8.7
9.0
8.6
6.4
6.6
5.1
5.4
7.6
7.3

3.1

5.0

3.9
3.8
4.6
4.4
4.7
4.4
4.6
4.1
4.7
4.5

6.3
6.0
7.4
7.0
7.6
7.0
7.4
6.6
7.6
7.3

5.6

9.2

3.9
5.6
7.4
5.5
0.0

6.3
9.2
11.0
8.9
0.0

~·

45.1
10.2
30.5
28.9
31.2
28.9
30.4
13.9
30.5
27.7
125.8130.9
20.2
1.2
21.4
147.2152.3

• t11w-·
E

EXE1

Sub-Total
Interim
Sub-Total
Total
Note:

NWF1 =Links
NWF2 = Links
NWF3 = Links
NWF4 = Links

1, 4,
1, 3.
2, 5,
1, 3,

B
5, 6, B
6, B
5, 7

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

63.8
124.9
0.0
1.2
1.2
126.1

11.3
15.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
15.5

45.1
20.2
75.1
140.4
0.0
1.2
1.2
141.6

NWF5 = Links 2. 5, 7
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TABLE 11-18
SUMMARY OF CAPITAL COSTS
"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

Study
Corridor

Far West
Near West
Existin

"Ultimate"
Length
km (mi.)

"Ultimate"
Construction
and R.O.W
Cost $- M

8.1'- 8.3
5.0- 5.2
14.3 8.9
15.2 9.4

42.5 -44.1
55.3
65.3

"Interim"
Construction
and R.O.W.
Cost $-M

20.3
0.1
. '.'Ari(

Far West

21.2 - 22.7
81.5 - 85.7
1.0
13.2 -14.1
16.0 - 16.6
70.5 - 75.6
1.1
Near West
9.4 -10.3
Existin
11.2 7.0
75.1
1.1
~-••••lt:M11.--:1u;~;..-ifotar:ero
Far West
29.3 - 31.0
124.0 - 129.8
48.4
18.2 -19.2
NearWest
30.3-30.9
125.8-130.9
21.4
18.8 - 19.2
140.4
1.2
Existin
26.4 16.4

Existing
Widening
Cost $- M

Operations
and
Maintenance
Cost $-M 1

Total
Capital
Cost
$-M

0.0

0.9-0.9

90.8- 92.4

0.0
0.0

1.6
1.7

77.2
67.1

3.6

3.4- 3.5

89.5- 93.8

3.6

3.2 - 3.2

78.4- 83.5

0.0

0.7

76.9

3.6

4.3-4.5

180.3 - 186.3

3.6

4.9-4.9

155.7 -160.8

0.0

2.4

144.0

us 71

Additional costs for O&M based on 1997-2020 project life and 7% discount rate.
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Chapter Ill - Affected Environment
This chapter provides a general description of the current social and economic characteristics
and natural environment of the Study Area. These descriptions establish the existing baseline
condition of the social and environmental settings of the Study Area and provide a basis of
comparison for the determination of the impacts and environmental consequences of the
proposed action, as presented in Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences.
For the purposes of assessing the potential impacts of the proposed action, the boundary of the
affected environment has been defined according to the Study Area and the four Study
Corridors - Far West, Near West, Existing and East. The Study Area and Study Corridors have
been defined in Chapter II to represent the generalized limits of the possible locations for the
US 71 improvements. Site-specific environmental issues have been collected and reviewed
within the limits of the four Study Corridors. (The East Corridor was eliminated from further
consideration in a preliminary screening, as described in Chapter II. The potentially affected
environment for the East Corridor is described in this Chapter.) Specific environmental sites
located outside of the four Study Corridor limits have not been identified. More regional issues,
such as land use, social and economic characteristics, and air quality, have been identified and
defined from a Study Area or regional perspective.

A. Social and Economic Characteristics
This section provides a description of the existing social and economic characteristics of the Study
Area. The Study Area has been analyzed in coordination with the Chapter II traffic analyses
utilizing the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) level of detail and 1990 census data. Various census
data totals for Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County, Missouri have been used for
analysis. Information related to land use and development was gathered through field surveys,
information from development companies, interviews and interpretation of related d.ocuments.
The characteristics and activities associated with the use and development of land are primary
influences over the social and economic characteristics of an area. In the region, access to
airports, recreation areas, patterns of large land ownership, mountainous terrain, and other major
transportation routes such as Route 340, Route 279, and Route 72 are the main determinants of
land use and development patterns.
A detailed explanation and analysis of the affected environment includes discussions of existing
land use characteristics and patterns, an assessment of current land use plans, and a description
of the regulatory environment affecting development.

1.

LAND USE

Land use in the McDonald County, Missouri portion of the Study Area is less developed and
poses fewer potential conflicts than the portion of the Study Area in Benton County, Arkansas.
The Arkansas portion of the Study Area least heavily populated is the area west of Loch Lomond.
In general, the western extremities of the Village are not currently developed at the same level of
density as the more interior areas of the community. The Arkansas portion of the Study Area
Final Environmental Impact Statement
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most heavily populated is centered along US 71. The area around Bella Vista Center (at the
crossroads of Route 340 and Route 279) is less populated than the US 71 Corridor. (See Exhibit

111-1.)
a.

Existing Land Use

Using 1990 census population as an indicator, over 75% of the non-agricultural land uses in the
Study Area are either within Bella Vista Village - a Cooper Communities retirement and golf
resort development - or in the Bentonville area. Existing development in Bella Vista Village
includes a year-round population in excess of 12,000.

Bella Vista Village
The actual number and concentration of land uses in Bella Vista Village is significantly larger than
the 1990 census population indicates. Bella Vista Village's 6,944 completed residential units are in
platted subdivisions with a capacity for over 37,000 homes. Therefore, these platted subdivisions
are only 18.34% developed on average (see Table Ill -1). The retirement nature of Bella Vista
Village creates this unusual land use and ownership pattern. The developer reports that
numerous retirees buy their lot many years in advance of retirement and their lot will sit vacant
during that time. The development has sold over 13,500 residential lots, which is double the
number of lots with existing housing. Consequently, a single house can sit alone on a street
which is sold out. The net effect of this ownership pattern is that the existing 12,000 residents
occupy only 21 % of the available platting and are spread over a large percentage of the total land
(see Exhibit Ill -1).
TABLE 111-1
BELLA VISTA VILLAGE PLATTED LOT ABSORPTION
Subdivision
Total Lots
Lots with
%Lots
Completed
with Completed
Absorption
in
Rating
Subdivisions
Housing
Housing
Full: 75% to 100%
1,180
1,099
93.14%
1,772
Near Full: 50% to 74%
2,778
63.79%
Growing: 25% to 49%
5,599
2,030
36.26%
Startin!l: 1% to 24%
23,796
2,043
8.56%
Platted: 0%
4,509
0
0.00%
Total
37,862
6,944
18.34%
(1)
The subdivision absorption rating is the percent of an individual subdivision that has been
sold and developed.

Incorporated Cities and Towns
The Study Area includes the north end of Bentonville, Arkansas (population 11,257). Existing
The existing
land uses in this area are sparse and primarily low-density residential.
development of Bentonville is well outside and to the south of the Study Area.
The town of Hiwasse, Arkansas is located in the southwest portion of the Study Area. Route
279 runs north and south through the center of the town. Rout~ 72 provides east and west
access along the north city limit of Hiwasse. Land use in Hiwasse is predominantly residential
with a few commercial land uses including a fire station/community center and auto repair. A
single roadside service station is located just outside of Hiwasse to the east on Route 72.
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Pineville, Missouri (population 580) is located immediately north of the Study Area on US 71.
The town is low-density residential in nature with some retail and commercial land uses. The
current alignment of US 71 goes through the southwest comer of the town.
Rural Areas

With the exception of four small towns and villages (Pineville, Cavema, Havenhurst, and Jane),
the portion of the Study Area in Missouri is rural agricultural. Due to the mountainous terrain,
the primary agricultural product is livestock with bottom and terraced cropland.
A very different land use pattern exists on similarly mountainous terrain on the Arkansas side
on the Study Area. Rural agriculture exists only on the periphery of Bella Vista Village within
the Study Area. The most dominant agricultural use is poultry farms. Poultry farms line state
and county roads in three to ten confinement building clusters.
b.

Land Use Planning and Regulation

Land planning and regulation has become an important part of managing the fiscal health of
local municipalities. Planning and land use regulation allows municipalities to plan for and
sequence expansion of facilities within the constraints of their financial resources. Within the
Study Area, Bella Vista Village is guided by a general development plan. Gravette has a
general plan. The project area is adjacent to the Northwest Arkansas Regional Transportation
Study (NARTS) area. The Regional Planning Commission has jurisdiction over all of Benton
County, Arkansas.
Bella Vista Village

Bella Vista is located in Benton County, Arkansas but is not an incorporated city and is
therefore not a member of the Regional Planning Commission. Bella Vista Village has
developed under a general development plan covering 14,569 hectares (36,000 acres) of
contiguous land. More than two-thirds of this land has been platted and made accessible by
paved roads by the developer - Cooper Communities Inc. The unplatted portion of the
development, generally west of the area known as The Highlands, is marked "Reserved for
Future Development" on the master plan poster with a 1995 copyright. The Property owners
Association (POA) performs the local governmental functions.
Each property owner
automatically becomes a member of the POA.
A general manager is appointed by the nine member elected council of the POA membership.
The general manager works in a capacity similar to a city manager. The POA collects a
mandatory monthly assessment from each property owner that funds property maintenance and
contracted fire/emergency services from three local fire departments. Bella Vista has 19 full
time police officers managed through the Benton County Sheriff's office. The POA. owns and
maintains common properties and operates amenities available to members and guests.
Changes in land use from the general development master plan are rare. Commercial land
uses are centered in fo1,.1r main nodes: Town Center, Cunningham Center, Sugar Creek Center,
and Bella Vista Center. Churches, community centers, and RV storage are located near the
same three centers or in a few cases near golf course club houses. Routine land use planning
and regulation issues within the development are largely residential. An architectural control
committee reviews all house plans for compliance with established community guidelines.
Property owners may choose their own builder and architect.
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Bentonville
Bentonville, Arkansas is within the Northwest Arkansas Regional Transportation Study,
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). The Study Area slightly overlaps the MPO's
jurisdictional area. All proposed alternatives tie into the existing improvements completed on US
71 within the MPO area. Bentonville updated its General Plan in 1994. The Northern portion of
Bentonville inside the Study Area is generally shown to be low-density residential on the future
land use plan. A linear strip along US 71 in this area is shown as industrial and commercial.

Rural Areas
The Arkansas State Planning Enabling Legislation does not have a statute which allows
counties or cities to zone in extraterritorial areas unless they are located along a navigable
stream. Therefore, there is limited zoning information in the rural areas. Cities are allowed to
zone one mile beyond the city limit if there is a general master plan in place, with population of
8,000 to 50,000. For cities between 50,000 and 150,000, they are allowed to zone two miles
beyond the city limits and three miles for cities over 150,000.
Missouri enabling legislation for Regional Planning Commissions (RPC) (RSMo 251.160 and
251.320) supports the creation of transportation plans. An RPC may contract with federal,
state, or local governments to perform comprehensive planning. McDonald County is eligible to
participate in certain state and federal matching funds to perform such planning, although none
has been accomplished to date.
2.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Socio-economic data and characteristics are important to an analysis of the Study Area.
Leaming about the population can give insights into many unique features and sensitive
population segments.
The analysis allows comparisons between and among different
population segments and characteristics throughout the Study Area. Data were primarily
collected from the 1990 Census of Population and Housing.
Appendix D contains a detailed charting of a majority of the demographic data provided by
Summary Tape File 3a of the 1990 Census. Specific appendix tables referenced by sections of
this chapter are intended to supplement this text. Other tables within the appendix may give
further insight into regional demographics beyond the scope of the main body of this text.

a.

Demographic Data

Population
Over two-thirds of the population in the Study Area is in the Bella Vista Village and Bentonville
area. Bentonville is the largest city actually in the general Study Area with 11,285 residents.
Bella Vista Village had 9,083 residents reported in the 1990 census. The size of cities and
towns in the region are listed in Table 111-2. The Study Area population is 26.2% of the
combined populations of Benton County, Arkansas (97 ,499) and McDonald County, MO
(16,938).
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Future Growth

The Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning Commission has made population projections for
Benton County through 2020, using a projection of increase in dwelling units for the first five
years following the 1990 census. These projections are shown in Table 111-2.
TABLE 111-2
1990 CENSUS POPULATION AND 2020 PROJECTIONS
City or Town
Bella Vista Villaae, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridge AR
Pineville, MO
Rogers, AR
Sulpher Sprinas, AR

1990 Population

2020 Population Estimate

9,083
11,285
1,412
944
1,620
590
24,692
510

29,623
24 509
2,037
2,162
2,183

..

nla

57,971
nla

Source: Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning CommlSSKln.

Gender

Each town and county in the Study Area has a slightly higher percentage of females than
males. Females make up 52% to 53% of the general population, except in Pineville where the
percentage rises to 55%. Similar size towns in the Arkansas portion of the Study Area have
gender percentages similar to the rest of the Study Area.
Age

Fifty-six percent (56%) of the Bella Vista Community population was over age 60 at the time of
the 1990 census. This compares to less than 19% in the City of Bentonville. Other cities and
towns in the Study Area have percentages of population over 60 similar to Bentonville. Even
smaller communities which have high out-migration of younger people have over 60 population
percentages in the low 20's.
Education

The relative affluence of Bella Vista Village retirees provides it with an education advantage
within the Study Area. Sample percentages of population of over age 25 with some college
education is shown in Table 111-3. Generally, the Study Area outside of the Village is indicative
of national trends relating higher educational attainment with the size of the urban area.
TABLE 111-3
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION WITH SOME COLLEGE EDUCATION
City or Town
Bella Vista Village, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridae, AR
Pineville, MO
Roaers, AR
Sulphur Springs, AR

1990 Population

Percent with Some College

9,083
11 285
1 412
916
1620
590
24,692
510

47%
26%
19%
24%
15%
21%
28%
19%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.
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Race demographics of the Study Area can be characterized as homogenous both in rural and
urban areas. Bentonville is the only city in the Study Area with an African-American population
(0.16%). All other non-white persons in the Study Area are categorized as American Indian,
Eskimo, Aleut, Asian, Pacific Islander, or other race (see Table 111-4). The racial homogeneity
extends beyond the Study Area to Benton County and McDonald et al (see Table 111-5).
TABLE 111-4
RACIAL DEMOGRAPHICS REGIONAL CITIES
City or
Town
Bella Vista, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridae, AR
Pineville, MO
Roaers, AR
Sulpher Springs, AR

White
99.32%
96.99%
98.37%
97.49%
98.89%
98.14%
97.82%
99.61%

Black
0.00%
0.16%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Asian,
Pacific
0.34%
0.55%
0.21%
0.76%
0.00%
0.00%
0.28%
0.39%

Am. Indian,
Eskimo
0.26%
1.75%
0.64%
0.98%
0.56%
1.86%
1.30%
0.00%

Other
Race
0.08%
0.55%
0.78%
0.76%
0.56%
0.00%
0.64%
0.00%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.

TABLE 111-5
RACIAL DEMOGRAPHICS STUDY AREA COUNTIES
County
Benton County, AR
McDonald Countv, MO

White
97.40%
96.31%

Black
0.13%
0.02%

Am. Indian,
Eskimo
1.47%
3.22%

Asian,
Pacific
0.47%
0.24%

Other
Race
0.53%
0.20%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.

Hispanic origin is not an official race category in the 1990 census.
consider themselves to be of Hispanic origin are included within
Table 111-5. A separate question was asked as to whether
themselves to be of Hispanic origin, which is shown below in Table

Therefore, respondents who
the five categories listed in
the respondent considered

111-6.

Since the 1990 census, a growing number of Hispanic workers have been identified in Noel,
Missouri. Noel is outside of the study area and any proposed improvements are not considered
to impact Noel.
TABLE 111-6
PERSONS CONSIDERING THEMSELVES TO BE OF HISPANIC ORIGIN
City or
Town
Bella Vista, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridae, AR
Pineville, MO
Rogers, AR
Sulpher Sprin!ls, AR

Number
21
131
14
19
18
2
438
2

Percent of
Total
Population
0.23%
1.16%
0.99%
2.07%
1.11%
0.34%
4.00%
4.00%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.
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Neighborhoods and Communities

Bella Vista Village

Bella Vista Village has several neighborhood centers in conjunction with commercial and
recreational areas. Town Center is located at the intersection of Route 340 with Existing US
71. Within one-half mile of the intersection are five churches (including the Cooper Chapel), a
fire station; a medical clinic, the Town Center shopping center, a golf course, and nature trail.
Bella Vista Center, at the intersection of Route 279 and Route 340, is the only major activity
center in the development which is not located on Existing US 71. The center includes a
shopping center, Cooper Communities Corporate Headquarters, six nearby churches, and the
development's marina on Loch Lomond.
One and six-tenths kilometers (1 mile) south of Town Center off US 71 on Riordan Road is a
smaller neighborhood center which includes Riordan Hall, the Kingsdale Golf Clubhouse, and a
church. Eight-tenths of a kilometer (0.5 mile) south of the Riordan Center is Cunningham
Center at the intersection of Riordan Road and US 71. Cunningham Center includes a fast
food restaurant, a brokerage firm, and retail stores. One-quarter mile south on US 71 at
Oldham Drive is the Sugar Creek Center. This center includes the Cooper Communities Model
Home Center. Bella Vista Park provides a neighborhood recreational center near US 71 and
Dartmoor Road. Golf course clubhouses such as Metfield, The Highlands, and Briarwood,
provide additional neighborhood centers within Bella Vista Village outside of these other
commercial centers. Subdivisions with the highest percentage of built homes compared to
available lots are located adjacent to these neighborhood and community centers (see Exhibit

111-1).
Neighborhood cohesion in all the identified centers of activity in Bella Vista Village depends on
the resident's ability to move about and otherwise interact in a safe and convenient fashion.
Some residents around Town Center, Kingsdale Clubhouse, Loch Lomond Marina, Bella Vista
Center, and the Metfield area enjoy pedestrian access to community and commercial areas
where there are commercial uses and/or community recreational facilities in close proximity to
high and low density housing.
Rural and Small Towns

Rural agricultural communities consist of large farms without residential subdivision activity.
These areas are dependent on nearby small towns and commercial centers for social and
commercial activities. The Hiwasse community provides neighborhood retail and services to
the immediate area of the intersection of Route 72 and Route 279 in the southwest comer of
the Study Area. The Fire Station serves as a community center and gathering place for
Hiwasse.
Rural residents on the Missouri side of the Study Area can find limited community and
neighborhood center activities in Jane, Pineville, and Cavema, Missouri. Rural residents on the
east side of the Study Area can access community services in the nearby larger towns of
Bentonville, Little Flock, Rogers, and Pea Ridge, Arkansas.
c.

Housing Characteristics

The majority of the housing stock in the Study Area was built before 1960 (see Table 111-9).
Growing areas such as Pea Ridge, Bentonville, and Bella Vista Village have notably newer
housing stock. Vacant units in the Study Area vary with the age of housing stock.
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Water and Sewage Disposal
Water supply and sewage disposal are very important to development in rural areas.
Development relying on individual wells and/or septic tanks and cesspools is susceptible to
pollution concerns. Septic tanks and cesspools can, if not designed, constructed, and
maintained properly, create unsanitary environmental conditions. See Table 111-7 for a listing of
water and sewage services.
TABLE 111-7
WATER AND SEWER SERVICES
City or
Town
Bella Vista Village, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Rid!le, AR
Pineville, MO
Sulphur Sorin!ls, AR

% of Households Using
Private Wells
5%
3%
4%
20%
3%
12%
6%

% of Households Using
Septic Tank or Cesspool
76%
10%
20%
87%
14%
24%
10%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.

Households and Families
Household size by city ranges between 2.4 and 2. 7 persons per household with the obvious
exception of Bella Vista Village. Due to a large percentage of empty-nester households, Bella
Vista Village has an average household size of 2.07 people.
Bella Vista Village also has a high percentage of people living in a family household (with a
spouse). Over 80% of Bella Vista residents live in a family household. That compares with less
than 75% in Bentonville, 62% in Pineville, and 67% in Gravette. Pea Ridge with 81% is the only
non-retirement community with a rate comparable to Bella Vista Village.
3.

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

a.

Employment and Labor Force

Retail and manufacturing are the dominant employment sectors in the Study Area. Other major
sectors are construction, finance, and professional services. Precision production, service, and
Construction
administrative support are the primary occupations in the Study Area.
employment is higher in the growth communities and agriculture ranks higher in the non-urban
area.

b.

Income

Per Capita Income
Similar to household size and educational attainment, Bella Vista Village reports markedly
different levels of per capita income than the rest of the Study Area. The gradation of per
capita. income reflects the size of the community and relative differences in the cost of living.
Table 111-8 illustrates that difference.
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TABLE 111-8
PER CAPITA INCOME
Per Capita Income
$17,525
$12,073
$10,620
$14,267
$9,960
$9,172
$12,779
$7,993

City or Town
Bella Vista Village, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridae, AR
Pineville, MO
Roaers, AR
Sulpher Springs, AR
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.

Fixed and Subsidized Incomes

Per capita incomes for Bella Vista Village indicate that the Bella Vista residents are less
dependent on Social Security payments than the general retiree populous. Yet, in other Study
Area communities, the number of people drawing Social Security and Public Assistance Income
is a good indicator of the number of people living in poverty or on limited fixed incomes. (See
Table 111-9.)

TABLE 111-9
PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE
DRAWING SOCIAL SECURITY AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
City or Town
Bella Vista Village, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridge, AR
Pineville, MO
Rogers. AR
Sulphur Springs, AR

Social Security Income
68%
29%
39%
21%
38%
42%
31%
31%

Public Assistance Income
3%
6%
10%
6%
2%
13%
4%
7%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.

Cost of Housing

Homesites in Bella Vista sold by Cooper Community Inc. have a current average cost of
$13,500. Townhouses start at around $60,000 and lakefront homes range up into the
$500,000's. Bella Vista residents reported a median home value of $77,500 in the 1990
census. Table 111-10 illustrates the comparison of median home values and median year of
housing construction. ·
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TABLE 111-10
COMPARISON OF MEDIAN HOME VALUE AND
MEDIAN YEAR BUilT OF SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING
City or Town
Bella Vista Villaae, AR
Bentonville, AR
Gravette, AR
Little Flock, AR
Pea Ridae, AR
Pineville, MO
Roaers, AR
Sulohur Sorinas, AR

-

Median Value

Median Year Built

$77,500
$53,700
$36,900
. $61,200
$43,800
$37,600
$60,000
$24,200

1980
1974
1966
1977
1970
1962
1976
1945

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990 Census.

B. Natural Environment
1.

AIR QUALITY

The Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 required the adoption of ambient air quality
standards. These were established in order to protect public health, safety and welfare from
known or anticipated effects of sulfur dioxide (S02), particulates (PM-10, particles 10-microns
and smaller in size), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (N02), ozone (03), and lead (Pb).
The Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology has adopted the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for pollutant standards. The state of Missouri has established
additional criteria for hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and sulfuric acid (H 2S04 ). The composite
Arkansas, Missouri and National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are listed in Table 11111.
The 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments required all states to submit to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) a list identifying those air quality regions, or portions
thereof, which meet or exceed the NAAQS or cannot be classified because of insufficient data.
Portions of air quality control regions which are shown by monitored data or air quality modeling
to exceed the NAAQS for any criteria pollutant are designated "nonattainment" areas for that
pollutant.
The project extends from Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri, and falls within the
Metropolitan Fort Smith Interstate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR #17) and the Southwest
Missouri Intrastate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR #139). Both of these AQCRs are in
attainment of all criteria pollutants.
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 established procedures for determining the compliance
of State Implementation Plans with the requirements of the federal regulations. These
procedures are published in 40 CFR Parts 51 and 93. Since this project is located in AQCRs
that are in attainment for all criteria pollutants, the procedures do not apply.
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TABLE 111-11
ARKANSAS, MISSOURI AND NATIONAL
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
Averaging Time

Pollutant
Sulfur Dioxide

(S~)

Particulates (PM10)

Annual Arithmetic Mean
Twenty-Four Hour 1>
1
Three Hour > Secondarv
Annual Arithmetic Mean: Primary & Secondary
2
Twenty-Four Hour.' > Primary & Secondary

35 ppm
9ppm

7

0.12 ppm
0.053 ppm

One Hour '
Eight Hour 1>

Ozone (OJ)
Nitrogen Dioxide
Lead (Pb)

One Hour '
Annual Arithmetic Mean
Calendar Quarter Arithmetic Mean

Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)
Sulfuric Acid (H2S04)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
ppm
ug/m(3)
Source:

0.03 ppm
0.14 ppm
0.50 com
50 µg/m 3
3
150 µg/m

1

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

(N~)

Concentration

1.5 µg/m 3
0.05 ppm(B)
0.03 ppm(B)

3

One-half Hour' >
One-half Hour4>
Twenty-Four Hourl~J
One Hour6 >

10 µg/m3<8 >
30 µg/m3(8 J

Not to be exceeded more than once per year.
Statistically estimated number of days with exceedances is not to be more than 1 per year.
Not to be exceeded more than twice per year.
Not to be exceeded more than twice in any five consecutive days.
Not to be exceeded more than once in any ninety consecutive days.
Not to be exceeded more than once in any two consecutive days.
Not more than one expected exceedance per year, on a three-year average.
Missouri Air Quality Standards.
Parts of pollutant per million parts of air (by volume) at 25"C.
Micrograms of pollutant per cubic meter of air.
Code of Federal Regulations; TrUe 40 Part 50: Amended July, 1987.
Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology, Division of Air Pollution Control; Regulations of the Arkansas Plan
of Implementation for Air Pollution Control: Last amended March 25, 1988.
Missouri Code of State Regulations; Trtle 10, Division 1O, Chapter 6: Last Amended February 26, 1993.

2.

WATER QUALITY

a.

General

The US 71 Study Area lies almost entirely within the Elk River Basin with a minor area near
Hiwasse, Arkansas, in the Spavinaw Creek Basin. The major Elk River Basin is composed of
the following sub-basins: Butler Creek, Little Sugar, and Big Sugar. Nearly the entire study
area lies within the drainage basin of Little Sugar Creek. These basins drain generally in a
northerly direction to the Elk River. Spavinaw Creek flows in a westerly direction. All are
located in the parent Arkansas River Basin.
The streams are classified by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) for the
following uses: livestock and wildlife watering, protection of warm water aquatic life and human
health fish consumption, and boating and canoeing.
The development of Bella Vista Village has included the construction of numerous dams to form
recreational reservoirs. These reservoirs include Loch Lomond, Lake Avalon, Lake Windsor,
Lake Norwood, Lake Ann, Lake Brittany, Lake Rayburn and Bella Vista Lake. All of these
reservoirs are located in the Little Sugar Creek drainage area and are used for boating and
fishing. Residences are also located along the shorelines. Water quality in general is
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degraded in these basins mostly by the poultry and swine confinement facilities. · They are
further degraded by the land· application of herbicides. pesticides and the land application of
poultry litter. The basins may also be degraded by the improper installation and use of septic
leaching field from the dense residential developments and the poor soil conditions.

b. Groundwater and Springs
All rock units in the Study Area are capable of yielding water. However, certain units are more
productive than others and are typically used for production. Residential wells are typically
constructed in the upper Springfield Plateau Aquifer. The aquifer consists of the Mississippian
Boone and underlying St. Joe limestone and dolomites. These formations are usually overlain
with thin soil profiles and are characteristically fractured, solutioned, and jointed. All of these
features provide rapid conduit of surface water to the ground and can promote introduction of
contaminants. The Springfield Aquifer is underlain by the relatively impermeable and confining
unit-Chattanooga Shale. In the Study Area, this unit can be expressed as all the formations
above the Chattanooga Shale or most land above 305 m (1,000 ft.) in elevation above sea
level. Recharge can occur locally depending on topography but, the larger, regional recharge is
thought to be outside the Study Area.
Based on a review of available records, no large springs are located in the Study Area.
However, numerous smaller springs have been identified in the literature and through
examination of maps. These springs are typified from locations such as Blowing Spring, Ford
Spring, and Spring Cave. Statistically, most of the springs are located east of Little Sugar
Creek, probably due to the slight regional dip of the bedrock to the southwest intercepted by the
creek. Simplistically, the regional flow of the groundwater should be down gradient. Therefore,
in the Study Area, it is thought these springs discharge water contained in the Springfield
Aquifer and confined by the impermeable Chattanooga confining unit. These seeps and
springs contribute to the local streams and rivers, usually providing year-round flow.
Due to this general dip to the southwest, water probably flows in that direction west of Little
Sugar Creek. Otherwise the general movement of water is in close correlation to the surface
drainage system and topography. No regional lineation or fracture pattern, which would
facilitate the movement of water, was observed from aerial photographs.
Other municipal and high capacity water supply wells are located in the deeper Ozark Aquifer a thick sequence of mostly carbonate rocks below the confining Chattanooga Shale. The
Ozark Aquifer is typically 450 to 600 m (1,500 to 2,000 ft.) thick. The aquifer outcrops or is
exposed at very limited locations in the Study Area. It is assumed the recharge of this aquifer
occurs in its main outcrop area in south central Missouri.

c.

Sanitary Sewer Facilities

In the Study Area only areas within the city of Bentonville and developments in Bella Vista are
serviced by a sanitary sewer system. Otherwise all residential, and other small commercial
entities can be expected to utilize leach-type septic field systems. Poultry operations typically
land-apply the effluent they produce.

d.

~u_nicipal

Water Supplies

All of the Study Area within Bentonville and Bella Vista, Arkansas is served by public water.
Surface water is collected, stored and transmitted from Beaver Lake and has provided an
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adequate, quality supply for the users. An additional water supply will be made available to
rural and small urban areas through the uTwo-Ton" or Washington - Benton County Water
Commission. This project will also convey water from Beaver Reservoir to smaller urban and
rural areas.
Currently, the cities of Sulphur Springs and Gravette are served with local water supplied from
wells and .groundwater. The wells are of modem design and construction with sufficient
capacity to serve the needs of the community. Water quality is very good with little or no
treatment required.
The remainder of the Study Area in Arkansas and Missouri is rural and sparsely populated. It is
assumed these residences, farms, ranches, poultry and hog operations are supplied by
individual wells. Likely these wells are of all types and ages of construction. Newer wells
should be drilled to sufficient depth and be properly cased to prevent contamination from
surface sources. Other, older wells of questionable construction are likely contaminated or
likely to become contaminated from surface sources such as septic leach fields, surface water
and land application of poultry waste.

3.

GEOLOGY

a.

General

The Study Area is located within the Salem Plateau Section of the Ozark Physiographic
Province. The area is described as a highly dissected plateau, where little flat upland exists.
Geologically, the area is an ancient, gently uplifted plateau where steep valleys have been
eroded downward through the bedrock. Some areas adjacent to waterways have been eroded
so as to expose steep rock bluffs. Local relief may be as great as 150 m (500 ft.), but more
typically between 50 and 100 m (160 and 330 ft.).
The uplands are characterized by forested, long, narrow tapering ridges. Typically soil
thickness is likely to be greater on the ridge tops than on the slopes due to the nature of the
weathering of the parent bedrock. Only a few flat narrow, alluvium filled valleys exist in the
Study Area. These valleys usually measure about 200 to 300 m (660 to 980 ft.) wide. The best
example of these valleys is Little Sugar Creek.
The geology is characterized by relatively horizontal layers of sedimentary rocks of the
Devonian and Mississippian Eras. These rocks were formed in a shallow marine environment,
300 to 350 million years ago. The lowest, oldest formation in the Study Area is the Upper
Devonian Chattanooga Shale. The Chattanooga is exposed along the valleys particularly along
Little Sugar Creek and along the existing US 71. It can be described as a dark gray to black
platy shale, usually about 9 m (30 ft.) thick.
Above the Chattanooga is the Compton-Pierson or St. Joe Limestone formation. This formation
forms many of the prominent bluff and overhangs noted in the Study Area and can be
described as a gray, carbonate, limestone or dolomite relatively chert free. Many of the karstic
features are associated with this layer of rock. Generally speaking, an elevation of 350 m
(1,000 ft.) above sea level is the contact of the Chattanooga and St. Joe Formations. This
elevation is important due to the relative impermeable nature of the Chattanooga Shale and the
geologic and geohydrologic factors associated with this property.
Surface water and
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groundwater are confined or separated from the lower formations by this impermeable layer.
Thus, this layer delineates the two groundwater regimes of the Study Area. The secondary
influence of the impermeable layer has also probably influenced the formation of karstic
features in the neat overlying limestone. The zone from the shale to about 15 m (50 ft.) above
is where the majority of caves are located.
The hills and uplands are underlain by the Mississippian Reeds Springs or Boone Formation.
The Reeds Springs can be described as interlayered gray dolomite and chert. The formation
contains up to 50 percent chert and is noted by its banding and raveling in road cuts.

b. Caves
In some portions of the Study Area, as in much of the Ozarks, karst features typify the landscape.
Carbonate rocks such as limestone and dolomite have been dissolved by natural chemical
processes to form caves, springs, and sinkholes. The solution processes most likely begin and
continue along joints and fractures in the rock. This process is facilitated by movement of water
through thin, porous soils into the rock. Waterways which lose flow into the karstic subsurface are
thus named "losing streams". Losing streams are waterways where some or much of the surface
flow is lost to the subsurface only to reappear later downstream, come to the surface as a spring,
locally recharge the groundwater, or reappear in a different drainage basin.
An inventory of cave resources was initiated in order to identify federally listed threatened or
endangered species and state listed endangered or rare species which may occupy this habitat
and to identify the caves as a natural resources themselves. For these purposes, a cave study
was done as part of the geologic reconnaissance for the entire project. The study identified and
located caves and related features which might have an impact on the "Highway Buildn
Alternative route selection.
The first phase of the cave study involved a literature search and interpretation of aerial
photographs.
Cave locations were retrieved from the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources cave files in Rolla, Missouri and the Arkansas Association of Cave Studies from the
Arkansas Geological Commission in Little Rock, Arkansas. The second phase included field
identification of those caves identified in the literature.
Based on the information retrieved from the Missouri and Arkansas files, 39 known caves are
located within the Study Area. Fifteen of the caves were located and documented during the
field surveys, while the other 24 were located based on documentation from the descriptions.
The following is a list of these previously recorded caves:

Benton County, Arkansas
•
•

•
•
•
•

Marshall Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Old Pendergrass Cave - Field verified - Located in Boone Formation, opening 2 m
(6 ft.) wide by 1 m (3 ft.) high. Extends at least 25 m on clean flat limestone floor, but
becomes filled with gravel at length.
Smiley Cave - Field verified - Opening 7 to 8 m (23 to 26 ft.) wide by 2 m (7 ft.) high
and narrows. Running water audible but not seen.
Un~amed Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Unnamed Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Peacock Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
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Blowing Springs Cave - Field verified - Small cave with moderate amount of water
running from entrance. Boone Formation.
Bassakwards - Field verified - Located high on slope above US 71 at contact of
Boone and Chattanooga. Small amount of flowing water, reported to be 30 meters
(98 ft.) in length.
Big Springs - Unverified - No description in literature.
Dam Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Devil's Hole Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Hidden Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Shelter Cave - Filed Verified -Small cave with constructed shelter containing pump
formerly used as water supply.
Wonderland Cave - Field Verified - Closed commercial cave with buildings
constructed over entrance.
lanyard Hollow Cave - Field Verified - Large entrance, short length, no water
present.
Rumored Cave - Field Verified - Apparent opening 15 m (50 ft.) above roadway
Bagby Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Hunt Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Bear Hollow Cave - Field Verified - Opening protected with steel bars, large amount
of water in cave, viewed cave crayfish.
Spring Cave - Field Verified - Cave not apparently accessible, large amount of
water flowing from opening. USGS monitoring equipment located in opening.
Sugar Creek No. 1 & 2 Caves - Unverified - No description in literature.
Milk Cave - Field Verified - Opening 1 m (3 ft.) by 3 m (10 ft.) approximately 3 m (10
ft.) above roadway. Located in Reeds Springs Formation.

McDonald County, Missouri
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Goatman Cave - Unverified - Entrance high in bluff just above Chattanooga Shale,
entrance walled with masonry.
Creek Bluff Cave - Unverified - No description in literature.
Highway Cave - Field Verified - Opening 7 m (23 ft.) above US 71, 6 m (20 ft.) by 3
m (10 ft.) high, extends 60 m (299 ft.), small amount of water flowing.
Unnamed Cave - Unverified - No description in literature
Cave Hollow Cave - Unverified - Entrance 2 m (7 ft.) by 2 m (7 ft.), flowing water,
extends several hundred meters (approximately 700 ft.).
Hidden Pit Cave - Unverified - Entrance 1 m (3 ft.) by 1 m (3 ft.), descend 2 m (7 ft.)
into room.
Open Dome Cave - Unverified - Entrance 5 m (16 ft.) by 2 m (7 ft.) high at back of
overhanging shelter 15 m (50 ft.) wide by 3 m (10 ft.) high. Unknown length.
Skelton Cave - Unverified - Entrance 8 m (26 ft.) by 3 m (10 ft.) high, single room
17 m (56 ft.) long tapering to a narrow crawlway.
Henson Cave - Field Verified - Located adjacent to US 71, appears grading during
construction attempted to cover entrance, contains small amount of water, explored
length of 365 m (1,200 ft.).
Wind Cave - Field Verified - Adjacent to US 71. Entrance several meters
(approximately six feet) above US 71. Some masonry work accomplished about
entrance, timber shoring and lumber found inside, and no water. Former attempt to
commercialize. Unknown length.
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Many of the caves were unverified in the field due to factors such as; location on private land
with no permission to enter, unreliable or vague location descriptions, and located in very
remote areas. Data sheets with location, descriptions and photographs were obtained. This
cave study was limited to known locations from the literature.
Interpretation and review of aerial photographs was also undertaken for the Study Area. The
purpose of this activity was to determine the location and extent of karstic features such as
sinkholes and interrupted drainage patterns. A field check was conducted in suspected areas,
however, none were found.
Many areas in the study region are favorable environments for development of karstic features.
Nearly all these features are associated with the St. Joe or Pierson Compton Formations.
These formations are mostly exposed on steep slopes. The Chattanooga Shale is free of
caves and the cherty Reeds Springs or Boone only infrequently contain caves.
c.

Soils

Classification of Soils
Surface soils of the area are classified as residual, colluvial and alluvial. Residual soils are formed
by weathering of the parent bedrock and are typically red brown, low to highly plastic clays which
may contain an extensive amount of chert gravel. The chert gravel is the undissolvable, more
resistant remnant of the parent carbonate rock. The residual soils are typically thicker and located
on the hilltops and ridges of the Study Area. Depth to rock in the residual soils is highly variable
with a range of 1.5 to 15 m (5 to 50 ft.). Weathering also has developed widened, clay filled joints
which may render a pinnacled rock surface. Development of residual and colluvial soils on the
moderate to steep slopes is very limited. Depth to rock in these locations is usually 3.0 m (10 ft.)
or less and can typically be only about 0.6 to 1.0 m (2 or 3 ft.) Alluvial soils are not very extensive
in the Study Area and typically consist of sandy gravels in the narrow stream valleys. Depth of
these deposits would rarely exceed 7.6 m (25 ft.) and would typically be about 3.0 m (10 ft.) thick.
For engineering purposes, the soils of the area can be classified by the Unified Soil Classification
System as follows: CL, CH, and GC for the residual and colluvial soils, GM, GW, for the alluvial
soils.

Farmland Soils
Most of the farmland within the Study Area occurs in cleared lands on the broad uplands and in
the major stream valleys. These areas are used for improved pasture and forage crops for
livestock, with hay production being especially important on the flood plains. Livestock
production is the major source of farm income. Beef cattle production is dominant, and dairy
farming is important, but not as prevalent. The area is also within a major poultry-producing
region, the main segment being that of raising broiler chickens.
McDonald County, Missouri - Currently the soil survey information for McDonald County,
Missouri has not been completed. Field work by the Natural Resources Conservation Service is
still in progress and is not yet at a point where complete coverage maps of specific soil types
can be provided. However, partial coverage maps and a map of general soil classifications
were available along with the descriptions of those classifications. The soil classifications that
have the potential for containing prime farmland soils and statewide important farmland soils
are as follows:
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•

Ashton-Secesh Association - Nearly level, silty soils on floodplains. This association
is mostly prime farmland or statewide important land. The water-riverwash complex
will be hydric and hydric inclusions will occur in the somewhat poorly drained
floodplains and terraces.

•

Goss-Clarksville Association - Gently sloping to steep, silty soils on uplands. The
only areas with prime farmland or statewide important land will be where the corridor
crosses floodplains. Hydric soil areas will only be very small areas of seeps or
springs.

•

Mano-Gobbler Association - Very gently sloping to strongly sloping, silty soils on
uplands. This association will have areas of statewide important land in the gently
and moderately sloping areas and has many seeps and springs.

Benton County, Arkansas - The soil survey for Benton County, Arkansas was available and
the NRCS provided the information necessary to inventory and locate the following three
classifications of farmland soils: Prime Farmland, Prime Farmland if Drained and Farmland of
Statewide Importance.

•

Prime Farmland - Within the US 71 study corridors in Benton County, there are seven
soil types classified as Prime Farmland, which is considered the highest quality cropland
in the county. These Prime Farmland soils are:
O Captina Silt Loam (CnB) - 1 to 3 percent slopes.

o Fatima Silt Loam (Ft) - Occasionally flooded.

o

Healing Silt Loam (He).
O Healing Silt Loam (Hf) - Occasionally flooded.
O Mayes Silty Clay Loam (Me).
o Peridge Silt Loam (PeB) - 1 to 3 percent slopes.
O Secesh Gravelly Silt Loam (Se) - Occasionally flooded.

•

Prime Farmland if Drained - Soils which are classified as Prime Farmland if Drained are
normally found on nearly level bottom-lands along rivers and streams and are moderately
to poorly drained. Naturally wet soils generally have been adequately drained because of
the application of drainage measures or because of incidental drainage resulting from
farming, road building or other kinds of land development. Some areas are purposely left
undrained and managed to provide habitat for wildlife. Onsite investigation is sometimes
required to determine whether or not a specific area of the soil is adequately drained.
There are two soil types in the Study Corridors within Benton County that are classified
as Prime Farmland if Drained:
O Cherokee Silt Loam (Cs)
O Johnsburg Silt Loam (Jo)

•

Farmland of Statewide Importance - Soils which are classified as Farmland of
Statewide Importance are those that flood frequently or more often than once in two
years during the growing season. There are three soil types found in the study corridors
within Benton County that are classified as Farmland of Statewide Importance:
0

Britwater Gravelly Silt Loam (BtC) - 3 to 8 percent slopes
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o
o

Peridge Silt Loam (PeC) - 3 to 8 percent slopes
Tonti Cherty Silt Loam (TsC) - 3 to 8 percent slopes

Exhibit 111-2 shows the distribution and location of the soils classifications in Benton County.
Hydric Soils
Hydric soils are soils under the influence of a wetland hydrology. That is, these soils are
inundated or saturated during the growing season at a frequency and duration adequate to
produce anaerobic conditions in the upper part. This has a direct influence on the physical and
biological properties of these soils and the vegetation supported by these soils.
For the purpose of gathering hydric soil information for the Study Area the following two
categories of hydric soil were taken into consideration: Level 1 - listed on the National, State
and County Hydric Soils List and Level 2 - listed on the National, State and County Hydric Soils
List based on inclusions of Level 1 Hydric Soils.
Information concerning location mapping of specific soil types was not available in McDonald
County, Missouri, therefore an inventory of hydric soils was not possible for this county.
However, the potential for hydric soil occurrences was explained in the previous soil
classification descriptions. Areas containing hydric soils will occur in seeps or springs, and in
the water-riverwash complex of the Ashton-Secesh Association. This association will also
contain hydric inclusions in the somewhat poorly drained floodplains and terraces.
In Benton County, Arkansas it was found that Level 1 hydric soils did not exist within the Study
Corridors, however, there are some occurrences, although very few, of Cherokee Silt Loam
(Cs) which is a Level 2 hydric soil, the hydric portion of which is Carytown Silt Loam. Carytown
Silt Loam can be found in slight depressions on broad uplands with slopes of less than one
percent. This soil type carries a hydric criteria of 2B3. Such soils have a water table that
frequently occurs at less than 0.5 m (1.5 ft.) from the surface for a significant period (usually 14
consecutive days or more) during the growing season if permeability is less than 15 cm/hav (6.0
inches/hour) in any layer within 50 cm (20 inches). The Carytown Silt Loam soil type is
considered to be hydric due to saturation.
The hydric soils list of Benton County also contains several other soil types designated as
hydric soil based on inclusions. These inclusions are all described as "Miscellaneous Wet
Areas" in depressions, and would therefore be minimal and unnecessary to map because the
location of the wet areas would most likely be found during more detailed wetlands
investigations.
4.

WATER BODIES

a.

Lakes, Rivers and Streams

Being located within the Springfield Plateau Subdivision of the Ozark Mountain Natural Division
of Arkansas and the Elk River Section of the Ozark Natural Division in Missouri, the drainage
patterns of the Study Area are generally to the north and to the west. The streams and rivers
are within the Elk River watershed area. US 71 parallels Little Sugar Creek, crossing it several.
times prior to the creek's confluence with the Elk River, south of Pineville, Missouri. The Study
Area is within the Arkansas River System and just east of the White River System (Robinson
and Buchanan 1988).
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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The Little Rock District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) maintains jurisdiction over the
water resources in the Study Area. Several streams are classified as 0.1 cubic meters per
second (ems) (5 cubic feet per second) by the USACE for the Section 404 Regulatory Program.
This classification is used by the Regulatory Branch of the USACE in determining the
applicability of specific types of Section 404 Nationwide Permits. Big Sugar Creek, Butler
Creek, Gordon Hollow, McKisic Creek, Little Sugar Creek and the Elk River are all classified as
0.1 ems streams by the Little Rock District COE. Other streams in the Study Area include
Spanker Creek, Bear Creek, Deer Creek, Mill Creek, Missouri Creek, Gordon Hollow, Goodin
Hollow and Brush Creek. There are numerous additional streams and creeks which are not
named and these may be intermittent in stream flow. Many of the streams and creeks show
evidence of gravel mining activities, some quite recent. Water quality is variable and often
related to runoff from adjacent areas.
While no natural lakes are present, the USACE and private developers have made significant
progress in providing both flood protection and water based recreational opportunities by
constructing reservoirs. Beaver Lake is located southeast of the project area. The developers
of Bella Vista Village in Arkansas have constructed eight reservoirs, which are located
throughout the Village. The largest of these reservoirs is Loch Lomond which has a surface
area of approximately 202 ha (500 ac) at a water surface elevation of approximately 341 m
(1, 120 feet) above mean sea level. These are private lakes and are not open to public use.
Exhibit 111-3 shows the major water bodies within the Study Area.

b. Wetlands
The discharge of dredged or fill material into wetlands and other "waters of the U.S." for the
project is subject to regulation under the Clean Water Act. Wetlands are defined in the USACE
Wetlands Delineation Manual (Final Report 1987) as being, "Those areas that are inundated or
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and
under normal circumstances, do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, bogs, and similar areas." (EPA,
40 CFR 230.3 and CE, 33 CFR 328.3).
This definition recognizes that three characteristics must be present for wetlands - presence of
hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrology. Wetlands and other ''waters of the
U.S." have been classified by the US Department of the Interior (USDI) Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) as well as the US Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation
Service using a system referred to as the Cowardin System, after its principal author (Cowardin
et. al. 1979). It was determined from reviewing the USFWS National Wetland Inventory Maps
(NWI) and subsequent field review that three of the Cowardin classification systems are present
within the study area. These systems include the Palustrine, the Riverine, and the Lacustrine
systems. This classification is based on the ecosystem being studied but does not necessarily
translate directly to wetlands which are subject to the Section 404 permit process of the Clean
Water Act. The wetlands which are subject to the provisions of Section 404 are referred to as
Jurisdictional Wetlands. Typically, jurisdictional wetlands are not found everywhere that the
National Wetlands Inventory Maps indicate a wetland system exists.
The wetlands resource study used aerial photographs, NWI mapping and USGS base maps as
the primary resources for the initial wetlands resource inventory. Field review was performed
wherever possible. Ownership was determined from existing property tax information at the
McDonald County Assessors office and Benton County Assessors Office. Each water resource
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was assigned a discrete identifier and the owner was determined from property tax information,
telephone directories and directory assistance.
NWI mapped systems were found to be along the rivers, streams and creeks; the lakes and
impoundments; and scattered throughout the area in the form of stock ponds, settling basins
and sewage lagoons. Field review eliminated many of the types of NWI systems from further
wetland consideration as they did not meet the USACE criteria of jurisdictional wetlands,
although some are considered "waters of the United States".
The NWI palustrine systems are associated with most of the streams, creeks and ponds within
the Study Area, palustrine forested being very common along the streams and creeks, with the
occasional scrub shrub classification being present.
Palustrine open water is typically
associated with the ponds. Field observations noted that the ponds exhibit highly variable water
quality and vegetation, both in and along the ponds' margin. These range from the decorative
ponds in the golf courses in Bella Vista along US 71 to the farm and/or stock ponds scattered
throughout most of the Study Area. Generally, artificial ponds created by excavating and/ or
diking dry land to collect and retain water for watering stock or for decorative purposes are not
considered to be "waters of the United Statesn by the US Army Corps of Engineers, therefore
they are not subject to regulation. Those ponds having a stream flowing in or out, or seeps/
springs that flow into a "waters of the U.S.n, or impounded seeps/ springs are regulated by the
USACE. The numerous springs and seeps of the entire region often provide sufficient flow to
saturate the soil and alter the vegetation present on the adjacent hillside or depression. This
occurrence can result in a wetland, or special aquatic site, where one would not normally exist.
These seep areas may be very small and may not persist under low flow conditions.
The NWI riverine systems, especially those classed as intermittent and upper perennial, are
present along Little Sugar Creek, the Elk River, and other larger streams. There are some
lower perennial Riverine systems below the reservoirs within Bella Vista Village and along Little
Sugar Creek. Palustrine systems can be found scattered within the Riverine systems. The
streams, creeks, and rivers in the study area do not meet the USACE criteria for jurisdictional
wetlands, but are considered "waters of the U.S.". The USACE jurisdictional limits extend only
to the ordinary high water mark of these waters.
The NWI lacustrine systems are associated with the reservoirs in Bella Vista. No other
Lacustrine systems exist within the Study Area. {The larger man-made ponds retain the
Palustrine classification.)
Existing water resources located within the Study Corridors that are designated on the NWI
maps are shown on Exhibit 111-4. For location of USACE regulated "waters of the U.S."
including ponds, wetlands, and streams, see Exhibit E-2 in Appendix E and the aerial photo
plan plates in Appendix C.
c.

Floodplains

As part of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), the communities of McDonald County,
Missouri and Benton County, Arkansas have performed Flood Insurance Studies (FIS) to
identify flood hazards for floodplain management and flood insurance purposes.
The
administration of the NFIP, performed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), entails detailed studies of flood prone streams and rivers for the determination of flood
boundaries and flood hazards. The level of detail for the studies varies depending on the
severity of the flooding hazards and other factors. In the case of McDonald County, less
detailed data are available in the form of Flood Hazard Boundary Maps. In Benton County, a
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detailed FIS has been performed. The following NFIP data were collected and reviewed within
the Study Area:
•
•

McDonald County, Missouri (Unincorporated Areas) - Flood Hazard Boundary Maps,
November 2, 1983.
Benton County, Arkansas and Incorporated Areas - Flood Insurance Study,
November 20, 1996.

For those streams and rivers studied as part of the NFIP, the rules and regulations of the NFIP
apply. Streams. located in the Study Area which participate in the NFIP include the following:
•

McDonald County, Missouri (Flood Hazard Boundary Maps)
O Elk River
o Little Sugar Creek (Tributary of Elk River)
o Goodin Hollow (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
O Brush Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
O Miser Hollow Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
O Gordon Hollow Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
o Missouri Creek (Right-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
o Bear Creek (Right-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
O Mill Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Elk River)

•

Benton County, Arkansas (Flood Insurance Study and Rate Maps)
o Little Sugar Creek
O Gordon Hollow Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
O Tanyard Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
o McKisic Creek (Left-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
o Pinion Hollow Creek (Right-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)
o Spanker Creek (Right-bank Tributary of Little Sugar Creek)

Little Sugar Creek is a regulatory stream that has a drainage area of nearly 30,000 ha (114.5
square miles) at the Missouri-Arkansas line and more than 46,000 ha (175 sq. mi.) as it
combines with Big Sugar Creek and Goodin Hollow Creek to form the Elk River, just north of
the Study Area limits. The floodplain for this creek dominates the Study Area. The channel
width is 30 to 45 m (100 to 150 ft), and the width of its floodplain varies from 460 to 610 m
(1,500 to 2,000 ft) in the north to 150 to 215 m (500 to 700 ft) in the southern part of the Study
Area. Existing US 71 parallels Little Sugar Creek for approximately 18.9 km (11.7 mi.) of the
25.7 km (16 mi.) within the Study Area. For much of this distance, the highway embankment
encroaches into the floodplatn area described by the predicted limits of the 100-year flood
event, especially through the Bella Vista community.
Along Existing US 71 and Little Sugar Creek, for about 6 km (nearly 4 miles), the community of
Bella Vista has areas of commercial and residential development, and several golf courses.
The golf courses along the highway generally lie within the floodplain of Little Sugar Creek. US
71 crosses Little Sugar-Creek at two locations within the Study Area.
Several of the major tributaries of Little Sugar Creek within the Study Area are also regulatory
streams: Goodin Hollow, Brush, Miser Hollow, Missouri, and Bear Creeks in Missouri; Gordon
Hollow Creek in Missouri and Arkansas; and Tanyard, Pinion Hollow, Spanker, and McKisic
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Creeks in Arkansas. The only other regulatory streams are Mill Creek and two of its tributaries,
Oak Hollow and Rattlesnake Hollow Creeks--all in the Far West Corridor.
Due to the topography of the area, most of these floodplains are relatively narrow, even though
they generally encompass the entirety of the valley floors. Channel widths for the smaller
streams range from 3 to 8 m (10 to 25 ft.} and their floodplains are from 90 to 180 m (300 to
600 ft} wide.
Six man-made reservoirs are within the Study Area: Loch Lomond on Gordon Hollow Creek,
Lake Windsor on Tanyard Creek and Lake Avalon on Tanyard Creek tributaries, Lake Ann on
Pinion Hollow Creek, Lake Norwood and Lake Rayburn on unnamed tributary of Little Sugar
Creek and Lake Bella Vista on Little Sugar Creek. These reservoirs most likely serve to
attenuate peak flows from the many streams and hollows contributing to the flow in Little Sugar
Creek.
Exhibit 111-3 shows the locations of these regulatory streams and their floodplains.
reservoirs are also shown on the exhibit.

5.

NATURAL COMMUNITIES

a.

General

The

The southern portion of the US 71 Study Area in Benton County, Arkansas is located in what is
referred to as the Ozark Highland. The northern portion of the Study Area in McDonald County,
Missouri is located within the Elk River Section of the Ozark Natural Division of Missouri as
defined in The Terrestrial Natural Communities of Missouri (Nelson, 1987). This classification
system defines terrestrial natural communities as "interrelated assemblage(s) of plants and
animals found in a given area." The criteria used to compile natural community classifications
are based on the known or derived "presettlement" character of each community.
The most dominant vegetative natural communities occurring in the Study Area include the dry
to mesic upland forests, the parent material of which can vary among loess, limestone/dolomite,
and chert. The upland forests include Dry-mesic, Mesic, Dry-mesic Limestone/Dolomite, Chert,
and Dry-mesic Chert forests. Typical forest tree types are oak-hickory-maple, oak-hickory, oakpine, and overlapping types within these communities. Other less typical upland forest types
include the Flatwoods containing predominantly oaks. There are also Savanna communities
including Mesic, Wet-mesic, Limestone/Dolomite, and Chert savannas containing native
grasses and herbs with scattered oak, oak-hickory, oak-red cedar, oak-pine and mixed
hardwood trees. The Ozark upland forests provide the essential food and cover needed for
wildlife survival, including habitat for neotropical forest interior birds. However, many of the
forested areas have been subjected to disturbance and alteration through development,
logging, grazing, and agricultural practices.
There are also smaller areas of riparian forest adjacent to some of the streams, including the
stream banks and part of the adjoining floodplain: They include Dry-mesic; Mesic, Wet-mesic,
and Wet bottomland forests with mixed hardwoods of mostly oak, maple, hickory, elm and
walnut. The benefits and value of riparian forests are numerous. They maintain water quality
by filtering silt, chemicals and other pollutants from surface runoff before it enters the stream.
Riparian forests stabilize the soil, inhibit erosion, slow flood waters and provide protected
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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migration corridors and food for many forms of wildlife. These corridors are particularly
valuable in the pasture and grassland areas where they are narrow, but are the only remnants
of a previously forested area. Riparian forests also enhance fish habitat by providing shade
that helps maintain cooler water temperatures which, in tum, increases oxygen levels critical to
the survival of many fish species. Woody debris that falls into the streams also provides cover
and protection for fish. Riparian forests can also benefit society by providing aesthetic
landscapes and hunting or recreational opportunities.
There is also the potential for occurrences of small occasional areas of prairies or glades in the
Study Area. However, there were no notable examples discovered from field investigations
other than those listed by the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC).
Perhaps the most dramatic influences on the characteristics and composition of the natural
landscape are man's activities. Although the vast majority of the Study Area was once forested,
several areas have been cleared and now exist as pasture and grassland used primarily for
agricultural purposes. Although they are frequently used for grazing or are cut for hay, they still
can serve as habitats for seasonal wildlife residents and as areas of courtship for various
species.
b. Natural Features
Historic land clearing, agricultural practices, grazing, logging and other development have
encroached upon, degraded or eradicated parts of many natural communities in this region.
However, small, contiguous units still exist and exhibit the defining characteristics of that natural
community. These residual units are important to the natural heritage of the region, not only
because of their own uniqueness, but also because they may provide habitat for rare or
endangered species. These natural features (vegetative features, geologic features, and
unique features), as part of the Missouri Natural Features Inventory of McDonald County,
Missouri, have been located, mapped and compiled by the Missouri Department of
Conservation (MDC). The natural features inventory rates the sites and habitats and
recommends preservation of the most outstanding examples.
Information was also obtained from the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission (ANHC), an
agency of the Department of Arkansas Heritage. The ANHC provided descriptions and
locations of elements of special concern which includes the occurrence of rare plants, animals
and outstanding natural communities in the Benton County, Arkansas portions of the Study
Area. In addition, reports, personal communications, and field investigations were conducted,
and listed sites were located and mapped to provide the framework for the environmental
constraints analysis. It is the intent of this analysis to avoid significant and important natural
sites.

McDonald County, Missouri
The natural features that occur within the northern portion of the Study Area that lies in
McDonald County are listed in Table 111-12. This table includes site numbers that correspond to
the site numbers of MDC's Natural Features Inventory, general location, status and a
description of the site. Refer to Exhibit 111-5 for graphic locations of the sites within the Study
Area.
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Benton County, Arkansas
Preliminary inventory work by the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission has identified several
potential glades of interest. However, they are in an area west of and outside of the Study
Area. The ANHC's list of elements of special concern contained no other special natural
communities/natural features located within the Study Area.
TABLE 111-12
NATURAL FEATURES INVENTORY
MCDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI
Site
No.
62

Site Name and Location

-

Status
E

T21N, R32W, NW Sec. 2
Jane Quad
63

71

89

90

T21N, R32W, SE Sec. 34,
Noel Quad
Henson Cave
T21N, R31W,
SW SW SW NE Sec.18
Jane Quad
Slate Gap
T21N, R31W,
SE Sec. 15, SW Sec. 14
Jane Quad

-

N

Limestone Glade
Grade B, 0.3 ha (0.75 ac).

E

Network Cave (limestone) Geologic feature.
1,200 m (3,900 ft.} long.

E

Shale Talus Slope: Shale-covered slopes below
limestone outcrops, 2 ha (5 ac). Few plants are
present, area is grazed.

N

Limestone Glade: Grade C-8, 0.6 ha (1.5 ac). Light
grazing, diversity
moderate, weedy invasion
moderate. (Rare plant site also)
Limestone Glade: Grade 8-C, 0.3 (0.75 ac). Heavy
woody invasion. Diversity moderate to high.

T21 N, R31W, SE Sec. 23
Jane Quad
96

126

-

N

T21 N, R30W, N Yz Sec. 31
Powell Quad
Elk River
T22-21N, R34-33W
Tiff City, Southwest City &
Noel Quads

Feature and Comments
Great Blue Heron Rookery- Unique Feature
20 individuals, 20 nests in 1986.

E

Small River (Ozark-Neosho): Lower 60 river
kilometers (37 river miles). Many of the animal
species that are unique to the Neosho Division are
absent from this river community. This is not from
disturbance, but is a natural feature of the river.

Note: State Status Symbols
S Significant; N Notable; E Exceptional
Source: MDC"s Final Report on the Missouri Natural Features Inventory of Jasper, Lawrence, McDonald and Newton Counties, 1988; Nina Bicknese

=

c.

=

=

Threatened or Endangered Species

There are several species of endangered, threatened or rare plants and wildlife for which
suitable habitat is available in the US 71 Study Area. Although the specific sighting locations of
some species are not directly within the Study Area, they are included on the lists because of
their proximity and the possibility of transient visits to the area or because of known suitable
habitat in the locale.

McDonald County, Missouri
Th~ MDC's Missouri Natural Features Inventory of Jasper, Lawrence, McDonald and Newton
Counties (1988) was consulted for primary baseline information on listed or candidate species
that have a historical record of occurrence within the Study Area in McDonald County, Missouri.
The MDC also provided a site-specific Heritage Database search to determine if current records
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include either federal or state-listed species with site locations within the Study Area. The
search found three species that were already included in the Natural Features Inventory, and
one species (the Gray Bat - Myotis grisescens), whose habitat site was located outside the map
area. The Missouri Natural Features Inventory listed Henson Cave (Site #71) as a habitat cave
for the Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens). Although it is an interesting cave and extensive, a 1996
field investigation by project ecologists found that no Gray Bats were present.
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) were also consulted. The USFWS stated that the Neosho Mucket, a state-listed
rare mussel, had been reported from the Elk River downstream of Pineville. EPA documents
provided a list of threatened and endangered species of McDonald County which is included in
the table below.
One of the plant species that is designated on the watch list in Missouri is the Royal/Catchfly
(Silene regia). Field investigation by project ecologists discovered a site containing three
individual plants that was not listed in the Natural Features Inventory.
The federal and state-listed animal and plant species located in and around McDonald County,
Missouri are listed below in Table 111-13. This table includes site numbers that correspond to
the site numbers of the MDC's Natural Features Inventory, general location, state and federal
status, and a description of the species. Refer to Exhibit 111-5 for graphic locations of the
species that are located within the Study Area.
TABLE 111-13
THREATENED, ENDANGERED AND RARE SPECIES
MCDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI
Site
No.

-

Site Name &
Location

59

T22N, R32VV,Sec.34
Noel Quad

71

Henson Cave
T21N, R31VV,
SVV SVV SVV NE Sec. 16
Jane Quad

-

State
Status

Federal
Status

u
u
u

-

u

E

-

90

T21N, R31VV,
SE Sec. 23
Jane Quad

E

-

91

T21 N, R31VV,
SVV Sec. 22
Jane Quad

E

u

-

T21N, R31VV,
Secs. 34 & 35
Jane Quad

E

-

T21 N, R32VV,
cvv % Sec. 24
Jane Quad

E

-

92

141

-

-

-
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Rare Plant Site:
Castania oza1*ensis (R). 1936 record.
Orbanche ludoviciana (E). 1939 record.
Carex /axiculmis (WL). 1957 record.
Endangered Animal Site
Myotis grisescens, Gray Bat (E). 1961 record, large
population. Habitat is riparian areas close to
summer roost sites and caves. 1996 site
investigation by projed ecologists found that no
bats were present.
Rare Plant Site:
Cheilanthes alabamensis (R). 1966 record. 7
plants on the vertical rock face
below the alade.
Rare Plant Site:
Valerianael/a oza1*ana (SU).
1966 record. 50+ plants.
Nemastylis geminiflora (VllL).
1955 record, not found in 1966.
Rare Plant Site:
Potamogeton pusillus- Baby Pondweed (SU). 1956
record. In slow waters of streams, sloughs and
oonds.
Rare Animal Site:
Eurycea tynerensis, Ozark Salamander.
(R) 1964 record, 2 individuals observed.
Lives under rocks, in gravel or aquatic vegetation in
cool streams and sprinas.
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Site
No.
142

-

T21N, R32W,
SE NW Sec. 25
Jane Quad

-

145

T21N, R32W,
CSE Sec. 28
Noel Quad

146

Rare Animal Site:
T21N, R32W,
NW NW Sec. 3
Noel Quad
Rare Animal Site:
R30W,
SW%Sec.30
Powell Quad
Rare Animal Site:
T21N, R31W,
E %Sec. 23
Powell Quad
Rare Animal Site:
T22N, R32W,
SE Sec. 33
Noel Quad
Rare Plant Site:
T21N, R31W,
NE SW SW Sec. 22
Jane Quad

149

154

178

A

-

State
Status

Site Name &
Location

E

-

E

-

E

T21N,

No sites in Studv Area
-

E

-

E

-

u

-

WL

-

WL

-

-

E

No sites in Study Area

-

-

R

-

-

-

E

-

-

-

WL

-

-

-

WL

-

No sites in Study Area

No sites in Study Area

No sites in Study Area

No sites in Study Area

-

-

u

-

-

-

R

-

R

-

No sites in Study Area

No sites in Study Area

-

No sites in Study Area

=

=

Species and Comments

Federal
Status

=

-

Rare Animal Site:
Eurycea tynerensis, Ozark Salamander.
(R) 1984 record, 2 individuals observed.
Lives under rocks, in gravel or aquatic vegetation in
cool streams and sprinQs.
Rare Animal Site:
Eurycea tynerensis, Ozark Salamander.
(R) 1984 record, 2 individuals observed.
Lives under rocks, in gravel or aquatic vegetation in
cool streams and springs.
Eurycea tynerensis, Ozark Salamander.
(R) 1984 record, 2 individuals observed.
Lives under rocks, in gravel or aquatic vegetation in
cool streams and springs.
Eurycea tynerensis, Ozark Salamander.
(R) 1984 record, 2 individuals observed.
Lives under rocks, in gravel or aquatic vegetation in
cool streams and sprinQs.
Eurycea tynerensis, Ozark Salamander.
(R) 1984 record, 2 individuals observed.
Lives under rocks, in gravel or aquatic vegetation in
cool streams and sprinQs.
/chthyomyzon gagei, Southern Brook Lamprey (R).
1964 record.
Adults located in clear, permanent-flowing streams;
the larvae in debris in slack water.
Si/ene regia, Royal Catchfly.
3 individuals found and located by Consultant Team
ecologists. 1996.
Cambarus setosus, Bristly Cave Crayfish
Found in cave streams.
Haliaeetus leucocephalus, Bald Eagle.
Found by rivers, marshes and large impoundments
in mature trees within one half mile of water.
Lampsilis rafinesqueana, Neosho
Mucket. This mussel lives in moderately flowing
shallow water in fine to medium gravel. According to
the USFWS it has been reported in the Elk River
downstream of Pineville.
Myotis soda/is, Indiana Bat. Found in riparian areas
with close proximity to summer roost sites and
caves.
Stygobromus ozarl<ensis, Ozark Cave Amphipod.
Prefers unpolluted, cool clear waters. Habitat is
often verv restricted.
Toxo/asma lividus glans, Purple Lilliput.
This mussel has no specific information available.
Scleria ci/iata michx. var ciliata, Hairy Nut-Rush.
Damp sandy soil, pine barrens and rocky open
woods, prairies and meadows.
Sisyrinchium atlanticum bickn., Blu~yed Grass.
Wet prairies, fields, open woods, edges of salt
marshes, sinkhole pond borders.
Urtica chamaedryoides pursh, Weak Nettle. Flood
plains, moist woods near streams.

=

Fedel"ll and State Status Legend: E Endangered; R Rare; U Undetermined; WL Watch List
Sources: MDC's Missouri Natural Features Inventory, Final Report; Phelps, Pulaski and Lacled8 Counties, 1992. Ryan, Joe.
Uniti!d States Fish and Wildlife Service
· Environmental Protection Agency
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Benton County, Arkansas
The Arkansas Game and Fish Commission and the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission
were consulted for primary baseline information concerning listed and candidate plant and
animal species that have a historical record of occurrence within the Study Area in Benton
County, Arkansas. The Arkansas Game and Fish Commission provided a list of four animal
species that were known to occur in the Benton County area. Three of these, the Cave
Crayfish (Cambarus acu/abram), the Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens), and the Ozark Cavefish
(Amblyopsis rosae) have habitat locations that occur in the Study Area. The Indiana Bat
(Myotis soda/is) occurs in Benton County but there are no known habitat locations in the Study
Area.
The Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission provided a list of twelve occurrences of sensitive
species in the general area. Of these twelve, four species have recorded locations within the
Study Area: The Oklahoma Salamander (Eurycea tynerensis), the Cave Crayfish (Cambarus
acu/abrum), the Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens) and the Royal Catchfly (Silene regia).
The federal and state-listed animal and plant species located in and around the Benton County,
Arkansas Study Area are listed below in Table 111-14. This table includes site numbers that
correspond to the site numbers on the list provided by the ANHC, general location, state rank,
federal and state status, and a description of the species. Refer to Exhibit 111-5 for graphic
locations of the species that fall within the Study Area.
TABLE 111-14
THREATENED, ENDANGERED AND RARE SPECIES
BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
Site
No.
1

State
Rank
S3

State
Status
INV

Fed.
Status

-

S2

INV

3c

Bear Hollow Cave
T21N, R30W,
NW Y. NW Y. Sec 18
Bentonville N. Quad
Crystal Cave
T21N, R31W,
NW Y. NW Y. Sec 34 ·
Hiwasse Quad
Civil War cave
T20N, R31W,
NE Y. SW Y. Sec 27
Hiwasse Quad

S?

INV

LE

S2

INV

LE

S1

INV

LT

S2

ST

3c

S1?

INV

-

-

Site Name &
Location

T21N, R30W, Sec 36
Pea Ridge Quad

2

-

T20W, R31W, Sec 12
Bentonville N. Quad

3

4

5

6
7

-

T20N,R32W,Sec12
Hiwasse Quad
Spanish Treasure
Cave
T20N, R33W, Sec 1
Gravette Quad

Fin.al Environmental Impact Statement

Species and Comments
Ammodramus
savannarum,
Grasshopper
Sparrow. Outside Study Area.
Eurycea tynerensis, Oklahoma
Salamander 7 specimens collected from a small,
extremely cold spring flowing east i'1 a small
hollow.
Cambarus acu/abrum, a cave crayfish.
As many as 9 crayfish have been counted during
a single survey. 7 paratypes have been collected
from the cave.
Myotis grisescens, Gray Bat. Bats have been
observed every year in this cave since 1978
except for the following field seasons: 1980-81,
1984-85' 1990-91.
Amblyopsis rosae, Ozark Cavefish. Two fish were
counted in 1990-91 study. 5 were counted in
1985-87 study and 4 in 1980-83. Outside Study
Area.
Silene regia, Royal Catchfly. Found in rocky open
woods.
Caecidotea steevesi, an isopod. 3
females collected. Outside Study Area.
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State
Rank
S1?

State
Status
INV

Fed.
Status

-

S3

-

-

Valerianella ozarkana, a com-salad.
Greater than 100 plants on extensive sandstone
glade atop bluffline. Outside Study Area.

-

S1?

INV

-

Euneces obso/etus, Great Plains Skink.
1 specimen collected. Outside Study Area.

-

S3S4

INV

-

pumi/a
var ozarlcensis,
Castanea
Ozark
Chinquapin. 6-8 found. Outside Study Area

-

S2

INV

3c

Eurycea tynerensis, Oklahoma
salamander. One salamander was
collected. Outside Study Area.

-T20N, R30W,

S2

ST

3c

Si/ene regia, Royal Catchfly. Over 25 individuals
found by project ecologists in 1996.

-

S3S4

INV

-

Castanea
pumila
var
Chinquapin.
Individuals
ecologists in 1996.

-

S3S4

INV

-

pumila
Castanea
var ozarlcensis,
Ozark
Chinquapin. Individuals found by project ecologist
in 1996.

Site Name &
Location

-T21 N, R33W, Sec 36
Gravette Quad

9

T21N, R33W,
SE %SE %Sec24
Gravette Quad

10

T21N, R32W, Sec 18
Gravette Quad

11

T21 N, R32W, Sec 24
Gravette Quad

12

-

T20N, R32W,
SE% NW %Sec20
Gravette Quad

8

c

NW % SW % SE % Sec
16
Gravette Quad

T21N, R32W,
w~ NE %Sec 16
Gravette Quad

D

Species and Comments
Sonora semiannulata, Ground Snake.
Habitat is cedar glades. Outside Study Area.

T21N, R32W,
w~ NE %Sec 16
Gravette Quad

ozarlcensis,
found
by

Ozark
project

State Rank: S1 =Extremely rare; S2 =Very rare; S3 =Rare to uncommon; S4 =Common; S? and S1? =Undetenmned
State Status: INV = Cunently being inventoried (undetermined); ST = State threatened
Federal Status: 3c = No special designation warranted; LE= Listed endangered; LT= Listed threatened
Sources: Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission

6.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

a.

Survey Methods

A background search including a literature review and records check was conducted for the
Study Corridors. These reviews were completed prior to field investigations. Lists of properties
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) were reviewed and files of the Archeological
Survey of Missouri at the University of Missouri and the Arkansas Archeological Survey were
consulted (Appendix I). The Missouri Department of Natural Resources Historic Preservation
Program and the Arkansas Historic Preservation Program were visited to review existing USGS
maps, early Government Land Office plats, county atlases, property owner plats, reports and
files for previous archaeological, architectural, and historic surveys conducted in the Study
Corridors. The Missouri Historic Sites Catalogue (Caldwell 1963: 99-100) was consulted for
listings located within the Study Corridors. No sites from this document are located within any
of the Study Corridors. Other sources reviewed include the Benton County Historical Society,
the Benton County Preservation Project, and the Bella Vista Historical Society and Museum.
The McDonald County Clerk was also consulted concerning historic properties. Local histories,
maps, and articles were also reviewed.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Exhibit 111-6 shows the locations of the previously recorded cultural resources located within the
Study Corridors.
b.

Resources Listed in the National Register of Historic Places

As of early 1997, no McDonald County resources have been listed in the NRHP. There are
over 123 historic properties listed in the NRHP for Benton County. Benton County has the third
highest number of NRHP listings by county of the seventy-five (75) Arkansas counties and
represents nearly 8% of all listings in the state. This number is due to the relatively early date
of settlement for northwest Arkansas and the work performed by the University of Arkansas,
School of Architecture. Mr. Cyrus Sutherland, a well known architect, former UA architecture
professor, and native of Benton County, organized a project for architecture students in 19831985 for the architectural survey of Benton County. As a result of the Benton County Multiple
Resource Area (MRA) survey, 100 historic properties were added to the NRHP. The majority of
properties were nominated in 1987 with listing on 28 January 1988. NRHP listings are located
in the vicinity of Bella Vista and the surrounding environs such as Pea Ridge, Bentonville,
Rogers and Hiwasse. (See Table 111-15.)
TABLE 111-15
NATIONAL REGISTER RESOURCES IN STUDY AREA
Name
(Benton County MRA listings)
Banks House
Bella Vista Water Tank
Blackwell-Paisley Cabin
Boaan Cabin
Braithwaite House
Breedlove House and Water Tower
Deaton Cabin
Hagler-Cole Cabin
Hiwasse Bank Building
Lamberton Cabin
New Home School and Church
Pharr Cabin
Princedom Cabin
Sunset Hotel
Sutherlin Cabin
Wonderland Cave

Location
AR 72, W of Hiwasse
Jct. of Suits Us Dr. and
Pumpkin Hollow Rd.
Suits Us Dr.
Cedarcrest Mountain
Old Bella Vista Hwv.
Rt. 4
Suits Us Rd.

Viclnltv
Hiwasse vicinity
Bella Vista vicinity

Date
Listed
1/28/88
8/14/92

Bella Vista
Bella Vista
Bentonville
Bentonville vicinity
Bella Vista

1128/88
1/28/88
1/28/88
1/28/88
1/28/88

A,C
A,C

Mt. Pisqua Dr.
Main St., AR 279
8 North Mountain
S of Bella Vista on
McKisic Creek Rd.
2 North Mountain
Lookout Dr.
Wof US 71
4 North Mountain
Dartmoor Rd.

Bella Vista
Hiwasse
Bella Vista
Bella Vista vicinity

1/28/88
1/28/88
1128/88
1/28/88

AC

Bella Vista
Bella Vista
Bella Vista
Bella Vista
Bella Vista

1/28/88
1/28/88
8/14/92
1/28/88
1/28/88

A,C
AC
A
A,C
A

. .

NRHP
Criteria

c
A,C

NRHP
Ustlna
87002365
92000985
87002351
87002352
87002314
87002326
87002348

c

A,C
A,C

c

A,C
C, a, d

87002342
87002366
87002343
87002357

87002346
87002347
92000986
87002344
87002313
yielded, or may yield,

National Register Crtterta • A· Significant event B- Significant person; C- d1stinctiVe type or method of construction; D· have
infoonation important to prehistory or history; a- a religious property that is architecturally or historically significant; b- a building or structure of
significance that has been removed from its original location; c- a birthplace or grave of a historical figure; d- a cemetery; e- a reconstruded building; f. a
commemorative property; g- a property achieVing significance within last fifty years.

c.

Resources Listed in the. Missouri Historic Sites Catalogue

No comprehensive survey of architectural resources has been conducted in McDonald County,
Missouri. Three (3) resources are included in the Missouri Historic Sites Catalogue, none of
which are located within the Study Area. (See Table 111-16.)
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TABLE 111-16
MISSOURI HISTORIC SITES CATALOGUE RESOURCES
IN MCDONALD COUNTY
Name
James N. Langley Home

Date
1867

McDonald County
Courthouse
Tri-State Marker

1870-1871
no date

Location
six miles west of Anderson on
SH76, 3 miles south on River Road
Courthouse Square

Vicinity
Anderson vicinity

1 mile southwest of Southwest City
on SH90

Southwest City vicinity

Pineville

d. Archaeological Resources

The Study Area is located in the Arkansas Study Unit and Elk Watershed Study Unit in
southwest Missouri and in Benton County in northwest Arkansas. A Request for Information
from the Archaeological Survey of Missouri (ASM) identified 69 archaeological sites in
McDonald County, Missouri within the 6 townships that include the study area (Appendix I).
Twelve (12) of these archaeological sites were identified to be within the Study Corridors in
Missouri. A review of records at the Arkansas Archeological Survey (AAS) identified 618
archaeological sites in Benton County, Arkansas. Nineteen (19) of these archaeological sites
were identified to be within the Study Corridors in Arkansas.
All recorded archaeological sites within the Study Corridors were plotted on USGS quadrangle
maps to determine which sites were located in each corridor. Table 111-17 presents those
recorded archaeological sites located within the Study Corridors.
TABLE 111-17
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN CORRIDORS
Site
Number
23MD46

Township/Ranae/Section
T22N R32W Sec 34

Date
Recorded
11-1974

Recorder
Richard Marshall

Corridor
FW,NW,Ex,E

23MD82

T21 N R32W Sec 3

10-1991

Bill Martin

FW,NW,Ex,E

23MD75

T21 N R32W Sec 3

10-1991

Bill Martin

FW,NW,Ex.E

23M093

T21 N R32W Sec 3

11-1991

Martin & Austin

FW,NW,Ex.E

23MD87

T21N R31W Sec21

1-1992

Bill Martin

NW,Ex

23MD29

T21N R31W Sec28

6-1957

L. Hopper

NW.Ex

23MD32

T21N R31W Sec28

6-1957

L. Hopper

NW,Ex

23MD90

T21N R31W Sec28

1-1992

Martin & Austin

NW,Ex

23MD91

T21N R31W Sec 28

1-1992

Martin & Austin

NW.Ex

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

Other notes
Pineville Mound; MHTD
Route 71 Corridor William
W. Martin 1992, NRHPeliaible
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992,
abundant material when
visited in 1992
Tater Knob with reported
burials; MHTD Route 71
Corridor William W. Martin
1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
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23M088

Townshlo/Ranae/Sectlon
T21N R31W Sec 27

Date
Recorded
1-1992

Recorder
Martin & Austin

Corridor
NW.Ex

23MD89

T21N R31W Sec27

1-1992

Martin & Austin

NW,Ex

23M083
/3BE54
6
3BE204

T21N R31W Sec34

1-1992

Martin & Austin

Ex

T21N R31W Sec 23

9-1965

Leon Allen

Ex

3BE211
3BE237

T21N R31W Sec26
T20N R31W Sec 13

3-1966
3-1967

C.R. McGimsev Ill
Or. Storta student

Ex
FW,NW,Ex

3BE242

T20N R30W Sec 7

5-1972

Ray Medlock

Ex

3BE250

T21N R31W Sec35

8-1973

C. L. Bond

Ex

3BE251

T21N R31W Sec 35

8-1973

C. L. Bond

Ex

3BE252

T20N R31W Sec 1

8-1973

C. L. Bond

Ex

3BE268

T20N R30W Sec 18

6-1977

Mary Fay & Jack
Terry

FW,NW,Ex

3BE269

T20N R30W Sec 20

6-1977

Mary Fay

E

3BE364

T20N T30W Sec 3

6-1984

James Farley

E

3BE365

T20N R30W Sec 3

6-1984

James Farley

E

3BE546

T21N R31W Sec 15

1-1992

Bill Martin

Ex

3BE549

T20N R31W Sec 13

8-1992

Jack Stewart

FW,NW,Ex

3BE550

T20N R31W Sec 13

7-1992

Jack Stewart

FW,NW,Ex

3BE572
3BE573
3BE574
3BE576

T20N
T20N
T20N
T20N

5-1993
5-1993
5-1993
5-1993

David Waddell
David Waddell
David Waddell
David Waddell

E
E
E
FW NW.Ex

Site

Number

R30W Sec
R30W Sec
R30W Sec
R31W Sec

15
16
16
13

Other notes
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
"A report of the Hay Bluff
Site, Bella Vista, Arkansas
1970" by R. L. Coddy, Article
and photo in Benton County
Daily Democrat March 1,
1982
AHTD Job No. 9579 & 1445
Highway 71 Relocation
McCluri<en 1981, 1982;
Bentonville Wastewater Jack
Stewart 1992
AHTD Job No. 9579
Highway 71, Clell Bond
1973; AHTD Job No. 1445
Highway 71 Relocation
McCluri<en 1981, 1982
AHTD Job No. 9579
Hiahwav 71 Clell Bond 1973
AHTD Job No. 9579
Hiahwav 71, Clell Bond 1973
AHTD Job No. 9579
Hiahwav 71, Clell Bond 1973
AHTD Job No. 1445
Highway 71 Relocation
McCluri<en 1981, 1982; Two
Ton Water Projed Waddell
1993
AHTD Job No. 1445
Highway 71 Relocation
McCluri<en 1981, 1982
Pea Ridge to Bella V1Sta
69KV Line, Farlev 1984
Pea Ridge to Bella Vista
69KV Line, Farley 1984
MHTD Route 71 Corridor
William W. Martin 1992
Bentonville Wastewater
Stewart 1992
Bentonville Wastewater
Stewart 1992
Two Ton Water Proied 1993
Two Ton Water Proied 1993
Two Ton Water Proied 1993
Two Ton Water Proied 1993

Prehistoric Archaeological Site Probability Factors
Experience has shown that prehistoric habitation sites and temporary campsites tend to be
restricted to areas adjacent to water that were not frequently flooded. Resource availability in
several areas was also an important factor in site location. High probability areas are located
near perennial water sources because prehistoric inhabitants required water for survival and are
almost never located in areas susceptible to frequent flooding. Medium probability areas are
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often located near intermittent water sources and are likely to contain temporary huntingforaging or resource extractive sites. Low probability areas are located far from water sources.

Historic Archaeological Site Probability Factors
Historic sites often have different criteria for their location. Close proximity to water was often
desirable but not as imperative as it was to prehistoric populations. The first settlers in this area
often chose open, prairie/forest edge sites for their homesteads. Historic sites are often located
close to early or present-day roads. Other aspects of historic archaeological site location may
include the slope and elevation of the terrain. Sites such as historic grist mills, sawmills, mines,
schools, stores, and churches may be located near historic population concentrations or water
sources and may not be determined by soil quality or altitude.
e.

Architectural Resources

Standing architecture in the proposed Study Area has been identified through intensive records
review. All recorded architectural resources within the Study Corridors were plotted on USGS
quadrangle maps. Recorded architectural resources include forty-three (43) mapped as a
result of MoDOT's work in connection with their completed US 71 corridor study (MoDOT Job
Number J7P0427-FHWA-EIS-90-02-F) and forty-eight (48) mapped as part of an on-going
Benton County-wide survey that began in 1983 (MRA, National Park Service 1994). Ninety-one
(91) total resources have been mapped within the Study Corridors (see Table 111-18).
TABLE 111-18
ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES IN CORRIDORS
Number
MoDOT98
MoDOT97
MoDOT99
MoDOT 100
MoDOT 101
MoDOT 102
MoDOT 103
MoDOT 104
MoDOT 105
MoDOT 106
MoDOT 107
MoDOT 108
MoDOT 109
MoDOT 110
MoDOT 111
MoDOT 112
MoDOT 162
MoDOT 113
MoDOT 114
MoDOT 115
MoDOT 116
MoDOT 117
MoDOT 118
MoDOT 119
MoDOT 120
MoDOT 121
MoOOT 122
MoOOT 123
MoDOT 124
MoDOT 125
MoDOT 126

Corridor
FW,NW,Ex,E
FW,NW,Ex,E
FW NW,Ex,E
FW,NW,Ex, E
FW
FW
NW, Ex, E
NW Ex, E
NW Ex E
NW, Ex E
NW.Ex E
NW Ex,E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW,Ex,E
NW Ex E
NW.Ex. E
NW Ex,E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW,Ex,E
NW Ex,E
NW.Ex, E
NW Ex E
NW Ex E
NW,Ex,E
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Comments
outside MHTD APE

eclectic early 20u centurv
vernacular early-mid 20111 C

111

vernacular ear1Y 20 C

commercial eartv-mid 20'"

Other notes
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71
MHTD Route 71

Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W . Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W . Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W . Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
Corridor William W. Martin 1992
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MoDOT 127
MoDOT 128
MoDOT 129
MoDOT 130
MoDOT 131
MoDOT 132
MoDOT 136
MoDOT 137
MoDOT 139
MoDOT 138
MoDOT 141
MoDOT 142
BE0638
BE 0640
BE 0657
BE 0652
BE 0662
BE 0697
BE 0743
BE 0694
BE 0695
BE 0696
BE 0721
BE 0722
BE0719
BE 0713
BE 0715
BE 0714
BE 0716
BE 0717
BE 0718
BE 0663
BE 0726
BE 0727
BE 0698
BE 0699
BE 0700
BE 0654
BE 0658
BE 0657
BE 0656
BE 2177
BE 1725
BE 1726
BE 3040
BE 1745
BE 1744
BE 1743
BE 1739
BE 1736
BE 1702
BE 1701
BE 1703
BE 1727A
BE 1699
BE 2166
BE 2165
BE 1735
BE1411
BE 1416

NW,Ex,E
NW,Ex,E
NW, Ex
NW.Ex
NW, Ex
NW, Ex
NW. Ex
NW Ex
NW.Ex
NW Ex
EX
. Ex

FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
NW
NW
FW,NW
FW, NW
FWNW
FW, NW, Ex
FW NW, Ex
FW NW Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
Ex
E
E
E
E
E
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vernacular early-mid 20ui C

NW of Hiwasse area
NW of Hiwasse area
NW of Hiwasse area
NW of Hiwasse area
NW of Hiwasse area
NW of Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
Hiwasse area
E of Hiwasse area
E of Hiwasse area
E of Hiwasse area
E of Hiwasse area
E of Hiwasse area
NE of Hiwasse area
NE of Hiwasse area
W of Hiwasse area
W of Hiwasse area
S of Bella Vista area
S of Bella Vista area
S of Bella Vista area
S of Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
Bella Vista area
W of Bella Vista area
W of Bella Vista area
W of Bella Vista area
W of Bella Vista area
W of Bella Vista area
W of Bella Vista area
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MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W .
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W .
MHTD Route 71 Corridor William W.
Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survev 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983NRHP, Benton Co. Survev 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survev 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 NRHP, Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983Benton Co. Survey 1983 Benton Co. Survey 1983-

Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin
Martin

1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
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Four architectural resources (Mo DOT 113, BE 1743, BE 3040 and BE 0661 have been
destroyed during recent development and are not included in Table 111-17.
f.

Historical Bridge Resources

Eight bridge structure (A-1777, A-1586, A-1778, A-1587, H-970R, H-971 R, J-76 and N-144) are
currently recorded within the Study Corridors [MoDOT; McDonald County Bridge Map (3-95),
McDonald county Culvert Map (3-95), 1995 Service Ratings for Bridges and Missouri Historic
Bridge Inventory: Draft Inventory Report, Project No. BR-NBIH(6) Volume Ill]. H-970 and H971-R were documented as a result of work on J7P0427-FHWA-EIS-90-02-F. These two
bridge structures (H-970R and H971 R) have conflicting dates of construction, the Service
Rating indicates dates of 1930, but MoDOT Bridge Inventory Forms and the appearance of the
structures indicate 1966. No bridges in the Study Corridors in Arkansas are listed in the
Arkansas Historic Bridge Inventory Review and Evaluation (McClurken 1987). This information
is presented in Table 111-19.
TABLE 111-19
HISTORICAL BRIDGE RESOURCES
Bridge
Number
A-1777
A-1586
A-1778
A-1578
H-970R
H-971R
J-76
N-144

g.

Road
M071
M071
M071
M071
M071
M071
SR 71
M090

Log
Mile
15
16
16.3
18.8
21
22.1
19.7
17.3

Type
Strinoer
Stringer
Box Culvert
Box Culvert
Stringer
Stringer
Slab
Box Culvert

Year
Built
1966
1966
1966
1966
1930
1930
1930
1956

Bridge
Map
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
ves
no

Culvert
Map
yes
no
yes
ves
no
no
no
yes

Service
Rating
yes
ves
yes
ves
ves
yes
yes
ves

BRNBIH(6)
no
no
no
no
excluded
excluded
excluded
no

Mo DOT
Survey
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no

Historical Resources

There are no identified historical resources located within the Study Corridor. Extensive Civil
War activity, however, occurred at Pea Ridge, located 10 km (6 mi.) to the east, with frequent
troop movement, camps, foraging, and skirmishes occurring within the Study Area. Other
historic events, such as the Trail of Tears, occurred in or near the Study Area. Sites relating to
these and other occurrences will be monitored throughout the archaeological and architectural
reviews.
h.

Summary

The general results of the Draft EIS cultural resource review efforts are the following:
•
•
•

Twelve (12) prehistoric archaeological sites are recorded within the limits of the
Study Corridors in McDonald· County, Missouri (23MD83 also recorded as 3BE546).
Nineteen (19) prehistoric archaeological sites are recorded within the limits of the
Study Corridors in Benton County, Arkansas (3BE546 also recorded as 23MD83).
No historic archaeological sites are recorded within the limits of the Study Corridors
in McDonald County, Missouri.
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No historic archaeological sites are recorded within the limits of the Study Corridors
in Benton County, Arkansas.
Forty-three (43) architectural resources are recorded within the limits of the Study
Corridors in McDonald County, Missouri.
Forty-eight (48) architectural resources are recorded within the limits of the Study
Corridors in Benton County, Arkansas.
No resources listed in the National Register of Historic Places are located within the
limits of the Study Corridors in McDonald County, Missouri.
Two (2) resources listed in the National Register of Historic Places (BE 0662 and BE
2177) are located within the limits of the Study Corridors in Benton County,
Arkansas.
No historic bridges are located within the limits of the Study Corridors in McDonald
County, Missouri.
No historic bridges are located within the limits of the Study Corridors in Benton
County, Arkansas.

7.

HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES

a.

Survey Methodology

The identification of potential hazardous waste site locations within the four Study Corridors was
accomplished through review of environmental regulatory records, visual survey from publicly
accessible rights-of-way, and interviews with local officials. Environmental records were
obtained from the Arkansas Department of Pollution control & Ecology (ADPC&E), the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), and the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA). In addition, a report from a database search company was obtained.
A summary table from Technical Memorandum No. 2, Hazardous Materials Screening Report,
is included in Appendix F of this EIS. The site numbers listed in the summary table correspond
with the locations identified on Exhibit 111-7.

b.

Potential Hazardous Waste Sites

Forty-two sites were identified as being located within or potentially impacted by at least one of
the four Study Corridors. These sites were rated as High, Moderate, or Low based on the risk
of the site to public health and on the magnitude of the potential impact of the site if located
near an improvement alternative.
Many of the sites can be characterized as one of two types - - storage tanks or miscellaneous
dumps. Petroleum storage tank sites were predominant along the existing US 71 Corridor. All
of these sites were ranked as having moderate risk potential. Several residences with drums,
junk cars, or appliances located in a collection area were also documented. A complete list of
documented sites with a brief description of each is provided in Appendix F.

c.

Assessment of High Risk Potential Sites

Current sites located within the Study Corridors and identified as having high risk potential
include the following:
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•

Bella Vista Landfill (8-25) - This site is located just south of the Arkansas-Missouri
state line and west of US 71. It is listed on the CERCLIS. No Further Remedial
Action Planned (NFRAP) list, and the Arkansas Permit Data Systems (PDS) list.
The CERCLIS database indicated it was assessed in 1980 and then placed on the
NFRAP list. The Bella Vista Public Works Director indicated the site was a sanitary
landfill but is no longer used for that purpose. He did indicate that it might be the
site of a proposed solid waste transfer station. A visit to the site revealed storage of
hundreds of tires, two large steel tanks, and concrete pipe, and the burning of
clearing debris. The potential exists for hazardous waste to be contained in the
landfill.

•

Logging Mill (M-18) - This site is located just south of Jane, Missouri along US 71.
The site contains a logging operation and is home to many junk cars, old drums, and
a small-elevated tank. No environmental documentation was available for this site.
The potential exists for hazardous waste to be present.

•

Residence (M-20) - This site is located adjacent to Miser Hollow Creek near the
intersection of Old 71 and existing US 71 near Jane, Missouri. In back of the
residence are hundreds of rusted and/or burned drums and several junk cars. The
potential exists for soil and water contamination from the contents of those drums.

•

Auto Garage/Salvage Yard (M-46} - This site is located along Route E just north of
the state line in McDonald County, Missouri.
The site covers an area of
approximately 16.2 ha (40 ac) and is strewn with pockets of junk vehicles, drums,
tanks, and tires. No environmental documentation was available for this site. The
potential for hazardous waste exists.
Tire Dump (M-50) - This site was discovered through field reconnaissance.
Approximately 2,000 used tires, some in bails and most loosely scattered, were
observed. Due to the nature of the site, the potential may exist for hazardous
wastes at this site.

•

8.

VISUAL QUALITY

a.

Regional Visual Environment

The northern portion of the US 71 Study Area in McDonald County, Missouri is located within
the Elk River section of the Ozark Natural Division in the southwest comer of Missouri. The
southern portion of the Study Area in Benton County, Arkansas is located in what is referred to
as the Ozark Highland. Much of the Study Area is characterized by forested, hilly topography
dissected by streams, and narrow winding ridges with v-shaped valleys, the side slopes of
which are very steep. There are also some flatter, broader upland areas in the southwest and
east portions of the Study Area, most of which have been cleared for agricultural purposes.
Exhibit 111-8 shows the variety of visual environments within the Study Area.
The Study Area also includes several creek valleys are composed of rocks, water, trees and, in
some of the larger floodplain areas, agricultural land, and even golf courses along existing US
71. "In contrast to the low-lying valleys, the ridges at the higher elevations provide potential
opportunities for distant views and vistas of the surrounding environment.
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The majority of the built environment is concentrated along existing US 71 and throughout Bella
Vista Village. The visual environment along US 71 is characterized by rock outcroppings,
forested hills and commercial/business development. The residential development in the Study
Area is that of clustered residential development in Bella Vista Village, and farmstead homes in
the outlying areas. The majority of residential development in Bella Vista Village is retirement
homes. The remainder of the man-made environment outside the city limits consists of poultry
or cattle farmsteads, and agricultural pastureland.

b. Visual Quality
The visual impacts of a project may be quite varied in different areas of a project corridor
because the areas themselves can be visually distinct and can exhibit unique and consistent
visual characteristics. The Study Area can be divided into separate sub-areas within which
there are consistent visual characteristics and a uniform visual experience. These sub-areas
have direct relationships to physiography, topography, vegetation and land use, and can be
thought of as "outdoor rooms". The boundaries of these visual environments occur where there
is a change in visual character. The relative existing visual quality of the visual environments
within the corridor is presented in Table 111-20.

TABLE 111-20
VISUAL QUALITY RATING
Visual Environment
Forested Areas
Creeks and Creek Vallevs
Lakes
Golf Courses
.Agricultural/Open Land
Residential Development
Commercial/Business
Development

c.

Visual Qualitv Rating
High
Hiah
High
Hiah
Moderate
Moderate to Hiah
Low

Visual Resources

Within the Study Area, the areas that are scenically significant and that contribute to the visual
identity of the environment are the forested hills, the Ozark streams and creek valleys, the
glade remnants, and the lakes. All the lakes lie within Bella Vista Village and include Loch
Lomond, Lake Avalon, Lake Windsor, Lake Ann, Lake Rayburn, Lake Brittany, and Bella Vista
Lake.

d. Viewers
Visual impact is determined by change in the visual environment as related to viewer response.
For the purpose of assessment, there are two distinct categories of viewer response to be
considered: viewers who are users of the project facility (views from the road), and people who
can observe the facility from an adjacent vantage point (views of the road).
The scenic beauty of the region is a composition of wooded rolling hills, rugged cliffs, small
lakes, Ozark streams, and open valleys and clearings. The best potential for the most vivid
landscape views from the road occurs on the high point ridge tops (for distant views) and at
stream and valley crossings where bridges or elevated fill areas provide opportunities for
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panoramic views of the forested hills and of riparian environments. The quality of views from
the road, as analyzed for each general visual environment encountered within the Study Area,
is presented in Table 111-21.
Individuals who have the potential for undesirable views of the road are referred as "sensitive
visual receptors." This includes residents and recreationists at the lakes and on the golf
courses. The relative concentration of sensitive visual receptors is high in the residential areas
and at the lakes and golf courses, moderate in the agricultural areas, and low in the remainder
of the Study Area. This information is also presented in Table 111-21.
TABLE 111-21
VIEWS AND VISUAL RECEPTORS
Visual Environment
Forested Areas
Creeks and Creek Vallevs
Lakes
Golf Courses
Agricultural Land
Residential Development
Commercial/Industrial Dev.

9.

NOISE QUALITY

a.

Noise Terminology

Quality of Views from the Road
High
Hi!lh
Hiah
High
Moderate
Low
Low

Relative Concentration of
Sensitive Visual Receptors
Low
Low
High
Hi!lh
Moderate
Hi!lh
Low

Noise is a form of vibration that causes pressure variations in elastic media such as air and water.
The ear is sensitive to this pressure variation and perceives it as sound. The intensity of these
pressure variations causes the ear to discern different levels of loudness. These pressure
differences are most commonly measured in decibels.
The decibel (dB) is the unit of measurement for noise. The decibel scale audible to humans
spans from zero to approximately 140 dB. A level of zero decibels corresponds to the lower limit
of audibility, while 140 decibels produces a sensation more akin to pain than sound. The decibel
scale is a logarithmic representation of the actual sound pressure variations. Therefore, a 26
percent change in the energy level only changes the sound level one dB. The human ear would
not detect this change except in an acoustical laboratory. A doubling of the energy level would
result in a three dB increase, which would be barely perceptible in the natural environment. A
tripling in energy level would result in a clearly noticeable change of five dB in the sound level. A
change of ten times the energy level would result in a ten dB change in the sound level. This
would be perceived as a doubling (or halving) of the apparent loudness.
The human ear has a non-linear sensitivity to noise. To account for this in noise measurements,
electronic weighting scales are used to define the relative loudness of different frequencies. The
"A" weighting scale is widely used in environmental work because it closely resembles the nonlinearity of human hearing. The unit of A-weighted noise is dBA.
Time-varying characteristics of environmental noise are analyzed statistically to determine the
duration and intensity of noise exposure. In an urban environment, noise is made up of two
distinct parts. One is ambient or background noise. Wind noise and distant traffic noise make up
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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the acoustical environment surrounding the project. These sounds are not readily recognized, but
combine to produce a non-irritating ambient sound level. This background sound level varies
throughout the day, being lowest at night and highest during the day. The other component of
urban noise is intennittent, higher in pitch, and louder than the background noise. Transportation
noise and local industrial noise are examples of this type of noise. Sounds of this nature can be
very disturbing; brief and intense noises can interrupt, annoy or startle. It is for these reasons that
environmental noise is analyzed statistically.
The ~ is the equivalent steady-state sound having the same A-weighted sound energy as that
contained in the·time-varying sound over a specific period of time. The time period for traffic noise
is one hour. The abbreviation then becomes ~(h). The ~(h) correlates reasonably well the
effects of noise on people. All traffic noise levels in this analysis will be expressed in dBA ~(h).

b. Methodology
Ambient noise levels in the Study Corridors are a function of traffic volume and daily activities of
the general populace. Along the existing US 71 roadway, where the primary source of noise is
the traffic on US 71, ambient noise levels were modeled with the FHWA highway traffic noise
prediction computer program, STAMINA 2.0/0PTIMA. The following parameters are used in this
model to calculate an hourly ~(h) at a specific distance.
•
•
•
•

Distance between roadway and receiver.
Hourly traffic volumes in light-duty (two axles, four tires), medium-duty (two axles, six
tires), and heavy duty (three or more axles) vehicles.
Vehicle speed.
Noise source height of the vehicles; light-duty 0 m (0 ft.), medium-duty 0.7 m (2.3
ft.), and heavy-duty 24 m (8.0 ft.).

The Near West and Far West Corridors, where traffic activity ranges from very low to non-existent
and land use ranges from scattered residential to undeveloped, ambient noise levels were
estimated based on recent noise measurement studies with similar traffic activities and land use
perfonned in Arkansas and Missouri.

c.

Current Noise Levels

The current aural environments of the Study Area vary considerably depending on location and
proximity to the existing roadway system. Since existing US 71 is the predominant roadway within
the Study Area with the highest traffic volumes and truck percentages, those areas adjacent to
existing US 71 and the associated commercial activity centers have the highest ambient noise
levels. Based on AHTD and MoDOT interpretations of the FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria
(NAC) for noise sensitive receptors (Activity Group B of the FHWA Criteria) such as residences,
churches, schools, libraries, hospitals, nursing homes, apartment buildings, condominiums, and
others, the number of receptors located along US 71 with current noise levels in excess of the
NAC was estimated. An hourly Leq NAC noise level of 67 dBA was used for the analysis. (A
more detailed description of the AHTD and MoDOT noise impact criteria is presented in Chapter
IV, Section J.)
Approximately 186 noise receptors located along the existing US 71 roadway within the Study
Area currently experience noise levels in excess of the NAC. These receptors include the Country
Club, Kingswood, and Barksdale Golf Courses which are located adjacent to US 71 within Bella
Vista Village.
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Areas farther away from existing US 71 have lower ambient noise ~evels. It is estimated that
areas within the Village have a generalized noise level of approximately 50 dBA. More remote
areas outside of the Village would likely have an ambient noise level near 40 dBA. Locations
within the areas closer to local roads would likely have ambient noise levels between 5 and 10
decibels higher than the surrounding areas.
10. PUBLIC LANDS
Public lands are typically identified and mapped as environmental constraints. Publicly owned
recreation areas and facilities, such as parks, are important control points for compliance with
the provisions of Section 4(f) of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1968. Recreational resources
which have been determined by FHWA to be eligible will require analysis that demonstrates
there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the taking of these public recreation areas for a
transportation project. Private recreation facilities are not eligible for inclusion in this analysis.
There are no public lands or recreational facilities presently located within the Study Area. The
Huckleberry Ridge State Forest, located approximately one mile east of Pineville, is managed
by the Missouri Department of Conservation. This is the closest publicly owned multiple-use
area that does include recreation as a component of its overall management plan. Public lands
which are managed as multiple use areas can have areas which, through development or
designation of, can be considered Section 4(f) resources, although the rest of the multiple use
facility is not eligible for Section 4(f) evaluation.
The project commences south of the Pineville city limits and therefore would not affect any of
the city-owned parks or recreational resources.
There are no public recreation areas within the limits of Bella Vista; the parks, open space,
reservoirs, and golf courses, which are visible from US 71, are privately owned and operated for
the residents and/or property owners and their respective guests. These privately owned
facilities are not eligible for Section 4(f) evaluation since they are not publicly owned and open
to all members of the public.
The communities of Jane, Missouri, and Hiwasse, Arkansas, do not have any designated public
parks or recreational resources.
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Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences
This chapter describes the potential environmental consequences of the reasonable
improvement alternatives discussed in Chapter II - Alternatives. The basis of the evaluation of
the potential social, economic and environmental impacts was established and defined as the
existing baseline conditions in Chapter Ill - Affected Environment. Those alternatives that are
assessed for their impacts within this chapter include the following:
-

• - "No-Build" Alternative - Continuance of the existing roadway system with minor
safety improvements (i.e. Transportation Systems Management (TSM) measures)
consisting primarily of intersection upgrades along US 71.
•

"Freeway-Build" Alternative - Freeway construction alternatives in any of the three
Study Corridors (Far West, Near West and Existing). Since a number of alternative
alignments have been defined within the Study Corridors, the total impacts for each
corridor are presented as a range.

For the purposes of evaluating the impacts of the competing alternatives and for clarity of
discussion, the impacts for some of the issues have been presented according to the alignment
segmentation and link definitions of the various alternatives within each Study Corridor. For the
more regional and less site-specific issues, such as Land Use, Social · Impacts, Economic
Impacts and Air Quality, the impacts of the alternatives have been evaluated on a corridor
basis. Aerial mosaic plan plates, as shown in Appendix Cat a scale of 1:6,000 or 1:12,000,
provided the basis for the quantification of impacts for each alternative. Site verification and
appropriate field reconnaissance· activities were also conducted.
Since the selection of the Preferred Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative), more detailed
investigations for several environmental issues have been performed to more discretely define
the impacts of the Preferred Alternative. These issues include Wetlands and Cultural
Resources. Consequently, summaries of the Preferred Alternative impacts are presented for
each of these i~sues in Section Mand Q, respectively. _

A.

Land Use Impacts

Improvements to US 71 could directly or indirectly impact local land uses and trends of
development in three ways: primarily, secondarily, and cumulatively.
Primary impacts to land use are the direct effects resulting from an action and could occur
either temporarily during construction or permanently as a result of the action. An example of a
primary impact would be the displacement of a use, activity or structure. Other examples of
primary impacts include the significant disruption of an activity or use, such as through the
elimination of access or parking. Primary impacts can be easily assessed and calculated. The
number of displacements, costs associated with relocation and a measure of the area's ability
to absorb relocated residents and businesses are means of quantifying primary impacts.
Secondary impact result from ind~ced development that would not have likely occurred without
an action. Secondary impacts are those "caused by an action and are later in time or farther
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removed in distance but are still reasonably foreseeable" (40 CFR 1508.8 CEQ Regulations).
For example, a secondary impact could be the attraction of a new industry to locate in the area
because of improved access. Secondary impacts are assessed by anticipating future trends.
Cumulative impacts result from incremental consequences of an action when added to other
past and reasonably foreseeable future actions (Federal Register, 40 CFR 1508.7 CEQ).
Reasonably foreseeable future actions include ongoing and anticipated trends of development.
There are no well-defined techniques to quantifying either the cumulative or secondary
consequences of an action, as a region's growth is determined by many factors. Transportation
is an important factor influencing location, magnitude, ani:I timing of future development. Other
elements that also play important roles, include the market for real estate, tourism trends, land
availability and costs, quality and extent of infrastructure, character of topography and nature of
soils.
Alternatives described in detail in Chapter II have been assessed and evaluated based on one
generalized factor - Compatibility with Current Land Use. This factor recognizes that the
existing land use patterns have evolved around and in association with the current roadway
network, of which the principal element is US 71. The factor further recognizes that the primary
land uses are associated with retirement living and that in this particular community, lower
density development is desirable. Commercial activities and other transportation-oriented uses
have developed along or in orientation with the current US 71 facility. The Compatibility with
Current Land Use is a subjective rating of how well the alternative interfaces with the Study
Area's current land use and master plan, and promotes the continued evolution of the current
development trends. The rating scale included five possibilities - Excellent, Good, Fair,
Marginally Poor, and Poor. The rating of poor indicates that the proposed alignment would
produce displacements, prevent a logical extension of land use patterns, and/or cause physical
barriers between residents and amenities. Table IV-1 shows the ratings of the competing
alternatives for the land use factor.
TABLE IV-1
LAND USE IMPACT RATINGS

1.

Land Use
Impact Factor

"No-Build"
Alternative

Far West
Corridor

Near West
Corridor

Existing
Corridor

Compatibility with Current Land
Use/Master Plan

Fair

Good

Poor

Good

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The land use impacts of the "No-Build" Alternative would focus on the urban areas, most
specifically, Bella Vista and Pineville. Exhibit IV-I shows the projected 2020 land use for the
"No-Build" Alternative.

a.

Primary Impacts

The "No-Build" Alternative would offer some relief to the current impacts on land use in the
developed areas surrounding the existing corridor, namely the city of Pineville and the Bella
Vista community, resulting from the current level of traffic. Existing inconvenience and safety
considerations experienced when crossing or entering the highway traffic to make local trips
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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inhibit the overall development in the region, including commerce and sabarea connectivity.
Though the TSM improvements would eliminate some of the safety concerns, increased travel
delays and travel inefficiencies would still exist.
As shown in Table IV-1, a "Fair" rating was given to the "No-Build" Alternative for the
"Compatibility with Current Land Use" evaluation factor. Due to the fact that the Study Area
land use and development trends have evolved around the US 71 Corridor, and that with the
TSM improvements the safety concerns would be mitigated, a "Fair" rating was given to the
"No-Build" Alternative.

b.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

Because no new access would be provided with the "No-Build" Alternative, no secondary
impacts would be realized. The "No-Build" Alternative would impact existing development
trends and committed development once a severe level of traffic congestion along US 71 is
reached. In the future, as US 71 becomes excessively congested, activities in congested
segments would become increasingly difficult to access. Limitation of access to existing or
future development could be required to maintain the capacity and safety of the roadway. As a
result, access points to US 71 could be further restricted, thus increasing congestion at those
limited points of access. However, the TSM improvements would somewhat mitigate the
current secondary/cumulative impacts on land use in Bella Vista resulting from the current
traffic congestion. The inconvenience and safety considerations experienced when crossing
the highway traffic to make local trips would be lessened by TSM measures.
2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

Exhibits IV-2 through IV-4 show the projected 2020 land use for the Far West, Near West and
Existing Alternatives, respectively.

a.

Primary Impacts

The "Freeway-Build" alternatives would affect land use in the urbanized areas of Pineville and
Bella Vista by allowing local traffic to better access neighboring areas without direct contact with
highway traffic. Primary impacts to land use would be greatest within Bella Vista where the
past trends for new development are most clearly defined and can be reasonably expected to
continue. In the rural areas, new highway facilities would have minimal effects on current land
use due to the non-defined nature of the rural/agricultural land use areas. Some rural land
uses would be displaced with some of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. In addition, in some
areas, the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would likely induce land development in areas where
development would not currently be reasonably expected.

Far West Corridor
As shown in Table IV-1, the Compatibility with Current Land Use factor was rated as "Good" for
the Far West Corridor Based on the compatibility of the alternative with the master plan for the
village. The Far West alternative would provide new access to the western Bella Vista areas
that would sustain the low-density type of development which is very characteristic for the
community. However, the location of this corridor is the most non-urban of all the "FreewayBuild" Alternatives.
A highway facility located through current rural/agricultural and forested areas would have the
effect of disturbing the continuity of the farming operations of those areas contiguous to the
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route location.

The continuity of the forested areas adjacent to the route··would also be

~mpacted.

Due to the proximity of the corridor to the towns of Gravette, Arkansas, and more directly
Hiwasse, Arkansas, the Far West Corridor would have positive impacts to the accessibility of
those communities, particularly to outside employment opportunities. Marginal effects due to a
loss of commerce from through traffic would be felt along US 71 near the communities of Jane
and Caverna, Missouri, as well as Bella Vista Village. This issue of economic impacts due to
the diversion of current trip patterns is discussed in greater detail in Section F of this chapter.
The issue of business displacement impacts is discussed in greater detail in Section E of this
chapter.

Near West Corridor
The Compatibility with Current Land Use was rated as "Poor" for the Near West Corridor due to
the nature and degree of the direct impacts on the developed areas within the Bella Vista
Village which have evolved as predominately residential uses. Of the three corridors, the Near
West Corridor would create the greatest conflict with existing land use. Despite being located
in the center of residential areas, because of the sparse pattern of the existing residential
development that is characteristic of the Village, the number of displacements would be
relatively low.
The disturbance to the Bella Vista area near the crossroads of Routes 340 and 279 would be
costly to this area's ability to serve the central portion of Bella Vista with social and commercial
land uses. This area contains the largest amount of land reserved for future development in the
entire development. The alternative alignments within the Near West Corridor would impact
this area's ability to serve as a community center.
Due to the diversion of trips away from the existing US 71 roadway through the Bella Vista
area, marginal negative effects due to a loss of commerce from through traffic would likely be
felt along US 71 from near the state line to the US 71/US 71 B Interchange. This issue of
economic impacts due to the diversion of current trip patterns is discussed in greater detail in
Section F of this chapter.

Existing Corridor
For the Existing Corridor, the Compatibility with Current Land Use factor was considered
"Good" due to the current patterns of development and land use trends surrounding the existing
US 71 Corridor. The Study Area has developed in accordance with the accessibility offered by
the existing US 71 facility. Land uses compatible with and complementing the US 71 facility
have developed in the areas adjacent to the corridor. Since freeway improvements would
improve the accessibility, safety, and efficiency of US 71 and growth opportunities would remain
along the existing roadway, it is reasonable to conclude that the current development and land
use trends would continue with the Existing Alternative. Changes in the physical character of
the roadway (i.e. conversion from an expressway to a freeway) would be conceptually
consistent from a land use and development perspective with the type of current development
in the urban area of Bella Vista. Currently, the intensity of development in Bella Vista is
greatest within the US 71 Corridor.

b.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

Construction of any of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would increase the regional access of
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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the entire Study Area. The attractiveness for new development in the proximity of the
improvements would increase for all of the uFreeway-Build" Alternatives. In some cases, this
new development would reflect a continuation of current development trends. Where new
access is provided with the freeway construction, development would likely occur on a
somewhat accelerated schedule as compared to the "No-Build" Alternative.
As necessary, frontage roads would be provided with each "Freeway-Build" Alternative to
maintain access to adjacent properties. Frontage road requirements have been identified for
each alternative and are shown in the Plan Plates (Appendix C). The impacts of the frontage
roads were included in the assessment of the alternatives, including their secondary and
cumulative impacts.

Far West Corridor
Nearly one-tenth of Bella Vista Village is unplatted and lies generally west of the Far West
Corridor. This land is noted as reserved for future development on Bella Vista's general
development plan. The residentially developed area immediately to the east of the Far West
Corridor is known as the Highlands. With the exception of two subdivisions near the Highlands
Golf Course Clubhouse, all subdivisions in the area are considerably less than 25% developed.
Other areas near the Far West Corridor outside of the Village are rural/agricultural or forested.
As indicated by the density of the current development around the corridor's route, the route is
located well outside of the synergistic center of current development ·within the Study Area.
Based on these current development synergies, it is anticipated that any secondary impacts
created by the Far West Alternative would be focused in Benton County. Though the chance of
induced development in McDonald County would exist, it is likely that the secondary and
cumulative impacts for McDonald County would be minimal. There is currently very little
development initiative in western McDonald County and it is not anticipated that the Far West
Alternative would change this trend. Any induced development would likely occur near
interchanges, and there would only be one in McDonald County - Route 90. (The Route H
Interchange would be constructed as part of the MoDOT improvements to the north.) Because
convenience commercial facilities are already present at Route H and US 71, there may be little
incentive for similar types of development at Route 90. Furthermore, the topography in the
vicinity of the interchange of Route 90 and the Far West Alternative is not conducive to largescale development. Due to the controlled access nature of a freeway, new development and
secondary impacts would likely focus on the interchange areas. It is likely that with the new
access points near Hiwasse and the Highlands area, the existing development trends of the
area would be altered. Near Hiwasse, the current rural, farming land uses would likely be
disrupted with land uses connected with the new US 71 facility. Similarly, the new and
improved regional access that would be afforded by the Far West Corridor would likely reorient
the development trends of Bella Vista Village. It is reasonable to assume that unless other
influences were evoked, the western sections of the Village would begin to develop in a
residential pattern similar to the other areas of the Village where development has been
initiated. Commercial, community and social land use development would likely spring up along
the Far West Corridor similar to the existing US 71 Corridor but in a more nodal pattern focused
on the interchange access points.
Due to the current sparse development patterns of the Village and the considerable growth and
development capacity currently available in those areas where development within the Village
has already been initiated, the Far West Corridor would have a marginally poor influence on
economic development and long-term I.and use assuming current levels of development. The
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existing land patterns along this alternative are mostly undeveloped. ·Considering the general
development plan of Bella Vista, constructing this alternative would provide the opportunity to
open the western portion of the Bella Vista development.
Past trends in Bella Vista have shown that a small percentage of residents have chosen to live
away from the centers of activity. Opening up the western portion ·of the Bella Vista for new
platting before the existing areas mature more fully, and assuming current levels of
development, would have the net effect of spreading public and private investments over a
much greater area. This would have.the potential to generate a higher level of development in
the area as a whole.
Even with the potential for increased growth in development, the location of this corridor is still
the most non-urban of all the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. The effects of this new access on
secondary impacts would be mitigated by three primary factors. First, US 71 would be a
freeway with only one access point west of Bella Vista, so the scope of any induced
development would be fairly limited due to the controlled access limitations and the constraints
of the topography. Secondly, the undeveloped areas west of the Far West Alternative do not
have the infrastructure necessary to support land development while the existing Bella Vista
development has the infrastructure and considerable capacity for additional residential and
commercial development. Finally, since this alternative is the most non-urban alternative, it is
concluded that secondary impacts to floodplains and other potentially sensitive environmental
issues would be minimal because of the lack of development intensity and density. A
prerequisite for systematic impacts to floodplains and water quality is intense and dense
development - neither of which would be reasonably anticipated as secondary impacts for the
Far West Alternative.

Near West Corridor
The Near West Corridor is located at the western edge of the most populated area of Bella
Vista Village. It can be expected that a shift in the synergy of where people currently elect to
build .residences would likely move from its current location centered along the existing US 71
Corridor to a location oriented around the new corridor alignment. Retail and services to serve
the shifted populatio11 would be expected· to· follow. Similar to the Far West Corridor, the
induced impacts of the freeway improvements would be focused on the access points. For the
Near West Corridor, these points would be located near the existing intersection of Route 340
and Route 279 and at the new interchange on the south side of the Village.
Due to the location of this corridor along the existing US 71 alignment within Missouri,
secondary impacts to land use within Missouri would be minimal.
Since both public and private infrastructure have been provided in the areas of Bella Vista,
capacity is available for new development and growth in the areas surrounding th~ freeway
route, this corridor would favorably impact the area's economic growth potential.

Existing Corridor
Freeway improvements along the Existing Corridor would serve to reinforce the current patterns
of development within the Study Area and would provide better service to the more populated
segments of the Study Area. Within Bella Vista, the percentage of built-upon residential lots in
subdivisions with proximity to US 71 suggests that a majority of current residents prefer to have
more direct access to the roadway system. Under this alternative, land in direct proximity to the
Existing Corridor can be expected to continue to develop faster than other areas of Bella Vista
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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and the freeway improvements could speed up the rate of current development. However, the
current patterns of development would remain unaffected.
Commercial activities already located along existing US 71 can be expected to stay in their
current locations under this alternative. Improved access, due to grade-separated crossings of
the freeway, would allow some local patrons of commercial activities along US 71 to make their
trips without interfacing with through traffic.
Implementation of this alternative would reinforce the current development patterns of the Study
Area. A review of the development plan for Bella Vista reveals that tracts of land reserved for
future development exist at all three major commercial centers along the existing alignment.
This planned flexibility would allow Town Center, Sugar Creek, and Cunningham Centers to
grow to meet increased needs for retail and services in the Existing Corridor. However, there
would be a limit to the growth capacity of the corridor and growth could potentially cause
congestion at access points.

B.

Farmland Impacts

The soils information developed previously and presented in Chapter Ill was used to assess the
potential impacts of the various alternatives on the agricultural resource base in the Study Area.
The soil survey information for McDonald County, Missouri is currently incomplete. The NRCS
was contacted to determine the status of the McDonald County soil survey. Both the
Springfield and Neosho NRCS offices verified that the soil survey has been completed for the
Soil series
southern portions of McDonald County - those areas relevant to this study.
mapping and calculations of farmland impacts were completed based on these data.

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No-Build" Alternative would have no primary impacts on existing prime farmlang resources
within the Study Area. The TSM measures would most likely not require additional right-of-way
and would therefore have no impacts on the existing prime farmland resource base.

2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

For the purposes of the impact analysis, hectareage (acreage) impacts were based on a 107
meter (350 feet) wide corridor for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. The only exception was in
the Existing Alternative in Benton County where the corridor width varies and much of the
alternative utilizes existing AHTD right-of-way. Quantified impacts to farmlands include only
those areas that would be located within an alternative's right-of-way consisting of farmland
soils· that are on undeveloped land or out of the existing AHTD right-of-way. Soil series
mapping and a calculation of farmland impacts were completed for the "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives.

a.

Primary Impacts

There are several segments and optional alignments within each Study Corridor. Therefore,
total farmland impacts for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives are presented as a range of impacts
in hectares (acres) for each segment. Table IV-2 presents the impacts of each alternative
according to the three types of farmlands - Prime Farmland, Prime Farmland if Drained, and
Farmland of Statewide Importance.
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TABLE IV-2
IMPACTS TO FARMLAND SOILS
hectares (acres)
-

"Freeway-Build"
Alternatives

Prime Fannland
If Drained
"
~·\'!!~·~·
"'. ,~'v;,".'·
. Jllri·
.es. · :'' ~·;;;r_ ·
-~·
,~~""'
·"'~~ .-:.~~M:!;¥:~'~~~-;,,
·''" ''"' . '-';~f!'·
· --~Mflt'-~~·
Interim
O*
1.2 3.0)*
EX/NWA1
O*
EX/NWB1
0.0*
0.4 1.0)*
O*
EX/NWC1
EXD1
0.0*
O*
1.6 (4.0)
0
Total: Interim
Ultimate (Not including interim quantities)
0.0*
O*
FWA1
1.4 3.5)*
O*
FWA2
1.4 3.5)*
O*
FWA3
0.0*
O*
FWB1/C1
FWB2/C2
0.0*
O*
FWD1
15.08 37.26)
0
FWD2
2.23 5.51
0
FW/NWH1
3.25 8.03
0
FW/NWH2
3.25 8.03
0
6.88 to 19.73
0
Total: Ultimate (Range)
(17.04 to 48.79)
8.48 to 21.33
0
Total: Interim + Ultimate
(21.04 to 52.79)
CRanoe)
21.36 (52.79) .
Total: Interim + Ultimate
0

~~--D.1~~1-

Prime Fannland

..

~;-:.

.

Ultimate
EX/NWA1,B1,C1
EXD1
EXE1
Total: Ultimate
CAlt. EX/NWA1,B1,C1,EXD1,E1)

.

•

!

)'(f;~i1-~1if&.'il;~iiil{
3.2 7.8)*
1.3 3.3 *
0.8 2.0 *
0.4 1.0)*
5.7 (14.1
1.4 3.4 *
7.9 19.6)*
8.6 21.2)*
10.4 25.6 *
7.92 19.58 *
33.10 81.79
3.48 8.60
0.34 0.84
0.34 0.84
13.14 to 52.44
(32.42 to 129.43)
18.84 to 58.14
(46.52 to 143.53)
55.65 (137.51)

~~·llJ!!;BllEI-

Interim
EXD1
4.45 11.0 *
Ultimate (Not includino interim ciuantities)
EX/NWA1 ,81 ,C1
3.64 9.0)*
0.40 1.0)*
NWD1/E1
NWF1
4.03 9.96
2.66 6.57
NWF2
. 1.90 4.69
NWF3
2.66 6.57
NWF4
1.90 4.69)
NWF5
0.00
NWG1
3.25 8.03)
FW/NWH1
3.25 8.03)
FW/NWH2
9.19to11.33
Total: Ultimate
(22.72 to 27.99)
(Range)
13.64 to 15.78
Total: Interim + Ultimate
(33.72 to 38.99)
(Range)
14.40 (35.60)
Total: Interim + Ultimate
(Alt. EX/NWA1,B1,C1,
NWD1/E1 ,F2,G1 ,FW/NWH1
• •- '<*

Fannland of Statewide
Importance

O*

8.90 22.0 *

O*
O*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.28 (18.0 *
4.85 12.0 *
10.07 24.88
10.07 24.88
5.171 12.77
8.141 20.11
3.24 (8.0
0.00
0.34 (0.84)
0.34 (0.84)
15.72 to 22.55
(38.84 to 55.72)
24.62 to 31.45
(60.84 to 77.72)
31.44 (77.72)

0
0

.

·..." .,·.w~~ff-::~~~~. .~~c~~~~~~11.-fr?7f~~~-

3.64 9.0)*
4.45 11.0)*
1.65 4.08
9.74 (24.08)

O*
O*
0
0

7.28 18.0 *
8.90 22.0 *
1.44 3.56)
17.63 (43.56)

* Estimated quantities based on preliminary information provided by McDonald County NRCS.
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Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

The "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would likely result in some secondary impacts to farmland due
to the conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses. New development would likely occur at
access points located along the freeway. Farmers affected by the conversion of all or part of
their land to the development of a roadway may choose to no longer farm or cultivate their land.
As a result, more farmland soils could be taken out of production if farmers choose to sell their
land. If the farmland is sold, it may be subdivided and converted to commercial or residential
land use. New development may be delayed as utilities are gradually brought into the
properties near the new facility. New commercial development would depend on the location,
and such development would be expected to occur in areas already near the main population
center. On thi$ basis, it is reasonable to conclude that the Far West Corridor would have the
most secondary and cumulative impacts to farmlands.

c.

NRCS Form SCS-CPA-106

Impacts to the farmland resource base have been analyzed and compared through a process
developed by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) called the Farmland
Conversion Impact Rating for Corridor Type Projects. Form SCS-CPA-106, which is the
documentation for this rating, is found in Appendix H. On this form, the Total Points scored for
the recommended alternatives within each corridor did not exceed the 160-point threshold
established for consideration of farmland protection measures. An explanation of the corridor
assessment criteria used to determine the score of each alternative on the form can also be
found in Appendix H.

C.

Social Impacts

The analysis of social impacts involves the assessment of a variety of factors that act
collectively to create or reinforce a sense of community or place. Community is typically formed
through associations between residents and key elements such as neighborhoods, places of
commerce, schools, public facilities and gathering places such as worship centers and civic
clubs. The degree to which alternatives would influence or impact these patterns of social
interaction and community is summarized below and detailed in the following text.
Important to social institutions are critical mass and size of the service area. Critical mass is
the amount of population needed for a particular social institution, activity, or service, to be
provided. Without the sufficient critical mass of people within a geographic area, residents
need to travel outside the area to obtain services or to gain access to institutions. When the
service area of the institution increases due to low density of population, people delay or forego
the social activities and services due to additional travel costs, convenience and time.

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The only potential impacts to the current social environment for the "No-Build" Alternative would
relate to the effects of the traffic conditions along the US 71 Corridor. Communities in the
Study Area currently experiencing population growth would have increased traffic congestion on
both US 71 and local road crossings, especially in Bella Vista. The ability to cross US 71 would
become an increasing social barrier to local residents. This would be mitigated somewhat by
the TSM improvements which would have an overall positive effect on allowing for the safe
social interaction of the Study Area residents, especially in Pineville and Bella Vista where the
highway facility crosses local traffic within the urbanized areas.
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FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

The three "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would provide varying degrees of safe and reasonable
accessibility for residents of Bella Vista and Pineville to social interaction venues,
neighborhoods, and places of commerce.

a.

Far West Alternative

The Far West Alternative poses the feast negati:ve effect to the social structure of the Study
Area's communities and neighborhoods. With the exception of a few isolated homesteads, this
alternative would not have the effect of physically barring current social interaction patterns.
Due to the general lack of population near the alternative, there would be little notable positive
impact to the current social structure of the areas near the alternative. However, due to the
improved safety and operational conditions of the existing US 71 roadway, current established
community interaction patterns would not be inhibited and would be improved.
This improvement in existing social interaction patterns would be due primarily to the removal of
current impediments relating to traffic congestion and safety problems along existing US 71.
With the Far West Alternative, these impediments would be removed through the diversion of
through trips to the bypass facility and the improved operations of the existing US 71 roadway.
These improved operational conditions would result from lower overall traffic volumes, fewer
trucks, and traffic signals at major intersections for better traffic control. With the separation of
through trips and local trips, some of which having socially-related trip purposes, considerable
driver frustration would be eliminated and the system's overall safety would be improved.
Because a driver's expectations regarding travel speed and delays are different depending on
the nature of the trip - through trip versus local trip - the separation of these trips would
provide an overall safer transportation system. The importance of this issue is of even greater
significance when the average age and resulting driving ability of the local Bella Vista resident
is considered. Because the Far West Alternative separates local traffic from through traffic, it
would improve and enhance the opportunities for Bella Vista residents to socially interact with
one another.
One key indicator of social interaction and structure is the existence of a place of worship. With
the exception of Hiwasse area including the whole southern segment of the bypass, there are
no places of worship within two miles of the Far West Alternative. It is believed that this
alternative would facilitate the platting of the western portion of Cooper Community's holdings
and would also increase the amount of home building west of Loch Lomond. Further, this
future population base distributed over a greater area potentially undermines the existing social
institution's ability to provide community services.

b.

Near West Alternative

The Near West Alternative poses the greatest negative effect on the social structure of the
Study Area's communities and neighborhoods. Namely, numerous residences within the
Village would be physically severed from the surrounding community near Bella Vista Center.
Physical disruption to this area would cause irreparable harm to the social structure. This
alternative would impact six churches, the Arts and Crafts Center, Bella Vista Memorial
Gardens, and the Bella Vista Community Center. These impacts would include direct impacts
such as displacement of the facility, or proximal impacts such as increased noise, poor air
quality, visual effects, and decreased water quality. One positive social benefit for this
alternative would be increased access to privately owned recreational facilities in the western
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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portion of the development such as the Loch Lomond Yacht Club and the Scottsdale Golf
Course.
Similar to the Far West Alternative, the Near West Alternative would provide some separation
of through trips and local trips. Local trips 'JVOUld be able to use the existing US 71 roadway
without the same degree of traffic congestion, accident risk, driver frustration, and
incompatibility with other trips purposes and driver expectations as would result with the "NoBuildn Alternative. However, due to the location of the bypass facility within the social setting of
the Bella Vista community, the negative impacts of the Alternative would likely offset any
improvements in social interaction created by improved traffic operations or accessibility. Social
impacts not specifically relating to travel access and ease would move from the existing US 71
roadway area to the areas surrounding the Near West Alternative location.
c.

Existing Alternative

From a location standpoint, the Existing Alternative would encourage the continuance of the
existing US 71 Corridor as the primary development spine of the area, and consequently, the
existing social institutions serving this area would be expected to continue to mature and
flourish at a rate similar to or slightly better than the "No-Buildn Alternative. Should the capacity
of these institutions be reached, the Existing Alternative would provide little opportunity through
improved transportation access for the expansion of new social interactions in other areas of
the · community. The Existing Alternative would reinforce the existing patterns of social
interaction within the community. The US 71 Corridor is contiguous to six of the eight privately
owned recreational lakes, four of the eight privately owned golf courses, and seven of the
sixteen places of worship.
The Existing Alternative would provide some positive impacts to the social interaction of the
Bella Vista community by removing the current unsafe and inconvenient barriers for some of the
social interaction patterns of the community. Currently, traffic congestion and accident risks
along existing US 71 inhibit the ability or willingness of the area's residents to socially interact.
This problem is magnified by the high volume of trips which pass through the community on US
71 with driver expectations incompatible with the expectations of the local drivers. This problem
is further exacerbated by the decreased ability of the typical local driver due to the elderly status
of the community's residents. The Existing Alternative would separate those local trips that
cross but do not use US 71. These social interaction patterns or trips would benefit from the
Existing Alternative, but patterns that directly utilize US 71 would not realize an equivalent
measure of benefit. Some local trips would still need to utilize the US 71 roadway, and its
nature as a freeway facility would be a deterrent to the interaction of the Bella Vista residents
for these trips. This problem is magnified due to the higher travel speeds and driver
expectations of the freeway through trips and those of the local drivers. Though some of the
incompatibilities of the abilities of local drivers, due to their age, and the typical freeway through
trip may be mitigated through auxiliary lanes or changes in travel routes, the issue of unsafe
travel conditions for local trips would exist none the less.

D.

Environmental Justice

1.

METHODOLOGY/REGULATIONS

Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations was the result of a recognition that some Federal
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Actions were having a disproportional adverse effect on certain designated population
segments. Executive Order 12898 was signed February 11, 1994. Since then, federal
agencies have developed interim guidelines and policy guidance to assist in the evaluation of
federal actions for conformance with the spirit and the intent of Executive Order 12898.
The FHWA has issued technical guidance and developed policy papers on the implementation
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and its associated regulations as well as
various Executive Orders. AHTD and MoDOT have adhered to these guidelines, regulations
and policies in the preparation of the Draft EIS. This Draft EIS does review the proposed action
and its alternatives in light of the interim policy and guidance of implementing Executive Order
12898.
To briefly summarize the intent of Executive Order 12898, the proposed action is to be
reviewed for effects on minority populations and low-income populations. This is accomplished
through the development of demographic baseline conditions within the affected environment
and through the consideration of social impacts. The baseline demographic analysis is
discussed in Chapter Ill, Section A This analysis show that minority populations, as well as
low-income individuals and families, are virtually absent from the Study Area. Social impacts
are discussed in Chapter IV, Section C.
When a project does have a minority or low-income population who would be affected by the
proposed federal action and its alternatives, the EIS should evaluate the specific characteristics
of populations which would be affected. This could include impacts to traditional cultural
properties as in the case of Native Americans; impacts to ecosystems that the minority or lowincome populations are dependent on; impacts to the availability of replacement housing in
minority or low-income population areas; and impacts to the business sector, both for business
owners and employees in minority or low-income populations.
During the initial screening of alternatives, existing land use patterns, housing characteristics,
cultural resources and potential environmental constraints within the Study Corridors were
identified. As the alternatives were refined, additional field studies were undertaken and the
key indicators were again documented and evaluated. This systematic interdisciplinary
approach to the corridor and alternative evaluations is well documented within this Draft EIS.
Executive Order 12898 also addresses the importance of providing the opportunity for the
affected population to be informed of the proposed action and its alternatives. It is likewise
important to provide the affected population the opportunity to provide comments throughout
the corridor location and route selection process. The US 71 Corridor Location and
Environmental Study included an extensive public involvement process.
Plans to involve the public in the study of US 71 commenced at the project kick-off meetings
and have continued throughout the study. The public involvement program for US 71 was
structured to maximize effectiveness in communicating with the public and to make record of
and respond to the key issues and concerns of the various publics involved. This included the
following activities: information gathering meetings, public meetings, presentations to area
groups and organizations, corridor advisory council, public officials communications, press
briefings; press releases; newsletters; local project office address, toll free phone hotline;
project database; meeting notices; project logo; and map displays at local sites.
For a more detailed description of the public and agency involvement process, see Chapter VII
of this Draft EIS.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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ASSESSMENT ·

The heart of the environmental justice review consists of demonstrating that an identifiable low
income population or minority population would not experience adverse disproportionate
impacts by the proposed action. Although there have been substantial increases in minority
populations in recent years, it does not show up in the 1990 Census . .
The minority population that is present has moved into the area, drawn by jobs in the poultry
business, oniy within the last several years. The Kansas City Star newspaper, September 28,
1997, had an article on this entitled, Blending Two Cultures, and focused on Noel, Missouri.
This city is outside the Study Area, located both north and west of the project's location. The
land use or environmental survey work noted areas where it appeared that both low income and
minority populations resided or worked. It was found that neighborhoods or areas where the low
income or minority population reside or are employed are not present within the Study Area, the
corridors, or the alternative alignments, that are presently being studied.
During field work, it was noted that there were some minority residents within the East Corridor,
but this corridor was eliminated early on for a variety of reasons including a lack of traffic
diversion from US 71. Reducing traffic on US 71 was an important consideration in assessing
the effects of the proposed corridors.
Since the areas where low income and minority populations reside are not affected by the
project, the next consideration is the location of the low income and minority populations'
employment centers. The question to be asked is are the employment centers being impacted,
or would the corridors be severing the residents from their commercial or employment base.
From observations and community contacts at public meetings and corridor advisory meetings,
it was noted that there are relatively few minority or low income persons working within the
Study Area.
At the present, only one minority operated business has been identified, the El Toro Mexican
Restaurant. It is one of three commercial establishments taken by the Far West Alternative and
one of the six businesses impacted by the Near West Alternative. It is not affected by the
Existing Alternative. Improvement to the US 71 I US 71 B Interchange is the project component
which affects the El Toro Restaurant.
In terms of environmental justice review, there are no adverse disproportional impacts to the
low income or minority population for any of the proposed alternatives. In as much as the
business displacements are relatively few in numbers; three for the Far West and six for the
Near West, even a single business which is minority operated, such as the El Toro Restaurant,
becomes more apparent than in a project which has numerous business displacements.
Although there has not been a business displacement survey which clearly identifies the
characteristics of the businesses in question, it is unlikely that there are other minority owned or
operated businesses within the Study Area. Based on this observation of many of the
businesses and those attending the public information meetings, it is likely that the El Toro
Restaurant would be the only minority operated business within the Study Area.

E.

Relocation Impacts

Among all the impacts of the construction of a highway or other major transportation
improvement project, the acquisition of real property, including residences and businesses, is
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the action that engenders the most discussion among those directly· affected. In an effort to
make the property acquisition process as equitable as possible, regulations have been
developed to ensure adequate consideration and compensation for the persons whose property
is required for the project. Regardless of the impact, it is often traumatic to be uprooted from
one's home, business or the land that has been in the family for generations. While many longtime residents have willingly participated in the recent real estate boom, others have not. It is
likely that both long-time residents and recently arrived persons may be affected by the
acquisition of their property.
1.

REGULATIONS

Property that is required for the construction of US 71 improvements would be subject to the
provisions of Public Law 91-646, as amended by Public Law 100-17. Public Law 91-646 is the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 and is
generally referred to as the Uniform Act. This is a federal law. Public Law 100-17 is the
Surface Transportation Act of 1987 that amended certain provisions of P.L. 91-646. It also is a
federal law.
Provisions of the current lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) H.R. 2950
have also included all references to the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, and these provisions require compliance with Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (H.R. 2950-34, Section 1017 Acquisition of Rights-of-Way).
a.

Benton County, Arkansas

It is AHTD's policy that adequate replacement housing be available, built if necessary, before
any person would be required to move from their dwelling. All replacement housing must be
fair and offered to all affected persons regardless of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
Construction of the project would not begin until decent, safe, and sanitary replacement
housing is in place and offered to all affected persons. As contained. in 49 CFR 23.203 (c), "No
lawful occupant shall be required to move unless he or she has received at least 90 days
advance written notice of the earliest date by which he or she may be required to maven.
There are two basic types of relocation payments available: (1) Replacement Housing
payments, and (2) Moving expense payments. Replacement Housing payments are made to
· qualified owners and tenants. An owner may receive a payment of up to. $22,500 above and
beyond the appraisal of the existing dwelling for the increased cost of a comparable
replacement dwelling. The amount of this payment is determined by a study of the housing
market. If the replacement dwelling chosen by the displaced contains a larger size home site
than the displaced site, the cost of the additional property would be deducted from the
replacement housing payment. Owners may also be eligible for payment to compensate them
for the increased interest cost of a new mortgage and the incidental expenses incurred in
connection with the purchase of a replacement dwelling.
·
A qualified tenant may receive a payment of up to $5,250. Tenants may elect to receive a
down payment rather than a rental subsidy to enable them to purchase a replacement dwelling.
These replacement-housing payments are made in addition to moving expense payments. All
displaced persons are eligible for reimbursement for actual reasonable moving costs.
If the displacee is not satisfied with the amounts offered as relocation payments. They would
be provided a form to assist in filing a formal appeal. A hearing would be arranged at a time
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and place convenient for the displacee, and the facts of the case would be promptly and
carefully reviewed.
Relocation
Relocation
properties.
assistance

services would be provided until all persons are satisfactorily relocated. The
Office would have listings of available replacement housing and commercial
Information is also maintained concerning other federal and state programs offering
to displaced persons.

Similar to the relocation procedures for residences, AHTD would utilize all possible sources of
funding or other sources that may be available to businesses. All displaced businesses would
be eligible for reimbursement for actual reasonable moving costs. This type of payment would
not be less than $1,000 or more than $20,000. Businesses are also eligible for displaced
business payments, which are intended to assist operators should they terminate operations.
b.

McDonald County, Missouri

MoDOT makes available two booklets - When a Highway Comes Your Way and The
Relocation Assistance and Payment Program. These booklets explain the process, benefits
and rights under the law. As is expressed by these booklets, it is the policy of MoDOT that no
person would move from their dwelling until at least one comparable replacement dwelling has
been made available to that person(s). A comparable replacement dwelling is safe, decent and
sanitary, functionally similar, and within the financial means of the relocatee. Should these
criteria not be met, last resort housing will be made available. The replacement housing must
also be open to persons regardless of race, color, religion, sex or national origin (Title VIII, 1968
Civil Rights Acts).
Under most circumstances, persons residing in a mobile home would be eligible for the same
relocation payments as relocatees who live in conventional dwellings. Advisory services would
be provided on a reasonable basis commensurate with the relocatees' needs. Relocatees
would be eligible to receive referrals of available replacement properties, assistance in filing
claims and other reasonable assistance necessary to assure successful relocation.
Comparability would be based primarily on functional rather than physical similarity. The
relocation coordination office maintains liaison activities with other agencies rendering services
to persons who must relocate. Occupants of residences and businesses would be entitled to
receive reasonable and necessary moving costs and related expenses in relocating their
personal property, provided that the established policies of MoDOT are followed.

2.

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

a.

Residential (Owner-Occupied)

A review of housing availability in the Study Area was conducted during May and June 1997.
(These data in general were confirmed in the Fall of 1999 through additional discussions with
area realtors.) A Realtor located in Bella Vista provided an active listing of residences listed
within the Bella Vista development. The asking .price of the Bella Vista area residences varied
from $17,900 to $445,000 with a mean asking price of $123,258 and a median price of
$107,500. The distribution of prices for Bella Vista residences is shown in Table IV-3. The
Realtor also provided an active listing of residences · and farm listings in northern Benton
County, Arkansas. The asking price of the Benton County residences and farms varied from
$5, 700 to $1,250,000, with a mean asking price of $125.415 and a median price of $84,900.
Realtors located in Anderson, Missouri indicated that there were 71 residences and farms listed
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with them for the area in southern McDonald County. The Realtors were not members of the
Multiple Listing Service (MLS) which compiles listed property for· sale in a selected area. The
Realtors also indicated that they did not know of a Realtor in this area that is a member of the
MLS. The asking price of the McDonald County residences and farms varied form $19,500 to.
$459,000 with a mean asking price of $95,138 and a median price of $59,950. The distribution
of prices for the McDonald County and Benton County residences and farms is shown in Table
IV-3.
TABLE IV-3
NUMBER OF AVAILABLE RESIDENTIAL UNITS FOR SALE
NEAR THE STUDY AREA BY PRICE RANGE
Price
Ranae
$0-$24 999
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000 - $74,999
$75,000 - $99 999
$100,000 and over
Total

Bella Vista
2
13
78
90
218
401

Number of Residential Units
Benton County!''
19
18
25
42
61
165

McDonald County!''
2
23
17.
3
26
71

"' Includes residences and farms.

b.

Residential (Rental)

A review of the 1990 US Census shows the percentage of renter-occupied housing ranges from
15 percent to 30 percent within the Study Area. A Realtor located in Bella Vista provided an
active listing of rental property listed within the Bella Vista development. The monthly lease
price of the Bella Vista area residences varied from $600 to $1,300 with a mean monthly lease
price of $738 and a median lease price of $663. The Realtor also provided an active listing of
residence and farm listings in Benton County and McDonald County near the Study Area. The
lease price of the Benton County residences and farms varied from $31 O to $800 with a mean
lease price of $543 and a median lease price of $550. The lease price of the McDonald County
residences and farms varied from $200 to $550 with a mean lease price of $339 and a median
lease price of $300. A price distribution of available rental housing units in Bella Vista, Benton
County and McDonald County is shown in Table IV-4. As shown in the table, there is a number
of rental housing units available at a wide lease price range within the Study Area.
TABLE IV-4
NUMBER OF AVAILABLE RESIDENTIAL RENTAL UNITS
NEAR THE STUDY AREA BY PRICE RANGE
Monthly Rental
Fees
$200-$300
$300-$400
$400-$500
$500-$600
$600-$700
$700-$800
$800-$900
$900 - $1,000
>$1,000
Total
Ill

Bella Vista
0
0
0
0
7
1
1
0
1

Number of Residential Units
Benton County!''
0
4
8
5
6
4
1
0
0

McDonald County!''
2
6
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

10

28

11

Includes residences and farms.
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Quality of Available Residential Dwellings

The units contained in the housing inventory are located in Southwest Missouri and Northwest
Arkansas near the Study Area. These numbers and condition of dwellings are comparable and
adequate to provide replacement housing for the types of families to be displaced for all of the
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives. Housing in the area is considered plentiful and the housing
market should not be detrimentally affected. There should be no problems with insufficient
housing at the time of project construction. In the event housing cannot be found or can be
found but not within the displacees economic means at the time of displacement, Section 206
of Public Law 91-646 (Housing of Last Resort) would be utilized to its fullest and practical
extent.
The dwellings contained in the inventory have been determined to be comparable and decent,
safe and sanitary, in an area not less desirable in regard to public utiliti~s and public and
commercial facilities. The dwellings are reasonably accessible to the displacees' place of
employment, adequate to accommodate the displacees, and in a neighborhood that is not
subject to unreasonable adverse environmental factors. It has been determined that the
available housing is within the financial means of the displacees and is fair housing, open to all
persons regardless of race, color, sex, religion or national origin and consistent with the
requirements of Title VIII of the Civil Rights of 1968.
d.

Commercial

A commercial property inventory conducted at the same time as the residential inventory
indicates there are 10 buildings available for sale, 25 buildings available for lease, and 45 lots
available for development near the Study Area (see Table IV-5). There were no commercial
buildings available for sale in Bella Vista. The commercial buildings available for sale in Benton
County ranged in size from 144 square meters (1,550 square feet) to 3,654 square meters
(39,326 square feet) and in cost from $56.10 per square meter ($5.21 per square foot) to
$1,560.33 per square meter ($144.96 per square foot). The commercial buildings available for
sale in McDonald County ranged in size from 112 square meters (1 ,200 square feet) to 279
square meters (3,000 square feet) and in cost from $175.80 per square meter ($16.33 per
square foot) to $269.10 per square meter ($25.00 per square foot). There was a general trend
for the larger buildings to be cheaper on an area basis.
TABLE IV-5
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS AVAILABLE FOR SALE NEAR THE STUDY AREA
Price
$per
Square Meter
$0-$269
$269-$538
$538-$807
$807 -$1 076
$1,076 - $1 346
$1,346 - $1,615

$per
Sauare Foot
$0-$25
$25-$50
$50-$75
$75-$100
$100-$125
$125-$150
TOTALS:

Bella Vista
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Benton
County
1
3
1
1
0
2

McDonald
County
2
0
0
0
0
0

8

2

The commercial buildings available for lease in Bella Vista were located in the Highland Center
and Sugar Creek Center and ranged in area from 93 square meters (1 ,000 square feet) tO 139
square meters (1,500 square feet) and cost $9.80 per square meter ($0.91 per square foot).
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There was only one commercial building available for lease in Benton County. It was a 557
square meters (6,000 square foot) restaurant available in Rogers for $7,900 per month which is
$14.20 per square meter ($1.32 per square foot). There was also only one commercial building
available for lease in McDonald County. It was a 190 square meter (2,040 square foot) building
available in rural McDonald County for $850 per month which is $4.50 per meter square ($0.42
per square foot) (see Table IV-6).
TABLE IV-6
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS AVAILABLE FOR LEASE NEAR THE STUDY AREA
Price
$per
$per
Square Foot per
Square Meter per
Month
Month

$4.30 -$5.40
$5.40 - $6.50
$6.50 -$7.50
$7.50 -$8.60
$8.60 -$9.70
$9. 70 - $10.80
$10.80 - $11.80
$11.80 - $12.90
$12.90 -$14.00
$14.00-$15.10

$0.40 - $0.50
$0.50 - $0.60
$0.60 -$0.70
$0.70 - $0.80
$0.80 - $0.90
$0.90 - $1.00
$1.00-$1.10
$1.10 :- $1.20
$1.20 - $1.30
$1.30 - $1.40
TOTALS:

Bella Vista

0
0
0
0

o·
23
0
0
0
0

23

Benton
Countv

McDonald
Countv

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

There were 35 lots available for development at 11 differentlocations within Bella Vista. They
ranged in size from 0.8 hectares (1.9 acres) to 4.9 hectares (12.1 acres) and cost from
$376,834 per hectare ($152,500 per acre) to $969,134 per hectare ($392,196 per acre). The
lots available in Benton County ranged in size from 0.2 hectares (0.5 acres) to 4.8 hectares
(11.9 acres) and costfrom $22,190 per hectare ($8,980 per acre) and $860,685 per hectare
($348,308 per acre) (see Table IV-7). There was a general trend for the larger lots to be
cheaper on an area basis.
TABLE IV-7
LOTS AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT NEAR THE STUDY AREA
$ per Hectare

$per Acre

Bella Vista

Benton
County

McDonald
County

$0 - $123,552
$123,552 - $247, 104
$247, 104 -$370,656
$370,656 - $494,209
$494,209 -$617,761
$617,761 -$741,313
$741,313 -$864,865
$864,865 - $988,418

$0-$50,000
$50,000- $100,000
$100,000- $150,000
$150,000 - $200,000
$200,000 - $250,000
$250,000 - $300,000
$300,000 - $350,000
$350,000 -$400,000

0
0
0
9
24
2
0
0

1
2
4
0
1
0
0
1

35

9

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Price

TOTALS:

3.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

No residential or business displacements would result from the "No-Build" Alternative, which
includes TSM enhancements.
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"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

a.

Methodology

IV-19

An inventory of the existing residential and business structures located within the alignments of
the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives was conducted. This inventory was prepared utilizing the
project's aerial mosaic maps at a scale of 1:5,000 for the Far West, Near West and Existing
Alternative in Missouri and a scale of 1:2,500 for the Existing Alternative in Arkansas. Field
verification was performed along the various alignments to distinguish between business,
residential and storage/out buildings. Field verification was also used to verify the status of
poultry houses in the Study Corridors. Along the Existing Alternative, existing businesses were
noted if they would potentially be displaced or if impacts would be limited to encroachments on
existing parking lots. Cost estimates for right-of-way acquisition and displacements are
presented in Chapter II for each "Freeway-Build" Alternative. The additional impacts of partial
acquisitions of property were not considered, particularly regarding issues relating to
uneconomical remnants. At this stage of the study, the impact assessment is based on the
methodologies described above. As more details are developed for the improvements, whether
as part of this study or in subsequent design development stages, more detailed information
regarding. the characteristics of the displacements will be collected and made available.

b.

Commercial Building Impacts

Descriptions and locations of the existing business and public use structures that would be
impacted by the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives are shown in Table IV-8.

c.

Assessment of Commercial Building Impacts

The majority of commercial properties listed in the previous tables would make satisfactory
replacements for the potentially impacted businesses with the exception of Don's Stateline
Store, Jug Store Liquors, Village Ship and Shore, Jones Golf Cars and the Highland Christian
Church. Currently, there are no available commercial sites near the State Line in McDonald
County to relocate Don's Stateline Store and Jug Store Liquors. Property would need to be
purchased and replacement structures constructed. Village Ship and Shore, Jones Golf Cars
and the Highlands Christian Church, which is under construction, currently have no available
replacements because of their building size and/or land area needs. Property would need to be
purchased and replacement structures constructed.
As shown in Tables IV-5 and IV-6, opportunities for commercial relocation in McDonald County
for those businesses located north of the state line are limited. There are currently only two
commercial buildings for sale and one for lease in McDonald County. Two of the four
businesses potentially impacted need to remain in McDonald County near the state line due to
the nature of their business. A significant portion of their customer base comes from Arkansas.
The relocation issue for businesses being displaced in Bella Vista is less complex, in part ·due
to the available commercial space for lease in two shopping centers. Although there is no
commercial space for sale in Bella Vista, there are eight buildings for sale in Benton County.
These buildings are located outside the immediate area of the commercial displacement.
Commercial building lots are also available within Bella Vista and Benton County. Only one
commercial building lot is available in McDonald County. The McDonald County commercial
buildings which that be displaced would have minimal infrastructure requirements and would not
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depend on being near other commercial establishments, such as in a shopping center. These
likely would not require a fully developed commercial lot.
Impacts to the privately owned public golf courses wol,lld be limited to encroachments into the
existing courses' properties. No impacts to existing golf course buildings would occur. These
encroachments onto golf courses were not listed as displacement impacts, and any impacts to
the properties would be adequately mitigated and the courses would remain fully functional.

TABLE IV-8
POTENTIAL DISPLACEMENT LISTING OF
BUSINESSES AND PUBLIC USE FACILITIES
Description of
Business/Public Use Structure

~~=

F1, F2, F3
F1, F2, F3
F4, FS
H2
H1,H2
H1,H2
F2, F3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

d. ·

American Le ion Post 341
Bella Vista Museum
AHTO Rest Area

01
01
01
01
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1

Business
Business
Business
Business

Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business ..
Business
Business
Business
Public
Public
Public

Residential Dwelling Impacts

Table IV-9 shows the potential residential, business and public use facility displacements for
each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives.
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TABLE IV-9
POTENTIAL DISPLACEMENTS FOR
THE "FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES
"Freeway-Build"
Alternatives

- '-- "" .... • .• .. "• ~••

·"!J"".f: ~

· iii

EX/NWA1 ,81 ,C1 ,EXD1 (Interim)
FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1
FWB2
Total Missouri
FWC1
FWC2
FWD1
FWD2
FWH1
FWH2
Total Arkansas
Total Project
'..
- ··:i.:o ·.•
.., ,
EXD1 (Interim)
EX/NWA1 B1,C1
NWD1/E1
Total Missouri
"Freeway-Build"
Alternatives
NWF1 (Links 1, 4, and 8)
NWF2 (Links 1 3 5, 6 and 8)
NWF3 Clinks 2, 5, 6 and 8)
NWF4 (Links 1 3, 5 and 7)
NWF5 Clinks 2, 5 and 7)
NWG1
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2
Total Arkansas
Total Project

tlliE

;~

""'~-...

..... ""'" -'..

'x

~

- ~.-

~ ~ -~.··· "'~-

..

Poultry
Business

1
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0-1
0-1

.

0

.

2-3
0
0
10
7
2
6
9-16
11-19

1
11
2
1
2-13
3-14

2
2
2
2

-!~···1 ~a~>'.·;:.,,,....,~ .' •..- "\: I

3
3
0
6
Conventional
Residence
6
15
14
10
9
3
2
6
11-24
17-30
3
3
6
6
6
12

•

-

Public

......,

.

2
0
0
1
0

_ _, :t.•.,;i -J)••
,;~.!Jii ::m:'.ll.":'[f,;~;.-..~- '-' •_.,_;,,..,.
_..
.!!

EX/NWA1 B1,C1
EXD1
Total Missouri
EXE1
Total Arkansas
Total Project

General
Business

e

1
2
0
3
Mobile
Residence
0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2-5
5-8
~'"'-"'
2
1
3
0
0
3

.!,"'iii:".'

...:.'" "'"-·

4
0
0
4
General
Business
2
2
0
1
1
0
2
2
2-4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'0i...lil! IEllll
0
,•

0
0
0
Poultry
Public
Business
Facilitv
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
6-8
..~;:,
~~)1-?;~
"~~~
......~~J:~~-~if&
-~ Jt·~~ ~
"
~.·· :,.;: 1~.if.·~~&}
?-'.~ . .
. ..••
-' ".tu}
~.
1 - . .. ··-~
.~r,~ ..... ":.(;.;.
.;
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
0
0
11
0
3
11
0
3
0
15
3
0

0
0

Far West Co"idor
Depending on the alternative within the Far West Corridor, this corridor would displace between
11 to 19 occupied single-family residences and 3 to 14 mobile home residences. Of these, up
to 9 may be renter-occupied residences. In addition, 2 occupied businesses and up to 1 poultry
farm could be displaced. No public use facilities would be impacted.
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Near West Corridor
Alternatives within the Near West Corridor would displace between 17 to 30 occupied singlefamily residences and 5 to 8 mobile home residences, depending on the alternative. Of these,
up to 11 may be renter-occupied residences. In addition, 6 to 8 occu.pied businesses, up to 1
poultry farm, and up to 1 public use facility could be displaced.
·

Existing Corridor
The Existing Alternative would displace approximately 12 occupied single-family residences and
3 mobile home residences. Of these, up to 5 may be renter-occupied residences. In addition,
15 occupied businesses and 3 public use facilities could be displaced.

Assessment of Residential Dwelling Impacts
A "windshield survey" (i.e. cursory, drive-by review of the dwellings conducted from a vehicle
from nearby public right-of-way) of potential residential displacements was performed to
determine the quality and characteristics of the housing that would potentially be impacted. The
quality of the residences fell into one of three categories: "good", "fair", or "poor"; with the study
focusing qn the "poor" category. These classifications were subjective. However, they were
done by the same individual to minimize observational differences. Generally the "fair"
condition residences were those which needed only minor amounts of home maintenance
activities to bring them up to the "good" category. The "poor" condition residences were those
which would need major repairs. These deficiencies included windows being completely
absent, porch supports or underpinnings in need of immediate replacement, shingles missing,
and an overall appearance of general disrepair. In two cases, it was uncertain if the residences
were occupied. The majority of the residences were considered good or fair. Four residences
were assigned to the "poor" category.
There is one "poor" residence in the Far West Corridor, Segment 02 on the northwest side of
Hiwasse. This structure is also listed as a high-risk hazardous waste site. There is one "poor"
residence in the Near West Corridor, Segment 01. This structure is a mobile home and it is not
known if it is inhabited. The mobile home has miscellaneous debris located on the north side of
the trailer including an abandoned automobile. There is one "poor" residence in the Far
West/Near West Corridor, Segment H2. This residence is a recreational vehicle. There is
miscellaneous debris located at the north end of the trailer. There is one "poor" residence in
the Existing Corridor, Segment E1. This structure appears to be an abandoned house. ·
One of the goals of this EIS was to develop a total-project methodology to define and assess
the improvement alternatives without the influence of the state line. However, in the case of
relocation impacts, the state line does become an issue. Within each state, there are different
tax rates, valuations, laws, and policies that may affect a property owner's decision on where to
relocate should he or she be impacted. For this study, it is assumed that all of the displaced
residential property owners would elect to stay in the state of their current residence. There
were no interviews conducted with residents who may be displaced by the project; specific
information about the resident(s) such as age, ethnicity, tenure, etc. is therefore not available.
A summary of residential displacements by state and corridor is described in the following
paragraphs.
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The residential displacements in the Far West and Near West Corridors are primarily south of
the Arkansas state line. As shown in Table IV-9, of the 14 to 33 residential displacements
shown for the Far West Corridor, two to three would occur in Missouri. The selected alternative
alignment in this Corridor (Alternative A3-B2-C2-D1-H1) would impact four residences in
McDonald County and fifteen residences in Benton County, of which four are mobile homes.
Similarly for the Near West Corridor, nine of the displacements are in Missouri and 13 to 29 are
in Arkansas. The selected alternative alignment in this Corridor (Alternative A/B/C/D/E-F2-H1)
would displace nine residences in McDonald County, three of which are mobile homes, and 24
residences in Benton County, of which four are mobile homes. The Existing Corridor would
have more residential displacements in Missouri than in Arkansas - 9 of the 15 are in
McDonald County. Of these nine displacements, three are mobile homes. Of the remaining six
in Benton County, none are mobile homes.
According to the 1990 Census, residential tenure by county in both states is comparable approximately three-fourths of the residences are owner occupied (75.6 percent for McDonald
County and 73.1 percent for Benton County). If displacee tenure follows a similar pattern in
Benton County, the Far West Corridor would require 8 to 23 replacement residences for owners
and 3 to 7 for renters. The one residential displacement in McDonald County is assumed to be
a owner occupied residence. For the Near West Corridor, approximately four replacement
residences for owners and one for a renter would be required in McDonald County. For Benton
County the distribution is estimated to be 13 to 22 replacement residences for owners and 4 to
7 dwellings for renters. In the Existing Corridor, the improvements would impact nine
residences in McDonald County, seven of which would be owner occupied and two would be
rental dwellings. In Benton County, the six impacted residential displacements would likely
consist of five owner occupied dwellings and one rental dwelling.
As shown in Table IV-3, the 165 available residential units for sale in Benton County are well
distributed throughout the price ranges -- 37 less than $50,000 and 61 more than $100,000 -and provide more than sufficient stock for the replacement of any residential impacts. Within
Bella Vista, while having more homes for sale especially in the higher brackets ($100,000 and
over), just over 20 percent of its homes are priced at less than $75,000. Similar to the
residential units, as shown in Table IV-4, available rental units in both McDonald County and
Benton County are sufficient for the range of anticipated impacts to rental dwellings. Available
units in Benton County currently total 28, just over half of which are $600 per month or less, and
Bella Vista has 10 units for rent, concentrated in the $600 to $700 per month range.
There are currently 71 residences for sale and 11 for rent in McDonald County -- far exceeding
the one to eight residences that would be displaced in Missouri by the improvements.
Residences for sale in McDonald County range in price from less than $25,000 (two) to
$100,000 and over (26) with over one half for sale at less than $75,000. Of the 11 residences
for rent in McDonald County, none are over $600 per month and over half are $300 to $400 per
month.
In rural areas, it has been found that some residents who find their homes being taken by the
proposed action may choose to have their existing residence moved to another location on their
property.
-

Assessment of Small Farm Operations Impacts
A related impact to direct residential displacements is those residences associated with farming
operations that would be indirectly impacted by the alternatives. For the severance impacts to
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be measurable, the farm operations would need to be of a relatively small scale. Based on a
cursory property ownership review from assessor maps, it is apparent that some existing farms
would be bisected by the "Freeway-Buildn Alternatives. It should be noted that this review was
based primarily on the ownership boundaries shown on the maps and not on operations among
adjacent landowners, subcontractor operators or family based operations.
In the establishment of the alignments for the alternatives, existing property lines were followed
to the fullest extent practical so as to reduce the number of severed or bisected properties.
Due to the ongoing transition of parts of the Study Area from agricultural uses to low density
residential, a concern would be the availability of replacement property for small scale farming
operations. If a smaller agriculture tract would be impacted by a "Freeway-Buildn Alternative
such that the operation would need to be relocated, sufficient vacant ground may not be
available in the general area of the affected tract for relocation purposes. The Arkansas portion
of the Study Area appears to be developing at a faster pace than the Missouri side, and
consequently replacement farmsteads would likely be in shorter supply in Arkansas.
Of the three "Freeway-Buildn Alternatives, the Far West Alternative, by virtue of its location
within the agricultural portions (southwestern areas) of the Study Area, would be the only
alternative with potential impacts regarding small-scale farm operations. In Missouri, the Far
West Alternative would affect one small-scale farm along Goodin Hollow Creek, taking about
one half of the farms' bottom land. This bottomland is currently used for· pasture. Two other
smaller properties, both entirely wooded, would also be bisected in Missouri. (As discussed in
Section N, efforts to avoid or minimize impacts to forested · areas were intrinsic to the
development of the "Freeway-Buildn Alternatives' alignments. Further measures to avoid and
minimize adverse impacts would be part of any subsequent design development activities.)
Other existing properties would also be severed or bisected, but not to such an extent that it
appears that there may be measurably reduced opportunities for continuing an equivalent level
of agricultural operations. In Arkansas, the Far West Alternative would bisect at least six farms
where it appears that continued agriculture activities could be problematical. For instance,
poultry barns may be avoided but much of the undeveloped property of the farm is taken. This
type of situation could make continued operations for these properties difficult.
To assess the availability of replacement properties for impacts to small scale farming
operations, local real estate agents were contacted. These agents indicated that many of the
larger farms have been subdivided into tracts ranging from 8.1 ha. (20 acres) to 32.4 ha. (80
acres) and that this trend will likely continue as property values continue to rise in the future.
They also predict that parcel splitting and resale will continue. It appears that, at least in the
near future, farm operations that would be displaced or significantly impacted by the "FreewayBuildn Alternatives can be relocated within the general vicinity of the previous operation.
It should be noted that many of the property owners contacted during field surveys expressed
general pessimism about the future of agriculture operations in the Study Area. Some indicated
a desire to retire, to subdivide and sell their land, or to have others operate the farm.
Development pressures are being felt by some property owners and consequently, they are not
sure how much longer they will continue to farm. In any case, efforts would be made as part of
subsequent design development to make the roadway alignment refinements to minimize direct
impacts to farming operations including property severance and impacts to contiguous
landforms such as wooded areas or agricultural fields.
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Economic Impacts

Highways are essentially "tools" used in transporting goods and people from one place to
another. Investments in highways contribute to economic development in that they lower
transportation and logistics costs. Such changes may be realized in numerous ways, including
improved safety, decreased fuel and vehicle operating costs, and improved awareness of the
ability to travel to the corridor, as well as revised logistics patterns. These benefits from the
highway improvements would accrue to persons or businesses whose vehicles use the area's
roadway system. Lower transportation costs would be passed on to consumers in the form of
lower prices for consumer goods; to workers in the form of higher wages; or to owners of
businesses in the form of higher profits. As a result, persons could benefit from a
transportation investment without actually traveling on the highway.
1.

DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Transportation improvements and the resulting associated travel efficiencies would cause a
number of events to occur, most of which would be beneficial to the local economies. These
events are categorized into three types:

2.

•

Economic Impacts Resulting from Highway Construction - The act of spending
large sums of construction money in the area is of economic value to an area since
contractors and construction workers are hired, gravel is purchased, etc.

•

Impact on the Region's Competitive Position - It is typically the goal of any region
to expand existing businesses, to attract new businesses and to diversify the area's
economic base. To attract new business, the region must be competitive with other
regions. Major economic trends that are taking place nationally suggest that unique
opportunities will exist in the future for less-productive and dynamic regions to
become more economically active since past centers of economic activity will not
necessarily continue to dominate. By reducing the cost of doing business, a state or
region strengthens its business climate. Facilitating faster, safer travel throughout
an economic region provides a logical means of increasing the competitive
advantage of the area.

•

Economic Impacts of Bypassing Communities - There is a strong perception
among business owners that their business is tied to "drive-by" traffic; traffic driving
through the community and stopping at their business only because they saw the
establishment from the road. Typically, constructing a highway bypass diverts
"drive-ht traffic from the existing facility and thereby reduces the amount of
business exposure and activity in the area.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION

The economic benefits associated with highway construction are a function of the construction
costs for each alternative. The more money spent in the region for construction, results in more
services rendered and more raw materials needed. These direct effects of the construction
activities would. result in both a direct economic benefit to the community, as well as an indirect
benefit as the benefits cycle through the economy.
With · the order-of-magnitude similarities in the construction costs of the "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives, the three corridors (Far West, Near West and Existing) would have similar
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economic benefits due to construction.
construction-related economic benefits.
3.

The "No-Build" Alternative ·would provide no

IMPACT ON REGION'S COMPETITIVE POSITION

The overall impact on an area's competitive position depends on the ability of each alternative
to reduce transportation costs. The greater the transportation cost savings, the better the
area's competitive position. Table IV-10 summarizes the transportation cost savings for each of
the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. As shown, the Existing Alternative would provide the largest
overall savings, with the Far West Alternative and Near West Alternatives finishing second and
third, respectively. The "No-Build" Alternative provides the basis for the determination of the
travel efficiency benefits.
TABLE IV-10
TRAVEL EFFICIENCY BENEFITS
(1996 DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
Alternative

Vehicle
Operating Cost
Savings111
$ 1,647
$10,240
$48,551

Travel Time
Savings
$34,762
$12,374
$20,947

Accident
Savings
$73,888
Far West
$70, 141
Near West
$82,271
Existino
. .
(1) Vehicle Operating Cost= Cost of operating a vehicle Including fuel and vehicle depreaation .

Total
Savings
$110,297
$ 92,755
$151,715

Based on the travel efficiency comparisons of the alternatives, it can be concluded that the
Existing Alternative would provide the best improvements to the region's economic competitive
position. This is because the existing alternative provides an acceptable level of service and
avoids out-of-distance travel associated with the by-pass alternatives. A detailed description of
the travel efficiency benefits is provided in the technical memorandum Travel Efficiency
Analysis completed in March 1997.
4.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF BYPASSING COMMUNITIES

To aid in assessing the economic implications associated with bypassing the existing
commercial activities along the US 71 Corridor with a freeway relocation, a series of economic
surveys were conducted in 1996. In addition to the surveys, a comprehensive literature search
was undertaken to determine the empirical effects bypasses have on communities. A summary
of the surveys and investigations was provided in the US 71 Corridor Study: Economic Survey
Analysis completed in May of 1997.
From both the empirical studies and the results of the surveys, the following conclusions were
drawn for each of the highway improvement options:
•

Near West and Far West Alternatives - Highway-oriented businesses would
experience a short-term decline in activity ranging from five to fifteen percent. A
survey revealed that between five and fifteen percent of the people currently
stopping to do business in Bella Vista would no longer stop if a by-pass was
constructed. However, over the long-term, the projected growth would more than
offset the temporary decline. Other businesses would not be affected by the
reduction in drive-by traffic and could see benefits from reduced transportation
costs. In addition, area trucking firms could benefit from moving through trips to a
new facility, thereby reducing both safety concerns and transportation-related costs.
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Existing Alternative - Highway-oriented businesses would see an increase in driveby traffic as more trips are diverted to the improved facility. In addition, areatrucking firms would benefit from the elimination of side street conflicts and overall
improved traffic operations through Bella Vista.

As evidenced from the public involvement program, there were not any comments from the
community that indicated long-term concern for existing businesses in the Bella Vista area.
Discussions with several local business owners during the public meetings led the study team
to conclude that the business leaders understand that existing businesses receive the vast
majority of their profits from the local citizenry and a bypass would have negligible impacts on
their businesses.

G.

Joint Development

Among the potential benefits of a transportation investment are opportunities to jointly enhance
and/or preserve social, economic, environmental, cultural, or visual values of an area. The
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) declared that it is the "continuous
responsibility" of the Federal Government to "use all practical means" to "assure for all
Americans, a safe, healthful, productive and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surrounding".
It is from this policy that the authority is granted to transportation agencies to utilize traditional
improvement projects as means to provide for non-transportation benefits. The lntermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) encourages the following joint development
uses: bicycle and pedestrian facilities, acquisition of scenic easements, historic sites,
beautification, historic preservation and archeological planning and research.

1.

THE "NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

With the "No-Build" Alternative, existing US 71 would be left in place and only committed traffic
and safety improvements would be made. Since these improvements would be quite localized
and would address certain specific commitments to motorist safety, it is unlikely that the
opportunity would exist for the inclusion of non-transportation project benefits. To the extent
that TSM improvements would result in new construction, the new con~truction could be
reviewed for the opportunity to include joint development considerations. Improvements such
as tum lanes could include bicycle and pedestrian provisions on an isolated basis. However,
TSM improvements would not be to the extent that · the improvements would provide .
opportunities for separate, completely functional joint development facilities.

2.

THE

"FREEWAY~BUILD"

ALTERNATIVES

Implementation of any of the three "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would offer the opportunity for
joint development of scenic overlook facilities, cultural resource interpretive facilities or
environmental interpretive facilities, or pedestrian an bicycle facilities. As discussed in Chapter
IV, Section H, separate pedestrian and bicycle facility development along existing US 71 or the
frontage roads could be a joint development candidate at some time in the future if there is a
perceived need and a sponsor.
The Far West Corridor would likely provide the best scenic vistas and views, due primarily to
the lack of development in the surrounding areas rather than any unique or distinctive scenic
qualities. None of the alternatives would provide outstanding views of the lakes located within
Bella Vista. Land adjacent to the Near West Corridor would consist of a combination of rural
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land use and suburban type development that would offer a visual contrast through its length.
The Existing Corridor, being located along Little Sugar Creek for much of its length, is quite
scenic. However, there would be considerably less opportunity to develop scenic overlook
facilities within this corridor without additional impacts to the surrounding areas.
With either of the relocation alternatives (Far West or Near West), th~ topography of the Study
Area would provide broad views and vistas of the surrounding areas as well as the
foreshortened views of the woodlands - similar to a green curtain during certain times of the
year. Where such a variety of views are possible, rest areas, interpretive overlooks or scenic
vistas and pull-.offs could be considered.
Though these joint development opportunities have been conceptually identified for application
with the various "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, due to the limited extent and viability of these
opportunities, no commitments have been made by the AHTD, MoDOT and FHWA. The Final
EIS completed by MoDOT for US 71 in Jasper, Newton and McDonald Counties (MoDOT Job
Number J7P0427 - FHWA-EIS-90-02-F) did not include commitments concerning joint
development facilities.
Furthermore, no known commitments regarding public civil
improvements have been identified in the vicinity of the Study Area which could 'be jointly
developed or implemented with this proposed action (i.e. US 71 improvements).

H.

Pedestrian and Bicyclist Considerations

Based on a review of the Study Area, there are currently no known or planned uses of US 71 by
pedestrians or bicyclists within Missouri. Similarly, within Arkansas, no known present uses of
the US 71 roadway have been identified. However, current plans for future pedestrian/bicycle
facility improvements within Arkansas have been identified which would interact with US 71.
The Bentonville/Bella Vista Trailblazers Association, Inc., is instrumental in the planning of a
pedestrian/bicycle trail that would connect the two communities of Bentonville and Bella Vista.
The proposed trail would operate in conjunction with Bentonville's parks master plan. The
proposed trail would have a trailhead at Lake Bella Vista, near the southern end of the Study
Area, and one in downtown Bentonville. There are currently four alternative routes under
consideration for the trail, none of which include US 71 as part of the route. All of the trail
alternatives would cross under US 71 at one of two locations - at Ford Spring Road, which is
outside of the Study Area, or at McKisic Creek.

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

With the "No-Build" Alternative, existing US 71 would remain as it presently exists, with paved
shoulders that are suitable for pedestrians and bicyclists who choose these modes of
transportation. It would not, however, address any concerns pertaining to the planned
Bentonville/Bella Vista pedestrian/bicycle trail which would cross under US 71. It is possible
that the TSM enhancements, by providing improvements to maximize the efficiency of US 71
(i.e. signalization and turn lanes), would improve the safety of the existing roadway, thereby
improving the suitability of the roadway for pedestrian and bicycle use.

2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

As stipulated in the completed Final EIS for US 71 in Jasper, Newton and McDonald Counties
(MoDOT Job Number J7P0427 - FHWA-EIS-90-02-F), the new US 71, in Missouri, would
consist of a freeway, interstate standard which would have restrictions pertaining to
pedestrians, bicyclists and other slow-moving vehicles.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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This EIS has also stipulated that part of the purpose and need for the US 71 improvements is to
provide a freeway facility built to interstate standards. In the case of Arkansas, it is the policy of
the AHTD that bicycles be prohibited from freeways. Furthermore, signage prohibiting
pedestrians and bicyclists from using the US 71 travel lanes and shoulders would need to be
provided with the freeway improvements.
In addition to the freeway-related prohibitions, the existing roads that would lead to the new US
71 roadway or improved existing roadway are either unpaved or are paved residential streets
without shoulders or designated bike lanes. To date, the residential development in the Bella
Vista area has not included pedestrian/bicycle facilities, most likely because of the steep
topography. US 71 is located in a valley, but most of the residential communities are in the
hills. The collector roads are on the higher ridges and the arterial streets are on the lesser
ridges. A relatively easy walk or bike ride going downhill results in a difficult return trip.
Therefore, the current conditions on the side roads, and the relatively steep topography, create
an unsuitable environment for the pedestrian or bicyclist. Therefore, it is difficult and unsafe for
Because of this lack of
residents to walk or bicycle from their homes to US 71.
pedestrian/bicycle connections to US 71 and within the communities themselves, a
pedestrian/bicycle trail along US 71 would most likely require trailhead facilities with bike rental
shops and automobile parking.
It could be possible that, at some time in the future, a separate pedestrian/bicycle trail along US
71 or the frontage roads could connect Pineville, Jane, Bella Vista and Bentonville. However, it
should be kept in mind that a trail adjacent to a four-lane freeway would not provide the peace
and quiet that is most likely a desirable aspect of recreational retirement activities. If a trail
becomes more of a transportation necessity than a recreational activity, then the traffic noise
may be of a lesser consideration.
With the planned Bentonville/Bella Vista pedestrian/bicycle trail, one of the alternative locations
for the crossing of US 71 is the existing McKisic Creek bridge. Depending on the "FreewayBuild" Alternative, the US 71 improvements would potentially interact with the planned trail
improvements differently. For either the Far West or Near West Alternatives, freeway
improvements would not be provided at the McKisic Creek Bridge location. However, lane
widening of the existing US 71 roadway, including the McKisic Creek Bridge, would be required.
This widening could include provisions for the trail, but would not be as beneficial as it would if
the bridge were replaced with a new, longer structure. Due to the realignment of the US 71
roadway for geometric reasons, the Existing Alternative would require the reconstruction of the
existing McKisic Creek Bridge.
The Far West and Near West Alternatives would potentially interact with three of the alternate
trail routes to the west of existing US 71. One of the trail routes would parallel County Road 37,
one would parallel US 71 B at the interchange with US 71, and one would parallel McKisic Creek
located between County Road 37 and US 71 B. The Far West and Near West Alternatives
would cross over all three of these locations with planned bridge structures. It is possible that a
new roadway could accommodate a trail underpass by utilizing a longer bridge structure if one
of these trail routes is selected.

I.

Air Quality Impacts

1.

METHODOLOGY

The air quality analysis analyzed both total pollutants (macro-scale) and localized carbon
monoxide (CO) concentrations (micro-scale). The macro-scale analysis projects the total
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pollutant burden per day for hydrocarbons (-HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxides
(NOx). This analysis considers the daily vehicle kilometers traveled (VKT) and the emission
rates for the average vehicle operations within the region.
The micro-scale CO air quality analysis examined three areas within the Study Area -properties adjacent to the US 71/Route 340 Interchange and lands adjacent to the highestvolume segments along the Far West and Near West Alternatives. The criterion for the
determination of any adverse impacts was the exceedance of the 1- or 8-hour National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for CO. The Arkansas and Missouri Ambient Air Quality
Standards for CO are the same as the NAAQS.
Two Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved computer models were used to analyze
the emission and dispersion of CO from the US 71 improvements - MOBILE5a and CAL3QHC.
MOBILE5a is the latest EPA computer program for calculating average vehicle emission rates
(EPA, 1994). Variables used in MOBILE Sa for this analysis included:
•

•
•
•
•

Average Vehicle Speeds:
90 km/h (55 mph) for existing US 71
110 km/h (70 mph) for improved US 71
50 km/h (30 mph) for Route 340
50 km/h (30 mph) for US 71 off-ramps
60 km/h (35 mph) for on-ramps
Vehicle Operating Modes:
52.1% stabilized, 20.6% cold starts and 27.3% hot starts (FTP)
Vehicle Mix and Registration: (AHTD)
Vehicle Mileage Accumulation: National averages (program default values)
Ambient Temperature: 4°C (40°F)

CAL3QHC (EPA, 1995) is a computer program designed to predict concentrations of CO from
motor vehicles operating under free flow conditions and idling in queues. It is based on and
retains the same line source dispersion model as CALTRANS CALINE3. Variables used in
CAL3QHC include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

CO emission factors from MOBILE5a
Projected peak 1-hour traffic volumes for 1996 and 2020
Wind speed: 1 meter/second (2.2 mph), worst case
Wind direction: Worst case for each receptor, determined to the nearest 10 degrees
Atmospheric stability class: Pasquill class "F", worst case
Surface roughness: 127 cm
1-hour ambient background CO concentration: 1.5 parts per million (ppm)
(Data obtained from the Air Quality Division of Southeastern Arkansas)
Mixing height: 1,000 m (3,280 ft)
The modeling locations for the US 71/Route 340 Interchange were located as
follows: Site A (Northeast Quadrant) - Building closest to the interchange.
Site B (Southeast Quadrant) - Right-of-way 20 m (66 ft) south of Route 340 and 18
m (59 ft) east of northbound off-ramp.
Site C (Southwest Quadrant) - Edge of parking lot located 5.5 m (18 ft) south of
Route 340 and 8.5 m (28 ft) west of US 71.
Site D (Northwest Quadrant) - Right-of-way north of Route 340 and east of US 71.
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The Far West and Near West Alternative modeling locations were located 26 m (85 feet) from
the centerline of the freeway along the southern east-west segment of the study corridor
(Segment H).

2.

AIR POLLUTION EMISSION LEVELS -

a.

Macro-scale Analysis

The average daily pollutant burdens for each "Freeway-Build" Alternative are compared to the
2020 "No-build" Alternative in Table IV-11. As shown, the Far West, Near West, and Existing
Alternatives would all create less pollutants than the "No-Build" Alternative in 2020. The
Existing Alternative would provide the greatest reduction in pollutant emissions.

TABLE IV-11
2020 TOTAL POLLUTANT BURDEN ANALYSIS (kg/Day)
Alternative
"No-Build"
Far West
Near West
Existing

b.

Daily HC I
Change in HC
(kg/day)
6,060 JO
5,639 /-421
5,691 /-369
5,468 /-592

Daily CO/
Change in CO
(ka/dav)
66,686 / 0
59,724 / -6,962
60,570 I -6, 116
57,784 / -8,902

Daily Nox/
Change in Nox
(ka/day)
6,060 JO
5,639 /-421
5,691 /-369
5,468 / -592

Micro-scale Analysis

As a basis of comparison for the determination of the impacts of the US 71 improvement
alternatives, the CO concentrations for the existing roadway system were estimated at four
locations within the vicinity of the US 71/Route 340 Interchange. As shown in Table IV-7, the
highest current 1-hour CO concentration estimated at the four spot locations is 4.3 ppm. This
maximum CO concentration occurred in the southwest quadrant of the US 71/Route 340
Interchange (Site C). The CO concentrations at the remaining three receivers currently range
between 3.3 ppm and 3.6 ppm.
•

"No-Build" Alternative
In accordance with the definition of the "No-Build" Alternative, which includes safety and
operational improvements along existing US 71, this alternative would provide lower operational
speeds on US 71. Though the slower operational speed would improve the severity of the
accidents along the existing roadway, it would also cause CO concentrations to increase. The
maximum CO concentration would occur in the same location as currently (Site C), but the 1hour value in 2020 would be 5.3 ppm - a 1.0 ppm increase over existing conditions. CO
concentrations in the other quadrants of the interchange would range from 3.8 to 3.9 ppm.

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives
Based on the projected 2020 traffic volumes, as presented in Chapter II, and in accordance
with the methodologies described above, the CO concentrations at the four test locations near
the US 71/Route 340 Interchange were estimated for each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives.
In addition, a generalized micro-scale analysis for each of the relocation alternatives was
conducted for the segments with the highest volumes. For both the Far West and Near West
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Alternatives, Segment H, located on the south side of the Bella Vista community, would have
the highest traffic volumes.
•

Far West Alternative - The Far West Alternative would create a maximum 1-hour
CO concentration at the US 71/Route 340 Interchange of 3.7 ppm in 2020. This
concentration would occur at two locations at the interchange - Site B and Site C.
Projected CO concentrations in the remaining two quadrants would range from 3.4
· ppm to 3.6 ppm.
The maximum CO concentration for the Far West Alternative would occur along
Segment H. In 2020, this 1-hour concentration would be 5.3 ppm.

•

Near West Alternative - The maximum projected 1-hour CO concentration in the
US 71/Route 340 Interchange area would be 3.6 ppm. This 1-hour concentration
would occur in the southwest quadrant of the interchange (Site C). The CO
concentrations in the other three quadrants would range from 3.3 ppm to 3.5 ppm.
The free-flow traffic along Segment H would create the maximum 1-hour CO
concentrations for this alternative. The modeled maximum would be 5.0 ppm in
2020.

•

Existing - The maximum projected 1-hour CO concentration in the US 71/Route 340
Interchange area would be 7.0 ppm. The location of the maximum concentration is
the same as the other alternatives - Site C (southwest quadrant).
CO
concentrations in the other quadrants of the interchange would range from 4.3. to
5.2 ppm.
TABLE IV-12
MAXIMUM 1 HOUR CARBON MONOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS (PPM)
(CAL3QHC RESULTS)

•
Location

US 71/Route 340
Interchange
Segment H

1996
Current
Conditions
4.3

NA

Maximum CO Concentrations, ppm
2020
"No-Build"
Far West
Near West
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
5.3
3.7
3.6

NA

5.3

5.0

Existing
Alternative
7.0

NA

Note: The Arkansas, M1ssoun and National Ambient Air Quality Standards for CO are 35 ppm for a one hour average, and 9 ppm for an eight
hour average. Concentrations indude ambient background levels of 1.5 ppm (1 hour).

As shown in Table IV-12, none of the projected maximum 1-hour CO concentrations for the
"Freeway-Buildn alternatives exceed the 8-hour CO standard of 9 ppm. Therefore, a sepa_rate
analysis using lower average 8-hour traffic volumes is not necessary.
Based upon the preceding analysis, the 2020 CO levels for the improvement alternatives are
projected to be below the NAAQS. Implementation of this project would not result in an
adverse impact upon air quality in the project area, and would not cause or contribute to any
violation of the NAAQS.
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CONSTRUCTION

During construction of any of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, all materials resulting from the
clearing, grubbing, demolition or other operations would be removed from the project, burned or
otherwise disposed of by the contractor. Any burning would be performed in accordance with
applicable local laws and ordinances and state regulations. Care would be taken to insure that
burning activities would be done at the greatest distance practicable from existing dwellings and
other air quality sensitive receptors.
In addition, burning activities would not be performed
when atmospheric conditions are such as to create a hazard to the public. Burning would be
performed under constant surveillance. Contract requirements would also place prohibitions on
burning activities in accordance with MoDOT and AHTD procedures. In addition to clearing
activities, measures would also be taken to control the dust generated by construction when the
control of dust is necessary for the protection and comfort of motorists or area residents. If
needed, abatement of particulate emissions would be provided.

4.

IMPACTS

The proposed US 71 project is located in Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County,
Missouri which have been determined to be in compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards. Therefore, 40 CFR Part 51 and 93 is not applicable. This project is not anticipated
to cause a violation of the NAAQS.

J.

Noise Impacts

1.

METHODOLOGY

FHWA's Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC) and the respective interpretations of the NAC by
AHTD and MoDOT were used in the analysis of the acoustic impact of the US 71
improvements. This analysis was conducted according to the guidelines as presented in the
Code of Regulations, Title 23 Part 772, which provides procedures whereby the acoustic impact
of the proposed action can be assessed and the needs for abatement measures can be
determined when the noise levels approach or exceed the FHWA NAC for various land uses as
presented in Table IV-13. The noise level ·descriptor is the equivalent sound level, Leq(h),
defined as the steady state sound level which, in stated time period (usually one hour), contains
the same sound energy as the actual time-varying sound.
Noise abatement measures for traffic noise impacts are considered when the predicted noise
levels "approachn or exceed those values shown for the appropriate activity category of the
FHWA NAC (Table IV-13), or when the predicted traffic noise levels "substantially" exceed the
existing noise levels.
For each of the "Freeway Buildn Alternatives, interim and ultimate improvements have been
defined. For the Far West and Near West Alternatives, the interim improvements represent
some additional construction. _ Any noise impacts of the interim improvements would be
temporary until the completion of the freeway improvements. For the Existing Alternative, the
interim improvements would consist of the staging of the ultimate freeway improvements.
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TABLE IV-13
NOISE ABATEMENT CRITERIA
HOURLY A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL-DECIBELS (dBA)
Activity
Category

leq(h) (1 Hr)

A

57 dBA (Exterior)

Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary significance and serve
an important public need and where the preservation of those qualities is
essential if the lands are to continue to serve their intended purpose.

B

67 dBA (Exterior)

Picnic areas, recreation areas, playgrounds, active sports areas, golf
courses, parks, residences, motels, hotels, schools, churches, libraries and
hospitals.
'

c

72 dBA (Exterior)

Developed lands, properties or activities not included in Categories A or B
above.

D

-

E

52 dBA (Interior)

Description of Activity Category I Land Uses for Receptors

Undeveloped lands.
Residences, motels, hotels, public meeting rooms, schools, churches,
libraries, hospitals and auditoriums.

Source: Code of Federal Regulations, Title 23 Part 772, Revised August 1982.

a.

AHTD Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC)

AHTD has defined "approachn as being one dBA less than the noise levels shown in Table IV13 with an increase of 1O dBA or more over the existing noise levels as being "substantiar.
The department also defined feasible noise mitigation as the ability to achieve for at least one
residence a 1O dBA reduction in the peak hour leq(h) noise level. Reasonableness is a more
subjective criterion than feasibility. Therefore, the AHTD has established seven factors that are
reviewed prior to determination of reasonability. Each factor is rated from a "Migh Yesn to a
"High No". The factors are summarized as follows:
•

Mitigation Cost per Residence - Cost per residence should be no more than $20,000
with a minimum decrease of 5 dBA. Rating Scale: Less than $15,000/residence - "High
Yes" to greater than $25,000/residence - "High No".

•

Opinion of Residents - Rating Scale: Greater than 80% of residents want noise
abatement - "High Yesn to Less than 40% - "High Non.

•

Date of Residence - Rating Scale: Greater than 80% of housing development predated
initial highway construction - "High Yesn to less than 30% - "High No".

•

Age of Structures - Rating Scale: Greater than 80% of impacted developments have
existed for at least 10 years - "High Yesn to less than 30% - "High No".

•

Activity Category - Rating Scale:
- Activity Category "A" leq(h) noise level greater than 62 dBA - "High Yes" to less
than 52 dBA - "High No".
- Activity Category "Bn leq(h) noise level greater than 72 dBA - "High Yes" to less
than 62 dBA - "High No".
- Activity Category "C" Leq(h) noise level greater than 78 dBA - "High Yesn to less
than 68 dBA - "High No".
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•

Magnitude of Noise Increase over Existing - Rating Scale: Future "build" noise levels
greater than existing noise levels by 15 dBA leci(h) - "High Yes" to less than 5 dBA leq(h)
- "High No".

•

Magnitude of Noise Increase over "No-Build" - Future "build" noise levels greater
than "no-build" noise levels by 10 dBA leq(h) - "High Yes" to less than 4 dBA leq(h) "High No".
.

b.

MoDOT Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC)

MoDOT has defined the NAC "approach" or exceed criteria for Activity Category "B" as being
equal to or greater than 66 dBA leq(h) for noise sensitive receptors such as residences,
churches, schools, libraries, hospitals, nursing homes, apartment buildings, condominiums, etc.
The criteria for commercial establishments is 72 dBA leq(h). MoDOT has defined an increase
of 1O decibels or more over the existing noise levels as being "substantial".
When the 66 dBA Leq(h) criteria is exceeded, noise abatement procedures are to be reviewed
for effectiveness and feasibility according to the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Noise wall must provide noise reduction of at least 5 dBA for all primary receptors.
Primary receptors are those which are closest to the highway.
Noise wall must provide attenuation for more than one receptor.
Noise wall must be 5.5 m (18 feet) or less in height above normal grade.
Noise wall must not interfere with normal access to the property.
Noise wall must not pose a traffic safety hazard.
Noise wall must not exceed a cost of $30,000 per benefited receptor. A benefited
receptor is defined as a receptor which receives a noise reduction to a level of 66 dBA
or less or a reduction in noise level of 5 dBA or more.
The majority of the affected residents (primary and benefited receptors) must concur
that a noise wall is desired.

The noise wall would become part of the improvement project unless one of the above criteria
Traditionally, noise abatement is not provided for commercial
cannot be satisfied.
establishments since these establishments require a high level of visibility which cannot be
provided with contemporary noise abatement measures (Noise Abatement, Chapter 2,
Preliminary Design, Section 2-04, Highway Traffic Noise Impacts and Abatement, Paragraph
2-04.1 (1 ), Missouri Highway and Transportation Department, September 27, 1994).
c.

Noise Analysis Methods

The FHWA highway traffic noise prediction computer program STAMINA 2.0/0PTIMA was
used to project future design-hour traffic noise levels for 2020 within the Study Area. The
following parameters were used in the model to calculate an hourly leci(h) at a specified receiver
location:
•
•
•
•

Distance between roadway and receiver.
Hourly traffic volumes in light-duty (two axles, four tires), medium-duty (two axles, six
tires), and heavy-duty (three or more axles) vehicles.
Vehicle speed.
Noise source height of the vehicles; light-duty O meters (0 feet), medium-duty 0.7
meters (2.3 feet), and heavy-duty 2.4 meters (8.0 feet).
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The number of noise receptors were estimated by using the 66 dBA leq(h) contour. Aerial
maps at a 1:5,000 and 1:2,500 scale were used to count the receptors within the contours.
Windshield surveys were used to establish the number of businesses adjacent to one another
along a strip mall. No effort was made to separate residential receptors from commercial
receptors. Also, structures that may benefit from shielding by other structures, earth ·berms, or
earth cuts were counted as noise receptors.
2.

PREDICTED NOISE LEVELS

Each of the reasonable alternatives for the US 71 improvements ("No-Build" Alternative and
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives) were analyzed for increased noise levels. For each alternative,
the study corridor was divided into analysis segments based upon changes in the projected
design-hour traffic volumes. This analysis used the existing roadway section for the analysis of
the "No-Build" Alternative. For the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, depending on the application,
the analysis utilized the two typical cross sections identified in Chapter II for the freeway
improvements. For the Existing Alternative, the urban-type cross section consisting of four
lanes with a safety barrier in the median was used within Arkansas. For the freeway relocation
segments of the Far West Alternative, Near West Alternative and Missouri portions of the
Existing Alternative, the four-lane divided freeway section with a grass median was utilized. In
addition to the freeway-generated noise, noise generation from the frontage roads was also
considered. Design-hour traffic for 2020 was the basis for the analysis.
For each of the analysis segments, typical noise contour widths were estimated based on the
design-hour traffic volumes and the features of the roadway. To determine the predicted noise
contour widths, artificial receivers extending 240 m (787 ft.) at 15 m (50 ft.) intervals from the
roadway centerline were simulated utilizing the· noise prediction program. The distances to the
66 dBA leq(h) noise level were then interpolated from the 15 receivers to develop the NAC
contour widths.
This same methodology was used to determine the distance to the
"substantial" increase contour. This procedure, which does not account for natural barriers
such as cuts or fills, provides a conservative estimate of the future design-hour noise levels.
a. "No-Build" Alternative
As previously mentioned in the methodology section, a noise receptor was counted for each
residence, business, church, public use area, and so forth. All receptors that ·were located
within the NAC distance of the alternative alignment were counted as NAC receptors. All
receptors which were located within the maximum distance from a alternative alignment which
caused an increase of 10 dBA or more over the existing noise levels were counted as a
"substantial" increase if they were not previously counted as NAC receptors.
The number of noise receptors in 1996 along the existing US 71 alignment that exceed the
NAC was estimated at 182. If the traffic volumes are allowed to grow without significant
improvements to the existing alignment, the number of noise receptors in 2020 is estimated at
295 - an increase of 113' over the existing condition. These receptors include both existing and
known planned receptors. The largest increase is along the existing US 71 betWeen Route 340
and Dartmoor Road (see Table IV-14).
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TABLE IV-14
NUMBER OF NOISE RECEPTORS 1996 AND 2020 "NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE
Alternative
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1 (State Line to St. Rt. 340)
EXE1 (St. Rt. 340 to Dartmoor)
EXE1 (Dartmoor to 711718)
Total:

b.

1996
66 dBA Leq(h) NAC
20
9
20
17
7
71
38
182

2020 "No-Build"
66 dBA Leq(h) NAC
25
14
24
21
26
127
58
295

Increase of NAC
Receptors
5
5
4
3
19
56
20
113

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

Far West Alternative

The number of NAC noise receptors near the Far West Alternative is estimated between 10 and
21 depending on which alignment is selected. The number of noise receptors that would hear a
"substantial" increase is estimated between 54 and 79 (see Table IV-15). As before, these
receptors include both existing and known planned receptors.
The Far West Alternative would reduce the volume of traffic on existing US 71, therefore there
would be a beneficiary reduction in the number of NAC noise receptors near the existing US 71
alignment. It is estimated that there would be 149 fewer receptors than with the 2020 "NoBuild" Alternative (see Table IV-16).
Near West Alternative

The number of NAC noise receptors along the Near West Alternative is estimated between 38
and 64, depending on which alignment is selected. The number of noise receptors that would
hear a "substantial" increase is estimated between 60 and 83 (see Table IV-17). Once again,
only those receptors that are in existence today were counted for the future.
As with the Far West Alternative, the Near West Alternative would reduce the volume of traffic
on US 71. Therefore, there would be beneficiary reduction in the number of NAC noise
receptors near the existing US 71 alignment. It is estimated that there would be 185 fewer
receptors than with the 2020 "No-Build" Alternative (see Table IV-18).
Existing Alternative

The number of additional NAC noise receptors in 2020 along the Existing Alternative is
estimated at 122 (see Table IV-19). The additional NAC receptors are those receptors that
currently do not meet or exceed the NAC levels, but would with the Existing Alternative. In
Missouri, the conversion of the existing roadway into a frontage road combined with the
displacements caused by the freeway construction would cause the current number of NAC
receptors to be reduced. (See Segment EA1, EB1, EC1 and ED1 in Table IV-20.) There would
be an increase in NAC receptors along the Arkansas portion of the Existing Alternative (see
Table IV-20). This alternative would also cause the least number of "substantial" increase
receptors (15) since the alignment predominantly follows the existing US 71 route. These
receptors include both existing and known planned receptors.
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TABLE IV-15
NUMBER OF NOISE RECEPTORS
FAR WEST ALTERNATIVE - 2020
Number of Noise Receptors
"Substantial"
NAC
Increase

66 dBA Leq(h)

Alternative

1
0
0
0
1
10
15
0
4
10-21

FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1/C1
FWB2/C2
FWD1
FWD2
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2

Total:

3
7
6
5
6
34
48
12
18
54-79

TABLE IV-16
2020- FAR WEST ALTERNATIVE
NUMBER OF NOISE RECEPTORS ALONG EXISTING US 71
Number of Noise Receptors
"No-Build"
Far West
Reduction in
66 dBA Leq(h)
66 dBA Leq(h)
NAC Noise
Receptors
NAC
NAC

Alternative

EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1 (State Line to St. Rt. 340)
EXE1 (St. Rt. 340 to Dartmoor)
EXE1 (Dartmoor to 11n18)

Total:

25
14
24
21
26
127
58
295

10
7
10
10
25
62
25
149

15
7
14
11
1
65
33
146

TABLE IV-17
NUMBER OF NOISE RECEPTORS
NEAR WEST ALTERNATIVE-2020
Number of Noise Receptors
"Substantial"
NAC
Increase

66 dBA Leq(h)

Alternative
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
NWD1/E1
NWF1
NWF2
NWF3
NWF4
NWF5
NWG1
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2

Total:

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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7
10
4
10
16
18
31
32
1
0
4
38-64

0
0
0
6
41
58
57
57
57
1
12
18
60-83
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TABLE IV-18
2020- NEAR WEST ALTERNATIVE
NUMBER OF NOISE RECEPTORS ALONG EXISTING US 71 ·
Number of Noise Receptors
"No-Build"
Near West
Reduction in
66 dBA Leq(h)
66 dBA Leq(h)
NAC Noise
NAC
NAC
Receptors
63
7
56
21
16
5
26
0
26
127
56
71
58
31
27

Alternative

EX/NWA1,B1,C1
EXD1
EXE1 (State Line to St. Rt. 340)
EXE1 (St. Rt. 340 to Dartmoor)
EXE1 (Dartmoor to 711718)

295

Total:

110

185

TABLE IV-19
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL NOISE RECEPTORS
EXISTING ALTERNATIVE -2020
Number of Noise Receptors
"Substantial"
66 dBA Leq(h)
NAC
Increase
4
15
0
0
12
0
5
0
31
0
45
0
0
25

Alternative
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1 (State Line to St. Rt. 340)
EXE1 (St. Rt. 340 to Dartmoor)
EXE1 (Dartmoor to 71/710)
Total:

122

15

TABLE IV-20
2020 - EXISTING ALTERNATIVE
NUMBER OF NOISE RECEPTORS ALONG EXISTING US 71
Number of Noise Receptors
Existing Alt.
"No-Build"
66 dBA Leq(h)
66 dBA Leq(h)
NAC
NAC
0
25
14
7
24
0
0
21
57
26
127
172
58
83

Alternative

EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1 (State Line to St. Rt. 340)
EXE 1 (St. Rt. 340 to Dartmoor)
EXE1 (Dartmoor to 71/718)
Total:

3.

295

319

CONSTRUCTION NOISE

The major construction elements of this project are expected to consist of land clearing, earth
moving, hauling, grading, paving, and bridge construction. General construction noise impacts
for passQy traffic and those individuals living or working near the project, can be expected
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particularly from clearing, earth moving and paving operations. Table IV-21 lists some typical
peak operating noise levels at- a distance of 15.2 meters (50 feet), grouping construction
equipment according to mobility and operating characteristics. Considering the relatively shortterm nature of construction noise, impacts are not expected to be substantial. The transmission
loss characteristic of nearby structures is believed to be sufficient to moderate the effects of
intrusive construction noise.
TABLE IV-21
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT SOUND LEVELS
NOISE LEVEL (dBA) AT 50 FEET
70
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10
100
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MITIGATION SUMMARY

Various methods of mitigation were reviewed to minimize the potential noise impact of the
proposed improvements. Among these were reduction of speed limits, restriction of truck traffic
to specific times of the day, and a total prohibition of truck. Also, alteration of horizontal and
vertical alignments, property acquisition for construction of noise barriers or berms, acquisition
of property to create buffer zones to prevent development that could be adversely impacted,
noise insulation of public use or nonprofit institutional structures, the use of berms, and the use
of sound barriers were considered.
Restriction or prohibition of trucks is adverse to the project purpose. Reduction of speed limits,
although acoustically beneficial, is seldom practical due to the resulting reduction of the
system's operational efficiency. Design criteria and recommended termini for the proposed
project prevent substantial horizontal and vertical alignment shifts that would produce significant
changes in the projected acoustical environment, particularly along the Existing Alternative.
The desire to purchase a limited amount of right-of-way prohibits the acquisition of buffer zones
or the construction of earth berms. Noise insulation is not necessary since no public use or
nonprofit institutional structures were identified as being affected by the project. Therefore, only
the construction of noise barriers was considered for noise mitigation.
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Traffic noise analysis would be conducted for developed lands and undeveloped lands, and for
Noise mitigation would be
development that is planned, designed and programmed.
implemented on a highway project if found to be reasonable and feasible with respect to
engineering considerations. The evaluation of the need for mitigation is an assessment of the
cost of a noise barrier per residence effected. AHTD will consider constructing a noise barrier
if the cost is less than $20,000 per residence affected. MoDOT's policy is up to $30,000 per
affected residence.
For all three areas where noise impacts would be most notable, noise abatement (i.e. barriers)
would have to be constructed between the road and the receiver in order to effectively abate
the noise being produced by the traffic. Each of these three areas are located in two of the
more dense residential developments in the study corridor and each was reviewed using the
available mapping to determine the reasonableness and feasibility of noise mitigation. Both of
the developments abut US 71 in Arkansas.
A residential development east of US 71 at Shakespeare Drive would require a 210 m long
barrier 5 m tall to provide a 10 decibel reduction. This barrier would benefit approximately 8
residences at an estimated cost of $24,000 per unit.
The second residential development is east of US 71 and north of Kingsland Drive. A barrier
ranging in height from 4 to 5 m would need to be 320 m long to provide a 10 decibel reduction
in the design hour Leq(h) noise level. The estimated cost for this barrier would be $263,520.
Thirteen residences would benefit from this barrier resulting a $20,270 cost per unit.
The last area considered is the Lundy Lane development west of US 71 near the state line. A
noise barrier would not be reasonable at this location as too few residences are effected by
noise as set by the National Noise Abatement Criteria.
AHTD's policy of "reasonableness" and "feasibility" were applied to the two residential areas
studied. (Since the areas in question are both located in Arkansas, MoDOT's policies regarding
noise mitigation would not apply.) Both developments ranked the same on the seven criteria to
determine reasonableness. Three criteria ranked "Yes"; probable resident's desire, age of
residences, exceedance of the NAC. Four of the criteria ranked "No"; cost per residence,
residences constructed after US 71, increase in the leq(h) over existing and increase in the
leq(h) over No-build noise levels. Therefore, mitigation of noise impacts along the proposed
improvements appears to not be reasonable. If it subsequently develops during final design
that these conditions have substantially changed, noise abatement measures will be reviewed.
As part of cultural resources investigation for the US 71 improvements, it has been determined
that the New Home Church (an NRHP - eligible site) would not be impacted by the US 71
improvements (i.e., Far West and Near West Alternatives). To augment the SHPO's
determination of no effect for this site, AHTD has committed to the continued consideration of
noise impact mitigation as part of the design phase activities.
A meeting with the New Home Church members was held in August, 1999 to discuss noise
abatement issues related to the proposed US 71 Highway relocation located adjacent to their
historic church. Abatement measures discussed included increasing the distance of the
highway from the Church, using a typical noise barrier, using a small berm and/or rock wall, and
using architecture soundproofing such as storm windows. These measures and various
combinations were discussed to determine a preference among the church members in
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attendance. Moving the highway a ·sufficient distance to allow acceptable noise levels at the
church was the group's first preference with the combination of a rock wall/berm combination
used with some soundproofing as their second choice. The group did not support the use a
typical noise barrier which would reduce noise levels but would also result in creating an
unacceptable visual barrier.
In the detailed design phase of this project, the Department will move the highway final
alignment as far as possible, but still within the existing engineering and environmental
constraints of this interchange area near McKisic Creek. If this design alignment change is not
sufficient to reduce the noise levels· below the Federal Highway Administration criteria; then a
small berm/rock wall combination with appropriate vegetation cover will be designed and
coordinated with the church. Soundproofing optipns may be included if the berm/wall
combination is not sufficient to achieve acceptable noise levels (FHWA criteria).
~eology

K.

Water Quality,

1.

WATER QUALITY IMPACTS

and Cave Impacts

Generally, all forms of freeway construction and maintenance contribute to pollutant loading in
stormwater runoff. Operation and maintenance creates runoff that contains various pollutants
such as oils, coolants, and wear pollutants from tires, brakes, etc. Motor vehicle accidents can
also contribute pollutants that could be flushed into the drainage systems. De-icing materials
may also contribute to the pollutant load. All of these pollutants can accumulate over a period
of time. Pollutant load on receiving waters usually display an initial flushing action during a
precipitation event typified by an initial spike of loading followed by a marked decline. Ninety
percent of the pollutant loading occurs during the first 1.27 cm (Yz inch) of rainfall. The order of
magnitude of loading is usually controlled by the time in between storms that pollutants are
given to accumulate. Other variables that may impact the magnitude of water quality include
traffic composition and volume, maintenance activities, adjacent land use, climate, types of
roadside vegetation and characteristics of the local and regional drainage area.
Water quality impacts during roadway construction are primarily due to the erosion of cleared
areas, operations of heavy earth-moving equipment, and storage of construction materials and
supplies.

a. .

"No-Build" Alternative

The "No-Build" Alternative would have no significant impact on the water quality of the streams
and groundwater in the US 71 Study Area. If no construction occurs, storm water runoff at the
current traffic volume (under 30,000 vehicles per day) puts forth minimal to no impact on the
aquatic environments of receiving waters as stated by the Federal Highway Administration:
Effects of Highway Runoff on Receiving Waters; Reports No. FHWA/rd-84/062-066, June 1987.
However, traffic volumes are expected to continue to grow surpassing the 30,000 vpd
threshold. Therefore, it is likely that the adjacent water quality would continue to degrade.
TSM enhancements would have little to no significant impact on the water quality of streams
and groundwater in the US 71 Study Area. Minor construction would consist of intersection
modifications and not be a significant contributor to erosion .runoff.
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"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

Based on the existing and predicted traffic volumes of under 30,000 vehicles per day on some
segments of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, accepted practice by FHWA indicates
insignificant impacts to receiving waters as a whole when compared to the load of the entire
basin (FHWA-PD-96-032). For those roadway segments with predicted traffic volumes over
30,000 vehicles per day, during preliminary roadway design, studies would be undertaken by
MoDOT and AHTD to assess the need for collection and treatment of roadway runoff. Should
these studies indicate that measures are warranted for the collection and treatment of roadway
stormwater runoff, MoDOT and AHTD would be committed to their implementation. These
systems typically consist of roadside drainage ditches connected to passive retention treatment
ponds. Systems of this type can typically use. wetlands vegetation and hydrology to filter the
runoff prior to release.
·
·
Construction activities can impact water quality both directly and indirectly. Standard erosion
protection plans should be enforced with proper inspection and maintenance. The Missouri
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) has noted that nutrients can leach from the project
areas which have been seeded, fertilized and mulched.
Temporary impacts to streams in the US 71 Study Area can be minimized if practices such as
using stream channel modification guidelines when modifying channels or relocating streams;
grading and seeding disturbed areas as soon as possible, minimizing disturbance to stream
channels between March 1 and June 15 to the extent practical; and undertaking all necessary
precautions to prevent petroleum products from entering streams. Care should be taken to
provide proper slope design to prohibit or induce erosion. Agency guidelines developed to
control water pollution during construction by preventing sedimentation should also be followed.
Impacts to groundwater are similar to impacts to surface water. Karstic features, such as
sinkholes, which can be simple ground depressions, or losing streams, where all or part of the
streams flow is diverted into the subsurface, are numerous in the Study Area.· These karstic
features, which are formed by water dissolving the bedrock, allow the flow of surface water to
easily enter the subsurface. No specific karstic features were identified during the literature
search ·and field reconnaissance. Impacts, if any would likely occur in the upper, unconfined
Springfield Plateau Aquifer, not greatly affecting the value of the resource from its present
state. Small, individual or poorly constructed wells located in the Springfield Aquifer may be
impacted during construction and/or operation of all alternatives. The lower Ozark Aquifer is
protected against recharge in the Study Area by the Ozark (Chattanooga Shale) confining unit.
Deeper municipal and industrial wells and wells of sufficient construction located in the Ozark
Aquifer should not be impacted.
"Best Management Practices" or BMP's, should be followed during preliminary design, final
design and construction. BMP's utilizing structural and non-structural systems can effectively
minimize the impacts to water quality. Structural BMP's such as detention ponds, filters,
infiltration basins, grassed swales and constructed wetlands utilize mechanical means to
remove pollutants. Other non-structural BMP's such as street sweeping, debris and litter
removal, and control of fertilizer, pesticide, and herbicide use can control sources of pollutants.
Use and control of de-icing materials and methods to best practice can also reduce pollutant
load.
The impacts to public drinking water would be negligible for the Near West and Existing
Alternatives. Nearly the entire area is served by water obtained from Beaver Reservoir. A
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slightly greater risk to private water supplies for the Far West Alternative would occur due to the
possible effect of highway construction and runoff to privately constructed wells. The cities of
Gravette and Sulphur Springs to the west of all of the alternatives, obtain their public water
supplies from deeply constructed wells. These wells draw from deep aquifers recharged
outside the Study Area and are not expected to be impacted by the US 71 improvements.
During the design and construction process impacted wells will be identified and monitored. If
wells or water quality is impacted, they will be repaired, reconstructed, or replaced to modern
standards and regulations.
Far West Alternative

This alternative would consist of freeway construction on new right-of-way. The Far West
Alternative would cross and impact one major stream (McKisic Creek), seven intermittent
streams and their tributaries, and two lake drainage basins. The drainage areas potentially
affected include Goodin Hollow and Elk River; Mill Creek and Elk River; Gordon Hollow, Loch
Lomond and Little Sugar Creek; small tributaries of Spavinaw Creek; Tanyard Creek, Lake
Windsor and Little Sugar Creek; Pumpkin Hollow and McKisic Creek; and McKisic Creek.
Cumulative/secondary impacts to water quality would occur due to the induced development at
the new interchanges and possibly along the new right-of-way. These predicted developments
would possibly add to the degradation of water quality due to the conversion of land uses to
commercial/residential. However, a prerequisite for systematic impacts to water quality is
intense and dense development - neither of which would be reasonably anticipated as
secondary impacts for the rel0cation alternatives. Any light development west of or within Bella
Vista, whether resulting from the US 71 improvements or otherwise, would likely result in
additional septic sewage disposal systems in the area. However, the type and intensity of the
development, and the existing regulations governing residential sewage disposal, would
effectively mitigate any indirect water quality impacts.
Near West Alternative

The Near West Alternative consists of freeway construction on new right-of-way, including
improvements along the existing US 71 roadway alignment within Missouri. The Near West
Alternative would cross and impact one major stream (McKisic Creek), nine intermittent
streams, several small tributaries to Little Sugar Creek, and two lakes. The drainage areas
potentially affected include Goodin Hollow and Elk River; Wolf Pen Hollow and Little Sugar
Creek; Brush Creek and Little Sugar Creek; Tanner Branch and Little Sugar Creek; Miser
Hollow and Little Sugar Creek; Gordon Hollow and Little Sugar Creek; Lake Avalon and Little
Sugar Creek; Tanyard Creek, Lake Windsor and Little Sugar Creek; Pumpkin Hollow and
McKisic Creek; McKisic Creek; and several small tributaries of Little Sugar Creek.
Brush Creek is listed as a losing stream. However the crossing location for the Near West
Alternative is adjacent to the mouth of the creek.
Cumulative/secondary impacts to water quality would occur due to the induced development at
the new interchanges and possibly along the new right-of-way. These predicted developments
would possibly add to the degradation of water quality due to the conversion of land uses to
commercial/residential. However, a prerequisite for systematic impacts to water quality is
intense and dense development - neither of which would be reasonably anticipated as
secondary impacts for the relocation alternatives. Any light development within Bella Vista,
whether resulting from the US 71 improvements or otherwise, would likely result in additional
septic sewage disposal systems in the area. However, the _type and intensity of the
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development, and the existing regulations governing residential sewage disposal, would
effectively mitigate any indirect water quality impacts.

Existing Alternative
In general, the Existing Alternative would consist of freeway construction within or adjacent to
the present US 71 right-of-way. Long-term impacts to receiving waters would be very similar to
the "No-Build" Alternative. The Existing Alternative would cross and impact six intermittent and
one major (Little Sugar Creek) drainage. The drainage areas potentially affected include
Goodin Hollow-Elk, Wolf Pen Hollow-Little Sugar, Brush Creek-Little Sugar, Tanner BranchLittle Sugar, Miser Hollow-Little Sugar, Gordon Hollow-Little Sugar, and Little Sugar Creek. The
most impacted drainage would be Little Sugar Creek which is located immediately adjacent to
much of the alternative where little dilution would occur before runoff enters the stream.
Commitments have been made by MoDOT and AHTD to assess, as part of preliminary design,
the need for runoff collection c;tnd treatment measures for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. For
the Existing Alternative in the areas adjacent to Little Sugar Creek, changes to the existing
roadway stormwater runoff characteristics (i.e., flowrate, points of discharge and pollutant
burden) would be minimal. In this area, extending generally from the state line to the US 71/US
71 B Interchange, changes to the impervious surfaces would be limited to isolated interchange
construction and some new frontage roads. The location and extent of the US 71-roadway
surface, where the traffic volumes would exceed 30,000 vpd, would not change from what
currently exists. Regardless, best management practices would be employed in the design and
construction of the "Freeway-Build" Alternative.
The operation and maintenance of the Existing Alternative, and to a lesser extent the Near
West Alternative (large use of existing facility), would have less impact on the water resources
from their present state. Development has already taken place along existing US 71 where little
other secondary development would likely take place. Waterways have already been altered
and relocated from past activities.
Construction, operation and maintenance of especially the Far West Alternative and to a lesser
extent the Near West Alternative would have a greater impact on the water resources due to
highway pollutant loading.

2.

GEOLOGY AND CAVE IMPACTS

Many areas in the Study Area are favorable environments for the development of karstic
features. Nearly all these features are associated with the St. Joe or Pierson Compton
Formations. These formations are mostly exposed on steep slopes. The Chattanooga Shale is
free of caves and the cherty Reeds Springs or Boone Formation infrequently contains caves.

a.

"No-Build" Alternative

The "No-Build" Alternative, including the TSM measures, would have no significant impact on
caves or the environment within the caves within the US 71 Study Area.

b.

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

For the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, the roadway alignments have been defined to avoid, to
the fullest extent possible, any known caves. For each alternative, known caves that would be
impacted by the improvements have been identified.
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Far West Alternative

Located in Missouri just north of the state line along Segment A, Cave Hollow would be affected
by FWA2. Though the roadway alignment would not pass directly over the cave opening, the
cave system appears to be extensive and does contain running water. Any construction
activities in the vicinity of the cave, or changes in the storm water runoff within the cave's
recharge area would affect the cave environment and the associated cliff shelters in the area.
Consequently, FWA3, which would avoid Cave Hollow, was selected as the best alignment in
Segment A for the Far West Corridor. This ensures that Cave Hollow would not be impacted by
the US 71 improvements.
Henson Cave would be impacted by the interim improvements. See the Near West Alternative
for a description of this cave. Wind Cave and other known caves would be avoided by freeway
improvements for the Far West Alternative.
Near West Alternative

Henson Cave is located adjacent to existing US 71 north of Route 90. EX/NWB1 would impact
Henson Cave. The existing cave entrance, located just east of the existing two-lane roadway,
would need to be backfilled and capped. Due to the location of the cave's entrance, impacts to
the cave cannot be reasonably avoided by four-lane widening improvements along the existing
US 71 roadway. These impacts would entail backfilling and capping the cave's entrance, and
placing pavement and embankment over the entrance for the roadway. Henson Cave is
identified as Site #71 in the Missouri Natural Features Inventory and is listed as a habitat cave
for the Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens). As stated in Section P.3, a field investigation of Henson
Cave was conducted in the summer of 1996 for the purpose of determining its status as a
maternity site for the gray bat. From this field review, it was the conclusion of the MoDOT
biologist that the cave is unsuitable as maternity habitat or as a hibernaculum due to the high
level of human disturbance. This conclusion was reported to the various agencies at the EIS
scoping meeting held on July 30, 1996 and in the Draft EIS. Prior to the investigation
completed in 1996, the issue of impacts to Henson Cave was addressed by MoDOT's EIS for
US 71 (1-44 to State Line). Coordination with the USDOI was completed as part of this earlier
EIS, including issues relating to caves, water quality, and threatened and endangered species
impacts. USDOI offered no comments regarding Henson Cave in its review of the earlier EIS.
A Record of Decision for the US-71 improvements (1-44 to State Line) was executed on
September 14, 1992, thus authorizing MoDOT to proceed with design development. Henson
Cave was not considered an outstanding issue or an issue requiring measures to minimize
harm. This ROD would govern the interim improvements for the Far West Alternative. Since
the 1996 field review, additional coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife Service was
conducted to verify the significance of the impacts to the cave. It was confirmed that the cave,
for the reasons identified by the MoDOT biologist as described above, was not viewed as a
significant resource and was not an issue requiring consultation or special design
considerations. This correspondence is included in Appendix J. .
Within Segment F located just south of the state line, NWF2 would likely impact Marshall Cave.
Existing documentation indicates that Marshall Cave exists within the area of NWF2. However,
several attempts by the study team to field locate this cave were unsuccessful. Construction
activities within the vicinity of the cave, or changes in the storm water runoff within the cave's
recharge area would affect the cave environment. If NWF2 is identified as the best alignment, it
is recommended that an extensive study of the cave environment and the adjacent cave
designated as Smiley Cave be performed.
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No other documented caves would be affected by any other alternatives· within the Near West
Corridor.

Existing Alternative
Similar to the Near West Alternative, the Existing Alternative would impact Henson Cave.
Wind Cave, located along Segment D, would be affected by this alternative. Though the
alternative would not pass directly over the cave opening, the cave system appears to be
extensive and does contain running water. Any construction activities within the vicinity of the
cave, or changes in the storm water runoff within the cave's recharge area could affect the cave
environment. It is recommended that an extensive study of the cave erwironment be performed
prior to beginning construction. However, since the Far West Alternative was recommended as
the preferred alternative, Wind Cave would be avoided by the freeway improvements. In
addition to the freeway improvements, the Far West Alternative would include interim
improvements along the existing US 71 roadway in Missouri in the vicinity of Wind Cave.
However, all construction would be contained within the existing MoDOT right-of-way in the
vicinity of Wind Cave. The existing MoDOT right-of-way is located downstream of the cave.
Therefore, Wind Cave would not be adversely affected by the Far West Alternative's interim
improvements.
No other documented caves would be affected by this alternative.

Construction of ''Freeway-Build" Alternatives
In the construction of the "Freeway-Buildn Alternatives, it is generally best to avoid known cave
locations. However, during mass excavations in the St. Joe Formation for the construction of
the improvements, it is likely that other caves of unknown magnitude would be found. If during
final design or construction additional caves are located, the following should be implemented:
•

Adjustments to alignment be made to route around the sites.

•

Avoid areas of water discharge to known areas of cave recharge.
construct diversions or lined ditches.

•

Contact the Missouri. Speleological Survey (MSS) or Arkansas Association of Cave
Studies (ASCS) to sufficiently document the discovery. (MoDOT or AHTD may also
desire to document or map the cave(s).)
·

If necessary,

When caves are encountered during the construction process, the following measures should
be taken after consultation with the MSS or ASCS:
•

If caves are encountered in the backslope cuts, the opening should either be sealed
with masonry or fitted with bars to prevent ingress of the public.

•

If caves are encountered in fill, pavement subgrade or other excavations, they
should be fitted with passageways to allow passage of water and wildlife if deemed
necessary. The excavations should be backfilled with pervious rock material to allow
further water flow and capped with impervious material such as plastic clay to
prohibit inflow of water.
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L.

Permits

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

Permits would not be required for the "No-Build" Alternative.

2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

Permits applicable to the "Freeway-Buildn Alternatives may be categorized into two groups:
regulatory permits and construction permits. Regulatory permits assist government agencies in
the administration and implementation of federal, state. or local statutes or initiatives. These
permit programs are processed through planning and design phases of proposed actions.
Construction permits serve as regulators of construction activities to protect the adjacent
environs. Roadway construction permit programs are typically operated by state or local
government agencies.
The various freeway alternatives would have essentially equivalent permitting requirements and
as such, may be addressed collectively.

a.

Regulatory Permits

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
This permit regulates the obstruction or alteration of navigable water of the United States.
None of the freeway alternatives cross a navigable stream and consequently would not be
regulated by this act.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
This act prohibits the discharge of dredged or fill material into "Waters of the U.S." unless
exempted or authorized by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Section 404 is the
primary Federal statute that implements federal regulatory policies concerning the protection of
wetlands as specified in various orders and regulations. Based on preliminary investigations
performed for the USACE, it has been determined that Waters of the U.S., including wetlands,
are present in the Study Area. These waters have been identified as stream areas, ponds, and
wetlands.
Pursuant to the regulations of the Clean Water Act (CWA) as administered by the US Army
Corps of Engineers, detailed assessments and impact quantity estimations for wetland impacts
were performed after the public hearing for the Far West Alternative (i.e., preferred alternative).
Separate reports summarizing the potential impacts were prepared and submitted for the
ultimate improvements in Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County, Missouri. (Section
404 Permit coordination for the interim improvements in Missouri will be performed by MoDOT
in accordance with the previously completed EIS and Record of Decision for US 71 - MoDOT
Job Number J7P0427-FHWA-EIS-90-02-F.)
Based on the findings of the detailed
investigations, as documented in the summary reports, the US Army Corps of Engineers has
authorized the construction of the Far West Alternative pursuant to the requirements of the
Department of the Army Nationwide Permit No. 14 (Nationwide Permit No. 13862) for McDonald
County and Department of the Army General Permit GB (General Permit No. 13862) for Benton
County. Copies of these permits are included in Appendix E. Subsequent design development
and construction activities for the Far West Alternative ultimate improvements will need to be
performed in accordance with these permits.
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For the interim improvements in Missouri (i.e. improvements along the existing US 71 Corridor
in Missouri), the Section 404 permit prepared in association with the Final EIS (FHWA-EIS-9002-F) by MoDOT will govern the compliance of Section 404.

Section 9 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (U.S. Coast Guard)
This act regulates construction of bridges and causeways on navigable waterways of the United
States. Similar to Section 10, this project would not be regulated by this act.

b.

Construction Permits

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit Requirements
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act declares the discharge of any pollutants to the Waters
of the United States from any point source is unlawful, except under the terms and conditions of
a permit issued under the NPDES.
Any construction disturbing an area of 2 hectares (5 acres) or more in Arkansas is required to
obtain an NPDES permit from Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) for storm
water discharge. For the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, the AHTD would prepare and implement
a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) in accordance with the requirements of the
permit. Before construction begins, AHTD would file the requisite Notice of Intent with ADEQ.
MoDOT, in coordination with the MDNR, has developed a construction water pollution control
program to protect the adjacent environment from sedimentation and construction material
pollutants discharged from construction activities. These procedures and specifications would
be utilized for the highway construction in Missouri. MoDOT is committed to assuring the best
management practices by the highway contractor. This agreement satisfies the requirements
for a NPDES permit, Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act and the Missouri Clean Water
Act. Other construction-related permits include temporary batch plant permits issued by
MDNR. Mitigation plans would be developed to comply with the specific permit requirements.
Additional construction permits may be required from local governments.

M.

Wetlands

Waters of the U.S., which include potential wetlands, were evaluated using existing data in the
form of the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) Maps, recent aerial photographs, and soils
information where available. Field verification was performed by staff ecologists trained in
wetlands delineation using the 1987 US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Wetlands
Delineation Manual.
Waters of the U.S. resources were noted when they were found on the aerial photograph but
not on the NWI mapping. These resources were classified using the USFWS Cowardin
Classification System for Wetlands. This included designations of Ecological System (i.e.
Lacustrine, Riverine and Palustrine Ecological Subsystem); Class; Subclass; and Modifying
Terms for water regime and special modifiers.
Field documentation included photo.graphs of the water resource, vegetative component,
adjacent land use, approximate size in square meters (acres), and generalized assessment of
the wetlands function and value. The resources inventoried ranged from stock ponds to spring
fed ponds. With regard to Waters of the U.S. resources present, the stream crossings were
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highly variable due in part to the adjacent land use and the presence of gravel removal or
stream alteration.
In some cases, it was not possible to obtain landowner permission for the wetlands survey
work. For those resources, aerial photographs and views from adjacent property or public
rights-of-way were used to estimate the extent of the resource. The Waters of the U.S. and
potential wetlands resources which were remotely viewed are indicated as such in the tabular
information presented in Appendix E.
Streams were identified as perennial or intermittent based on data received from the USAGE,
Little Rock District, regarding streams with discharges greater than 0.14 m3 per second (5 cubic
feet per second (cfs).
These data were augmented with USGS and NWI mapping
designations. These sources were used in the classification of the water resource impacts with
regard to streams.
In addition, USAGE representatives were consulted at public information meetings held in Bella
Vista. Those individuals, along with study team members, also looked at several key areas of
concern, especially at Little Sugar Creek. A wetlands field trip was held November 5th and 6th of
1997 in which representatives from MoDOT, AHTD, the US Army Corps of Engineers, and
study team members reviewed several sites in the study area. These included ponds with
streams flowing in or out, upland stock ponds, impounded and excavated seeps/springs, and
intermittent and perennial streams. For this project, it was concluded by the USAGE
representative on site that ponds located in the uplands, without a stream flowing in or flowing
out, are not Waters of the U.S. and therefore not regulated. Only those ponds having a stream
flowing in or out that are dammed rather than excavated, or seeps/springs that flow into a
Waters of the U.S., resource, and or impounded seeps/springs would be regulated. In regard
to streams, vegetation that is on the stream banks below the ordinary high water mark and is
maintained by the fluctuations of the stream is riparian habitat, but is not classified as wetlands.
The projected impacts to Waters of the U.S. resources for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives,
presented as the surface area of direct impact by the roadway improvements, represent a
worst-case scenario. As it has been demonstrated on other projects, as the wetlands resource
impacts, which are based on potential jurisdictional wetlands, receive more formal evaluation
and delineation using the 1987 USAGE Wetlands Delineation Manual, there is typically a
significant reduction in the magnitude of the wetland impacts due to the refinement of the
roadway design and the greater degree of detail. However, for screening and evaluation
purposes, the use of the Waters of the U.S. resources or potential jurisdictional wetlands
classifications have proved to be adequate for comparative purposes as each water resource
receives the same level of study.
This EIS documents the selection of the most appropriate location for the proposed action. It
does not address all the potential design decisions that have yet to be made, which could also
affect the final number and type of impacts to Waters of the U.S. resources including potential
wetlands resources. Although the project is not water dependent, considering the purpose and
need for the action as discussed in Chapter I; there is no practical alternative that would result
in no impacts to Waters of the U.S. However, in the initial review of the individual links,
adjustments were made to avoid wetlands resources and minimize impacts. In the case of
streams and creeks, it is usually not possible to completely avoid crossing the stream at some
point in its length. · Different alternatives however may or may not cross the stream. A similar
situation developed with regard to ponds. In the Far West Corridor, the alternatives identified for
further study avoided 52 ponds that resulted in no impacts to wetlands resources in this
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alternative. Similar results were seen in the Near West Corridor and the Existing Corridor with 27
ponds and 18 ponds avoided, respectively, with only minimal impacts to wetlands resources.

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No-Buildn Alternative would have little direct impact on Waters of the U.S. resources, as
there would be minimal construction activities. The TSM enhancements, which do include
minor highway improvements, would consist of signalized intersections, adjusted speed limits,
construction of auxiliary left-tum and right-turn lanes, and committed improvement projects
including the new Dartmoor Road and bridge over Little Sugar Creek. This stream crossing
(EXE1-17) impacts 0.29 hectares (0.72 acres) of Waters of the U.S. on the Arkansas side. No
additional right-of-way that would impact Waters of the U.S. resources is anticipated to be
acquired under this alternative.
Impacts to Waters of the U.S. resources would remain constant with regard to transportation
improvement impacts. These resources would, however, be subject to the same development
pressures as they are now. Residential construction, land clearing, livestock operations,
agricultural production, and resource extractive uses, such as gravel mining, would all continue
to impact Waters of the U.S. resources, which include both ponds and streams at present
levels.

2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

As discussed in Chapter II, the "Freeway-Build" Alternative corridors were divided into lettered
segments for analysis purposes. Each segment includes between one and five separate highway
alignments called links. Each link has a distinct label. Each water of the U.S. and potential
wetland resource has been located with a discrete number that included the corridor designation,
segment identification and location number. Impacts to Waters of the U.S. and potential wetlands
resources at the screening level have been aggregated to the segment level.
A wetlands technical memorandum with detailed potential impact quantity estimates is included in
Appendix E and summarized in Tables IV-22, IV-23 and IV-24 of this section. The tables in the
appendix list the resource number of each site and the sites are also shown on the plates in
Appendix C. At the request of the US Army Corps of Engineers, the tables are also compiled to
show separate potential impacts for Missouri and Arkansas. The Waters of the U.S. are broken
down into four categories: (1) Special Aquatic Sites which include impounded springs and
emergent (herbaceous) wetlands, (2) Regulated Ponds which have a stream flowing in or out and
are predominantly emergent (herbaceous) wetlands, (3) Stream Crossings which would be
culverted - - Waters of the U.S. to the ordinary high water mark, and (4) Stream Crossings which
would be bridged - Waters of the U.S. to the ordinary high water mark, ·

a.

Far West Alternative

The Far West Corridor contains four segments (A, B, C, and D) of US 71 interim improvements
and five additional segments of the ultimate improvements: Segments A, B, C, D and H. These
segments in tum contain two or three alternative alignments within each segment.
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TABLE IV-22
SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATERS OF THE U.S.
McDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI

ALTERNATIVE

Interim
CX.JNWA1
0
CX.JNWB1
0
0
CX.JNWC1
0
EXD1
0
Subtotal: Interim
Ultimate Not inctudin
FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1/C1
FWB2/C2
0-1
Subtotal: Ultimate
Ran e
0-1
Total: Interim+
Ultimate Ran e

Interim
EXD1
Ultimate Not includin
CX.JNWA1 B1,C1
NWD1/E1
Subtotal: Ultimate

Ultimate
CX.JNWA1,B1,C1
EXD1
Total: Ultimate
(Alt. CX.JNWA1,B1,
C1,EXD1

NUMBER & SIZE in hectares acres
STREAM
REGULATED
CROSSING
PONDS
(CULVERT)
aters of the U.S.

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES

STREAM
CROSSING
(BRIDGE)
aters of the U.S.

0
0
0
0
0
uantities
0
0.02 0.05
0
0
0
0- 0.02
(0- 0.05)
0- 0.02
(0- 0.05)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0.05 0.12
0
0.05 (0.12)

1
1
0
2
4

0.08 0.21
0.06 0.15
0
0.20 0.51
0.34 (0.87)

1
0
0
0
0
01
01

0.07 0.17
0
0
0
0
0-0.07
(0 - 0.17)
0- 0.07
(0 - 0.17)

2
1
2
1
0
23
34

0.14
0.07
0.18
0.10

0.35
0.18
0.46
0.24
0
0.07 -0.28
(0.18 - 0.70)
0.12 - 0.33
(0.30 - 0.82)

0
1
1
0
1
01
45

0
0.18 0.45
0.18 0.45
0
0.07 0.18
0- 0.25
(0 - 0.63)
0.34- 0.59
(0.87 - 1.50)

0

0

0

0

3

0.23 (0.58)

5

0.59 (1.50)

0

0

0

0

2

0.43 1.06

1

0
uantities
0
0.004 0.01
0.004 (0.01)

0
2
2

0
0.17 0.43
0.17 (0.43)

1
1
2

0.08 0.20
0.07 0.18
0.15 (0.38)

2
0
2

0.18 0.44
0
0.18 (0.44)

1

0.004 .
(0.01)

2

0.17 (0.43)

2

0.15 (0.38)

4

0.61 (1.50)

0
1
1

0
0.004 0.01
0.004
(0.01)

0
2
2

0
0.17 0.43
0.17 (0.43)

1
1
2

0.08 0.20
0.03 0.07
0.11 (0.27)

2
3
5

0.18 0.44
0.47 1.18
0.65 (1.62)

*In the total quantities, bridge crossings on the state line were counted only once (not in both states). ln·the Far WestAltemative, the state line stream
crossing is included on the Arkansas side. In the Improvement to Existing Altemative, the state line stream crossing is included on the Missouri side.
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TABLE IV-23
SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATERS OF THE U.S.
BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES

ALTERNATIVE

NUMBER & SIZE in hectares acres
STREAM
REGULATED
CROSSING
PONDS
(CULVERT)
aters of the U.S.

-

Ultimate

FWB1/C1
FWB2/C2
FWD1
FWD2
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2

STREAM ·
CROSSING
(BRIDGE)
aters of the U.S.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0-1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0.11 0.27
0.11 0.27
0.11 (0.27)

0

0
0
0
0.09 0.22
0
0
0- 0.09
(0- 0.22)
0

0

0

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0-1

0
0
0
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.04
0
0
0
0-0.02
(0 - 0.04)
0

0
2
0
0
1
1
13
3

0
0.14 0.36
0
0
0.22 0.54
0.22 0.54
0.22-0.36
(0.54 - 0.90)
0.36 (0.90)

1

0.11 (0.27)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.23
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.12

0

0

3
2
2
2
2
0
1
1
34
3

0.58
0.27
0.30
0.27
0.30
0
0.11 0.27
0.11 0.27
. 0.22-0.34
(0.54 - 0.85)
0.22 (0.54)

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.22 0.54
0.22 0.54
0.22 (0.54)

1

0.22 (0.54)

0

3

0.22 (0.54)

3*

0.33 (0.81)

Ultimate

NWF1
NWF2
NWF3
NWF4
NWF5
NWG1
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2
Total: Ultimate
Rane
Total: Ultimate

0

(Alt. NWF2,G1
FW/NWH1
I

- ·!"'·

Ultimate

0

0

0

*In the total quantities, bridge crossings on the state line were counted only once (not in both states). In the Far West Alternative, the state line stream
crossing is included on the Arkansas side. In the Improvement to Existing Alternative, the state line stream crossing is included on the Missouri side.
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TABLE IV-24
SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATERS OF THE U.S.
PROJECT TOTALS
(McDonald & Benton Counties)
PROJECT TOTALS

NUMBER & SIZE in hectares acres
STREAM
CROSSING
REGULATED
PONDS
(CULVERT)
aters of the U.S.

1=-----........-------~..==~--------~~==r-=~........;..;,,;;;~~;.;.;.=,.----------------~-------t

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
, SITES

Total: Interim +
Ultimate Ran e
Total: Interim +
Ultimate
(Alt. FWA3,B2/C2,
01, FW/NWH1

0-1

0-0.02
(0 - 0.05)

0-2

0

0

0

";:• .'."

0 - 0.16
(0 - 0.39)

4-5

0

-

STREAM
CROSSING
(BRIDGE)
aters of the U.S.

0.23-0.44
(0.57 - 1.09)

5-

8

0.56-0.95
(1.41 - 2.40)

4

0.34 (0.85)

8*

0.95 (2.40)

~~~

Total: Interim +
Ultimate Ran e
Total: Interim +
Ultimate
(Alt. EX/NWA1,B1,
C1, NWD1/E1 ,F2,
G1, FW/NWH1

0-2

0-0.024
(0- 0.05)

2

0.17
(0.43)

5-6

0.37 -0.49
(0.92 - 1.23)

5

1

0.004
(0.01)

2

0.17
(0.43)

5

0.37 (0.92)

5

0.83 (2.04)

Total: Ultimate
(Alt. EX/NWA1,B1,
C1, EXD1

1

0.004
(0.01)

2

0.33 (0.81)

8*

0.98 (2.43)

*In the total quantities, bridge crossings on the state line were counted only once (not in both states). In the Far West Alternative, the state line
stream crossing is included on the Arkansas side. In the Improvement to Existing Alternative, the state line stream crossing is included on the
Missouri side.

Interim Improvements
•

Segment A (EX/NWA1) - includes the area from Route H southwest of Pineville,
Missouri to the point where it meets existing US 71 just south of Wolf Pen Hollow. It
would have no impacts to regulated ponds or special aquatic sites. No intermittent
streams and one perennial stream cross this segment. Stream crossing impacts are
estimated to be 0.08 hectares (0.21 acres) for the perennial stream. The stream
crossed is Goodin Hollow Creek and this stream would be bridged.

•

Segment B (EX/NWB1) - includes the area along existing US 71 from just south of
Wolf Pen Hollow to Miser Hollow Creek. It would have no impacts to regulated
ponds or special aquatic sites. No perennial streams and one intermittent stream
crosses this segment. Stream crossing impacts are estimated to be 0.06 hectares
(0.15 acres) for the intermittent stream. The stream crossed is Brush Creek, which
would be bridged.

•

Segment C (EX/NWC1) - includes the area along existing US 71 from Miser Hollow
Creek to a point approximately 2,195 meters (7,200 feet) to the south on US 71. It
would impact no regulated ponds, no special aquatic sites and no perennial streams.
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One intermittent stream crosses this segment and would impact approximately 0.05
hectares (0.12 acres). The stream crossed is in Miser Hollow Creek and it would be
culverted.
•

Segment D (EXD1) - includes the area from the south end of Segment C to the
Missouri/Arkansas state line. It would impact no regulated ponds, no special aquatic
sites and no intermittent streams. Two perennial streams cross this segment and
would impact approximately 0.20 hectares (0.51 acres). The streams impacted
include crossings at Little Sugar Creek and Gordon Hollow Creek, both of which are
below the headwaters and would be bridged. In addition, Little Sugar Creek comes
very close to this segment just northwest of Gordon Hollow. A retaining wall would be
constructed to stabilize the stream bank and prevent erosion of the roadway
embankment.

Ultimate Improvements
•

Segment A (FWA) - includes the area from Route H, southwest of Pineville, Missouri
to north of the Missouri/Arkansas state line, near Mill Creek Road and includes three
alternative alignments.
FWA 1 would directly impact one regulated pond totaling approximately 0.07 hectares
(0.17 acres) of emergent wetland. No perennial streams and two intermittent streams
cross this segment. Stream crossing impacts are estimated to be 0.14 hectares (0.35
acres) for the intermittent streams. The streams crossed are an unnamed tributary of
Goodin Hollow and Cave Hollow Creek, both of which would be culverted.
FWA2 would directly impact one special aquatic site, an impounded spring, totaling
0.02 hectares (0.05 acres) of emergent wetland. No perennial streams and two
intermittent streams cross this segment. Stream crossing impacts are estimated to be
0.18 hectares (0.45 acres) for Goodin Hollow Creek, which would be bridged, and 0.07
hectares (0.18 acres) for an unnamed tributary of Goodin Hollow Creek, which would
be culverted. In addition, a portion of Goodin Hollow Creek comes close to the edge
of the corridor (FWA2A3-9), but it is anticipated that no impacts would occur. If, in the
design phase, it is found that impacts could occur at this location, the alignment would
be adjusted to avoid impacts, or MoDOT would reapply for a permit.
FWA3 would have the same impacts to Goodin Hollow Creek and the tributary of
Gooqin Hollow Creek as those of FWA2. It would also cross Cave Hollow Creek, an
intermittent stream. Impacts would total 0.11 hectares (0.28 acres) and the stream
would be culverted.

•

Segment B/C (FWB/C) - includes the area from north of the Missouri/Arkansas state
line near Mill Creek Road to south of Ferrel Road and includes two alternative
alignments.
·
FWB1/C1 would cross only one intermittent stream. Stream crossing impact is
estimated to be 0.01 hectares (0.24 acres). The stream crossed is Mill Creek, which
would be culverted.
FWB2/C2 would cross two intermittent streams in this segment.
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Hollow crossing, which would be bridged, would impact 0.07 hectares (0.18 acres) on
the Missouri side, and·0.10 hectares (0.24 acres) on the Arkansas side for a total
impact of 0.17 hectares (0.42 acres). The other crossing is at Mill Creek, which would
be bridged, having impacts totaling 0.05 hectares (0.12 acres).
•

Segment D (FWD) - includes the area from south of Ferrel Road to east of County
Road 49 (Becket Road) and includes two alternative alignments.
FWD1 would have no impacts to any Waters of the U.S. In this link, a wetland area
(FWD1-5) is located adjacent to the proposed right-of-way north of what would be an
interchange with Route 72. It would be just out of the proposed corridor and it is
anticipated that no impacts would occur. If necessary, a slight alignment adjustment
could be made in the design phase to ensure avoidance. If avoidance cannot be
accomplished, AHTD will reapply for a permit.
FWD2 would impact one regulated pond totaling 0.09 hectares (0.22 acres) of
emergent wetland. No other impacts to Waters of the U.S. would occur.

•

Segment H (FW/NWH) - includes the area from east of County Road 49 (Becket
Road) to the US 71/US 718 Interchange. This segment has two alternative
alignments. This segment is used for both the Far West Corridor and the Near West
Corridor.
FW/NWH1 would cross two per~nnial streams that are McKisic Creek and an
unnamed tributary of McKisic Creek. McKisic Creek is below the headwaters and
would be bridged, the impact of which would be 0.22 hectares ( 0.54 acres). The
tributary of McKisic Creek would be culverted with impacts totaling 0.11 hectares (0.27
acres).
FW/NWH2 would have the same impacts as those described in FW/NWH1.

Existing US 71 Roadway
As presented in Chapter II, in addition to the freeway relocation, the Far West Alternative would
include roadway widening, one-lane in each direction, along existing US 71 from the US 71/US
718 Interchange to the Sugar Creek Center area. As part of the roadway widening, bridge
widening would occur at. McKisic Creek. The creek has been relocated previously and now flows
along the toe of the existing roadway embankment slope. The widened bridge would require a
relocation of the creek farther west, moving th~ creek away from the toe of slope. This would
provide the opportunity to reconfigure the alignment of the creek to approach a more natural
curvature, and reestablish a stream bottom including development of riffle pool complexes.
b. Near West Alternative

Interim Improvements
•

Segment D (EXD1) - EXD1 would cross two perennial streams. The streams crossed
are Gordon Hollow Creek and Little Sugar Creek, both of which are below the
headwaters, and both of which would be bridged. Impacts are estimated to be 0.18
hectares (0.44 acres) for Gordon Hollow Creek, and 0.25 hectares (0.62 acres) for
Little Sugar Creek. No other impacts to Waters of the U.S. would occur.
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Ultimate Improvements
The Near West Corridor contains seven segments: Segments A, 8, Segmerit C, DIE, F, G and H.
Within Segments A, B and C, the Existing and Near West Alternatives are concurrent and the
roadway alignment follows the location previously included in the MoDOT US 71 EIS from
Neosho, Missouri, to the state line (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427 - FHWA-EIS-90-02-F). South
of Segment C, including Segments D/E, F, G and H, the Near West Alternative is separate from
the Existing Alternative. Segment H for the Near West and Far West Alternatives are identical.
Each of these segments are divided into alternative alignments which range from one to five in
number within each segment.
Segment H was previously cfescribed under the Far West Corridor. Waters of the U.S. impacts
along existing US 71 at McKisic Creek were described under the Far West Corridor.
•

Segments A, · B and C (EX/NWA1,B1,C1) - includes the area between Route H,
southwest of Pineville, Missouri, to the diversion point north of Gordon Hollow Creek,
near the Missouri/Arkansas state line and has only one alignment.
The alignment in Segments A, B and C would cross three intermittent streams: Goodin
Hollow, Brush Creek and Miser Hollow. Goodin Hollow would be bridged and impacts
would total 0.08 hectares (0.21 acres). Brush Creek would be bridged and impacts
would total 0.09 hectares (0.23 acres). Miser Hollow would be culverted and impacts
would total 0.08 hectares (0.20 acres).

•

Segment D/E (NWD1/E1) - includes the area from north of Gordon Hollow Creek to
the Missouri/Arkansas state line which contains one alignment.
NWD1/E1 would ·directly impact two regulated ponds totaling approximately 0.17
hectares (0.43 acres) of emergent wetland. One intermittent stream crosses this
segment with an impact of 0.07 hectares (0.18 acres). The stream crossed is a
tributary of Little Sugar Creek and would be culverted. In addition, a portion of Gordon
Hollow Creek (NWD 1E1-1) comes close to the edge of the corridor, but it is anticipated
that no impacts would occur. If, in the design phase, it is found that impacts could
occur at this location, the alignment would be adjusted to avoid impacts or MoDOT
would reapply for a permit.

•

Segment F (NWF) - includes the areas between the Missouri/Arkansas state line and
west of Chelsea Road and north of County Road 39. The segment contains five
alternative alignments.
NWF1 (Links 1, 4 and 8) would have no impacts to special aquatic sites or regulated
ponds. Stream impacts include two at Gordon Hollow Creek, which is below the
headwaters, and one at a tributary of Tanyard Creek. The perennial portion of Gordon
Hollow Creek is culverted with impacts totaling 0.10 hectares (0.24 acres). The
intermittent portion of Gordon Hollow Creek is a relocation impacting 0.12 hectares
(0.31 acres). The tributary of Tanyard Creek is intermittent and would be culverted
with impacts totaling 0.01 hectares (0.03 acres).
NWF2 (Links 1, 3, 5, 6 and 8) would directly impact the same Waters of the U.S. as
listed above in NWF1 with the exception that Gordon Hollow is impacted at only one
location which is a crossing, thereby eliminating the 0.12 hectares (0.31 acres)
relocation impact.
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NWF3 (Links 2, 5, 6 and 8) would cross one perennial stream and one intermittent
stream. Stream crossing impacts are estimated to be 0.11 hectares (0.27 acres) for
the perennial stream which is Gordon Hollow. It is below the headwaters and would be
culverted. A tributary of Tanyard Creek is the intermittent stream. It would be
culverted with impacts totaling 0.01 hectares (0.03 acres).
NWF4 (Links 1, 3, 5 and 7) would have the same impacts to Gordon Hollow Creek and
the tributary of Tanyard Creek as those described in NWF2. In addition, one special
aquatic site, and impounded spring, would be impacted totaling 0.02 hectares (0.04
acres) of emergent wetland.
NWF5 (Links 2, 5 and 7) would have the same impacts to Gordon Hollow Creek and
the tributary of Tanyard Creek as those described in NWF3. In addition, this
alternative would impact the same special aquatic site described in NWF4.
•

Segment G (NWG1) - includes the area from west of Chelsea Road and north of
County Road 39 to east of County Road 49 (Becket Road) and contains one
alignment.
NWG1 would have no impacts to any Waters of the U.S.

•

Segment H (FW/NWH) - FW/NWH1 and H2 have the same impacts as those in the
·
Far West Alternative.

Existing US 71 Roadway
As presented in Chapter II, in addition to the freeway relocation, the Near West Alternative would.
include roadway widening, one-lane in each direction, along existing US 71 from the US 71/US
71 B Interchange to the Sugar Creek Center area. As part of the roadway widening, bridge
widening would occur at McKisic Creek. The creek has been relocated previously and now flows
along the toe of the existing roadway embankment slope. The widened bridge would require a
relocation of the creek farther west, moving the creek away from the toe of slope. This would
provide the opportunity to reconfigure the alignment of the creek to approach a more natural
curvature, and reestablish a stream bottom including development of riffle pool complexes.
c. Existing Alternative
The Existing Corridor contains five segments: Segments A, B, C, D and E. There is one
alignment in each segment. The Existing Alternative has no interim improvement impacts.
Segments A, B and C were previously described under the Near West Corridor.
•

Segment D (EXD1) - EXD1 would directly impact two regulated ponds totaling 0.17
hectares (0.43 acres) of emergent wetland. One special aquatic site, a spring, is
impacted totaling 0.004 hectares (0.01 acres) of emergent wetland. One intermittent
stream, a tributary of Little Sugar Creek, is culverted with impacts totaling 0.03
hectares (0.07 acres).
Gordon Hollow Creek, a perennial stream below the
headwaters, is bridged with impacts totaling 0.18 hectares (0.44 acres). Little Sugar
Creek is below the headwaters and is bridged at two locations. At existing US 71,
impacts total 0.25 hectares (0.62 acres). At Bear Creek Hollow Road on the state line
impacts, total 0.05 hectares (0.12 acres) on the Missouri side.
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Segment E (EXE1) - This segment includes the area between the Missouri/Arkansas
state line and the US 71/ US 71 B Interchange. EXE1 would have no impacts to
special aquatic sites or regulated ponds. Stream crossings would include four at Little
Sugar Creek which is perennial and below the headwaters, one at McKisic Creek
which is perennial and below the headwaters, one at Pinion Creek which is
intermittent, and two at a tributary of McKisic Creek which is intermittent. Bear Creek
Hollow Road on the state line would bridge Little Sugar Creek with impacts totaling
0.05 hectares (0.12 acres) on the Arkansas side. Little Sugar Creek would also be
bridged at Route 340 with impacts totaling 0.12 hectares (0.30 acres). Little Sugar
Creek also runs under US 71 at the Berksdale Golf Course where a new bridge would
replace the existing one resulting in total impacts of 0.11 hectares (0.27 acres). Pinion
Creek would be culverted at a frontage road south of the Town Center with impacts
totaling 0.01 hectares (0.03 acres). McKisic Creek would be bridged at US 71 with
impacts totaling 0.05 hectares (0.12 acres). A tributary of McKisic Creek would be
culverted in two locations at the US 71/US 71 B interchange with impacts totaling 0.21
hectares (0.51 acres). In addition, Little Sugar Creek runs parallel and adjacent to
existing US 71 just south of the intersection with Kingsland Drive (EXE1-8 and EXE19). At this location a bridge structure and retaining wall would be constructed to
prevent erosion of the roadway embankment. Little Sugar Creek also runs parallel
and adjacent to US 71 just south of Greenwich Road and the Sugar Creek Center
(EXE1-18 and EXE1-19). It is anticipated that no impacts would occur at this location.
However, if, in the design phase, it is determined that impacts could occur, AHTD
would reapply for a permit.

3.

PROJECT IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a.

Preferred Alternative

The Preferred Alternative lies within the Far West corridor and includes segments FWA3 and
FWB2/C2 in McDonald County, Missouri; and FWB2/C2, FWD1 and FW/NWH1 in Benton
County, Arkansas. Impacts to Waters of the U.S. resources due to the interim improvements in
Missouri will be governed by the earlier MoDOT EIS and ROD.
As stated earlier in this section, field investigations were previously performed within the
corridor on all ponds, perennial streams, streams designated as "Riverine" on the NWI maps,
3
and streams having a flow greater than 0.14 m per second (5 cfs). According to the AHTD
wetlands protocol, the preliminary phase of the study did not require field checks for intermittent
streams. However, after the Preferred Alternative was selected, each USGS blue line stream
crossing within the Preferred Alternative was photographed and was checked to determine the
presence or absence of adjacent wetlands. The presence or absence of the Ordtnary High
Water Mark (OHWM) of each stream was also determined and the width was measured for
those with an OHWM. The length of stream lying within the corridor was scaled fron:i the aerial
photographs to determine the acreage within the OHWM.
All of the previous and recent water resource data for the Preferred Alternative was compiled in
two documents titled Waters of the U.S. and Preliminary Jurisdictional Wetland Determinations
Summary Report. A separate document was prepared for each county and sent to the Little
Rock District US Army Corps of Engineers for review and approval as part of the Section 404
permitting process. The USACE has since concurred with the findings and has determined that
each stream crossing in McDonald County is authorized by a Department of the Army
Nationwide Permit (NWP) No. 14; and that each stream crossing in Benton County is
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authorized by a Department of the Army General Permit. Each report can be found in Appendix
E along with the Section 404 permits. The results and conclusions of the water resource
investigations for the Preferred Alternative are summarized for each county in the following text
and tables. The location of each water resource can be found on Exhibit 2 of Appendix E and
on the Plan Plates in Appendix C.

McDonald County, Missouri
It was determined that the Preferred Alternative in McDonald County did not contain any
jurisdictional wetland areas. There was only one pond (an upland stock pond), but it did not
qualify as a Water of the U.S., and is therefore not regulated by the USAGE. Field
investigations were also performed at 13 mapped streams. Ten (10) of those had a discernible
channel with an OHWM and are therefore regulated, and 3 of those lacked a channel with an
OHWM. All of the regulated streams are intermittent and 2 of the 10 regulated streams, Goodin
Hollow Creek and Rattlesnake Hollow Creek, would be bridged and therefore would avoid
impacts. The 8 remaining streams would be culverted resulting in total potential impacts of
910.5 meters (2,987 feet) of channel including 0.22 hectares (0.54 acres) of Waters of the U.S.
within the OHWM. Table IV-24a summarizes the potential water resource impacts for the
Preferred Alternative in McDonald County. In addition, tables of detailed information regarding
each water resource and typical profiles of bridged and culverted stream crossings can be
found in Appendix E.

Benton County, Arkansas
It was determined that the Preferred Alternative in Benton County would potentially impact only
one jurisdictional wetland area (Site B-3a from the Summary Report, as also shown on Plate
FW4 in Appendix C). It is an "emergent" wetland area covering 0.04 hectares (0.10 acres) with
no open water. A photo and location for this resource is shown in Exhibit IV-5. During the
roadway design phase, all reasonable and practicable efforts will be made to avoid this wetland.
Commitments to reinvestigate the roadway alignment in this area have already been made
regarding the proximity of the alignment to the Highlands Golf Course area. A slight shifting of
the alignment in this area would both mitigate the proximal impacts of the freeway for the golf
course as well as avoid this wetland resource. If it is determined that impacts to the wetland
cannot be avoided, AHTD will reapply for a Section 404 Permit.
None of the 14 ponds (several were upland stock ponds) in the corridor qualified as Waters of
the U.S., and are therefore not regulated by the USAGE. Field investigations were also
performed at 21 mapped streams. Twelve (12) of those had a discernible channel with an
OHWM and are therefore regulated, and 9 of those lacked a channel with an OHWM. Two (2)
of the regulated streams in the corridor are perennial and 10 are intermittent. One of the
3
perennial streams, McKisic Creek, has a flow greater than 0.14 m per second (5 cfs), and
would be bridged to avoid impacts. The other perennial stream is a tributary of McKisic Creek,
3
and has a flow of less than 0.14 m per second (5 cfs). The affected portion of this stream,
which would be culverted, had previously been channelized, as it lies within the existing
interchange of US 71 and US 71 Business.
There are two intermittent streams in the corridor that would be bridged and thus avoid impacts
- Rattlesnake Hollow Creek located at the Missouri/Arkansas state line, and Mill Creek located
about one-half mile south of the state line. The remaining 8 intermittent streams, and the
perennial tributary of McKisic Creek, previously mentioned, would be culverted resulting in total
potential impacts of 1030.3 meters (3,380 feet) of channel including 0.22 hectares (0.54 acres)
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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of Waters of the U.S. within the OHWM. Table IV-24b summarizes the potential water resource
impacts for the Preferred Alternative in Benton County. In addition, tables of detailed
information regarding each water resource can be found in Appendix E.
TABLE IV-24a
SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATERS OF THE U.S.
FOR THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
McDonald County, Missouri
STREAM CROSSINGS
meters (feet) & hectares (acres)
CULVERTED
BRIDGED*

FWA3

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES
(emergent
wetlands)
Size
#
0
0

FWB2/C2

0

0

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

8

SEGMENT

REGULATED
PONDS
(waters of
the U.S.)

#
#
0

Size
0

7

Length
809.9 m
(2657 ft)
100.6 m
(330 ft)
910.5 m
(2987 ..ft)

Area
OHWM
0.204 ha
(0.50 ac)
0.02 ha
(0.04 ac)
0.22 ha
(0.54 ac)

#

Length

1

213.4 m
(700 ft)
91.4 m
(300 ft)
304.8 m
(1000 ft)

1

2

Area
OHWM
0.17 ha
(0.42 ac)
0.07 ha
(0.18 ac)
0.24 ha
(0.60 ac)

"Stream crossing impacts at blidged streams are considered as being av01ded, but quantities are listed for informative and comparative purposes.

TABLE IV-24b
SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATERS OF THE U.S.
FOR THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Benton County, Arkansas
STREAM CROSSINGS
meters (feet) & hectares (acres)
CULVERTED
BRIDGED*

FWD1

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES
(emergent
wetlands)
#
Size
0.04 ha
1
(0.10 ac)
0
0

FW/NWH1

0

0

0

0

·3

TOTAL

1

0.04 ha
(0.10 ac)

0

0

9

SEGMENT

FWB2/C2

REGULATED
PONDS
(waters of
the U.S.)

#

Length

0

Size
0

2

0

0

4

289.5 m
(950 ft)
381.1 m
(1250 ft)
359.7 m
(1180 ft)
1030.3 m
(3380 ft)
..

#

Area
OHWM
0.02 ha
(0.06 ac)
0.06 ha
(0.14 ac)
0.14 ha
(0.34 ac)
0.22 ha
(0.54 ac)

#

Length

2

243.8 m
(800 ft)
0

Area
OHWM
0.15 ha
(0.36 ac)
0

109.7 m
(360 ft)
353.5 m
(1160 ft)

0.22 ha
(0.54 ac)
0.37 ha
(0.90 ac)

0
1

3

"Stream crossmg impacts at blidged streams are considered as being av0tded, but quantities are listed for informative and comparative purposes.

Total Impacts (McDonald and Benton Counties)

The US 71 Preferred Alternative from Bella Vista to Pineville would potentially impact one
jurisdictional "emergent" wetland area covering 0.04 hectares (0.10 acres), although avoidance
will be sought in the roadway design phase. There are no regulated ponds within this corridor.
Five (5) regulated streams would be bridged, and 17 regulated streams would be culverted
resulting in total potential impacts of 1940.8 meters (6,367 feet) of channel including 0.44
hectares (1.08 acres) of waters of the U.S. within the OHWM. This information is also
presented in Table IV-24c.
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TABLE IV-24c
SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO WATERS OF THE U.S.
FOR THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
McDonald & Benton Counties

COUNTY

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES
(emergent
wetlands)
#
Size
0
0

STREAM CROSSINGS
meters (feet) & hectares (acres)
CULVERTED
BRIDGED*

REGULATED
PONDS
(waters of
the U.S.)

#

#

Size
0

Area
OHWM
0.22 ha
(0.54 ac)
0.22 ha
(0.54 ac)
0.44 ha
(1.08 ac)

#

Length

Area
OHWM
0.24 ha
(0.60 ac)
0.37 ha
(0.90 ac)
0.61 ha
(1.50 ac)

910.5 m
304.8 m
2
(2987 ft)
(1000 ft)
9
1030.3 m
1
0.04 ha
0
0
3
353.5 m
Benton
(3380 ft)
(0.10ac)
(1160 ft)
17
0
658.3 m
1
0.04 ha
1940.8 m
TOTAL
0
5
(6367 ft)
(0.10ac)
(2160 ft)
..
*Stream crossing impacts at bndged streams are considered as being aVOtded, but quantities are listed for informative and comparative purposes.
McDonald

b.

0

8

Length

Project Recommendations

In any project which has potential impacts to wetlands or other Waters of the U.S., each resource
should be individually examined and the construction limits of the roadway improvements should
be reevaluated to see if the wetlands resource can reasonably be avoided. Avoidance is the best
wetlands strategy. When impacts are unavoidable, they should be minimized and the impacted
wetlands resource should be mitigated and enhanced to the extent practical.
Special conditions to minimize harm to wetlands and other aquatic resources will be considered.
As part of the compliance with the provisions of the Section 404 Permits (see Appendix E), these
measures would include the following:
•

Dredged or fill material used for construction would be nonpollutional material in
accordance with the EPA Guidelines for the Discharge of Dredged or Fill Material, found in
40 CFR 230.

•

All construction activity would be performed in a manner that would minimize increased
turbidity of the water in the work area and otherwise avoid adverse effects on water quality
and aquatic life.

•

All dredged material not used as backfill would be placed on land and no runoff water from
the disposal site would be allowed to enter the waterway.

•

The discharge would not be located in the proximity of a public water supply intake.

•

The discharge would not contain unacceptable levels of pathogenic organisms in areas
used for sports involving physical contact with the water.

•

The construction activity will not r~locate th~ stream or river channel ui:mecessarily.

•

Erosion, both during and after construction, would be controlled as outlined in the
"Federal-Aid Highway Program Manual", Volume 6, Chapter 7 Section 3, and the latest
edition of the AHTD and MoDOT Standard Specifications.
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•

The project will not significantly disrupt the movement of those species of aquatic life
indigenous to the waterbody.

•

Temporary work ramps or haul roads, when needed must provide sufficient waterway
openings to allow the passage of expected high flows.

•

All temporary fills would be removed in their entirety.

•

The contractor shall take precautions in the handling and storage of hazardous materials
including lubricants and fuels to prevent discharges or spillage's that would result in
degradation of water quality.

•

Protection of wetlands:
a. Wetland areas would be avoided to the maximum extent practicable.
b. Wetlands outside the construction limits would not be used for construction support
activities (borrow sites, waste sites, storage, parking access, etc.).
c.

Heavy equipment working in wetlands would be placed on mats.

d. Clearing of wetlands would be limited to the minimum necessary for the completion
of the job.
e. The contractor would be responsible for the protection of adjacent wetlands.

N.

Water Body Modification and Wildlife Impacts

Transportation improvement projects impact aquatic and terrestrial habitat directly through
right-of-way acquisition and indirectly through habitat modification and fragmentation. Right-ofway acquisition results in a direct loss of land area and a reduction in habitat size. These
losses are quantifiable and relatively easy to understand. However, when a highway segment
bisects an area of a previously wooded habitat or, perhaps, uses a culvert to carry a small
stream under the highway, a "fragmentation" also occurs, and this can have an adverse effect
on species diversity. Habitat fragmentation, whether it be terrestrial or aquatic, creates what is
now being referred to as an "island" biogeography where variably-sized parcels or "islands" of
viable habitat function within an overall landscape altered for human uses. Some species
display varying degrees of tolerance to this fragmentation, and are able to maintain breeding
populations. Other species, whose habitat requirements are more narrowly defined, are unable
to adapt and are in danger of extirpation.
Correspondence information from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service stated that most of the
remaining large contiguous blocks of forest in the Midwest occur in the Ozarks. These forests
provide habitat for many species of neotropical forest interior birds. For the less area-sensitive
species, the minimum size of unfragmented habitat that can support bird populations without
substantial losses due to predation and nest parasitism is a forest block of at least 202 hectares
(500 acres). The large blocks of forest located in the Study Area are composed of
predominantly the Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite type.
Other important habitat considerations are contiguous blocks of forested areas containing 16
hectares (40 acres) or more and all-riparian corridors associated with streams in the Study
Area. Upland forested habitat and vegetated riparian corridors within the US 71 Study Area are
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already fragmented from previous land use decisions. The importance of these environments
is evident in areas where much of the forest has been cleared for agricultural purposes.
However, when these areas are sparse, the migration of species is impaired, as they have
limited areas in which to relocate.
The riparian forests within the study corridors were determined by studying aerial photographs,
USGS topographic maps, and National Wetlands Inventory maps. Areas determined to be
riparian forests were those that were designated on the NWI maps as palustrine forested, or
low-lying forested areas adjacent to streams that were designated as riverine environments.
Streams and ponds also provide habitat values and are considered in the analysis. Water body
modification can impact wildlife such as fish by the types of environments that some species of
fish prefer to inhabit. The Missouri Water Quality Standards lists three perennial streams in the
Study Area that have use designations for Protection of Warm Water Aquatic Life and Cool
Water Fishery. These streams are the Elk River, Big Sugar Creek, and Little Sugar Creek. Not
only do the streams and ponds within the Study Area serve as habitats for aquatic species, but
Commitments have been made by
they also provide drinking water for terrestrial wildlife.
MoDOT and AHTD to assess as part of the preliminary design the need for runoff collection and
treatment measures for the "Freeway Build" Alternatives to protect the quality of the habitat and
drinking water of these aquatic species and terrestrial wildlife habitats.
1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No-Build" Alternative, including TSM improvements, would not further fragment existing
habitat. Existing wildlife and fisheries populations would continue to utilize available habitat in
the Study Area, and existing rates and trends of highway-related mortality would continue.
Development pressures, grazing, logging and other sources of degradation would continue to
act on wildlife habitat independent of transportation improvements and water quality of streams
would continue to be effected by runoff from the road surface.
2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

a.

Primary Impacts

In defining the roadway alignments for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, all practical care was
taken to avoid undue impacts to both aquatic and terrestrial habitats. To the fullest extent
practical, large contiguous forest blocks, wherever unavoidable, would be crossed or
fragmented for as little distance as practical to minimize any adverse impacts to these
resources. In addition, subsequent design development of the preferred alternative would
continue to refine the roadway alignment to further minimize any adverse impacts to aquatic
and terrestrial resources.
Direct impacts to forested wildlife habitat are separated into three categories: (1) number of
areas in which large contiguous forest blocks of at least 202 hectares (500 acres) are being
fragmented, (2) number of areas in which contiguous forest blocks of at least 16 hectares (40
acres) are being fragmented, and (3) surface areas of riparian forest being impacted. Direct
impacts to streams and ponds are also included. For the purposes of this impact analysis,
heGtareage (acreage) impacts were based on the 100 m (328 ft.) wide study corridor. There ·
are several segments and options within each alternative, therefore wildlife impacts are
presented as a range of impacts in Table IV-25.
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Far West Alternative

The Far West Corridor contains four segments (A, 8, C and D) of US 71 interim improvements
and four additional segments of the ultimate improvements: Segments A, B/C, D and H. These
ultimate improvement segments each contain two or three alternative alignments.
•

•

Interim Improvements
>

Segment A (EX/NWA1) - includes the area from Route H southwest of Pineville,
Missouri to the point where it meets existing US 71 just south of Wolf Pen
Hollow. It would fragment two 16.2 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest and impact
0.3 hectare (0.7 acre) of riparian forest. It would cross one stream impacting
0.06 hectares (0.1 acres) and would impact two ponds totaling 0.15 hectares (0.4
acres).

>

Segment B (EX/NWB1) - includes the area along existing US 71 from just south
of Wolf Pen Hollow to Miser Hollow Creek. It would not fragment forest blocks,
nor impact riparian forest. It would cross one stream impacting 0.06 hectares (0.1
acres) and would impact one pond totaling 0.02 hectares (0.05 acres).

>

Segment C (EX/NWC1) - includes the area along existing US 71 from Miser
Hollow Creek to a point approximately 2195 meters (7200 feet) to the south on
U.S. 71. It would not fragment forest blocks, but would impact 0.2 hectare (0.4
acre) of riparian forest. It would cross one stream impacting 0.05 hectares (0.1
acres), but would not impact any ponds.

>

Segment D (EXD1 )- includes the area from the south end of Segment C to the
Missouri/Arkansas state line. It would not fragment forest blocks, but would
impact 0.7 hectare (1.8 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross three streams
impacting 0.63 hectares (1 .6 acres), but would not impact any ponds.

Ultimate Improvements
>

Segment A (FWA) - includes the area from Route H, southwest of .Pineville
Missouri to north of the Missouri/Arkansas state line, near Mill Creek Road, and
includes three alternative alignments. FWA1 would fragment five 16 hectare (40
acre) blocks of forest and impact 0.48 hectares (1.2 acres) of riparian forest. It
would cross one stream impacting 0.03 hectares (0.07 acres) and would impact 4
ponds totaling 0.45 hectares (1.1 acres).
FWA2 would fragment two 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest and impact 0.85
hectares (2.1 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross three streams impacting 0.29
hectares (0.7 acres) and would impact 3 ponds totaling 0.23 hectares (0.6 acres).
FWA3 would fragment three 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest and impact 0.85
hectares-(2.1 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross three streams impacting 0.29
hectares (0.7 acres) and would impact one pond totaling 0.15 hectares (0.4 acres).
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TABLE IV-25
WATER BODY MODIFICATION AND WILDLIFE HABITAT IMPACTS
FORESTS, STREAMS AND PONDS

"FREEWAY-BUILD"
ALTERNATIVES

UPLAND FOREST
FRAGMENTATION
202.3 ha
(500 ac)
block
fra .

RIPARIAN
FOREST

STREAMS

PONDS

hectares
(acres)

hectares
(acres)

hectares
(acres)

Area

Far
Interim
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
Total: Interim
Ultimate Not indudin
FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1/C1
FWB2/C2

FWD1
FWD2
FWINWH1
FW/NWH2
Total: Ultimate
Rane
Total: Interim +
Ultimate Ra e
Total: Interim+
Ultimate
(Alt. FWA3,82/C2,D1 ,
FWINWH1
Interim
EXD1
Ultimate Not indudin
EX/NWA1 ,81 ,C1
NWD1E1
NWF1
NWF2
NWF3
NWF4
NWF5
NWG1
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2
Total: Ultimate (Range)

0
0
0
0
0
uantities
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0 to 3

2
0
0
0
2

0.3 0.7
0
0.2 0.4
0.7 1.8
1.2 2.9

5
2
3
12
10
0
3
4
5
16 to 25

Oto 3

18 to 27

0.48 1.2
0.85 2.1
0.85 2.1
0.29 0.7
0.40 1.0
0
0
0
0
0.77 to 1.25
1.9 to 3.1
1.97 to 2.45
(4.8 to 6.0)

19

2

1
3
3
1
1
0
0
2
2
4-6
10-12

0.03 0.07
0.29 0.7
0.29 0.7
0.05 0.1
0.010 0.03
0
0
0.33 0.8
0.33 0.8
0.37to 0.67
0.9 to 1.6
1.17 to 1.47
(2.8 to 3.5)

4
3
1
0
1
12
8
2
2
11-19

1.43 (3.43)

19

2.32 (5.n)

14-22

2.45 (6.0)

12

0.21 0.5

2

7

0.74 1.8

0.58 1.4
0.32 0.8
0.94 2.3
0.52 1.3
0.15 0.4
0.52 1.3
0.15 0.4
0
0
0
1.05to1 .84
2.6 to 4.5

3
1
2

3
3
4
4
4
6
6
1
3
3
14 to
16
21 to
23

0.17 0.4
0.16 0.4
0.59 1.5
0.59 1.5
0.59 1.5
0.7 1.7
0.7 1.7
0.12 0.3
0.39 1.0
0.1 0.2
1.14 to 1.54
2.8 to 3.8

1
0
o to 1

1
2
3
2
3
3
4
5
11 to 14

Total: Interim + Ultimate
(Range)

Oto 1

12 to 15

1.26 to 2.05

9 to 10

Total: Interim+ Ultimate
(Alt. EX/NWA1,81 ,C1,
NWD1 E1 ,F2,G1 ,FWINWH1

0

13

3.1 to 5.0
1.63 (4.0)

9

1.07 (2.52)

21

0
0

2

0.17 0.4

0
3

0.46 1.1
2.96 7.3

3
7

0
0

3
2
9
14

3.59 (8.8)

Ultimate
EX/NWA1,81 ,C1

EXD1
EXE1
Total: Ultimate
(Alt. EX/NWA1,81,C1,
EXD1,E1
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0.74 to 2.45
1.8 to 6.02
0.91to2.62
(2.25 to 6.47)

0.58 1.4
0.21 0.5
0
0.79 (1 .9)

1
0
2
2
7 to 8

0.61 to
1.42 to
1.07 to
(2.52 to

0.73
1.72
1.19
2.82)

1.88 to 2.28
4.6 to 5.6
2.17 (5.4)

11
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Segment B/C (FWB/C) - includes the area ·from north of the
Missouri/Arkansas state line near Mill Creek Road, crossing the state line, to
south of Ferrel Road and includes two alternative alignments.
FWB1/C1 would fragment two 202 hectare (500 acre) blocks of forest, twelve
16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest, and impact 0.29 hectares (0.7 acres) of
riparian forest. It would cross one stream impacting 0.05 hectares (0.1 acres)
and would impact no ponds.
FWB2/C2 would fragment ten 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest and impact
0.40 hectares (1.0 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross one stream
impacting 0.01 hectares (0.03 acres) and would impact one pond totaling 0.01
hectares (0.02 acres).

>

Segment D (FWD) - includes the area from south of Ferrel Road to east of
County Road 49 (Becket Road) and includes two alternative alignments.
FWD1 would have no impacts to forest blocks, riparian forests or streams. It
would impact twelve ponds totaling 1.63 hectares (4.0 acres).
FWD2 would fragment three 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest but would
have no impacts to riparian forest. It would cross no streams but would impact
eight ponds totaling 0.49 hectares (1.2 acres).

>

Segment H (FW/NWH) - includes the area from east of County Road 49
(Becket Road) to US 71/US 71 B interchange and includes two alternative
alignments. This Segment is the same for both the Far West Corridor and the
Near West Corridor.
FW/NWH1 would fragment one 202 hectare (500 acre) block of forest and four
16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest, but would have no impacts to riparian
forest. It would cross two streams impacting 0.33 hectares (0.8 acres) and
would impact two ponds totaling 0.36 hectares (0.9 acres).
FW/NWH2 would fragment five 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest but would
have no impacts to riparian forest. It would cross two streams impacting 0.33
hectares (0.8 acres) and would impact two ponds totaling 0.1 hectares (0.2
acres).

Near West Alternative
The Near West Corridor contains one additional interim improvement segment (Segment D from
the Existing Alternative) and seven ultimate improvement segments: Segments A, B, C, Segment
D/E, F, G and H. These ultimate improvement segments each contain one to five alternative
alignments.
·
•

Interim Improvements
>

Segment D (EXD1) - includes the area from north of Gordon Hollow Creek,
near the Missouri/Arkansas state line to the Missouri/Arkansas state line and
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has one alternative alignment. It would fragment one 16.2 ·hectare (40 acre)
forest block, and would impact 0.21 hectares (0.4 acres) of riparian forest. It
would cross two streams impacting 0.46 hectares (1.1 acres) and would
impact seven ponds totaling 0.74 hectares (1.8 acres).
•

Ultimate Improvements
Segment H is the same as previously described for the Far West Corridor.
>

Segments A, Band C (EX/NWA1, 81, C1) - includes the area from Route H
southwest of Pineville, Missouri to the diversion point north of Gordon Hollow
Creek, near the Missouri/Arkansas state line.
This segment has one
alternative alignment and would fragment two 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of
forest and impact 0.58 hectares (1.4 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross
three streams impacting 0.17 hectares (0.4 acres) and would impact three
ponds totaling 0.17 hectares (0.4 acres).

>

Segment D/E (NWD1 E1) - includes the area from north of Gordon Hollow
Creek, near the Missouri/Arkansas state line to the Missouri/Arkansas state
line and has one alternative alignment.
NWD1 E1 would fragment one 16 hectare (40 acre) block of forest and impact
0.32 hectares (0.8 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross one stream
impacting 0.1 hectares (0.02 acres) and would impact three ponds totaling 0.16
hectares (0.4 acres).

>

Segment F - includes the area from the Missouri/Arkansas state line to west
of Chelsea Road and north of County Road 39. This segment has five
alternative alignments.
Alternative NWF1 (Links 1, 4 and 8) would fragment one 16 hectare (40 acre)
block of forest and impact 0.94 hectares (2.3 acres) of riparian forest. It would
cross two streams impacting 0.22 hectares (0.5 acres) and would impact four
ponds totaling 0.59 hectares (1.5 acres).
Alternative NWF2 (Links 1, 3, 5, 6 and 8) would fragment two 16 hectare (40
acre) blocks of forest and impact 0.52 hectares (1.3 acres) of riparian forest. It
would cross one stream impacting 0.1 hectares (0.2 acres) and would impact
four ponds totaling 0.59 hectares (1.5 acres).
Alternative NWF3 (Links 2, 5, 6 and 8) would fragment three 16 hectare (40
acre) blocks of forest and impact 0.15 hectares (0.4 acres) of riparian forest. It
would cross one stream impacting 0.11 hectares (0.3 acres) and would impact
four ponds totaling 0.59 hectares (1.5 acres).
Alternative NWF4 (Links 1, 3, 5 and 7) would fragment two 16 hectare (40
acre) blocks of forest-and impact 0.52 hectares (1.3 acres) of riparian forest. It
would cross one stream impacting 0.1 hectares (0.2 acres) and would impact
six ponds totaling 0. 7 hectares (1. 7 acres).
Alternative NWF5 (Links 2, 5 and 7) would fragment three 16 hectare (40 acre)
blocks of forest and impact 0.15 hectares (0.4 acres) of riparian forest. It
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would cross one stream impacting 0.11 hectares (0.3 acres) and would impact
six ponds totaling 0.7 hectares (1.7 acre).
>

Segment G (NWG1) - includes the area from west of Chelsea Road and north
of County Road 39 to east of County Road 49 (Becket Road) and has one
alternative alignment.
NWG1 would fragment three 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of forest but would
have no impacts to riparian forest. It would cross no streams but would impact
one pond totaling 0.12 hectares (0.3 acres).

Existing Alternative
The Existing Corridor contains five segments: Segments A, B, C, D and E. These segments each
contain one alternative alignment.
Segments A, B and C (E.X/NWA1, B1, C1) were previously described under the Near West
Corridor.

•

Segment D (EXD1) - includes the area from north of Gordon Hollow Creek, near the
Missouri/Arkansas state line to the Missouri/Arkansas state line and has one
alternative alignment. It would fragment one 16.2 hectare (40 acre) forest block, and
would impact 0.21 hectares (0.5 acres) of riparian forest. It would cross two streams
impacting 0.46 hectares (1.1 acres) and would impact seven ponds totaling 0.74
hectares (1.8 acres).

•

Segment E (EXE1) - includes the area from the Missouri/Arkansas state line to the US
71/US 71 B Interchange and would have no impacts to forest blocks or riparian forest.
It would cross nine streams impacting 2.96 hectares (7.3 acres) and would impact one
pond covering 0.05 hectares (0.1 acres).

In addition, two of the three streams having use designations for Protection of Warm Water
Aquatic Life and Cool Water Fishery (the Elk River and Big Sugar Creek) are not directly
impacted by any of the alternatives. The third, Little Sugar Creek, is crossed in three different
locations by the Existing Alternative, but each crossing is currently bridged or is planned to be
bridged.

b.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

Roadway construction results in habitat fragmentation that creates variable sized parcels or
"islands" of wildlife habitat. As the carrying capacity of one habitat unit declines and migration
to better habitat becomes necessary for a species, this migration may be impaired by the
distance, the lack of cover along the way, human development or limitations of the species
itself. When the habitats that support wildlife are reduced to the point where the habitat can no
longer support viable populations, species diversity can be lowered to the point that only those
species with a high tolerance of man and development are those that survive within the
disturbed habitat. Mortality rates will also increase as wildlife attempts to cross the roadway to
move between available habitat areas.
These secondary impacts due to habitat fragmentation have a cumulative effect as wildlife
species either adapt or relocate over time in response to the gradual depletion of the resource.
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The size and quality of the remaining habitat, as well as the distance between other ·habitat
"islands" are all factors that come into play when fragmentation threatens existing habitat.
Minimizing habitat fragmentation is one of the considerations of the alternatives analysis. Other
potential remedies include tree replacement programs, bridging streams rather than installing
culverts, and installing artificial wildlife corridors where such corridors can be shown to be
effective for reducing mortality in existing wildlife populations. These ideas can serve to
minimize the secondary and cumulative impacts of a new transportation facility. Commitments
have been made as part of the Section 404 Permits regarding the clear spanning with bridges
or the construction of drainage culverts for stream crossings. Specific commitments for tree
replacement and the installation of wildlife corridors are not included with the project beyond the
standard provisions or procedures of MoDOT and AHTD regarding these particular issues.
There is also the potential for runoff of sediment and toxic substances that could affect the
water quality of streams including the Elk River, Big Sugar Creek, and Little Sugar Creek. The
Far West Alternative would not impact the Little Sugar Creek floodplain, so there would be no
runoff impacts for this creek as a result of this alternative. For the Existing Alternative, in the
areas adjacent to the Little Sugar Creek, changes to the existing roadway stormwater runoff
characteristics (i.e., flowrate, points of discharge and pollutant burden) would be minimal. In
this area, extending generally from the state line to the US 71/US 71B Interchange, changes to
the impervious surfaces would be limited to isolated interchange construction and some new
frontage roads. The location and extent of the US 71 roadway surface, where the traffic
volumes would exceed 30,000 vpd, would not change from what currently exists. Regardless,
best management practices would be employed in the design and construction of the "FreewayBuild" Alternative. More information about water quality impacts is discussed in Chapter IV,
Section K.

0.

Floodplain Impacts

In the evaluation of potential impacts to floodplains in the Study Area, consideration is given to
four issues: 1) increased flooding risks, 2) impacts to the existing natural and beneficial
floodplain values, 3) support of probable floodplain development and 4) possible measures to
minimize impacts and restore the existing floodplain values.

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No-Build" Alternative contains a project currently under construction that consists of a twolane roadway and bridge crossing of Little Sugar Creek at the Sugar Creek Center in Bella
Vista. To lessen the hydraulic impact and possible flooding risks, the channel has been
widened for 900 m (about 3,000 ft.) in the vicinity of the new bridge. The floodplain upstream
from this bridge is immediately adjacent to the east embankment of US 71, for about 1.3 km
(4,450 ft.), to the Lake Bella Vista Dam, making the roadway vulnerable to any increase in
flooding potential.
The new bridge would divert traffic from existing Dartmoor Road, which currently crosses the
Lake Bella Vista Dam embankment, helping to preserve the integrity of the dam. However, the
natural condition and perhaps the beneficial values of the floodplain could possibly have been
compromised in this area in order to avoid an increase in flooding risks.
By facilitating access to the southeast section of Bella Vista, the bridge and roadway will
support development in the upland areas east of the Little Sugar Creek floodplain.
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As discussed in Chapter II, the existing US 71 roadway is uvertopped at several locations within
the Study Area by the 100-year flood on Little Sugar Creek. About 2.3 km (1.4 mi.) south of the
state line, overtopping occurs with the 5-year flood; around Pinion Valley Road, there is
overtopping with the 10-year flood; and near Dartmoor Road, the existing roadway is
overtopped by events greater than the 50-year flood. In addition, the existing Route 340 bridge
over Little Sugar Creek is overtopped by approximately the 70-year flood event. Though
detailed Flood Insurance Studies (FIS) are not available for Little Sugar Creek in McDonald
County, it is likely based on the extrapolation of data from the Benton County FIS, that the US
71 Little Sugar Creek bridge just north of the state line is overtopped by the 100-year flood. At
the south end of the project, the McKi sic Creek bridge appears to be overtopped by the 100year event as well.
TSM improvements associated with the "No-Buildn Alternative would result in no additional
flooding risks, very minor impacts on natural and beneficial floodplain values, and no new
support of probable incompatible floodplain development.
2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

Generally, the roadway grade of the "Freeway-Buildn Alternatives would be set above the
predicted 100-year flood levels and opportunities to incorporate remedial measures into the
facility would be possible. Risks of flooding to users of the roadway and the potential for
property loss and hazard would be minimized. Except for Little Sugar Creek, the major streams
in the Study Area have relatively narrow floodplains. Encroachments would result in minor loss
of flood conveyance and floodwater storage potential. Other beneficial stormwater roles, such
as providing habitat for wildlife and stormwater purification, would not be threatened in the
undeveloped areas, due to the relative magnitude of the impacted areas and the predominantly
agricultural use of the existing floodplain areas.
The nature of the terrain in the undeveloped portions and the location of the existing highway
make avoidance of floodplain areas impractical. Floodplain impacts would be minimized by
following standard stream crossing design criteria, avoiding direct impacts on stream channels,
and adjusting alignments where possible. Bridge and roadway design would be consistent with
local, state and federal water resources and floodplain management programs. All practical
measures to minimize harm to the floodplains would be incorporated. These measur~s would
be incorporated into the roadway design to minimize impacts and comply with floodplain
regulations. Though construction would be required in some unavoidable floodplain areas,
impacts to base flood elevations would be in compliance with NFIP regulations.
None of the corridor alternatives would encourage incompatible floodplain development. The
proposed project woul.d have limited access, with access available only at interchanges.
Section A - Land Use Impacts in Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences states that all of
the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would provide increased attractiveness for . economic
development, thus having the potential of secondary impacts. In the case of the bypass
alternatives, particularly the Far West Alternative, by providing new freeway access to land
areas currently not easily accessible and undeveloped, the freeway improvements would
undoubtedly increase the rate of development in the area. However, the effects of this new
access on secondary impacts would be mitigated by three primary factors.
First, the undeveloped areas west of the Far West Alternative do not have the infrastructure
necessary to support land development while the existing Bella Vista development has the
infrastructure and considerable capacity for additional residential and commercial development.
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Secondly, the current, relatively slow rate of new housing starts in Bella Vista suggests that
even if the distribution shifted to the west due to the Far West Alternative, the secondary effects
would be minimal due to the lack of development intensity and density. Finally, because US 71
would be a freeway with only one access point west of Bella Vista, the scope of any induced
development would be fairly limited due to the controlled access limitations and the constraints
of the topography.
For these reasons, it is concluded that secondary impacts to floodplains for the Far West
Alternative, and similarly for the Near West Alternative, would be minimal. A prerequisite for
systematic impacts to floodplains and water quality is intense and dense development - neither
of which would be reasonably anticipated as secondary impacts for the bypass alternatives.

a.

Far West Alternative

Interim Improvements
Four major tributaries of Little Sugar Creek are crossed in Segments A, B, C and D (EXJNWA 1,
B1, C1 and EXD1) - Goodin Hollow, Brush, Miser Hollow and Gordon Hollow Creeks. Just
north of the state line, within Segment D, Little Sugar Creek is also crossed. Each of these
creeks is a FEMA regulated stream. In general, the floodplain widths vary from 90 to 100 m
(300 to 330 ft.) at the bridge crossings. For Segments A, B and C, where the interim
improvement alignment for the Far West Alternative is similar to the Near West and Existing
Alternatives, roadway fill would generally not be allowed to impact the natural stream channels
(Goodin Hollow Creek in Segment A, and Brush Creek and Miser Hollow in Segment B). All
possible efforts would be made to avoid encroachment into the floodplains at these crossings.
The existing US 71 bridges over Brush Creek and Miser Hollow Creek would be utilized and
new, matching two-lane bridges would be constructed adjacent to the existing structures for the
four-lane expressway in Segment B. In Segment C, floodplain impacts for the interim
improvements, which consist of the widening of US 71 into a five-lane roadway, would entail the
extension of the existing crossroad culverts and the replacement of the existing bridges over
Gordon Hollow Creek and Little Sugar Creek with wider structures for the five-lane roadway.
Since the five-lane improvement would be at the same general elevation and grade as the
existing US 71 roadway, the bridge replacements would not need to be lengthened for
improved hydraulic capacity.

Ultimate Improvements
Segment A (FWA) parallels Goodin Hollow as it runs south from Pineville. FWA2 and FWA3
cross Goodin Hollow Creek and a major tributary. FWA1 is located to the west, away from the
floodplain, but crosses a Mill Creek tributary as the corridor approaches the state line. FWB1
crosses Mill Creek just north of the state line. The FWB2 alignment intersects the Rattlesnake
Hollow floodplain, 250 m (820 ft.) wide, as it moves across the state line. Segments C and D
proceed into the uplands and have no major floodplain or stream crossings. Segment H
crosses McKisic Creek, a major tributary of Little Sugar Creek, at the interchange with existing
US 71 on the southern end of the project.

Flooding Risks
Flooding risks are minimal for this alternative. The interim improvements are generally located
along the existing US 71 roadway and existing flood levels and hazards would not be adversely
affected by the improvements. For the ultimate improvements, most of the corridor is located
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through undeveloped land (i.e. farmland or forested areas). Property-toss and flood hazards _
would be prevented with appropriate roadway and bridge design.

Impacts on Natural and Beneficial Floodplain Values
Impacts to floodplain values would be minimal with the interim improvements due to its
proximity to the current US 71 roadway. Any additional impacts to the floodplains of the interim
improvements would be in association with those impacts which have already occurred with the
original US 71 construction.
With the ultimate improvements, the Goodin Hollow and Rattlesnake Hollow floodplains would
be impacted by FWA2/A3 and FWB2, respectively. These impacts would be most generally to
wildlife habitat in these undeveloped areas and would be localized at the bridge crossings.
Considering the relative size of the floodplain to the affected areas, impacts would be minimal.
McKisic Creek, a major tributary of Little Sugar Creek at the southern end of Segment H,
intersects with the corridor at the proposed interchange with existing US 71. The several
bridges necessary for the main roadway and various ramps at this interchange would most
likely be detrimental to habitat for wildlife and other beneficial floodplain values. Precautions
would be taken to minimize impacts on the area's natural state. These precautions would
include spanning the channel with bridge structures and carefully placing bridge substructure
foundations outside of the channel and its banks. This commitment is included as part of the
Section 404 Permit granted for Benton County (see Appendix E).

Support of Probable Floodplain Development
Construction of this roadway would not encourage development in the relatively few floodplain
areas that would be involved including those areas along existing US 71. Any future
development along US 71 would likely have occurred regardless of the interim improvements.

b.

Near West Alternative

This alternative shares Segments A, B and C (EX/NWA1, 81 and C1) with the Existing
Alternative. The discussion of the floodplain impacts for these segments is presented in the
Existing Alternative section.
NWD1/E1 follows the Gordon Hollow floodplain to the south. This floodplain varies from 125 m
to 230 m (410 ft. to 750 ft.) as it approaches the confluence with Little Sugar Creek. Alternative
NWF2 (Links 1, 3, 5 , 6 and 8) cuts across the floodplain diagonally at a length of 280 m (over
900 ft.). Alternatives NWF3 (Links 2, 5, 6 and 8) and NWF4 (Links 1, 3, 5 and 7) cross Gordon
Hollow Creek again. Alternative NWF4 (Links 1, 3, 5 and 7) also encroaches on this floodplain,
and selection of this alternative would require the relocation of the creek channel for about 200
m (660 ft.). South from Alternative NWF4, the proposed corridors move away from the
floodplain areas.
Segment H, common with the Far West Alternative, includes a crossing of the McKisic Creek
floodplain at the southern end of the project construction.

Flooding Risks
Flooding risks for Segments A, Band C, in common with the Existing Alternative, are discussed
in that section. The roadway and bridges would be designed throughout the Goodin Hollow
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floodplain to minimize flooding risks. No property loss or hazards would be anticipated; the land·
is generally farmland used for pasture.

Impacts on Natural and Beneficial Floodplain Values
All practical measures would be utilized to minimize damage to the Goodin Hollow floodplain,
since construction would certainly disrupt wildlife habitat in Segments D/E and F. This is
especially true of Alternative NWF4 (Links 1, 3, 5 and 7), which would require relocation of the
channel within the floodplain. Mitigation measures would have to be considered if this
relocation is necessary.
Impacts to McKisic Creek are discussed as part of the Far West Corridor.

Support of Probable Floodplain Development
Construction of this roadway would not encourage development in the relatively few floodplain
areas that would be involved.

c.

Existing Alternative

Four major tributaries are crossed in Segments A, B, C and D. Goodin Hollow, Brush, Miser
Hollow and Gordon Hollow Creeks are all regulatory streams, with floodplains 90 to 100 m (300
to 330 ft.) wide at the proposed bridge crossings. Roadway fill would generally not be allowed
to impact the natural stream channels and all possible efforts would be made to avoid
encroachment into the floodplains at these crossings. Existing US 71 crosses Little Sugar
Creek 0.5 km (0.3 mi.) north of the state line. This bridge would need to be lengthened due to
the raised US 71 roadway profile to provide 100-year flood protection.
In Segment E, the existing US 71 roadway would be improved to meet freeway standards. The
Dartmoor Road bridge currently under construction (discussed in the "No-Build" Alternative)
would also be a part of this alternative. The existing roadway embankment defines the eastern
floodplain boundary throughout much of the northern portion of Segment E. In some places,
the existing fill is at the floodway limits. Floodways, created to assist local communities in
control of flood hazards, must be kept free of encroachment so that the 100-year flood can be
carried without substantial increases in flood heights. FEMA studies indicate that the floodway
fringe area (between the floodway and floodplain boundary) can be filled without impacting the
regulatory 100-year flood elevation.

Flooding Risks
For Segments A, B, C and D, the roadway would be designed to either maintain or decrease
the existing flooding risk. Reduction of flooding risks could result from incorporation of remedial
measures into the new design and removal of existing facilities that may be associated with
current flooding risks.
Where the predicted 100-year flood event overtops the existing roadway, at the Little Sugar
Creek bridge just north of the state · line (Seg·ment D) and in several" areas through the
developed sections of Bella Vista (Segment E), the proposed roadway profile would be raised
above the 100-year flood elevation. Roadway embankments would be designed to comply with
FEMA requirements where encroachment into the floodplain is unavoidable. Care must be
taken at several locations not to encroach beyond adjacent floodway boundaries.
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Impacts on Natural and Beneficial Floodplain Values
Where the roadway does not directly coincide with the existing US 71 roadway (Segments A, B,
C and D), the impact of any encroachments on floodplain hydraulics would be minor for the
three northernmost major stream crossings - Goodin Hollow Creek, Brush Creek and Miser
Hollow Creek. The floodplain at the Gordon Hollow Creek crossing, 760 m (less than 0.5 mi.)
upstream from the confluence with Little Sugar Creek, is influenced by backwater from Little
Sugar Creek and is 350 m (1, 150 ft.) wide at the proposed bridge crossing. Floodplain values
could be affected by the proposed roadway in this area, due to its considerable width.

Support of Probable Floodplain Development
Incompatible floodplain development as a result of the construction of the roadway in Segments
A, B, C and D would not be anticipated. Existing US 71 (Segment E) supports floodplain
development, primarily golf courses, as it passes through Bella Vista. The improved roadway
would not encourage further development.

P.

Impacts to Terrestrial Communities

1.

NATURAL COMMUNITIES

The natural communities within the Study Area were discussed in Chapter Ill, Section B. The
predominant natural communities are the upland forests. The wildlife habitat fragmentation
impacts to the upland forests, in addition to riparian forests, are discussed in Chapter IV,
Section N.
The predominant forest natural community of the Study Area is the Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite
Forest. It is well represented throughout the Ozark region as well.
The forested communities were classified as:
•

Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite - includes a fragmented component forest (an isolated
stand of forest) and an altered component forest (altered by man's activities which may
include logging or clearing and as a result of the loss of soil moisture has returned to a
different forest type than the surrounding less altered forest);

•

Dry Limestone Dolomite.

•

Dry Mesic Bottom/and - includes an altered component forest.

•

Dry Chert Forest - Composed of predominantly short leaf pine.

•

Woodlot - delineated as a separated forest type (woodlots are variable in size, located
in prairie or pasture lands without a surrounding forest community).

•

Pasture Land - classified as a separate natural community and includes improved and
unimproved pasture and hay meadows.
Dry Mesic Cliff - community is present at several locations and was initially delineated.
However, none of the alternative alignments impact this community type.

•

While agriculture activities were formerly the primary reason for forest clearing and community
alteration, more recent residential and commercial development has accounted for much of the
forest community alteration, fragmentation and removal.
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a.

Environmental Consequences

"No-Build" Alternative

The "No-Build" Alternative would allow all natural communities to remain constant with regard to
project impacts. Development pressures, grazing, logging and other sources of degradation
would continue to act on the natural environment independent of transportation improvements.
TSM enhancements would most likely not require additional right-of-way.
b.

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

The "Freeway-Build" Alternatives were subdivided into segments for the analysis purposes and
each segment included one to five individual highway alignments. Primary impacts for each
individual segment are discussed in the following narrative and are presented as a range of
impacts in Table IV-26. The Study Area includes three corridors which may share individual
segments. The Far West and New West corridors contain interim improvements of US 71 and
ultimate improvements.
Far West Alternative

The Far West Corridor contains four segments (A, B, C and D) of US 71 interim improvements
and four additional segments of the ultimate improvements: Segments A, B/C, D and H. These
ultimate improvement segments each contain two or three alternative alignments.
•

•

Interim lmprovern.ents
>

Segment A (EX/NWA1) - includes the area from Route H southwest of Pineville,
Missouri to the point where it meets existing US 71 just south of Wolf Pen
Hollow. It would directly impact 16.3 hectares (40.4 acres) of Dry Mesic
Limestone Dolomite Forest and 17.9 hectares (44.2 acres) of Pasture Land.

>

Segment B (EX/NWB1) - includes the area along existing US 71 from just south
of Wolf Pen Hollow to Miser Hollow Creek. It would directly impact 8.1 hectares
(20.1 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest, 11.0 hectares (27.3 acres)
of Dry Limestone Dolomite Forest and 14.4 hectares (35.5 acres) of Pasture
Land.

>

Segment C (EX/NWC1) - includes the area along existing US 71 from Miser
Hollow Creek to a point approximately 2195 meters (7200 feet) to the south on
U.S. 71. It would directly impact 0.2 hectares (0.4 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone
Dolomite Forest and 0.9 hectares (2.2 acres) of Pasture Land.

>

Segment D (EXD1) - includes the area from the south end of Segment C to the
Missouri/Arkansas state line. It would directly impact 0.1 hectares (0.3 acres) of
Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest, 0.6 hectares (1.5 acres) of Dry Mesic
Bottomland Forest and 0.2 hectares (0.5 acres) of Pasture Land.

Ultimate Improvements
>

Segment A (FWA) - includes the area from Route H, southwest of Pineville
Missouri to north of the Missouri/Arkansas state line, near Mill Creek Road, and
includes three alternative alignments.
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TABLE IV-26

NATURAL COMMUNITY IMPACTS
hectares (acres)
MFREEWAY-BUILDn
ALTERNATIVES

Dry-meslc
Limestone
Dolomite

Dry
Limestone
Dolomite

FOREST
Dry-mes le
Bottom land

Dry
Chert
Forest

Woodlot

Pasture
Land

0
0
0
0.6 (1.5)
0.6 (1.5)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

17.9 (44.2)
14.4 (35.5)
0.9 (2 .2\
0.2 (0.5)
33.4 (82.4)

0
0
0
0
0
26.1 (64.5)
13.0132.1)
0
0
13 to 26.1
(32.1 to 64.5)

Interim

16.3 (40.4)
8.1 (20.1)
0.2 (0.4)
0.1 (0.3)
24.7 (61.2)

EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1

EXD1
Total: Interim

0

11 .0 (27 .3)
0
0

11.0 (27 .3)

Ultimate <Not inciudina interim auantities)

FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FW 81/C1
FW82/C2
FWD1
FWD2
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total: Ultimate
(Range)

58.3 (144.1)
63.6 (157.2)
60.2 (148.8)
58.9 1145.5\
50.7 (125.3)
19.9 (49.2)
48.5 (119.8)
44.7 1110.41
46.0 (113.n
173.6 to 217.0
(429.0 to 536.2)

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.0 (2.5)
1.0 (2.5)

Total: Interim+ Ultimate
(Range)

198.3 to 241.7
(490.2 to 597.4)

11 .0 (27.3)

0.6 (1.5)

1.0 (2.5)

13 to 26.1

Total: Interim + Ultimate
(All FWA3,82/C2,D1,

200.2 (494.9)

11.0 (27.3)

0.6 (1.5)

1.0 (2.5)

26.1 (64.5)

31.5 ITT.Bl
30.7 (75.8)
35.0 (86.4)
3.7 (9.1)
9.5 123.5)
73.9 (182.6)
48.6 (120.1 l
15.9139.3)
13.4 (33.1)
96.4 to 134.3
(238.1 to
331 .8)
129.8 to
167.7
(320.5 to
414.2\
167.7 (414.2)

4.9 (12.1)

6.5 (16.11

0

0

0

17.8144.0\

26.5165.5\
0
40.8 (100.8)
40.2 (99.3\
49.5 (122.3)
37.3 192.2)
46.6 1115.1)
26.6 (65.7)
44.7 (110.4)
46.01113.7)
135.1 to 148.6
(333.8 to 367.2)

13.2 (32.6\
11 .0 (27.2)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24.2 (59.8)

0
0
0
0
0
4.0 (9.9)
4.019.9)
0
0
0
0 to4
(Oto 9.9)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

59.0 (145.8)
14.4 (35.6)
9.4123.2)
9.4 (23.2)
10.0 (24.7)
14.3 (35.3)
.14.9 (36.8)
8.4120.7)
15.9 (39.3)
13.4 (33.1)
104.6 to
112.6
(258.4 to
278.2)

Total: Interim+ Ultimate
(Range)

140.0 to 153.5

30.7 (75.9)

Total: Interim + Ultimate
(All EX/NWA1,81,C1,

142.9 (353.0)

26.5 (65.5)
4.9 (12.1)
5.3 (13.1)
36.7 (90.7)

~FW/NWH_1l
Interim

EXD1
Ultimate (Not inciudina interim auantitiesl

EX/NWA1, 81, C1
NWD1E1
NWF1
NWF2
NWF3
NWF4
NWF5
NWG1
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2
Total: Ultimate (Range)

Oto4

1.0 (2.5)
0 to 1.0
(Oto 2.5)

0

0 to 1.0
(0 to 2.5)

0

(Oto 9.9)

122.4 to

30.7 (75.9)

0

0

0

130.4
(302.4to
322.2)
124.9 (308.6)

13.2132.6)
8.5 (16.1)
0
19.7 (48.7)

0
0
0

0
0.

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

(345.9 to 379.3)

-E1,F2,G1,FW/NWH1)
Ultimate

EX/NWA1, 81, C1
EXD1
EXE1
Total: Ultimate
IAll EX/NWA1 ,81 ,C1.EXD1.E1)
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FWA1 would directly impact 58.3 hectares '(144.1 acres) of Dry Mesic "limestone
Dolomite Forest, 30.7 hectares (75.9 acres) of which is fragmented and 31.5
hectares (77.8 acres) of Pasture Land.
FWA2 would directly impact 63.6 hectares (157.2 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone
Dolomite Forest, 22.3 (55.1 acres) of which is fragmented, and 30. hectares (75.8
acres) of Pasture Land. FWA3 would directly impact 60.2 hectares (148.8 acres)
of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest of which 7.4 hectares (18.3 acres) are
fragmented and 35.0 hectares (86.4 acres) of Pasture Land.
>

Segment B/C (FWB/C) - includes the area from north of the Missouri/Arkansas
state line near Mill Creek Road, crossing the state line, to south of Ferrel Road and
includes two alternative alignments.
FWB1/C1 would directly impact 58.9 hectares (145.5 acres) of Dry Mesic
Limestone Dolomite Forest and 3.7 hectares (9.1 acres) of Pasture Land.
FWB2/C2 would directly impact 50.7 hectares (125.3 acres) of Dry Mesic
Limestone Dolomite Forest and 9.5 hectares (23.5 acres) of Pasture Land.

>

Segment D (FWD) - includes the area from south of Ferrel Road to east of County
Road 49 (Becket Road) and includes two alternative alignments.
FWD1 would directly impact 19.9 hectares (49.2 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone
Dolomite Forest of which 4.3 hectares (10.6 acres) are fragmented, 26.1 hectares
(64.5 acres) of Woodlot and 73.9 hectares (182.6 acres) of Pasture Land.
FWD2 would directly impact 48.5 hectares (119.8 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone
Dolomite Forest including 11.4 hectares (28.2 acres) of fragmented community,
13.0 hectares (32.1 acres) of Woodlot and 48.6 hectares (120.1 acres) of Pasture
Land.

>

Segment H (FW/NWH) - includes the area from east of County Road 49 (Becket
Road) to US 71/US 71 B Interchange and includes two alternative alignments. This
Segment is the same for both the Far West Corridor and the Near West Corridor.
FW/NWH1 would directly impact 44.7 hectares (110.4 acres) of Dry Mesic
Limestone Dolomite Forest and 15.9 hectare (39.3 acres) of Pasture Land.
FW/NWH2 would directly impact 46.0 hectares (113.7 acres) of Dry Mesic
Limestone Dolomite Forest, 1.0 hectare (2.5 acres) of Dry Chert Forest, and 13.4
hectares (33.1 acres) of Pasture Land.

Near West Alternative
The Near West Corridor contains one interim improvement segment (Segment D of the Existing
Alternative) and seven ultimate improvement segments: Segment A, Segment B, Segment C,
Segment DIE, Segment F, Segment G and Segment H. These ultimate improvement segments
each contain one to five alternative alignments.
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•

Interim Improvements
>

•

Segment D (EXD1) - includes the Existing Corridor as it diverges from the Near
West Corridor north of Gordon Hollow Creek to the Missouri/Arkansas state line
and would directly impact 6.5 hectares (16.1 acres) of Dry Limestone Dolomite
Forest, 4.9 hectares (12.1 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest all of
which are fragmented and 17.8 hectares (44.0 acres) of Pasture Land.

Ultimate Improvements
Segment H is the same as previously described for the Far West Corridor.
>

Segments A, Band C (EX/NWA1, 81 and C1) - includes the area from Route H
southwest of Pineville, Missouri to the diversion point north of Gordon Hollow
Creek, near the Missouri/Arkansas state line. This segment has one alternative
alignment and would directly impact 26.5 hectares (65.5 acre) of Dry Mesic
Limestone Dolomite Forest, 13.2 hectares (32.6 acres) of Dry Limestone Dolomite
Forest of which 11.0 hectares (22.3 acres) are altered, and 59.0 hectares (145.8
acres) of Pasture Land.

>

Segment DE (NWD1 E1) - includes the area from north of Gordon Hollow Creek,
near the Missouri/Arkansas state line to the Missouri/Arkansas state line and has
one alternative alignment. NWD1E1 would directly impact 11.0 hectares (27.2
acres) of Dry Limestone Dolomite Forest of which 4.9 hectares (12.1 acres) are
fragmented, and 14.4 hectares (35.6 acres) of Pasture Land.

>

Segment F (NWF) - includes the area from the Missouri/Arkansas state line to
west of Chelsea Road and north of County Road 39. This segment has five
alternative alignments.
Alternative NWF1 (Links 1, 4 and 8) would directly impact 40.8 hectares (100.8
acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest of which 7.4 hectares (18.3 acres)
is fragmented, and 9.4 hectares (23.2 acres) of Pasture Land.
Alternative NWF2 (Links 1, 3, 5, 6 and 8) would directly impact 40.2 hectares (99.3
acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest, of which 7.4 hectares (18.3 acres)
is fragmented, and 9.4 hectares (23.2 acres) of Pasture Land.
Alternative NWF3 (Links 2, 5, 6 and 8) would directly impact 49.5 hectares (122.3
acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest, of which 7.4 hectares (18.3 acres)
is fragmented, and 10.0 hectares (24.7 acres) of Pasture Land.
Alternative NWF4 (Links 1, 3, 5 and 7) would directly impact 37.3 hectares (92.2
acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest of which 6.0 hectares (14.8 acres)
is altered, 4.0 hectares (9.9 acres) of Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest all of which has
been altered and 14.3 hectares (35.3 acres) of Pasture Land.
Alternative NWF5 (Links 2, 5 and 7) would directly impact 46.6 hectares (115.1
acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest of which 6.0 hectares (14.8 acres)
is altered, 4.0 hectares (9.9 acres) of Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest all of which is
altered, and 14.9 hectares (36.8 acres) of Pasture Land.
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>

Segment G (NWG1) - includes the area from west of Chelsea Road and north of
County Road 39 to east of County Road 49 (Becket Road) and has one alternative
alignment.
NWG1 would directly impact 26.6 hectares (65.7 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone
Dolomite Forest and 8.4 hectares (20.7 acres) of Pasture Land.

Existing Alternative
The Existing Corridor contains five segments: Segments A, B, C, D and E. These segments each
contain one alternative alignment.
Impacts along Segments A, B and C would be the same as the Near West Corridor.
•

Segment D (EXD1) - includes the Existing Corridor as it diverges from the Near West
Corridor north of Gordon Hollow Creek to the Missouri/Arkansas state line and would
directly impact 6.5 hectares (16.1 acres) of Dry Limestone Dolomite Forest, 4.9
hectares (12.1 acres) of Dry Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest all of which are
fragmented and 17.8 hectares (44.0 acres) of Pasture Land.

•

Segment E (EXE1) - includes the area from the Missouri/Arkansas state line to the US
71/US 71 B Interchange and would directly impact 5.3 hectares (13.1 acres) of Dry
Mesic Limestone Dolomite Forest of which 3.0 hectares (7.4 acres) are fragmented
and 1.3 hectares (3.2 acres) of Pasture Land.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts
Secondary and cumulative impacts are those which can be reasonably foreseen or anticipated to
result from the assessment and evaluation of the reasonable alternatives. In that respect the Far
West Alternative would have the greatest potential for continuing impacts to the natural
communities which are present.
The area traversed by the reasonable alternatives in Missouri is essentially undeveloped with only
scattered farm and non-farm residences being present. South of the state line, the area to the
east of the Far West Corridor is developing in residential and associated commercial land use.
The southern part of the Far West Corridor is through low intensity agricultural and residential land
use.
Secondary development would likely follow the Far West Corridor in the areas near Bella Vista
causing further habitat fragmentation and natural community alteration through the land
development process. The provision of high quality access roadways provides one of the key
components necessary for development to occur. Utility service is presently provided at rural
levels-of-service and significant upgrades would be necessary before development levels at or
near comparable levels with the Bella Vista Community would be feasible in this portion of the Far
West Corridor. The management of Cooper Communities has stated that they have no plans to
develop their holdings that are located west of the Far West Alternative. They plan to concentrate
development activities on infill development. It should be noted that the Bella Vista Community
map does show the area in question identified as "Reserved for Future Developmenr. The area
west of the Far West Alternative has been master planned by Cooper Communities at the
neighborhood level with only major circulation identified.
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In the case of the Near West Corridor and the Existing Corridor, natural community impacts and
habitat fragmentation have already occurred and either of these two reasonable alternatives
would have little additional impact to the forest communities which remain.
2.

NATURAL FEATURES

The natural features and elements of special concern that occur in the Study Area were
discussed in Chapter Ill, Section B. For the purposes of the alternatives analysis, all of these
sites within the Study Area that were listed in the MDC's Natural Features Inventory and those
listed by the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission were used as environmental control points.

a.

"No-Build" Alternative

The "No-Build" Alternative would allow all natural features and elements of special concern to
remain constant with regard to project impacts. Development pressures, grazing, logging and
other sources of degradation would continue to act on the natural environment independent of
transportation improvements. The TSM enhancements would most likely not require additional
right-of-way and therefore no direct impacts to the natural features and elements of special
concern within the study corridor would occur.

b.

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

Primary Impacts

Although it was intended to avoid all of the Natural Features Inventory sites and Elements of
Special Concern sites, the interim improvements of the Far West Alternative, and the Near
West and Existing Alternatives (EX/NWB1) in McDonald County would directly impact Natural
Features Site #71 (Henson Cave) - a network cave 1,200 m (3,900 ft.) long which is listed as a
geologic feature. It was also listed as an endangered animal site providing habitat for the Gray
Bat (Myotis grisescens) in 1981. However, a 1996 investigation by the Project Team ecologists
found that no bats were present, mainly due to previous human intrusion (See memorandum
dated August 5, 1996, and other related correspondence in Appendix J.) Due to its location
and proximity to the existing US 71 roadway, direct impacts to the cave's entrance can not be
reasonably avoided. (See discussion in Geology and Cave Impacts.)
No sites listed by the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission would be impacted by the
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives.
Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

The "Freeway-Build" Alternatives could result in secondary and cumulative impacts to natural
features sites and elements of special concern by inducing more development within the Study
Area. As more land is encroached upon by private development, the potential for disturbance
of natural areas increases.
3.

ENDANGERED, THREATENED AND RARE SPECIES

Endangered, threatened and rare species sites within the US 71 Study Area were compiled and
located through coordination with the USFWS, and used as environmental control points for the
definitions of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. These sites are discussed in Chapter Ill,
Section B.
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a.

Environmental Consequences

"No-Build" Alternative

The "No-Build" Alternative would have no direct impacts to listed endangered, threatened or
rare species in the Study Area. Development pressures, grazing, logging and other sources of
degradation would continue to act on species habitat independent of transportation
improvements.

b.

"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

Primary Impacts
Although alignment alternatives within each Study Corridor attempted to avoid all of the
endangered, threatened, and rare species sites, the interim improvements of the Far West
Alternative and the Near West and Existing Alternative, (E.X/NWB1), in McDonald County would
directly impact Site #71 of the Missouri Natural Features Inventory. This cave, known as
Henson Cave, consists of a cave network approximately 1,200 m (3,900 ft.) long and is listed as
a geologic feature and as an endangered animal site providing habitat for the Gray Bat (Myotis
grisescens). This site was listed in 1981. The Gray Bat is federally listed as endangered, and
listed in Missouri as undetermined. However, a 1996 investigation by Project Team ecologists
found that no bats were present in Henson Cave, mainly due to previous human intrusion.
In a memorandum dated August 5, 1996 (see Appendix J}, the Project Team's Biological
Specialist stated that "The cave should continue to be considered an abandoned gray bat cave
and will undoubtedly remain, unsuitable as maternity habitat for the gray bat, given the high level
of human disturbance. Further, this cave is not a suitable hibernaculum for either gray or
Indiana bats."
The USDOI, Fish and Wildlife Service did comment on the project when it was part of the US
Route 71 FEIS from Interstate 44 to the Arkansas State Line through Jasper, Newton and
McDonald Counties (approved August 3, 1992). The concern for threatened and endangered
species at that time was the presence of the Ozark Cavefish (Amblyopsis rosae). The Ben
Lassiter Cave is located north of Pineville, Missouri - the commencement point of this project.
The letter of comment from the previous study is included in Appendix J.
Further, additional inquiries of the USDI were made regarding the status of Henson Cave.
Upon further discussion with the USDI, it was determined by the USDI that Henson Cave was
not considered a significant resource and that no additional consultation was necessary for the
impacts to the cave. Documentation to this effect is included in Appendix J.
Though avoidance of the cave would be desirable, due to its proximity to the existing US 71
roadway, avoidance of the cave's entrance would not be practicable by the interim
improvements. The entrance would need to be backfilled and capped in preparation for the
construction of the two new roadway lanes.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts
The "Freeway-Build" Alternatives could result in secondary and cumulative impacts to
enpangered, threatened and rare species by reducing available habitat, by habitat .
fragmentation and by a decrease in the diversity of the landscape. The "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives could also secondarily induce more development within the Study Area. As more
land is encroached upon by private development, the potential for disturbance of species
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habitat increases. The cumulative impact of less available habitat and increased animal
mortality rates could make it more difficult for affected species to sustain a dynamic population.
Of the three "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, the Far West Alternative, due to its location within
currently undisturbed areas, would have the greatest potential for secondary and cumulative
impacts to habitats for endangered, threatened and rare species.
Minimizing habitat fragmentation is one of the considerations of the alternatives analysis. Other
remedies include tree replacement programs, bridging streams rather than installing culverts,
and installing artificial wildlife corridors where such corridors can be shown to be effective for
reducing mortality in existing wildlife populations. The implementation of these ideas can serve
to minimize the secondary and cumulative impacts of a new transportation facility.

Q.

Historic and Archaeological Preservation

In accordance with AHTD procedures and the MoDOT Protocol for Cultural Resources
"Investigations Associated with Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact
Statements", those cultural resources that would be affected by any of the US 71 improvement
alternatives have been identified. These resources have been considered based on the various
investigations - archaeological, architectural, historical bridges, and historical sites. All of the
potentially affected resources for each of the reasonable alternatives have been reviewed with
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to determine eligibility of each site for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). For each of the reasonable alternatives, a
discussion of these determinations is presented in the following section.
Utilizing the methods described in Chapter Ill, Section B for the archaeological investigations,
the probability of affecting previously recorded archaeological sites - presented according to
the degree of probability - is described for each reasonable alternative. Selection of the
preferred alternative was based on the comparison of the impacts of the reasonable
alternatives which were assessed based on these methodologies. For architectural resources,
determinations of NRHP eligibility were provided for all potentially impacted resources. The
archaeological, architectural, historic and bridge studies were conducted in the Area of Potential
Effect (APE) defined for the purpose of this review as the 100 m (328 ft.) wide alternative
alignment corridor with an additional 30 m (100 ft.) buffer on each side for the architectural
study as required by MoDOT cultural resources protocol.
Since the initial reviews by the Arkansas and Missouri SHPO, alignment refinements have been
performed to each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives to minimize the direct impacts of the
improvements to the NRHP-eligible resources. Potential impacts to several of these sites were
eliminated due to the selection of the best alternative alignment within each Study Corridor, and
then by the selection of the Far West Alternative as the preferred alternative. Consequently,
the preferred alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) would not directly impact any NRHP-eligible
architectural structures. Furthermore, it was determined by the Arkansas SHPO after the
issuance of the Draft EIS that none of the potentially NRHP-eligible structures in the vicinity of
the Far West Alternative would be adversely affected by the project. No additional work is
required regarding architectural resources in Missouri or Arkansas for the Far West Alternative.
Documentation to this effect is included in Appendix I.
The preferred alternative would not impact any known archeological sites in Arkansas. Similarly
in Missouri, the ultimate improvements for the Far West Alternative would also not impact any
known archeological sites. However, the interim improvements would impact seven known
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sites along the existing US 71 roadway. The mitigation of these impacts would be governed by
the MOA executed as part of the US 71 EIS (1-44 to state line) completed by MoDOT.
Phase I archeological investigations of the preferred alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) were
conducted subsequent to its selection. As determined by the Missouri and Arkansas SHPOs,
only one site, Site 3BE634, located in Benton County, would be impacted that has the potential
of containing significant information that can contribute to prehistory and history. A Phase II
assessment was conducted at 3BE634 and it was not considered to contain intact subsurface
cultural features or deposits or otherwise have the potential to contain information important in
prehistory. The Arkansas SHPO has determined that no further work is necessary for this site
(Appendix I).

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

Potentially eligible cultural resources would be affected where they are present in areas that are
planned for future development. Cultural resource investigations are seldom performed when a
private individual or company develops a tract of land. Many cultural resources remain
unknown to the professional community or the various resource agencies. Because of this,
there is little doubt that some potentially eligible resources would be affected without mitigation
in private development areas.
Because little or no additional right-of-way is anticipated for the TSM measures, it is anticipated
that the TSM improvements would not affect any potentially eligible cultural resources.

2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

Cultural resources of various types, sizes, and importance have been found in all environmental
settings throughout the Study Area. A number of cultural resources would be affected by most
of the alternatives being considered. Consideration has been given to the location and
characteristics of the recorded cultural resources in the design and assessment of each
alternative.
Efforts have been made to avoid potentially significant cultural resources
throughout the Study Area and to otherwise minimize effect.

a.

Archaeological Resources

In 1991 and 1992, MoDOT conducted a cultural resource survey of selected portions of US 71
in Jasper, McDonald and Newton counties, Missouri (MoDOT Job No. J7P0427 and J7P0492)
(see Appendix I; MOA). In McDonald County, 21 archaeological sites were identified. Eleven
of these sites are in proximity to the current proposed alternatives (MoDOT Job No. J7P0427,
FHWA-EIS-90-02-F).
MoDOT recommended additional assessment work to determine
potential eligibility for seven archaeological sites. No additional work was recommended for
three of these sites. Seven archaeological sites recorded during the MoDOT survey are within
the current project alternatives (Table IV-27). Testing was recommended for several of these
resources (Appendix I, MOA).
Twelve archaeological sites in Missouri and nineteen archaeological sites in Arkansas which
were identified as being located within the Study Corridors were reduced to seven sites in
Missouri, ·four sites in Arkansas, and one site in both Missouri and Arkansas as the location of
each alternative was adjusted and refined (Table 111-16). Once the site location in connecti.on
with each alternative was determined, a site visitation was conducted. Two archaeological sites
(23MD32 and 23MD83/3BE546) are within the limits of Existing Alternative D1, five
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archaeological sites (23MD83/3BE546, 3BE204, 3BE211, 3BE250, and 3BE251) are within the
limits of Existing Alternative E1, and one archaeological site (23MD32) is within the limits of
Near West Alternative D1/E1. Site 23MD83/3BE546 is located on the Missouri-Arkansas state
line, therefore, it would be included in both Segment D and Segment E for the Existing
Alternative. Site 23MD32 is located a short distance north of the Near West and Existing
Alternatives divergence point, and consequently, would be impacted by either alternative. Site
23MD29, Site 23MD87, Site 23MD88, Site 23MD89, Site 23MD90 and Site 23MD91 would be
impacted by the Far West Alternative interim improvements.
TABLE IV-27
MoDOT 1991/1992 CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY RESULTS
Site Number

DOE Status

23MD29

undetermined

Relationship to Current
Proposed Alternatives
inside

23MD46

potentially eligible

outside

23MD75
23MD82
23MD83/3BE546
23MD87
23MD88
23MD89
23MD90

undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
ineligible

outside
outside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside

23MD91
23MD93

undetermined
undetermined

inside
outside

Action Required per
MoDOTMOA
(ADDendix I)
no additional wor1<,
(Outside MoDOT
Improvements)
no additional wor1<,
(Outside MoDOT
Improvements)
limited testing
testino
testing
testino
extensive testina
testing
no additional wor1<,
(Outside MoDOT
Improvements))
limited testin!l
extensive testing

Descriptions of Archaeological Sites in the Alternatives

•

Site 23MD29 - This site was recorded by Lawrence L. Hopper in 1957. During the
1991/1992 MoDOT survey this site was recorded as a moderate density lithic scatter
of approximately 80,000 m2 (c.Bha). Artifacts recorded from this site indicate that it is
a multi-component site dating from the Early Archaic to Late Woodland periods. A
Late Prehistoric component may also be present but this was not confirmed. During
the Draft EIS survey, this site area was in a pasture and apparently had not
experienced any recent disturbance or modification. No artifacts were observed on
the surface and visibility was severely limited by the pasture cover. The site form
indicates that this site has been extensively collected and intensively farmed for many
decades. Other effects to the site include historic deforestation, erosion and natural
causes, construction of a private drive off US 71 and the construction of US 71. Far
West Alternative interim improvements (Segment D along the existing US 71 roadway)
would directly affect this site. Based on available information, this site may contain
intact cultural deposits that may make it eligible for inclusion to the National Register
of Historic Places. This site would require additional assessment to determine
temporal and spatial boundaries, as well as use and function.
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•

Site 23MD32 -, This site, locally known as Tater Knob, was not included in the
MoDOT MOA due to its location away from the MoDOT improvements. The site is
situated on a rocky outcrop overlooking a western tributary of Little Sugar Creek.
Early amateur excavations at this site reported the presence of "multiple burials."
Other artifacts recovered from these early efforts include shell beads, human teeth,
and animal teeth. No other temporally diagnostic artifacts were recovered. During
this DEIS survey, the site did not appear to be recently disturbed and no artifacts were
observed on the surface. EXD1 and NWD1 E1 would directly affect this site. Based
on available information, this site may contain intact cultural deposits that may make it
eligible for inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places. This site would require
additional assessment to determine temporal and spatial boundaries, as well as use
and function.

•

Site 23MD83/3BE546 - This site was reported as a light lithic scatter of approximately
6000 m2 • This site is situated on an eastern terrace of Little Sugar Creek. Limited site
excavations were conducted on this site in 1992 during MoDOT's Phase I survey for
portions of US 71 (Martin and Austin 1992). No temporally diagnostic artifacts were
recovered from this site. During this DEIS survey, the site was experiencing moderate
disturbance from earth moving activities from the east side of US 71 to several
hundred meters west of US 71 and numerous artifacts were observed on the surface.
Numerous non-diagnostic artifacts were observed on the surface. EXD1 and E1
would directly affect this site. Based on available information, this site may contain
intact cultural deposits that may make it eligible for inclusion to the National Register
of Historic Places. This site would require additional assessment to determine
temporal and spatial boundaries, as well as use and function.

•

Site 23MD87 - This site was recorded by the MoDOT team in 1991 as a Late Archaic
site encompassing 28,800 m2 (2.9 ha). Diagnostic artifacts recovered from this site
include a Stone Square Stemmed-like point and an untypable comer-notched point.
Site limits during the 1991/1992 study were poorly defined and may be much larger
than originally plotted. Disturbances affecting this site included amateur collecting,
repeated agricultural activities, natural erosion, construction of a private house and
driveway and construction of US 71. During the DEIS survey, this site was in a
pasture and apparently had not experienced any recent disturbance or modification.
No artifacts were observed on the surface and visibility was severely limited by the
pasture cover. EXD1 would directly affect this site. Based on available information,
this site may contain intact cultural deposits that may make in eligible for inclusion to
the National Register of Historic Places.
This site would require additional
assessment to determine temporal and spatial, as well as use and function.

•

Site 23MD88 - This site, locally known as the Harmon site, was recorded in 1992 by
the MoDOT team as a Middle/Late Archaic and twentieth century Euroamerican site
encompassing 89,600 m2 (8.96 ha). Diagnostic artifacts recovered from this site
include a Frio point, a Rice Lobed point fragment and a Jakie Stemmed-like point.
The historic material recovered from this site is associated with the farmstead
(recorded as Missouri Architectural Resource 20). Disturbances affecting this site
include amateur collecting, repeated agricultural activities, natural e(osion, and
construction of the farmstead and construction of US 71. Site limits during the
1991/1992 study were poorly defined and may be much larger than originally plotted.
During the DEIS survey, the site was in a pasture and apparently had not experienced
any recent disturbance or modification. No artifacts were observed on the surface and
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visibility was severely limited by the pasture cover. EXD1 would directly affect this
site. Based on available information, this site may contain intact cultural deposits that
may make in eligible for inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places. This site
would require additional assessment to determine temporal and spatial, as well as use
and function.
•

Site 23MD89 - This site was recorded in 1992 by the MoDOT team as a prehistoric
2
site of unknown cultural affiliation encompassing 24,400 m (2.24 ha). No diagnostic
artifacts were recovered during their study. Artifacts recovered from this site include
several flakes, two cores and two biface fragments. Disturbances affecting this site
include repeated agricultural activities, natural erosion, construction of US 71 and
construction of a county road. Site limits during the 1991/1992 study were poorly
defined and may be much larger than originally plotted. During the DEIS survey, the
site was in a pasture and apparently had not experienced any recent disturbance or
modification. No artifacts were observed on the surface and visibility was severely
limited by the pasture cover. EXD1 would directly affect this site. Based on available
information, this site may contain intact cultural deposits that may make in eligible for
inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places. This site would require additional
assessment to determine temporal and spatial, as well as use and function.

•

Site 23MD90 - This site was recorded in 1992 by the MoDOT team as a prehistoric
2
site of unknown cultural affiliation encompassing 4800 m . No diagnostic artifacts
were recovered during their study. Artifacts recovered from this site include several
flakes and the base of a contracting stemmed point. Disturbances affecting this site
include historic deforestation and construction of US 71, a private drive and a private
residence. Site limits during the 1991/1992 study were poorly defined and may be
much larger than originally plotted. During the DEIS survey, the site was covered by
small trees and grass and apparently had not experienced any recent disturbance or
modification. No artifacts were observed on the surface and visibility was severely
limited by the ground cover. EXD1 would directly affect this site. Based on available
information, this site may contain intact cultural deposits that may make it eligible for
inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places. This site would require additional
assessment to determine temporal and spatial, as well as use and function.

•

Site 23MD91 - This site was recorded in 1992 by the MoDOT team as a prehistoric
2
site of unknown cultural affiliation encompassing 12,000 m . This site also includes a
historic chimney feature on the extreme western edge of the site. No prehistoric or
historic diagnostic artifacts were recovered from this site. The site report indicates
that there were bricks in the chimney stamped with the "Laclede" mark. These bricks
date from the 1850s to the 1920s. Prehistoric artifacts recovered from this site include
several flakes and a thin biface fragment. Disturbances affecting this site include
historic deforestation, natural erosion, limited agricultural activities and the
construction of US 71 and a private drive. Site limits during the 1991/1992 study were
poorly defined and may be much larger than originally plotted. During the DEIS
survey, the site was covered by small trees and grass and apparently had not
experienced any recent disturbance or modification. No artifacts were observed on
the surface and visibility was severely limited by the ground cover. EXD1 would
directly affect this site. Based on available information, this site may contain intact
cultural deposits that may make it eligible for inclusion to the National Register of
Historic Places. This site would require additional assessment to determine temporal
and spatial, as well as use and function.
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•

Site 3BE204 - Locally known as Hay Bluff, was formally recorded in 1965 by Leon
Allen. This is an approximately 0.4 km (0.25 mile) long bluff overlooking Little Sugar
Creek. Some of the artifacts recovered from this site include numerous projectile
points and stone tools, bone tools, a basket fragment, a fabric fragment, cord
fragments, and several prehistoric ceramic sherds. Temporal boundaries for this site
tentatively range from the Late Archaic to the Mississippi period based on the
diagnostic artifacts recovered. A moderate amount of excavations and literature have
been produced regarding this site. This site was in a good state of preservation during
this DEIS survey. This site has experienced moderate disturbance from historic and
recent US 71 improvement activities. All records of this site in the AAS site files
indicate that past non-scientific excavations have disturbed portions of this site. They
also indicate that there are areas of the site that have not experienced vandalism and
may contain intact cultural deposits. EXE1 would directly affect the western edge of
this site. Based on available information, this site may contain intact cultural deposits
that may make it eligible for inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places.
Although this site has been the subject of a small amount of scientific excavation,
more extensive and controlled excavation of this site would be required to determine
the extent of possible intact cultural deposits and determine site use and function.

•

Site 3BE211 - This site was recorded in 1966 as a small shelter along Little Sugar
Creek. This site has also likely received moderate disturbance from historic and
recent activities. The exact location of this site could not be determined from AAS
site files and area visitation. This area has experienced moderate to major
disturbance from recent roadway improvements. There is no mention of this site in
the memorandum produced during the early 1970s highway improvements (AHTD Job
9579)(Appendix A). EXE1 would directly affect this site. It is possible that this site
was completely destroyed during these improvements.
Based on available
information, this site may contain intact cultural deposits that may make it eligible for
inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places. Additional assessment would
include exact site location, condition, temporal and spatial boundaries, and use and
function, if possible.

•

Site 3BE250 - This site is located on a low terrace overlooking Little Sugar Creek.
This site was reported to have experienced extensive damage from golf course
landscaping and improvement. Construction of US 71 has also greatly disturbed this
site. Based on the site file and site visitation, little or no additional information would
be obtained from additional assessment of this site and no additional assessment of
this site would be required.

•

Site 3BE251 - Known as the Bridge Site, this site is located on the north bank of Little
Sugar Creek on US 71. A US 71 bridge over Little Sugar Creek has extensively
disturbed this site. Based on the site file and site visitation, little or no additional
information would be obtained from additional assessment of this site and no
additional assessment of this site would be required.

Prehistoric Archaeological Site Probability Factors
During the past several years, prehistoric archaeological site probability models have been
developed for most types of terrain. Experience has shown that prehistoric habitation sites and
temporary campsites tend to be restricted to areas adjacent to water that were not frequently
flooded. Resource availability in several areas was also an important factor in site location.
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Caves and shelters may have been used for shelter even though they were"Tiot close to water.
Although the site probability model will isolate high and medium probability areas for sites with
considerable accuracy, some extractive sites, such as quarries or lithic procurement zones,
may be found in upland settings far from water. Another consideration is that streams meander
and springs become activated and later go dry. So, sites may occasionally be found in unlikely
areas.
High probability areas are located near perennial water sources because prehistoric inhabitants
required water for survival. Water was also used for transportation and food procurement.
Terrestrial animals also required water. Prehistoric populations took advantage of this
necessity by establishing base camps and seasonal camps near perennial water sources to
utilize this food source. Many edible plant species, nuts and acorns were also found in alluvial
terrace settings. High probability areas are almost never located in areas susceptible to
frequent flooding. High terraces, elevated ridges, and hilltops near perennial water sources
were usually chosen for base camps and seasonal camps. Conditions may have changed over
the past several thousand years and water sources may have changed. The presence of old
meander scars or oxbow lakes near elevated areas may represent high probability areas. Bluff
shelters and caves located above the flood zone were also utilized. Bluffs and caves may also
represent locations used for extracting lithic raw materials to use in stone tool manufacturing.
Medium probability areas are often located near intermittent water sources. Large sites and
even temporary sites, however, are less likely to be located near intermittent water sources.
Medium probability areas are likely to contain temporary hunting-foraging or resource extractive
sites. These areas are often on moderately sloped terrain such as toe slopes or low ridges
fairly close to a water source (perennial or intermittent). Water levels have fluctuated over the
last several thousand years. Water sources, however, can frequently be determined to have
been (prehistorically) perennial or intermittent by the extent of gravels and the condition or
frequency of meander scars. Food resources in medium probability areas are represented by
narrow hollows and extensions of prairie fairly near water sources.
Low probability areas are located far from water sources. These areas are represented by
upland forests and prairie zones, hilltops, and ridges. An exception to this may be the
extractive sites. Low, frequently flooded and swampy areas also represent low probability
zones. This does not suggest that these areas were not prehistorically inhabited, b,ut with a
choice between a well-drained, elevated terrace and a swamp, the terrace would have likely
been chosen. These upland areas rarely offered a wide variety of reliable plant and animal
resources. Small groups of prehistoric populations may have traversed these areas, but base
camps and even seasonal camps are not often found in these environmental areas.
Initially, the length of each alternative was measured. The percentage of the high, medium,
and low probability areas of the total alternative length was then calculated. Following this,
each probability was assigned a weighted value from 1 to 5, with 1 for the lowest.probability
areas, 3 for the medium probability areas, and 5 for the highest probability areas. The weighted
value also takes into account the number of recorded sites within each alternative. The number
of recorded sites in each alternative, however, cannot be used solely to determine the weighted
value since large portions of the Study Area have not been subjected to systematic cultural
resource surveys. This weighted value was multiplied by the percentage of the probability area
coverage. This resulted in a high, medium, and low probability area weighted score, rounded to
the nearest tenth. These three weighted scores were then added together to produce a rating,
rounded to the nearest integer. This rating is in the range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing the
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lowest priority areas, 2 representing the low/medium priority areas, 3 representing the medium
priority areas, 4 representing the medium/high priority areas and 5 representing the high priority
areas. A summary and the results of this procedure are illustrated in Table IV-28.
TABLE IV-28
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE PROBABILITY MODEL

Alternative
:.f-1':; ;. .

EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
EXE1
. ·.~ -

~-~

High
Probability
(km)
(%of Alt
Length)

Weighted
Score1

1.0 25%
1.9 34%
0.2 10%
3.8 100%)
9.7 (100%)

1.3
1.7
0.5
5.0
5.0

Weighted
Score1

Ratlna 2

3.8
3.1
1.6
1.4
0.9

5.0
1.4
3.0
1.2
0.8
0
0.6
0
0
0.6
0.6

0.5
0
1.8
0
0

2.4 60%
3.7 (66%
0.6 30%
0
0

0.6
0.7
0.3
0
0

2
2
3
5
5

0
0
0.5
1.8 15%
1.1 41%
1.2
2.0 32%
1.0
1.2 19%
0.6
0.3
0.7 11%
2.2 30%
0.9
1.7 23%
0.7
0.5 15%
0.5
0.5
1.1 18%
1.1 18%
0.5
Far West·JF_...":.:if~• !'•.~·
0.6 15%
0.5
0
0
1.2 60%
1.8
0
0
0.6 (7%
0.2
1.2 13%
0.4
0.6(7%
0.2
1.3 25%
0.8
3.6 71%
2.1
6.0 53%
1.6
4.6 49%
1.5
1.1 18%
0.5
1.1 18%
0.5

0
6.7 58%
0
2.8 45%
4.1 66%
5.6 89%
4.3 58%
5.8 (77%
2.8 85%
4.3 70%
4.3 70%

0
0.6
0
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.6
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.7

5
3
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2

0.6 15%
0
1.2 60%
0
0

•·"''' ~= ·~,,., .~ ~~,~~1'!"" ? .NearWeSt; 1!!"£~~~::=-,... •!ii'0<·~~'1':~~'!!'!'·~M~~~"-~~
100%
27%!
59%
23%
15%
0
0.9 12%
0
0
0.7 11%
0.7 11%

· ~~-~~~~-~#~.~~-·~: ·#::

2

Weighted
Score1

Low
Probablllt
y (km)
(%of Alt
lenath)

: ~ ·JIM:Z~ ·:m-.!iii.i!.L,.;.;.;~·~'"'·' &Jstlna ;·..,...:;-;-...~.<~;e~~~i~,O~ ~~,

EXD1
EX/NWA1 ,B1,C1
NWD1E1
NWF1 (Links 1,4,8)
NWF2 (Links 1,3,5,6,8)
NWF3 (Links 2,5,6,8)
NWF4 (Links 1,3,5, 7)
NWF5 (Links 2,5,7)
NWG1
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1
EX/NWC1
EXD1
FWA1
FWA2
FWA3
FWB1/C1
FWB2/C2
FWD1
FWD2
FW/NWH1
FW/NWH2

Medium
Probability
(km)
(%of Alt
Lenath)

25%
34%
10%
100%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.7 11%
0.7 11%

1.0
1.9
0.2
3.8

-

1.3
1.7
0.5
5.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.6
0.6

__

.. _: .. .

~

- ~~·q.-.!ia\i!f'1' ii~iij'15jilif: "i!~

2.4 60%
3.7 66%
0.6 30%
0
8.2 93%
7.9 87%
8.2 93%
3.91 75%
1.51 29%
5.31 47%
4.7 51%
4.3 70%
4.3 70%

0.6
0.7
0.3
0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7

2
2
3
5
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

Weighted Score - % of segment length x weighted value (Low has a weighted value of 1, Medium has a weighted value of 3, and
High has a weighted value of 5).
Rating= Sum of Weighted Scores. Rating: 1 =Low Probability; 2 =Low/Med. Prob. ; 3 =Med. Prob.; 4 = Mecl./High Prob.; S =High Prob.

Historic Archaeological Site Probability Factors
Historic sites often have different criteria for their location. Close proximity to water was often
desirable but not imperative as it was to prehistoric populations. The first settlers in this area
often chose open, prairie/forest edge sites for their homesteads. These locations allowed them
to take advantage of the rich prairie soils for agricultural use and also having a ready supply of
timber for house and building construction. The prairie/forest edge areas did not require great
efforts to clear the necessary land for settlement. The edge areas also provided two types ·of
landscape for a well-rounded diet. If these edge areas were not available a second desirable
location would be the rich river and stream bottomland. While these areas required a
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surmountable expenditure in land clearing, they were advantageous in their rich soils for crops.
As time passed and more settlers came to the area, many of these desired locations were
already settled. Therefore, later immigrants had to look elsewhere for settlement locations.
These later historic settlers could dig wells to supply water and could clear land for house
placement almost anywhere. Historic sites are often located close to early or present-day
roads. Other aspects of historic archaeological site location may include the slope and
elevation of the terrain. Sites such as historic gristmills, sawmills, mines, schools, stores, and
churches may be located near historic population concentrations or water sources and may not
be determined by soil quality or altitude.

b.

Architectural Resources

In 1992, MoDOT conducted an architectural survey for US 71 (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427,
7-P-71-427). During this study, 164 principal structures were identified in Jasper, Newton and
McDonald counties, Missouri. In a March 18, 1992, letter to Mr. G. Tracy Mehan Ill (MDNR), 43
of these structures were submitted to SHPO as being "deemed of sufficient age to qualify for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places." The SHPO determined that six structures
(5, 24, 53A, 538, 98 and 99) are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). Of these six structures, only Structure 99 is in proximity to the Study Area but is well
outside the proposed alternatives. Of the 43 structures submitted, 24 Structures (69, 70, 73,
74, 75, 77, 80-84, 86, 98, 99, 105, 106, 112, 124, 132, 134, 136, 140, 145 and 162) were
located in McDonald County and 13 of the 24 are in proximity to the current Study Area. As
shown in Table IV-29, all of the 13 structures, which are located inside the alternatives, have
been determined to be ineligible for inclusion in the NRHP.
TABLE IV-29
MoDOT 1992 ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY RESULTS
MoDOT Structure

99
105
106
111
112
116
124
132
134
136
140
145
162

DOE Status
eliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineligible

Relationship to Current
Proposed Alternatives
outside
inside
outside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside
inside

Standing architecture in the proposed Study Area has been identified through intensive review
of records and survey of 50+ year old structures located in each alternative. Review of each
structure included the potential of each property to affect the quality and significance in
American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture.
All recorded architectural resources within 30 m (100 ft.) of the Study Corridors were plotted on
USGS 7.5' quadrangle maps to determine which sites were located near or within each
alternative. The architectural resources in close proximity to each a1ternative were then plotted
on the 1:5,000 and 1:2,500 aerial mosaic maps to determine more precisely potential effects to
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each resource. Once the resource location in connection with each alternative was determined,
resource visitation was conducted. Based on the description, condition, number of outbuildings,
and architectural details, a determination of NRHP eligibility was made on those structures
potentially affected by the "No-Build" and "Freeway-Build" Alternatives by the Missouri and
Arkansas SHPO.
Fifty-three architectural resources are located within 30 m (100 ft.) of the limits of the
alternatives (Tables IV-30 and IV-31). Three architectural resources (Missouri 113, Arkansas
1743, and Arkansas 3040) have been completely destroyed during recent development and are
not included in this resource survey. No individual NRHP properties are within 30 m (100 ft.) of
any of the alternatives in McDonald County, Missouri. Benton County, Arkansas, however, is
listed as a Multiple Resource Area (MRA) in the NRHP (National Park Service 1994). No NRHP
(MRA) sites would be affected by the improvement alternatives. Site BE2177 (New Home
Church) listed in the MRA is located within 30 m (100 ft.) of the Far West and near West
Alternatives.
TABLE IV-30
ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCE DISTANCE FROM ALTERNATIVES
Architectural Resources
within Alternative

Alternative
;.::-

·-

Architectural Resources
within 30 m (100 ft.) of Alternative

~~:1>.~~•aflll•!!lli,,..., •"'-{lll<;Existincl·~":': ·: ~,'""' "::· ·- ""'' : ;o.;·

Total

:-· ,;;_~,,,,••_,;'.·.~ii'.:

1
MoDOT105
0
MoDOT 162, MO 5, MO 6
6
MoDOT 111, MoDOT 112,
MoDOT 116
MO 13, MO 14
4
MO 12, MO 15
EX/NWC1
MO 10, MO 11
0
2
EXD1
BE1702, AR 24, AR 25, AR 26, AR 27, AR 31
6
EXE1
0
~1,,>,:;~,,::;;:~~"-i:.;::,~. :~:~~t~~"' . :.·~":id~' Near West ~~. .:ti.¥-:!:F'"'.' ;; ..·. -:-. :::._ :"4~"f. •:=-:i::::-"':.,'· .ii(i!. ·.·~M010, M011
0
2
EXD1
MoDOT 111, MoDOT 112,
MoDOT 105, MoDOT 162, MO 5, MO 6, MO
11
EX/NWA1,B1 ,C1
MoDOT 116, MO 12, MO 15
13, MO 14
M010
NWD1E1
0
1
NWF1 (Links 1,4,8)
0
1
AR 21
0
NWF2 (Links 1,3,5,6,8)
0
0
0
NWF3 (Links 2,5,6,8)
0
0
NWF4 (Links 1,3,5,7)
AR22
0
1
NWF5 (Links 2,5,7)
AR22
0
1
NWG1
AR 16, AR23
0
2
AR19
AR 17, AR 20, BE 2177
NWH1
4
BE0657, AR 18,
AR 20, BE 2177
NWH2
4
~.·~~"'~=*--;~-~~~""fi.,~'"'~:H~~r;f.,;-.. ~·~::-- Far West· "~-~~~:<-';f'•;;ii;;1''1i':~~~i-'~~~~:if;:
EX/NWA1
0
MoDOT 105
1
EX/NWB1
MOS, MoDOT 111, MoDOT 112 MoDOT 162, MoDOT 116, MOS
6
M013, M014, MoDOT 124, M017, M018
EX/NWC1
0
5
EXD1
0
M019, MoDOT 132, MO 20, MoDOT 136
4
0
0
FWA1
0
FWA2
0
0
0
FWA3
M02
0
1
FWB1/C1
0
0
0
·o
FW~2/C2
0
0
FWD1
AR 15, AR 16
AR 4, AR 6, AR 9
5
FWD2
AR 10, AR 12, AR 13, AR 14
BE065, BE0644, AR 1, AR 2, AR 7, AR 16
10
FW/NWH1
AR19
AR 17, AR 20, BE 2177
4
FW/NWH2
AR 20, BE 2177
BE0657, AR 18
4
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1

.

Resources beginning with MoDOr are resources recorded dunng MoDOrs 1992 architectural survey for US 71 improvements•
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TABLE IV-31
ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES IN EACH ALTERNATIVE
Construction
NRHP Eligibility
Type
Date
SMe
~,~ ~r. · --T"'·'"-/''~ i:ir-.1'! Existing A/temat/Ve.~'*"....., ~ ~~.:~~~~'~.1!%™.?i!i'F.#:
~
~ - ~ -re -~.:.~:..
ineligible
multiple gable
1900 - 1930
Craftsman
EX/NWA1
MoDOT 10S
19SOs
ineliaible
side aable
MoDOT 111
Vernacular
EX/NWB1
ineliaible
1910-1940
none listed
bam
MoDOT 112
ineligible
cross aable
1940
Craftsman
MoDOT 11S
1900-1930
ineliaible
side aable
MoDOT1S2
Saltbox
ineligible
front gable
1900
National Folk
MOS
1940
ineliaible
com crib
Com Crib
MOS
pole bam
19SO - 19SO
ineligible
Pole Bam
M012
EX/NWC1
1900
cross aable
ineliaible
Vernacular
M013
19SO
ineligible
side aable
M014
Vernacular
cross gable
1920
ineligible
Vernacular
MO 1S
19S7
cross aable
ineliaible
MO 10
Vernacular
EXD1
1940
ineligible
Transverse
barn
MO 11
Crib
side gable
ineligible
National Folk
1880
AR24
EXE1
1930
Craftsman
front aable
eliaible
AR2S
front gable
1930
ineligible
AR2S
Craftsman
composite
Craftsman
1930
ineliaible
AR27
1930
ineligible
Craftsman
front aable
AR31
.
..,. ~-~- ....... ~. . :'"-•.;' ~ ; ;,. iliiio9; :· ' .. Near West Alternative -~ --~.,..;;~~~~;,,,i;,.
Vernacular
cross aable
19S7
ineliaible
EXD1
AM010
Transverse
barn
ineligible
AMO 11
1940
Crib
multiple gable
EX/NWA1
Craftsman
1900 - 1930
MoDOT 10S
ineliaible
EX/NWB1
MoDOT 111
Vernacular
side aable
19SOs
ineliaible
none listed
bam
1910 - 1940
ineligible
MoDOT 112
cross aable
Craftsman
1940
ineliaible
MoDOT 11S
Saltbox
side gable
1900 -1930
ineligible
MoDOT 1S2
MOS
National Folk
front aable
1900
ineliaible
MOS
Com Crib
com crib
1940
ineligible
EX/NWC1
Pole Barn
pole barn
M012
19SO - 19SO
ineliaible
Vernacular
cross aable
1900
ineligible
MO 13
side gable
M014
Vernacular
19SO
ineliaible
MO 1S
Vernacular
cross aable
1920
ineligible
cross gable
NWD1E1
MO 10
Vernacular
19S7
ineliaible
NWF1 Clinks 1,4,8)
Folk Victorian
cross aable
AR 21
1890
ineligible
NWF4 (Links 1,3,S, 7)
AR22
Folk Victorian
cross gable
1930
ineliaible
NWFS Clinks 2,S,7)
AR22
Folk Victorian
cross aable
1930
ineligible
NWG1
AR1S
Craftsman
c. 1920
front aable
eliaible
AR23
Craftsman
1920
front aable
ineliaible
FW/NWH1
AR19
none listed
barn
1940
eligible
Alternative

Resource
Number

AR 17
AR20
BE2177
FW/NWH2

BE06S7
AR18
AR20
BE2177

Craftsman
Craftsman
Plain/
Traditional
Craftsman
Craftsman
Craftsman
Plain/
Traditional
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front gable
side aable
front gable

1920
1920
c. 1900

ineliaible
eligible
NRHP listed

front aable
side aable
side gable
front gable

1920
1930
1920
c. 1900

ineliaible
eligible
eliaible
NRHP listed
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~~~-,---. •~ .i~'"5:a •."ifrF8rWeStA/tema6ve:f~~~,~--&;it;~.:
EX/NWA1
EX/NWB1

MoDOT 105
M06
MoDOT 111
MoDOT 112
MOS
MoDOT 162
MoDOT 116

EX/NWC1

M013
M014
MoDOT124
M017

EXD1

FWA3
FWD1

FWD2

FW/NWH1

FW/NWH2

c.

M018
M019
MoDOT132
M020
MoDOT136
M02
AR4
AR6
AR9
AR15
AR16
BE0644
BE065
AR 1
AR2
AR7
AR10
AR12
AR13
AR14
AR16
AR 17
AR19
AR20
BE2177
BE0657
AR18
AR20
BE2177

Craftsman
Com Crib
Vernacular
Vernacular
National Folk
Vernacular
Bungalow/era
ftsman
Vernacular
Vernacular
Commercial
Rustic
Craftsman
Vernacular
I House
Vernacular
Vernacular
com crib
Vernacular
Craftsman
none listed
National Folk
Craftsman
Craftsman
Craftsman
Folk Victorian
Folk Victorian
Folk Victorian
Craftsman
Saltbox
none listed
Craftsman
Folk Victorian
Craftsman
Craftsman
none listed
Craftsman
Plain/
Traditional
Craftsman
Craftsman
Craftsman
Plain/
Traditional

multiple aable
bam
side aable
gabled
front aable
side gable
cross gable

1900-1930
1940
1950s
early 20"'
1900
early 20"'
1940

ineliaible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineligible

cross aable
side aable
plat
front gable

1900
1950s
111
earlv - mid 20
1940

ineligible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineligible

front aable
cross aable
side gable
cross aable
bam
side gable
front aable
bam
pyramid
front aable
front gable
front aable
side gable
Gabled-Ell
composite
side aable
side gable
outbuildinas
front gable
cross aable
front gable
front aable
barn
side aable
front gable

1940
1922
111
earlv - mid 20
1965
1930-1940
1960
c. 1930
1930
c. 1900
c. 1940
c. 1920
c. 1940
1880
1947
1940
1930
1930
1950
1920
c. 1900
c. 1920
1920
1940
1920
c. 1900

ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
eligible
ineliaible
ineliaible
eligible
eliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineligible
ineliaible
ineliaible
ineliaible
eliaible
ineliaible
eliaible
eliaible
NRHP listed

front gable
side aable
side gable
front gable

1920
1930
1910 - 1940
c. 1900

ineligible
eliaible
eligible
NRHP listed

Summary of Impacts

The following three tables present summaries of the potential cultural resources impacts for
each uFreeway-Build" Alternative for the three evaluation issues - archeological sites, historic
sites, and architectural sites.
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TABLE IV-32
FAR WEST CORRIDOR
CULTURAL RESOURCES IMPACTS
Evaluation
Factor
Archeological Sites
Historic
Architectural Sites
(lJ

Interim
Total
8/3
0
0

Units
Rating1''
Number
Number

A1
0/1
0
0
..

A
A2
0/1
0
0

A3
0/1
0
0

Ultimate (Segment)
B/C
D
B1C1 B2C2 01
02
0/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2

H
H1
0/2
0
3

H2
0/2
0
3

Number of previously recorded archeolog1cal sites/predictive archeologlcal model

TABLE IV-33
NEAR WEST CORRIDOR
CULTURAL RESOURCES IMPACTS
Evaluation
Factor
Archeoloaical Sites
Historic
Architectural Sites
(1)

Units
Ratina 1 ' 1
Number
Number

Interim
Total

2/1
0
0

Existing DIE
A/B/C
D1E1
1/4
6/3
0
0
0
0

F1
0/3
0
0

Ultimate Segment)
F
F2
F3
F4 FS
0/2 0/1 0/2 012
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

. .
Number of preV1ously recorded archeolog1cal sites/predictive archeological model

G
G1
011
0
1

H
H1
012
0
3

H2
0/2
0
3

TABLE IV-34
EXISTING CORRIDOR
CULTURAL RESOURCES IMPACTS
Evaluation Factor
Archeoloaical Sites
Historic
Architectural Sites

Units
Rating 1 ' 1
Number
Number

Interim
Total
0/0
0
0

Ultimate (Segi:neilt)

. .

A

B

c

1/4

4/4

0
0

0
0

1/3
0
0

D
211
0
0

E
5/1
0
1

"' Number of preV1ously recorded archeolog1cal s1teslpredidive archeolog1cal model
3.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Since the selection of the preferred alternative (i.e., the Far West Alternative), a number of
required cultural resource investigations have taken place in coordination with both the ARSHPO and MO-SHPO.
Phase I field investigations of archeological, bridge and historic sites along the Far West
Alternative, in accordance with AR-SHPO and MoDOT protocol, have been completed and
reports submitted for review by the AR-SHPO and MO-SHPO. Each review concurred that,
with the exception of a Phase II assessment program for the prehistoric site recorded as
3BE634, no further archeological, bridge or historic site investigations are necessary or required
(AR-SHPO review letter dated January 14, 1999 and MO-SHPO letter dated December 11,
1998, see Appendix I). Following the selection of the Far West Alternative as the Preferred
Alternative, a Phase· II assessment was conducted at 3BE634 and the AR-SHPO has
determined that no further work is necessary at this site (Appendix I). Investigations of
archeological, bridge and historic sites along the interim improvements for the Far West
Alternative will be governed by the MOA executed in association with the previous MoDOT EIS
for US 71 .
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Documentation of architectural resources in accordance with AR-SHPO and MoDOT protocol
have been completed and reports submitted for review by the AR-SHPO and MO-SHPO. No
architectural resources will be affected in Missouri by the Far West Alternative and the MOSHPO concurred (review letter dated 11 December 1998, see Appendix I) that no further
investigations are necessary or required.
The EIS design team documented 37 structures within or within 100 ft (30 m) of the alternative
alignments (corridor width of approximately 300 ft (91 m)). Of this total, 6 (16%) had been
previously recorded during the 1983-1985 MRA effort and 31 (84%) were newly recorded.
Documentation of these survey efforts was provided to the SHPO for review and comment in
May 1997 in a report entitled DEIS Architectural Resource Documentation (Arkansas
Resources 50+ Years). The purpose of the May 1997 document was to present to the SHPO,
through completed AHPP architectural resource forms, preliminary information relating to each
standing structure, building or object that is >50 years old and that is located within or within
100 ft (30 m) of the APE. The goal of that review was to arrive at a consensus about which, if
any, of the documented resources possesses significant characteristics that would make them
eligible for the NRHP. SHPO review of this documentation (by letter dated 18 June 1997, see
Appendix I) concluded that AR 6, AR 16, AR 18, AR 19a and 19b, AR 20, AR 25a, BE0660
(along with previously listed BE2177) all appear to be eligible for listing in the NRHP and should
be avoided if possible.
Since the time of the SHPO review, the selection process has proceeded toward identification
of the Far West Alignment as the preferred alternative. Within the Far West Alignment, the
best alternative was identified as comprising FWA3 (Segment A), FWB2/C2 (Segment B/C),
FWD1 (Segment D) and FW/NWH1 (Segment H). Because the Near West and Existing
Alternatives, as well as Far West Alternative segments FWA1, FWA2, FWB1/C1, FWD2 and
FW/NWH2, were eliminated from further consideration, several resources considered
potentially eligible by the SHPOs have been avoided in accordance with SHPO comments.
Included among these resources are BE0660 (located in eliminated segment FWD2), AR 18
(located in eliminated segment FW/NWH2) and AR 25a (located in eliminated segment EXE1 ).
Although AR 16 is located in FWD2 and AR 20 and BE2177 are located in FW/NWH2, each of
these resources is also located in one of the segments retained as part of the Far West
Alignment (AR 16 is also in FWD1 and AR 20 and BE2177 are also in FW/NWH1). Since the
time of the SHPOs' initial reviews (Appendix I), the Far West Alignment has been adjusted to
avoid each of the remaining resources considered by the SHPO to be eligible for the NRHP (AR
06, AR 16, AR 19, AR 20 and BE2177). These resources are now located outside and adjacent
to one of the segments of the Far West Alternative.
A Determination of Effect document was prepared for SHPO review that provided a description
of the proposed undertaking, a description of the efforts made to identify historic properties in
the undertaking's APE, a description of the historic properties that may be affected and a
description of how the Criteria of Adverse Effect were applied to each property pursuant to
ACHP (1989) guidelines. Each of the resources identified by the SHPO as being potentially
eligible for the NRHP has been reviewed by the FHWA in accordance with the Criteria of
Adverse Effect set forth in 36 C.F.R. §§ 800.9(b) and (b)(1) and the relationship of each to the
APE of the proposed undertaking has been established. The purpose of the Determination of
Effect document was to seek SHPO concurrence in the application by FHWA of the Criteria of
Adverse Effect set forth in 36 C.F.R. §§ 800.9(b) and (b)(1).
The barn at AR 06 [located 500 ft (150 m) from the preferred alignment] and the barn at AR 19a
[located 128 ft (39 m) from the preferred alternative] and outbuilding at AR 19b [located 308 ft
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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(94 m) from the preferred alignment] are all examples of architectural resources in which people
do not live or routinely congregate. None of these resources will be destroyed or altered [36
C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(1)], isolated [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(2)], neglected [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(4)] or
transferred, leased or sold [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(5)] as a result of the proposed undertaking.
None of these resources are habitable and there will be no audible or atmospheric elements
introduced that are out of character with or will diminish the integrity of significant
characteristics these properties may possess [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(3)]. AR 16 (David Free
House) [located approximately 820 ft (252 m) from the preferred alternative] and AR 20 (Buena
Vista Ranch) [located approximately 100 ft (30 m) from the preferred alternative] are all
examples of architectural resources which include habitable structures along with various
outbuildings in which people do not live or routinely congregate. None of these resources will
be destroyed or altered [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(1)], isolated [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(2)], neglected
[36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(4)] or transferred, leased or sold [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(5)] as a result of
the proposed undertaking. While the residences at AR 16 and AR 20 are habitable, it does not
appear that audible or atmospheric elements will be introduced that are out of character with or
will diminish the integrity of significant characteristics these properties may possess [36 C.F.R.
§ 800.9(b)(3)].
BE2177 (New Home Church) [located directly adjacent to the right-of-way required for the new
roadway] is listed in the NRHP under Criterion C as part of the Benton County MRA (MRA No.
38) "as an unflawed example of the community architecture." This resource will not be
destroyed or altered [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(1)], isolated [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(2)], neglected [36
C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(4)] or transferred, leased or sold [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(5)] as a result of the
proposed undertaking. It does not appear that audible or atmospheric elements will be
introduced that are out of character with or will diminish the integrity of significant
characteristics this property possesses [36 C.F.R. § 800.9(b)(3)].
The AR-SHPO concurred that the preferred alternative will have no adverse effect on either the
structure listed in the NRHP or the structures determined eligible for listing in the NRHP (review
letter dated 1 December 1998, see Appendix I).
Though mitigation measures are not required for the New Home Church, pursuant to the
findings of the AR-SHPO, AHTD is committed to the continued consideration of design
refinements to the Far West Alternative during the design phase to minimize the effects of the
US 71 improvements on the church site.
A meeting with the New Home Church members was held in August, 1999 to discuss noise
abatement issues related to the proposed US 71 Highway relocation located adjacent to their
historic church. Abatement measures discussed included increasing the distance of the
highway from the Church, using a typical noise barrier, using a small berm and/or rock wall, and
using architecture soundproofing such as storm windows. These measures and various
combinations were discussed to determine a preference among the church members in
attendance. Moving the highway a sufficient distance to allow acceptable noise levels at the
church was the group's first preference with the combination of rock wall/berm combination
used with some soundproofing as their second choice. The group did not support the use of a
typical noise barrier which would reduce noise levels, but would also result in creating an
unacceptable visual barrier.
In the detailed design phase of this project, the Department will move the highway final
alignment as far as possible, but still within the existing engineering and environmental
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constraints of this interchange area near McKisic Creek. If this design alignment change is not
sufficient to reduce the noise levels below the Federal Highway Administration criteria; then a
small berm/rock wall combination with appropriate vegetation cover will be designed and
coordinated with the church. Soundproofing options may be included if the berm/wall
combination is not sufficient to achieve acceptable noise levels (FHWA criteria).

R.

Hazardous Waste Sites

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No-Build" Alternative would have no effect on the potential hazardous waste sites
identified within the Study Area. Any right-of-way acquisition to accommodate the TSM
enhancements would most likely occur in areas that would not affect the identified potential
hazardous waste sites.

2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

Existing waste sites identified in Chapter Ill, Section B could be affected by the improvements,
Releases into the environment may be
depending on the "Freeway-Build" Alternative.
aggravated by construction activities resulting in new or additional contamination and possible
worker exposures. Types of potential negative impacts may include, but are not limited to, those
impacts listed as follows:
•

Dust from disturbing contaminated soils during earth moving activities, with potential
exposure to workers and nearby residents.

•

Unearthing disposal sites and spreading hazardous materials.

•

Exposing seeps during construction and releasing contaminated groundwater to the
environment.

•

Exposing workers to hazardous materials or waste unearthed or released during
construction.

•

Displacement of contaminated soils by borrowing or excavating and placing material in
an embankment or undocumented area.

However, the likelihood of these impacts occurring is low due to preventative measures taken
before and during construction. Avoidance of known sites would be provided to the extent
possible. Known impacts would be remedied prior to or as part of construction of the roadway
improvements. If an unknown site would be encountered during construction, measures would be
taken as necessary to eliminate or minimize any adverse environmental consequences.
A positive impact of the freeway improvements would be the remediation or clean up of the
existing waste sites identified within the Study Corridor of the selected alternative. Remediation of
solid and hazardous waste sites, and related contamination, would be cdnducted in the preconstruction phase of the project.
The hazardous material screening of the Study Corridors rated the observed waste sites as
having a high, moderate, or low degree of risk to public health and potential of impacting the
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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alternatives based on proximity. Listed below are the potential hazardous waste sites 1hat would
be impacted by each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives.
a.

b.

c.

Far West Alternative
•

Salvage Operation (Site B-54)/Low Risk - Site located in the path of FWD2,
. appears to be a privately owned metal salvage operation. The potential exists for
contamination of soil and groundwater from the disposal of hazardous substances, if
any, that were contained in drums, tanks, and appliances that have been salvaged.

•

Residence (Site 8-47)/Low Risk - This site is located on the edge of the proposed
right-of-way of FW/NWH1. The site is a residence with an open dump located
behind the house. Observed waste included old drums and junk cars. There is the
potential for previous release of hazardous waste.

•

Jones Golf Cars (Site 8-34)/Low Risk - This site is located within the proposed
right-of-way of FW/NWH1 and H2, where they join, approaching the southern
terminus. The business involves golf cart sales and service. The potential exists for
storage or release of fuel, lubricants, and batteries.

-. Near West Alternative
•

Residence (Site 8-47)/Low Risk - This site is located along FW/NWH1 as
previously indicated. FW/NWH1 is common to the Far West and Near West
Alternatives.

•

Jones Golf Cars (Site B-34)/Low Risk - This site is located within the proposed
right-of-way of FW/NWH1 and H2 as previously discussed. Segment His common
to the Far West and Near West Alternatives. The ranking and concerns of the site
are the same for both alternatives.

Existing Alternative
•

Bella Vista Landfill (Site B-25)/High Risk - This site is located along the proposed
west service road of EXE1, near the state line interchange. The site was a sanitary
landfill and is now closed. Based on historical evidence, the landfill if thought to
contain household refuse rather than hazardous type materials. Right-of-way
acquisition for the proposed service road may encroach onto the landfill. Due to the
proximity of Sugar Creek to the landfill, disturbance of the landfill could result in not
only the exposure of construction personnel to waste, but also allow release of
leachate into the creek. The potential impacts of this site to the alternative may
involve realignment or elimination of the proposed southbound frontage road, the
realignment of the proposed Bear Creek, Hollow Road, or the removal and
replacement of the landfill material.

•

Jug Store Liquors (Site M-12)/Moderate Risk - This liquor store/gas station is
located within the proposed right-of-way of EXD1. Fuel storage is provided by three
aboveground storage tanks with an estimated capacity of 37,854 liters (10,000
gallons) each. The tanks are provided with spill containment in the form of a short
concrete wall. The potential exists for soil and groundwater contamination from
accidental release or leaking underground product piping.
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•

Don's Stateline Store (Site M-11 )/Moderate Risk • This convenience store/gas
station is located within the proposed right-of-way of EXD1. Fuel storage is provided
by an estimated three underground storage tanks. The potential exists for soil and
groundwater contamination from leaking underground tanks and piping.

•

All In One (Site B-28)/Moderate Risk - This site is located along the proposed east
service road of EXE1, near the Sugar Creek interchange. The site is a convenience
store/gas station listed on the ADPC&E RST List.
The site contains four
underground storage tanks with 151,416 liters (40,000 gallon) aggregate capacity.
The potential exists for soil and groundwater contamination from leaking tanks or
piping.

•

Village Ship 'n' Shore (Site B-31 )/Low Risk - This site is located along the west
service drive of EXE1 just north of the US 71/US 71 B Interchange. The commercial
site is a marine sales and service facility. There is the potential for storage or past
release of fuels and lubricants.

MITIGATION

The low and moderate risk sites would have little impact on any of the proposed alternatives.
The greatest projected impacts from these sites would be from leaking underground storage
tanks and possible associated contaminated soil. Contamination of this type would not subject
the project to undue costs or time delays. Any remediation would require the coordination and
approval of the ADPC&E and MDNR. The positive impact to the community if sites as these
are encountered and confirmed, is a clean up of the contamination which may otherwise
continue. In summary, risks, impacts would typically be relatively low to the proposed project
from these sites.
The potential impact of the one high-risk site (Bella Vista Landfill) may involve realignment or
elimination of the proposed southbound frontage road as well as the realignment of the
proposed Bear Creek Hollow Road. Further investigations are necessary to delineate the limits
of the landfill so that a more definitive judgement of any necessary adjustments may be made.
Otherwise, but not preferred, a plan may be made to characterize and remove and replace the
landfill material to a permitted facility. The removal and replacement can be performed with
additional costs, and additional time would be needed. The landfill may also be avoided with an
overpass from the planned northbound frontage road accessing the residential area. In
summary, the landfill impacts may be mitigated by avoidance, removal, or roadway realignment.
Additional costs for the mitigation of this site have not been included with the Existing
Alternative.

S.

Visual Impacts

Visual impact is determined by the change in the visual environment as related to viewer
response.
1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

a.

Primary Impacts

The "No-Build" Alternative would not alter the existing visual quality of the US 71 Corridor.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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Since there would be no changes in width or horizontal and vertical alignment,· the existing
visual environment would be left intact, and scenic views would remain unchanged. The TSM
improvements would not alter the existing visual quality of the environment, except for those
intersection areas where traffic signals would be added and/or additional tum lanes would be
provided.
b.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

The "No-Build" alternative could secondarily and cumulatively have a positive impact on the
visual environment in some areas that are not used for agricultural purposes. With the absence
of construction activity in the existing right-of-way and adjacent parcels, native trees, grasses
and wildflowers, as they multiply and mature, would increase the quality of views from the road
and would help existing roadways blend into the environment.
2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

All of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would impact the existing visual resources in the Study
Area. The single most important factor in determining visual compatibility is the relative
integration of the roadway with existing topography. The rock subsurface and the often shallow
soil cover are difficult conditions in which to affect inconspicuous or easily concealed earthwork
operations. (See Exhibit 1-5 for typical cross-sections of the roadway.)
a.

Primary Impacts

Far West Alternative
The Far West Alternative would have an overall moderate visual impact on the environment.
•

Interim Improvements
>

•

Segments A, 8, C and D (EX/NWA1, 81, C1 and EXD1) - would have a
moderately low visual impact as the majority of the alignment is on existing US
71. The visual change would be minimal since there is already an existing
roadway. The relative concentration of sensitive visual receptors is moderately
low throughout this portion of the corridor, therefore the potential for views of the
road is moderately low. Views from the road would be of moderate quality as
opportunities exist at the Little Sugar Creek valley and through the forested
areas.

Ultimate Improvements
>

Segment A (FWA) - would have a moderate visual impact as it ~ould travel
through a mixture of forested and cleared areas of severe terrain. The relative
concentration of sensitive visual receptors is low throughout this portion of the
corridor, therefore the potential for views of the road is low. Views from the road
would be of moderately high quality as opportunities are provided at elevated
valley crossings and through forested areas.

>

Segment 8/C (FWB/C) - would have a moderately high visual impact as it would
travel through dense forested areas of severe terrain. The relative concentration
of sensitive visual receptors is low throughout this portion of the corridor except
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at FWB2/C2 where it parallels the golf course, - providing recreationists with
potential views of the road. ·Views from the road would be of high quality as
opportunities are provided at elevated valley crossings and through the forested
areas.
>

Segment D (FWD) - would have a moderately low to moderate visual impact as
it would travel through an area of mostly cleared land used for agriculture,
scattered forest areas, and moderate terrain. The relative concentration of
sensitive visual receptors is moderate as this segment would bypass the small
community of Hiwasse and travel near farms/ranches and outlying residences
scattered throughout this portion of the corridor. The potential for views of the
road would therefore be moderate. Views from the road would be of moderate
quality as the main opportunities are provided through the forested areas.

>

Segment H (FW/NWH) - would have a moderately high visual impact as it would
travel through a mixture of forested and cleared areas of severe terrain The
relative concentration of sensitive visual receptors is moderately low throughout
this portion of the corridor, therefore the potential for views of the road is
moderately low. Views from the road would be of moderately high quality as
opportunities are provided at elevated valley crossings, through the forested
areas, and along the ridgetop.

Near West Alternative

The Near West Alternative would have an overall moderately high visual impact on the
environment.
•

Segment A, B, and C (EX/NWA1, 81 and C1) - would have the same visual
impacts as those of the interim improvements in the Far West Alternative.

•

Segment DIE (NWD1 E1) - would have a moderately high visual impact as it would
travel through a mixture of forested and cleared areas, and would parallel a stream
in Gordon Hollow. The relative concentration of sensitive visual receptors is low
throughout this portion of the corridor, therefore the potential for views of the road is
low. Views from the road would be of moderately high quality as opportunities are
provided in the riparian environment of Gordon Hollow and through the forested
areas.

•

Segment F (NWF) - would have a high visual impact as it would travel through an
area of mostly forest with a minimum of cleared areas and somewhat severe terrain.
The relative concentration of sensitive visual receptors is high, with a golf course
and many residences clustered throughout this portion of the corridor. Therefore,
the potential for views of the road is high. Views from the road would be of
moderately high to high quality as opportunities are provided through the forested
areas and at the elevated valley crossings where there is the potential for views of
the area lakes.

•

S&gment G (NWG1) - would have a moderately high visual impact as it would travel
through an area of mostly forest with some scattered cleared areas. The relative
concentration of sensitive visual receptors is moderate as the alignment travels
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along the edge of a low-density residential area in this portion of the corridor,
therefore the potential for views of the road is moderate. Views from the road would
be of moderately high quality as opportunities are provided through the forested
areas and at the elevated valley crossings.
•

Segment H (FW/NWH) - would have a moderately high visual impact as it would
travel through a mixture of forested and cleared areas of severe terrain. The relative
concentration of sensitive visual receptors is moderately low throughout this portion
of the corridor. Therefore, the potential for views of the road is moderately low.
Views from the road would be of moderately high quality as opportunities are
provided at elevated valley crossings, through the forested areas, and along the
ridgetop.

Existing Alternative

The Existing Alternative would have an overall moderately low visual impact on the
environment. The visual change would be minimal since there is already an existing roadway.
Existing Alternative impacts would result in more pavement and a more expansive looking
The increased width would require displacement of some residences,
facility.
commercial/business structures and parking areas. The widening brings the pavement closer
to business and residential areas. This visual impact and views of the road are of less
importance to business owners than they are to residential owners. In affected areas, the visual
impact to the residences will be somewhat greater, although not substantially different than that
to which they have been accustomed. The views of the road will be affected by the increased
pavement width and increased traffic volumes. Views from the road would be of moderately
high quality in certain areas. These include views into the valleys of Little Sugar Creek, Brush
Creek and Bear Creek, and views of the golf courses and area lakes.
b.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts

The "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would secondarily and cumulatively impact the visual quality
of the environment as increases in growth, development and traffic volumes occur as a result of
new or improved roadways. New development, in the absence of visual design guidelines and
regulations, and increased traffic volumes would contribute to a decline in the visual quality of
the environment as open or natural areas become built-up.
The rock subsurface and the often-shallow soil cover conditions of the Study Area are difficult
conditions in which to affect inconspicuous or easily concealed earthwork operations. The
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives include segments of cut and fill grading throughout the rolling
Ozark topography due to the required gradients for motorist safety. Visual impacts can be
minimized in these sections by "benching" rock cuts and revegetating soil slopes with native
plants. These measures serve to somewhat mitigate the views of the roadway and reinforce
the natural beauty of the area.

T.

Energy

Energy considerations to be taken into account when evaluating the various alternatives include
the energy consumed during construction and the energy consumed during normal operations
and maintenance. Direct and indirect energy impacts should also be considered. Direct
impacts include the energy consumed by vehicles using the facility. Indirect impacts include
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construction energy and such items as the effects of any changes in automobile usage due to
the construction of the facility.
Energy consumed during construction includes energy consumed for earthwork and
construction activities, as well as energy consumed off-site for the production of materials and
equipment. Energy consumed during construction also includes energy expenditures caused
by vehicle delay due to construction activities, such as lane closures. Table IV-35 shows two
evaluation variables of construction costs and a maintenance of traffic rating used to measure
energy consumed during construction.
Energy consumed after construction includes energy used to fuel vehicles, as well as energy
used for maintenance of the vehicles and roadway. Table IV-35 shows two evaluation variables
of vehicle kilometers of travel and vehicle hours of travel. These variables provide a measure
of vehicle fuel consumption and roadway usage. When considering energy required for
operations and maintenance after construction, the marginal energy expenditure must be
considered. For example, the energy required for the maintenance of a four-lane facility would
be expected to be less than twice the energy required for the maintenance of the current twolane facility, due to economies of scale. However, a four-lane freeway facility would more than
double the capacity of a two-lane facility without limited access.
As shown in the table, the Near West Alternative would expend the greatest energy during
construction and the No-Build would expend the least amount of energy during construction.
After construction, the Far West and the "No-Build" Alternatives would expend the greatest
amount of energy. The Existing Alternative would expend the least amount of energy after
construction.
TABLE IV-35
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY ALTERNATIVE
Evaluation Factor
"No-Build"
Far West
Near West
Existing
Energy Consumed During Construction·u:U.;iir•~:~~~~;:.~~o;..;:t~~'i·~~~~;::•i;>i.:.;y,~~;.,-•---::'',,,;•
Construction Costs($ Million)
$1.6 M
$116.9-$123.0 M $120.1-123.9 M
$107.5 M
Maintenance of Traffic
Fair
Good
Fair
Marginally
Poor
Enerov Consumed After Construction ."- ':;..i,;::q 0 ;,,~#-'--:"'i.irih'.;~~>i>._j,~r>J.:~~·,·.::~~"i-,' ::~iii~~~g ;,:, ;- ~# Vehicle Kilometers of Travel (VKT)
4,150,000
4,317,000
4,281,000
4,194,000
Vehicles Hours of Travel NHTI
85,000
75,000
76,000
72,000

The energy consumed by vehicles traveling on the proposed facility should be considered in a
global, rather than local, framework. For example, while the proposed facility would carry
additional vehicles, it is likely that these vehicles represent trips diverted from other facilities
rather than latent demand. Thus the issue to be considered is the relative energy consumption.
Because the proposed facility is a fully-limited access controlled freeway facility with adequate
capacity, vehicles would be expected to travel at free flow speeds, which represents very
favorable conditions with respect to fuel consumption. Furthermore, the fuel consumption for
trips that continue to be served on the facility would be expected to decrease because the
average operating speeds on the new facility would be higher than the existing speeds, due
both to the increased capacity and limited access.
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Construction Impacts

1.

POLLUTION CONTROL

a.

Standards
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For the portion of the US 71 improvements located in Missouri, MoDOT construction standards
would be utilized. MoDOT has developed a series of Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction. These specifications include, but are not limited to, air, noise and water pollution
control measures to minimize impacts to the surrounding areas during construction. Pollution
control measures, both temporary and permanent, would be enacted under the project
construction specifications.
In Arkansas, to the extent available, AHTD pollution control standards and specifications would
be utilized for the construction of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. As necessary, projectspecific details would be developed to augment the available standards. These measures
would be implemented to minimize adverse impacts to adjacent areas including noise, air, and
water quality.
b.

Noise and Air Quality

Roadway construction activities can have adverse impacts on local noise and air quality levels
in those areas adjacent to the roadway alignment. However, construction impacts would be of
relatively limited duration, and because much of the US 71 improvements would be located in
rural areas, the number of receptors exposed to the increased noise level and decreased air
quality would be limited. Furthermore, these impacts would be mitigated by adherence to
construction permit and contract conditions, which would likely include prohibitions against the
burning of construction debris and control measures to limit pollution if tree trunks and limbs are
permitted to be burned on site. Right-of-way burning would also adhere to construction permits
and contract conditions, and would also likely include prohibitions concerning its burning and
control measures to limit pollution if right-of-way burning is permitted. MoDOT will consider the
use of MDNR's Waste Management Program and contractors would always have the optional
construction methods available at their discretion regarding removal of trees, including the
reuse of trees as lumber or compost. Contract conditions would also likely place limits or
controls on the contractor's blasting activities for the rock excavation to limit the noise and
vibration impacts of the blasting. Other typical measures would include limitations on the time
of construction and a watering program to limit construction dust.
Due to the location of the roadway alignment outside of the more densely developed areas
associated with the Bella Vista Village, it is likely that the Far West Alternative would not have
as significant of an effect on local noise and air quality. For the Near West and Existing
Alternatives which are located within the Village, the temporary noise and air quality impacts
associated with the construction would be more acute due to the greater number of receptors
located in the immediate vicinity of the alternatives. Measures to minimize these impacts would
be critical to avoid major disturbances to the existing noise and air quality of the Village.
c.

Wastes

Specifications and procedures for the proper disposal and handling of wastes resulting from
construction activities would be developed for both Missouri and Arkansas. In Missouri,
consideration would be given to the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) Solid
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Waste Management Program as part of these procedures. (This program emphasizes the
need to develop· uses and markets for recycled and recyclable materials in constructic:m
activities.) Furthermore, any potential hazardous wastes in the right-of-way would be identified
and handled in accordance with all applicable regulations within each respective state.
Appropriate regulations would be adhered to in both states for the containment and handling of
construction materials within the construction staging areas.
d.

Water Resources

During the construction of the roadway improvements, measures need to be incorporated to
minimize the short-term, direct impacts on the adjacent water resources. Within Missouri,
stormwater runoff is addressed by MoDOT's Sediment and Erosion Control Program and these
standards would be used to address this concern during construction. Similarly, AHTD
standards or site-specific details would be developed for erosion control in Arkansas.
During or after construction, stormwater runoff from the roadway right-of-way can potentially
impact immediately adjacent private wells. Private wells within the right-of-way would be
located, mapped and protected until closure by the respective highway agencies in accordance
with their standard specifications.
For construction activities in Missouri, the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC) has
stated that best management practices should be utilized to keep the impacts to the aquatic
environment to a minimum. These best management practices, as outlined by the MDC,
include conformance to the State Channel Modification Guidelines when altering channels or
relocating streams; grading and seeding disturbed areas as soon as possible and in compliance
with the MDC seeding and planting recommendations; minimizing disturbances to the stream
banks and riparian zones; avoiding work in stream channels from the beginning of March to mid
June as possible and practicable; and undertaking all necessary precautions to prevent
petroleum products from entering streams.
For impacts to wetlands during construction, measures to minimize harm have been discussed
in Chapter IV, Section M.
To compare the potential construction-related impacts on water quality for the three uFreewayBuild" Alternatives, the proximity and spatial relationship of the alternative to the existing
topography and drainage courses should be considered. Due to the alignment of the Existing
Alternative parallel with and adjacent to the Little Sugar Creek floodplain, it is reasonable to
assume that the Existing Alternative would have the greatest potential for impacts to water
quality during construction. However, since the existing four-lane pavement in Arkansas would
be undisturbed except for a few isolated locations, the construction impacts would be reduced.
Also, design features have been included to avoid any relocation of the Little Sugar Creek
channel or channel bank encroachment.
Furthermore, as with all the uFreeway-Build"
Alternatives, appropriate sedimentation control measures would be provided during
construction.

2.

MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC

During the construction of the uFreeway-Build" Alternatives, the existing US 71 roadway would
need to remain in operation. While the improvements are constructed, additional impacts to the ·
existing roadway would result. Measures would be required as part of the construction to
maintain existing traffic services along US 71 as well as along local roads, including local road
accesses to US 71.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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The maintenance of traffic plan for US 71 would be designed ideally to maintain two lanes of
traffic in each direction. As an important route for multi-state traffic, including commercial
trucks, it is important that the current capacity of US 71 be maintained during construction. This
goal is even more critical considering the number of years the construction period could entail.
Depending on the nature of the improvements, whether it is roadway widening associated with
the Far West or Near West Alternative or more significant freeway conversion construction
associated with the Existing Alternative, the requirements of the traffic maintenance plan would
affect the magnitude of the construction impacts. Providing continuous four lanes of traffic
during construction would result in greater impacts to the surrounding areas than only providing
two lanes -- one lane in each direction. However, the adverse operational impacts to traffic
would be considerably less with four lanes. From a construction standpoint, maintaining four
lanes would be more expensive. Again, the magnitude of the cost differential would depend on
the alternative - Far West, Near West or Existing.
As a measure of the relative significance of the traffic maintenance ·issue, it is estimated that
traffic delays resulting from two-lane construction zone operations would be approximately two
minutes per vehicle per 1.6 km (1.0 mile) of construction under current traffic volumes. This
measure of delay would increase over time, depending on when construction is initiated, due to
the ongoing growth of traffic in the corridor. Over the course of one year, the aggregation of
this delay could reach over 2.1 million hours of delay, depending on the timing and length of the
construction. Experience by AHTD in similar situations would suggest that this level of delay
and impact would likely be unacceptable on a route as important as US 71.
Though the traffic delays caused by a two-lane detour would likely be prohibitive, the additional
costs and physical impacts caused by a four-lane detour would likely be even more detrimental.
For the Existing Alternative, maintaining four lanes of traffic would add considerably to the
overall construction costs and would increase the direct impacts of the improvements. For
these reasons, it was assumed for the purposes of this assessment that the traffic maintenance
plans would entail maintaining one lane in each direction along US 71. If it is subsequently
determined that maintaining two lanes in each direction is required, some additional costs and
temporary construction impacts would result.
Unlike the Existing Alternative, maintaining four lanes in each direction along US 71 for the Far
West or Near West Alternatives would not add considerably to the alternatives' construction
costs or temporary impacts.
The minor capital improvements associated with the TSM measures for the MNo-Buildn
Alternative would be implemented without measurable impacts on existing traffic.
The standard specifications for MoDOT and AHTD include provisions for traffic control and
safety measures and would be utilized for the construction.
a.

Relocation Alternatives (Far West and Near West)

General
With either the Near West or Far West Alternative, there would still be a few maintenance of
traffic issues for the existing US 71 roadway. The primary concern relates to the southern 3 km
(1.9 mi) of existing US 71 that would need to be widened to three lanes in each direction (Sugar
Creek Center to US 71/US 71 B Interchange). This widening would involve removing the
existing shoulder and replacing it with another through-lane and a new outside shoulder.
Existing traffic along US 71 would need to be maintained during the construction of the US 71
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widening. For the freeway relocation, maintenance of traffic along US 71 would be limited to
the southern tie-in location at the US 71/US 71 B Interchange. Along the new facility, local
roads would be either closed during construction or would have minor detours, depending on
the critical nature of the roadway.

US 71 Widening
For the widening of the existing US 71 roadway, since there is currently a curbed median along
US 71, it would be difficult to maintain the existing two lanes of traffic in each direction while
work is performed on the adjacent outside lanes. If a temporary concrete safety barrier was to
be installed between the construction area and the existing travel lanes, it would require either
1.2 m or 1.8 m (4 ft. or 6 ft.) of pavement, depending on whether it was pinned (i.e. when the
barrier is connected to the pavement by the use of pins) or unpinned. Assuming 1.2 m (4 ft.) of
the existing 7.3 m travel lane width (24 ft.) is utilized for the barrier, two 3.0 m (10 ft.) lanes
would remain. This would presumably be an inadequate condition given the existing traffic
conditions along US 71, including a significant truck component and high traffic volumes. To
maintain two lanes in each direction during construction without reducing the width of the
existing 3.7 m (12 ft.) travel lanes, the median would need to be temporarily modified. These
temporary modifications of the median, consisting of converting the raised median into a
temporary travel lane, would result in additional construction costs and traffic disruptions.
Given that the additional construction costs for median modifications would prohibit maintaining
four lanes of traffic during the widening construction, the existing US 71 roadway would be
reduced to one travel lane in each direction during construction. Traffic barrels or a safety
barrier could be utilized to separate the roadway traffic from the construction area. One
advantage of using traffic barrels would be the option of moving the barrels during the nonconstruction hours to provide four travel lanes. For this option, notes would be included in the
construction documents to address the need for temporary slopes at the pavement edges for
vertical drop-offs during construction.
In addition to maintenance of traffic along US 71, local access driveways and roadways that
intersect with US 71 would need to be maintained during construction. To maintain these
access points, entrances would need to be built in two stages. A temporary entrance would
need to be built adjacent to the existing entrance so that local traffic can be maintained while
the US 71 widening pavement is constructed in front of the existing entrance. Then traffic
would be shifted to the new pavement at the current entrance location. The temporary entrance
would then be removed.

b.

Existing Alternative

General
With the Existing Alternative, the complexities of maintaining existing US 71 traffic and local
traffic access are considerably greater than for the other two "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. This
is due to the proximity of the improvements to the existing roadway system, particularly US 71,
and the high dependency of the region on these facilities for local mobility and access. The
direct impacts to the existing US 71 roadway would be along the entire length of US 71 in
Arkansas . and along those portions in Missouri where the alternative is aligned along the
existing roadway. Other issues which affect the complexities of this alternative include the
limited space for construction detours, particularly adjacent to the golf courses or developed
areas within Bella Vista.
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Due to the complexities of the Existing Alternative and the need for active public involvement
during construction, a Construction Management Plan could be developed and implemented by
AHTD, in coordination with MoDOT, for the improvements through Bella Vista Village. This
plan would efficiently manage and coordinate the construction activities to minimize impacts
and disruptions to the Village. A critical element of this plan would be a public awareness
program to proactively inform the public of the activities and to coordinate the activities with the
local concerns. Aspects of this plan could entail construction information in the design public
meetings, construction updates and announcements in the local papers and radio, a project
Details about this plan, if
phone line, and construction plan brochures or handouts.
implemented, would be outlined as part of the final design activities.
US 71 Freeway Conversion

For the maintenance of existing traffic during the construction of the Existing Alternative,
several traffic control and construction sequencing issues have been identified:
•

The golf courses would be sensitive areas where temporary easements for detour
construction would be avoided.

•

The number of lanes along US 71 to be maintained during construction, two lanes in
each direction or one lane in each direction, would affect the traffic maintenance
strategies. Existing US 71 is a two-lane facility north of the state line and a four-lane
roadway in Arkansas. If a single lane in each direction is acceptable during
construction, there may be some areas that local traffic might warrant leaving the
outside lanes as temporary acceleration/deceleration lanes.

•

For those segments where the new US 71 centerline is concurrent with the existing
centerline and profile changes are not required (i.e. the existing pavement would be
utilized), the construction would be limited to median improvements and the
Under these circumstances, numerous
elimination of driveway accesses.
sequencing options would be available.

•

For those segments where the new US 71 centerline is concurrent with the existing
centerline and the roadway profile is to be raised for improved flood protection,
additional maintenance of traffic and detour construction costs would be incurred.
These segments would require special construction. Staging provisions including
temporary retaining walls and temporary pavement for detours.

•

For those segments where the existing US 71 roadway curve radius is increased for
a better, safer alignment, the construction would create more difficult sequencing
situations. Of those segments that require these alignment adjustments, the reverse
curves north of Wellington Road would necessitate multiple construction stages and
temporary crossovers because of tight right-of-way constraints on both sides.

Because of the tight existing right-of-way and adjacent physical constraints within Arkansas,
and because the proposed centerline is either on the existing centerline or crosses both west
and east of the existing centerline, it is assumed that one lane of traffic in each direction would
be maintained along US 71 during construction.
Wherever the new freeway centerline is concurrent with the existing centerline, the existing
typical section allows several scenarios for proposed construction (see Exhibit IV-6). The most
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obvious is to move all of the traffic to one side of centerline in Phase· 1 while building the
opposite side's new inside shoulders and median improvements, including the barrier. In Phase
2, traffic would be moved onto the newly constructed pavement and the other side would then
be built. Another option would be similar but would maintain one lane in one direction and two
lanes in the other direction. In either case, as part of this sequencing, there would be some
intermediate segments required for cross-overs and ramp construction at interchanges. For
those sections where the new centerline diverges from the existing centerline, coordination of
the sequencing and staging would be required.
In those areas where the US 71 roadway curve radius is being increased in order to lengthen
the curve and the realigned roadway crosses and conflicts with the existing roadway (i.e.
segment near Wellington Road), the adjacent frontage road would be utilized as the US 71
detour as the US 71 roadway is constructed. As shown in Exhibit IV-7, in Phase 1, traffic would
remain on the existing US 71 roadway and the frontage road would be constructed. Upon the
completion of the frontage road, the US 71 traffic would be moved to the outside of the existing
alignment onto the newly constructed frontage road (Phase 2). During Phase 2, the US 71
roadway realignment would be constructed and the old US 71 pavement would be obliterated.
In Phase 3, the US 71 traffic would be moved back to the new US 71 alignment and the
frontage road improvements would be finalized .
For those US 71 realignment segments which would not have an adjacent frontage road or
where the realignment does not cross the existing roadway, such as the segment at the state
line, at the US 71/Route 340 Interchange, the segment adjacent to Berksdale Golf Course
immediately north of Riordan Road, and the segment just south of Sugar Creek Center, a two
stage construction sequencing would be utilized. In Phase 1, US 71 traffic would be moved to
the two lanes on the outside of the existing roadway curve, using one lane of traffic in each
direction. During Phase 1, the two new lanes on the inside of the curve would be constructed.
In Phase 2, the traffic would be moved to the newly constructed lanes and the existing two
lanes on the outside of the curve would be obliterated. Upon the completion of the two new
lanes on the outside of the curve, traffic would then utilize the new four-lane pavement.
At the new interchange areas, a different construction-staging plan would be utilized. At the
Kingsland Drive Interchange, since the existing US 71 pavement would not be realigned
through the interchange area, US 71 traffic would be maintained by simply reducing the number
of lanes to one lane in each direction and detouring the traffic on the existing pavement. In the
case of the interchanges at Sugar Creek Center and US 718, since the US 71 mainline would
be realigned in these areas, the ramps would need to be constructed first to provide detours
while the US 71 mainline improvements are constructed.
During the construction of the US 71 improvements, local access would need to be maintained.
This would be accomplished in general by constructing the frontage roads first, before the US
71 mainline improvements are initiated.

V.

Relationship of Local Short-Term Uses Vs. Long-Term
Productivity

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The uNo-Buildn Alternative would result in minimal changes to the local short-term use of land
and resources. This scenario would include routine maintenance activities, TSM improvements
and any improvements made by local entities, such as cities, counties or the private sector,
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including developers and property owners who wish to improve access to their properties. The
"No-Build" Alternative would have minimal impact on local short-term uses through localized
TSM projects. The "No-Build" would be expected to have negative impacts on long-term
productivity relative to the Highway-Build alternatives. Negative impacts include increases in
vehicle delay, particularly in Bella Vista, and increases in the number of accidents as vehicle
kilometers (miles) of travel continue to increase without any substantial roadway improvements.
2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

The highway-build alternatives would result in disbenefits to local short-term uses and
significant benefits to long-term productivity. The highway-build alternatives would impact local
land uses, resulting in displacements of residents and businesses and changes in access. The
Near West Alternative impacts at least two times as many residences as the Far West and
Existing Alternatives. The Existing Alternative impacts at least three times as many businesses
as the Near West and Far West Alternatives. The Existing Alternative impacts at least three
times as many public facilities as the Near West and Far West Alternatives.
The construction of any of the highway-build alternatives would, however, enhance long-term
productivity by reducing delay and excess fuel consumption and increasing safety. To the
extent that the resources conserved through improved travel efficiency are invested in more
productive uses, long-term productivity would be impacted in a positive way.

W.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

1.

"NO-BUILD" ALTERNATIVE

The "No-Build" Alternative would be expected to result in increases in vehicle delay, particularly
in the Bella Vista Community, and an increase in the number of accidents as vehicle kilometers
of travel continue to increase. Increases in vehicle delay would result in lost time and energy.
Increases in accidents would result in property damage, personal injury and lost lives. In
addition, lost work productivity and increased expenditures for medical care could also be
expected.
2.

"FREEWAY-BUILD" ALTERNATIVES

The highway-build alternatives would consume substantial resources, including natural
resources, both materials and energy, human resources and financial resources. These
resources cannot effectively be recovered once they have been expended for the construction.
The man-hours expended for the design and construction cannot be reclaimed, nor can the
energy required for construction. The materials used in the construction may be, in some
cases, recycled, but not without incurring additional and substantial costs.
Construction of any of the highway-build alternatives would also require conversion of land from
its present use to use as a road or right-of-way. The Far West Alternative would require the
greatest conversion of land to highway right-of-way. The impact of this conversion depends to
some extent on the prior converted use, mainly the extent to which it was developed. Although
it is possible for the land to be restored if the road is removed, restoration would be expected to
incur substantial expenditures. Furthermore, since most land is subject to taxation based on its
intrinsic value, current use and condition, conversion of land to use as a road or road right-ofway results in a lost opportunity cost. the magnitude of which is equal to the tax revenue that
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would result if the land were not being used for a roadway. However, this effect is mitigated to
the extent that new development or increased value of land adjacent to the roadway increases
in value and offsets the loss of revenue from conversion of the land used for the road and rightof-way.
The commitment of the resources required for the construction of any of the highway-build
alternatives is warranted on the presumption that the improvement of US 71 would contribute to
the safety and economic welfare of residents in the Study Area, the states of Missouri and
Arkansas, as well as those traveling from other parts of the country.

X.

Public Lands

The proposed action would not impact any public lands since there are no public lands located
within the Far West Corridor, Near West Corridor and the Existing Corridor. The "No-Build"
Alternative and the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would have no direct impact or functional
impact on any public lands.
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Existing U.S. 71 pavement.
New pavement under construction .
New pavement in use.
New pavement centerline.
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Pavement to be obliterated.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 1 - The initial construction will consist of building the frontage road. This road will
dual as a detour for when construction occurs on the mainline (With the exception of
the span of the frontage road that is on the mainline). Entrance and exit lanes from
the mainline to the frontage road must also be constructed in Phase 1 in order for
access to be maintained.
Phase 2 - Vehicular movement is diverted onto the frontage road, while the mainline is
obliterated and the new alignment is constructed. Work on the segment of frontage
road that was not constructed in Phase 1 will also be completed.
Phase 3 - The new mainline is finalized, along with the frontage road.

Exhibit IV-7 US 71 Realignment
Maintenance of Traffic Plan
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List of Preparers

Chapter V - List of Preparers
The following personnel were primarily responsible for preparing this Draft EIS or for performing
environmental studies:

A. Federal Highway Administration
Ms. Elizabeth A. Romero
Highway Engineer/Environmental
Specialist
Federal Highway Administration/
Arkansas Division
7 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Arkansas,
1990

Mr. Carl G. Kraehmer
Field Operations Engineer
Federal Highway Administration/
Arkansas Division
23 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: Christian Brothers College,
1971

Mr. Gary A. DalPorto
Planning and Research Engineer
Federal Highway Administration/
Arkansas Division
23 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Illinois, 1974

Mr. Thomas H. Rains
Area Engineer
Federal Highway Administration/
Arkansas Division Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Illinois, 1964

Mr. Donald Neumann
Programs Engineer
Federal Highway Administration/
Missouri Division
26 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: St. Louis University, 1968

Ms. Peggy Casey
Environmental Coordinator
Federal Highway Administration/
Missouri Division
20 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Wisconsin,
Platteville, 1975
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B. Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department
Mr. Lynn P. Malbrough
Senior Environmental Specialist
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
20 years experience Reviewer

M.U.R.P.- Urban and Regional Planning:
University of Mississippi, 1977
B.S.
- Geology: Nicholls State University, 1974

Mr. Phillip L. McConnell
Engineer of Roadway Design
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
28 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of
Arkansas, 1970

Mr. James Gaither
Chief of Right-of-Way
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
25 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Biology: Ouchita Baptist University, 1969

Ms. Virginia Porta
Transportation Planning Engineer
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
11 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: Vanderbilt University, 1986

Mr. John Fleming
Environmental Scientist
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
9 years experience Reviewer

M.A.

- Public Administration: Webster University,
1997
- Wildlife Management: Arkansas State
University, 1987

Mr. Robert Doster
Environmental Scientist
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
6 years experience Reviewer

M.S.
B.A.

B.S.

- Zoology: University of Arkansas, 1991
- Biology: Hendix College, 1989

C. Missouri Department of Transportation
Mr. Mark Kross
Environmental Manager
Missouri Department of
Transportatior/Central Support
18 years experience Reviewer
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B.A.
M.A.

- Interdisciplinary Archaeology: Yale, 1977
- Social Sciences: University of Chicago, 1979
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- Biology: Pennsylvania State University, 1973
- Anthropology: University of Missouri,
Columbia, 1978
- Anthropology: University of Missouri,
Columbia, 1988

Mr. Bob Reeder
Cultural Resources Coordinator
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
6 years experience Reviewer

B.S.
M.A.

Mr. Bill Graham
Environmental Mitigation
Coordinator
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
18 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Environmental Science: Northeast Missouri
State University, 1978

Mr. Matt Burcham
Environmental Document Reviewer
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
2 years experience Reviewer

8.S.

- Agriculture: Kansas State University, 1984

Ms. Macey Jett
Noise/Air Quality Specialist
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
10 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Business and Economics: Lincoln University,

Ph.D.

1971
M.B.A.

Management: Lincoln University, 1977

Mr. Ernie Perry
Socioeconomic Specialist
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
3 years experience
Reviewer

M.S.

- Rural Sociology: University of Missouri Columbia, 1989

Mr. Dan Tsghirgi
Hazardous Waste Specialist
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
2 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: Iowa State University,

Mr. Paul Weber
Agriculture/Land Use Specialist
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
3 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Natural Resource Management: Kansas
State University, 1981

B.S.

- Wildlife Management: Arkansas State
University, 1976
- Biology: Arkansas State University, 1978

Mr. Gene Gardner
Biological Specialist
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
4 years experience Reviewer

1980

M.S.
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Ms. Kathy Phillips
Location Studies Engineer
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Central Support
6 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Missouri Rolla, 1979

Mr. Jerry Bradley
Project Manager
Missouri Department of
Transportation/Southwest District
28 years experience Reviewer

B.S.

- Industrial Technology: Pittsburgh State
University, 1969

D. Consultant Team
Mr. Scott Smith
Vice-President/Project Director
HNTB Corporation
22 years experience
Overall Manager

M.S.
B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Kansas, 1981
- Civil Engineering: University of Illinois, 1975

Mr. Al Hom
Project Manager
HNTB Corporation
35 years experience
Overall Alignment Studies

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Missouri, 1962

Mr. Jerry Mugg
Project Coordinator
HNTB Corporation
10 years experience
Overall Coordinator

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: University of Missouri,
Rolla, 1986

Mr. Dan Van Petten
Urban/Environmental Planner
HNTB Corporation
22 years experience
Overall Environmental Impacts

M.U.P. - Urban Planning: Texas A&M University, 1974
B.S. - Forestry: University of Missouri, 1970

Mr. Timothy Flagler
Landscape Architect
HNTB Corporation
12 years experience
Farmland, Visual Quality and
Wildlife Impacts

M.L.A. -
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M.A.
B.A.

Landscape Architecture: Kansas State
University, 1985
- Art: Fort Hays State University, 1976
- _Art: Fort Hays State Univ~rsity, 1974
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Mr. Joseph A. Perry
Urban Planner
HNTB Corporation
6 years experience
Land Use Impacts

B.A.
B.S.

- Architecture: Kansas University, 1994
- Real Estate Finance: University of Missouri,
1987

Mr. Andy Gharavi
Hydraulic Engineer
HNTB Corporation
32 years experience
Floodplain Impacts

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: Kansas State University,
1965

Mr. John Szturo
Geotechnical Engineer
HNTB Corporation
20 years experience
Cave Impacts

B.S.

- Geology: University of Missouri, 1976

M.S. Mr. Kip Strauss
Transportation Planner
M.C.P. HNTB Corporation
4 years experience
Alignment Studies and Cost Estimates B.A.
B.S.
Mr. Earl Harrison
Highway Engineer
HNTB Corporation
3 years experience
Alignment Studies and Cost Estimates

Transportation Engineering: Georgia Institute
of Technology, 1993
City Planning: Georgia Institute of Technology,
1993
Liberal Arts: University of Kansas, 1989

- Civil Engineering: Iowa State University, 1994

Dr. Rita O'Connor
Public Involvement Director
HNTB Corporation
29 years experience
Overall Public Involvement

Ph.D. - Political Science: John Hopkins University,
1983
M.A. - Political Science: University of Michigan, 1968
- Social Science: Fordham University, 1967
B.A.

Ms. Michelle C. Graham
Public Involvement Coordinator
HNTB Corporation
7 years experience
Public Involvement

B.A.

- Mass Communication: Central Missouri State
University, 1990

Mr. Michael G. Sexton
Vice-PresidenUSenior
Transportation Planner
Wilbur Smith Associates
16 years experience
Overall Traffic Impacts

B.S.

- Civil Engineering: Duke University, 1979
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Mr. Steve Wells
Transportation Planner
Wilbur Smith Associates
8 years experience
Traffic Impacts

M.A.
B.S.

- Urban and Regional Planning: University
of Iowa, 1992
- Political Science: University of Iowa, 1989

Mr. Timothy C. Klinger
Archaeologist/Director
Historic Preservation Associates
26 years experience
Overall Cultural Resource Impacts

J.D.
M.A.
B.A.

- Law: University of Arkansas, 1982
- Anthropology: University of Arkansas, 1977
- Anthropology: Wayne State University, 1973

Mr. Jim Smith
Archaeologist
Historic Preservation Associates
14 years experience
Cultural Resource Impacts

M.A.
B.A.

- Anthropology: University of Arkansas, 1993
- Sociology: Arkansas State University, 1976

Mr. John Quinn
President
McClelland Consulting Engineers, Inc.
23 years experience
Hazardous Waste Impacts
and Relocations

M.S.
B.S.

- Environmental: University of Arkansas, 1971
- Civil Engineering: University of Arkansas, 1970
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Chapter VI - Circulation List
A. FEDERAL
Dr. Willie R. Taylor
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
U.S. Department of Interior
Room MS-2340-MIB
1849 "C" Street, N.W., Room 2340
Washington, D.C. 20240
(7 Copies)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Federal Activities
NEPA Compliance Division
EIS Filing Section
Ariel Rios Bldg. (South Oval Lobby)
Mail Code 2252-A, Rm. 7241
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20044
(5 Copies)
U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration, HEP-31
400 7th Street, S.W., Room 3301
Washington, DC 20590
(2 Copies)
U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration, HRC-SO
61 Forsyth St., S.W., Ste 17T26
Atlanta, GA 30303-3104
(2 Copies)
Mr. Robert Lawrence
Chief of the Office of Planning and Coordination
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6
Allied Bank Tower
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
(5 copies)
Mr. Gene Gunn
Chief, Environmental Review and Coordination Section
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 7
726 Minnesota Avenue
Kansas City, KS 66101
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Colonel Phillip Scott Morris
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Little Rock District
P.O. Box 867
Little Rock, AR 72203
Mr. Larry Harrison
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Little Rock District
Regulatory Branch
P.O. Box867
Little Rock, AR 72203-0867
The Honorable Blanche Lincoln
U.S. Senator - Arkansas
United States Senate
229 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Tim Hutchinson
U.S. Senator -Arkansas
United States Senate
708 Hart
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Asa Hutchinson
U.S. Representative -Arkansas
United States House of Representatives
1535 Longworth
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Mr. Gary Frazer
Field Supervisor
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Columbia Field Office
608 East Cherry, Room 207
Columbia, MO 65201
Mr. Allan Mueller
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
2524 South Frontage Road, Suite B
Vicksburg, MS 39180-5269
Mr. William Schenk
Regional Director
National Park Service
1709 Jackson Street
Omaha, NE 68102-2571
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Ms. Marge Harney
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2524 South Frontage Road
Vicksburg, MS 39180.:5269
Mr. Ron McCabe
Acting Mitigation Director
Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region 7
2323 Grand, Suite 900
Kansas City, Missouri 64108-2670
Mr. Jim Legrotte
Mitigation Director
Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region 6
FRC 800 North Loop 288
Denton, Texas 76201
Mr. Gerald Hayes
Director of Housing
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
K.C. Regional Office
400 State Avenue
Kansas City, Kansas 66101
Ms. Elsie Whitson
Multi-Family Division Director
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Arkansas State Office
TCBYTower
425 Capitol Avenue, Suite 900
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-3488
Ms. Susan Finister
Multi-Family Division Director
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Arkansas State Office
TCBYTower ·
425 Capitol Avenue, Suite 900
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-3488
Mr. Glen Laurent
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conversation Service
2898 Point Circle, #3
Fayetteville, AR 72704-6809
Mr. Thomas A. DeWitt
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conversation Service
901 South National
Springfield, MO 65804-0094
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B. STATE (Arkansas)
The Honorable David Hausam
Representative
Arkansas House of Representatives
1214 Northeast 10th Street
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable James Paul Hendren
Representative
Arkansas House of Representatives
Route 1, Box 260
Sulphur Springs, AR 72768
The Honorable Jonathan Fitch
Senator
Arkansas State Senate
R.R. 1
Hindsville, AR 72738
The Honorable Andrew Morris
Representative
Arkansas House of Representatives
2503 Eidson
Springdale, AR 72762
The Honorable John E. Brown
Senator
Arkansas State Senate
P.O. Box 1488
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Cecil Bledsoe
Representative
Arkansas House of Representatives
P.O. Box 2457
Rogers, AR 72757
The Honorable David Bisbee
Senator
Arkansas State Senate
14068 Pyramid Drive
Rogers, AR 72756
The Honorable Geoff Buchanan
Senator
Arkansas State Senate
P.O. Box 5541
Bella Vista, AR 72714
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Mr. Greg Butts
Director
Arkansas State Parks
One Capitol Mall
Little Rock, AR 72201
Mr. Harold Grimmett
Director
Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission
323 Center Street
1500 Tower Building
Little Rock, AR 72201
Mrs. Cathy Slater
State Historic Preservation Officer
Arkansas State Historic Preservation
323 Center Street
1500 Tower Building
Little Rock, AR 72201
Mr. Steve Wilson
Director
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
2 Natural Resources Drive
Little Rock, AR 72205
Mr. Jay Young
Director
Soil and Water Commission
One Capitol Mall, Suite 2-D
Little Rock, AR 72201
Mr. John Logan
Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission
323 Center Street
1500 Tower Building
Little Rock, AR 72201
Mr. Craig Uyeda
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
2 Natural Resources Drive
Little Rock, AR 72205
C. STATE (Missouri)
The Honorable Sam Gaskill
Representative
Missouri House of Representatives
District 131
HCR 79, Box 345
Washburn, MO 65772
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The Honorable Gary Marble
Representative
Missouri House of Representatives
District 130
Route 5, Box 354-A
Neosho, MO 64850
Mr. Jerry Conley
Director
Missouri Department of Conservation
P.O. Box 180
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0180
Mr. Steve Mahfood
Director
Missouri Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, MO 65102
(5 Copies)
Mr. Gary Christoff
Missouri Department of Conservation
P.O. Box 180
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0180

D. LOCAL
The Honorable Gregg Sweeten
Mayor
City of Pineville
City Hall
P.O. Box592
Pineville, MO 64856
The Honorable Nola Atwood
Mayor
City of Noel
P.O. Box 1010
Noel, MO 64854
Joe Chappelle
5104 Townview Road
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Bob Corcoran
Mayor
City of Anderson
City Hall
Anderson, MO 64831
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The Honorable Jackie Crabtree
Mayor
City of Pea Ridge
P. 0. Box29 ·
Pea Ridge, AR 72751
Ms. Sandy Easley
Treasurer
City of Pea Ridge
P.O. Box29
Pea Ridge, AR 72751
Ms. Kitty Eoff
Office Manager
Bella Vista Townhouse Association
P.O. Box 5301
Bella Vista, AR 72714
Mr. James Denver
Councilman
City of Gravette
P.O. Box 130
Gravette, AR 72736
Mr. Bob Harlan
Director of Regional Transportation
NW Ark. Regional Planning Commission
406 N. Shiloh
Springdale, AR 72765
Mr. Dan Harmon
P.O. Box465
Noel, MO 64854
Mr. Joe Harmon
Director of Transportation
McDonald County School District R-1
P.O. Box378
Anderson, MO 64831
Mr. Howard L. Hellerstedt
President/General Manager
BV Village Property Owners Association
101 Town Center
Bella Vista, AR 72714
Mr. Loren Holloway
Fire Chief
Hiwasse Fire Department
13709 W. Hwy 72
Hiwasse, AR 72739
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Dr. Lewis Holloway
Superintendent
Bentonville Public Schools
400 NW 2nd Street
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Dean Sladager
Mayor
City of Gravette
P.O. Box 130
Gravette, AR 72736
Ms. Anna Lee Janisch
P.O. Box 97
Sulpher Springs, AR 72768
The Honorable Michael Wakefield
Mayor
City of Centerton
P.O. Box 206
Centerton, AR 72719
Mr. Curt Loyd
President/CEO
Bentonville/BV Chamber of Commerce
412 South Main Street
Bentonville, AR 72712
Mr. Don O' Brien
P.O. Box734
Pineville, MO 64856
Mr. Joe Peters
Bentonville/BV Chamber of Commerce
2 Somerton Lane
Bella Vista, AR 72714
Mr. Tom Rife
P.O. Box 1482
Bentonville, AR 72712
Mr. Robert Roberson
14582 Strawberry Ridge Road
Sulpher Springs, AR 72768
Michael Rustman
Superintendent
McDonald County School District R-1
P.O. Box 378
Anderson, MO 64831
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Mr. Don Schlessman
Sheriff
McDonald County Sheriff's Department
P.O. Box 775
Pineville, MO 64856
A.J. Stroud
Alderman
City of Centerton
1285 W. Centerton Boulevard
Centerton, AR 72719
Mr. Mike Taggart
Public Works Administrator
BV Village Property Owners Association
51 Huntley Lane
Bella Vista, AR 72714
Mr. Jack Wisner
General Manager
Bella Vista Townhouse Association
P.O. Box 5301
Bella Vista, AR 72714
Mr. Larry Wood
Director
NW AR Regional Planning Commission
406 N. Shiloh
Springdale, AR 72765
The Honorable Estes M. Philpott
Justice
Benton County
10003 Hwy. 59 North
Decatur, AR 72722
The Honorable Sam Wooldridge
Justice
Benton County
8972 Greenhouse Road
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Randy S. Koontz
Justice
Benton County
3903 W. Easy
Rogers, AR 72756
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The Honorable Linda Levine
Justice
Benton County
124 N. Fifth
Rogers, AR 72756
The Honorable Kary Mounger
Justice
Benton County
P.O. Box55
Siloam Springs, AR 72761
The Honorable Kurt S. Moore
Justice
Benton County
16342 Sheffield Rd.
Siloam Springs, AR 72761
The Homorable Larry E. Patrick
Justice
Benton County
16 Cryus Rex Rd.
Rogers, AR 72756
The Honorable Shirley Borhauer
Justice
Benton County
203 E. Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Terry Coberly
Mayor
City of Bentonville
115 West Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Robert Evans
Justice
Benton County
203 E. Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Sheryll Harbaugh
Justice
Benton County
203 E. Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
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The Honorable Kevin Varner
Mayor
City of Highfill
11811 Douglas Cemetery Rd.
Gentry, AR 72734
Troy Henson
Commissioner
McDonald County
P.O. Box665
Pineville, MO 64856
Mr. Mark Latham
City Administrator
City of Siloam Springs
P.O. Box 80
Siloam Springs, AR 71761
The Honorable Leo Lynch
Justice
Benton County
203 E. Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Jerre Van Hoose
Mayor
City of Springdale
201 Spring Street
Springdale, AR 72764
The Honorable Harris Steele
Mayor
City of Sulpher Springs
P.O. Box 145
Sulpher Springs, AR 72768
The Honorable Bonnie Ramsey
Mayor
City of Bethel Heights
530 Sunrise Drive
Springdale, AR 72765
The Honorable Steve Womack
Mayor
City of Rogers
300 West Poplar
Rogers, AR 72756
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The Honorable Lida Schnitzer
Mayor
City of Gateway
P.O. Box2
Gateway, AR 72733
Henry Smith
Commissioner
McDonald County
P.O. Box665
Pineville, MO 64856
The Honorable Russell Spicer
Justice
Benton County
203 E. Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable Tim Summers
Justice
Benton County
203 E. Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
The Honorable M.L. Van Poucke
Mayor
City of Siloam Springs
P.O. Box80
Siloam Springs, AR 72761
Bill Wilson
Commissioner
McDonald County
P.O. Box665
Pineville, MO 64856
E. COPIES AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC VIEWING
•

Benton County

Bentonville/Bella Vista Chamber of Commerce
412 South Main
Bentonville, AR 72712
Attn. Curt Loyd, President
(2 copies)
Hiwasse Country Store
13471 W. Hwy. 72
Hiwasse, AR 72739
Attn. Mary Spears
(2 copies)
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Bella Vista

Bella Vista Public Library
11 Dickens Place
Bella Vista, AR 72714
(3 Copies)
Bella Vista Village Property Owners Association
101 Town Center
Bella Vista, AR 72714
Attn. Billie Dooley, Administrative Secretary
(2 copies)

Bella Vista Townhouse Association
2 Cora Circle
Bella Vista, AR 72712
Attn. Jack Wisner
•

McDonald County

McDonald ·County Public Library
Route W
Pineville, MO 64856
Attn. Joyce
(2 Copies)
Pineville City Hall
P.O. Box592
Pineville, MO 64856
Attn. Marilyn Camell, Mayor
(2 copies)
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Chapter VII - Comments and Coordination
The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD), along with the Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), have provided several opportunities for input on the study of US 71 from Bella
Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri from the general public and resource agencies.
This chapter summarizes the public involvement and agency coordination programs
carried out prior to the release of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

A.

Public Involvement

Plans to involve the public in the study of US 71 began at its inception. The public
involvement program for US 71 was structured to; (1) maximize effectiveness in
communicating with the public, (2) make record of and respond to the key issues and
concerns of the various publics involved, and (3) achieve awareness of public and
agency comment on the improvement strategy recommended.
A detailed public involvement program was developed which included many activities
designed to meet the goals stated above. The program was developed to deal with
some unusual elements of this particular study; two states involved in one proces.s, a
long history of discussion about improvement to US 71, and a previously-approved EIS
on the Missouri side of the state line. Dealing with those issues and others that emerged
throughout the study process was handled through the public involvement program
discussed below.
1.

MEETINGS

a.

lnfonnation Gathering Meetings

Members of the US 71 Project Team met with several business and community leaders
before embarking on the study. These meetings were held to gather information about
the general character of the Bella Vista Village and Pineville communities and helped the
team in determining the most appropriate activities for involving the public in the study
process. The meetings also gave the team an opportunity to share initial information
about the purpose, goals and objectives of the study. Meetings were held in May, 1996
with:
•
•
•
•
•
.•
•

Neff Basore, President, Bella Vista Village
Marilyn Camell, Mayor, Pineville, Missouri
Jackie Crabtree, Mayor, Pea Ridge, Arkansas
Gene Groseclos, Director of Community Affairs, Bella Vista Village
Howard Hellerstedt, President/General Manager, Bella Vista Village Property
Owners Association
G~orge Hutchins, Chairman of the Board, Bella Vista Village Property Owners
Association
Uvalde and Carol Lindsey, Ozark International Consultants on behalf of the
Northwest Arkansas Council
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•
•
•
•

Curt Loyd, Executive Director, Bentonville/Bella Vista Chamber of Commerce
Henry Smith, Commissioner, McDonald County, Missouri
Bill Wilson, Presiding Commissioner, McDonald County, Missouri
Larry Wood, Executive Director, Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning
Commission

b.

· Public Meetings

Three public meetings were held to share study information with the community; PreLocation, Preliminary Alternatives, and Design Information. All meetings were held at
Riordan Hall in Bella Vista Village, which after extensive investigation, proved to be the
only suitable location for handling the amount of people expected.
Pre-location Meeting

The Pre-location Meeting, held on July 9, 1996, introduced the project's goals and
objectives and served to set a tone of openness, accessibility and a general atmosphere
of information exchange. At the meeting, public comments were solicited regarding
transportation-related problems on US 71 in the Bella Vista Village and Pineville areas.
Information was shared regarding the four general corridors where an improvement to
US 71 might be possible; a far western bypass, a near western bypass, an improvement
along the existing route, and an eastern bypass. Meeting handouts included a
newsletter, welcome sheet, study process flowchart, list of exhibits and a comment form.
The five-hour meeting was conducted in an open-house format and a sign-in table was
provided for people to add their name to the project mailing list. The meeting was
staffed by 16 members of the Project Team, including representatives of AHTD, MoDOT
and FHWA. Approximately 800 people attended the Pre-location Meeting and 165
written comments were received.
Preliminary Alternatives Meeting

The Preliminary Alternatives Meeting was held on December 9, 1996 and introduced the
public to the preliminary alternatives established for improving or relocating US 71. The
alternatives included Far Western and Near Western bypass routes, an improvement
along the existing route, and an East bypass route. Alternatives were shown on large
scale photographic base maps so members of the public could clearly identify locations
of interest and determine how they might be affected by an improvement alternative. At
this meeting, initial screening infonnation was shared with the public. This information
showed that the East bypass route would not serve the purpose and need of the project
and therefore had been eliminated from consideration. Meeting handouts included a
meeting overview, list of exhibits, study evaluation process flowchart, study newsletter
and a comment form. The six-hour meeting was conducted in an open-house fonnat
and a sign-in table was provided for people to add their name to the project mailing list.
The meeting was staffed by 18 members of the Project Team, including representatives
of AHTD, MoDOT and FHWA. Approximately 550 people attended the Preliminary
Alternatives Meeting and 181 written comments were received.
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Design lnfonnation Meeting
Because of an inaccurate public perception of certain proposed design options, a third
public meeting was scheduled. The Design Information Meeting was held on March 6,
1997. The purpose of the meeting was to provide a "snapshot" of the study in progress,
and to give people an opportunity to see the design options being considered for each of
the remaining improvement corridors: the Far West, Near West and Existing. Two
handouts were provided to meeting attendees; a welcome sheet reviewing the format for
the meeting, and an exhibit index providing a guide to the exhibits placed throughout the
room. The meeting was staffed by 15 members of the Project Team including,
representatives of AHTD, MoDOT and FHWA. A sign-in table was provided for people
not already on the project mailing list. Three identical presentations were given at 1:00
P.M., 3:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M., with each followed by an open house session where
exhibits were displayed and questions were answered. The presentation featured a
slide show created from digital images that provided a ''walk through" of each remaining
alternative. Areas of concern such as the location of access points to the route and
amenities that may be affected were discussed. Slides were also shown displaying
images of an elevated structure similar to that which may be considered for a section of
US 71 through Bella Vista Village. The open house featured exhibits consisting of a
series of maps shown on an aerial photographic base. Approximately 1,000 people
attended the meeting. One hundred seventy-eight (178)-comment forms were collected
at the meeting, and an additional 353 were received through the post office box.

c.

Location Public Hearing

On Thursday, May 21, 1998, from 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., the Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department, Missouri Department of Transportation and the Federal
Highway Administration held a public hearing on the location of the US 71 improvements
between Bella Vista and Pineville. Approximately 150 people attended the five-hour
hearing, which was held at Riordan Hall in Bella Vista.
An open house format was used for the public hearing. This format allowed attendees to
review project information at their own pace and ask questions of approximately 20
study team representatives (including AHTD, MoDOT and FHWA personnel) on a oneon-one basis. Attendees could visit any. or all of the information stands, which included
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study History
Ultimate Improvements
Interim Improvements
Assessment
Recommendation
Comments

Each station included an introductory exhibit board explaining what could be learned at
the station, as well as other boards that included maps, graphs and photographs to help
attendees understand the project. In addition to the stations listed above, three other
areas were available; one table staffed by AHTD and MoDOT personnel; one table
staffed by FHWA personnel, and one table with copies of the Draft EIS.
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Prior to accessing the information stations, attendees were asked to sign in and were
given handouts including meeting instructions, and a room layout. Also available were
copies of the most recent newsletter that included information about the preferred
alternative, Draft EIS availability and public hearing. The newsletter was mailed to all
persons on the project database in early April. After signing in, attendees were free to
visit the information stations of their choice.
People could comment for the official hearing record either in writing or verbally.
Comment forms were available, as were two court reporters who recorded oral
comments verbatim. In addition to submitting written comments at the hearing, people
could mail written comments to the study's special post office box through June 5, 1998.
A total of 71 comments were received between the publication of the Draft EIS and June
5. Ofthose:
•
•

d.

17 were verbal comments collected by the public hearing transcribers,
54 were written comments received at the public hearing or by mail before
the June 5t11 deadline. Of the 54 written comments, 20 were questionnaires
created and distributed by a private citizen in the area.

Other Meetings

In addition to the information gathering meetings, the three public meetings, and the
location public hearing, the Project Team made itself available to other groups interested
in learning more about the US 71 Location Study.
One such occasion was a meeting held with officials of Cooper Communities, Inc. (CCI).
The meeting was held at CCI headquarters on February 21, 1997. During the meeting,
members of the Project Team shared design options being considered in the three
remaining corridors; the Far West, Near West and Existing.
On March 14, 1997, Jerry Mugg of the Project Team made a presentation to the
Northwest Arkansas Homebuilders Association. The presentation was held al the
Ramada Inn in Bentonville and centered on the design options being considered in the
three remaining corridors: the Far West, Near West, and Existing.
On April 2, 1997, members of the US 71 Project Team met with two members of Senator
Bumpers' staff; Nancy Kelley from Washington and Pat Williams from Little Rock. Also
present were Lynn Malbrough and Tom Harrell of AHTD. The meeting was held at the
Bella Vista Village Country Club and served to familiarize the Senator's staff with the US
71 study. Several issues were discussed, including the alternatives being considered,
the selection process, public involvement opportunities, and public input gathered to
date.

2.

CORRIDOR-ADVISORY COUNCIL

An advisory group of area residents was convened to assist in the US 71 Study process.
The group consisted of 17 members and 11 alternate members representing many
jurisdictions and organizations from both sides of the state line.
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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The purpose of the CAC was to review information at key points in the study, comment
on the study as it developed, and serve as a communications link between the Project
Team and the community at large. A listing of the US 71 CAC members is shown in
Table Vll-1. A listing of the alternate members is shown in Table Vll-2.

TABLE Vll-1
US 71 CORRIDOR ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP LIST
Contact Person
Marilyn Carnell
Bob Corcoran
Jackie Crabtree
Dan Harmon
Howard Hellerstedt

Lewis Holloway

Loren Holloway
Bill Howard
Anna Lee Janisch

Sherman Kinyon

Curt Loyd

Don O'Brien

Tom Rife

Michael Rustman

Position
Mayor
Citv of Pineville
Mayor
Citv of Anderson
Mayor
Citv of Pea Ridae
Resident
Citv of Noel
President/General
Mgr.
Bella Vista Village
Property Owners
Assn.
Superintendent,
Bentonville Public
Schools
Fire Chief
Hiwasse Fire Dect.
Mayor
City of Gravette
Resident
City of Sulphur
Scrinas
Mayor
City of Centerton
President/CEO
Bentonville/Bella Vista
Chamber of
Commerce
Resident
McDonald County,
MO
Resident
Bentonville, AR
Superintendent of
Schools, McDonald
County R-1
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Address
P.O. Box 592
Pineville, MO 64856
City Hall
Anderson, MO 64831
P.O. Box29
Pea Ridae, AR 72751
P.O. Box465
Noel, MO 64857
101 Town Center
Bella Vista, AR 72714

Phone
(417) 2234368
(417) 8456389
(501) 4511122
(417) 4753191
(501) 8558000

400 NW 2"11 Street
Bentonville, AR
72712
13709 W. Hwy. 72
Hiwasse, AR 72739
P.O. Box 130
Gravette, AR 72736
P.O. Box 97
Sulphur Springs, AR
72768
P.O. Box 208
Centerton, AR 72719

(501) 2711100
(501) 7875762
(501) 7875757
(501) 2893591
(501) 7952750

412 South Main Street
Bentonville, AR
72712

(510) 2732841

P.O. Box734
Pineville, MO 64856

(417) 2234391

111 NW 2na Street
Bentonville, AR
72712
P.O. Box 378
Anderson, MO 64831

(501) 2737406
(417) 8453321
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Don Schlessman
Jack Wisner

Larry Wood

County Sheriff,
McDonald County
General Manager,
Bella Vista
Townhouse Assn.
Director, Northwest
Arkansas Regional
Planning Commission

P.O. Box 775
Pineville, MO 64856
P.O. Box 5301
Bella Vista, AR 72714

(417) 2234318
(501) 8559328

406 N. Shiloh
Springdale, AR 72765

(501) 7517125

TABLE Vll-2
US 71 CORRIDOR ADVISORY COUNCIL ALTERNATE MEMBERSHIP LIST
Contact Person
James Carroll
for Dan Harmon
Joe Chappelle
for Tom Rife
Sandy Easley
for Jackie
Crabtree
Kitty Eoff
for Jack Wisner
Gordon Hall
for Bill Howard
Bob Harlan
for Larry Wood

Joe Harmon
for Michael
Rustman
Joe Peters
for Curt Loyd
Robert Roberson
for Anna Lee
Janisch
A.J. Stroud
for Sherman
Kinyon
Mike Taggart
for Howard
Hellerstedt

Position
Mayor
City of Noel
Resident
Bentonville, AR
Recorderffreasurer
City of Pea Ridge
Office Manager,
Bella Vista Townhouse
Assn.
City Councilman
City of Gravette
Director of Regional
Transportation, Northwest
Arkansas Regional Planning
Commission
Director of Transportation,
McDonald .Co. Schools
Board Member,
Bentonville/Bella Vista
Chamber of Commerce
Resident
Sulphur Springs
Alderman
City of Centerton

Public Works Administrator,
Bella Vista Village
Property Owners Association
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Address
P.O. Box 1010
Noel, MO 64854
5104 Townview Road
Bentonville, AR
72712
P.O. Box29
Pea Ridge, AR
72751
P.O. Box 5301
Bella Vista, AR
72714
P.O. Box 130
Gravette, AR 72736
406 N. Shiloh
Springdale, AR
72765

Phone
(417)
475-3696
(501)
273-7004

P.O. Box 378
Anderson, MO
64831
2 Somerton Lane
Bella Vista, AR
72714
14582 Strawberry
Ridge Rd. Sulphur
Springs, AR 72768
1285 W. Centerton
Blvd.
Centerton, AR
72719
51 Huntley Lane
Bella Vista, AR
72714

(417)
845-3321

(501)
451-1122
(501)
855-9328
(501)
787-5757
(501)
751-7125

. (501)
855-2054
(501)
298-3574
(501)
795-2750

(501)
855-8000
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The CAC met at key intervals throughout the study to review information and offer their
input. Meetings were held at various locations throughout the Study Area. All CAC
members were given a three-ring binder to hold the agenda and handouts distributed at
each meeting. Meeting summaries were prepared and distributed to all CAC members
after each meeting.
The first meeting of the CAC was held on August 27, 1996 and served to introduce
members to the study; its process, goals, objective and schedule. The meeting also
outlined the preliminary traffic, economic, and environmental information gathered by the
Project Team. Nine members and four alternate members attended.
The second CAC meeting was held on October 10, 1996. The focus of the meeting was
to present the preliminary alternatives and explain the screening process. Information
was presented on environmental aspects of the study and the public involvement
process. Eleven members and two alternate members attended.
The third meeting of the CAC was held on December 5, 1996 and served as a preview
to the second public meeting. Traffic data and other initial screening information were
discussed. This information showed that the East bypass route would not serve the
purpose and need of the project and therefore had been eliminated from consideration.
Six members and two alternate members attended.
The fourth CAC meeting was held on March 3, 1997. The meeting focused on the
design options being considered in each of the remaining improvement corridors; the Far
West, Near West and Existing. Maps were displayed to provide a "walk-through" of each
of the design options, noting areas of access control. Slides illustrating elevated
structures were also shown. Nine members and three alternate members attended.
A fifth CAC meeting was held on April 14, 1998 for the purposes of describing the
detailed evaluation of the reasonable alternatives, as presented in the Draft EIS, and
discussing the preparations for the location public hearing.
3.

PUBLIC OFFICIALS COMMUNICATIONS

With the assistance of AHTD and MoDOT, the Project Team identified a number of
public officials who could have an interest in the study's outcome. In early July, 1996,
the officials were sent an introductory letter and package containing general study
information. A second informational mailing was sent to the officials in mid-November.
Officials were instructed to contact the US 71 Project Office with any questions or
concerns about the study.
Additionally, two briefings were held to update public officials on the status of the US 71
study. The briefings were held in conjunction with the third and fourth CAC meetings.
The first briefing was held on December 5, 1997 at the Pea Ridge Community Room.
Troy Henson, McDonald County Commissioner, and Gary Marble, Missouri State
Representative, attended. The briefing provided an overview of the preliminary
alternatives and shared initial screening data used to eliminate the East Corridor from
further copsideration. The second briefing was held on March 5 and detailed the design
options being considered in each of the remaining improvement corridors; the Far West,
Near West and Existing. Commissioner Troy Henson, and Mayor Sherman Kinyon of
Centerton (CAC member) attended. A listing of the US 71 Public Officials Contacts is
Fi.Dal Environmental Impact Statement
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shown in Table Vll-3. This list was updated throughout the study to address changes in
office due to local and state elections.

TABLE Vll-3
US 71 PUBLIC OFFICIALS CONTACT LIST
Contact Person
Cary Anderson
Mary Badgett
Charles Bilby
David Bisbee

Fay Boozman, Ill

Shirley Borhauer
John Brown, Ill

C. Randy Bryant

Dale Bumpers

Terry Coberly
Robert Evans
Earl Femmer
Jonathan Fitch

Charlie Fuqua

Sam Gaskill

Sheryl Harbaugh

Position
Justice of the Peace
Benton Countv
Justice of the Peace
Benton County
Justice of the Peace
Benton County
Representative
Arkansas House of
Representatives
Senator
Arkansas State
Senate
Justice of the Peace
Benton Countv
Senator
Arkansas State
Senate
Representative
Arkansas House of
Representatives
Senator
Arkansas
United States
Senate
Mayor
City of Bentonville
Justice of the Peace
Benton County
Justice of the Peace
Benton Countv
Senator
Arkansas State
Senate
Representative
Arkansas House of
Representatives
Representative
Missouri House of
Representatives
Justice of the Peace
Benton Countv

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

Address
P.O. Box685
Decatur, AR 72722
102 Henry Street
Bentonville, AR 72712
P.O. Box647
Siloam Sprinos, AR 72761
14068 Pyramid Drive
Rogers, AR 72756

Phone
(501)
752-8174
(501)
273-3177
(501)
524-8022
(501)
636-2516

2901 Honeysuckle Lane
Rogers, AR 72758

(501)
636-7506

23 Kenilworth Drive
Bella Vista, AR 72714
P.O. Box 1488
Bentonville, AR 72712

(501)
855-9696
(501)
271-7872

14138 DeGraff Road
Rogers, AR 72756

(501)
451-8649

229 Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510

(202)
224-4843

115 West Central
Bentonville, AR 72712
P.O. Box678
Gravette , AR 72736
2822 Highland Drive
Rooers, AR 72756
R.R. 1
Hindsville, AR 72738

(501)
271-3112
(501)
787-5493
(501)
631-6533
(501)
789-2608

3907 Lankford
Springdale, AR 72762

(501)
751-1107

HCR 79, Box 345
Washburn, MO 65772

(417)
435-2304

3015 Seminole Drive
Rooers, AR 72758

(501)
636-1299
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Jerry Harwell
David Hausam

James Hendren

Troy Henson
Tim Hutchinson

Asa Hutchinson

Mark Latham

Leo Lynch
Gary Marble

Charles McKinney
Anne Miners
Jeff Moser
C.L. Osterloh

Bonnie Ramsey

John Sampier, Jr.
Lida Schnitzer
Henry Smith
Russ Spicer
Tim Summers

VD-9

162 N. Highfill
Mayor
Gentrv, AR 72734
City of Highfill
1214 Northeast 101n
Representative
Bentonville, AR 72712
Arkansas House of
Representatives
Route 1, Box 260
Representative
Sulphur Springs, AR 72768
Arkansas House of
Representatives
P.O. Box665
Commissioner
Pineville, MO 64856
McDonald County
708 Hart
Senator
Senate Office Building
Arkansas
Washington, DC 20510
United States
Senate
Representative
1535 Longworth
House Office Building
Arkansas
Washington, DC 20510
United States
House of
Representatives
P.O. Box 80
City Administrator
Siloam SJ?rings, AR 72761
City of Siloam
Springs
Justice of the Peace 14176 Sugar Creek Road
Roaers, AR 72756
Benton Countv
Route 5, Box 354-A
Representative
Missouri House of
Neosho, MO 64850
Representatives
Mayor
201 Spring Street
Springdale, AR 72764
Citv of Sprinadale
Justice of the Peace 18838 Coppermine Road
Benton Countv
Rooers, AR 72756
Justice of the Peace Route 2, Box 294A
Rogers, AR 72758
Benton County
Mayor
P.O. Box 145
City of Sulphur
Sulphur Springs, AR 72768
Springs
530 Sunrise Drive
Mayor
City of Bethel
Springdale, AR 72765
Heiohts
Mayor
300 West Poplar
Rogers, AR 72756
City of Rogers
Mayor
P.O. Box 2
City of Gateway
Gateway, AR 72733
Commissioner
P.O. Box665
McDonald County
. Pineville, MO 64856
Justice of the Peace 1740 New Hope Road
Rogers, AR 72758
Benton Countv
Justice of the Peace 1805 Kimberly Place
Benton County
Bentonville, AR 72712
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(501)
736-2043
(501)
444-4009
(501)
787-6500
(417)
223-4717
(501)
445-5258

(202)
225-4301

(501)
524-5136
(501)
451-8570
(417)
451-1455
(501)
750-8114
(501)
925-2214
(501)
273-2086
(501)
298-3218
(501)
751-7481
(501)
621-1117
(501)
656-3934
(417)
223-4717
(501)
636-3075
(501)
273-0773
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M.L. VanPoucke

Bill Wilson
Margaret Wolf

4.

Mayor
City of Siloam
Springs
Commissioner
McDonald Countv
Justice of the Peace
Benton County

P.O. Box80
Siloam Springs, AR 72761

(501)
524-5136

P.O. Box665
Pineville, MO 64856
1315 Forest Drive
Rogers, AR 72725

(417)
223-4717
(501)
631-2655

NEWSLETTER

Newsletters were published in conjunction with the first and second public meetings and
the location public hearing. The newsletters were distributed by mail to persons on the
project database, and were provided as handouts at the public meetings. Copies of the
newsletters were also available through various local venues including public libraries.
The first newsletter was released in August 1996 and described the study process,
goals, objectives and schedule. The issue included information about opportunities for
public input, and also included a map of the Study Area.
The second newsletter was released in December 1996 and described the preliminary
alternatives for improving or relocating US 71. The newsletter included a map displaying
the four improvement corridors, the preliminary alternatives established within each
corridor, and those alternatives retained for further consideration. The newsletter also
commented on the Corridor Advisory Council and the process of preparing and
approving an Environmental Impact Statement.
A third and final newsletter was prepared in conjunction with the public release of the
Draft EIS. It was distributed by mail to everyone on the project database and made
available at public locations throughout the Study Area. The newsletter presented the
assessment and evaluation of the reasonable alternatives. It also provided details
regarding the Location Public Hearing. Copies of the three newsletters are included in
Appendix K.

5.

PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE

Several methods were enacted to establish communication between the public and
members of the US 71 Project Team.
A project post office box was established and the address appeared on all
communications with the public. All letters to the project office were reviewed and
responded to appropriately; questions received a response via a personal letter, and
comments that did not require a detailed response were acknowledged via a project
postcard. A total of 347 letters were received.
A dedicated project telephone line was established for citizens to call with questions or
comments. Telephone protocol established by the Project Team included responding to
questions within 24 hours of the initial call. A total of 248 phone calls were received.
A database was created to include the name and address of all persons interested in the
US 71 study. The database served as a mailing list for printed materials related to the
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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study. Names added to the list were those who had written or phoned the project office,
and those who had attended a public meeting. Prior to release of the Final EIS, the
database included 1,576 names.

6.

MEETING NOTICES

Four activities were undertaken in the two weeks prior to each public meeting and the
location public hearing to ensure maximum public involvement. These included: placing
meeting notice advertisements in area newspapers; placing meeting notice posters in
key community locations (grocery stores, beauty shops, etc.) located in the Study Area;
sending postcard meeting notices to all persons on the database, and sending news
release notices to all area media.
Notices for the July 9, 1996 Pre-location Meeting were prepared and placed on July 3,
1996 in the following newspapers; Benton County Daily Record, The Morning News,
McDonald County Gazette and Bella Vista Weekly Vista. Notices also ran on Sunday,
July 8, 1996 in the Benton County Daily Record and the Morning News.
Notices for the December 9, 1996 Preliminary Alternatives Meeting were prepared and
placed on December 4, 1996 in the following newspapers: Benton County Daily Record,
Siloam Springs Herald-Leader, Bella Vista Weekly Vista, Gravette News Herald, Gentry
Courier Journal, Decatur Herald, Rogers Hometown News, The Morning News, and
McDonald County Gazette. Notices also ran on December 8, 1996 in the Benton County
Daily Record and the Morning News.
Notices for the March 6, 1997 Design Information Meeting were prepared and placed on
March 5, 1997 in the following newspapers: Benton County Daily Record, Siloam
Springs Herald-Leader, Bella Vista Weekly Vista, Gravette News Herald, Gentry Courier
Journal, Decatur Herald, Rogers Hometown News, The Morning News, and McDonald
County Gazette.
AHTD and MoDOT published an official public notice for the location public hearing
which appeared during the weeks of April 6th and May 13th in the following publications:
The Morning News, The Benton County Daily Record, The McDonald County Gazette,
and The Weekly Vista. The date, time, location and format of the hearing, as well as the
methods and deadline for making a comment, were publicized through the official
notices. This information was also publicized through the third newsletter and a
postcard meeting reminder, both of which were sent to all persons on the project
database. News releases distributed to area media the week of April 6th, and again the
week of May 13th, also publicized the location public hearing.

7.

MEDIA RELATIONS

News releases were sent to the local media on several occasions throughout the study.
Following are titles of the releases issued and the date they were sent:
•
•
•
•

Study of US 71 Improvement Gets Under Way
Public Input Needed for Study of US 71
Video Explains US 71 Study Process
Local Group Assembled to Assist in Highway Study
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7/29/96
8/29/96
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary Alternatives Established for US 71
Public Meeting to Address Options for US 71 Improvement
Customer Survey to be Performed at Businesses Along US 71
Public Meeting to Display More Detail for US 71 Improvement
Planners Provide Update on US 71 Study
Short-term Solutions Sought for US 71
Options for US 71 Narrowed
US 71 Study Information Available, Public Hearing Scheduled
US 71 Public Hearing Scheduled for May 21

10/14/96
11/18/96
1/3/97
2112197
5/27/97
9/12197
10/10/97
4/6/98
5/18/98

All releases were sent to the following media:

Newspapers
Benton County Daily Record
Bella Vista Weekly Vista
Arkansas Democrat Gazette
Washington County Observer
The Herald Ledger
McDonald County Gazette

The Morning News
Arkansas Business News
NW Arkansas Times
Van Buren Press Argus Courier
The Joplin Globe

Newspapers (Legal Notice for Public Hearing)
Benton County Daily Record
The Morning News
Gravette News Herald
The Weekly Vista
McDonald County Gazette
Television
KFSM TV-5 - Ft. Smith, AR

KHBS - Ft. Smith, AR

Radio
KJEM I KESE - Bentonville, AR
KAMO - Rogers, AR
KURM - Rogers, AR
KFAY I KKEG - Fayetteville, AR
KLSZ I KAYR - Ft. Smith, KR
KMAG I KWHN - Ft. Smith, AR
KFPW I KBBQ - Ft. Smith, AR
KIX - Joplin, MO
KXML - Carthage, MO
KRPS - Pittsburgh, KS

KBVA - Gravette, AR
KKIX - Fayetteville, AR
KMCK- Fayetteville, AR
KCIZ I KQXK - Fayetteville, AR
KUAO - Siloam Springs, AR
KZKZ I KFSA - Ft. Smith, AR
KTCS - Ft. Smith, AR
KKOW - Pittsburgh, KS
KOCD I KWAS - Joplin, MO
KWXD - Pittsburgh, KS

In addition to news releases, media relations for the US 71 study included holding
briefings for the media just prior to each public meeting and the public hearing. This
gave members of the media an opportunity to view exhibits and ask questions of Project
Team members before the public entered. Briefings were announced through a bulletin
at the bottom of news releases announcing public meetings.
The US 71 study received extensive coverage in the local media. Since May, 1996,
approximately 150 news articles have addressed the US 71 study. Also generated were
numerous letters to the editor as well as editorials in area newspapers.
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a.

Logo
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A visual identity was developed and appeared on study materials whenever feasible.
The logo was intended to provide a consistent image for all project materials and draw
attention to the information on which it was displayed .

•

US71

Bella Virta to Pineville
b.

Map Displays

Maps and other study information were placed in public locations throughout the Study
Area in order to reach those people who were unable to attend a public meeting.
Subsequent to the first public meeting, maps of the Study Area and four general
improvement corridors were displayed. Subsequent to the second public meeting, maps
of the preliminary alternatives, which showed the East Corridor eliminated, were
displayed. All maps were mounted and displayed at a large scale on a photographic
base. Locations of map displays included Riordan Hall, Bentonville/Bella Vista Chamber
of Commerce, Bella Vista Village Property Owners Association, Bella Vista Townhouse
Association, McDonald County Public Library, Bella Vista Village Public Library, Hiwasse
Country Store, and Pineville City Hall.
c.

Information Gathering Phone Calls

At various points throughout the study process, key contacts in the Study Area were
consulted regarding how the study was being perceived by the public and what could be
done to further facilitate communication. Calls were made to CAC members, as well as
other figures in the community including Larry Frost of the Bella Vista Village Property
Owners Association, Mayor Marilyn Camell of Pineville, and Gene Groseclos of Cooper
Communities. Information from these calls was helpful in structuring public involvement
activities in a way that best suited the community.

9.

EIS REVIEW

Draft versions of the EIS were made available for public review prior to the location
public hearing. Other materials were also made available including a "guide to the EIS"
glossary of terms, photocopies of the summary chapter of the document and comment
forms. In addition, all members of the Corridor Advisory Council received a personal
copy of the Draft EIS to share with their constituents. Draft EIS public review locations
included:
•
•

The McDonald County Public Library
Pineville City Hall
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•
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The
The

Hiwasse Country Store
Bentonville/Bella Vista Chamber of Commerce
Bella Vista Property Owners Association
Bella Vista Townhouse Association
Bella Vista Public Library

Copies· of the Draft EIS and other materials were delivered to public review locations on
April 6, 1998. Members of the public were given until June 5, 1998 to submit a written
comment. Comments about the Draft EIS also could be provided in writing or verbally at
the location public hearing. All comments received in response to the Draft EIS are
categorized and responded to in Section A.11 of this chapter.
The Final EIS also will be made available for public review.
The availability of and review locations for the Draft EIS and Final EIS were shared with
the media through the news releases.

10.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS PRIOR TO DRAFT EIS

A considerable number of public comments were submitted prior to the release of the
Draft EIS. The majority of comments received from residents of the Village clearly
favored a Far West bypass improvement. Of these comments, many also expressed
extreme opposition to using the Existing Route. Reasons cited for this position included
the desire to maintain the integrity of the Village and its amenities, particularly the golf
courses. Residents also felt upgrading the Existing Route to freeway standards would
increase noise and pollution levels. Comments also were made regarding current
congestion on the existing route. Residents believed the situation would only get worse,
especially if existing US 71 continued to be the only north/south route in the area.
There also was a substantial amount of comments which favored use of the Existing
Route. The majority of these came from residents of the Pineville, Missouri and
Hiwasse, Arkansas areas, with a handful coming from the Bella Vista Village and
Bentonville areas. Reasons cited for favoring use of the Existing Route included cost
savings, direct route, and the desire to maintain the integrity of rural farmland, green
spaces, and wildlife habitat.
The Near West bypass option received much attention and opposition early in the study,
but public comments declined significantly. This may have been due to the public's
belief that the only feasible alternatives remaining were those in the Far West and
Existing corridors. Although there were few late comments about the Near West
options, public input indicates that the majority of people in the area are opposed to
them.
Early in the US 71 study, there was measurable support for the East Corridor. Many of
those who favored a Far West bypass were also in favor of using the East Corridor,
before it was eliminated. That elimination was the focus of significant attention. Letters
to the project office suggested the Project Team reconsider an eastern alternative .
. Some residents believed the East Corridor would provide the most direct route to
connect with alternate US 71 near Carthage, Missouri. Efforts were made to explain that
MoDOT's previously approved ROD for US 71 improvements already determined that an
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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alternative along the existing US 71 roadway was preferred north of Pineville and that an
eastern bypass which connects with the existing US 71· roadway near Carthage would
not be as beneficial. Therefore, the East Corridor was no longer considered as a viable
corridor.
11.

SUMMARY OF DRAFT EIS AND PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS

A total of 71 comments were received between the publication of the Draft EIS and June
5. Of those, 17 were verbal comments collected by the public hearing transcribers and
54 were written comments received at the public hearing or by mail before the June 5tn
deadline. Of the 54 written comments, 20 were questionnaires created and distributed
by a private citizen in the area. Table VI 1-4 categorizes the main issues, concerns and
suggestions in the public comments. (The numbers shown do not add to 71 as
individuals could be recorded as having more than one comment/concern.)

TABLE Vll-4
CATEGORIES OF DRAFT EIS AND LOCATION PUBLIC HEARING
COMMENTS AND CONCERNS
NUMBER

COMMENT/CONCERN
0

Favor Far West Alternative

27

0

Use Segment C1 of Far West Alternative Rather Than C2

15

0

Should Use the Existing Route

23

0

Opposed to Far West Alternative

31

0

Re-examine Eastern Route

10

0

No Change Other than Adding Stoplights to Existing US 71

0

Miscellaneous

5

-

Each category is listed below and followed by a brief summary of the comments made in
that category. A generalized response to each comment/concern is provided wherever
appropriate.

o Favor Far West Alternative
The 27 comments in support of the preferred alternative identify its advantages in terms
of fewer displacements of businesses and residents, less impact to area golf courses,
greatly reduced congestion, and the best long-term solution for the region as their
reasons for support.
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a Use Segment C1 of Far West Alternative Rather Than C2
Fifteen people in the area expressed a preference for using segment C1 rather than C2
in the Far West Alternative. These individuals cited noise pollution as their main concern
as well as increased traffic in proximity to their homes and the Highlands Golf Course.

Response:
The process of determining the best alignment for a freeway relocation within a
segment requires a balancing of the benefits and impacts of the competing
alignment options. These benefits and impacts are typically defined in terms of
engineering, traffic, environmental and social considerations. Because particular
issues may be more important to some than others, it is the overall evaluation of
all issues which helps guide the selection process.
The alignment choices in question are located in Segment B/C of the Far West
Alternative.
Two alternative alignments were identified - FWB1/C1 and
FWB2/C2. Alternative FWB2/C2 was selected as the best alternative in the Draft
EIS for two primary reasons - lower construction costs and habitat
fragmentation.
From an engineering perspective, Alternative FWB2/C2 is favored due to a lower
estimated construction cost. FWB2/C2 would be approximately $0.8 million less
expensive.
Habitat fragmentation is an ecological issue relating to the potential
fragmentation or subdivision impacts of large terrestrial habitat areas. From an
environmental standpoint, there are concerns regarding the depletion of large
tracts of contiguous wooded areas across the continent due to the activities of
man. These large tracts are important habitats for certain wildlife, especially
neotropical migratory birds. The measure used for this issue is the number of
202 hectare (500 acre) or greater block tracts of contiguous forested areas which
would be directly affected by the project. In the case of the Far West Alternative,
FWB2/C2 was selected in part due to its avoidance of these large tracts of
wooded areas. FWB1/C1 would directly impact two large blocks of contiguous
forest. In addition, due to its closer location to the already developed areas
around the Highlands, FWB2/C2 would likely have fewer secondary impacts to
the surrounding forested areas.
Unfortunately, due to its closer location to the developed areas of the Highlands,
FWB2/C2 would have slightly greater noise impacts - one more NAC receptor
and one additional receptor with a "substantiain increase. To address this issue,
as well as other related concerns regarding the proximity of the alternative to the
Highlands Golf Course, refinements of the FWB2/C2 alignment would be
These
performed Jn any subsequent design development activities.
refinements would likely entail a shifting of the alignment to the west to provide
greater distance (i.e., buffer) from the existing Golf Course. This process would
also include the coordination of the roadway alignment with any planned
westward expansion of the golf course, as mentioned by the Bella Vista Village
Property Owners Association. Relatively minor alignment adjustments would be
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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acceptable as long as the environmental impacts of the adjustments would not
be measurably changed from those documented in the EIS.
CJ

Should Use the Existing Route

Comments supporting the Existing Alternative came from 23 individuals and identified
lower construction cost, reduced construction time, better access to homes and
businesses and less impact on the natural environment as reasons for their preference.
Response:
There are several factors which support the recommendation of the Far West
Alternative over the other options. From a long-term perspective, the Existing
Alternative would be more costly due to the additional capacity that would be
needed beyond 2020 as traffic continues to grow. The relocation alternatives
provide greater traffic capacity to absorb traffic growth well into the future. Wrth
the Far West Alternative, current access to residences along US 71 would be
improved with the reduction of through traffic. Furthermore, new and greatly
improved access would be provided for residences in western Bella Vista. It is
recognized that the Far West Alternative would have greater secondary impacts,
however, considering all the issues, the Far West Alternative would best meet
the purpose and need for the project, and has the greatest public support.
CJ

Opposed to Far West Alternative

Thirty-one area residents cited opposition to the Far West Alternative due to impacts to
the natural environment noting the decreasing amount of open spaces and farmland in
Northwest Arkansas and the desire to maintain the natural beauty of the area. Concerns
about impacts to property and cultural sites, higher cost of construction, and cost of
right-of-way acquisition were also expressed. Other comments indicated a belief that
the Far West Alternative had been chosen to please local developers and their selfserving interests regarding development opportunities on the west side of Bella Vista.
Response:
The recommendation of the Far West Alternative as the preferred alternative was
based on an overall evaluation of all impact and benefit issues. Considering the
balancing of the alternative's benefit/impact tradeoffs, it is recognized that the Far
West Alternative is not viewed as favorably as other options regarding some
environmental issues. In particular, these issues include farmlands, forests and
secondary impacts. However, from an overall perspective, the Far West
Alternative is superior to others in terms of broad engineering, traffic and
social/economic issues.
Equally considering all these items, the
recommendation of the Far West Alternative is justified.
The Far West Alternative (ultimate improvements) would not directly impact any
previously recorded archeological, historical or architectural resources.
Though the initial costs of the freeway improvements for the Far West Alternative
would be higher than the others, it would serve the community for a much longer
period than the Existing Alternative.
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The recommendation of the Far West Alternative was based solely on its merits
as determined through the objective evaluation of the alternative's benefits and
impacts and as documented in this EIS.

a Re-examine Eastern Route
Ten comments expressed preference for the East Alternative and asked that it be reexamined. These comments were based on a belief that an alignment located on the
east side of Bella Vista would incur far fewer environmental and property impacts than
any of the other alternatives, and that it would provide better access to US 71 in
Missouri.
Response:
There were three factors contributing to the decision to eliminate the East
Alternative from consideration; traffic, cost and length. Based on current and
anticipated travel patterns, studies indicated that a route in the eastern corridor
would not pull enough traffic from the existing route to meet the purpose and
need for the project. A route in the eastern corridor also would have to be built
through rougher terrain, making the cost for construction higher that any of the
other alternatives. Additionally, alternatives in the eastern corridor were longer
than any of the other alternatives, therefore providing the least direct route.
Regarding better access to US 71 in Missouri, the Missouri Department of
Transportation has already performed and approved an Environmental Impact
Statement for US 71 from 1-44 near Carthage to the state line. The preferred
alternative in that study is very near or along the existing route, making Pineville
the northern terminus of this study. That makes an eastern alternative a very
long route and ultimately unfeasible for the reasons stated above.

a No Change Other than Adding Stoplights to Existing US 71
Five individuals stated that no changes other than adding stoplights to existing highway
71 were needed. These individuals cited the need to maintain the areas heritage,
reduce costs associated with building highway extensions, and maintaining their
property as their main concerns.
Response:
One of the improvement options studied by the EIS was the aNo-Build"
Alternative. This alternative consists of doing nothing to US 71 other than
installing traffic signals at several major cross streets and adding auxiliary lefttum and right-tum lanes at the various intersection roadway approaches.
Through the analysis and evaluation of the alternatives, it was determined that
the aNo-Build" Alternative would not accomplish the goals of the study. Foremost
of these goals was the establishment of a multi-state interstate facility between
Kansas City, Missouri and Shreveport, Louisiana. The ·No-Build" Alternative
would not accomplish this basic need. Furthermore, the "No-Build" Alternative
would not address safety issues relating to the separation of the higher speed
through traffic from the local traffic. Without roadway capacity increases, either
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville}
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through the conversion of the existing US 71 into a freeway or through the
construction of a freeway bypass, roadway congestion along the existing US 71
will continue to worsen to unacceptable levels, resulting in an inefficient
transportation system. For these reasons, the aNo-Build" Alternative was not
selected as the preferred alternative.

c Miscellaneous
Many individuals expressed general on-going concerns with safety issues on the
Existing Route 71 and reducing the speed limits in the area.

B.

Agency Coordination

Resource agency coordination has been ongoing throughout the US 71 study.
Environmental scoping to identify issues and concerns which would affect the definition
and evaluation of the alternative improvements was performed from the beginning of the
study, including the formal scoping meeting. In addition to the formal scoping meeting,
individual meetings were held with various agencies to discuss the environmental issues
and concerns in more detail.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCOPING MEETING

1.

On July 30, 1996, an environmental scoping meeting was held at the Bella Vista Country
Club Clubhouse for the US 71 Location Study (Bella Vista to Pineville). Prior to the
meeting, special invitations were submitted to public agencies, local units of government,
elected officials and special interest groups. Accompanying the invitation was a packet
of information about the project, including a map showing the Study Area. A Notice of
Intent to perform the study and announcement of the time and date of the scoping
meeting was published in the Federal Register in advance of the meeting.
Those agencies and groups invited to attend the meeting are listed below. All agencies
and groups who were invited were provided minutes of the meeting. Agencies and
groups who attended the meeting are identified below with a check.

•

•

Federal Agencies
--J
Federal Highway Administration, Arkansas Division
--J
Federal Highway Administration, Missouri Division
National Park Service
Soil and Water Commission
--J
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. Fish and Wildlife
State Agencies
--J Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
--J
Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission
:.J Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department
Arkansas State Historic Preservation
Arkansas State Parks
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,/
,/
,/

Environmental Division Arkansas State
Missouri Department of Conservation
Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Missouri Department of Transportation
• Local Agencies
McDonald County
• . Non-Governmental Agencies
None
At the scoping meeting, an overview of the study was presented, including a
presentation of the engineering, socio-economic and environmental issues. Issues
discussed by the participants included the following:

a.

Project Overview and Overall Schedule

The Study Area is situated between Pineville, Missouri and Bentonville, Arkansas along
US 71. The Notice of Intent was presented in July 1996. ·
Public involvement has been active and is expected to grow. A corridor advisory council
(CAC) will be formed with participation from local groups, social club leaders and public
officials to advise the study team of local issues.

b.

Location Studies

Four previously suggested corridors are currently under study. The Study Corridors are
generally 1,220 meters (4,000 feet) wide. The highway design will be an access
controlled, 11 O km/hour (70 mph) freeway design. Right-of-way (ROW) utilization will be
minimized in sensitive locations. Typical sections require approximately 110 m (350 ft.)
of ROW, although sections can be reduced to 60 m (200 ft.) of ROW with the use of
walls and barriers.

c.

Traffic and Economic Studies

The existing alignment is a two lane facility in Missouri and a four lane facility in
Arkansas. Most side road junctions are at-grade intersections. US 71 currently has an
average daily traffic (ADT) volume between 7,300 and 19,300 vehicles. Accident rates
average between 50 to 294 accidents per hundred million vehicle kilometers of travel (80
to 470 per hundred million vehicle miles of travel). The combination of the traffic
volumes and accident rate cause the perceived level of service to be relatively poor.
Origin/Destination (O/D) surveys will be conducted in September. The design year for
this project will be the year 2020.
Approximately 35, 000 lots have been sold in the Bella Vista Village. As of 1990 the
Census population was 9, 000. Cooper Communities Incorporated (CCI) has stated that
they will donate the land for the highway that crosses any unsold property and they may
not develop the land west of the Far West Corridor. Donated property can be discussed
in the EIS and comparable value used as an advantage of a particular alignment, but it
. should not be a determining factor in alternative selection.
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Environmental Considerations

The Study Area land use varies from unimproved pastures to intensive agriculture, as
well as to residential neighborhoods. Several MDC natural features and Arkansas
Natural Heritage Commission resources located within the Study Area. As a result of
initial field work, three Royal Catch Fly sites are located in the Eastern Corridor and the
Far West Corridor. The Royal Catch Fly plant was a category 2 watch list species, but
has since been down graded to a C3 species. Also, one Oklahoma Salamander site is
located in the Existing US 71 Corridor and other sites are nearby. Wetland fringe and
wetland impacts will be small and fragmented.
It was noted during initial fieldwork that gravel mining has occurred on most area
streams, therefore any remaining streams in their natural state will be noted.
Improvements to the existing US 71 alignment will require attention to floodplain and
erosion control considerations. Long linear intrusions into waterways should be
addressed with erosion control with the Corps of Engineers.
Hazardous waste and water quality sites have been located within the Study Area.
Roughly ninety-five percent of the hazardous waste sites are registered storage tanks.
There are two dry cleaners, no National Priority Listing (NPL) or Superfund sites, and
one Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA) site - the Bella Vista Village landfill.
Roughly 50 cave locations have been identified within the Study Area. Henson Cave
was field reviewed and it is the conclusion of MoDOT that the cave has not been
recolonized by the Gray Bat.
The public water supply will also be identified. Geologic reconnaissance as it relates to
typical sections such as retaining walls and bridge foundations will also be performed.
Sinkholes could affect alternative selection. The geology will be analyzed to determine
sinkhole presence, previously recorded sites will be noted and aerial photographs will be
reviewed. After preliminary reviews of the geological profiles, the Project Team
anticipates few if any sinkholes to be present.
Field verification of cultural resources and known natural resources have not been
completed. Twenty percent of the Missouri corridors have been surveyed for historic
places and archeology as part of the US 71 Neosho, Missouri to Missouri state line EIS.
Early cabins and a water tower are listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
None are within the suggested corridors. The Pineville Mound is the only large, known
prehistoric location within the Study Area at this time. The Mound areas are on both
sides of the existing US 71 highway. Public knowledge of the local resources is
extremely limited as most of the residents are not from the local area.
The Bella Vista community is not a village or town, but rather a very large
unincorporated subdivision. The ·golf courses are privately owned and require a
membership. Since the community land, golf courses and lakes are privately owned and
not public land, there are no public lands that would require a section 4(f) land relocation
in Bella Vista Village. Recreational land must be publicly owned to require a 4(f)
evaluation.
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Although Bella Vista is not incorporated, the community is a strong community.
Residents are typically retired, well educated, personal computer literate, understand the
legal system and have time to devote to worthy causes.

e.

General Discussion

FHWA (Little Rock) will be the lead FHWA office. Lead offices for the EPA and U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Services were not identified.
Bear Hollow Cave is inhabited by a Federally Endangered Species of Cave Crayfish. In
field examination of the near cave chambers, one crayfish was noted in a pool. Dye
tracing will be conducted in Arkansas to determine the recharge area by Tom Aley of
Ozark Underground Labs under direction of the AHTD.
The Ozark Cavefish is a Threatened Species and inhabits the Civil War Cave located on
Route 72 south of the Study Area.
The Federally Endangered Gray Bat may inhabit Crystal Cave.
The current building patterns are centralized along US 71 and to a lesser extent, most
ridge roads in Missouri and Arkansas.
The private "non-Bella Vistan holdings within the Near West Corridor appear to be mostly
non-minority, middle income, mobile home residences.
The Study Area is composed of 85-90% retired residents.
Hispanic "communities" have been noted in field surveys in the rural areas of Missouri
near the Study Area.
Signal improvement has been suggested at selected locations along existing US 71
alignment.
The land use of the previously suggested corridors is predominantly agricultural or
wooded.
Specific lot use and development within Bella Vista is undetermined, but will be studied.

2.

AGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

Agency coordination was necessary to gather the appropriate information for the
preparation of the EIS. Table Vll-5 is a list of the agencies and individuals contacted by
the Project T earn to provide the necessary information.
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TABLE Vll-5
AGENCY COMMUNICATIONS IN PREPARATION OF THE EIS
Name
Mr. Dennis Figg
Ms. Cindy
Osborne
Mr. Gene
Gardner
Mr. Gary
Christoff
Ms. Marge
Hamey
Mr. Gene Gunn
Mr. Gary Frazier
Mr. David Schorr
Mr. Dan Dickeite

Mr. Craig K.
Uyeda
Dr. James
Johnson
Mr. Matthias A.
Kerschbaum
Mr. Larry
Harrison
Mr. John
McFarland
Mr. Kenneth
Steele
Mr. Larry Coen
Mr. Bruce Martin
Mr. Jerry
Vineyard
Mr. John Madras

Title/Section
Endangered Species
Coordinator
Data Manager
Biological Specialist
Environmental Coordinator
US Fish and Wildlife
Service
Environmental Review
US Fish and Wildlife
Service
MO Department of Natural
Resources
MO Natural Heritage Data
Base and Planning
Division
River Basins Section
AR Natural Heritage
Inventory
US Fish and Wildlife
Service
Regulatory Branch
Supervisory Geologist
Director
Director of Mining and
Land Reclamation Division
Regional Director
Assistant State Geologist
Director Water Quality Div.
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Agency
Missouri Department of Conservation
Arkansas Natural Heritage
Commission
MoDOT, Jefferson City
Missouri Department of
Conservation, Jefferson City, MO
Vicksburg, MS
US Environmental Protection Aaency
Columbia, MO
Jefferson City, MO
Missouri Department of
Conservation, Jefferson City, MO
Arkansas Game & Fish Commission,
Little Rock, Arkansas
Arkansas Cooperative Fish & Wildlife
Research
Ft. Snelling Minnesota
Little Rock District COE, Little Rock,
AR
Arkansas Geologic Commission,
Little Rock, AR
Arkansas Water Resource Center,
Fayetteville, Arkansas
MDNR, Jefferson City, MO
MDNR, Springfield, MO
MDNR, Rolla, MO
MDNR, Jefferson City, MO
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3. DRAFT EIS AGENCY COMMENTS
On March 3, 1998, the FHWA and AHTD, in cooperation with the COE and MoDOT,
issued the Draft EIS for the US 71 improvements in Benton County, Arkansas and
McDonald County, Missouri between Bella Vista and Pineville. In accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act and Clean Water Act, comments offered by public
agencies, the general public, or other interested parties need to be adequately
addressed by the Final EIS. The following section presents the to all agency review
comments received for the Draft EIS. The 45-day minimum comment period on the
Draft EIS ended on June 5, 1998.
Comments on the Draft EIS were received from the following agencies and interested
groups and are included in the following section:
./
./
./
./
./
./

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- May 28, 1998
Arkansas Historic Preservation Program - July 20, 1998
Arkansas National Heritage Commission - June 23, 1998
Engineering and Technical Services Division Regulatory Section - April 29, 1998
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development - April 9, 1998

Table Vll-6 presents a summary of the agency letters and their labeling designations.
Public agency comment letters have been separated by review agency. Each of the
agency letters received has been numerically labeled and its contents subdivided by
subject matter and nature of comments. In the comment letters, specific issues or
questions that require responses are identified by comment codes, bold numbers and
letters in the margins. Immediately following the comment letters are that correlate to
the comment codes. Applicable references to the relevant sections of the EIS are
included for each comment.
Based on the comments received on the Draft EIS, the relevant sections of the Final EIS
have been revised accordingly. In general, Draft EIS comments offered by the resource
agencies have required clarification of the alternatives' impacts, particularly regarding
secondary and cumulative impacts and impacts to cultural resources. Appropriate
clarification of these issues has been provided either in the relevant sections of the EIS
or in the response to the comment. No new information or issues were raised through
the review of the Draft EIS that would affect the selection of the Far West Alternative as
the preferred alternative.
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Table Vll-6
US 71 (BELLA VISTA TO PINEVILLE) DRAFT EIS AGENCY COMMENT SUMMARY
Letter
No.
1

Agency

us
Environmental
Protection
Agency

Comment
Code
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
1G
1H
11
1J
1K
1L
1M
1N
10
1P
1Q
1R
1S
1T
1U
1V

2

3

4

5

~n

Arkansas
Historic
Preservation
Program< 1>
Arkansas
Natural
Heritage
Commission
US Army
Corps of
Engineers
US Dept.
Housing and
Urban
Development

2A
(Part 1)
2A
(Part 2)
3A
3B
3C

Description of Comment
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative Impacts of Frontage Roads
Soil Survey Information
Compliance with Floodplain Exec. Order
Secondary Impacts Affecting McDonald Co.
Impacts to Farmland Soils
Bisection of Wooded Areas
Impacts of Right-of-way Burning
Water Quality Impacts
Mitigation to Prevent Adverse Impacts to
Wells
Cumulative/Secondary Impacts to Water
Quality
Runoff Impacts
Impacts to Hollow Cave
Impacts to Henson Cave and the Gray Bat
Impacts to Wind Cave
Mitigation Plans for Wetlands
Forest Block Fragmentation
Mitigation Proposals
Flooding Risks due to Construction
McKisic Creek Mitigation
Impacts of Creek Channel Relocation
Environmental Impacts in Minority/LowIncome Populations
Impacts to Cultural Resources
Archeological Surveys
Forest Habitat Fragmentation
Impacts to Ground Water and Water Quality
Evaluation of Preferred Alternative

4A

Bridged Crossings

5A

Receipt of Draft EIS

Comments from the AHPP were contained in two letters dated June 5, 1998 and July 20, 1998.
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UNITED STAlES ENVIRCNllENTAL PROlECTION AGENCY
FIEGIONe
1"8 ROSS AVENUE. SUITE 12CCI
DAU..AS. TX 75202-2733

Ms. Elizlbah A 1lameo

Federal BisinvaY Adminimazicm
lll! Fedc:ral 01Bce Building
Ude .R.cck, All 72201
Dear Ms. R.omeo:

me

the E.nvircnmmal Prateczion Agmr:'J (EPA) bas nMew.i
Dra:fl EzMron111m:1!
Impa= Statem.an (DEIS) prepared bylhe Fcda'al Bighwsy Adminimazian (FRWA) md the
ArlcaDsas Highway and Tl1IDSpOIWiml Depanmeat (.AHTD) fbr the praposcd irmspormimi
imprcv==s caencfins Jiom 16..4 miles Jiom the MdCisic Creek Imschange south af'Bella
Vma, Arbnsas, IQ Missouri R.outc H, seuthwat ofP"meville, Missouri.. Our review is pursuant
to the Nm:icmal EnWtmmemal Policy Aa. (NEPA). the Council on Envirommmal Quality (CEQ)
regulations (40 CFR. Parts 1500-1 SOB). and Secticn 309 of the Ocaa M- Ar::..
The DEIS evaluaia the •noci•tnd impact witll lhe prapasai to improve US 71 ta
Dm:rsme samdards along tbe existing atipmmt or a new alignmem The purpose of the projea:
is ui improve tbe safety and system ei5cic:acy oftbe f3cilitr. The DEIS incmpames a de:sc::ription
of the eavironmcm:al condirinns and ~ ~ potential impaa of each projca ahenmivc.

A=ordins to the DEIS, selection oftbe preferred ahcmative. the FU' West aligammt. is
prc:fi:n'ed due to public prefes euco and the limited impaa on the smus qua. The DEIS indiC!!tes
tllll ~ aftbe prefmci altema!ive should cause f°ewa' safety md capacity issues when
compared ·tc that alcng the exi.mng rome.. The prd=red route would provide m ahiumc bypass
&clity .around Bella VJSta maintaining the imure and~ of the Village, while providing ID
effiCem tqicmJ. U'1DSpOl'mion sysmm.
·
EPA ~emls the FHWA and the AHID fDr ia malysis of potential impam and its
HoweYer, our~ bas idemified
5CYC"1ll envircmmema.l cmicmis wbic.b we ~ warram additiana1 cnviranmemal analysis md
infommion tc be inc:crparued imo the Fmal EzMronmema1 Impaa Smanem (FEIS).

carmu coasidentian ofpatcmial miriprion measura.

EPA mes this poposed aai011 IDd DEIS as -J:C-2." ic.. EPA has "Elninnamaatal .
Coaanu ud Jleq11est1 Addltioaal lnlormadaa ia tile F1aa1 EIS.• Altboush the Drd EIS
~ appears tO be compR:bmsive, thcnlusb, and 10 adcquucly address 1he impacu wocinut
"Wida the pdi:ned acaon IDd the ahcnwiws, we haw idemfficd some aMramnemal c:am
which we believe need to be iDcludcd ill tbe ms to complancm and to more .fi&Dy insure
c:ampliance wida the Rqaia emems ofNEP A and tbe CEQ resuJmiom. Our d""rificatioa will be
published in the Federal ~ aa:mding IQ our~ uadc:r Seaian 309 of the Cean.

R111m

JM

;

I !ill

·"--~Ol-W•,_,..,_,,_...,.

_ _..,
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Air Ar:t, to inform the public of our views ou prvpoml Fedc:ral a.c:zicms.
Demiled commcm:s are enclosed wish ibis 1cm:r which more clady idcmify our c:mxam
md 1he infammiaml needs requested for incmparmian imo die FEIS. lfyau have ay
quesziom, plaM camact Mila: Jansky of my sWf • 214-665-7451 for pniszence
EPA appreciau:s the opportunity to review the DEis. We request that you. send our o1lice
five ccpy of die FELS a& dl1 same time that it is Riil ta 1he Of5ce afFedcnl Adivitia, E:P A. 401
M Street S.W., Wubingtoa, D.C. 20460.

z~4~~~r~·:-__
uwrence;

R.oben D.
Chief
Office ofPWming and Coordinatio:u
Compliance Aslurmce aid Enfm=mmt DMsion

cc: Lynn P. Malbrcugh (AHlD)
Lynn Kring (EPA Region 7)
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Copiem:

Lynn P. Malbrougb

ArlCmsas BiPwaY and Transpon:azicm Deparun&=
P.O. Box2261
. Lialc Rocle, AR. 72203-2261
LyaDKring
Envinmmental Review Coordinator
EPA Regian 7
726 Minnescc& Avenue
Kansas City, KS 66101
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DETAJLED COMMENTS

FEJ>EBA.LHIGBWAY ADMINJSl'RATION
DBAFT ENVDlONMENTAL IMlACT STA'ILMENT
1JS 71 BEU.A VISTA TO PINEVU.l.E
BElUON COUNTY, ABXANSA.5 AND MCDONALD COUNTY, MISSOUlU

BACXGB.OlJND
The Atbnsas Bigbway ad Tnmp0rtatian Depanmmt (.AH'J'D), MissoUri Depanmcm of
Tramponation (MODOT) and tbc Federal Highway Adminimmian (FBWA) ue propoiing to
improYi: US 71 from south ofBella Vim. Atbmu. to nar Pincviile, Missouri. I:D campliimcz
with the appropriale pr:Msicns of the Na:ical ~Policy Act (NEPA). t!:is DrUt
~Impact Statement (DEIS) bu bca prepared to aid in the ~makins process
fDr the proposed ·..:tian (LC. impravcmems UI US 71). This -=iall provides t summary of tbc
altcnmUve ~ cansidcnd fur US 71 a:ad the poiential envirommmal impaas of these

altcnmiYcs.
The DEIS ccmmplates the~ of1JS 71 to imersme sWldards through or
aa:nmd the c:mmmmjty ofBella Vim, Aibmas, cmmecring the e:xisDng US 71 bypass around
Bentonville, Arbnsas, to the sourh with me pJaimed four-lane impvvcDems by MODOT l l or
near the Missouri/Arbmas ~ lin&. These impaovmiems email the cauvcnion of the =ining
twO lane and four-lane partiaDy-limiie access rga.dwzy to a &=way Dcility vmh mlly-eomralled
access eilher on the existing a&gnmerii or on a new loca!iall aliS""'erst
The e:iaem and character of the planned MODOT improvemcms were ddned in a FEIS
completed iii 1992 which comidc:n:d US 71 improvamms nonh of the srate line (MODOT Job
Number 17P04l7-FHWA-EIS-90-02-F). The selceled a!%enmive (Altenwive l in the 1992
MODOT EIS) c:ansim of a divided dual-lane u-affic &cility, built to imcrsmc siandards, bctWeell
I-44 and the Arlcmsas smc line. The alignment ofth& ~ ilicmun~ bqim al 1-44,
approximare1y 4.1 Ian (3 .0 miles) east oftba City of Joplin. W:n proceeds sourh aloq the cxisdng
US 71 corridor 10 the Arbmu aat.c: lina. Those eomminnmn ~ ill tbc MODOT
FEIS ~ llccord ofDecision (ROD) will comiDue to be cZlfarced except u modified by this
Draft and ms.

Tbs Smdy Arca for diis DEIS eacnda from a IOuthern terminu.s mzmrcUOD '\Mith the
aisting US 71 bypass arcund BemaaWle to a connection wilh the plmmed MODOT
improvancms It a point near Pineville, Missouri. This smdy area deliIJnrion was defined ID ti.illy
encompass the rm in both Missauri md Albmu wbicb could potemially be impaaed by
possible nnm: relocarions OD either side of the Bella Vasta commwmy.
!'UBl'OSE AND NEED OF mGHW A.Y IMPJlOVEMENTS

In 1991, the US Coagras idcmificci thc existing US 71 cmridor cm:niing &cm Kums
City, Missouri to ShreYepon,

Louisiana. u

a hish-priori1y corridor. As listed in ibc Inrcrmodal
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sur&ce r~ Emcic:ncy As:t (ISTEA). this cmridar. paaibly tD be wannect 1-49, was
ide:mified as & bigb-priorily DGnh-soudl highway corridar fram che Gulf aCMaico to the
Midwat. Towards dais end, both AHID and MOOOT have beam implementing impsuoanc:nt
programs to upsradc the cmridor to 111 intasme mndanl.

Otba' pmposes fior the US 71 improvmiems which mm from die high-priority cmridar
smms inc1u.de: izn1ircved traffic safety, elinrimrimi ot roadway ddcieac:ies, efficimt opcmions of
the regiana1 transpurmion system improved. local accas, aiffic:iem capacity for future mffic:
condiriom, and ~ access to oarby recrasiona1 & ...T,.ja
•

AL'IERNATJVES
. In accordance widl the prcliminazy scnieaing of' the 'Freeway-Build• Stw:ly Corridars, the
following group of reasonable alternatives were defined and cvahmed.: No-Build AlienmM,
· Freeway-Build Alterative, Freeway Altenmives Wuhia the Far We.st Conidar. Freeway.
AhcmaUves Within the Nc:a:r West Corridor, and the Freeway A1temaiives Within the &isting
Corridor.

W'zthizi each mn•inins prdimizwy Study Corridor (Far Wesi. Nar West and Existinl), a
group af'reasaaable alte:rrmiw freeway alignmmts were ddiDed in grearer d=iil utilizinc c:umm
aerial mosaic maps md topographic data. I'hele rP1sanable ahcnmive af'Sl'"'ems and the
correspondizig labeling nomendann, using sesm=t designatiouS, are shown on Exhibit S-3 in the
DEIS. In addition, u:rial plan plates shawins cac:h of the ahcnmives are prescmcd in Appendix C
afthcDEIS.

Due to the uncen:aimies of the colleaM: abilities of AHID and MODOT to joindy and
instama.neously consaua the freeway improv=JCmS, rqardless of the improvamm co~r, and
due Ul the need to provide shan-cerm impnM::mmzs Ul the existing US 71 roadway far safely
cansiduuions, both interim and Wtimazc iaupcoYaDCDCS were ddined tor each corridor. The
interim improvements would c:onU of short-cam invaanc:nu to address the safely mcl capacity
ccnci:ms of US 71 umil the uhimat: &=way impnJvemam can be caastru=cd thnNghout the
=ire Study Area. Depending on the ultimate fi'eeway almtwive (Far West, Near West or
Existing) and die ccmpaa"bilir:y of the uhima= 5-ceway comuuc:Uan widl the shon-lenll needs of
71, these interim impnmmcms would comi:st of l"Ol!dway-relaied CODSD1ldiml a1q die
existing US 71 Corridor in addition ic what would be required far tbe ultimate heway
comttuaian. For the Near West and Existing >Ju:nwives, the imc:rim impruwmam aqnesent a
sasinl of the ultimale ~ improwiamu mdl chai lia1e ar ao a.ddiciaml consaucbmi would
be m:czssm y.

us

In compliance with Fcdcral rcpl.aiom requiring the c:amideruian af all ra!()111ble
altc:nmives, a tWl set ofimproYemem ahcnwives were causid.ered for US 71. The altcrnaDves
wue defined in accordance with the needs of lbe Study Aiu and tnfBc CClllSidcruions. Tbe
following type:S af improvement caacepu WCR camidered:
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"N..Ba.Bd" Concept• This COacepl caasim afmaianining tbe aisling roadway system plus
any cammimd strat and highway improwmcma widiiD tbe SIUdy Am. Commined
~ incfude Tn.uspcn talion System Mn•pmc:nt ('I'SM) masures applied ta m
existing US 71 roadway. These wms would indudc sigmfizrd ima'Sca:ion camral ll by
imlnec:l:ions, intinecban appraacb. impnmmms and rednmnm mme posted speed (70 kmlh
(4S mph}); Thi!i concept provides a buis of mmparisaa
tbe demminatian oftbe beu6ts md
advenc impaas ofdlc other ili:qno'il'Clll&m altcmmiva.

mr

"Noa-Freeway • lllqlrovemem ta Emtiat Boadway Omcepc - This cancept would involve
retraiitting the exisdng US 71 roadway lO the 1\lllest mm&. '""'"able to meet mture uavel
demmds and safety n=ds. This com:cpt would not pn:Mde a hcway impravemeat. These

rmams would email a c;ombiimrian ofroadwaywidcnin& impraval access c:mmal and TSM

lmprovemeim. B~ tlDi ~would not pnMde a freeway imprawmmt. it would not
comply with the high-priority corridor in=mm mndard.. Consequemly, this concept was not

considered 1brthc:r.
"Freewlly-Bllild" Coacept - This concept would involve the CODStnJction of a beway &cility
either 11t a new locmon or along the existing US 71 aligmmm.. Based on currem land use and the
built.up mvironmem ofW: Bella VI.ft& ua., several pre:limimry c:airidors have been idcmiDed -

Far West, Near West, Existing md East. Exhibit S-2 in the DEIS shows the loc:abons of the
Study Cmridars..

Other Caacepa - Public tr.msporWicm ~ such u bus mymma and rail tr.msit, were
considered as multi-modal options to the roadway ahcrnatiws. Due ta me l.aclc ofland use md
population densities aml due ta the highly dispersed trip originldcnination dimibudons o!the
SIUdy Area. public trmsporwion alteJnarives were net considered a reuanable alternative to the
proposed action.
·
COMMENTS

ms:
1A

1B

The mn~ cornm=u are now being offered fer cansiderUicm in preparation of the .

1. Ou page S-19 in the DEIS there is memicm of a MODOT EIS/llOD dm will provide the
basis mr any sWnequem mvironmemal invesDgmicms, pemms, or mitigm:ioa for the interim
imp1ovem=u in Missouri.. his further smcd that, • tOr the Far Wes Altcnmivc which is the
p:telcned altrmativc, the impaca ofthe.imerim improwmema wauld be pnicessed ibroup the
MODOT EIS and any ultimate irnprovcmem impaas would be processed through this
documrm .. The cumulazive impacu of thc emirc project shauJd be presenu:d and considered
iogcther. NEPA prohibia the sqpncritarion ofprojeas. A clear ccpl1na1fon ofmis concern
should be provided in tbe FEIS.
Pap 1-14ofrheDEISsmcsthat1i'omage reads would be wiiizal when needed tc provide
access tc propaiies.. Framage roads ere also re:fCTed to in odle:r para af'tbe document. It ii

2...
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undarwhccber the &omage roads cum:ndy
or wbdhc:r'ay would be conmuced or
improved. If net already includal iD. tbiJ analysis, the primmy, "'7"Hlmy and c:umuWM impaas
af the D1mtap roads mast also be di•n•sseci and addressed in the FEIS.

1C

J. Pap m-16 oftbc DEIS stata m. the soil mnq" ia£N ··au tar Mc:Domld Couaty,
Millouri, bu not been cmnp1cted. The information • o• • • 1ed iD. die oomp!,eted soil mrvcy lhould
be made available 10 the appropriate resaun:e agencies fOr review ud comm= Please address
ill the FEIS.

1D

4. Pap m-21 discnsses 1loodplain \ocaDoas. All c:mmruaiaD sbould take place above lhc
hmdRd yar i!oodplaiD. to pn:v=it adverse mvinmmemal, social md economic: impacts 1lm
lllisht .muk ii-om rmmruaion in tbc floodplain. Cnmpti•0 ce wida 1bc rioodplam Execmive
Order should be fiilly discussed ia the FEIS.
·

1E

S. The discumon af secondary azid c:umu1azive impldS assoriaf...t with the Far West Ccrri.dor
on page IV-5 appears solely U> address secoudaiy and cnl!ll•larive impacts as they might occur in
1bc Arkamas panicn of the smdy ara.. Discussion aftbe secrmdary and cum.i1adve impacu of
this ahenmive as they would affect McDoiWd Coumy, Missouri, should also be clixuacd,
Please address in the ms.

1F

6.
Discussion of Wml.and impacs cm pap IV-7 oflbc DEIS is dependcm cm soil survey
infommion. This infonnatian WU 1IOt available for McDon:ald"Coumy, Missouri.. Wbm ibis
infi>mwion is available, the preliminary enjmucs ofimpaca lO f'mnland soils should be rniscd to
reflect information provided in the completed soil Sl.lrWY· This infammiml should be made
available to 1bc appropri2te rcsoun:c qmcia fbr review md cmnmrm: Addl!lonally, the DEIS
smcs that the Far Ws. Con:idor would have me IDOSl semndary and cmm•lative impacs to
&nnlands. .Ercrt should be made tc impaa u few aaes of prime and other valuable fiirmlanci as
possible. Please discuss ibis issue ill the FEIS.

7.

It is smed OD page IV-24 of the DEIS that twa small. emirdy wooded prapmies In

1 G :Missouri would be bisected if the Far West Ahemuivc is sclcded mr c:cmaucion. Ifbiseaion is
~e, care shoWd be um. to bisect the propcnics throuP as short a dimnce as possible.
Please discuss ·in the ms.

1H

I.
Pase IV-33 of me DEIS dillO"!IC!I burning aaivitic::I that would be undcnakcD u pan of
the c:onstruc:iion phase of the final pnijea. To the extent possible, "IVUte muerials genamed u a
result of highway and bridse projem sbould be reused or recyded. IA the case otuees cm down
cturms c:onsuucticm, they sbauld be sold far lumbe:r or c:amposl and DOt burned 'Wbich would be a
WISIC af a radily usable resoan:e. Buming may also impose m quality impaas md require
addition c:oardinatian wUh the SbllC air comrol •grnries Discussioa on mese resource
<:OmaVllion acivitic:s and the potcnbaJ air quality impaas should be cfismsvd in the FEIS.
9.

Page IV-43 disa1sses waur quality impaas ami smes, "Far those roadway wegmenta widl
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predicted tnfac ~ over 30,000 vehicles per day, durina prdimbmy roadway desip.
smdies sJDuld be undcnakm ta wesa the need mr collectian l1ld U'elDDCm cf roadway nmof[Tbb sntemcnt sbauld be revised ta swe, " ••• studies viJ1be1llldaukm UI assess lhc need far
cadedioa ad trcanncDt of roadway rurm1[• AdcfirionaDy, tho C:Olii!"i11oem should be made that
if'thole smdies reval the need for colledioll md b'eatmellt of roadway nmafl"tbat systems will be
putintD place ta 1ccnmpQsb die collecdon llld ftlllDlllm afdle JWIOi£ NmiDllllly, rnadway nmotf'.is a major &ctcr camribuang to mmpoim IGUrCC poDution dllll degrades envirgnmamJ
resaun:es such as sumce and Fund wucr. Please addn:ss in the fEIS.
10. Page IV-43 of the DEIS stmes 1hat small. individual or poorly constructed wells locmd in
the Springfield aquifer cauld be impacred during
u.d/or opcmimi of all ahcnmives.
The FEIS should ide:mify and discuss mitipima lim will done m prevmt ~ iDqmm m the
Wells and these who rely on them u a source ofdrinking "M!m'. For mmpb:, the impaded wells
should be impraved (sramed dawn a cauin number affi:ec, raised and surrounded by a concrete
pad, etc.) to pnnea those who rely on them. Please address mis concern more fully· in the FEIS.

consaucaon

1J

1K

1L

1

M

1N

11. Page IV-44 of the DEIS qly staies that cumularivelseconcfary imp1CU to w.ucr quality
wauld QCQU' due to the induced development u the new intadwiges and possibly along the new
right-of-way. There is no fUrthcr discussicn as ta what the specific impactn1ay be or how they
will be mitigated.. A mare cnmplctc discnssioa should be included ta make the public fiJlly aware
of -what the a.cual impacts of the project J?&Y be.. Please discuss in the FEIS.
12. The discussian of the =istin; a1temmive 011 pap IV-44 oftbe DEIS mtcs tJm tho most
impacted dninage would be Uttle Sugar CRCk which is located immediately adjacent ta much of
the altcmative where little clihltian would occur before nmc1f e:mers the stram. Again, mmgatioll
acDviiics that would be men to minimize the advme impacu to watc:r quality if this ~ is
chosen should be discussed here. A commitmem should be ma.de by tbc project peat:ianers to
address adverse enviranmcnQI jznpKtS that may rcsuk by building any af the project options.
Please discuss in the FEIS.
13. Page IV-45 of the DEIS cfisrusses impacts ta Hallow C&Ye shcuJd the Far West Altcmative
be sdcacd fer ccnmuction. The cave symm is said to be exmisive and to comain running .
wuer. Given the inha=t value in maim1ining dMnc md rare ~ such u caws like
Hollow Cave. the preferred a1ignnu:m, at leul as far u it aff'ects Hollow Caw, sbould be avaided.
Please provided disci"simi on this canccm in the FEIS.

14. Page IV-45, u wdJ u page 'CV-77, indudes a discussion ofpotc:m:ial impacts UI Hmlo11
Cave. The cave is identified as a hahim cave for the Gray Bat. Alihougb no bats were praem in
the cave in 1996., it is possible tlm they may aearch out die babita l l a luer date. To baddiD and
cap the cm:ranc:e would essezuially be a habiw loss to the Gray Bal. Any lltemalive. or, more
lpecifically my portiDD of an a!tcnmive aligmnem, which mighl impact this cave should be
avoided. Discussion on this cana::m and coordiml:icm with the US Fish and Wildlife Service and
the n:spccDve Sme wildlife and fishery agcncics shauld be pnMded in the FELS.
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15. The discussiaa of'the :&iszial .Altemalive oa page IV-46 smcs dm W'md Cave. m
em:nsive cave system which c:omaim numiDg wmr would be impacted if' tbe Exiniq .AltauDve
is c:bcseD far c:anstrw;tion. Again, there is illherem wlue ill smjnrpinmg dMne and rare
raources sucb u caves lib Wmd Caw ad t:Vffr/.dart sbould be made to avaid discurbing Wmd
Caw. Plc:ue provide dim•ssinn iD the FEIS.

16. In tbc m;,,.niou on wcdamls on 911* IV-51 of the DEIS. the ••"' · mt is made that,
'"Whm impacu are unavoidable, mcy should be mininrizrd and me impacted we!lands resources
should be mmgued and erihmi:ed m the mm pnczical.• A lisi of some WRS that •cou14"
be taken ta miuuuiz:e the impaas to walands and other aquatic resources arc listed. It is not
stated that those dFcrts will be tabn ta protect the wedmds and other aqumic resources.
Amnher mil:igmion rmqy mm is :mt t"rminned is the coumuc:tian of wetlands tO replace lbOS6
tluit are lost 0r severely impacu:d due ta project construeiion. Coamucwl wcdands sbculd be
ccnsiclemi by the project petitianer1 Please pnMdc dc:finil:ive disn1 1 sion DD this issue in the
FEIS.

17. Pages IV-61 diraugh IV-65 of the DEIS dixuss me projcci a1tcmaliva in light of the
nllmbcr of str=mt crossings each would require and the number or forest bloc.ks mm wauld be
1Q bgmented by ibe ccnmuaian af'the various project segments In all cases, to 1he emm
possible, the ti:west DWDher offi:>Rst b1odcs sbauld be mgmenred and the &ws mams
cnmed. In addition, when forest blocks must be fi':agmrmed or sums must be c:rassed they
should be hgmemed ar crossed for as liuJe a distiltlce u possible to nliuimiz:e &clverse impaa:s.
Plc:ase disnnsed fully.!n 1he FEIS.
18. Pap IV-06 of the DEIS states, "Minimizing .habitat npnenminn i:s one of the
cclisideruians of the alternatives~ Other remedies iDcludc tree replacement programs,
bridgin1 mcams rather than msralling culverts. and insraUing artificial wildlife canidors.
Ahhaugh these remedies arc listed, thCR is DD cammilmem to utilize them in final project
c:anmucrion aad maimcmw::c. To the mcm po.ssiblc. commimicm sbculd be made as to what
remedies will be employed ta minimize impacts so dm the public is fUlly aware of the
ramiii~ of all af tb.c a1tcnmives.. Please provide discussion on this issue in me FEIS and the
I

1R

...

ROD.

15

19.
hp IV-61 of the DEIS s:wes tluit tlooding Nies a.ssoci•rfti widl the Far West .Ahcnmlive
are minimal.. In IDOthcr pan of' the doc:umem: il is smed that other dcvelopmem
(ccmmcrciallresidcmial) will likely occur ll a more accelerated pace in die area sumnmding die
Fv West A1tcnmive ifil is c:hosc:a tor CoasaudiolL h follows that &:iodine risks would aim be
iDacased due to devdopme:m of the area swmunding this al1mmive. Those sccondaiy llld
cmnuWive impacts are not discussed nor aR miriprion mc.asura. A discussion afaD ofthe
impaca reblcd UI the cansuucDon of an altcnmivc sboWd be prescmcd co die public. Pta.
inccrpmte in die

ms.

1T

On page lV-68 af the DEIS ia a discunion ofMdCisic Creek which mm, -rbc sew:ral
bridges ncccsmy far tbe main roadway md various ramps 111 this imerchanp would most lilcc1y

20.
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7
be deaimearat tu babim or wil.d.1ife and odicr beneficial !oodplaia wJucs. Precmnions 'WOUid be
tam to minimize impacts ou tbc ara' I naiuzal stac." Tbe mjrjprion ma.sum Ulat wauJd be
rakm sbou1d be disaissed in derail. Please illl:mpam in the ms and lhD llOD.

1U

21. 'Ille Near West Altenmive disruSHd cm pip IV.Q of'lbe DEIS swa tUi this ahmmi¥e
wuuld requin: the reJDcarinn of'tbe creek dmmel b: abaul lOO JD&Url. This ii a signifitaar
change to me mmral cmiaw and shauld be avoided if'paaible. ItdU altcmlllM ii IClcmd
miriprinu measures should be tU;m to ..pnimizo the impms af tbe mam r.Jomicm md dmK
mirignima m
sbould be discussed widl me pub&: md 8PPfOPrimc resoun:e •pncia the
same u111meenr applies to the discussion of Goodin Hallow funhc:r dawn an pap IV~. PJax
discuss in tbe ms and • ROt>.

n.

1V

Owr 'Che pm two decades. W:re has been inaasing cancem over environmental. impacts
in mizlamy and law-income popuWiam. To addral these cam:c:rm. Presidcm Cimon signed
Exeanive Order 12191, "Federal .A.Cions u:i Address EzMromm:ma1 Justice in Minoriry
Populations and Low-Income Populatians" (hereafter, E.O) on February 11, 1994.

NEPA mmdares lblt Fedcnil agencies &Dy c:aasider llllvir'onmemal &ama when proposing
a=iviDes, proanms. and policies which have lhc pou:mia1 tO sipffinmrly aB'ccl die
lmmm euYiromnaa. Although soci.aJ md ,,,,..,,,..;c impacts ~ always bcal a considcmion ill
NEPA reviews, the Excattiw Order bighlighu 'die na:essily to bea.cr imegmc tbe consida1ltimi
ofbumm health. social, and econamic c:1feas im.o the NEPA process. The EO calls far mDei;t.ion
and analysis ofinfoxumion on race, national origin. im:ome level and other approprim.e
intbnnatiOA for areas SUl?'OUDding FOjeas dm have cxpeaed eavironmema1. hc:alth and ecoaomic
c:fli:ct en those pcpuluicns.
ID rcfi::rcnce tc these ccn.cems, the FEIS should indude a section to address Environmcmal
Iusacc ~ tlm addmses and idcmifies as appropriate, wbedler the p1 dated aaion may
c:ausc dispropcrtionatcly high and adwrse eaviromnem:al. e&c:a in minamy and low-income
populaliom. We have enclosed a a:ipy ofihc EPA draft guidana Gil NEPA implemmnricn of
the EO for guidance purposes..
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June S, 1998
Ms. Elizabeth A. Romero

Federm Hi&hwaY Administration
3128 Federal Office Building

Little Rocle. AR mo 1

RE: Benton County - General
Section 106 Review - FHwA
·Draft Environmental Impact Statement for US 71
Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald Coimty,
Misspwi, Bella Vista to Pineville
Dear Ms. Romero:

My staff~ reviewec;I. the above referenced draft environmcnlaJ impact statemenL We cannot
concur that the ..Far West Alternative" is the best route fur the protection of cultural resources.
The tables in the report indican: that 31 Standing structures and 5 n:corded arc.heological sites are
located in the ~ section of this alternative. Two standing sciuctures (BE662 and BE2 l 7"!J ·
an: listed in the Nation.al Regilter ofHistoriG PW;ea, and some of the other historic properties
may be eligible for listing. Therefore, we recommend that another project route be selected..
We do concur that cultural resources SID'Veys be conduc~ to identify and evaluate historic

2A properties in the project area. Additional comments on National Register eligibility and
PART 1 ~c:iits of effect (as per 36 CFR Part 800) can be made upon receipt of this additional
informalJon.

Thank you for your intcrt:st and concern for lhe cultural heritage of Arkansas. If you have any
questions, please contact George McCluskey of my staff at (501) 324-9880.

-~-

CBS:GM
cc: Mamas State Highway &: Transportation Department
Arkansas Arc:heologicaJ Survey
1!100 T - 811i141ati

•m C- ·

UW. lea.~ 7Zl01 • ,.._(Sil) 3:U.9UO
Fa {Sil) Jl4.911' • n>D (501) l:IA-9911
A !>iwlslaa al U. ~ Ill Alti-al Hujqp
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~

HJSTORIC
PR£SE:RVM10N

PROCRAM

July 20, 1998

Mr. 11mathy C. Klinger
.Director
Historic Preservation A.ssoeiatc:i

P.O.Bml064
Fayetteville, AR 72702
RE: Benion Gounty - General
Section 106 Review - FHwA
U.S. 71 Location Study- Bella Vista to Pinc'Ville
Dear Mr. Klinger:

2A
PART

My staff'h:L1 reviewed the architcctural IqJOrt and additional infomiar:ion submitted an the draft
cnviroamcmal impact statemrnt on this undertaking. While issues regarding the Far West
Alternative route have been clarified. we
it is prcmaDlre ta make an asse<11rment of effect
?on historic properties. A nt1mber of the.stlmdmg struc~ descnl>ed are very close to the
~ighway right-of-way. Since these sttuc1mC3 arc also fca%urcs ofarchcological sit.C3, potentially
signific:am archeological deposits asroc:iaxed with these properties could be affected. Therefore,
we recommend that the Federal Highway Administration proceed with an an:hcologica1 survey.
.We can make an asscmncnt of cffi:ct upon receipt of a report on this investigation.

believe

Thank you for your im:crcst and conc:em. for the cultural heritage of Ark:msas.. If you have any
questions, please contact George M~luskey of my staff at (501) 324-9880.

CBS:OM
cc: l'cdczal Highway Administration
Arlcamas State Highway cl: Transportation Department
HNTB Corponllion
Arkansas Archeological SID"Vey
1.500 ,__ lhiWlllS • m C - • IJl&lo Jla<a..-1Zllll ·,_<"II) Jl4.NIO
.... GIUl) :Qlo91l4 • 'IllD <'Ill) 32f.!11111
A.Dioaao(U. ~

•-HailoiF
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ARKANSAS NATURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION
1500 TOWER BUILDING
323 CENTER STREET
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS mot

•

.

.

Dae rune 23, 1991
Subject: Dra4 Emiramnemal Impaa Statement
,
U.S. 71, BcDa VJSta to Piaeville
ANHCNo.; F-USDT-98-003

Lynn P. Malbrough
.Azbmaa Highway and Truisportation Dept.
P.O.Box2261
Liltlc 1lock, All 72203-2261
Dear Mr. Malbrough:

Stiff memben of the Arbnsas Natural Heritage Commission have reviewed the Draft
&viromnema1 Impact Statement (DEIS) fer the proposed improvaDc:m of'Bighway 71 :from BeDa
VJSta, Arlcmsu to PincviDe, Missouri. The DEIS defines md c:vahwes the reasonable project
lltcrnatives u "No-build" and '"Freeway build". Three corridor alignments are addressed under
the '"Freeway Build" ahernative: Far West, Near West, and Emting Corridon.
CQastruc:tius the .frecwa.y on the Far West conidor has been identified in the DEIS as the p.rd'crTed

alumative.

JA

JB

JC

The Far West altematM: would have the grczttcst direa and indirect adverse enviromncntal
impacta. This arC:a is cwrendy undeveloped; placeinmt of a road would significandy fragment
mi= habitat. The road would encourage a much higher lcvd of developmatt at a much &seer
nic thm would athawise occur. This typo offragtm:ntation and developmem has significant
impacts. to J18tive plama and animals. llecent dcclinc3 in mmy bird populations have been
anributed to habitat fi:agmeritation. Dcvdopmmt in this type ofkarst topography can result in
dcgradm:ian of not only SUifacc water, but also groundwater. The mstcncc of many ofthefish
and other aquatic orpDsm.. ofOzarlc nn:ams arc dcpc:ndcat on good water quality. Species in
cave stt'cam9 are highly susccptilile to water qmftty changes. The Ulliquc cnviromnmts ofBenton
CQUDty are lcnDwn to support many 3GISitivc species. Although few have been reported for the
Far Wesi carridor, this is libly indicative of a lade of compRhc:nsive inventory, ratbel' than an
absence of species.
.

Beau.sc of the substanrial environmc:mal costs of' the Far West altenmive, this agcnq f3.vors
c:aostruction of the highway aJons the aisrin& corridor. Construction along this alignment would
maintain aisting developmcnl pattema, and. in the long nm, have fBr Zwa- adverse envinmmema1
impacts. In the event that tnffi.c capaci1y concems beyond the year 2020 are deemed to be
imumwuntable fcr tbi:i al1cma.tivc, more detailed comidc:raiion and evaluation of the Near West
Aa A...,cy., 111& . . . . . . . ot Arkauu Hailqoc All~~ J:mplDJa. . _ (501) JU.M1' I :ru (SOl) J2'-'611 / 'I])D (501) 324-nll
llap-Jlwww~.llllllllc/
.
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altauative is wamutcd. This c:mridor may provide many of the bcacfits of the Far West
Altenmive, with fi:wa' adverse cnviramm:ntal coosequenccs. Beause the area is already being
developed, the overall pan.em and rate of new dcvdopmem on the landscape would not be grady
altered. .Additionally, bec::awe mw:h of the laod .in this area has been set aside: for &ture
dewlopmem, redesign oftbc: community to accommodate the new highway still seems to be a
'liable optioa.

The opportunity to camment g appreciated.
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Engineering and Technical Services Division
Regulatory Section

Mr. Lynn P. Malbrough
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
P.O. Box 2261
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203-2261
Dear Mr. Malbrough:
Please reference the· Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for the upgrade of U. S . 71 to interstate standards between
Bella Vista and Pineville, in Benton County, Arkansas and
McDonald County, Missouri, Docket No. FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-D.

4A

It appears from a review of the Draft EIS and our
discussions that the "Far West" ·a lternative is strongly being
considered as the preferred alignment for the proposed upgrade.
Also,·: the Draft indicates ..that this alignment would only require
fill in "waters of the United States" for bridged crossings that
may be authorized under Section 404 Nationwide Permit No. 14.
Should this be the case, detailed plans of each bridged crossing
should be submitted to this office for a final permit
determination ' well in advance of any work.
We appreciate your cooperation in this process. The
evaluation of your project will be given high priority and all
procedures will be expedited to the extent possible.
If you have
any questions, please contact me at (501) 324-5296 and refer to
File No. 13862.
Sincerely,
SIGHED

Larry J. Harrison
Project Manager

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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C.opy Furnished:
Roward Needles Tammen & Bergendoff Architects Engineers
Planners, 1201 Walnut, Suite 700, Kansas City,
Missouri 64141, ATTN:.Mr. Daniel E. Van Petten
Missouri Highway and Transportation Department,
P.O. Box 270, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
Mr. Glen Justis, Regulatory Section,
c/o Upper White River PO
Ch, Water Resources and Environmental Branch
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66101-2406

April 9, 1998

Elizabeth A. R0111ero
Pederal Highway ~istratian
3128 Pederal Office Building
Little RocJc, AR 72201
Dear Ms. Romeroa

Subject:

5"

Draft Environmental Impact Statement
US 71 Benton County, AR and Mcdonald County, MO
Bella Vista to Pineville

This is to acknowledge that the subject draft
environmental impact statement has been received by this
office. It is being reviewed by Lance Long, Environmental
Officer.
Mr. Leng will review the statement and provide
ccmnents, if any, directly to you by June 5, 1998. If you
· do not receive a reply within this time frame, you may
assume we have no comments.

Officer
cc:
Lance Long, 7AD
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RESPONSES TO AGENCY COMMENTS

Comment codes are used in this section to reference the specific agency letter that the
responses correspond to.

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

1A

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: The cumulative impacts of the MoDOT improvements along the existing
US 71 alignment through the Study Area (i.e., Interim Improvements) and the US 71
freeway improvements (i.e., Ultimate improvements) were considered in the EIS. As
stated on Page S-19 of the Draft EIS, "For the purposes of evaluating the "FreewayBuild" Alternatives, the cumulative impacts of the ultimate and interim improvements
were considered." Consequently, the impact estimates presented in the EIS (e.g., Table
S-3) reflect the total, cumulative impacts of the proposed action. The statement that the
impacts would be processed through each respective EIS was intended to clarify the
relationship and governance of any future environmental investigations subsequent to
each EIS. This statement was not intended to usurp the issue of cumulative impacts.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Summary, E.2

1B

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: As stated in the EIS, frontage roads would be provided with each
"Freeway-Build" Alternative to maintain access to adjacent properties. Since access to
the freeway improvements would be controlled and limited to only interchange locations,
frontage roads would be necessary to maintain local access and connectivity. In some
cases, an existing roadway may serve as a frontage road. In other cases, the frontage
road may be a new roadway. In either event, frontage road requirements have been
identified for each "Freeway-Build" Alternative and are shown in the Plan Plates
(Appendix C). The impacts of the frontage roads were included in the assessment of the
alternatives, including secondary and cumulative impacts.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV- Environmental Consequences, A.2.b

1C

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Since the completion of the Draft EIS, the NRCS has prepared detailed
soil maps for only a portion of the area in southern McDonald County, associated with
the corridor locations. The publication of the McDonald County Soil Survey Report is
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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anticipated between 2001 to 2003. Although the soil mapping for the corridor sin
McDonald County is not yet complete, farmland impact estimates for the •Freeway-Build"
Alternatives have been updated to reflect this latest information, dated Fall 1998.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, B

1D

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: As observed, Chapter Ill - Affected Environment describes the existing
NFIP regulated streams in the Study Area in the context of defining the natural setting
which potentially would be impacted by the proposed action. Pursuant to Executive
Order 11988, Floodplain Management, May 24, 1977, and subsequent FHWA policies
and regulations regarding floodplain encroachment, location hydraulic studies were
conducted to assess the consequences of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. As stated in
Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, Section 0 - Floodplain Impacts, there are no
practicable alternatives to avoiding encroachments into floodplains. However, measures
would be incorporated into the roadway design to minimize impacts and comply with
floodplain regulations. Though construction would be required in some unavoidable
floodplain areas, impacts to base flood elevations would be in compliance with NFIP
regulations.
Assessments commensurate with the environmental impacts were
conducted and documented regarding 1) increased flooding risks, 2) impacts to natural
and beneficial floodplain values, 3) support of probable incompatible floodplain
development, and 4) possible measures to minimize harm.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:
Chapter Ill - Affected Environment, B.4.c; Chapter
IV - Environmental Consequences, 0.2

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

1E

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Based on current development synergies, it is anticipated that any
secondary impacts created by the Far West Alternative would be focused in Benton
County. Though the chance of induced development in McDonald County would exist, it
is likely that the secondary and cumulative impacts for McDonald County would be
minimal. There is currently very little development initiative in western McDonald County
and it is not anticipated that the Far West Alternative would change this trend. Any
induced development would likely occur near interchanges, and there would only be one
in McDonald County - Route 90. (The Route H Interchange would be constructed as
part of the MoDOT improvements to the north.) Because convenience commercial
facilities are already present at Route H and US 71, there may be little incentive for
similar types of development at Route 90. Furthermore, the topography in the vicinity of
the interchange of Route 90 and the Far West Alternative is not conducive to large-scale
development.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, A.2.b
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COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

1F

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: As referred to in Comment 1C, since the completion of the Draft EIS, the
NRCS has prepared detailed soil maps for the southern portions of McDonald County,
especially ttie areas south of Pineville. The publication of the McDonald County Soil
Survey Report is anticipated between 2001 to 2003. Farmland impact estimates for the
"Freeway-Build• Alternatives have been updated to reflect this latest information, dated
Fall 1998. The Draft EIS utilized the best information available at that time.
Due to the proximity of the Far West Alternative to farmland areas, it is reasonable to
conclude that it would have the greatest potential for secondary farmland impacts. Many
factors would affect the degree at which secondary development impacts farmland.
Efforts should be taken by Benton County, the City of Hiwasse and Bella Vista to
manage any development created by the Far West Alternative.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Response to Comment 1C; Chapter
Environmental Consequences, 8.2.a

IV

-

1G

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Woodlands of 16.2 ha (40 ac) and 202.3 ha (500 ac) in size were used as
evaluation factors in determining the overall rating of the various alternative alignments
and their respective links. It was not feasible to avoid all wooded tracts. However, efforts
were made in the alignment location studies to minimize the impacts to wooded areas.
In addition, during design development activities, refinements of the alignment would be
performed to further minimize any impacts to wooded areas.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, E.4.d

1H

U.S. ·Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, Section U - Construction
Impacts, presents a discussion regarding the recycling of construction-related materials.
As stated, MoDOT will consider the use of MDNR's Waste Management Program.
Furthermore, contr~ctors would always have optional construction methods available at
their discretion regarding the removal of trees, including the reuse of trees as lumber or
compost. Environmental impacts during construction are discussed in Chapter IV Environmental Consequences, Section I - Air Quality Impacts, Section J - Noise Impacts
and Section U - Construction Impacts. These sections state that on-site burning, if
performed, would be conducted in compliance with local laws and state regulations for
US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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such activities. Those agencies that regulate these activities are included in the
circulation of this EIS. In addition, contract requirements would place prohibitions on
burning activities in accordance with MoDOT and AHTD procedures.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, U.1.b
and 1.3

11

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: For those roadway segments with projected volumes in excess of 30,000
vehicles per day (vpd), MoDOT and AHTD are committed to performing additional
studies to assess the need for stormwater runoff collection and treatment measures.
These assessments would be conducted as part of preliminary design activities and their
recommendations would be implemented by the highway agencies.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV- Environmental Consequences, K.1.b

1J
'

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: During the design and construction process, impacted wells will be
identified and monitored. If wells or water quality are impacted, they will be repaired or
reconstructed to modem standards and regulations.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, K.1.b

1K

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Section A - Land Use Impacts in Chapter IV - Environmental
Consequences states that all of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would provide
increased attractiveness for economic development, thus having the potential of
secondary impacts. In the case of the Far West Alternative, by providing new freeway
access to land areas currently not easily accessible and undeveloped, the freeway
improvements would undoubtedly increase the rate of development in the. area.
However, the effects of this new access on secondary impacts would be mitigated by
three primary factors.
First, the undeveloped areas west of the Far West Alternative do not have the
infrastructure necessary to support land development and the existing Bella Vista
development has the infrastructure and considerable capacity for additional residential
and commercial development. Secondly, the current, relatively slow rate of new housing
starts in Bella Vista suggests that even if the distribution shifted to the west due to the
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Far West Alternative, the secondary effects would be minimal due to the lack of
development intensity and density. Finally, because US 71 would be a freeway.with only
one access point west of Bella Vista, the scope of any induced development would be
fairly limited due to the controlled access limitations and the constraints of the
topography.
For the Near West Alternative, similar mitigating factors would exist. Increased
development resulting from the US 71 improvements would likely lack intensity and
density. In addition, access from the freeway would be limited to one location near
Route 340.
For these reasons, it is concluded that secondary impacts to water quality for the
relocation alternatives would be minimal. A prerequisite for systematic impacts to water
quality is intense and dense development - neither of which would be reasonably
anticipated as secondary impacts. Any light development west of or within Bella Vista,
whether resulting from the US 71 improvements or otherwise, would likely result in
additional septic sewage disposal systems in the area. However, the type and intensity
of the development, and the existing regulations governing residential sewage disposal,
would effectively mitigate any indirect water quality impacts.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, A.2.b
and K.1.b

IL

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Commitments have been made by MoDOT and AHTD to assess, as part
of preliminary design, the need for runoff collection and treatment measures for the
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives. For the Existing Alternative in the areas adjacent to Little
Sugar Creek, changes to the existing roadway stormwater runoff characteristics (i.e.,
flowrate, points of discharge and pollutant burden) would be minimal. In this area,
extending generally from the state line to the US 71/US 71 B Interchange, changes to the
impervious surfaces would be limited to isolated interchange construction and some new
frontage roads. The location and extent of the US 71 roadway surface, where the traffic
volumes would exceed 30,000 vpd, would not change from what currently exists.
Regardless, best management practices would be employed in the design and
construction of the "Freeway-Build" Alternative.
The Far West Alternative (Preferred Alternative) is not located along the Little Sugar
Creek floodplain.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, K.1.b

1M

Environmental Protection Agency

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)
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RESPONSE: The Draft EIS identified potential impacts to Cave Hollow should
Alternative FWA2. be selected. However, Alternative FWA3, which would avoid Cave
Hollow, was selected as the best alignment in Segment A for the Far West Corridor.
(The Far West Alternative was recommended as the preferred alternative.)
Consequently, Cave Hollow would not be impacted by the US 71 improvements.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, K.2.b

1N

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: As stated in the EIS, a field investigation of Henson Cave was conducted
in the summer of 1996 for the purpose of determining its status as a maternity site for
the gray bat. From this field review, it was the conclusion of the MoDOT biologist that
the cave is unsuitable as maternity habitat or as a hibernaculum due to the high level of
human disturbance. This conclusion was reported to the various agencies at the EIS
scoping meeting held on July 30, 1996 and in the Draft EIS.
Prior to the investigation completed in 1996, the issue of impacts to Henson Cave was
addressed by MoDOT's EIS for US 71 (1-44 to State Line). Coordination with the USDOI
was completed as part of this earlier EIS, including issues relating to caves, water
quality, and threatened and endangered species impacts. USDOI offered no comments
regarding Henson Cave in its review of the earlier EIS. A Record of Decision for the US71 improvements (1-44 to State Line) was executed on September 14, 1992, thus
authorizing MoDOT to proceed with design development. Henson Cave was not
considered an outstanding issue or an issue requiring measures to minimize harm. This
ROD would govern the interim improvements for the Far West Alternative.
Since the Draft EIS was issued, additional coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife
Service was conducted to verify the significance of the impacts to the cave. It was
confirmed that the cave, for the reasons identified by the MoDOT biologist as described
above, was not viewed as a significant resource and was not an issue requiring
consultation or special design considerations.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:
and P.3.b

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, K.2.b

10

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: The Draft EIS identifies potential impacts to Wind Cave should the
Existing Alternative be selected. (Wind Cave is located in Segment D of the Existing
Corridor.) However, the Far West Alternative was recommended as the preferred
·alternative, and consequently, Wind Cave would be avoided by the freeway
improvements. In addition to the freeway improvements, the Far West Alternative would
include interim improvements along the existing US 71 roadway in Missouri in the vicinity
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of Wind Cave. However, all construction would be contained within the existing MoDOT
right-of-way in the vicinity of Wind Cave. The existing MoDOT right-of-way is located
downstream of the cave. Therefore, Wind Cave would not be adversely affected by the
Far West Alternative's interim improvements.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV- Environmental Consequences, K.2.b

1P

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Section 404 Permits have been granted by the US Army Corps of
Engineers for the Far West Alternative (ultimate improvements) in accordance with the
provisions of the Department of Army Nationwide Permit No. 14 in McDonald County
and the Department of Army General Permit GB in Benton County. MoDOT and AHTD
will adhere to the provisions of these permits, respectively. Measures to minimize harm
to wetlands have already been incorporated into the route selection. Furthermore,
construction methods and limitations would include those items listed in Chapter IV Environmental Consequences, M.3, as stipulated by the permits. Through the more
detailed wetlands investigations of the preferred alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative)
conducted subsequent to the location public hearing and as supported by the issuance
of the permits, it was determined that no jurisdictional wetlands would be impacted by
the Far West Alternative. (One wetland site was identified, but commitments have been
made by AHTD to avoid this resource during the design phase.) Consequently,
construction of wetlands to replace wetland losses is not proposed. Impacts to Waters
of the U.S. were identified in the permit applications and resulting permits such that
crossing types (culvert or bridge) have been identified. Bridges will be utilized, as
identified in the permits, to avoid impacts to the Waters of the U.S. The Section 404
Permits are located in Appendix E.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, M.3;
Appendix E

1Q

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: The issues of forest block fragmentation and stream encroachment were
both considered as factors in the development of the roadway alignments and in the
evaluation of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. During the alignment studies for the
alternatives, all practical care was taken to avoid undue impacts on both forest and
stream resources. The Section 404 Permit process also addresses stream resources.
As articulated in the response to Comment 1P, commitments have been made as part of
the Section 404 Permits regarding the clear spanning with bridges or the construction of
drainage culverts for stream crossings.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, M.3
and N.2.a; Appendix E
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1R

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: As articulated in the response to Comment 1P and 1Q, commitments
have been made as part of the Section 404 Permits regarding the clear spanning with
Specific
bridges or the construction of drainage culverts for stream crossings.
commitments for tree replacement and the installation of wildlife corridors are not
included beyond the standard provisions or procedures of MoDOT and AHTD regarding
these particular issues.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, M.3,
N.2.a and N.2.b; Appendix E

1S

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Section A - Land Use Impacts in Chapter IV - Environmental
Consequences states that all of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives would provide
increased attractiveness for economic development, thus having the potential of
secondary impacts. In the case of the Far West Alternative, by providing new freeway
access to land areas currently not easily accessible and undeveloped, the freeway
improvements would undoubtedly increase the rate of development in the area.
However, the effects of this new access on secondary impacts would be mitigated by
three primary factors.
First, the undeveloped areas west of the Far West Alternative do not have the
infrastructure necessary to support land development while the existing Bella Vista
development has the infrastructure and considerable capacity for additional residential
and commercial development. Secondly, the current, relatively slow rate of new housing
starting in Bella Vista suggests that even if the distribution shifted to the west due to the
Far West Alternative, the secondary effects would be minimal due to the lack of
development intensity and density. Finally, because US 71 would be a freeway with only
one access point west of Bella Vista, the scope of any induced development would be
fairly limited due to the controlled access limitations and the constraints of the
topography.
For these reasons, it is concluded that secondary impacts to floodplains for the Far West
Alternative would be minimal. A prerequisite for systematic impacts to floodplains and
water quality is intense and dense development - neither of which would be reasonably
anticipated as secondary impacts for the Far West Alternative.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

·Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, A.2.b
and 0.2.
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COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

1T

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: McKisic Creek consists of a linear aquatic habitat corridor with edge
terrestrial habitats along the channel bank fringes. Immediately downstream of the Far
West Alternative's crossing of the Creek's corridor, the channel and floodplain have
been previously altered by the Bella Vista Waste Water Treatment Plant complex and
the existing US 71 roadway crossing. Upstream of the Far West Alternative, the Creek
is relatively ·unaltered except for adjacent agricultural activities. Though it is unlikely that
the Creek's corridor provides wildlife access to a larger habitat system due to the
preexisting barrier created by existing US 71 and the Bella Vista development to the
north, the Creek is an important resource from a local perspective. Consequently,
precautions would be taken as part of design to minimize impacts to the floodplain.
These precautions would include spanning the channel with bridge structures and
carefully placing bridge substructure foundations outside of the channel and its banks.
This commitment is included as part of the Section 404 Permit granted for Benton
County (see Appendix E).
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, 0.2.a;
Appendix E

1U

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: As discussed in Summary, Section D - Summary of Major Impacts, 1.
Study Corridor Alternative Alignment Evaluation (Phase 1), the best alternative identified
within the Near West Corridor for Segment F was Alternative NWF2. This alternative
alignment was identified as the best due to the impacts of the other alignment options on
Gordon Hollow Creek, its associated wetlands and the Scottsdale Golf Course.
Therefore, if the Near West Alternative was selected as preferred, the channel relocation
of Gordon Hollow Creek would be avoided.
The Far West Alternative is the preferred alternative.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Summary, 0.1.b

1V

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

RESPONSE: Environmental Justice was evaluated as part of the corridor and
alignment selectiori process. Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, Section D
provides an assessment of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives and concludes that no
adverse disproportional impacts to low income or minority population would result for
any of the alternatives.
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APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, D.1

2A (Part 1 and 2)

Arkansas Historic Preservation Program

RESPONSE: In a letter dated June 18, 1997 from the Arkansas Historic Preservation
Program (Appendix I), eight potentially NRHP-eligible architectural structures were
identified within the preliminary Far West, Near West and Existing Alternatives in
Arkansas. This letter was in response to documentation submitted for review for 50+
architectural resources in Arkansas. A similar review was conducted in Missouri, and as
documented in a letter from MDNR on October 15, 1997, no structures were determined
to be eligible in Missouri (Appendix I).
Since the initial review by the Arkansas SHPO, alignment refinements have been
performed to each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives to minimize the direct impacts of
the improvements to the NRHP-eligible resources. Potential impacts to several of these
sites were eliminated due to the selection of the best alternative alignment within each
Study Corridor, and then by the selection of the Far West Alternative as the preferred
alternative. Consequently, the preferred alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) would not
directly impact any NRHP-eligible architectural structures.
Furthermore, it was
determined by the Arkansas SHPO after the issuance of the Draft EIS that none of the
potentially NRHP-eligible 'structures in the vicinity of the Far West Alternative would be
adversely affected by the project. No additional work is required regarding architectural
resources in Missouri or Arkansas for the Far West Alternative. Documentation to this
effect is included in Appendix I.
The preferred alternative would not impact any known archeological sites in Arkansas.
Similarly in Missouri, the ultimate improvements for the Far West Alternative would also
not impact any known archeological sites. However, the interim improvements would
impact seven known sites along the existing US 71 roadway.
Phase I archeological investigations of the preferred alternative (i.e., Far West
Alternative) were conducted subsequent to the location public hearing. As determined
by the Missouri and Arkansas SHPOs, only one site, located in Benton County, would be
impacted that has the potential of containing significant information that can contribute to
prehistory and history. A Phase II investigation of the site 3BE634 was performed and it
was determined to not contain intact subsurface cultural features or deposits or
otherwise have the potential to contain information important in prehistory [36 C.F.R. §
60.4(a)]. Therefore, no further work is recommended for this resource.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Summary, E.4.b; Chapter IV Consequences, Q; Appendix I
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RESPONSE: While it is stated in the EIS that the Far West Alternative would have the
greatest direct and indirect adverse environmental impacts, the alignment of the Far
west Alternative was chosen to maximize the avoidance of undue impacts to native
plants, animal habitats, and forest fragmentation. Subsequent design development of
the preferred alternative would continue to refine the roadway alignment to further
minimize any adverse impacts to aquatic and terrestrial resources. The selection of the
Far West Alternative as the preferred alternative was based on an overall, balanced
review of the engineering, traffic, environmental and social issues.
Plats for the areas west of the current development show that expansion of the Village to
the west is planned. Bella Vista Community maps for the western areas of the Village
identify the area as uReserved for Future Developmene. Even with the implementation
of this future planned development, the western area is not anticipated to experience a
large amount of growth. The undeveloped areas west of the Far West Alternative do not
have the infrastructure necessary to support land development. However, the existing
Bella Vista development does have the infrastructure and considerable capacity for
additional residential and commercial development. The current, relatively slow rate of
new housing starts in Bella Vista suggests that even if the distribution shifted to the west
due to the Far West Alternative, the secondary effects would be minimal due to the lack
of development intensity and density. Finally, because US 71 would be a freeway with
only one access point west of Bella Vista, the scope of any induced development would
be fairly limited due to the controlled access limitations and the constraints of the
topography.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:

Chapter IV - Environmental
Summary, E;
Consequences, K.1.b, P.1 and N.2.b

3B

SOURCE:
Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission
RESPONSE: Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect the quality of surface
water and ground water.
Chapter IV, Section K.1. b states that no specific karstic
features were identified during the literature search and field reconnaissance. Field
reconnaissance activities consisted of on-site verification of recorded or known cave
features, and observations of the areas around the alternative alignments. Impacts, if
any, would likely occur in the upper, unconfined Springfield Plateau Aquifer - not greatly
affecting the value of the resource from its present state. Furthermore, MoDOT and
AHTD have committed to study in more detail the need for stormwater runoff collection
and treatment measures. To be determined by these studies as part of the roadway
design development, uBest Management Practices" or BMP's, would be followed during
preliminary design, final design, and construction. BMP's, utilizing structural and nonstructural systems, can effectively minimize the impacts to water quality. Structural
BMP's such as detention ponds, filters, infiltration basins, grassed swales, and
constructed wetlands use mechanical means to remove pollutants. Other non-structural
BMP's such as street sweeping, debris and litter removal, and control of fertilizer,
pesticide, and herbicide use can control pollutants.
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During the design and construction process impacted wells will be identified and
monitored. If wells or water quality is impacted, they will be repaired, reconstructed, or
replaced to modem standards and regulations. Furthermore, should an unknown cave
feature be discovered during the design or construction process, appropriate measures
would be implemented to possibly avoid or mitigate the concern, as deemed necessary.
A description of the resulting action should this occur is provided in Chapter IV Environmental, Section K.1.b.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, K.1.b

3C

Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission

RESPONSE: While it is true that the Far West Alternative has the greatest direct and
indirect adverse environmental impacts, it can be seen in the summary that other factors
such as traffic safety and overall system capacity were strong influences in the decision
to select the Far West Alternative. Traffic capacity concerns beyond 2020 would not be
suitably met by the Existing Alternative. This alternative would reach its capacity by
2020 and additional lanes would need to be constructed, generally in the southern
segments, to efficiently serve the travel demands beyond 2020. There are also tight
physical constraints with the Existing Alternative, resulting in inherent difficulties with
future roadway widening. If the study horizon was extended beyond 2020, this
alternative would not be the lowest cost improvement and its adverse impacts to the
surrounding environments would be measurably greater.
As stated in the EIS, much of the Bella Vista population is comprised of elderly drivers
so safety is a major factor in selection of the preferred alternative. The Far West
Alternative would provide the best crash benefits in terms of safety. The Far West
Alternative also has the ability to effectively separate the local trips from the through
trips, thus improving traffic safety through the Bella Vista area.
From a long-range planning perspective, the Far West Alternative would provide a
superior framework for the long-term transportation needs of the Study Area. The
benefits of greater overall system capacity, traffic safety, improved local access, and
little to no adverse impacts to existing business/commercial facilities during construction
all support the decision to select the Far West Alternative as the preferred alternative.
As mentioned in Comment 3A, the plats for the western Bella Vista area show that
development of the western areas was already planned for future expansion. This
designation is evident on the Bella Vista Community map for the western area, identified
under the title, MReserved for Future Development". Also, a prerequisite for systematic
impacts to water quality is intense and dense development - neither of which would be
reasonably anticipated as secondary impacts for the relocation alternatives.
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:

Summary, E
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SOURCE:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

RESPONSE:
In compliance with the Section 404 Permits, detailed plans of each
bridged crossing will be submitted to the office of Engineering and Technical Services
Division, Regulatory Section for a final permit determination and well in advance of any
work. . This will be completed for all bridged crossings as identified in Nationwide Permit
No. 13862 for McDonald County and General Permit No. 13862 for Benton County (see
Appendix E).
APPLICABLE REFERENCE:

COMMENT CODE:
SOURCE:

Chapter IV - Environmental Consequences, L.2.a
and M.2; Appendix E

5A

U.s. Department of Housing & Urban Development

RESPONSE: None
APPLICABLE REFERENCE: None
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US 71 LOCATION STUDY (Bella Vista to Pineville)

Design Criteria Summary (Metric)
Criteria Type
Roadway Type

Freeway

Arterial

Collector Route

Local Road

Ramp

Fully-Controlled
(Fully-Limited)
Interchange I Grade separated

Partially -Controlled
(Limited)
Mixed

Partially Controlled
(Limited)
Mixed

Partially-Controlled
(Partially-Limited)
At-Grade

Fully-Controlled
(Fully-Limited)
N/A

11 o km/h(70mph)

100 km/h(60 mph)

90 kmlh(55 mph)

60 km/h(40mph)

100 km/h(60mph)

Design Vehicle
Horizontal Curvature (Min.) (Radius-Meters)
Vertical Grades (Max.)
Vertical Clearances (Min.) (Meters)
- Over Roadway
- Over Railroad
K-value
- Crest (Min.-Des.)
- Sag (Min.-Des.)

WB-15
500
4%

WB-15
395
4%

WB-15
305
5%

SU
125
10%

WB-15
395
5%

5.1
7.2

5.1
7.2

5.1
7.2

4.8
7.2

5.1
7.2

80-151
43-62

62-105
37-51

43-71
30-40

14-18
15-18

62-105
37-51

Number of Lanes

4 Lanes

As Required

As Required

2 Lanes

As Required

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.3

5.4 - 1 lane
7.2 -2 lane

1.8
3.0

1.8
3.0

--

2.4

1 .2 (Diamond)
1.8 (Diamond)

Design Feature
Access Control
Intersection Type

Geometrics

Cross Section

Design Speed

Lane Width
Shoulders
- Inside
- Outside
- Inside
- Outside
Median Width (Meters)
Cross Slope
- Driving Lanes
- Shoulder
Grading Side Slopes (Vertical:Horizontal)
- Clear Zone
- Fill (Max.)
- Cut (Max.)
Ditch Depth (Min.) (Meters)

Drainage

--

1.8

3.0 (1 Lane Directional Loop)

18

--

--

--

--

2.0%
4.0%

2.0%
4.0%

2.0%
4.0%

2.0%
4.0%

2.0%
4.0%

1 :4 to 1: 6
1:3
1:3
0.5

1:4 to 1: 6
1:3
1:3
0.5

1:4 to 1: 6
1:3
1:3
0.5

N/A
1:3
1:3
0.5

1:6
1:3
1:3
0.5

50-Year
100-Year
10-Year

50-Year
100-Year
10-Year

50-Year
100-Year
10-Year

25-Year
50-Year*
10-Year

50-Year
100-Year
10-Year

Design Frequency
- Culverts
- Bridges
- Pavement Drainage

* 1OD-Year for regulatory streams
Note: This table is a compilation of AHTD and MoDOT design criteria and standards specifically developed as a total-project methodology for this project.

APPENDIX A

APPENDIX B
Preliminary
Corridor
Screening

Preliminary· Corridor Screening Matrix (Tier 1)
EVALUATION FACTOR

UNITS

FAR WEST CORRIDOR
HIGH
LOW

.
Length
Order-of-Magnitude Construction Cost

Staged Constructlon
Change In 1996 Regional MOE's1'1l
Dally Vehicle Kiiometers Travelled
Dally Vehicle Hours Travelled
Average lncniase in Speed
Local Access

Hazardous Waste Sites
Cultural Resource Sites
Wetlands
Ponds
Streams Ontermittent and perennial)
Floodplain Crossings
Parldand
Natural Features
Terrestrial Communities
Dry Umestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Umestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Dry Umestone-Dolomite Cliff
Unim roved Pasture

.'

--'.'lo.I. · ~..

_ij~~~,,~

NEAR WEST CORRIDOR
HIGH
LOW
~

-·

EXISTING
CORRIDOR

EAST CORRIDOR
HIGH
LOW

.,

'~~ 1

Meters
$(Millions}
Raling1'l

31,800
$121.97
1

29,920
$114.42
1

30,550
$103.38
3

29,300
$98.32

VKT (1,000'&)
VHT
Kilometers/Hour
Ratlng 11l

2,222
42,390
2.8
3

2,222
42,390
2.8
2

1/013
31510
Number/Hectares
Number/Meters
Meters
Type/Number
Number
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

-

36,900
$138.29
2

$109.~

3

25,700
$95.14
4

34,612

2,216
42,690
2.3
3

2,218
42,690
2.3
3

2,169
42,210
1.8
4

2,233
43,020
2.3
3

2,233
43,020
2.3
2

0/0/2
113/0

21613
10/1/0

7/0/0

15/11/0

1211/0

3/0/0

50/13.1
6/'l,043
700
0/0

38/8.3
4/1,219
290
0/0
0

39/13.9
11/4,511
2,670
0/0
3

3419.6
9/3,535
1,670
0/0
3

18/8.2
16/5,839
3,660
0/0
5

49/14
15/6,978
3,070
0/0
5

30/8.4
9/3,565
1,980
0/0
3

0
615
10
0
418

0
513
5
0
285

45
468
11
0
279

45
431
0
0
257

39
139
2.5
8
185

97
539
7
0

49
413
0
0
347

2

.

2131'2

482

..
Impacts to Existing Structures
Numbet•>
151/27131
87/14/13
37/20/62
2215138
Residential
Numberl'l
2312
11/2
9/9
on
Business
Public Use
Number
2
0
0
Rating<•>
3
3
3
3
Environmental Justice
Raling11 >
4
1
Noise Impacts
4
2
2
Re lonal Land Use
Rau (1)
4
4
Notes:
(1} Rating Scale
5 - Excellent, 4 • Good, 3 - Fair (No Effect}, 2 - Marginally Poor, 1 - Poor
(2) High/Moderate/Low Risk
{3} ArcheologlcaVArchitecture/Historic
(4) Houses/Mobile Homes/Outbuildings
(5) GeneraVPoultry
(6) Existing US 71 speed set at 73 kph (45 mph) for Far West and Near West Corridors and 65 kph (40 mph} for Eastem Corridor.
(7) Existing system 1996 Dally MOE's: 1,341,000 VKT; 43,524 VHT; 49.6 kph (30.8 mph) average speed.

8812/0
100/2
10
3
3
5

109/52/62
19/13
0
3
4
3

4913128

4/3
0
3
4
3

Preliminary Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (Tier 1)
Far West Corridor
-·- ···------- ---- - -- EVALUATION FACTOR

Length
Order-of-Magnitude Cost (millions)
Staged Construction
Regional MOE's (VKTNHT)
Local Access

-- - - - - - - -

UNITS

A1

A2

B1/C1

B2/C2

01

02

E1

H1

H2

Meters
Dollars
Rating(!)

8,100
$31.98
1
(n.a.)
2

7,700
$34.96
1
(n.a.)
2

6,250
$24.40

5,950
$26.86
1
(n.a.)

10,000
$26.14
2
(n.a.)

9,020
$26.45
2
(n.a.)

3

2

5,650
$28.29
2
(n.a.)
2

5,850
$26.49
2
(n.a.)

2

1,600
$5.41
2
(n.a.)
2

0/010

0/0/0
2/0/0

0/0/1
0/0/0

0/010
0/0/0

0/0/0
0/3/0

1/0/0
0/4/0

0/0/1
1/0/0

0/0/2
0/110

4/1.0
1/610
150
0
0

27/7.3
0/0
0
0/0
0

22/5.1
0/0
0
0/0
0

0/0.0
0/0
0
0/0
0

11/3.0
2/549
150
0/0
0

8/1.6
2/671
180
0/0
0

Kilometers/Hours
Ratin 111

1
(n.a.)
2

2

..
Hazardous Waste Sites
Cultural Resource Sites
Wetlands
Ponds
Streams (intermittent and perennial)
Floodplain Crossings
Parkland
Natural Features
Terrestrial Communities
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Cliff
Unim roved Pasture

Displacements
Residential
Business
Public Use
Noise Receptors
Re ional Land Use

1/0/0
Number/Hectares
Number/Meters
Meters
Type/Number
Number

8/1 .8
1/335
0
0/0
0

7/1.4
3/762
370
0

1/0.2
1/335
140
0/0
1

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

0
134
0
0
110

0
131
0
0
98

0
180
0
0
8

0
166
0
0
12

0
62
5
0
235

0
134
10
0
125

0
36
0
0
12

0
131
0
0
42

0
118
0
0
49

Numberl4l
Numberl51

1/1/0
0/0
0
0
4

1/0/0
1/0
0
0
4

0/0/0
0/0
0
0

1/0/0
0/0
0
0
4

16/4/23
0/9
0
0

16/14/34

4/1/12
0/0
0
0
4

1/0/3

15/4/16
8/0
0
0
3

Number
Number
11
Ratin '

Notes:
(1) Rating Scale
5 - Excellent, 4 - Good, 3 - Fair, 2 - Marginally Poor, 1 - Poor
(2) High/Moderate/Low Risk
(3) ArcheologicaVArchitecture/Historic
(4) Houses/Mobile Homes/Outbuildings
(5) GeneraVPoultry

010

3

4

017
0
0
3

010

4

Preliminary Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (Tier 1)
Near West Corridor
EVALUATION FACTOR

RI

.·;

·-

UNITS

.

Length
Order-of-Magnitude Cost (millions)
Staged Construction
Regional MOE's (VKTNHn
Local Access

•'"'"

;:. ~::-'

S.:0tlAL.

~.:_: ''"; ·~,,~·}- "".-~~·).!..' • ·-~-~

~·"·~ - :$.:~.t.

4,000
$13.03

Meters
Dollars
Ratlng<11
Kiiometers/Hours
Ratlna<1l

·).~ ~:.;. ~-~~~~~~~.......~-·~" Jj/'--~

Hazardous Waste Sites
Cultural Resource Sites
Wedands
Ponds
Streams (Intermittent and perennial)
Floodplain Crossings
Parl<land
Natural Features
Terrestrial Communities
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Dry Llmestone-Dolomlle Cliff
Unimproved Pasture

A1

81

A2

:E!l·'
~
2,400
5,350

1·Mjff-:

B2/D3/E3

F2/F31F4

F1/F4

·;~Y;-· .''"!!~~!: ·1 .~~ · -.;.-. ~'O~·~;.:;s:.:,r:.-

-~

.,

..

$11.26

$5.87

3
(n.a.)

3
(n.a.)

3
(n.a.)

2
(n.a.)

(n.a.)

2
(n.a.)

2
(n.a.)

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

... "''

. 1.~ ·:·~.i\"-"'Lz•c

· ~·

.·•"P'J'l• ..... ...&

1/0/0
0/0/0

1/3/0
2/0/0

Number/Hectares
Number/Meters
Meters
Type/Number
Number

512.6

21853
300
0/0

2/0.4
31975
1000
0/0

1

2

9

16
64
0
0
39

56
0
0
56
~~.-'!

,•

4,700
$16.87

5,600
$16.59

4,500
$16.00

2

.,..; .. ~.·.•·:.:,.:

4,450
$14.67
2
(n.a.)

0/0/1
2/0/0

. r;::''•r-,:-....-

C1/D2/E2

4,650
$18.52

Number'21
Number-'1

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

C1/D1/E1

.:.,,; .,~.:~~... ".:"·.'.ii'-1.i.·.•····'""' ·"""

4:,. ' ·· •

....,~

;:c.,,>."~.:-.-..~ ·

0/0/0

0/0/0

31010

31010

0/3/0
5/0/0

4/1.6
1/335
0
0/0
0

3/0.6
311,677
510
0/0
0

310.6
311,433
1,190
0/0
0

412.9
1/823
200
0/0
0

611.4

4
0

16
64
0
0
56

16
67
4
0
49

16
76
4
0

·o
0
0

-:--r ...: --···~ ..~l~~.~-~ ..-.!.,..:..

::·")Ft ·".c,.,,,,."J..

."., r,i;:~.. ~· -,-~.-. •£..• •

54
.< '::t•:;:·:-.'.li',

0/0/0

010/0

h.

_{"!"; .. ·:

0/0/0
0/0/0

F2/F5

G1

4,400
$15.24

2,850
$10.41

5,650
$28.29

5,850
$26.49

2
(n.a.)

2
(n.a.)

2
(n.a.)

2
(n.a.)

3

3

3

3

;f.iA.~

·; .:::•·''I :.,. t~~.,, J.;~'i ~~ : .~... l;if.;.""',.i'.~ -~~-" 0/010
0/0/0
0/0/0
01010

7/2.0
0/0

611 .4

0
0/0
0

0

0
0/0
0

0
79
0
0
42

0
91
7
0
35

0
83
7
0

:~*.,,.,.,.. ~.

!~".:; ~i

:~ .'!..-·~. ::i;

6/1.6
0/0
0
0/0
0

0/0

H1

0/0
0

43
i..- . .- ·~ · .... ~

.

oio

0

50
0
0
36

~:.!~

". ~ ...-.~:_

H2
.!

····-+-, ...•. ,;:,·

_:,:;:

~'·

_...-..::

0/0/1
1/0/0

0/0/2
0/1/0

11/3.0
2/549
170
0/0
0

8/1.6
2/671
180
0/0
0

0
131
0
0
42

0
118
0
0
49

....

;

~~~ ·~·'"'1·~,....'flfJ:-:,;• ·~;i.;

Displacements
Residential
Business
Public Use
Noise Receptors
Reqlonal Land Use

Numb9r41
Number'IJ
Number
Number
Rat1rni1l

Notes:
(1) Rating Scale
5 • Excellent, 4 ·Good, 3 • Fair, 2 • Marglnally Poor, 1 • Poor
(2) High/Moderate/Low Risk
(3) ArcheologlcaVArchitecture/Hlstorlc
(4) Houses/Mobile Homes/Oulbulldlngs
(5) GeneraVPoultry

4/0/0
0/0

61010

24/1/0

12110/1

5/11f2

65/12/1

23/214

3219/0

3319/0

411/9

;i/O

Q.12

0

9/0
0

0

0
0

8/0
2
1

9/0

0
0

0/0
0
0

3/0

0

0/0
0
0

0

0/0
0
0

1/0/3
0/0
0
0

3

3

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

4

0
2

2
2

15/4116
8/0

0
0
3

Preliminary Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (Tier 1)
Existing US 71 Corridor
EVALUATION FACTOR

UNITS

A2

A1

:~~~J.~i:.i:;at:~.~~Ftfrg~;,~;;~~~)~[. ·. ;r
~·~-t-E'~
~:~''~~~?]~I.:·.~:',~,..,~.:,.:
~-~.~·
~ ~..~··~i·~~ .. w·

81

Meters
Dollars
Ratlng< 1>
Kilometers/Hours
Rating<1>

4,000
$12.60
3

5,350
$11.26
3

•• ~...·~~~_,·:'~,~~
2,400
. $5.44
3

3

3

Hazardous Waste Sites

Number(2>
Number<3>

0/0/1
21010

1/0/0

Cultural Resource Sites
Wetlands
Ponds
Streams (Intermittent and perennial)
Floodplain Crossings
Parkland
't_atural Features
1irrestrfal Communities
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Cliff
Unimproved Pasture

Number/Hectares
Number/Meters
Meters
Type/Number
Number

5/2.6
21853
300
0/0
1

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

Length
Order-of-Magnitude Cost (mllUons)
Staged Construction
Regional MOE's (VKTNHl)
Local Access

82

~71:?.r'·

C1

01

. ::.=;~ ,-........ i!;i'!IJ.t~ ~-.... .-.i :

1,800
$6.67

1,200
$3.73

10,950
$55.44

3

3

5

3

3

3

4

0/0/0

1/3/0
210/0

0/210
510/0

0/210
·01010

0/4/1
6/11/0

210.4
3/975
1,000
010
2

4/1.6
1/335
0
0/0
0

211.8
1/823
200
0/0
0

210.8
21823
360
010
0

3/1.0
7/2,030
1,800
010
2

9
56
0
0
56

16
64
0
0
39

4
0
0
0
0

5
8
0
0
41

0
5
2
0
29

5
6
0.5
6
0

Number<4>

4/0/0

13/1/0

4/0/0

0/0
0
0

61010
3/0
0

24/1/0

Number<5>
Number
Number

B/2
0
0

510

4/0

0
0

0
0

17/0/0
80/0
10
10

Ratlng< 1>

5

5

Ratlng<1>
Ratlng<1>

4

4

5
2

4

4

5
2
3

5
5
5

.

Displacements
Residential
Business
Public Use
Noise Receptors
Land Use
Regional
Local (Existing)

Local (Planned)
A 400' corridor was used for alignment D-1.
Notes:
(1) Rating Scale
5 - Excellent, 4 - Good, 3 - Fair, 2 - Marginally Poor, 1 - Poor
(2) High/Moderate/Low Risk
(3) ArcheologlcaVArchltecture/Historfc
(4) Houses/Mobile Homes/Outbulidlngs
(5) GeneraVPoultry

0

4

5
1

5

Preliminary Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (Tier 1)
East Corridor
EVALUATION FACTOR

UNITS

A1

A2

81/82183185

84185

86

C1

01

02

E1

E2

F1

F2

Meters
Dollars
Rating(')
Kilometers/Hours
Ratlna('l

4,000
$12.60
3
(n.a.)
3

5,350
$11.26
3
(n.a.)
3

15,220
$57.55
2
(n.a.)
3

13,650
$49.71
1
(n.a.)
2

13,900
$76.67
1
(n.a.)
2

1,550
$4.05
1
(n.a.)
2

5,500
$16.05
2
(n.a.)
2

5,880
$18.32
2
(n.a.)
3

3,800
$13.75
2
(n.a.)
2

4,too
$12.15
2
(n.a.)
2

152
$3.64
2
(n.a.)
2

800
$3.81
2
(n.a.)
2

Number'21
Number'>

0/0/1
2/0/0

1/0/0
0/0/0

2/6/0
7/0/0

112/0
0/0/0

0/2/0
0/0/0

0/0/0
0/0/0

0/1/0
0/1/0

0/0/0
0/0/0

0/0/0
1/0/0

0/0/1
3/0/0

0/0/0
0/0/0

0/0/1
0/0/0

Number/Hectares
Number/Meters
Meters
Type/Number
Number

512.6

2/0.4
3/975
1,000
0/0
2

1313.8
512,164

1313.6
2/853
350
0/0
2

310.8
7/3,901
1,200
0/0
2

310.8
0/0
0
0/0
0

1313.2

2/853
300
0/0
1

1/457
240
0/0
0

1413.6
1/427
0
0/0
0

2/0.4
21792
300
0/0
0

10/2.6
11457
300
0/0
0

2/0.4
0/0
30
0/0
0

2/0.4
0/0
30
0/0
0

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

9
56
0
0
56

16

56
151

35
205
0
0
168

24
233
0
0
113

0
28
0
0
14

0
58
7
0
104

0
54
0
0
123

16

64
0
0
39

78
0
0
21

0
52
0
0
72

0
8
0
0
0

0
22
0
0
0

10/0/5
0/0
0
0
3

5/1/10
0/0
0
0
3

0/0/0
0/0
0
0
3

tniiwfj·

Length
Order-of-Magnitude Cost (millions)
Staged Construction
Regional MOE's (VKTNHT)
Local Access

Hazardous Waste Sites
Cultural Resource Sites
Wetlands
Ponds
Streams Ontermlttent and perennial)
Floodplain Crossings
Parkland
Natural Features
Terrestrial Communities
Ory Umestone-Dolomlte Forest
Ory Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Cliff
Unimproved Pasture

730
0/0
0

0
0
178

~-~--~~·~llS~~~~?.~.~~-~~-~~!l!i!l!il-~,l!~ri!rli!11.!!!!~ril·ll~·~·~-~~5il-!l:!,......
ii!:!.!E:!
,._· ~~!l!'!'.~~~~~~llll!~t·~~!l!ii~~ll-~~!ll!llilllill~~~~~~r!~Displacements
Number•>
Residential
Number&l
Business
Public Use
Number
Noise Receptors
Number
Ratlna(1>
Reaional Land Use
Notes:
(1) Rating Scale
5 - Excellent, 4 - Good, 3 - Fair, 2 - Marginally Poor, 1 - Poor
(2) High/Moderate/Low Risk
(3) Archeologlcal/Architecture/Historic
(4) Houses/Mobile Homes/Outbuildings
(5) General/Poultry

4/0/0
0/0
0
0
3

6/0/0
310
0
0
3

63146124
1612
0
0
3

18135121

14/1/9

2/12
0
0
2

1/4
0
0
2

6/1/4
0/0
0
0
3

1211/17
0/1
0
0
3

9/3/10
0/1
0
0
3

1311n
0/0
0
0
3

APPENDIX B
Reasonable
Alternatives
Evaluation

Existing Corridor (May 1997)
Reasonable Alternatives Evaluation Matrix
SEGMENT
EVALUATION FACTOR

Kilometa11

11.8

.

c ~• • ,

...-

2f1

2o'.2
NA

Kllomete11
HOUll

~~

Ponds: Other
Sttaama: Intermittent
Streems: PeniMlal
Floodplain (100 Yeat)
Floodplain Crosslng.o
Threatened and Endangered Species
Natural Community lmpads
Dry Umestana-Dolomlte Forest
Dry Mesic Umestana-Dolomne Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Woodlot

Unimproved Pastwa
Habitat Fragmentation
Prime Fannlends
Statewide Important Fannlend
Visual and Aesthetic Considerations
Air Quality
Cullurel Resources
Predictive Art:heologicat snes (lmpad Probsbilily)
Previously Recorded An:heotoglcal Sites
HlstottcSltes
Architaclurat snes
Hazardous waste snes
High Risk
Moderate Risk
Low Risk
Natural Features and Caves

lmpads ta Existing Structures
Residential
House
Mobile Home
Business
General

Poultry
Public Use
Nols• lmpads
NAC Receptars
Additional "SubstanUar lnaeaae Recepta11
Total NAC Receptars Along ElClatlng US 71
CompatibiDty w/ Currant Land Use
Long-Term Regional Investment
lmpads ta Businesses Dwtng Construction
Economic Conslderations
Highway User Cost Saving•
O&MCosta
Environmental Justice

Number
Hedares
Number
Hedares
Number
Hedares
Number
Hedares
Heclares
Mete11
Number
Hedarea
Hedares
Hectares
Hedares
Hedares
Number">
Hedares
Hedares
Rating<•>
Rating~>

Rating 1 ~

Number
Number
Number

..

j1)

~~1
f.IA
N.\.

. NA.

..

~

. tfA
NA
~

~~

NA:
p
0

_,

3

o,~

0, 1~

2

'4

0.11

a.~

2
0.11

1
0.03

13,2

8.5
4.9
Q,O

o:o
o;o

59.0
0
3.84
1.28
4
0

.

o.o

17.8
0
4:45

8.00
5
0

.

'
•

.
N,t\

2,9
460
0

26.5

Ni>\

1
.o.43.

4SO

'il'

!It'.
;.

~AA.

... ..,;

.;.';..~

0

1

'

NA

( 0

0.06
3.8

NA~·

~

NA

'

0
0
0
0:00

"1
0,05'
0
O.Oo
9

2.se
8':8
270
0
0.0
6.3

o.<i
0.0
1:3
0
1.85
1.'14

3
0

3
0
0

5'

2
0

5
5
0·

11

2

'8'

Number
Number
Number

1
1
1

o.

Number
Number

3
2

Number
Number
Number

0
0
0

Number
Number
Number
RaUng
Rating
Roting

16

DollOll (Minion)
Dollarl (Million)
Rating"'

11::z

e3'.a·

·NA.·

,

. ·.. ~

wate11 of the U.S.
Ponds: High Quality

,,.

I

NA.

Partdand

.1p,1

,-1.

2l1
45':1
~
NI\.

Ralll1g'"

Number
Number
Number

lUI
\•

~.o

DoUOll (Milllon)
Dollars (Mllllon)
Dollars (MHllon)
Rating<•>
Rating<•>

LocalAccau
Regional MOE'• (2020) Change fn><n "No-Build"
Vehicle Kilomatall al Travel Reduced
Vehlde HOUll of Travel Reduced
Projected Radudlon In Accldanla (2020)
Fatal Accldenta
Personal Injury Accldenta
Properly Damage Only (POO) Accldenta

·D·

A/B/C

-

-

.j;NfilN
Length
Construction Cost
Construdlon
Right-of-Way
Total ConstNctlon Cost
Staged Conslludion
Maintenance al Traffic

'

UNITS

15
7
NA
NA

3
1

6
0

..0

11

Q.

5
D

Ji

WI

~

t-1.A

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0
3

10,
0
312

~
t;lf.
NA
NA
NA
NA

Notes: Data shown In Iha table represent analysis of the altametlves aa of tha date shown.
Adjustments and updates of the dala subsequent ta lhe date shown have occurred and are documented in Iha EIS.
(1) Rating Scale
5 - Excellent (High), 4 - Good (Medium/High). 3 - Fair (Medium), 2 • Marglnalty Poor (Low/Medium), 1 - Poor (Low)
(2) Number al 202 Hectare Forest Blocks (500 Acre Forest etocks)
= Selected Altemativa
? Date Unavailable

Far West Corridor
Reasonable Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (May 1997)
EVALUATION FACTOR

Length
Construction Cost

UNITS

A1

SEGMENT A
A2

Kilometers

7.4

7.2

7,2

· D1 .

·. B2C2

SEGMENTH

D2

5.8

'· . ·• :,, .•·.•.

:~<, 38'.5 .

Construcllon

Dollars (Mitllon)

Right-of.Way

OolJa/ll (Million)

39.8
0.4

Maintenance ofTrafllc

RatlngC1l

NA

NA

.NA ·: ··

Local Aa::asa
Reglonal MOE's (2020) Change from "No-Buikr
Velllde Kilometers of Travel Reduced
Vehlde Hours of Travel Reduced
Projected Reduction In Accidents (2020)
Fatal Aa:ldents
peqonat Injury Accidents
Property Damage Only (PDO) Accidents

Rating'''

NA

NA

NA .

s~::dc;:::;ncost

SEGMENTD

SEGMENTB/C

B1C1

0o:u:~::1o11>

~

40.0
0.4

·;

."

22.8
0.3
23.1

0.4 '

, . :..3:.: <: ·

NA
NA
~;..,

Kllometens
Hours

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

.NA

NA

NA

Number
Number
Number

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

·.NA
NA .
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

Waters of the U.S.
Ponds: High Quality
Ponds: Other
Streams: Intermittent
Streams: Perennial
Floodplain (100 Year)
Floodplain Crossings
reatened and Endangered Species
Natural Community Impacts
Ory Umestone-Oolomlte Forest
Ory Mesic LbnastDne-Oolomlte Forest
Ory Mesic Bottomland Forest
Woodlot
Unimproved Pasture
Habitat Fragmemation
Prime Fannlands
StalBwide Important FBITllland
isual and Aesthetic Considerations
. Quality
Cultural Resources
Predidlve Archeological Silas (Imped ProbabDlly)
Previously Recorded An:heological Silas
Historic Silas
An:hitedW'Bl Silas
Hazanlous Waste Siles
High Risk
Moderate Risk
Low Risk
Natural Features and Caves

Type
Number

0
0

0
0

Number
Hederes
Number
Hederes
Number
Hedares
Number
Hedares
Hedares
Meters
Number

1
0.07
3
0.38

0
0.00
3
0.23
3
0.29
0
0.00
3.8
265
0

Hedares
Hederes
Hedares
Hedares
Hedares
Numbef'I
Hederes
Hederes
Rating!'>
Rating<•>

0.0
58.3
0.0
0.0
31.5
0
1.21
2.02
3
0

Rating<•>
Number
Number
Number

1
0

Number
Number
Number
Number

0
0

0.03
0
0.00
1.1
100
0

House
Mobile Home
Business
General
Poullly
Public Use
Noise lmpads
NAC Receptors
Additional "Substantial" Increase Receptors
Tote! NAC Recaptors Along Existing US 71
Compatibility w/ Current Land Use
Long-Term Regional Investment
lmpads to Businesses During Construdlon
Economic Considerations
Highway User Cost Savings
O&M Costs
Environmental Justica

0.15
3
0.29
0
0.00
4.9

NA

NA

'W
0
0

0

Q

0
0.00
0
0.00
1
0.05
0
0.00

0
0.00
1
0.01
1
0.01
0
0.00

2.5

365
0

0
0.0
58.9
0.0
0.0
3.7
2
0 .40
9.87

250
0

0.0

0.0

63.6

602

0.0
0.0
30.7
0

0.0
0.0
35.0
0

0.60

0.60

3.64
3

3.64
3

0

0

0

0.40
7.92
2
0

1
0
0

1

0

2
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

1
0

0

0
0
0
1

0
0
.¢~,.;': !';~~~i~t"'~ ..:·. ~"i!J;;-."

0
0.00

0
1

·o
0
0

:'..'

NA
.• .,.

~ ~?;.~~ \~~(t~f<~~:~!'?~f ·~~t'~'.!~~t.~'·

Parldand

·. NA.

NA

NA

0.0
50.7
0.0
0.0
9.5

..

'w'
· NA

.NA
NA

NA

-0 ~~~
.
o:

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA
·NA

NA
NA

0
0

o.o

o.

0
0

0.49
0
0.00
0
0.00
0.0
0
0

0.38

0.02

0
2

0
0.00
2

0.33
1.8
150

0.33
1.8
150

0

0

0.0

0.0
44.7
0.0

0.0
48.0
0.0
0.0

1.63

26.1
73.9
0
15.08
33.10
.4
0

0

·o

1
0.08
1

0
0.00

0.0

NA

0.00
2

0
0.00
12
0
0.00
0
0.00
0.0
0
0

NA

'48.5
0.0
13.0

48.6

0.00

0.0
15.9

13.4

3
0

1
325
0.34
3
0

0
0

2
0
0
11

2
0
0
4

2
0
0
4

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
2
0

0
0
1
0

0
0

0
0

10

7
11

2

1

2

2

0

3.25

0.34
2
0

;;.;. __ ···:.~~'! ·

Number
Number

0

Number
Number
Number

0
0

0

0

()

0

2

2

.o

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
j) .

0

1

0

0
5
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

0

0
0

Number
Number
Number
Rating
Rating
Rating

3
NA
NA
NA

NA

0
7
NA
NA
NA
NA

Dollars (Million)
OoOars (Million)
Raling111

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

6

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA

0

1

15

6

48
NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

6

4
18
. NA

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

N.6.

NA
NA

NA
NA

Notes: Data shown in the table represent analysis of the alternatives as of the date shown. Adjustments and updates of the data subsequent to the date shown have occurred and are doa.imented in the EIS.
(1) Rating Scale
5 - Excellent (High), 4 - Good (Medium/High), 3 - Fair (Medium), 2 - Marginally Poor (Low/Medium), 1 - Poor (Low)
(2) Number of 202 Hedare Forest Blocks (500 Acre Forest Blocks)
? nAIA lJMVAilAhlA

1

= Most Favorable
= Seleded Alternative

NA
NA
NA

Near West Corridor
Reasonable Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (May 1997)
EVALUATION FACTOR

UNITS

Length
Construction Cost

Kilometers

eonstruc11on

Right-of-Way
Total Construcllon Cost
Staged Construdlon
Maintenance of Traffic

F1 F1,4,8

2.7

6.7

·a.o

. 10~0

2.f

OoUara (Motion)
Rat1ng<•l
Rating<•J

45.1 . .
NA
NA

:0.2
·10.2
..l'lA
NA

Fatal AcddanlS

Number

Personal Injury Accidenta
Property Damage Only (POO) Acddenla

Number
Number

..

11.6 ·

SEGMENTG

SEGMENT DIE
. D1E1

0o0ars (Million)
DoDaB (Million)

Rating'''

Local Access
Regional MOE'& (2020) Change flam "No-Build"
Vehlcte KilamelBl!I of Trsvat Reduced
Vellic:le Houri of Travel Reduced
Projected Reduction In Acddents (2020)

EXISTING SEGMENT
/llB/C

'.J

6.5

6.6

2e.e

a.a ·: ·. ·

1.9
30.5
NA
NA

2.9·
: ·
NA
· ..... NA :·

26.5
2.4

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

N-'

. Ni..

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA

NA.
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

1
0.08

2
0.15

Number

1
0.06
3.8
490
0

Quelily

CutlUJal Resources
Predlclive Aldleologlcal Sltea (Impact Probability)
Previously Reconled Archeologlcal Sites
Hls!Ofk:Sltes
~eclural ~es

HllZ8/dous Waste Sites
High Risk
Moderate Risk
Low Risk
Natural Features and Caves

Impacts to Exls11ng Structures
Residential
House
Mobile Home
Business
General
Poultry
Public Use
Noise Impacts
NAC Receptor&
Additional "Substanllar lnaaase Receptors
Total NAC Receptora Along Existing US 71
Competibtlity w/ CU!T911t Lend Use
Long-Term Regional Investment
lmpads to Businesses During Construction
Economic Considerations
Highway User Cost Savings
O&M Costs
Environmental Justice

Rat1ng<•l
Number
Number

Number

-··"' '!,;;.;,
0
0

0
0

Streams: Intermittent

Hectares
Rat1ng<•l
RatJng!ll

2

0

0.11

0.00
1

13.2
26.5
0.0
0.0
69.0
0
3.84
7.28
4
0

3
0
0
11

Number

0

Number

0

Number
Number

0

1

0.01

1.2
0
0
11.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
14.4

0
0.00
4
0.59
1
0.12

2

3

0
0
1

2
0
0
1

1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

15
1

14
2

10
1

9

3

1

2
2

6

2

2
0

0
0
1

1

1

0

0

0

0
0

2
0

2
1
0

18
57
NA
NA
NA
NA

31
57
NA
NA
NA
NA

57
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

0

. 4 .
1

3

2

0
0
1

0

0
0
0
0

Number

' 3

2

0
0

0

Number
Number

0
0

0

.o

2

NL.Wnber

0

0

1

Number

23
0

4
6

Number

7

NA

18
58
NA

Rating
Rating
Rating

NA
NA

NA

Dollars (Million)
DoUets (Million)
Rating<•>

NA

NA

NA

.NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

1
0
0

NA

Notes: Data shOWn in the table rapresent analysis Of the allemallves es of the date shown. Adjustments and updates of the data subsequent to the date shown have OCaJ!T'ed and era documented in the EIS.
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0

0
2

1
1

.o
0.00

0.0
0.0
15.9
1
3.25
0.34

o·
2
·O

0
3

0
2
0

0
0

12

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

.NA

2
0
0
3

0
0
1
0

1

4
18
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA .

NA
NA

NA

- = M o s t Favorable

(1) Rating Scale

5 - Excellent (High), 4 - Good (Medium/High), 3 - Fair (Medium), 2 - Marginally Poor (Low/Medium), 1 - Poor (Low)
(2) Number ol 202 Hectare Forast Blocks (500 Acra Forest Blodcs)
? Data Unavailable

,

0.08
1
0.02
0
0.00

0.0
46.0
0.0
0.0
13.4
0
3.25
0.34
2
0

1
0

NA
NA
NA
NA

0

0.0
44.7

0.0
49.5

0

NA

0.00

.: 0
0.00

0

0.0
28.8
0.0
0.0.
8.4
0
0.00
0.00

0.0
40.2

2.0

12o

I

0

0

0
0

0.0
46.B
4.0
0.0
14.9
0
1.90
3.24
1
0

0.0
40.8

0
0
0

2

0

2

0

0
0
0
0

0.0
37.3
4.0
0.0
14.3
0
2.66
8.14
1
0

o.

0.33
1.8
150
0

10.07

0
1·

3
0.18
3
0.52
0
0.00
1
0.11
2.3
230
0

"

2

·O

3

3
0.18
3
0.52
0
0.00
1
0.10
2.0
120
0

_··

NA
NA

0.33
1.8
150
0

0.0
10.0
0
1.90
5.17

0

0
0

~·
... ..., ..,..

NA

2

0.0
9.4
0
2.66
10.07

0.40
4.85

.

•

NA ·. •
.NA • ..

NA
NA

0.38

1

0.0
9.4
0
4.03

NA

NA
NA

NA

1

0.10
3.7
160
0

I

NA

NA.

25.4
2.3
27.7
NA
NA

0.12
0
0.00
0
0.00
0.0
0
0

Number

Number

NA ..;.

.NA

NA

.·

,·, .. .. NA ":-_·,·

NA
. NA

1

Hedares

30:~

. ,_NA

0.01

Numl>el"'

NA :. ·

.

. NA'

2

Hectares
Hllclat8s
Hedares
Hectares
Hectares

: Ni.

.;;,(;: ;~1-:;.~

NA

0.11

Hectares
Meters
Number

a.a. ;

. 13.9

NA

Number

Floodplain (100 Year)
Floodplain Crossings
Threatened end Endangenld Species
Natural Community lmpada
Ory Limestone-Ootomite FOteSt
Ory Mesic Umestone-Oalomite FOfesl
Ory Mesic Bottomland Fonist
Woodlot
Unimproved Pasture
Habitat Fragmentation
Prime Farmlands
Statewide Important Farmland
Vosuel and Aesthetic Conslderallona

' 13.3.

NA
NA

28.4
2.0
30.4
NA
NA

28.7
2.5
31.2
NA
NA

6.1

·, ~

NA

Hectares
Number
Hedares
Hedares

. •.·..:. f;.5 ,·: ..

NA

Ponds: Otller

Slleems: Perennial

.

NA

Type
Number
Hectares

.3.4

H2

NA

Number
Waln of the U.S.
Ponds: High Quality

6.6

'.

~.

Partcland

6.5

·
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Reasonable Alternatives Evaluation Matrix (May 1997)
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engtl1

:ons1Ncllon Cost
Construdlon
Right-of-Way
Total Conatrudlon Cost
l8ged Construction
laintenance ot Tralllc

m~: ~~i~i~~~'$'fffl.{~· ~~1m~?1~;!~-

15.3

7.2

5.5

11 .3

6.5

OotJars (Million)
Dollars (MRllon)
Dollars (MlUlon)
Ra11ng111
Rating 111

46.2
0.8
47.0
NA
NA

38.5
0.4
38.9
NA
NA

22.0
0.3
22.3
NA
NA

33.8
2.0
35.8
NA
NA

29.1
1.4
30.5
NA
NA

45.8

Rating 111

Number

Number
Number

·~~~~~~rt:'ii~ ~~5~1f~~E ..'

.. 169.6
4_9 '·
. :174:5

:

· · ~. .

4
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Type

Number
laters ot Ille U.S.
>onda: High Quality

>ends: 01her
ltntams: Intermittent
ltntems: Penlnnlal
oodplaln (100 Year)
oodplein Crossings

Number
Hectares

Number
Hactares
Number
Hectares
Number
Hectares
Hectares
Melani

lteatened and Endangefed Species
1tural Community lmpada

Number

>ry Umestone-Oolamite Forest
>ry Mesic Umestone-Ootomite Forest
')(y Mesic Bol!llmland Forast

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hedares
Hedares
Numbef'l
Hectares
Hectares

Voodlot

lnimproved Pasture
lbitat Fragmentation
lme Fannlands

ideWide Important Farmland
wal and Aes1hetic Conalderatlons

-Quality
dtural Resources
'redidlve Archeologlcal Sites (Impact Probability)
'nWiously Raccrded Ardleological Sites
llstoric Sites
tchiteclural Sites
IZ8l'dous Waste Sites
llgh Risk
loderate Risk
rNtRlsk
JIUral Fealures and Cavea

F2

H1

G

, SUM
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3.6

11.6

2.7

6.5

3.4

6.5

34.3

18.1
2.1
20.2
NA
NA

43.0
2.1
45.1
NA
NA

10.0
0-2
10-2
NA
NA

26.0
2.9
28.9
NA
NA

13.3
0.6
13.9
NA
NA

29.1
1.4
30.5
NA
NA

139.5
9.3 .
148.8

;,~~ ~~~!ii:~

Rating111
Rating<11
Rating111

Number
Number

Number
Number

Number
Number
Number
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NA

NA

NA

3

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

.... ·3

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

167,000
9,100

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

13(000
8,300

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

2

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

2

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

79
175

NA

NA

NA

71
158

~~13mm. .-um.~ ,_,.,_,~· ·

, .

8
0.40
14
1.74
3
0.14
8
0.93
11.7
1220
0

' 4
0-25

0.0
26.6
0.0
0.0
6.4
0.0
0.00
0.00
2

0.0
44.7
0.0
0.0
15.9
1.0
3.25
0.34
3

30.7
142.9
0.0
0.0
124-9
1.0
10.36
19.31
3

NA

NA

4

0.0
9.74
17.112
4
4

2
0
0
0

1
0
0
2

2
0
0
3

3
3
0
19

:O
19

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0

0
2
2
3

.1

26
7

12

8
0

15

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0.08
2
0.11
2
0.11
4
0.69
6.5
1700
0

0
0.00
1
0.15
3
0.29
0
0.00
4.9
365
0

0
0.00
1
0.01
1
0.01
0
0.00
2.5
250
0

0
0.00
12
1.63
0
0.00
0
0.00
0.0
0
0

0
0.00
2
0.38
0
0.00
2
0.33
1.8
150
0

1
0.08
18
2-28
6
0-41
8
1.02
15.7

2.'465

3
0.19
4
0.55
1
0.03
1
0.43
2.9
460

0

()

1
0.06
2
0.11
2
0.11
1
0.08
3.8
490
0

2
0.15
1
0.01
0
0.00
1
0.01
1.2
0
0

0
0.00
4
0.59
0
0.00
1
0.10
2.0
120
0

0
0.00
1
0.12
0
0.00
0
0.00
0.0
0
0

11.0
24.7
0.6
0.0
33.4
0.0
1.20
4.00
2
NA

0.0
60.2
0.0
0.0
35.0
0.0
?
?
3
NA

0.0
50.7
0.0
0.0
9.5
0.0
0.40
7.92
2

0.0
19.9
0.0
26.1
73.9
0.0
15.08
33.10
4
NA

11.0
200-2
0.6
26.1
167.7
1.0
19.93
45.38
3
4

6.5
4.9
0.0
0.0
17.8
0.0
4.45
8.90
5
NA

13.2
28.5
0.0
0.0
59.0
0.0
?
?

NA

0.0
44.7
0.0
0.0
15.9
1.0
3.25
0.34
3
NA

NA

11 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
14.4
0.0
?
?
3
NA

0.0
40.2
0.0
0.0
9-4
0.0
2.68
10.07
1
NA

3
7
0
16

1
0
0
1

2
0
0
0

2
0
0
8

2
0
0
4

2
7
0
27

5
2
0
2

3
0
0
11

4
1
0
1

0
0
0
1

o.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0

0
0
2
. 1

0
2
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

'lt'!!!!Jiit#/11.i:;.;lt}n'.it .;jl.l',tit)'limi;;:.;.r)I?!)')

..

0
0.00
2
0.36
0
0.00
2
0.33
1.8
150
0

0
0

.-;';~;f'J~J$.:~:n-..~;
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0
0

0
0
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0

0
0

0
0
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0
0

4
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NA

NA
NA
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NA
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RAFFIC .
ocalAccasa
egional MOE'a (2020) Change from "No-SuUd"
Vehicle KiJometenl ot Travel Reduced
Vehicle Hours ot Trawl Reduced
rojeded Reduetian In Accidents (2020)
Fatal Accldarlts
•ersonal Injury Acddents
:>roperty Damage Only (PDO) Accidents
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Kilometers

NEAR WEST

INTERIM

IMPROVEMENTS
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7
0.71

3
0.14
11
3.45
16.5
1220
0
19.7
36.7
0.0
0.0

78.1

4

7

3
1
2

~~

pacts to Existing Slructures

esidenllal
House
Mobile Homa
usiness
General
Poultry
ubllc Use
iselmpacts
AC Receptors
dditlonal "Substantiar lnaease Receptors
>tal NAC Receptors A.long Existing US 71
mpatibility w/ Current Land Use
lBcts to Businasaes OUl1ng Conslrudion
>nomic Considerations
ghway User Cost Savings
&M Costs
rironmental Justics

Number
Number

2
1

1
0

0
0

10
1

2
2

15

·4

3
1

3
2

0
0

15
1

3
1

2
2

Number
Number
Number

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
0

2
0
0

4
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
1

0
0
0

2
0
0

Number
Number
Number
Rating
Rating

0
0
NA
NA
NA

0
6
NA
NA
NA

1
6
NA
NA
NA

10
34
NA
NA
NA

0
12
NA
NA
NA

11
58
146
.4
5

23
0
NA
NA
NA

4
6
NA

16
58
NA
NA
NA

1
1
NA

0
12
NA
NA
NA

Dotl8111 (MUiien)
DoQ8111 (MUlion)

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

113.6
4-2
.4

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

0
0
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Ratingl1 1

:es: Data shown In Ille !able reprasent analysis ollhe alternatives as of lhe date shown. Adjuslrnenls and updates ot Iha data subsequent to the date shown have ocam!ld and are documented In the EIS.

Rating Scale
5. Excellent (High), 4 - Good (Medium/High), 3 ·Fair (Medium), 2 ·Marginally Poor (LrNt/Medlum), 1 - Poor (Low)
Number of 202 Hectare Forest Blocks (500 Aae Forest Blocks)
Data Unavailable
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NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

3
0

1

· 3

44

122
15
. 319

Ti
110
1
5
92
4.9
4

'3

1
143.5

2-4
4
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APPENDIXD
1990 COUNTY CENSUS DATA

PERSONS

Benton County, AR

McDonald County, MO

97,499

16,938

GENDER
Male
Female

47,531
49,968

48.75%
51.25%

8,403
8,535

49.61%
50.39%

RACE
White
Black
American Indian, Eskimo
Asian, Pacifice
Other Race

94,968
124
1,435
455
517

97.40%
0.13%
1.47%
0.47%
0.53%

16,313
4
546
41
34

96.31%
0.02%
3.22%
0.24%
0.20%

AGE
17 and under
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 and over

24,184
8,676
14,606
13,066
9,679
9,849
17,439

24.80%
8.90%
14.98%
13.40%
9.93%
10.10%
17.89%

4,670
1,498
2,533
2,178
1,894
1,717
2,448

27.57%
8.84%
14.95%
12.86%
11.18%
10.14%
14.45%

MEDIAN HOUSING VALUE

$58,700

$31,800

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

$26,021

$17,312

HOUSING UNITS
Persons per Household Unit

41,444

7,327
2.35

2.31

WATER SERVICE
Public Water Supply
Drilled Well
Dug Well
Other Source

31,857
8,086
732
769

76.87%
19.51%
1.77%
1.86%

3,133
3,579
177
438

42.76%
48.85%
2.42%
5.98%

SEWER SERVICE
Public Sewer
Septic Sewer
Other Sewer

20,661
20.506
277

49.85%
49.48%
0.67%

2, 112
5,014
201

28.82%
68.43%
2.74%

HOUSEHOLD LOCATIONS
Urban in Cities
Urban outside Cities
Rural, Farm
Rural, Non-farm

353
23,413
1,341
16,337

0.85%
56.49%
3.24%
39.42%

0

0.00%
0.00%
9.64%
90.36%
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APPENDIXD
1990 CITY CENSUS DATA

5

29
57818

5
4840

5
5320

28360

5
54200

Pineville, MO

Bella Vista, AR

Bentonville. AR

Gravette, AR

Pea Ridge, AR

PERSONS

590

9,083

11,285

1,412

1,620

HOUSEHOLDS

247

4,377

4,294

556

602

Fl PS.STATE
FIPS.PLACE90
STUB.GEO

RURAL I URBAN POP.
Urban, inside city
Urban, outside city
Rural, farm
Rural, non-farm

0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
590 100.00%

0
0.00%
9,083 100.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%

GENDER
Male
Female

265
325

44.92%
55.08%

4,332
4,751

47.69%
52.31%

RACE
White
Black
American Indian, Eskimo
Asian, Pacific
Other race

579
0
11
0
0

98.14%
0.00%
1.86%
0.00%
0.00%

9,021
0
24
31
7

99.32%
0.00%
0.26%
0.34%
0.08%

10,945
18
198
62
62

96.99%
0.16%
1.75%
0.55%
0.55%

1,389
0
9
3
11

98.37%
0.00%
0.64%
0.21%
0.78%

2

0.34%

21

0.23%

131

1.16%

14

0.99%

HISPANIC ORIGIN*

0
0.00%
11,285 100.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%

5,382 ! 47.69%
5,903 52.31%

0.00%
0.00%
0.28%
99.72%

0.00%
0
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
1,620 100.00%

6221 44.05%
790 i 55.95%

753 : 48.33%
537. 51.67%

0
0
4

1,408

1,602 · 98.89%
0 . 0.00%
9
0.56%
0
0.00%
9 . 0.56%
18 i

1.11%

EDUCATIONAL ATIAINMENT
Less than 9th Grade
60 10.17%
193
2.12%
665
5.89%
177 12.54%
145
8.95%
~---------+--------1-----==--~:-=-::-:+---=--::-=---::-=:-::-:-+---,...,..,,........~,--=-:=-=-:-f------+------:-~
9thto12thGrade,nodiploma
77 13.05%
820
9.03%
1,003
8.89%
149 10.55%
220 ! 13.58%
High School Graduate
117 19.83%
2,749 30.27%
2,575 22.82%
326 23.09%
465 · 28.70%
~s-'o~m-e_C_olleg_e_,-no-deg-ree---+---6-6--1-1-.1~9~o/c~.i---1-,9~8~
0-~2-1~.807
%:+---1.~6~12--1-4-.2-8-o/c-.+---12-6~-8. 9-2-o/c-.~--1-64
___1 _1_0_.1_2_%~
Associatedegree

23

3.90_%-+-_ __4_26

4.69%

353
3.13%
21
1.49%
28 ! 1.73%
- 5_8,_5___5_
. 1_8_o/c--lof----8_0 __5_._6_7_%____
39_·,___
'· _2_.4_1_0--IYo
Graduate/Professional deg_ree
_ _.--___1_2__2. 03% ___ _!7j _____8_:52% __ _2_9_6__2_.6_2_o/c_ot--_ _4_9_ _3_.4_7_o/c--lof----1_5+-· __
0._9_3~%
~,-a_
ch,-e_
lo_
r's_d_eg
=r_ee--,--------+----2-2-_3_.
73_~ _ _ 1_,1_o~ --~13_~ -

l_N_D_UST-,,R
,-Y
- - - - -- - - I - - - - - · - - ___ ,, __ ----7

... -- - --- - -- ·-·-

-

Agricultur~~ ~o~eslr)'~fi~~~ries __

M1mng
ConstruCtion

------ - 8

- ---014

-- -

3.76%
0.00% 6.57%

-· -- --

-

--

· -------t--------+----~-----1

-- ---- ---4------------+------1

60
2.46%
58
1.09%
16
2.70%
29
4.11%
10
0.41o/~ - f3- - 0:2,...5_o/c_o+----2--0-.34-o/c_o,____0_:--0-.0-0-%~
179 · - 7 .34•!. - - 206___ 3.8-9°"'
Yo-t---3-3-:- -5-.5-7-01c-.+---5-8_!__8_.2_2_%--1

~anufacturing, nondur~~_ie_-_ __,_ _ _20_--=_- _9.39% -__-_- 1 94 ~--- 7.9Soio =~- 62~_1_ 1=-·-=-7=-" 5=-0::-:v.,..,..;~~~~~9:5:
=
:~~1~6~.o:5:o/c:o:~~~~1~4~0:1~~1~9~.a:3~01c:.
M
__
a_n_uf_act_u_ri_ng~,_d_ur_ab_le
_
__
--+_ _ _ _
15
7 . 04o/~ _ _ _
13()_
___
5 _3~"(·
354
6.68%
71
;
11 .99%
104 14.73%
1
~T_ra_ns-'po·_rt_au_
·o_n_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2
0.94%
57
2.34%
187
3.53%
10
1.69%
21
2.97%
Communications, Public Utilities
6
2.82% - - ---14 ___ 0.57°/o - - _1_0_-7
0--1-.-8·9
· -0Yo+----6--1-.0-1_o/c_o+---1-6~-2-.2-7-0/c--1o
--Wholesaletrade
7
3.29%
88
3.61%
146
2.75%
15
2.53%
23
3.26%
- ·- ·· - - - - - -- -! - - · - - - - .. .
-- - ~t----------+----+-----1
Retail trade
73 34.27%
693 28 41%
1,968 37.13%
130 21 .96%
177 25.07%
Finanee-,--insuranee, realestate3.76%
381 15.62% - 327- 6.11•:.-7v.-t---3,...50----5-.9-1-·1c-.+---26
3.68%
Busmes-s ·g--repalrSeM·c es-- - ---- 2- o.94°/o
as 3 49o/a
221 ~ -· 4.28°/o
11
2.87°/o
11
2.41%
Persona-1seiV1ces__-:::_~----- _ - - ~-~--.-7 :·_-- 3.29%
83
3 40%
156~ ~- 2.94% - - -2-1--3.55%
11
2.41%
Entertainment, recreation services
3
1 41 %
55
2.26%
38
0.72%
4
0.68%
4
0.57%
HealthserVices · - - - - - · - _ _ ..12 ~ )63%
89
3.65% _
258. - -.(8_7_% ---5-5=_---.,.10-=-.~9-=-a·%::-:c1---24·
3.40%
-

--·a··-

~du:ationalservices

Other professi~I services
Public Administration
Total persons employed ov.!" 16

27 12.68% _ _ 161__ ~ ~o·~ __ --~-49
4.70%
45 , 7.60%
18
2.55%
0
0.00%
117
4.80%
284
5.36%
23 ; 3.89%
16
2.27%
9- 4.23 %
- 43~ · ~ ! .76~~ - _- - 106-_-.=_2___.-=-o_--=0_0::-:v._.-:-=_-=_-=_-=_~-:,4:~
: _-_-_o-=_.6-=_a-=_0-v._o:-=.-=.-=_-=_-=_1-==6:-=--=.~2-==
.2~1-=.o/c-10~
213
_ __ __2 .~~~---- _ 5_._30_0·-----t---5_9_2.,...l_ _ _f--_ _7_06..:+------1

1-:oc:-,::-:c'"'u·""P'""A-=r-=10N,.,.,...-------t------ - -

- f-- ---- - - - -- - -

•- - - -- - ----4---·---·-- -- 369-----·
t------;:-:;:-:7==-:--t---=-=--~=-=c:-+-------~
Executive, admin, management
10
4.69%
15.13%
609 11 .49%
37
6.25%
35 : 4.96%
Professional s~altY - - - - - 3·-1 -14.SS% ---- 28T 11.52% --43;;-;8;;----::8:--'..2;;-;6:;;o/c:-:-ot----::7:-c1:------:1,.-,,1--:.9:-:9:-:0/co 1-----:2"'5,.,---3. 54-%~
7
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1990 CITY CENSUS DATA

Pineville, MO

STUB.GEO

Technicians and support
Sales occupations
~dmin support, clerical
Private household occupations
Protective service
Service occupations

Fanning, forestry, and fishing
Production, craft. repair
Mach. oper, assembly, inspectors
Transporation, moving
Handlers, cleaners, laborers
Total persons occupied over 16

Bella Vista, AR

0
24
34
0
2
38
6
26 ·
23
6
13
213

0.00%
11.27%
15.96%
0.00%
0.94%
17.84%
2.82%
12.21%
10.80%
2.82%
6.10%

100
391
422
14
46
177
52
249
134
70
134
2,439

35
52
25
16
19
15
19
4
12
2
12
2
3
5
4
2
2

14.17%
21.05%
10.12%
6.48%
7.69%
6.07%
7.69%
1.62%
4.86%
0.81%
4.86%
0.81%
1.21%
2.02%
1.62%
0.81%
0.81 %

110
181
151
225
253
166
268
253
223
255
279
190
193
151
268
102
153

HOUSEHOLD INCOME (1989)
Lessthan$5,000
$5,000to$9,999
$10,000to$12,499
$12,500010$14,999
$15,000 to $17,499
$17,500to$19,999
$20,000toS22,499
$22,500 to $24,999
$25,000to$27,499
$27,500to$29,999
$30,00010$32,499
$32,500toS34,999
$35,000to$37,499
$37,500 to $39,999
$40,000to$42,499
$42,500to$44,999
$45,000 to $47,499

4.10%
16.03%
17.30%
0.57%
1.89%
7.26%
2.13%
10.21%
5.49%
2.87%
5.49%

Bentonville. AR

162 542 .
1,041
7
83
540
58
621
464
262
473 ·
5,300 .

Gravette, AR

3.06%
10.23%
19.64%
0.13%
1.57%
10.19%
1.09%
11.72%
8.75%
4.94%
8.92%

30 .
77 ,
80
6
0
85
8
94
63.
17
24
592

5.07%
13.01%
13.51%
1.01%
0.00%
14.36%
1.35%
15.88%
10.64%
2.87%
4.05%

Pea Ridge, AR

9
58
140
0
7
53
32
147
112
54
34
706

1.27%
8.22%'
19.83%
0.00%
0.99%
7.51%
4.53%
20.82%
15.86%
7.65%
4.82%

2.51%
206 ; 4.80%
421 7.55%
30
4.98%
4.14%
354
8.24%
95 17.09%
56
9.30%
3.45%
308
7.17%
44 , 7.91%
43
7.14%
5.14%
245
5.71%
33 • 5.94%
49
8.14%
5.78%
276
6.43%
22 : 3.96%
35
5.81%
3.79%
271
6.31%
26
4.68%
18
2.99%
6.12%
296
6.89%
48 : 8.63%
40
6.64%
5.78%
227
5.29%
28
5.04%
55
9.14%
5.09%
196
4.56%
32
5.76%
36
5.98%
5.83%
208
4.84%
29
5.22%
36
5.98%
6.37%
169
3.94%
11 1 1.98%
25
4.15%
4.34%
150
3.49%
24 : 4.32%
23' 3.82%
4.41%
168
3.91%
14 • 2.52%
16
2.66%
3.45%
87
2.03%
14 : 2.52%
30 1 4.98%
6.12%
156
3.63%
8
1.44%
18
2.99%
2.33%
110
2.56%
20 ; 3.60%
17
2.82~.
3_...,.5..,...o•'""'v.-1---1-1....,.0--2.-5-6-%-+----4----o-.7-2-%-J.----11--1-.8-3_o/c_o.

$47,50010$49,999
2
0.81%
171
3.91%
91
2.12%
4
0.72%
21 ; 3.49%
$50,000to$54,999
0
0.00%
182
4.16%
160
3.73%
10
1.80%
15 · 2.49%
- - - -- - - - - - + - - - - - -- - - --- - --- --- =-t----=-:---c--::-=-:-:-t---=----,..,..-11---------t
$55,000to$59,999
5
2.02%
90
2.06%
81
1.89%
6 : 1.08%
101 1.66%
sso.ooci 10$74,999
2
0.81o/;--268- -6Ti0:::v.+----=2=--=1:-::o--4.,..._-=-5-=-9°""'v.-+-----=2=-=2,....---=-3-=.96-="'="'%4---1_,2,....;·:--1-.9,...,9...,..%~
s15.cioo!Os99,999-----t-----3--1-.2-1...,%..,. - - 13r -T13·;;---1o5
2.45%
1
1.26%
o. 0.00%
s100:000 to $124,999
4
1.62% ·--· - -- 49- -1 .12°/,; - - -4- 3--1.o-o-·1c-. 11---8--1-.44-o/c__,o1-----3. -0-.50-%"'"""
Si25.cio6'io1149.9990
0.00% .. -18- · o"i1•1. - -2-6- - 0--,.6-1...,..o/c-lo1---0--0-.0-0_o/c_ol-----3· -0-.-50-o/c"'"""o
$150.oooor more·- - - + -- -2- - -0-:81 %
-- 4 1· - · o.94% _4_1_ --=o=-.9::-:5=-=o/cc:-.+------5-.-o-.-9-o•,..,.vp-1----0--0.-00~%

.. - -·--- - - - t - - - - - - ----------1

MEolANHoUs-EHOLo INCOME- --$14.297___

----

$30.927

-·- - - - -- - $24,6 0 4 -- - - - · ·- - -

Households with
156 63.16%
HousehOlds- Withoui ·- - - - - - - 91 36.84%
- -- -· - - - - --------+-------- - - -- --

WAGE°OR~~~R~(1~8~) __

-= =~- --= -- -

Households with
--- ---- -- - - Households without
NON~ARMSEiF .fMPL6Yfo-

--- .

148 59.92%
-99 40.08%

--- ~

-------- -

Households with
23
9.31%
- - ------ -- - - - - - Households without
224 90.69%

$20,833

- - t --

-·

2.112
2,265

48.25%
3,421
51.75% · · 873

--

$23,864

------4----'..----f

I

----------f-----t-----1
--~=----.,.-+---1----f

79.67%
377 . 67.81%
428 : 71 .10%
2oj3% --1 ~3=-2·0 -_-19=0,...,.
Yo+---174 1 28.90%

-- - ------+----------!
1.970
2.407

45.01%
54 99%
- -

3,327
967

77.48%
359 64.57%
412 68.44%
22.52% _ _1_9_7___35.43% ___19-0-.-3-1-.56-%-1

- - .. - - . - - - 1 - - - - - - - l l - - - - - - - - t

- - - -- - - - - t - - - - - " - - - - + - - - - - - i'r - - - - - 1

9.64% · ·-- 46_7_ 1o::-_·a=::-:8°;-;Yo-t----::::6-=-8.,....
~ -1.,...,2=-.2=--:3:-::%-:-1----.,,..66-=-'1\-1-0-.96--%,..
422
:3,"955- _- 90._~~ _=-~~-~2_
·7_-_8~--:12% --48r87.77%
5361 89.04%

-.

l
- --_-_-. _ - --::-::---::-==-=~-------.i.---_.1_ _---1
Householdswith
8
3.24%
70
1.60%
34
0.79%
3
0.54%
16 1 2.66°1
HooseliaidS_with
___o_ut______-+-- --239- gs.75% -- - 4:307 - · 98.40% --4-.2-6-0- 99_21%
553
555 1 97.3(
99.46%
- - - - -- - - - - --+ - - - --- · · - - · - - - --- - - i - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIXD
1990 CITY CENSUS DATA

Pineville, MO

STUB.GEO
INT, DIV, or RENTAL INCOME
Households with
Households without

Bella Vista, AR

Bentonville. AR

Gravette, AR

Pea Ridge, AR

73 29.55%
174 _ 70.45%

3, 176
1,201

72.56%
27.44%

1,679
2,615

39.10%
60.90%

203
353

36.51%
63.49%

221
381

36.71%
63.29%

SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME
Households iwlh
Households without

104
143

42.11%
57.89%

2,977
1,400

68.01 %
31.99%

1,236
3,058

28.78%
71.22%

217
339

39.03%
60.97%

228
374

37.87%
62.13%

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE INC
Households with
Households without

32
215

12.96%
87.04%

117
4,260

2.67%
97.33%

231 .
5.38%
4,063 94.62%

56
500

10.07%
89.93%

13
589

2.16%
97.84%

RETIREMENT INCOME
Households with
Households without

39
208

15.79%
84.21%

2,060
2,317

47.06%
52.94%

565 ' 13.16%
3,729 86.84%

75.
481;

13.49%
86.51%

101
501

16.78%
83.22%

OTHER TYPE OF INCOME
Households with
Households without

29
218

11.74%
88.26%

467
3,910

10.67%
89.33%

363
8.45%
3,931 ' 91.55%

42
7.55%
514 · 92.45%

71
531

11 .79%
88.21%

PER CAPITA INCOME (1989)

$9,172

$17,525

$12,073

$10,620

$9,960

278

5,391

4,490

613

638

HOUSING UNITS
HOUSING OCCUPANCY
Occupied units
Vacant units

234
44

84.17%
15.83%

4,369
1,022

81 .04%
18.96%

4,274
216

95.19%
4.81%

560
53

91.35%
8.65%

604
34

94.67%
5.33%

-+---------4--------1------~

URBAN I RURAL HSG UNITS
Urban in cities
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
O
0.00%
1------------+-------< -- ---- -=- ,:-=,-t--.,.....,-::-=-.....,.-::--:-,-,-t-------.,.+-------~
1--U_rb_a_n_outs_id_e_C1_.ties
_ _ _ _--+_ _ _o_ _
o_.0_0_%....__5_.391 100.00%
4.490 100.00%
o
0.00%
O· 0.00%
Rural, farm
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
O 0.00%
2
0.33%
O
0.00%
! - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - ·- - - - -- --- ----- -~-=-=-t--------::-c---::-,,.....,,.==-:+--------.,....,-1
Rural, non-farm
278 100.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
611
99.67%
638 100.00%
t - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - -- - -- - --· ----- - -- -- --------+-------!
OWNER I RENTAL UNI-TS_ _ _.__ _ _ _ _ __, _____ --- . - - -- - - ·- - - - - -

- - - - - -- - - - -

Owner occupied
Rentercx:CUPieci __ _ -- -· - -

SOURCE OF WATER-

oriulid well_ ___ - - - - --- - - ---- -___ _

362 64.64%
509 84.27%
- 3 . 6o3·--a241°i~ --- i.86·2·- -66 .96%
- - - - - - - ------,-,-,..,-t---------l
766 17.53%
1.412 33.04%
198 35.36%
95 15.73%

·- --------t--------1

- -- --- ------ --- -·-

Public system or private company
D~_w~ _ _

- - 131
- --55.98%
- -1-03 ·44:02%

-----

--- --

____ _

Other source

245 88.13%
30 10.79%
0.00%
0
1.08%
3

5.126
238
19

8

95 .08%
4 41%
0.35%
015%

4.359
125

0
6

-

211
67

-- -

0

75 90%
24 10%
0.00%

1.258
4.113
20

23 .34%
76 .29%
0.37%

4.067
419
4

-- ------ - - -- -

1980to 1984
1970 to 1979
1960to1969

-----

r--9-- -3.24%
-65 23.38%

- -----~--60--

195ot01959 _ ____ . -- - . - -- - -- 23 - -·
1940to 1949
1939oreartier

---- - ---~ - - - - 2,f

---- ·- --

21.58%
8.27%
8.63%

- - -79· - 28.42%

158
1.093
1,338
2.259
459
28
23

33

2.93%
20.21%
24 .82%
41.90%

-

---- - -~---t
----~----

90.58°7. - - - 49380.42% - - 550
- -- - - --- - ·
9.33%
118 19.25%
·-- -- - - 0.09%
2
0.33%
0

-1989t0Maidi1990 --- ---·- - - ------ 6
2.16%
f9a5To1988 ______ ____ _ 12- - 4.32%

---~

97 .08%
590 96.25%
623 97 .65%
2.04%
2.78% --~ 2.45%1---13
o.cio% - - -0-- 0.00% - ---2
o.31%
0.13% - --- --8--1--.3-1_%_____-=--o~-=o,...,.o=-=o,..,.o/c,--io

--- --- -- - --

SEWAGE- DISPOSAL - - - -Public sewer
- .
Sepllc t~nk or_ cesspool
Other means

---- - --------11--------t

- ·-------- - - -

--

-

--- -

---

0.00%
--

____

----

----- - - - - -· ----- - - ------ -

86.21%

_,

-~----4

105
2.34%
6
0.98%
10 • 1.57%
5_0....
: -7-.84-%-1
446
9.93% ----77- 12.56%
830- 18.49% --~- -4.73°1.
54 1 8.46%
1,400: _ 31 .18% ___f5825.77%,__2o,...,8_1_32-.s-o-%~

8.51%
593 13.21%
101
16.48%
190 29.78%
0.52%
- 481- 10.71% - -55--~ff()goj.
77· 12.07%
0.43% - --- 183
4.68% --41-s.69%--1-1.....--1-.7-2-%~
- 0.61% -- 452 - 10.07% ---13321 .70%
38
5.96%
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APPENDIXD
1990 CITY.CENSUS DATA

STUB.GEO

Pineville, MO

Bella Vista, AR

Bentonville. AR

Gravette, AR

Pea Ridge, AR

1974

I
1966
l

1970

;

I

:

MEDIAN YEAR HSG BUILT

1962

1980

'

I

VALUE, OWNER OCCUPIED
Less than $15,000
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $44,999
$45,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $124,999
$125,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $174,999
$175,000 to $199,999
$200,000 to $249,999
$250,000 to $299,999
$300,000 to $399,999
$400,000 to $499,999
$500,000 and over
MEDIAN HOUSING VALUE

i

6
13
7:
11:
8!

11:
9'
121
10;
Sj
5:
4
0
0
0
0
O·
0
0
0

4.58%
9.92%
5.34%
8.40%
6.11%
12.98%
6.87%
9.16%
7.63%
4.58%
3.82%
3.05%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

$37,600

10
0
20
9
45
121
185
188
371
540 ·
829 :
406
170
116
67
37
0
29
0
0

0.28%
0.00%
0.56%
0.25%
1.25%
3.36%
5.13%
5.22%
10.30%
14.99%
23.01%
11.27%
4.72%
3.22%
1.86%
1.03%
0.00%
0.80%
0.00%
0.00%

$77,500

15
45 i
39 ;
1141
141 !
235 :
295!
232 :
4051
477 1
293'
91 ·
56 .
32
20 :
17 i
7
18
0
0

0.52%
1.57%
1.36%
3.98%
4.93%
8.32%
10.31%
8.11%
14.15%
16.67%
10.24%
3.18%
1.96%
1.12%
0.70%
0.59%
0.24%
0.63%
0.00%
0.00%

$53,700

6.35%
23,
3.31%
12:
9.39%
34
8.84%
32
56; 15.47%
21 1 5.80%
36:
9.94%
41 · 11.33%
7.18%
26
8.29%
30
19
5.25%
Oi 0.00%
0
0.00%
O'
0.00%
01 0.00%
o. 0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
Qr
0.00%

o:

$36,900

' '

HOUSEHOLDS W/ PLUMBING
Lacking complete facilities
Complete facilities

I

278 100.00%
0.00%
0

5,391 100.00%
0.00%
0

4,486 . 99.91%
4
0.09%

602 : 98.21%
11
1.79%

i
!

1.38%
71
9 ; 1.77%
19i
3.73%
191 3.73%
8.84%
45
8.45%
43
96 18.86%
69 . 13.56%
60 11.79%
47;
9.23%
10 1 1.96%
0.00%
0
0.39%
2
4
0.79%
o, 0.00%
0
0.00%
o· 0.00%
o: 0.00%
0 : 0.00%
O'
0.00%
$43,800
'

I
635 1 99.53%
31 0.47%
!

• Hispanic is not an official Race category in the 1990 Census. Rather, respondents were asked a seperate question as to whether they consider themselves to be
Therefore, the people who responded yes to this Hispanic origin question are also counted within various race categories.
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Appendix E
Wetlands Technical Memorandum
INTRODUCTION

The Study Area is located within the Elk River Section of Ozark Natural Division in Missouri and
the Springfield Plateau Subdivision of the Ozark Mountain Natural Division in Arkansas. This .
area is characterized by gently rolling hills from 305 to 457 meters in height and broad uplands
and valleys, with a historical vegetation pattern of woodlands and native prairies. Early settlers
in the area cleared areas that were suitable for · cultivation in the broad uplands and in the
valleys that were well-drained.
The study area is strongly dissected by several small streams and a few larger ones (>5 cfs
flow} such as the Elk River, Big Sugar Creek, Little Sugar Creek, Butler Creek, Gordon Hollow
and McKisic Creek. The most potential for wetland formation exists in small poorly drained areas
in the floodplain adjacent to the creeks, at the outflow of springs and seeps, and at the edges of
the lakes and ponds.
REGULATORY AUTHORITY

The Clean Water Act regulates discharge of fill or dredged material, unless exempted, into
"waters of the United States", which include jurisdictional wetlands and other aquatic habitats.
Wetlands are defined for regulatory purposes in the Act, and the exacting definition is used by
the EPA and the Corps of Engineers to administer the section 404 permit program:
(wetlands are} those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, bogs, and similar
areas. (EPA, 40 CFR 230.3 and CE, 33 CFR 328.3}.
As in definitions by other agencies, such as the U.S. Fish and -Wildlife Service, this definition
recognizes and emphasizes the fact that wetlands possess three essential characteristics:
hydric soils, prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation, and wetland hydrology, which is the driving
force creating all wetlands. These three characteristics are the mandatory technical criteria
required for wetlands determination. Areas must meet all three of these criteria before being
de~ignated as wetlands.
Hydric Soils are soils that are saturated, flooded or ponded for a sufficient duration during the
growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper part. Such conditions favor the
growth and regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation.
Only when a hydric soil supports
hydrophytic vegetation and the area has indicators of wetland hydrology may that soil be
considered as a "wetland soil." Using the criteria for hydric soils, the National Technical
Committee for Hydric Soils has developed a list of hydric soils.
Hydrophytic Vegetation is defined as rooted, macrophytic plant life growing in water, soil, or on a
substrate that is at least periodically deficient in oxygen as a result of excessive water content.
Emphasis is placed on the assemblage of plant species that exert a controlling influence on the
character of the plant community, rather than on the presence of indicator species. Therefore,
an area is considered to have hydrophytic vegetation when, under normal circumstances, more
than 50 percent of the composition of the dominant species from all strata are indicator species.
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Indicator species are known to occur with a greater frequency in wetlands than others. Those
species occurring almost always (> 99% probability) in wetlands under natural conditions are
classified as obligate wetland plants (OBL). Species that usually (67% to 99% probability) occur
in wetlands, but are occasionally found in nonwetlands, are classed as facultative wetland
plants (FACW). Those species that are equally likely to occur in wetlands or nonwetlands (3466% probability) are classified as facultative plants (FAC). Each of these classifications are
sometimes further modified to indicate more likely wetland(+) or less likely wetland(-).
An area is said to have wetland hydrology when there exists a condition of permanent or
periodic inundation (a week or more) at least seasonally during an average rainfall year. This is
the driving force behind wetland formation. It affects the types of plants that can grow and the
types of soils that develop.
WETLAND CLASSIFICATION
Wetlands are usually classified according to a system developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. This system is often called the Cowardin System after its principle author (Cowardinet
al, 1979). Five major wetland systems are defined in the Cowardin classification system:
marine, estuarine, riverine, lacustrine, and palustrine.
This classification also includes
deepwater habitats, or permanently flooded lands lying below the deepwater boundaries of
wetlands.
It was determined during field investigations that three of the wetland systems mentioned above
are represented in the project area: the palustrine system, the riverine system, and the
lacustrine system.
The Palustrine System includes all (nontidal) wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs and
persistent emergents. It also includes wetlands lacking such vegetation but with all of the
following four characteristics:
1) area less than 8 ha (20 acres);
2) lack of active wave-formed or bedrock shoreline features;
3) water depth in the deepest part of the basin less than
2m (6.6 feet) as low water; and
4) salinity due to ocean-derived salts less than 0.5%.
The palustrine system is bounded by upland or by any of the other four systems.
The Riverine System includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a channel,
with two exceptions: 1) wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent
mosses, or lichens and 2) habitats with water containing ocean-derived salts (in excess of
0.5%). The system is bounded on the landward side by upland, by the channel bank, or by
wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, etc. as above. The system terminates at the downstream
end where the channel enters a larger body of water.
The Lacustrine System includes wetlands and deepwater habitats with all of the following
characteristics: 1) situated in a topographic depression or a dammed river channel; 2) lacking
trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses, or lichens with greater than 30% areal
coverage; and 3) total area exceeds 8 ha (20 acres). The Lacustrine System is bounded by
upland or by wetland dominated by trees, shrubs, etc., as above. It includes permanently
flooded lakes and reservoirs. Islands of palustrine wetlands may lie within the boundaries of the
lacustrine system.
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It should be noted that the jurisdictional wetland determinations performed for regulatory
purposes are not dependent on this classification system but on three mandatory criteria
previously discussed.
The classification system discussed here is very important for
establishing the type of ecosystem being inventoried. The essential distinction is in the
regulatory treatment. For example, a rock-bottom streambed classified as an upper perennial
riverine wetland with an intermittent water regime is a functioning wetland system under the
Cowardin System. However, the regulatory treatment for this stream under Section 404 would
be as a "water of the U.S.n, not a wetland, because of the fact that hydric soils may be absent
· (rock bottom). Remember, all three wetland criteria must exist before an area can be called a
wetland.
WETLAND IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPING
In order to identify and map streams and potential jurisdictional wetlands within the project
corridor for the purpose of screening alternative alignments, data was gathered using the
following AHTD Wetlands Protocol:
Proposed Amendments to the 4.1.9. Jurisdictional Wetlands Impact Assessment
4.1.9.1 Develop maps displaying high potential wetlands areas. Using low level aerial
photographs, map high potential wetlands-associated with intermittent, perennial and 5 CFS
streams. USGS mapping for intermittent and perennial streams, GOE; LR District mapping
for 5 CFS Streams, mapping of springs and recharge areas as records of Arkansas
Department of Pollution Control and Ecology (ADPCE). Field check of all 5 CFS streams and
high potential areas for wetlands, including springs and significant recharge areas. COE to
accompany field investigators for wetlands determinations on borderline cases. Acreage of
wetland impacts will be classified by wetlands type (Cowardin) and estimated/measured to
the nearest acre using typical sections. Soil samples will be taken by soil probe and classed
by Munsell Color Chart at selected sites. Wetlands methodology narrative and photographic
summary will be prepared for inclusion in the DEIS.
Field survey work will be done only on those lands for which right of entry is obtained.
Reasonable effort and consideration will be undertaken to obtain the relevant property
owners p~rmission. Property owners names will be obtained from county plat books. Contact
will be by telephone and personal visit, when practical.
Coordinated effort with Threatened and Endangered species study ·when habitat types
overlap with potential wetlands areas. Arkansas Natural Heritage Data Base to be primary
source for the Threatened and Endangered Species. Data sources not to be included are
the NWI maps and FSA (NRCS) maps. Intermittent streams will not be field checked.
Following the DEIS, the preferred alignment will be more thoroughly studied for potential
wetland impacts. COE contact will accompany field investigators for walk through of high
probability areas. Field investigators will walk center line to the extent practical for
verification of wetland resource impacts. COE KC District Preliminary Jurisdictional Forms
will not be prepared. Wetlands areas will be noted on plan sheets and referenced by
stationing.
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Amendment to 2.2 Data Collection and Study Methods
2.2.5.1 Obtain COE LR District 5 CFS Stream Maps for McDonald and Benton Counties, Obtain
Property Ownership Maps for right of entry contacts. (County Plat and Assessors Maps).
Obtain Springs Register and Recharge Area Maps from the Arkansas Department of
Pollution Control and Environment.

The tables on the following pages provide a list of individual waters of the U.S. sites that were
identified in the preliminary phase of field investigations in the study area. As requested by the
Corps of Engineers, they are separated by county/state and by corridor. The Special Aquatic
Sites include impounded springs and are emergent (herbaceous) wetlands. The Regulated
Ponds have a stream flowing in or out and are predominantly emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
Stream Crossings (waters of the U.S.) are separated into two categories: culverted or bridged.
Streams located below the headwaters are indicated as> 5 cfs flow. All other streams are
above the headwaters point (less than 5 cfs flow). The first table in this appendix lists the stream
crossings of the far west alternative and indicates whether they are above the headwaters point
or below the headwaters point.
According to the AHTD wetlands protocol, the preliminary phase of the study did not require field
checks for intermittent streams. However, after the Preferred Alternative was selected, each
USGS blue line stream crossing w·ithin the Preferred Alternative was photographed and was
checked to determine the presence or absence of adjacent wetlands and an Ordinary High
Water Mark. Following the "waters of the U.S." tables is the text of eachWaters of the U.S. and
Preliminary Jurisdictional Wetland Determinations Summary Report that was prepared for each
county. The full reports, which include maps, data sheets and photogr.aphs, can be viewed upon
request. Following the PJWD Summary Reports is an Exhibit E-1 which diagrams typical
profiles of culverted and bridged stream crossings and Exhibit E-2 which shows the locations of
the Corps regulated "waters of the U.S." including ponds, wetlands, streams, and the "blue line"
streams that were investigated in the PJWD Summary Reports. Following the exhibits are
copies of the Section 404 permits that were granted to each county by the Corps of Engineers.
At the end of this appendix is a section which discusses the Preliminary 404 (b) (1) Evaluation
that was prepared as a part ofthe DEIS.
SUMMARY OF STREAM CROSSING FLOWS
(Far West Alternative)
STREAMS HAVING >5 cfs FLOW AT CROSSING

STREAMS HAVING <5 cfs FLOW AT CROSSING

(Below the Headwaters Point)

(Above the Headwaters Point)

Little Sugar Creek (Bridged)
Gordon Hollow Creek (Bridged)

Goodin Hollow Creek (Bridged)
Brush Creek (Bridged)
Miser Hollow Creek (Culvert)
Tributa of Goodin Hollow Creek (Culvert)
Cave Hollow Creek (Culvert)
Rattlesnake Hollow Creek (Bridged)

McKisic Creek (Bridged)

Rattlesnake Hollow Creek (Bridged)
Mill Creek (Bridged)
Tributary of McKisic Creek (Culvert)
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McDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI
WATERS OF THE U.S.

l'f:c:·-::~i:::.·
--

SIZE (acres) (&Linear Feet of streams-L_F)
SPECIAL
STREAM
STREAM
REGULATED
AQUATIC
CROSSING
CROSSING
PONDS**
(CULVERT)
(emergent
(BRIDGE)
SITES*
(waters US)
(waters US)
(emergent)
wetland)
. .'n id).::i~-~".. ~.·.-;:;;_.;:_,7'
" ., •!~' ~~,:~~ .;·. :::_~. • • , :::~
..!":~i:
11:1.11 ·-- ·,·c"""..b'Mt
· ISHU
..:r; .. ,.'~..'""'·'''·.
'1.:!';::; :.t!'"....
"
•.
•... . h -- (.Ii
0
0
0
0
RESOURCE
NUMBER

SEGMENT

;::\~t~i~

''•.

'· .·. ;

1
'.l~;~~~'hti~.:{.;:~::fr:{-;~c,.~~
·'"·'"~},:~~~ FC
~···IA~·o··...al "t".)11-1'~"
••."'""'!"'.'

Interim

Segment A

EXNWA1-2

..

_... : .... :::. ...._
~

-

~

"ri:~':'.i;i'tJ'*-: <:~j~:;·~:-·_, --~~·., .., .,._,·

0

0

0

Goodin Hollow Creek

·.. '......J,1

0.21***
(360 LF)
0.15
(328 LF)
0

SegmentB

EXNWB 1-3 Brush Creek

0

0

0

SegmentC

EXNWC1-1

0

0

0

0

0.12
(328 LF)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0.17
0

0.07
(328 LF)
0
0.28 (377 LF)

0
0

0

0.17

0.35 (705 LF)

0

0.05
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0.05

0

0.18
(492 LF)
0.18 (492 LF)

0
0.45
(755 LF)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.18
(492 LF)
0.28 (377 LF)

0

0

0.46 (869 LF)

0

0

0.24
(394 LF)
0

Miser Hollow Creek

SegmentD

EXD-3 Gordon Hollow
Creek> 5 cfs

EXD 1-8 Little Sugar Creek
> 5cfs

D-Subtotal
Ultimate (Not including interim resources)
SegmentA1
FWA1-9 Trib. of Goodin
Hollow Creek

FWA1-10
FWA1A3-1 Cave Hollow
A 1-Subtotal

SegmentA2

FWA2-5 (impounded spring)
FWA2A3-8
Goodin Hollow Creek

FWA2A3-10 Trib. of
Goodin Hollow Creek

A2-Subtotal

SegmentA3

FWA2A3-8
Goodin Hollow Creek

FWA2A3-10 Trib. of
Goodin Hollow Creek

FWA1A3-1 Cave Hollow
Al-Subtotal

Segment B1/C1

FWB1C1-1 Mill Creek

0.14(200 LF)
0.37
(200 LF)
0.51
(400 LF)
0

0.45
(755 LF)
0.45
(755 LF)
0
0
0.45
(755 LF)
0

0.18
(300 LF)
NOTE: Streams located below the COE identified headwaters point are indicated as > 5 cfs. All other
streams are above the headwaters point with less than 5 cfs flow.
*The Special Aquatic Sites include impounded springs and are emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
- rhe area of the regulated ponds is predominantly emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
·-indicates estimated size.

Segment B21C2

0

FWB2C2-5

Rattlesnake Hollow

5

0

·,

McDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI
WATERS OF THE U.S.
SIZE (acres) (& Linear Feet of streams-LF)
RESOURCE
NUMBER

SEGMENT

-..i:.;;.;~:~ ...- ~: ._:.~~:::· ~:;-;.:-~..:",;;..y

Interim
SegmentD

STREAM
CROSSING
(CULVERT)
(BRIDGE)
(waters US)
(waters US)
.~aar•.Wesj,Affiin1tiMei (MisH!ii:D'.:.:~~~ ~~ ....~~-<•< •· ~-A ·1-·'.!.:·;::.;;_ '.:·~·~~

-

SPECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES*
(emergent)

REGULATED
PONDS**
(emergent
wetland)

STREAM
CROSSING

0

0

0

0.62 (328 LF)

0

0

0

0.44 (394 LF)

0

0

0

1.06 (722 LF)

0

0

0

o·

0

0

0.21-·
(360 LF)
0.23 (500 LF)

0

0

0.20 (550 LF)

0

0

0

0.20 (550 LF)

0.44 (860 LF)

0
0

0.10
0.33

0
0

0
0

0.01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.01

0.43

0.18
(800 LF)
0.18 (800 LF)

EXD1-8 Little Sugar Creek
> 5 cfs

EXD1-18 Gordon Hollow
Creek> 5 cfs

D-Subtotal
Ultimate (Not including interim quantities)
EXNWA1-2 Goodin
Segment AIB/C
Hollow Creek

EXNWB 1-3 Brush Creek
EXNWC 1-1 Miser Hollow

ABC-Subtotal
Segment D1/E1

EXNWD1-4
EXNWD1-12
EXNWD1-15 (Spring)
EXNWD1-16 Trib. of little
Sugar Creek

01 E1-Subtotal
~,

.,. _ ~ ;r.t,•

..

Segment AIB/C

,

··-·-

'··.·~· ~

··'.

0

c .

&ment t0-~

EXNWA1-2 Goodin

~tlmll'ftMtJatl\t'EI
0

(Mlseouf,J) , ..

~~-

0

.
0

'·:

I

..
·-

·:

'·

EXNWB 1-3 Brush Creek
EXNWC 1-1 Miser Hollow

0

0

0

0.21
(360 LF)
0.23 (500 LF)

0

0

0.20 (550 LF)

0

0

0

0.20 (550 LF)

0.44 (860 LF)

EXNWD1-4
EXNWD1-12
EXNWD1-15 (Spring)
EXNWD1-16 Trib. of Little

0
0
0.01
0

0.10
0.33
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0.07
{328 LF)
0

0.62 (328 LF)

0

0

0

0.44 {394 LF)

0.07 (328 LF)

0.12***
(80 LF)
1.18 (802 LF)

Hollow Creek

ABC-Subtotal
SegmentD

0
-.

Sugar Creek

EXD 1-8 Little Sugar Creek
> 5 cfs

EXD1-18 Gordon Hollow
Creek> 5 cfs

EXD1-20 Little Sugar Creek
> 5 cfs

D-Subtotal

0.01

0.43

NOTE: Streams located below the COE identified headwaters point are indicated as > 5 cfs. All other
streams are above the headwaters point with less than 5 cfs flow.
* The Special Aquatic Sites include impounded springs and are emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
**The area of the regulated ponds is predominantly emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
*** Indicates estimated size.
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BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
WATERS OF THE U.S.
SIZE (acres) (& Linear Feet of streams-LF)
STREAM
REGULATED
STREAM
CROSSING
PONDS**
CROSSING
(CULVERT)
(BRIDGE)
(emergent
(waters US)
(waters US)
wetland)

SP.ECIAL
AQUATIC
SITES*
(eme ent)
,·, .•..,-~"'!!:' ·:•.:-.,-:,>.,,:i:_1~ :.:.i:!\\J:~~1 :v·:i:.1~?~'~~ ~;.im1'.'~~ ·~
0
EXE1-17 Little Sugar Creek
Dartmoor Rd.
RESOURCE
NUMBER

SEGMENT

.C.:""

~

:_:r

'

> 5 cfs

<C" ".::.~·( '.. ';,?,:-:-;~,=:,

Segment B1/C1
Segment B2/C2

F'q_r 't\Yest.A~-

0
FWB2C2-5

-

..

~

~

- •

-. ·-

...

0

·•"'
ve {£ -"\'"<'"¥as)

,~ ••-,,

.... ":'I_

·"

0.72
(130 LF)

0
~ •.;l:.'1r' 'r~~-i:·:

0

: ~;"

,•

..

,, :. ·:,"'"

B2C2-Subtotal

SegmentD1
SegmentD2
SegmentH1

FWD2-3
FWNWH1-12

0
0.24
(400 LF)
0.12
(394 LF)
0.36 (794 LF)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0.22
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0.27
(360 LF)
0.27 (360 LF)

0
0.54
(360 LF)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.27
(360 LF)
0.27 (360 LF)

McKlsic Creek > 5 cfs

FWNWH 1-13 Trib. of
McKisic Creek

H1-Subtotal

SegmentH2

FWNWH1-12
McKisic Creek > 5 cfs

FWNWH 1-13 Trib. of
McKisic Creek

H2-Subtotal
I

.

-~

SegmentE

. '!. ! ·~vement:to Eilcisflng~AJteJt lmive =~--'
0
0
EXD1-20 Little Sugar Creek

.

. -

0

"'

> 5 cfs

EXE 1-2 Little Sugar Creek

0.54 (360 LF)
0.12***
(80 LF)
0.30***
(200 LF}
0
0.27
(200 LF)
0.12
(270 LF)

0

0
0

0
0

0.03 (100 LF)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0.24 (650 LF)

0

0

0

0.27 (360 LF)

0

0

0

> 5 cfs

EXE1-23 Trib. ofMcKisic

0.54
(360 LF)
0

0

> 5cfs

EXE 1-22 McKisic Creek

0.54 (360 LF)

0

> 5 cfs

EXE1-5 Pinion Creek
EXE 1-16 Little Sugar Creek

- . ,o-J

0

Rattlesnake Hollow

FWB2C2-4 Mill Creek

,:.:,.

.·;..;~'.·'.'ri-~! -~-.-~·.::~j-i;,-,;; ~;.;:;-=;.r:

Creek

FWNWH 1-13 Trib. of
McKisic Creek

0.81
0.54
(1110 LF}
(750 LF)
NOTE: Streams located below the COE 1dent1fied headwaters point are indicated as > 5 cfs. All other
streams are above the headwaters point with less than 5 cfs flow.
*The Special Aquatic Sites include impounded springs and are emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
**The area of the regulated ponds is predominantly emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
***Indicates estimated size.
E-Subtotal
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BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
WATERS OF THE U.S.

SEGMENT

RESOURCE
NUMBER

SIZE (acres) (& Linear Feet of streams-LF)
SPECIAL
REGULATED
STREAM
STREAM
AQUATIC
PONDS**
CROSSING
CROSSING
(CULVERT)
(emergent
SITES*
(BRIDGE)
(waters US)
(waters US)
(emergent)
wetland)

•ii~~~.!:.~~ ll~-,·:. :~;'!:~;;::) ':'.''·~: '':: HiJii Wesr_L~--

SegmentF1

NWF4-1 Gordon Hollow

~

&'

-•

- ''

0

0

0

0

0

0.03
(394 LF)

0

0

0

0.58 (1458LF)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.24
(394 LF)
0.03
(394 LF)

0

0

0.27 (788 LF)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.27
(360 LF)
0.03
(394 LF)

0

Creek (Link F3/F4) > 5 cfs

NWF4-2 Gordon Hollow

Creek (with Spring)

F1-Subtotal
SegmentF2

NWF4-1 Gordon Hollow
Creek (Link F3/F4) > 5 cfs

NWF8-1 Trib. ofTanyard
Creek (with Spring)

F2-Subtotal
SegmentF3

NWF2-1 Gordon Hollow
Creek (Link F2) > 5 cfs

NWFB-1 Trib. ofTanyard
Creek (with Spring)

Fl-Subtotal
SegmentF4

NWF4-1 Gordon Hollow

NWF2-1 Gordon Hollow

0

0

0

0.04
0

0
0

0.24
(394 LF)
0
0.03
(394 LF)

0.04

0

0.27 (788 LF)

0

0

0

0

0.04
0

0
0

0.27
(360 LF)
0
0.03
(394 LF)

Creek (spring fed)

F5-Subtotal
SegmentG
SegmentH1

H1-Subtotal
SegmentH2

0
0

0
0

0.04

0

0.30 (754 LF)

0

0

0

0

0

FWNWH1 -12

0

0

0

McKisic Creek > 5 cfs
FWNWH1-13 .Trib. of
McKisic Creek

0

0

0

0

0.27
(360 LF)
0.27 (360 LF)

0.54
(360 LF)
0

FWNWH1-12

0

0

0

0

0

0.27
(360 LF)

0

0

0.27 (360 LF)

McKisic Creek > 5 cfs

FWNWH 1-13 Trib. of
McKisic Creek

H2-Subtotal

0

0.30 (754 LF)

Creek (link F2) > 5 cfs

NWF7-1 (impounded spring)
NWFB-1 Trib. ofTanyard

0 ;

0

Creek (spring fed)

F4-Subtotal
SegmentF5

0

0

Creek (Link F3/F4) > 5 cfs

NWF7-1 (impounded spring)
NWFB-1 Trib. ofTanyard

0.24
(394 LF)
0.31 (670 LF)
(relocated)...

Creek (Link 4) > 5 cfs

NWF8-1 Trib. ofTanyard

-~- .;.~:-,.~~:~.;1~~~~,~~;.~'•.,,~~i;:~;- -~+

0

0.54 (360 LF)
0.54
(360 LF)
0
0.54 (360 LF)

NOTE: Streams located below the COE 1dent1fied headwaters point are indicated as > 5 cfs. All other
streams are above the headwaters point with less than 5 cfs flow.
*The Special Aquatic Sites include impounded springs and are emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
**The area of the regulated ponds is predominantly emergent (herbaceous) wetlands.
*** Indicates estimated size
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US71
(Bella Vista to Pineville)
McDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI
Waters of the U.S. and
Preliminary Jurisdictional Wetland Determinations
SUMMARY REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION
The following overview is a summary of the field investigations performed to assess waters of
the U.S. that would be impacted by the construction of the Far West (Preferred) Alternative of
the US 71 Highway improvements in McDonald County, Missouri. This information is compiled
for the purpose of providing data ,for a section 404 permit application. The entire project travels
from Pineville, Missouri to Bella Vista, Arkansas. This report discusses the potential impacts
associated with the portion in McDonald County only. Potential impacts associated with the
portion in Benton County, Arkansas, and those associated with interim improvements to US 71
in Missouri are presented in separate reports.
The Preferred Alternative corridor in McDonald County travels through an area of the Ozark
Highlands characterized by forested, hilly topography dissected by streams, and narrow winding
ridges with steep valleys.
The Project Proponent and the Consultant for the project, and the contact persons, are as
follows:
PROJECT PROPONENT
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
Mr. Lynn Malbrough
P .0. Box 2261
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-2261
(501) 569-2009

CONSULTANT
HNTB Corporation
Mr. Dan Van Petten
Mr. Tim Flagler
1201 Walnut, Suite 700
Kansas City, MO. 64106
(816) 472-1201

Missouri Department of
Transportation
District No. 7
Mr. Jerry Bradley
3901 East 32"d Street
Joplin, MO 64802
(417) 629-3140

A. Purpose Of And Need For The Project
The general purpose of the project is to provide a safe, efficient, environmentally sound and
cost-effective transportation facility that responds to the needs of the study area and the region.
The specific purpose and needs being addressed by the proposed action are summarized as
follows:
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•

Multi-State Interstate System - Provide a freeway as part of the multi-state, high-priority
transportation corridor extending from Shreveport, Louisiana to Kansas City, Missouri,
as established in ISTEA.

•

Traffic Safety - Reduce the number and severity of traffic-related crashes occurring
'along US 71 between Bella Vista and Pineville.

•

Roadway Design Features - Upgrade current roadway design features along US 71
including roadway alignments and roadway cross-sections.

•

Movement of People and Goods - Provide for the efficient transport of people and goods
through the region by reducing the total hours of travel through the Study Area.

•

Local Access - Provide improved local access to the US 71 facility utilizing interchanges
and frontage roads wherever needed while providing efficient through service for nonlocal trips and truck traffic.

•

Roadway Capacity - Increase roadway system capacity in accordance with the
projected travel demands to improve the general operating conditions of US 71.

•

Recreational Activity Access - Facilitate the usage by motorists of nearby regional
recreational facilities through improved accessibility.

B. Regulatory Background

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of dredged or fill material into
"waters of the U.S." unless exempted or authorized by the Corps of Engineers (COE). Section
404 is the primary Federal statute that implements federal regulatory policies concerning the
protection of wetlands and other waters of the U.S. as specified in various orders and
regulations. The Little Rock District COE maintains jurisdiction over the water resources in the
area in which the Preferred Alignment corridor is located. A merged Section 404/NEPA process
was not formally used for the planning study.
II. METHODS

This project lies within the Little Rock, Arkansas District of the COE, therefore, preliminary
investigations concerning potential jurisdictional wetlands and other waters of the U.S. followed
the AHTD Jurisdictional Wetlands Impact Assessment Protocol. USGS/NWI maps, aerial
photographs, and COE stream maps were studied to determine high potential wetland areas
associated with springs, ponds, intermittent streams, perennial streams, and streams having
flows greater than 5 cfs. Legible NRCS soil survey maps for McDonald County were not
available at the time of this study. (Refer to the Environmental Impact Statement.Chapter Ill,
Section B.3.c.Soils for general soil information). In the spring and fall of 1997, field checks
within the corridor were performed on all ponds, perennial streams, streams designated as
"Riverine" on the NWI maps, and streams having a flow greater than 5 cfs. According to the
AHTD wetlands protocol, that preliminary phase of the study did not require field checks for
intermittent streams.
Field documentation included photographs of the water resource, vegetative component,
adjacent land use, approximate size and generalized assessment of the function and value.
The resources inventoried ranged from stock ponds to spring fed ponds, and included stream
crossings as noted above.
10

In addition, COE representatives were consulted at public information meetings held in Bella
Vista. Those individuals, along with study team members, also looked at several key areas of
concern. A field trip was held November 5th and 6th of 1997 in which representatives from
MoDOT, AHTD, the Corps of Engineers, and study team members reviewed several sites in the
study area. These included ponds with streams flowing in or out, upland stock ponds,
impounded and excavated seeps/springs, and intermittent and perennial streams. For this
project, it was concluded by the COE representative on site that ponds located in the uplands,
without a stream flowing in or flowing out, are not waters of the U.S. and therefore not regulated.
Only those ponds having a stream flowing in or out that are dammed rather than excavated, or
seeps/springs that flow into a water of the U.S., or impounded seeps/springs would be
regulated.
Based on this information, and through the Draft EIS process, the ponds were evaluated and
several were eliminated from further consideration as waters of the U.S. To further reduce
impacts, most of the remaining ponds and wetlands were avoided by slightly adjusting the
alignment. As a result, it was determined that the Preferred Alternative corridor in McDonald
County did not contain any jurisdictional wetland areas nor any ponds that qualified as waters of
the U.S. Therefore, the one pond (upland stock pond) within the corridor that did not qualify as
a water of the U.S. was not included in this report.
At the north end of the project, a portion of Goodin Hollow Creek lies immediately adjacent to the
new corridor right-of-way line. In this case, it is anticipated that the resource is avoided.
However, it could be affected if the limits of construction extend past the edge of the corridor.
Further engineering as part of the project's design phase would be able to shift the alignment
slightly, if needed, to ensure avoidance of this resource. If it is found, in the design phase, that
impacts which cannot be avoided occur to Waters of the U.S. resources which were previously
out of the corridor limits, MoDOT would reapply for a permit.
The stream crossings evaluated in this report include perennial streams, streams designated as
"Riverine" on the NWI maps, streams having a flow greater than 5 cfs, and all USGS blue line
streams within the Preferred Alternative corridor. All but the USGS blue line streams were field
investigated in the Spring and Fall of 1997. In mid October of 1998, each USGS blue line
stream crossing was photographed and was checked to determine the presence or absence of
adjacent wetlands. The presence or absence of the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) of
each stream was also determined and the width was measured for those with an OHWM. The
length of stream lying within the corridor was scaled from the aerial photographs to determine
the acreage within the OHWM. A Stream Data Form was filled out on each stream crossing,
and includes physical information about the stream. These forms and the corresponding
photographs can be found in Appendix 8 of the full PJWD Summary Report.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Within the Preferred Alternative (Far West) corridor in McDonald County, field investigations
were performed at 13 mapped streams. Eleven of those had a discernible channel with an
OHWM and are therefore regulated, and two of those lacked a channel with an OHWM. The
regulated streams in the corridor are intermittent and have either rocky or gravel beds, most of
which are very narrow. No jurisdictional wetlands were discovered adjacent to any of these
. streams within the corridor.
Table 1 presents potential impacts to streams within the Preferred Alignment corridor including
stream length within the corridor, OHWM width, area within the OHWM, flow regime (>or< 5
11

cfs), crossing type (bridge or culvert), and project totals in linear feet (meters) and acres
(hectares). A stream data form containing the information in the table, property ownership, and
photographs of each stream can be found in Appendix B of the full PJWD Summary Report.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Within the Preferred Alternative corridor, there is one stream crossing, Goodin Hollow Creek (M2) which would exceed 500 linear feet and 1/3 acre within the corridor. This crossing would
impact 700 linear feet of stream including 0.42 acres within the OHWM. However, it is proposed
to be bridged which would avoid impacts to the stream.
Rattlesnake Hollow Creek (M-13) is located on the Missouri/Arkansas state line. The length of
this stream within the corridor on the Missouri side is 300 feet including 0.18 acres within the
OHWM. This crossing is also proposed to be bridged. The bridge structures would be located
on the Arkansas side of the state line, but would nonetheless result in avoidance of impacts to
the stream on the Missouri side.

Table 1
McDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI
Stream Crossings Within Corridor
Summary of Potential Impacts
Stream
Crossing

M-1*
M-2
M-3*
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
M-9
M-10
M-11
M-12
M-13
TOTAL

Length Within
Corridor (feet)

OHWMWidth
(feet)

Area Within
OHWM (acres)

0
(700**)

0
26
0
4
5
4
8
0
1
3
33
6
26

0
(0.42**)
0
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.08
0
0.01
0.02
0;28
0.04
(0.18**)
.54ac
(0.22 ha)

·o
490
330
330
450
0
330
350
377
330
(300**)

2987 ft
(910.5 m)

-

* Did not qualify as a Water of the U.S. (not regulated)
** Not included in TOTAL quantity - bridged to avoid impacts
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Flow Regime
(cfs)
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs

Crossing Type
(Bridge or Culvert)

--

-

.

Culvert
Bridge
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Bridge

us 71
(Bella Vista to Pineville)
BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
Waters of the U.S. and
Preliminary Jurisdictional Wetland Determinations
SUMMARY REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION
The following overview is a summary of the field investigations performed to assess waters of
the U.S. that would be impacted by the construction of the Far West (Preferred) Alternative of
the US 71 Highway improvements in Benton County, Arkansas. This information is compiled for
the purpose of providing data for a section 404 permit application. The entire project travels
from Pineville, Missouri to Bella Vista, Arkansas. This report discusses the potential impacts
associated with the portion in Benton County only. Potential impacts associated with the portion
in McDonald County, Missouri, and those associated with interim improvements of US 71 in
Missouri are presented in separate reports.
The Preferred Alternative corridor in Benton County travels through an area of the Ozark
Highlands characterized by forested, hilly topography dissected by streams, and narrow winding
ridges with steep valleys. There are also some flatter, broader upland areas in the southwest
portion of the corridor, most of which have been cleared for agricultural purposes.
The Project Proponent and the Consultant for the project, and the contact persons, are as
follows:
PROJECT PROPONENT
Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department
Mr. Lynn Malbrough
P.O. Box 2261
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-2261
(501) 569-2009

CONSULTANT
HNTB Corporation
Mr. Dan Van Petten
Mr. Tim Flagler
1201 Walnut, Suite 700
Kansas City, MO. 64106
(816) 472-1201

Missouri Department of
Transportation
District No. 7
Mr. Jerry Bradley
3901 East 32"d Street
Joplin, MO 64802
(417) 629-3140

A. Purpose Of And Need For The Project
The general purpose of the project is to provide a safe, efficient, environmentally sound and
cost-effective transportation facility that responds to the needs of the study area and the region.
The specific purpose and needs being ·addressed by the proposed action are summarized as
follows:
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•

Multi-State Interstate System - Provide a freeway as part of the multi-state, high-priority
transportation corridor extending from Shreveport, Louisiana to Kansas City, Missouri,
as established in ISTEA.

•

Traffic Safety - Reduce the number and severity of traffic-related crashes occurring
along US 71 between Bella Vista and Pineville.

•

Roadway Design Features - Upgrade current roadway design features along US 71
including roadway alignments and roadway cross-sections.

•

Movement of People and Goods - Provide for the efficient transport of people and goods
through the region by reducing the total hours of travel through the Study Area.

•

Local Access - Provide improved local access to the US 71 facility utilizing interchanges
and frontage roads wherever needed while providing efficient through service for nonlocal trips and truck traffic.

•

Roadway Capacity - Increase roadway system capacity in accordance with the
projected travel demands to improve the general operating conditions of US 71.

•

Recreational Activity Access - Facilitate the usage by motorists of nearby regional
recreational facilities through improved accessibility.

8. Regulatory Background

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of dredged or fill material into
"waters of the U.S.n unless exempted or authorized by the Corps of Engineers (COE). Section
404 is the primary Federal statute that implements federal regulatory policies concerning the
protection of wetlands and other waters of the U.S.. as specified in various orders and
regulations. The Little Rock District COE maintains jurisdiction over the water resources in the
area in which the Preferred Alignment corridor is located. A merged Section 404/NEPA process
was not formally used for the planning study.
II. METHODS
Preliminary investigations concerning potential jurisdictional wetlands and other waters of the
U.S. followed the AHTD Jurisdictional Wetlands Impact Assessment Protocol. USGS/NWI
maps, aerial photographs, NRCS soil survey maps, and COE stream maps were studied to
determine high potential wetland areas associated with springs, ponds, intermittent streams,
perennial streams, and streams having flows greater than 5 cfs. In the spring and fall of 1997,
field checks were performed within the corridor on all ponds, perennial streams, streams
designated as "Riverinen on the NWI maps, and streams having a flow greater than 5 cfs.
According to the AHTD wetlands protocol, that preliminary phase of the study did not require
field checks for intermittent streams.
Field documentation included photographs of the water resource, vegetative component,
. adjacent land use, approximate size and generalized assessment of the function and value.
The resources inventoried ranged from stock ponds to spring fed ponds, and included stream
crossings as noted above.
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In addition, COE representatives were consulted at public information meetings held in Bella
Vista. Those individuals, along with study team members, also looked at several key areas of
concern. A field trip was held November 5th and 6th of 1997 in which representatives from
MoDOT, AHTD, the Corps of Engineers, and study. team members reviewed several sites in the
study area. These included ponds with streams flowing in or out, upland stock ponds,
impounded and excavated seeps/springs, and intermittent and perennial streams. For this
project, it was concluded by the COE representative on site that ponds located in the uplands,
without a stream flowing in or flowing out, are not waters of the U.S. and therefore not regulated.
Only those ponds having a stream flowing in or out that are dammed rather than excavated, or
seeps/springs that flow into a water of the U.S., or impounded seeps/springs would be
regulated.
Based on this information, and through the Draft EIS process, the ponds were evaluated and
several were eliminated from further consideration as waters of the U.S. To further reduce
impacts, most of the remaining ponds and wetlands were avoided by slightly adjusting the
alignment. One of the wetland resources, located at what would be a future interchange with
Highway 72 west of Hiwasse, lies immediately adjacent to the new corridor right-of-way line. In
this case, it is anticipated that the resource is avoided. However, furtherengineering as part of
the project's design phase would be able to shift the alignment slightly, if needed, to ensure
avoidance of this resource. If it is found, in the design phase, that impacts which cannot be
avoided occur to Waters of the U.S. resources which were previously out of the corridor limits,
AHTD would reapply for a permit.
As a result of these measures to reduce impacts, it was determined that the Preferred
Alternative corridor in Benton County did not contain any jurisdictional wetland areas nor any
ponds that qualified as waters of the U.S. Therefore, the 14 ponds (seve·ral were upland stock
ponds) within the corridor that did not qualify as waters of the U.S. have not been included in this
report. (Recent field investigations discovered one wetland area that was previously unrecorded
-see below)
The stream crossings evaluated in this report include perennial streams, streams designated as
"Riverine" on the NWI maps, streams having a flow greater than 5 cfs, and all USGS blue line
streams within the Preferred Alternative corridor. All but the USGS blue line streams were field
investigated in the Spring and Fall of 1997. In mid October of 1998, each USGS blue line
stream crossing was photographed and was checked to determine the presence or absence of
adjacent wetlands. The presence or absence of the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) of
each stream was also determined and the width was measured for those with an OHWM. The
length of stream lying within the corridor was scaled from the aerial photographs to determine
the acreage within the OHWM. A Stream Data Form was filled out on each stream crossing,
and includes physical information about the stream. These forms and the corresponding
photographs can be found in Appendix B of the full PJWD Summary Report. During field
investigations of the USGS blue line streams, one wetland area was found at a stream crossing.
The "Routine Determination" procedures of the 1987 Corps of Engineers Manual were used at
this water resource. Information, photographs and a PJWD form for the wetland area can be
found in Appendix C of the full PJWD Summary Report.
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111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Within the Preferred Alternative (Far West) corridor in Benton County, field investigations were
performed at 21 mapped streams. Twelve (12) of those had a discernible channel with an ·
OHWM and are therefore regulated, and 9 of those lacked a channel with an OHWM. Ten (10)
of the regulated streams in the corridor are intermittent and have either rocky or gravel beds,
most of which are very narrow. One stream, McKisic Creek (B-20), is perennial with a flow
greater than 5 cfs. A tributary of McKisic Creek (B-21) is also perennial but with a flow less than
5 cfs. One jurisdictional wetland (B-3a) was discovered at a stream within the corridor.
Table 1 presents potential impacts to streams within the Preferred Alignment corridor including
stream length within the corridor, OHWM width, area within the OHWM, flow regime (> or < 5
cfs), crossing type (bridge or culvert), and project totals in linear feet (meters) and acres
(hectares). Table 2 presents potential impacts to wetlands within the Preferred Alignment
corridor including size and type of wetland.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Within the Preferred Alternative corridor, there is one stream crossing McKisic Creek (B-20)
which is below the headwaters and which would exceed 1/3 acre within the corridor. This
crossing would impact 0.54 acres within the OHWM including 360 linear feet of stream.
However, it is proposed to be bridged which would avoid impacts to the stream. Two other
stream crossings (B-4 and B-16) exceed 500 linear feet within the corridor, and would be
culverted.
Rattlesnake Hollow Creek (B-1) is located on the Missouri/Arkansas state line. The length of
this stream within the corridor on the Arkansas side is 400 feet including 0.24 acres within the
OHWM. However, this crossing is proposed to be bridged which would result in avoidance of
impacts to the stream on both sides of the state line. The bridge structures would be located on
the Arkansas side of the state line. The stream crossing at Mill Creek (B-2) would also be
bridged, thus avoiding impacts to 400 linear feet of stream, including 0.12 acres within the
OHWM.
The total linear feet of stream impacted within the corridor would be 3380 (1030.3 meters)
including 0.54 acres (0.22 hectares) within the OHWM.
One jurisdictional wetland would potentially be impacted by the Preferred Alignment corridor. It
is an "emergent" wetland area covering 0.10 acres (0.04 hectares) with no open water.
(See Tables 1 and 2 on the following page).
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Table 1
BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
Stream Crossings Within Corridor
Summary of Potential Impacts
Stream
Crossing

Length Within
Corridor (feet)

OHWMWidth
(feet)

Area Within
OHWM (acres)

Flow Regime
(cfs)

Crossing Type
(Bridge or Culvert)

(400**)
(400**)
300
650
0

26
13
3
3
0

(0.24**)
(0.12**)
0.02
0.04
0

< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs

Bridge
Bridge
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert

0
0
250
0
0
0
330
330
340
300
520
0
0
0
(360**)
360
3380 ft
(1030.3 m)

0
0
3
0
0
0
4
7
5
4
3
0
0
0
65
33

0
0
0.02
0
0
0
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.04
0
0
0
(0.54**)
0.27
0.54 ac
(0.22 ha)

B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5*
B-6*
B-7*
B-8
B-9*
B-10*
B-11*
B-12
B-13
B-14
B-15
B-16
B-17*
B-18*
B-19*
B-20
B-21
TOTAL

-

< 5 cfs·
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
< 5 cfs
> 5 cfs
< 5 cfs

--

Culvert'
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Culvert
Bridge
Culvert

,

--

*Did not qualify as a Water of the U.S. (not regulated)
** Not included in TOTAL quantity - bridged to avoid impacts.

Table 2
BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
Potential Wetland Impacts
WATER
RESOURCE
B-3a

WETLAND TYPE - acres (hectares)
Scrub-Shrub
Emergent
Forested
0
0
0.10 ac
(0.04 ha)
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Exhibit E-2 Regulated Waters of the U.S.

RECEIVED
DEC 17 1998
DEC 1 4 1998

HNlB-KCMo

Engineering and Technical Services Division
Regulatory Section
NATIONWIDE PERMIT NO. 13862
Mr. Jerry Bradley
Missouri Department of Transportation (MOOT)
District 7
3901 East 32nd Street
Joplin; Missouri 64802
Dear Mr. Bradley:
This is in regard to a letter dated November 18, 1998,
submitted on your behalf by the Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department, concerning Department of the Army
permit requirements pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act. The letter transmitted a Summary Report of wetland
determinations and required crossings of other waters of the
United States to upgrade U.S. 71 to interstate standards along a
preferred alternative (Far West) corridor from the
Arkansas/Missouri State Line to Pineville, in McDonald County,
Missouri.
We have reviewed the Report and concur with the findings.
The Report indicated that the pref erred alignment would not
impact any jurisdictional wetlands, but would require 11
crossings of other waters (streams). The discharge of fill
material below the ordinary high-water mark of each of these
streams for a bridge/culvert crossing, as outlined on the
enclosed sheets 1 through 5 of 5, is authorized by Department of
the Army Nationwide Permit (NWP) No. 14 (copy enclosed), subject
to the following:
a. MOOT shall obtain an individual Section 401 water
quality certification (WQC) or a waiver from the state certifying
agency.
If WQC or a waiver is issued, MOOT must provide a copy
to this off ice before you begin work, and MOOT must then comply
with any WQC conditions. To obtain a state WQC or waiver, MOOT
should contact:

- 2 -

Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Water Pollution Control Program
Division of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102-0176
Telephone Number:
Facsimile Number:

(573) 751-7428
(573) 526-5797

If MOOT has applied for an individual WQC and the State
fails to act within a reasonable period, then MOOT shall furnish
a copy of the application for WQC to the Corps.
If MOOT provides
only an application for WQC rather than the certification or
waiver, MOOT may not proceed until further written notification
is received from the Corps.
b. MOOT shall notify the Little Rock District of any
additional fill proposed in wetlands and other waters of the
United States, to construct the highway. This includes all
activities associat~d with the discharge and excavation of
material in waters of the United States by any MOOT contractor.
Also, all MOOT contractors shall be furnished and required to
implement the conditions of the NWP verification and receive
additional authorization required for all associated activities.
c. MOOT shall implement the MOOT's Standard Erosion Control
Measures during all construction phases of the highway. All
disturbed areas along the highway shall be seeded, planted, or
given some other type of equivalent protection against subsequent
erosion while constructing and upon completion of the project.
d. MOOT shall place all construction debris, including any
excess construction debris, on land in such a manner to prevent
it from entering or being discharged in any waterway.
e. MOOT shall meet all conditions of the NWP. This permit
was published in the Federal Recister (Part VII, Vol. 61, No.
241, pages 65874-65922) dated December 13, 1996, and became
effective on February 11, 1997. You should become familiar with
the conditions and maintain a copy of the permit at the worksite
for ready reference.
If any future change is proposed to be made
in the facilities or their location, you should submit revised
plans to this off ice for approval before construction of the
change begins.
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Please refer to NWP Condition No. 3, which stipulates that
appropriate erosion and siltation controls be used during
construction and all exposed soil be permanently stabilized.
In order to fully comply with the conditions of the NWP, you
must submit the enclosed compliance certification within 30 days
of completion of the project. This is required pursuant to
General Condition No. 14 of the permit.
These NWP determinations will be valid for two years unless
the NWP is modified, suspended, or revoked within that two-year
period.
If NWP No. 14 is modified, suspended, or revoked during
this period, your project may not be authorized unless you have
begun or are under contract to begin the project.
If work has
started or the work is under contract, you would then have twelve
months to complete the work (see 33 CFR 330.6(b)).
If you have any questions about this permit or any of its
provisions, please contact Mr. Larry Harrison at (501) 324-5295
and refer to Permit No. 13862.
Sincerely,

SIGNED

Jerry L. Harris, P.E.
Chief, Regulatory Section
Enclosures
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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Copy Furnished:
Mr. Lynn Malbrough, Arkansas Highway and Transportation
Department, P.O. Box 2261, Little Rock, AR 72201-2261,
.YJl:Y dwgs
.,>tr. Dan Van Petten, Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff
Company, 1201 Walnut, Suite 700, Kansas City, MO 64106,
w/cy dwgs
Mr. Glen Justis, Regulatory Section,
c/o Upper White River PO, w/cy dwgs
Missouri Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Environmental Quality,
P.O. Box 176, Jefferson City, MO 65102, w/cy dwgs
Missouri Department of Conservation,
2901 West Truman Boulevard, P.O. Box 180,
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0180, w/cy dwgs
Environmental Protection Agency, 404 Section,
726 Minnesota Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66101, w/cy dwgs
Ch, Water Resources and Environmental Branch
Regulatory Enf, w/cy dwgs

RECEIVED
QEC 1 4 1998

DEC 17 1998
HNTB-l<CMO

Engineering and Technical Services Division
Regulatory Section
GENERAL PERMIT NO. 13862
Mr. Lynn Malbrough
Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department
P.O. Box 2261
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-2261
Dear Mr. Malbrough:
Please refer to your letter dated November 18, 1998,
transmitting a Sununary Report of wetland determinations and
required crossings of other waters of the United States to
upgrade U.S. 71 to interstate standards along a preferred
alternative (Far West) corridor around Bella Vista to the
Arkansas/Missouri State Line, in Benton County, Arkansas.
We have reviewed the Report and concur with the findings.
The Report indicated that the preferred alignment would not
impact any jurisdictional wetlands, but would require 12
crossings of other waters (streams).
Pursuant to 33 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 325.5, each of these crossings is
authorized by Department of the Army General Permit GB (copy
enclosed), provided that the conditions therein are met.
··
You should become familiar with the conditions and maintain
a copy of the permit at the worksite for ready reference.
If
changes are proposed in the design or location of the facilities,
you should submit revised plans to this office for approval
before construction of the change begins.

.. ..
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If you have any questions about this permit or any of its
provisions, please contact Mr. Larry Harrison at (501) 324-5295
and refer to Permit No. 13862.
Sincerely,

Jerry L. Harris, P.E.
Chief, Regulatory Section
Enclosures
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Copy Furnished:
Mr. Jerry Bradley, Missouri Department o~ Transportation,
District 7, 3901 East 32nd Street, Joplin, MO 64802, w/cy dwgs
Mr: Dan Van Petten, Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff
· Company, 1201 Walnut, Suite 700, Kansas City, MO 64106,
w/cy dwgs
Mr. Glen Justis, Regulatory Section,
c/o Upper White River PO, w/cy dwgs
Ch, Water Resources and Environmental Branch
Regulatory Enf, w/cy dwgs

Preliminary 404 (b) (1) Evaluation Review and Analysis
This project was reviewed using the criteria established in Section 404 (b) (1) Evaluation (40
CFR 230). During the evaluation process, the alternatives were selected for advancement
based on a number of criteria, one of which was the effect of the project on the aquatic
environment.
The US 71 Location Study and Environmental Impact Statement has a preferred project: new
construction on the Far West Corridor in Missouri and Arkansas and interim improvements on
existing US 71 in Missouri. The Interim Improvements portion of the project is covered by an
existing environmental impact statement and record of decision. The EIS is for Route 71,
Jasper, Newton and McDonald Counties, Interstate 44 to Arkansas State Line Job No. J7P0427
(FHWA-MO-EIS-90-02-F). The Record of Decision was dated 14September1992.
The ROD for US 71 from 1-44 to the Arkansas State Line noted that the design of the roadway
had not progressed far enough to definitively identify the wetlands areas to be impacted by the
roadway project. During the field review held November 5 and 6, 1997, the MoDOT wetlands
specialist indicated that they would be doing the wetlands delineations for the interim
improvements project which presently has the record of decision as soon as practicable.
The preliminary evaluation of the preferred alternative includes the new alignment in the Far
West Corridor (segments A3 - B2C2 - D1 - H1) and Interim Improvements along US 71 from
Pineville, Missouri to the Arkansas State line.
Throughout the initial reviews of preliminary alternate alignments, segments and links were
individually moved or relocated when practical to avoid wetlands resource impacts. The
wetlands resources which were not avoidable were actually man-made ponds, usually
excavated, in uplands settings. The ponds were not on a stream which had been blocked or had
an ordinary high water mark, but tended to gather overland flow and in some cases intercept
water from a seep or a spring.
There is presently no engineering design work which can assure the regulatory agencies that
impacts to wetlands and special aquatic sites will not occur. At this stage of project development
and the engineering work which has been done to date indicate that the preferred alignment will
not impact any special aquatic sites (emergent) or regulated ponds (emergent). Some of these
resources are near the preferred alignment and should preliminary and final engineering require
impacting one of these adjacent yet presently avoided wetlands resources, this analysis will
need to be revised in light of the new information and impacts to wetlands and waters of the US.
The Little Rock District of the Corps of Engineers would review amendments and modifications
to the appropriate permit and indicate which permit would be appropriate for the proposed
impact. An individual permit may be necessary.
1. Review of Compliance ( 40 CFR 230.10 (a) - (d))
a. Practicable Alternatives
40 CFR 230.10 (a) states that • .. no discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted if
there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less adverse
impact to aquatic ecosystem.: The basic project purpose is used by the Corps of Engineers in
the Clean Water Act permit review of permit applications. This project purpose guides the

reviewer in identifying the practicable alternatives, as required by the Subpart B of the Section
404 (b) (1) guidelines. It should be noted that, except for specific circumstan~s enumerated ~n
40 CFR 230.10, if a practicable alternative is available and it is less damaging to the aquatic
ecosystem, the original application cannot be approved.
The project basic purpose and need is established by the Corps of Engineers, with input from
the applicant or project sponsor. The basic project purpose cannot be defined so narrowly so as
to exclude reasonable alternatives to the proposed action. The Corps therefore will provide a
reasonable and equitable project purpose for each Section 404 application it receives in a
manner suitable to the project at hand.
The DEIS document lists eight separate yet interrelated specific purpose and need statements
for the project. The basic purpose of the project is to provide a safe, efficient and
economical transportation facility that responds to the needs of the area between the
identified termini near Bentonville, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri. The basic purpose
statement does not mention the number of lanes, type of facility, design speed, interchange
design, intersection design and others except as may be required by traffic analysis,
engineering design standards and environmental considerations. Although project cost may be
an important consideration, it cannot be the only criteria for elimination of a particular alternative
that otherwise would meet the intent of the Section 404 (b) (1). All eight of the individual and
specific purposes for the highway project focus on transportation. The designation of US 71 as a
multi-state, high-priority transportation corridor was done in 1991 under Thelntermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and in and of itself does not dictate the basic purpose of
the project for Clean Water Act purposes. It does however provide the rational basis for
pursuing individual projects within the context of ISTEA designated improvements to US 71 from
Shreveport LA to Kansas City, Missouri.
The Corps of Engineers must be able to determine if there is a practicable alternative which is
less damaging to the aquatic ecosystem. A non-water dependent activity, such as a road
construction project with bridges and/or culverts, does not require full access to special aquatic
sites and wetlands. Therefore, practicable alternatives to such non-water dependent activities
are presumed to be available and will result in less impact to the aquatic ecosystem. It is up to
the applicant to clearly demonstrate that there is no practicable alternative.
The project, both the interim improvements along existing US 71 and the newly constructed
roadway in the Far West Corridor, is not water dependent. The highways do cross several minor
streams and tributaries, the discharge of dredged and fill material into wetlands and other
aquatic sites is not required to achieve the basic purpose, as determined previously and stated
above.
Preliminary determination of alternatives is based on data which is available at this time and the
preferred alternative, both the Interim Improvements and the new alignment in the Far West
Corridor, involves no known discharges into special aquatic sites. Therefore, at this time, there
is no need to demonstrate that there is an alternative which has less impact on the aquatic
environment as noted in 40 CFR 230.1 O(a)(3). The alternative alignments which are shown in
the various corridors, do not have less impact on the aquatic environment.
As the National Environmental Policy Act and Clean Water Act review proceeds and more
detailed design data is available, should it become clear that if wetlands or special aquatic sites
be impacted, the permit will be modified, an individual permit will be applied for or the impact will
be avoided.

b. State Water Quality Standards, Toxic Effluent Standards and the Endangered Species
Act.
The proposed discharges of dredged or fill material must conform to the applicable water quality
standards of Missouri and Arkansas as well as the Clean Water Act Section 307 Toxic Effluent
Standards.
The appli~nts have consulted with the appropriate wildlife agencies to determine if the US Fish
& Wildlife Service, Missouri Department of Conservation, and the Arkansas Fish & Game
Commission know of federal or state threatened or endangered species of plants or wildlife.
Locations of known populations of threatened and endangered species were noted, mapped
and avoided by alternative alignments. Preliminary determination is that the preferred alternative
will not affect any known populations of threatened or endangered species. Should any
threatened or endangered species be discovered during the design or construction phase of the
project, appropriate agencies will be notified and consultation will take place as soon as
practical.

c. Significant Degradation of Waters of the U.S.
Chapter four of the Draft EIS describes anticipated impacts on the aquatic ecosystem. It does
not appear that the preferred alignment will result in significant degradation of the waters of the
U.S. at either site specific locations or cumulatively when viewed on a project basis. The public
interest would anticipate adverse effects on human health and welfare, life stages of aquatic life
and other wildlife, aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity and stability and the recreational,
aesthetic and economic values of the proposed action.

d. Measures to minimize harm and adverse impacts.
The DEIS indicates the design and construction will include such measures as are required and
those which are appropriate for the project. These include but are not limited to the following
special conditions. The respective states, Arkansas and Missouri will be consulted during the
final design stages of the project to obtain their input on maintaining water quality and
biodiversity in the aquatic environment. The EPA Guidelines for the Discharge of Dredged and
Fill Material, found in 40 CFR 230 will be followed. Construction activities are to be performed in
a manner that is to minimize turbidity in the water of the work area and otherwise avoid adverse
effects on the water quality and aquatic life. Dredged material is to be placed on land unless
used as backfill. Construction activity will not relocate a stream or creek unnecessarily. Erosion
controls will be implemented as discussed in the FHWA program manual, Volume 6, Chapter 7,
Section 3; as well as the standard specifications of the AHTD and MoDOT regarding erosion
control. The temporary work ramps and haul roads, when necessary will have sufficient culverts
or other water way openings to allow for the expected high flows. Temporary fills are to be
entirely removed. Off site activities such as borrow pits, staging areas, parking lots etc. may not
be located in wetlands areas. Impacts to waters of the U.S. may be avoided by bridging the
stream or the requirement of placing no fill riverward of the ordinary high water mark. Impacts
to flood plains are to be minimized during the engineering design process by avoiding or
minimizing direct impacts to stream channels.

2. Technical Evaluation Factors
The factors listed in Subparts C through F of 40 CFR 230 are generally noted in chapter four of
the DEIS and will be more thoroughly reviewed with comments from the reviewing agencies.
This initial evaluation does not include information received during the public interest review.
3. Evaluation of Dredged and Fill Material.
The locations of fill materials sources are not known at this time. It is anticipated that much of
the fill material will come from within the cut sections of the corridor. There are numerous solid
hazardous waste sites located within the two counties. It is anticipated that most, if not all, of the
sites will be avoided. Remediation will be employed by either the AHTD or MoDOT on any site
which is found to be unavoidable during the design engineering process. The fill material will be
clean and uncontaminated. This is especially important where the fill is discharged into or
adjacent to the waters of the U.S. within ttie corridor.

APPENDIX F
SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
Site
No.
8-1
8-2
8-4
8-5
8-6
M-11
M-12
M-13
M-14
M-15

·Site Name
Bella Vista POA

SW1/4, SE1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 23, T 21 N, R 31W
Village Service
NW1/4, SE1/4, SW1/4,
Station
SEC. 23, T 21N, R 31W
Dalton Golf Cars
SE1/4, SE1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
PMI Inc. (hvac
NE1/4, NE1/4, SE1/4,
contractor)
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
Furniture Shop
NE1/4, NE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
NE1/4, NE1/4, SE1/4,
Don's Stateline
Store (gas station) SEC. 34, T 21 N, R 31W
Jug Store Liquors NE1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
(gas station)
SEC. 34, T 21N, R 31W
Chick's (gas
NE1/4, SW1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 34, T 21N, R 31W
station)
Hilltop Liquor (gas NE 1/4, SW1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 27, T 21 N, R 31W
station)
Kare Vel Travel
SE1/4, NE1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 21, T 21 N, 31W
Agency

M-18

Logging Mill

M-19

8-8 Sand &
Gravel
(maintenance
shop)
Residence

M-20

Location

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

SW1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 21, T 21N, 31vV
SW1/4, SW1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 16, T 21N, R 31W

NE1/4, SE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC.17, T21N, R31W

Observation
3-Usts, aggregate capacity of
2, 100 gallon. On ADPC&E RST.
4-Usts, aggregate capacity of
24,500 gallon. On ADPC&E RST.
Old battery storage.

Waste
Potential
Moderate
Moderate
Low

Few drums, miscellaneous scrap
materials.
Rusted tank, 2-drums, scrap ·
remodeling materials.
Estimate 3-Usts.

Low

3-Asts

Moderate

3-Asts

Moderate

4-Asts

Moderate

Small Ast, few barrels, junk pile,
20 used vehicles. Possible
automotive garage/sales.
1Os-junk vehicles, 1Os-drums,
Ast, possible additional tanks.
Few junk trucks, obsolete
machinery, 1Os-tires, abandoned
Ast.

Moderate

1Os-junk cars, 1OOs-rusted drums

Low

Moderate

Recommendation
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
NONE - Observation typical
of facility type.
NONE - Observation typical
of facility type.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.

High

SITE INSPECTION if on

Moderate

preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.

High

SITE INSP~CTION if on
preferred route.
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APPENDIX F
SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
Site
No.
M-21

Residence

NE1/4, NW1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 11, T 21N, R 31W

M-24

Residence

B-25

Closed Sanitary
Landfill

NW1/4, NW1/4, NW1/4
SEC. 21, T 21N, R 31W
SW1/4, SW1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 15, T 21N, R 31W

B-26

B-33

Concordia Care
Center (nursing
home)
.Village Dry
Cleaners
All In One (gas
station)
Abandoned Auto
Service Facility
Village Ship &
Shore (boat sales
and service)
Wastewater Pump
Station
Residence

B-34

Jones Golf Cars

B-36

Warehouse

B-37

JAC's Ranch

8-27
B-28
B-30
B-31

8-32

Site Name

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

Location

SW1/4, SW1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 23, T 21 N, R 31W

Observation
Small open dump in back. Few
drums; scrap iron, wood,
machinery. 10 CY
Junk scattered over large area.
Old cars, appliances, debris.
2-Asts, 100s -tires, burning
debris. On EPA CERCL/S and
ADPC&ESWF.
On EPA RCRA as no longer
engaged.

Waste
Potential
Low

Moderate
High

Low

Recommendation
NONE - Located outside
any alternate route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
AVOIDANCE

NONE - Located outside
any alternate route.

'.

SW1/4, SE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 35, T 21N, R 31W
SW1/4, SW1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 1, T 20N, R 31W
SW1/4, NE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
NW1/4, NE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
NE1/4, SW1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
SW1/4, SW1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 13, T 20N, R 31W
SW1/4, SE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 31W
NW1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 21, T 20N, R 30W
W1/2, NE1/4,
SEC.10, T 20N, R 30W

Dry cleaning fluid. On EPA
RCRA.
4-Usts, 40,000 gallon aggregate
capacity. On ADPC&E RST.
1-Ast, 2-drums.

Moderate
Moderate
Low

Junk piles in back. Possible
solvents, paints, lubricants.

Low

Possible Usts

Low

Several junk vehicles, rusted
Asts, several drums.
Possible waste batteries,
lubricants, fuel.
Possible fuel storage.

Moderate

Low

Compost mounds, 2-Asts.

Low

Low

NONE - Typical of facility
type.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
NONE - Located on edge of
route. New facility.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
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APPENDIX F
SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
Site
No.
B-41

Fraser Trucking

B-42

Residence

B-44

Old dump site

B-45

Salvage Yard

M-46

Auto garage,
salvage yard

B-47

Residence

B-48

M-50

Grand Central
Station (gas
station)
Anchor Quarry
(limestone quarry)
Tire dump

M-51

Residence

B-52

Residence

B-53

Residence

B-54

Residence
(possible salvage
operations)

M-49

Site Name

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

Location
NW1/4, NW1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 34, T 21 N, R 30W
NE1/4, NE1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 27, T 21N, R 30W
SW1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 22, T 21 N, R 30W
NW1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 22, T 21N, R 30W
NW1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 33, T 21 N, R 30W
SE1/4, NW1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 16, T 20N, R 31W
SW1/4, SE1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 29, T 21N, R 31W
NW1/4, SW1/4, NE1/4,
SEC 35, T 21N, R 31W
SW1/4, SW1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 29, T 21 N, R 30W
NW1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 15, T 21N, 32W
SW1/4, SE1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 8, T 20N, R 31W
SW1/4, SE1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 8, T 20N, R 31W
SW1/4, NW1/4, SW1/4,
SEC. 6, T 20N, R 31W

Observation
Possible fuel storage.

Waste
Potential
Low

Junk pile in rear. Several junk
cars, scrap metal, few drums.
Possible old dumpsite. Few junk
cars and construction debris.
Overgrown with brush.
Minimum 1Os-junk vehicles

Moderate

100+ junk vehicles, scrap metals,
tires, tanks, drums, implements,
scattered over approx. 40-acres.
Few drums, old cars.

High

3-Usts.

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low
2,000+ tires.

High

Abandoned 10,000 gallon tank,
24-junk cars.
10-junk cars, pile of debris.

Moderate
Low

Several junk cars.

Low

Piles of: auto wheels, window
frames, lumber, tires, tanks,
machinery, appliances, drums.

High

Recommendation
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
NONE - Located on edge of
alternative.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside .
any alternative route.
NONE - located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
preferred route.
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APPENDIX F
SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
Site
No.
B-55

Site Name

Location

B-56

Robertson's Body
Shop
Stump Dump

B-57

Open dump

NE1/4, SE1/4, NW1/4,
SEC. 12, T 20N, R 32W
SW1/4, SE1/4, SE1/4,
SEC. 28, T 21 N, R 32W
NE1/4, SE1/4, NE1/4,
SEC. 28, T 21 N, R 32W

US 71 (Bella Vista to Pineville)

Observation
Junk auto bodies, junk cars,
drums, grown-up with brush.
Municipal dump for clearing
debris.
Drums, tires, household debris.

Waste
Potential
Moderate
Low
Low

Recommendation
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
NONE - Located outside
any alternative route.
SITE INSPECTION if on
·preferred route. Rule out
entrance to larger dump.
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APPENDIX G
Visual Quality Assessment
It is necessary to determine the visual quality of an existing environment in order to rationally
assess the probable visual impact of a proposed highway project. The following text describes
the methodology used to assess the existing visual quality of the US 71 study area. This
determination establishes the baseline conditions from which to compare the result of the
proposed project and is based on methodology presented in the federal guideline Visual Impact
Assessment for Highway Projects (U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, 1990).
The visual impacts of a project may be quite varied in different areas of a project corridor
because the areas themselves can be visually distinct and can exhibit unique and consistent
visual characteristics. The project corridor can be divided into separate areas within which there
are consistent visual characteristics and a uniform visual experience. These areas have direct
relationships to physiography, topography, vegetation and land use and can be thought of as
"outdoor rooms". The boundaries of these visual environments occur where there is a change in
visual character. The strongest determinations of the visual boundaries are topography and
landscape components.
Topography -- Topography influences many natural systems such as drainage,
vegetation, geology, aspect, etc. These natural systems often have distinct and variable
characteristics with visual consequences.
Landscape Components -- Landscape components are distinct elements in the visual
environment. Natural land cover elements such as trees, water, rocks, and open areas;
developed land uses such as roads, bridges, and buildings; and identifiable patterns
such as power line corridors and agricultural crops, constitute landscape components.
Visual environment boundaries were determined by analyzing the topography of the study area;
recording the major landscape components; studying aerial photography and ground level
corridor photography; and conducting field reconnaissance. The following visual environments
were identified:
- Forested Areas
- Creeks and Creek Valleys
- Lakes
- Golf Courses
- Agricultural I Open Land
- Residential Development
- Commercial I Business Development
Visual Quality Assessment Criteria
The evaluative criteria used in this assessment are taken from federal visual impact assessment
guidelines and are considered to be comprehensible and meaningful factors to people without
specific aesthetic or fine art training. Vividness, Intactness and Unity are attributes which

collectively define the quality of the visual environment and for which there is general agreement
when tested among various groups of viewers. These factors are defined as follows:
Vividness - Vividness is the relative strength of the seen image. It can be thought of as
the memorability of landscape components as they combine in striking and distinctive
patterns. It is not necessarily correlated with "beauty". The Grand Canyon and Niagara
Falls are vivid images which are beautiful; the visual imagery of a vast strip mine can
also be vivid even if it is not interpreted to be beautiful.
Intactness - The visual integrity of the natural or man-made landscape and its freedom
from encroaching elements is referred to as intactness.
Unity - Unity is a factor used to discuss the overall visual harmony of a composition and
the degree to which the various elements combine in a coherent way.
The relative existing visual quality of the visual environments within the US 71 study area is
presented in the following Table.
VISUAL QUALITY RATING

Visual Environment
Forested Areas
Creeks and Creek Valleys
Lakes
Golf Courses
Agricultural/Open Land
Residential Development
Commercial/Business
Development

Visual Quality Rating
High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate to High
Low

APPENDIX H

Farmland Assessment
The following corridor assessment criteria is used to determine the score of each alternative on
Form SCS-CPA-106, Farmland Conversion Impact Rating for Corridor Type Projects.
CORRIDOR-TYPE SITE ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
The following criteria are to be used for projects that have a linear or corridor-type site
configuration connecting two distant points, and crossing several different tracts of land. These
include utility lines, highways, railroads, stream improvements, and flood control systems.
Federal agencies are to assess the suitability of each corridor-type site or design alternative for
protection as farmland along with the land evaluation information.
1. How much land is in non-urban use within a radius of 1.0 mile from where the project is
intended?
- More than 90 percent - 15 points
- 90 to 20 percent - 14 to 1 point(s)
- Less than 20 percent - 0 points
2. How much of the perimeter of the site borders on land in non-urban use?
- More than 90 perce,nt - 10 points
- 90 to 20 percent - 9 to 1 point(s)
- Less than 20 percent - 0 points
3. How much of the site has been farmed (managed for a scheduled harvest or timber activity)
more than five of the last 10 years?
- More than 90 percent - 20 points
- 90 to 20 percent - 19 to 1 point(s)
,..- Less than 20 percent - 0 points
4. Is the site subject to state or unit of local government policies or programs to protect farmland
or covered by private programs to protect farmland?
- Site is protected - 20 points
- Site is not protected - 0 points
5. Is the farms unit(s) containing the size (before the project) as large as the average-size
farming unit in the County? (Average farm sizes in each county are available from the NRCS
field offices in each state. Data are from the latest available Census of Agriculture.Acreage of
Farm Units in Operation with $1000 or more in sales).
- As large or larger - 10 points
- Below average - Deduct 1 point for each 5 percent below the average, down to O points
if 50 percent or more below average - 9 to 0 points
6..If the site is chosen for the project, how much of the remaining land on the farm will become
non-farmable because of interference with land patterns?
- Acreage equal to more than 25 percent of acres directly converted by the project - 25
points

- Acreage equal to between 25 percent and 5 percent of the acres directly converted by
the project - 24 to 1 point(s)
- Acreage equal to less than 5 percent of the acres directly converted by the project - 0
points
7. Does the site have available adequate supply of farm support services and markets, i.e., farm
suppliers, equipment dealers, processing and storage facilities and farmers' markets?
- All required services are available - 5 points
- Some required services are available - 4 to 1 point(s)
- No required services are available - 0 points
8. Does the site have substantial and well-maintained on-farm investments such as barns, other
storage buildings, fruit trees and vines, field terraces, drainage, irrigation, waterways, or other
soil and water conservation measures?
- High amount of on-farm investment - 20 points
- Moderate amount of on-farm investment - 19 to 1 point(s)
- No on-farm investment - 0 points
9. Would the project at this site, by converting farmland to non-agricultural use, reduce the
demand for farm support services so as to jeopardize the continued existence of these support
services and thus, the viability of the farms remaining in the area?
- Substantial reduction in demand for support services if the site is converted - 25 points
- Some reduction in demand for support services if the site is converted - 24 to 1 point(s)
- No significant reduction in demand for support services if the site is converted - O points
10. Is the kind and intensity of the proposed use of the site sufficiently incompatible with
agriculture that it is likely to contribute to the eventual conversion of surrounding farmland to
non-agricultural use?
- Proposed project is incompatible to existing agricultural use of surrounding farmland 10 points
- Proposed project is tolerable to existing agricultural use of surrounding farmland - 9 to
1 point(s)
- Proposed project is fully compatible with existing agricultural use of syrrounding
farmland - 0 points
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ARKANSAS
HISTORIC
PRE.5ERVATION
PROGRAM

January 13, 1999

~
JAN 7B 1999

~Cl.Ao

Mr. Jerry Mugg
HNTB Corporation
P.O. Box 419299
Kansas City, Missouri 64141
RE: Benton County - General
Section 106 Review-FHwA
Report Entitled "US 71 Corridor Study: Phase I
Cultural Resources Survey, Benton County, AR
and McDonald County, MO"
Dear Mr. Mugg:

My staff has reviewed the above referenced cultural resources survey report. It is thorough,
comprehensive, and well written. We also concur with the findings and recommendations
presented therein. Specifically, archeological site 3BE634 is potentially significant, and should
be evaluated for its eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. The
remaining five sites are ineligible, and no further work or protection is neede~ on these
properties.
Thank you for your interest and concern for the cultural heritage of Arkansas. We can proceed

with our review upon receipt of the archeological testing report on site 3BE634.

If you have any questions, please contact George. McCluskey of my staff at (SO 1) 324-9880.
Sincerely,

CBS:GM
cc: Federal Highway Administration
Arkansas State Highway & Transportation Department
Historic Preservation Associates
Arkansas Archeological Survey
1500 Tower Building • 323 Calla' • LiuJc Rock, Arkansas 72201 • Phone (!501) 324-9880
Fax(501)324-9154
A Division of the Department of Arkansas Heritage
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ARKANSAS

HISTORIC

PRESERVATION
PROCRAM
December 1, 1998

. Mr. Timothy C. Klinger
Director
Hjstoric Preservation Associates

P.O. Box 1064
90 S. College Avenue

Fayetteville,.AR72702
RE:

Benton County - Belle Vista to Pineville
Section J06 Review - FHWA
US 71 Location Study
AHTD Project No. 009969
• HNTB Project No. 24456

Dear~:

.

My staff concurs that the above referenced project will not have an .adverse effect on
either the strucmrc listed on the National Register of Historic Places or the structures
determined eligible for listing on the National Register that arc within v.icw of the project.
We continue to review the archeological report and will provide you with our comments
in the next few weeks.

Ifyoo should have any questions or comments, please contact Missy McSwain, of~y
staff.
Yours truly,

later
Preservation Officer

cc:

OFFICES OF

Ms. Elizabeth Romero, FHWA
Mr. Marion Butler, AHTD

DEC t 7 1991

CBS/fin

TIMOlHY C KLINGER
l.SOOTow~ B~ • 3~ ~ • Uwc R~·Arimm. 72201•P1sonc(501J324-Mso
·

Fa ('°l) 324-9184 • TDD (sOl) 324-9811 . ·
A J.>ivtliGD al Liie ~ ol .Arbmas Hcma,e

•

.·
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Missouri
Department
of Transportation
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105 Wast Capllol A"'811U9

P.O.BarZTO
Jtlffelson City, MO 65102
(513} 151-2551
Fee (S13J 1S1-a565

http://www.motJOt.-.te.mo.llN

Joe Mickes, Chief Engineer

December 16, 1998

Mr. Timothy C. Klinger
Historic Preservation Associates
PO Box 1064
Fayetteville, AR 72701
Dear Mr. Klinger.
Subject:

Preliminary Studies

Route 71, McDonald County, :Missouri
Arkansa.s Line to Pineville
Job No. J7P0601
Cultural Resources Survey Report
· Attached is a copy of a letter from the Historic Preservation Program (HPP) concmJing their
review of the draft report entitled US 71 Corridor Study, Phase I Cultural Resmuces Survey,
Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County, Missouri by Timothy C. Klinger, Don R.
Dickson, and John L. Gray, N. Also attached are copies of the MoDOT comments and cover
letter that were sent to HPP with the review copy of the report. We request_ that all of the
comments be seriously considered when producing the final report.
Please respond to the HPP and MoDOT comments and provide the nmnbcr of copies of the final .
report as required by your contract. Following a review of the final report we will forward two
copies to the HPP.
.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact I.any Ayres, MoDOT
archaeologist, _at (573) 526-3560.

Sllicerely,

~~~
FredA.~

o-

. Division Engineer, Preliminary Studies

Attachments

OFFICES OF

DEC.lt a1991.
.TIMOTHY c ·t<uNGER

L

12/19/98
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STATE OF MISSOURI
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
-----l>l\1S10N OF ~TATE P A R K . , - - - - - - - P.O. Box 176 Jdf'c=r.;on City, 6510.2-0176 t'S73) 751·2479
FAX 117_.l ~I~•

December 11, 1998

Mr. Fred A. Martin
Missouri Department of Transportation
P. O.Box.270

Jefferson City. Missouri 65102
RE:

CUitural Resources Survey Report, Route 71. Arkansas Line to Pineville, McDonald Coumy,
Missouri (FHWAIMoDOT, Job #nP0601)

Dear Mr. Martin:

Thank you for submitting tbe draft copy of the above-referenced project for our review pursuant to
Section 106 of the National .Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 89-665, as amended). Staff of the Historic
Preservation Program have reviewed the report. We are in full agreement with Ebe MoDOT comma:m
included in the submission. In addition, HPP recommends a comprehensive edit for grammar and
spelling. A few such mistakes are present in the draft.
HPP looks forward to reviewing the final report after the above mentioned changes are made..

If you have any questions, please wri~or call Cal Rea at (573) 7Sl-79S8.
Sincerely,

ERVATION PROGRAM

t~,
Claire F. Blackwell
Director and Deputy Swe

Historic ~an Officer
CFB:rcr
c:

Don Neumann
John Howland
BobReeder

All50

OFFteeS OF

UEC.J 8 '998
TIMOTHY C KLINGER

12/19/98

1tSOl 582 3779

11:12

Missouri
Department
of Transportation

l'1J OOOi>I OOOb

106 Welt~ A..,.
P.0.8arZ7D
..,,.,.,,, Cly. llO Cl5102
(S13J 751·ZM1
Fu (Sr.t 151-4555

Mlp:/lwww.modot. . . ..mo.. .

November 24, 1998
Mr. Douglas K. Eikm
Director

MDNR/Division of State Parks
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
Dear Mr. Eiken:
Subject:

Preliminaiy Studies
Route 71. McDonald County. Missouri
Arkansas Line to Pineville

Job No. J7P0601
Cultural Resources Survey Report
We are forwarding to the staff of the Historic Presc:rvaticm. Program (HPP) a draft copy of the report
entitled US 71 Corridcr Study. Phase I Cullural ResOUTCeS ~. Benton Coun9"• ..4rimua.s and
McDonald C~. Mmouri byTllDOthy C. Klinger, Don R. Dickson, mdJotm L Gray, IV of
Historic Preservation Associates., Fayetteville, Adcansas (HPA), for 1be HNIB Cmparation and the
Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT).

We request that the staff of the HPP review this draft tXJPY of1he report 'Ibis draft has been
reviewed by MoDOT cultural reso~ staff and a copy of their mmmcnts are atbcJv:icL Although
1here appear tO be a few weak areas in the report we believe that following some revisions it will be
a high quality product. Having reviewed this report we agree with the consultants rec:ommmdatimis
for the Missouri portion oftbe survey. We request )'Om' conc:urrence with these rearn•mendations.
. The project lw a high priority aod )'OUr timely response would be greatly appreciated. Should your
staffhave any questions c:onc:cming this project, pl~ contact I.my A-yrcs, MoDOT Axchaeologist,
at (573) 526-3560.

FredA ..._._._ ........
Division Engineer. Preliminary Studies
la/bw
Copies:

Mr. Steve Mahfoocklnr
Ms. Claire Bla.ckwel1-hpp (with attacJnnmt)
Mr. Ridmrd Walta-7
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MoOOT Comments on :
US 71 Corridor Study, Phase I Cultural Resources Survey, Benton
County, Arkansas and McDonald County, Missouri,
by Timothy C. Klinga', Don R. Dickson, and John L Gray, IV

Historic Preservation Associates {HPA)

MoDOT Job No. J7P0601
Overall, this report is put together very well. The report does a good job of combining all of the
resources and all of the previous work. Furthermore, ~portions of the investigation. such as
the section on Site Potential in the Stady Conidor, fit into the report and complement the whole. .
In addition. the figures illustrating the location of the prcfc:m:d altcmative ovc::d&Ying the General
I.and Offic:e maps an: very interesting and a nice c:omplcmcnt to the background investigation
portion of the report.

·The weaknesses of the report arc limited to relatively minor areas.
• There are some ·1musnaJ terms that should be explained. For example, the refetwcc 1D
"98PVOS" in the abstract would be easier lo understand with an explanation of what it stands
•

•
•
•

for.
The introductory paragraph to the Archaeological Background on page 21 appears to have
little correlation with Table 3 (which it refacnc:es). The sentence in which Table 3 is
referenced refers to Archaic, Woodland, . . . However, the table &ils to use these tams.
Jn the last paragraph on page 21 (and in several other locations) there an: parmthescs
enclosing a blank. Are these indicating missing data? If so, they need to be filled.
Unless a previous reference was missed, the reference on p-.e 79 to the "aerial plates•
{fWl, ... FWB), fails to identify where the plates can be found (Appendix C).
No reference to Figure 9 was found in the text. Please insure that all figures are referenced in
the text.

The specific information conceming the Arcb.itcctmal, Bridge, and An:haa>logical investigations
appeared sowd and well done. Other than the weakness identified above, the MoDOT reviewen
~ wd1 satisfied and consider this to be 1111 accc:ptable report.

OFFJCES OF

DEC -.1 8 1998
TIMOTHY C KLINGER
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ASSOCIAT!'§8-KCMO
P.O. Box 1064 90 South College Avenue Fayetteville, Arkansas 72702 501-442-3779

Ms. Cathy Buford Slater
State Historic Preservation Officer
1500 Tower Building
323 Center
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
RE:

FAX 501-582-3779

27 July 1999

501-324-9880
501-324-9154 (FAX)

US 71 Location Study - Bella Vista to Pineville
Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County Missouri
ASHTD Project No. 009969
HNTB Project No. 24456
Phase II Assessment

Dear Ms. Slater:
The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD), the Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) are
proposing to improve US 71 from south of Bella Vista, Arkansas to near Pineville, Missouri. In
compliance with the appropriate provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
an environmental impact statement (EIS) has been prepared to aid in the decision-making process
for the proposed undertaking.
FHWA, through AHTD and MoDOT, requested the views of the Arkansas and Missouri
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) regarding historic properties that may be affected by
the proposed undertaking in accordance with 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(a)(l)(ii). In accordance with the
Arkansas State Plan and MoDOT standard protocol for the investigation of potential impacts to
cultural resources those resources that would be affected by the proposed preferred alternative
have been identified. These resources have been grouped based on the various investigations archaeological, architectural, historical bridge and historical. All of the potentially affected
resources for the preferred alternatives were reviewed by your office to determine the eligibility
of each site for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
A full Phase I survey of the preferred alignment was conducted in the last quarter of 1998.
Six newly recorded archaeological sites (23:MD 136, 23:MD 137. 3BE633, 3BE634, 98PV05 and
98PV06) were identified within the preferred alignment. Three archaeological sites are
prehistoric (23MD136, 23:MD137 and 3BE364) and three sites are historic (3BE633, 98PVOS
and 98PV06).

Ms. Cathy Buford Slater
State Historic Preservation Officer
RE:

US 71 Location Study - Bella Vista to Pineville
Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County Missouri
ASHTD Project No. 009969
HNTB Project No. 24456
Phase II Assessment

27 July 1999
page 2

Of these six sites, only 3BE634 represented a resource that had the potential of containing
significant information that can contribute to prehistory and history. Phase II assessment was
recommended to determine site function, integrity and National Register of Historic Places
eligibility and that work has been documented in the present report. The remaining five new
archaeological sites recorded during the Phase I cultural resource survey did not contain
significant characteristics and were not considered eligible for the National Register. These
resources were represented by surface scatters of historic and/or prehistoric artifacts. None of
these sites were believed to contain intact subsurface cultural-features or deposits. No further
work was recommended for this group of resources.
AHPP requested a Phase II assessment effort for 3BE634 because this resource was
considered to have the potential for containing significant information that could contribute to
our knowledge of prehistory. Phase II assessment was conducted at 3BE634 and it was not
considered to contain intact subsurface cultural features or deposits or otherwise have the
potential to contain information important in prehistory [36 C.F.R. § 60.4(d)]. No further work
is recommended for this resource.
In consultation with SHPO staff, the FHW A, through AHTD and MoDOT, has made a
reasonable and good faith effort to identify historic properties that may be affected by the
undertaking [36 C.F.R. § 800.4(b)]. The FHWA, through AHTD and MoDOT, has determined
in accordance with 36 C.F.R. §.800.4(a) - (c) that there are potential historic properties that may
be affected by the undertaking, and through the present report, is providing documentation of this
finding to your office.
If changes are made in the APE beyond the boundaries of the APE surveyed or if intact
cultural deposits are discovered during construction, the SHPO should be contacted immediately
[36 C.F.R. § 800.1 l(b)(2)] and the provisions of 36 C.F.R. § 800.6 should be implemented. The
FHWA, through AHTD and MoDOT, is not required to take further steps in the Section 106
~rocess [36 C.F.R. § 800.4(d)] except as recommended in the enclosed report.

Ms. Cathy Buford Slater
State Historic Preservation Officer
RE:

US 71 Location Study - Bella Vista to Pineville
Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County Missouri
ASHTD Project No. 009969
HNTB Project No. 24456
Phase Il Assessment

27 July 1999
page 3

Thank you for your continued assistance in the Section 106 process. Please don't hesitate
to contact us if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

~C:,&;;;.e,
Timothy C. Klinger
Director

Zf

TCK:rtv
enclosed as stated
Bella Vista Correspondence

cc:
Mr. Jerry Mugg, P.E.

HNTB
1201 Walnut, Suite 700
Kansas City, Missouri 64106

816-472-1201
816-472-4086 FAX

Mr. Lynn P. Malbrough
Arkansas State Highway and Trans. Dept.
Environmental Division
P. 0. Box 2261
Liltle Rock, Arkansas 72203

501-569-2301
501-569-2009 FAX

\

United States Department of the Interior
FlSH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Bishop Henry Whipple Federal Building
1 Fcdcral Drive
Fon Snelling, MN 55111-4056
IN REPLY REFEA TO:

ER-96/482

AUG 3 0

Mr. Gerald J. Reihsen
Division Administrator
Federal Highway Admin.i stration
P.O. Box 1787
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

...., ,_. ...... "'"" • • '"" .. J

M.S H.D. JOPLIN. f.4f"'.

.

Dear Mr. Reihsen:
The U.S .. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed the
Federal Highway Administration Notice of Intent to Prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement for US-71 Improvements from Bella
Vista in Benton County, Arkansas, to Pineville in McDonald
County, Missouri. The Service offers the following comments and
recommendations, which are specific to the Missouri portion of
the study area, for your consideration.
Comments Concerning Missouri Portion of Study Area

No designated critical habitat occur·s irt the study area and the
occurrence of federally listed species is unlikely based on
existing inventory information.
No Federal or state Section 4(f) fish and wildlife properties
occur in the study area.
The principal concerns of the Service are the impacts of the
project on floodplain wetlands, other aquatic habitats, and
migratory birds.
Three perennial streams, with use designations for Protection of
Warmwater Aquatic Life and Cool Water Fishery in the Missouri
Water Quality Standards, occur in the study area. These streams
are Elk River, Big Sugar Creek, and Little Sugar Creek. Direct
and indirect impacts to these important aquatic habitats should
be thoroughly disclosed in the Draft Environmental Impact
·
Statement (DEIS) . Issues to be addressed should include the type
and likelihood of temporary and permanent in-channel fills,
temporary and permanent channel relocations, changes to channel
morphology, and the potential for runoff of sediment and toxic
substances. The Neosho mucket, a state-listed rare mussel, has
been reported from the Elk River downstream of Pineville.

Mr. Gerald J. Reihsen
Important migratory bird habitats in the study area include a
great blue heron rookery on Little Sugar Creek, southeast of
Pineville (Section 2, T21N, R32W), and upland forests which
support neotropical migrant birds. Ozark forests provide most of
the remaining large, contiguous blocks of habitat for neotropical
forest interior birds in the Midwest. For the less areasensitive species, forest blocks of at least 500 acres seem to be
the minimum size of unfragmented habitat that does not result in
substantial losses due to predation and nest parasitism. The
impact of the project on neotropical forest interior birds is
relevant to relocation alternatives which may cause additional
fragmentation of forest blocks. For these alternatives, the
number of such blocks fragmented by the project would be a simple
method for evaluating alternatives and should be disclosed in the
DEIS.
For further coordination with the Service concerning the Missouri
portion of this project, please contact the Field Supervisor,
Columbia, Missouri, Field Office, 608 E. Cherry St., Columbia,
Missouri 65201,. Telephone: (573) 876-1911.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.
Since~ely,

. MatthJas A. kerschbaum
Deputy Assistant Regional Director·
IL,IN,HO (Ecological Services) 'i'
cc:

Mr. Donald Neumann
District Engineer
Federal Highway Administration
209 Adams Street, P.O. Box 1787
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

~- Richard Walter

District Engineer
Missouri Highway and Transportation Department
3901 East 32nd Street, P.O. Box 1445 ~
Joplin, Missouri 64802

Arkansas Game & Fish Commission
2 Natural Resources Drive

Little Rock, Arkansas 72205

Steve N. Wilson

Scott Henderson

Director

Asaislant Oirector

August 30, 1996

Mr. JOhn Harris
Environmental Division
Arkansas Hwy. and Transportation Department
P.O. Box 2261
Little Rock, Ar. 72203

Dear John:
This letter is in reference to the U.S. Highway 71 project between Bella Vista, Arkansas and
Pineville, Missouri and preliminary information pertaining to Federal-endangered and I or
threatened fish and wildlife species that may be affected by this proposal.
e

Attached is a list of endangered and threatened species which are known to occur in the Benton
County area as well as a general map of Northwest Arkansas indicating locations of caves that
could be helpful in your environmental review processes. As I had mentioned at the recent
scoping meeting, our records indicate that the cave crayfish ( Cambants acu/abntm ), gray bat
( Myotis grisescens) and the Ozark cavefish ( Ambljopsis rosae ) do occur in the project area.

I don't recall mentioning two other caves in the area, therefore, enclosed is a map indicating two
(2) caves; Crystal Cave which is in a residential area and houses a maternity colony of gray bats
and an un-named cave southwest of Lake Windsor. We feel this watershed should receive further
field investigations.
Your attention to this matter is appreciated and we shall look forward to providing additional
specific comments as the planning processes continue.

Yours very truly,

G/2/.1•~
Craig K. Uyeda, Chief
River Basins Section

B££EIVED

A.H.T.D.

CKU:kkh
enclosures

SEP 0 3 1996
ENVIRONMENTAL
DIVISION
The mission of the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission is to wisely manage all the fish and wildlife resources
of Arkansas while providing maximum enjoyment for the people.

c.c.

HNTB - Scott Smith w/attachments
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services
b.c.c. Director's Office
Billy E. White
Craig K. Uyeda
Bob K. Leonard
File

BENTON COUNTY
SPECIES SUMMARY
(Endangered & Threatened Species only)

1.

Cave Crayfish (Cambarus aculabrum)
Section
Range
TownshiQ

18N
21N
2.

Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens)
Range
TownshiQ

19N
19N
18N·
18N
21N
3.

28W
28W
32W
31W
31W

Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis)
Range
TownshiQ

19N
4.

32W
30W

28W

ANHC Occ.#

MaQ Leg.#

33
18

001
002

Section

ANHC Occ.#

Mag Leg.#

22
24
33
01
34

020
004
002
009
00"1

2
7
15
22

Section

ANHC Occ.#

Mag Leg.#

24

001

7
::30.

,

2

Ozark Cavefish (Amblyopsis rosae)
Range
Section
TownshiQ

ANHC Occ.#

MaQ Leg.#

18N
19N
19N ·
18N
18N
20N
20N·
19N
19N
20N

001
006
004
002
005
007
003
008
010 .
009

7
13
16
15
18
19
21
24
25
31

.32W
·2sw
31W
31W
32W
34W
31W
29W
31W
33W

33
24
36
01
07
36
27
27
34
29

Dan VanPetten
To:
Subject:

Michelle Graham
US 71 EIS-Contacts

As requested, the following agencies and individuals were contacted by myself or Kimberly Ranshaw requesting
and providing information:
Mr. Dennis Figg, Endangered Species Coordinator, Missouri Department of Conservation; Jefferson City MO.
{08-13-96)
Ms. Cindy Osborne, Data Manager, Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission; Little Rock, AR.(08-13-96) (07-22-96)
Mr. Gene Gar~ner, Biological Specialist, Preliminary Studies, MoDOT, Jefferson City, MO. {bat expert) {08-05-96)
Mr. Gary Christoff, Environmental Coordinator, Missouri Department of Conservation, Jefferson City MO.
{07-19-96)
Ms. Marge Hamey, US Fish and Wildlife Service. Vicksburg, MS. {07-22-96)
Mr. Gene Gunn, Environmental Review, US Environmental Protection Agency, Kansas City, KS. {06-21-96)
-..)

Mr. Gary Frazier, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Columbia, MO. {06-21-96)
M.r David Schorr, MO Department of Natural Resources, Jefferson City, MO {06-21-96)
Mr. Dan Dickeite, Planning Division, Mo. Department of Conservation, Jefferson City, MO. {06-21-96).
Missouri Natural Heritage Database, Missouri Department of Conservation
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

'

Arkansas Division
700 West Capitol.Avenue, Room 3130
Little Rock, AR 72201-3298

August26, 1996
IN REPLY REFER TO:

DPR-0051(001)
State Job 009969
.Environmental Impact
Statement
Benton County, Arkansas
McDonald County, Missouri
HFO-AR

Mr. Dan Flowers, Director
Arkansas State Highway and
Transportation Department
Little Rock, Arkansas
Dear Mr. Flowers:
The U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, have indicated they have
no comments on the notice published in the Federal Register of July 12, 1996. A copy
of its August 5, 1996 letter is enclosed for consideration as your consultant develops
the Draft Enyironmental Impact Statement.
If you have any questions, please call me at 501-324-6430.
Sincerely yours,

RECEIVED
i1.H.T.Il.

AUG 2 9 1996
ENVIRONMENTAL
DIVISION

JiitECEIVED

AUG 2 7 1996
PROGRAMS & CONTRACTS

.

Inter-Office Correspondence
MISSOURI HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
DATE:

August S, 1996

TO:

Memorandum to File

FROM:

Gene Gardner#
Biological Specialist, Preliminary studies

SUBJECT:

Preliminary Studies
Route 71, McDonald County, Missouri and Benton County, Arkansas
Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri (Location Study)
Job No. J7P0427
Endangered Species Coordination
· Environmental Scoping Meeting

On July 11, 1996, Je~ry Bradley (07) contacted me and requested information
related to the occurrence and biological significance of a potential gray bat
(Hyotis grisescens) maternity cave located along existing Route 71, McDonald
County. Jerry had heard about the cave's existence from Dan Van Petten (HNTB)
at a previous meeting. I called Jim Vandike (DGLS, MDNR) and requested
information on the cave, known as Henson Cave, from the cave files. Several
written reports, a reprinted article from the Daily News, Springfield,
Missouri, newsletters from caving clubs, and a small map of Henson Cave (1993)
were sent to me.
With permission from MHTD, the Missouri State Highway Patrol and McDonald
County Sheriff's Department attempted to close the main entrance to Henson
Cave (located on MHTD right of way) on Sept~mber 7, 1977, by depositing
earthen fill in the opening. However, . erosion by the cave's stream and
subsidence of the fill since that time has resulted in an obvious opening
easily negotiated by people. Further, a second entrance on MHTD right of way
(approximately 100 feet east of the main entrance) and a sinkhole entrance on
private land (approximately 900 ft. east of the main entrance) were never
closed.
Written reports from cave explorers. in 19'5"7, 1969, and.1977 document the
cave's past use by "large numbers of bats." Colonies of bats in Missouri
caves during sununer are usually those of the gray bat. Even when not present,
past use of caves by gray bat populations are obvious because gray bat
clusters leave stained areas on the ceiling and guano accumulations on the
cave floor below. I visited this cave on July 12, 1978, while conducting a
statewide study of gray bat maternity caves and found only one male Indiana
bat (Hyotis sodalis) and no recent signs of use by large numbers of bats.
According to the Species Management Plan for the Indiana Bat and the Gray Bat
in Missouri (Missouri Department of Conseryation, 1988), Henson Cave is
considered an "abandoned" gray bat maternity cave with an estimated past
population of 100 individuals. Sealing the main (highway entrance) to Henson
Cave in 1977 probably forced the la·r ge number of bats which once occupied this
cave to begin using another cave (N.o Name Cave) now known as an active
maternity cave, which lies 1.5 miles south of Henson Cave.

Our mission is to enhance the quality of Missourrs transportation system through superior highway

.

.

.

Memorandum to File
August S, 1996
Page 2

Due to the development of an Environmental Impact Statement for this project,
it became necessary to investigate Henson Cave and determine its present
status as a maternity site for the gray bat. At .the request of Jerry Bradley
and Dan Van Petten, a visit to the cave was scheduled. on July 29, 1996, Bob
Ziehmer, Erica Groshens, Anica Stuckenschneid~r, and I examined the ca~e·s
three entrances and explored the passageways. We were accompanied by Dan Van
Petten, Kimberly Shaw and Bo Brown. Our initial intention was to trap bats as
they exited the cave in the evening in order to minimize disturbance to any
potential maternity colony. However, there was no fresh guano accumulation or
other signs of recent use by large numbers of bats evident from examinations
of the three entrances.
Upon entering the cave, the only bats that were encountered were two eastern
pipistrelles (Pipistrellus subflavus) and four little brown bats (Hyotis
lucifugus). Use (abuse) of the cave by human visitors, as evidenced by a
beaten path to the cave's back (sinkhole) entrance, and graffiti, d,iscarded
clothing and accumulations of trash inside the cave precludes any potential
recolonization of this cave by gray bats. The cave should continue to be
considered an abandoned gray bat cave and will undoubtedly remain unsuitable
as maternity habitat for the gray bat, given the high level of human
disturbance. Further, this cave is not a suitable hibernaculum for either
gray or Indiana bats.
On July 30, 1996, we attended the environmental scoping meeting . held at the
Bella Vista Country Club Clubhouse from 10:00 a.m. to noon. I discussed our
findings at Henson Cave and other aspects of cave/bat resource issues related
to this project with representatives from the Arkansas State Highway and
Transportation Department (ASHTD), Arkansas Game and Fish Commission (AGFC),
Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission (ANHC), HNTB and FHWA.
During the meeting, I learned that the re.s.Qurce agencies are concerned about
potential water quality impacts to Bear Hollow cave (Benton County, Arkansas)
and its popu·lation of cave (troglobitic) crayfish (Cambarus aculabrum). This
species was listed as federally endangered on April 27, 1993; no critical
habitat has been designated and no recovery plan has been developed. However,
hydrology studies to determine the groundwater recharge area of Bear Hollow
Cave have been developed through a proposal by Mr. Tom Aley (Ozark Underground
Laboratory); his proposal has been approved by the ASHTD, AGFC. and ANHC,
pending an allocation of funding from ANHC. Additional investigations could
be required to determine if Bear Hollow Cave or any of the other caves within
the study area are inhabited by additional threatened or endangered species,
particularly gray or Indiana bats.
gg/sw
Copies:

Mr. Jerry Bradley-7
Mr. Dan Van Petten-HNTB
Mr •. Dennis Figg-MDC
Mr. Rick Clawson-MDC

RECEIVED

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONS
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

AUG - 7 1996
HNTB-KCMO

~5

August

s,

1996

Scot£1smlth, P.E.
Pr6j act-Manager
HNTB Corporation
1201 Walnut, suite 700
Kansas City, Mo 64106
Dear Mr. Smith:
This is in response to your letter dated July 23, 1996,
requesting our participation in the U.S. 71 Corridor Study as a
Cooperating Agency. We appreciate the offer: however, limited
personnel and travel funds do not permit our agency to
participate at the level that a formal cooperating agency
agreement would require. our role to review and coordinate is
already provided for under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.
At this time we must decline your request. Please keep us
informed of the project progress and any issues that may be
interest to our agency. If you have ariy questions, please
contact me at (214) 665-7451 or fax me at (214) 665-7446.
Sincerely y, u

srf

./J

r~~J(A,' ',~,) f',~J

Michael P. Jahsky, P.$/;
Regional Envi~onmental Review
Coordinator

Recycled/Recyclable• Printsd with Vegetable Oil Based Inks on 100% Recyded Paper(40% Postconsumer)

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
IN Ul'l.YllU'U. TO:

Creal Plains Sync:ms Office
I i09 Jack.wn S1ree1
Omaha. Nebr.uk:i 68102-2571

ER96/0482(GPSO)

AUG 0 S 1998

Mr. Wendall Meyer
Environmental Design Specialist
Federal Highway Administration
3128 Federal Office Building
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-3298
Dear Mr. Meyer:
We have reviewed the· notice, published in the "Federal Register"
of July 12, that an environmental impact statement (EIS) will be
prepared for the proposal to improve U.S. Highway 71 in McDonald
County, Missouri, and Benton County, Arkansas.
comments on the notice.

We have no

We do, however, look ~orward ·to

reviewing the EIS.
Sincerely,

r.ti4-~~
v. James M. Grasso
Out"d.oor Recreation Planner
Stewardship and Partnerships Team

I : I "' i i =JARCHITECTS ENGINEERS PLANNERS

I JO I \foln11t

Sult• 700
Kansas City, .ltls1011rl
64106
P.O. Hox -112197

Kansas City, ,11/ssourl
64141

July 23, 1996

(8/6) ·172-1201

.'1 Aut.hor1'u.(IR~2.Aaar:t of

L ad th10 is nJt a watcn-way
oxorc!ses jurisdiction
Mr. Dave Sulouff
U.S. Coast Guard
Eighth Coast Guard District
1222 Spruce
St. Louis, MO 63103-2832

urposes.

WIEBUSCH

Chief, Bridge Branch
Second Coas.t Cua.rd D.:.}';~~~
U.S. 71 Corridor Study (Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri)
Scoping Meeting (July 30, 1996)

Re:

A Coast Guard

ed.

(Date)

Dear Mr. Sulouff:
The Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), in cooperation with the Missouri Department of Transportation,
will prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for a proposed improvement to
U.S. 71 in Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County, Missouri. The proposed
improvement may involve the reconstruction or relocation on new alignment of U.S. 71
from Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri, a total distance of approximately 26
kilometers (16 miles). (See enclosed project area map.)
The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance and participation in a project
scoping meeting for the EIS to be prepared for this project. The scoping meeting is to be
held on Tuesday, July 30, from 10:00 a.m. to noon at the Bella Vista Country Club
Clubhouse (see enclosed map for directions). A business box lunch will be provided and
field tours of the study area are planned in the afternoon. Please indicate your interest in
the lunch or field tour in your response.
Improvements to the corridor include improving U.S. 71 to a four-lane, fully controlled
access facility with Interstate standards to meet anticipated traffic demands and to
improve roadway safety. Alternatives under consideration include the relocation of U.S.
71 on new alignment, improving the existing facility and the "No-Build" alternative.
It is important that each agency have a representative present at this meeting to ensure
that each agency's perspective is considered. If your agency will have a representative
present at the meeting, please contact one of the following by July 26 at:
Mr. Scott Smith, P.E., Project Manager
HNTB Corporation
1201 Walnut, Suite 700
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
(816) 472-7000 X2425
rJJe

HN'/'IJ

Jerry Mugg, P.E., Project Coordinator
HNTB Corporation
1201 Walnut, Suite 700
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
(816) 472-7000 X2426

Comp1111/t•.'i
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July 23, 1996

If someone from your agency is unable to attend this meeting, meeting minutes will be
compiled and sent to you. Your written comments are also welcome. If you have any
questions or concerns about this meeting, please feel free to contact me or Jerry Mugg
at the above telephone number. Thank you for your assistance.
Very truly yours,

J!l-JJIL
Scott Smith, P.E.
Project Manager
Enclosures ·
cc:

Reid Beckel, ASHTD - Little Rock
Jerry Bradley, MHTD- Joplin

Dan VanPetten
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Scott Smith
Monday, July22, 199611:46AM
Dan VanPetten
Jerry Mugg
Call from U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Marge Harney, from the Vicksburg office of U.S. F&W ((601) 629-0613),called regarding the U.S. 71 - Bella Vista scoping
meeting. (I tried to conference you in, but you're line was busy.) She will not be able to attend, but is familiar with Benton
Co. and will be there the week after our scoping meeting.
She said that we probably are already familiar with most of the issues she would identify. They include Bear Hollow Cave
- 1 of 2 locations with blind cave fish. Also, Logan Cave which may have big-eared gray bats. In general, other cave fish
and cave crayfish which may live in springs and other features of the Karst formations.
I told Marge that we would send her minutes of the scoping meeting. Also, I indicated that you would call her if you
wanted more specific information on her concerns.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

July 19, 1996
Scott Smith, P.E.
Project Manager
HNTB Corporation
1201 Walnut, Suite 700
Kansas City, Mo 64106
Dear Mr. Smith:
In accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and the
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), Region 6 office, has reviewed your
solicitation for comments for preparing an Environmental Impact
statement (EIS) for the proposed improvements to U.S. 71 from
Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri, a total distance of
approximately 16 miles.

N~tional

We have completed our review of the project description and
would like to take this opportunity to submit basic
recommendations on the scope of the EIS you are preparing. Our
comments, which are enclosed, 'are based upon the council on
Environmental Quality regulations 40 GFR (Parts 1500-1508) and
our authority under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment. Please send our
office five copies of the Draft EIS at the same time that it is
sent to the Office of Federal Activities, (2251A), EPA, 1200
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20044. If you have
any questions, please contact me at (214) 665-7451 or fax me at
(214) 665-7446.

Sincerely yours,

~~/: 11· /

.
I

/!c.

Michael ·p • .:r~.
Regional En{vironmental Review
Coordinator
Enclosure
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SCOPING COMKEH'.rS
J'OR 'l'EB
ARXAHSAS STATB HIGHWAY
AND

TRANSPORTATION DEPAR'l!MEHT (ASHATD)
US 71 CORRIDOR STUDY
ARXAHSAS llD 11.ISSOUJU

FEDERAL REGYLATORX PROGRAHS
EPA federal programs, authorities
include but are not limited to:

and

special

interests

A. Water Quality Management Program - Sections 106, 205, 208,
and 303 of the. ... Clean .water ~<?:t·
B. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination system (NPDES)
Permit Program - Section 402 of the Clean Water Act.

c. Drinking Water Programs - Surface Public Water Supply and
Underground Water Source Programs - Safe Drinking Water Act.
D. Section 404 Permit Program Coordination - Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act.
E. Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Coordination - EIS
Preparation and Review 'Programs - National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) and Sectio~ 309_of the Clean Air Act.
F. Executive Orders 11988 (Floodplain Management) and 11990
(Wetland Protection).
G. Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act - Protection of
threatened or endangered species of flora or fauna.
H.
36 CFR Part 800 of the Historic Preservation Act Protection of archeological or historical elements eligible
for nomination to the Natic-~al Reg.:..ster.
Description and requirements of these programs:
A. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) established the
Water Quality Management (WQM) Program under the authority of
Sections 106, 205, 208 and 303 of the Clean Water Act to develop
and implement programs to control point and non-point sources of
wat~r pollution.
Specific program activities include identifying
water pollution problems; assigning the responsibility for problem
solving to state and local agencies; and then coordinating with
these agencies in developing and implementing solutions to the
problems. The state agencies establish their water quality goals
and standards, and develop programs to meet these goals.
To
e~tablish water quality standards, states designate uses for stream
segments, and set numerical and general water quality criteria to
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attain these uses.
B. Wastewater discharges are considered point sources subject
to a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act.

c. The EPA developed primary drinking water regulations to
protect public health, and established requirements for state
programs to implement the public water supply supervisor program
and underground injection control program under authority of the
Safe Drinking Water Act.
D. Under Section 404, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is
autho:r.ized. to issue· P!!rmits for discharge. of . dredged or fill
material into waters of the U.S., subject to an EPA "veto" if the
discharge has certain unacceptable impacts. Thus, in general, the
Corps is the primary permitting agency for the federal 404 program.
EPA has the authority to review each permit application and to
submit comments.
Pursuant to the 404(b) (1) Guidelines for
evaluating discharge of dredged or fill material, an EPA permit
review focuses on evaluating practicable alternatives, minimizing
impacts, and mitigating for unavoidable impacts to the aquatic
ecosystem, including wetlands.
E.
Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations require EPA to ·review and
comment on projects that may significantly impact the quality of
the human environment.
·
·
F. Executive Orders 11988 (Floodplain Management) and 11990
(Wetland Protection) require federal agencies to evaluate the
potential effects of their actions in floodplains and to avoid
adverse ·floodplain impacts wherever possible, as well as taking
action to avoid adversely impacting wetlands wherever possible and
minimizing wetlands destruction and preserving the values of
wetlands.
G. Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires federal
agencies to insure that any agency action does not jeopardize the
continued existence of any endangered or threatened species or
result in the destruction of adverse modification of such critical
habitat.

. H. 30 CFR Part 800 of the Historic Preservation Act requires
federal agencies to identify and determine the effect of the action
on any district site, building, structure, or object listed in or
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.
GENERAL COMMENTS:
The Draft Environmental Impact statement (DEIS) should
rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
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alternatives and, for alternatives ·which were eliminated from
detailed study, adequately discuss the reasons for their having
been eliminated (40 CFR 1502.14).
The DEIS should clearly explain the relationship between the
program's cost benefit analysis and any analyses of unquantified
environmental impacts, values, and amenities (40 CFR 1502.23).
Length of analysis of environmental impacts varies.
If the
environmental impact is determined to be slight, the assessment of
the impact can be short. If a particular impact, or the impact of
the total proposed action is determined to be siqnif icant, the
assessment should include a detailed analysis of the impact
addressed over the life of the project~
SCOPE OF ENVbRONMENTAL ANALXSIS

Section 1502.4 of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
Regulations for Implementing NEPA states that agencies shall make
sure the proposal which is subject of an environmental impact
statement is properly defined. Agencies shall use the criteria for
scope as defined at Section 1508. 25 of the CEQ Regulations to
determine which proposals shall be the subject of a particular
statement. Proposals or parts of · proposals which are related to
each other closely enough to be, in effect, a single course of
action shall be evaluated in a single impact statement."
Section 1508.25 of the CEO Regulations identifies "scope" as
a range of actions, alternatives, and impacts to be considered in
an environmental impact statement. To determine the scope of an
environmental impact statement agencies shall consider three types
of actions, three types of alternatives, and three types of
impacts. These include:
(a) Actions (other than unconnected single actions) which may be:
(1) Connected actions, · which 'means that they are closely
related and therefore should be discussed in the same
impact statement. Actions are connected if they:
(i) Automatically trigger other actions which may require
environmental impact statements.
(ii) Cannot or will not proceed Unless other actions are
taken previously or simultaneously.
(iii) Are interdependent parts of a larger action and depend
on the larger action for their justific·a tion.
(2) CUmulative actions, which when viewed with other proposed
actions have cumulatively significant impacts and should
therefore be discussed in the same impact statement.
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(3) Similar actions, which when viewed with other reasonably
foreseeable or proposed agency actions, have similarities
that provide a basis for evaluating their environmental
consequences together, such as common timing or
geography.
An agency .·may wish to analyze these actions in the same
statement. The agency should do so when the best way to assess
adequately the combined impacts of similar actions or reasonable
alternatives to such actions is to treat them in a single impact
statement.

(b) Alternatives, which include:
(1) No action alternative. ·
(2) Other reasonable courses of action.
(3) Mitigation measures not in the proposed action.
(c) Impacts, which may be:
(1) Direct
(2) Indirect
(3) CUmulative
The above identifies the requirements of proper scope of
environmental impact analysis for preparation of an environmental
impact statement as defined in the CEQ Regulations.
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

All Federal agencies should be aware that on February 11,
1994, Executive Order 12898 (E.O.) on "Federal Actions to Address

Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations, " and an accompanying Presidential Memorandum was
issued.
The E.O. directs Federal agencies to analyze "the
environmental effects, including human health, economic and social
effects, of federal actions •••• "
The Presidential Memorandum
directs EPA to ensure that Federal agencies analyze the
environmental effects of Federal actions.on minority and low-income
communities when such . analysis is required by the National
Environmental ,Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA, 42 u.s.c. Section 4321 et
seq.)
Although social and economic impacts have always been a
consideration in EPA' s Section 3 09 reviews, the Presidential
Memorandum highlights the necessity to better integrate the
consideration of human health, social and economic effects into the
Section 309 review process. The E.O. calls for collection and
analysis of information on race, national origin, income level and
other appropriate information for areas surrounding projects that
have expected environmental, health and economic effect on those
populations.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION
In accordance with the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990, EPA
has launched a significant initiative to incorporate pollution
prevention throughout all federal sector activities. One of the
principles is a pollution prevention/waste minimization . directive
for ASHATD to minimize the use of hazardous materials and the
number and size of waste streams. We suggest that ASHATD describe
pollution prevention and waste minimization policies and practices
through the DEIS.
WATER QUALITY
For each alternative under con·s ideration, we request that the
DEIS adopt a process to ensure that the f ollowinq water quality
concerns are assessed. The discussion in the DEIS should be of
sufficient detail to determine which sites are environmentally
preferable.
Site-specific water quality problems need to be
assessed in greater detail, if applicable, including the adoption
of site-specific mitigation measures to protect water quality and
beneficial uses.
- Discuss potential impacts to water quality, beneficial uses
and biological resources. Water quality and beneficial uses
may be adversely impacted by construction and operation.
Evaluate the potential df all program activities to cause
adverse impacts to water quality, protected uses and
biological resources.
Water quality may be adversely affected by the placement of
materials in wetlands and other waters of the United States;
increased sedimentation, erosion, or turbidity; the runoff of
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, toxic materials or other pollutants;
the accidental release of hazardous waste; and the accidental
discharge of fuels or toxic materials.
~ill

- Identify all surfaqe waters tha,t may .be affected by the
proposed program. .
Identify the existing and pptential
beneficial uses of these surface waters. Protected beneficial
uses for streams, creeks, lagoons, tidal areas and other
surface waters may include one or more of the following: cold
and warm freshwater habitat; marine habitat; fish spawning and
migration; shellfish habitat; wildlife habitat; preservation
of rare, threatened or endangered species; groundwater
recharge; freshwater repleni"s h.ment; public drinking water
supplies; agricultural supply; and water contact and noncontact recreation.

Protecting water quality ensures the protection of its
beneficial uses. Especially critical is the protection of several
sensitive uses. It is important to protect water quality in order
to maintain freshwate~ and wildlife habitats, since many species
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are sensitive to the introduction of pollutants or the adverse
modification of their habitats. It is also important to protect
groundwater recharge and freshwater replenishment, particularly if
public drinking water supplies could be adversely affected. These
sensitive beneficial uses should be careful1y considered when
evaluating potential impacts caused by the placement of fill,
erosion, sedimentation, the runoff of po1lutants, and the
accidental discharge of hazardous waste or toxic substances.
- Discuss how the project will comply with state and local
water quality management plans,
state water quality
objectives; and state-adopted, EPA-approved water quality
standards. Under Section 313 of the CWA, the ASHATO must· meet
state water quality. standards regardless of the proposed
activity and manage in a manner to protect or improve water
quality where standards are not established.
In 1987, Congress amended the CWA by adding Section 319.
Section 319 requires states to assess nonpoint source water
pollution problems, develop nonpoint source pollution management
programs, and implement controls to protect and improve water
quality and beneficial uses. We ask that the ASHATD work closely
with appropriate state water pollution control agencies to
determine what pollution control measures should be adopted to
implement the state's nonpoint source management plans.
- Identify critical habitat areas (wildlife feeding and
drinking areas; fishery migration,· spawning or rearing areas;
sensitive aquatic habitats such as wetlands; riparian
resources; critical habitat for threatened and endangered
species. Describe the existing beneficial uses and resource
values of these critical areas, and potential impacts to them
from the proposed program.
- Discuss · what mitigation measures ( e. q. , best management
practices; nonpoint source controls will be implemented to
protect or improve water quality, be.neficial uses, and
biological resourc~s.
- Describe current drainage patterns in the program a~eas.
Assess how altering drainage patterns and characteristics will
affect drainag·e hydrology, surface runoff, erosion potential,
soils vegetation, and water quality.
- Discuss affects on the floodplain. This includes using maps
prepared by the Federal Insurance Administration and other
appropriate agencies to determine whether the proposed action
is located in or will likely affect a floodplain.
If
affected, the applicant should discuss these impacts and also
describe the alternatives considered.
Document compliance
with E.O. 11988 on floodplain management.
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We suggest that the ASHATD work closely with state water
pollution control agencies, state fish and game agencies, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, on water quality standards; the
protection of water quality, beneficial uses and biological
resources; mitigation and monitoring for adverse impacts.
GROUNDWATER COMMENTS
For each alternative under consideration, we request that the
DEIS adopt a process to ensure that the following groundwater
concerns are assessed. The discussion in the DEIS should be of
sufficient detail to determine which site is environmentally
preferable.
- Describe current groundwater conditions in the program
areas. Assess any likely impact to groundwater quality and
quantity from program activities.
- Identify mitigation measures to prevent or reduce adverse
impacts
to
groundwater
quality
and
discuss
their
effectiveness. We recommend that ASHATD work closely with
state and local agencies which regulate the protection of
groundwater resources (i.e. , state heal th departments and
water pollution control agencies.)
WETLANDS - CLEAN WATER ACT CCW2\)
The DEIS should determine whether the project will require the
placement of dredged or fill material into waters of the United
States, including wetlands, an activity regulated under Section
404 (b) (1) of the Clean Water Act (CWA)".
We recommend that the
ASHATD work closely the appropriate district of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers to determine if Section 4 04 is applicable.
We
recommend · the preservation and enhancement of existing wetland
resources.
It is essential that ASDATD undertake every pract-i:cable effort
to first avoid and then reduce the amount of fill placed into
waters- of the.United states. It would be useful for the DEIS.to
make an initial determination whether the proposed project may
require the placement of fill material in wate~s of the United
States. If so, the DEIS should substantiate that appropriate and
practicable steps have been taken to avoid and minimize the adverse
impacts on aquatic ecosystems.
Finally, the DEIS must describe
appropriate and practicable measures to compensate for the
unavoidable loss of wetlands and other waters of the United States.
If wetlands or waters of the United states may be impacted by
acti vi, ties regulated by Section 4 04, we strongly recommend that the
DEIS contain a thorough discussion of the proposed program's
consistency with Federal Guidelines for specification of disposal
sites for dredged or fill materials [the 404 (b) (1) Guidelines,
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found at 40 CFR Part 230].
For each alternative under
consideration, we request that the DEIS adopt a process to ensure
that the following Section 404 concerns are assessed.
The
-discussion in the DEIS should be of sufficient detail to determine
which site is environmentally preferable in terms of compliance
with the Section 404(b) (1) Guidelines. Site-specific EAs or EISs
will need to assess these issues in qreater detail, if applicable.
In order to demonstrate compliance with the 404(b)(l)
Guidelines, the DEIS should meet the following criteria to the
extent possible:
- The proposed discharge must be the practicable alternative
which would have the ·least adverse i:npact on the aquatic
ecosystem (40 CFR 230.lO(a)]. If wetlands would be filled,
then the DEIS should explain why there are no practicable
alternatives to locating the project within wetlands and show
how the project bas been designed to minimize harm to existing
wetlands.
- The proposed action must not cause or contribute to
significant degradation of waters of the United states
including wetlands and other special aquatic sites (40 CFR
230.lO{c)]. Significant degradation includes the loss of fish
and wildlife habitat and the loss of other wetland habitat
values and functions. Significant degradation also includes
cumulative impacts.
- The proposed project does .not
approved water quality standards
existence of any species listed
under the Endangered Species Act

violate state-adopted, EPAor jeopardize the continued
as threatened or endangered
(40 CFR 230.lO(b)].

- Minimize the number of acres subject to Section 404
jurisdiction that would be permanently lost or degraded due to
impacts other than the pla9ement of fill (e.g., the impacts of
erosion, sedimentation and runoff of pollutants on wetland
habitats; diversi~n of water· from wetland habitats).
- Characterize baseline conditions. Include maps, text, and
tables that feature areas occupied by wetlands, aquatic
systems, and non-wetland riparian habitat. Direct, indirect
and cumulative · impacts to these resources should be fully
described.
Provide a programmatic mitigation proposal to fully
compensate for the loss or degradation of wetland habitats,
including the proposed mitigation replacement ratio, the
habitat value and proposed location of replacement habitats,
general grading and revegetation plans and a biological
maintenance and monitoring program.
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AIR OYALITY COMMENTS - CLEAN AIR ACT
For each alternative under consideration, we request that the
DEIS adopt a process to ensure that the air quality concerns
identified below are assessed. The discussion in the DEIS should
be of sufficient detail to determine which site is environmentally
preferable.
Discuss existing air quality conditions in terms of National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) , Federal · Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) increments, and state air quality
standards. State air quality laws should also be discussed.
Identify whether program activities ·could adversely affect air·
quality in terms of ambient concentrations and the numbers of
federal/state standards and increment violations.
Discuss the types and effectiveness of mitigation measures
that will be used to protect air quality (e.g.,· vapor recovery
systems, fumes incinerators, and dust control measures during
construction phase). Identify parties other than the ASHATD which
will be responsible for implementing air quality mitigation
measures.
Coordinate with state/local/regional air pollution· control
agencies on air quality planning, air quality modeling, compliance
with federal/sta~e air quality standards, the need for air permits,
air quality monitoring, and mitigation.for adverse impacts.
PESTICIDES
The DEIS should state whether or not any pesticides (e.g.,
herbicides, insecticides, rodenticide, fungicides, etc.) will be
used for vegetation clearance or control, maintenance and harvest
operations, or the control of rat,··· mosquito or other vector
populations. If so, the types of pesticides, application rates,
and application procedures should be addressed •.. A.ny pesticides
used must be register~d with t;he EPA and the state, and label
directors and instructions followed.
All applicable state·
regulations must also be fallowed.
In addition, because the
regulatory status of chemicals is constantly changing, EPA
recommends that a periodic review of the c::hemical's current
regulatory status be done prior to application. Should pesticides
be used, EPA recommends that a specific section of the DEIS be
devoted to the subject.
AGRICULTURAL LAND
The DEIS should clarify if any agricultural land would be
impacted by the program.
If so, the DEIS should use the U.S.
Department of Agriculture classification scheme to describe the
present use of agricultural land which would be affected. If this
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acreage is prime agricultural land (Class 2) , consideration should
be given to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) (August 30,
1976 and August 11, 1980) which urge the protection of prime
agricultural land.
Mitigation measures should be developed to
avoid loss of any such valuable resources.
MITIGATION
Section 1502.14(f) of the CEQ regulations state what an EIS
must address for each alternative appropriate mitigation measures
not included in· the proposed action or alternatives.
Section
1508. 20 defines mitigation to include: a) avoiding the impact
altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action; b)
minimizing impacts by limiting· 'the deq.ree or ma~itude of the
action and its implementation; c) rectifying the 'impact by
repairing, rehabilitating or restoring the affected environment; d)
reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of the action; and e)
compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute
resources or environment. Mitigation should be fully addressed in
the DEIS.
ENDANGERED SPECIES
The DEIS should demonstrate adequate coordination with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to identify any adverse effects,
determine the effect and take measures to eliminate it and fully
comply with the requirements under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
36 CFR Part 800 of the Historic Preservation Act requires
federal agencies to identify and determine the effect of the action
on any district, site, building, structure, or object listed in or
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.
The DEIS should demonstra·t;e· .proper coordination with the state
historical preservation off ice't' ~
rf adverse impacts are
identified, the Federal agency should request formal consultation
with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (36 CFR, Part
00) •

MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
Headquarters
2901 West Truman Boulevard, P.O. Box 180, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102-0180
Telephone: 573/751-·UlS • Missouri Relay Center: 1-800-735-2966 <TDDJ

JERRY J. PRESLEY, Director

July 3, 1996

Mr. H. "Bo" Brown
The Ozark Center for Wildlife Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 83
Reeds Spring, Missouri 65737
Re: Highway 71
Dear Mr. Brown:
Thank you for your letter of June 11, 1996 regarding threatened and endangered species
within the proposed project area.
Department staff examined map and computer files for f~deral and state rare, threatened
and endangered species and determined that sensitive species or communities are known
to occur on the immediate site or surrounding area.- Please refer to the enclosed Heritage
Database report for details.
This report reflects information we currently have in our database. We provide this
information for planning purposes only; it should not be regarded as a definitive statement
as to the presence or absence of rare/endangered species or high-quality natural
communities. You may need to conduct additional on-site inspections to verify the
presence or absence of such species or communities. In this instance it is recommended
that the gray bat cave be purveyed to determine if it is presently oc~upied.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment.
Sincerely,

DAN F. DICKNEITE
PLANNING DIVISION CHIEF
Enclosure
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July 1, 1996
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The Ozark Center for Wildlife Research, Inc.
Hwy 71 Improvement
Bella Vista, AR - Pineville, MO
The

f~llowing

species and/or natural communities are known to occur on the project site.

Scientific Name

Conmen Name

Fed
Status

State
Status

Date

Town/Range

Sec

021N032W
021N031W
021N031W
022N031W

02
27
23
18

Managed Area

Map #

--ARDEA HERODIAS
VALERIANELLA OZARKANA
CHEILANTHES ALABAMENSIS
MYOTIS GRISESCENS

GREAT BLUE HERON ROOKERY
OZARK CORN SALAD
ALABAMA LIP-FERN
GRAY BAT

E

R
E
E

1995
1988
1988
1978

FEDERAL STATUS - The federal status is derived from the provisions of the federal Endangered Species Act, which is aaninistered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. The Endangered Species Act provides federal protection for plants and animals listed as Endangered or Threatened. E =Endangered T
=Threatened A,B,C =Candidate for Federal listing.
MISSOURI STATUS - The state status is determined by the Department of Conservation under Constitutional authority. Rule 3CSR10-4.111 of the Wildlife
Code of Missouri and certain state statutes apply to state listed species. E =Endangered R =Rare SU= Status Undetermined WL =Watch List EXT=
Extirpated XTN = Extinct.
Great blue heron rookeries, natural c011111AOities and geologic features may also occur on this printout. The status given these elements is provided
for informational purposes only. C = Conmon, - =No status. These elements are not necessarily afforded protection through endangered species law or
statute.

1
2
3
4

ARKANSAS NATURA~ HERITAGE COMMISSION
1500 TOWER 9UILDING
323 CENTER. $TREET
LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72201
Harold K. Grimmett
Director

Da&e: June 28, 1996
.
Subject:
Hwy. 11 1mprovmient ProJ.

·u.s.

Bella Vuta to AR State Line

ANHC No:: P-NPPC>-96-002
Mr. H. "Bo" Brown
The Ozark Center for Wildlife Research. Inc.
P.O. Box 83

Reeds Spring, MO 65737

Dear Mr. Brown,

Staff members of the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commiq;c;>n have reviewed our files for
records indicating the occurrence of rare planta and animals, out.standing natural communities
or other elements of special concern within or near the study boundaries marked on the maps
provided. Our.~ords show~~~~ o(.~ld~--~~i!_I in ~seneral.uei.
Dou have ·bee~ pl~ maps to show the locations of these ~nces. A data
print-out deWling each occurrence and a legend ildclprctiq the codes on the print-out arc
enclosed. Please pay close attention to the precision code• on the print-out u these codes
indicate the accuracy of the mapped location. •
·
You will note, three species listed as Endanacred or Threatened by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service fall within tM study area: a cave crayfish <Caml>arus acplabwm.>, pay bat
CMyotis msesccru;>, and Ozark cavcfiab <Amblyopsis mm).' Additiom.lly, four other
species that are considered ~ throupout their ranges (species with a GRANK of 03 - Gt)
also occur here: Oklahoma salamander CEuxycea ty11t;repsis>, rQyal catchfly CSU mail), an
isopod CCaecid9tea st;eyesi>, a com salad CVaJsieg;Ua o7Mkana> and Owt chinquapin
(CaAD'i' gumila var. ozarkcnsisl. Because of the conccmration of rare species in this
locality, caxeful Inventory will be neceuary for any route selected in order to avoid and
minimize project impacts. Studies identifying cave recharge areas may also be needed to
fully evaluate .Impacts to the cave species.
Preliminary Inventory work has identified several porcntial elides of .interest to this agency.
These glades were noted in an area west of the westcm-most alignment drawn on your map
· Jn Sectiom 24, 25, and 36 in Townsblp 21 North, Range 33 West and In Section 30 In
Township 21 North. Ranae 32 West. PUrtber field survey Is needed to detmminc the natural
quality of these areas.

An Agency of the Department of Arkansas Heritage • An Equ.al Opportunity Employer
.
Phone (501) 324-9150 I Fax (501) 324-9818 /TDD (501) 324-9811

Please keep in mind tbat the project area mq contain imponam natural features of whlcb we
are unaware. Staff members of the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission have DOt
conducted a field survey of the project site. Our review is based on data av~Je to the
program at the time of the request. It should not be regarded as a final statemeDt on tbe
elements or ueas under comideration, nor sboulcl it be substituted for on-site surveys
·required for enviromnmta1 asscssmcmta. BcmJsc our fia are updated comtand.y, you may
want to cbeck wida us again at a later time. Due to the sensitive nature of some of dlls
information, we appreciate your keeping exact locations confidemial. If the information
preseuted bere is used iD any publication, please cite the Arkansas Natunl Heritage
Commission, an agency of the Department of Adamaas Heritage as the Source.
Our agency would be interested in receiving any information collected on scmitive specia ill
· this area. I have enclosed copies of our inventmy plaat and ammal lists for your refeicpce.
If you have questions on any of the material provided or need additional infonnation, please
feel free to contact me.
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Sincerely.

(t,j~ (/..!).{/il-v;~
Cindy Osborne

Data Manager
Enclosures: Your Maps. emichcd
Data Print-out
Legend a: Izifo. Sh=t
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Dear Mr. Reihsen:
This is in response to the recuest for the Decartment of the
Interior·s comments on the Draft Environmental Statement ror
US-71 (l-44 South to State Line), Jasper, Newton. and McDonald
Counties, Missouri.
POTENTIAL SECTION 4(f) COMMENTS
It is indicated in the draft statement that there will be no use
ot Section 4(f) lands for implementation of Alternative 1, wnich
is the preferred alternative. ·rhis· Department also strongly
prefers Alternative 1, with modifications to minimize narm as
noted below, and we would concur that implementation of
Alternative l will not use any Section 4(f) resources except for
tne potential use of properties on or eligible for inclusion on
tne National Register of Historic Places.
we cannot concur at this time tnat all design cons1cerat1ons nave
been given to avoidance of resources on or eligible for inclusion
on the National Register of Historic Places.
The Final
Environmental Statement <FES> should include sufficient data.
fully demonstrating that there are no feasible and prudent
alternatives to any taking from such resources.
This Department
will be willing to provide eMpeditious review of the FES/Section
4Cf) document.
It is stated on page 103 that "once the new Route 71 alignment is
decided upon and the design process is sufficiently advancea. an
intensive cultural resources survey of the project w1ll be
conducted" and that a "Programmatic Agr.eement'' "outlining"
Section 106 compliance responsibilities w~ll be executed bv the
State Historic Preservation Officer, the Advisorv · Council on
Historic Preservation. and the Federal Highway Administration.

e recommend that ~he following National Park Service Office be a
ignatory party to any Section !Ob agreementlsl. and that
easures to minimize harm to any Section 4(f) property be
eveloced· in consi;iltati.on with ana ._ a.s .. agreed upon by this Ot:fice·;:
Mr. Rodd Wheaton
Ch1ef, Cultural Resources
National Park Service
Rocky Mountain Regional Off i.cP.
15795 West Alameda Parkway
Lakewood, Colorado 80225-0287
Telechone 303-909-2975/FTS 327-2975
:NVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT COMMENTS

le believe the 1ollowing consicerations shoulo be incorporateo
.nto the proposed project cesign and construc~~on.
George Washington Carver National Monument
Imcact Comcarison. · Alternatives · land 2

:1 Alternative l or 2 should be selected for rerouting

US-71~ the
immediate effect on the Georg~·W~~hington·Ca~ver•Nationa1:· ·
1onument would be: a marKed intrea~~ iri~~is1t~~ion. · ~o~ev~r.
Should Alternative · 2 oe selected. · visitaticn 'would crobably soon
!xceed the cark·s ~bilitY to handle DO~~·venicular ~emana~ and
11sitor use.
ihe roacs. parki.ng lots• i ~1cn1c area. visitor · ·
:enter. tra1l sv9tem, intercretive meaia~ and the maintenance.
1isitor orotection. and naturai ano cultural resources management
Jrocrams wouic all be verv negativelv impacted as they are not .
~es~gneo ior tne level of visitation . that would be exoecteo wit~
that alternative.
in addition. the very reasons wnv many··peocle
iow ~1si~--~~1~t. solitud~. mecit~tion. etc.~-~wouid orobac1y oe
lost with a oramatic increase·i.n noise ana in visitors. ·

~ost

Implementation of Alternative l. tne preferrea flterna~ive~ would
probably nave no·other major impact than .increasea visitation.
~owever. imclementation of: Alternative 2 ~~uld have cth~r~ ·
crccable imcacts ooth during.and after construction.
Its
proposed route would bring it· to within thr~e-iourths of· a mile
to a mile east of the park.
This would take it through the area
orained by Carver Branch. a losing stream, and tne recharge area
for Carver Sering. water Quality could be adversely affected
ouring and atter construction by tne presence of the highway,
i.e., crainage, nazardous suostances. etc.
Perhacs tne greatest potential adverse imcact, other tnan
dramaticallv increased visitation~ is development around the
proposed Diamond interchange.
It lS realistic to e~pect that
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developments like filling stations, Quick stops, restaurants,
motels, recreational vehicle parks, etc., could app••r around the
interchange. These would · be built in the recharge areas for - - -·-_ ..
Carver and William Springs and potentially in the recharge area
for Harkins Branch. Should these developments not hook up to the
sewage treatment facility now being built in Diamond, their
septic systems could adversely affect the park's water resources.
In addition, problems with drainage, runoff, storm water
management, etc., would be heightened cy the developments.
The rural setting of the park could change significantly with any
development. Area roads are not designed for the increased
traffic they would experience with Alternative 2. This would
bring increased noise, pollution, delays, deterioration of roads,
and exposure of visitors to accidents. Also, the park would face
more pressure on its developments, resources, and personnel
brought on not only by increased visitation but also by the
change in the composition of the area around the park.
Based on
these considerations, it appears that Alternative l will have
less impacts on George Washington Carver National Monument than
Alternative 2.
The above issues should be addressed in the FES subsequent to
continued consultation wit~ the Superintendent of George
Washington Carver.
Mineral Resources Impacts
Impacts on mineral resources are inadeQuately addressed in the
draft statement.
Active and inactive limestone quarries near
proposed highway routes are mentioned in the ''Land Use Impacts"
chapter with pot~ntial project im~acts thereupon. Not mentioned
are many inactive zinc~lead mines near the proposed alternate
highway routes. 'These mines are in the southern Tri State
District, formerly an important source of U.S. zinc, and still a
major zinc resource.
Direct construction impacts to the mine~~:
to mine access, and · to· future mine development should be
discussed in the FES.
All alternate interstate routes would
cross several gas, oil, and products pipelines and plans for
pipeline protection or relocation should be noted in the FES.
FISH AND WILDLIFE COORDINATION ACT COMMENTS
Construction and operational activities should avoid wetlands,
streams, and riparian zones to the maximum extent possible.
Streams and riparian woodlands that may occur along the proposed
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project are extremely import•nt to fish and wildlife resources
and constitute • ~ignificant habitat ~n tha proJect area.
Therefore, disturbanc•• within . all . r-iparian corriQQr.~ . ~hg~~~ P•
kept to th• absolute minimum necessary ta complete the work!
If impact to th••• areas is unavoidable, a perm~t may b• raqu~red
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and/or the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources.
If a Federal permit is
reQuired, the U.S. Fi~n -and Wildlife Service tFWS) would raviaw
the application and provide recommendations to ensure that
adequate mitigative measures for fish and wildlife habitat
losses, including wetland habitat losses, have been incorpQrated
into the proposed project·s final plans.
ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT COMMENTS

' :;

As indicated in the July 2b, 1989, letter to the Missour~ Highway
and Transportation Department (MHTD) (copy enclosed) and within
the draft statement. (pages 94-~8), the FWS has conc~rns for
threatened and endangered sp•cies ~nd for three spri~g~ th4t
service the Neosho National Fish Hatchery (NFH> loc4ted in the
vicinity of the proposed highway altern~tives.
Recently FWS personnel from the NFH qiscover~d a p.r~vious1y
unknown population of the Ozark Cavefish (Amblyopsis rosae) in
Hearrell Spring, which supplies w~ter ~t v4rious times throughout
the year tor the hatchery.
In addition, the albinc crayfish is
also found in Elm Spring; although not a threatened or endangered
species, it occupies a very sens~tive h4bitat type assoc~at~d
with this spring.
The NFH utilizes Elm, McMahon, and He~rrell
Springs during various stages throug~out the year and coulq be
potentially impacted by Alternate Rqut• 2. Even though the · three
springs are located on . feqeral land, they would remain vuinerable
to chemical pollution from roadway runoff and potential vehi~le
accidents wnich would contaminate the hatchery ~ater supply and
their stock.
To reiterate the July 26, 1989, letter to the MHTO, the FWS
believe~ that Alternate l would be the best alternative for the
construction of the proposed Highway 71, provided MHTD consult
with the Department of Natural Resources, -Oivision of Geology and
Land Survey, Missouri Department of Conservatioh, and the FWS to
delineate known and potential recharge areas of Ben Lassiter Cave
and the potential effects siltation and toxic contamination may
have on the species that utilize this uniQue habitat.
Alternate l routing should be designed to minimize or eliminate
potential impacts to the Ben Lassiter Cave, its recharge area,

and the species associated with this unique habitat.
This should
be accomplished in close consultation with the FWS office
referenced below and should be clearly delineated in the FES.
SUMMARY COMMENTS
The Department of th• Interior would offer no objectio·n ta
Section 4(f) approval of any use of cultural resourca9 tor this
project providin9 Alternative l is salectad for implementation
~nd the final 5ectiun 4(1) statement<•> dascr1aes satisfactory
completion of the Section 4Cfl procedures defined abov~.
A~

th1s Department has a direct and cont1nuin9 1ntarast 1n th•
proposed proJect, we are will1ng to provide technical assistance
in further proJect plann1nQ and develocment. For tecnnical
assistance concerning minimizing impacts on George Washington
Carver, please contact the Superintendent, George Washington
Carver National Monument, P.O. Box 38, Diamond, Missouri 64840
(telephone 417-325-4151). For technical assistance pertaining to
the identification and protection of other cultural resources,
please contact the Chief, Cultural Resources, Rocky Mountain
Re;ional Office, National Park Service, as previously referenced.
For technical assistanc• partainin; to the Fish and Wildlife
Coord1nat1on Act, and th• EndanQarad Scecie~ Act, Pl•••• contact
the ~ield Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service <ES), P.O.
aox l~Qc, Columb1a, Misso~r1 65201 ttelepnone 314-87~-1911 or FTS
276-l?ll).

fh•nk vou far the opportun1ty to crov1de the5• comm•nts.

Jd
·

/L~ £.ctltk__
than P. Deason.

Directo~ ·

ff ice of Environmental Affair'!

Enclosure
cc:
Mr. W•yn• Muri
Chi•f En;1ne•r
Mi55our1 H1ghway and
Transportation Department
P.O.Bo>e 270
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 w/c enc.

Mr. Johnny O. Ne~l
Suoerintendent
George Washington Carver National Monument
P.O. BoM 39
Diamond, Missouri 648~0 w/c enc.
Mr. Rodd Wheaton
Chief~ Cultural Resources
National Park Service
RockY Mountain Re9ignal Office
1579' West Alameda Parkway
Lakewood. Colorado 80225-0267 w/c enc.
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11re HNTB Companies

To: Jerry Mugg

Project
Correspondence
Date:

02-09-99

From: Dan Van Petten
Subject: US Fish & Wildlife Service Comments
Henson Cave, McDonald County, MO
US 71 Corridor Location and EIS
Pineville MO to Bentonville AR
HNTB Project NO. 24456
The US Fish and Wildlife Service, Columbia MO Field Office, was again contacted regarding
comments received for the Henson Cave, located on Route 71. The contact person would review the
file and get back to us. I had previously faxed the field memo to them. The field inspection of the
cave for threatened and endangered species was accomplished under the direction of Gene Gardner,
MoDOT Support Service and documented in a field memorandum. The condition of cave due to
debris and garbage and apparent periodic reuse as a party site minimizes the potential for the bats
reestablishing their colony. Neither the Mississippi nor the Missouri Field Offices provided
comments to the DEIS for Route 71. The Regional Office of USFWS did provide comments.
Resolution of outstanding comments, especially Henson Cave, previously noted in years past as
gray bat cave were pending from USFWS Columbia MO office.
Contacted USFWS project representative, Ms. Kelly Striley Werner, and discussed the issue of bats
in Henson Cave. The field memorandum. was faxed to Striley Werner for her comments. Striley
Werner said she would contact USFWS Vicksburg MS for their comments on the Arkansas portion
of the Route 71 Corridor Location and EIS. Comments from the Columbia MO office of USFWS
have not been received as of this date.

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services
Columbia Field Office
608 East Cherry Street, Room 200
Columbia, Missouri 65201
Tel: 573/876-1911 Fax: 573/876-1914

,
IN REPLY REFER TO:

FWS/AES-CMFO

FEB I 8 1999

Dan Van Petten
HNTB
1201 Walnut
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
Dear Mr. Van Petten:
This letter is in response to your request for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) to
concur with highway construction plans which will affect Henson Cave as outlined in the March
13, 1998, _Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEiS) for U.S. 71 Improvements from Bella
Vista, Benton County, Arkansas, to Pineville, McDonald County, Missouri. This response is
provided by the Service under the authority of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C.
661 et seq.), the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321-4327), and the
End;mgered Species Act of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531-1543).
It is our understanding that you are primarily interested in whether the Service concurs with
HNTB, as the Federal Highway Administration's non-federal representative, regarding
alterations to Henson Cave in McDonald County, tvfissouri, as a result of the highway project,
and whether the impacts will adversely affect the federally-listed endangered gray bat (Myotis
grisescens).

As stated in the DEIS, all of the "Freeway-build" alternatives will directly affect Henson Cave.
This cave historically supported a large maternity colony of gray bats (Myotis grisescens).
However, it is now considered an abandoned gray bat cave due to previous-human disturbance
and alteration, and is not recognized as a priority cave habitat for gray or Indiana bats (Myotis
'°UU1 u··Jh"J .UT••1 ,;:;:lu·J·1't·1'v-il u;-;: Ufiu~.=-r.:•arA
tba•
a fi"'\;o.lU
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gray bats or sign of maternity colonies were found in Henson Cave. Therefore, we concur with
your determination that the "Freeway-build" alternatives will not adversely affect the gray bat in
Henson Cave.
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While it is stated on page IV-45 of the DEIS that Henson Cave will be directly affected by the
"Freeway-build" alternatives, these effects are not identified or discussed. In addition, it is not
clear if it is necessary to backfill and cap the entrance to the cave. We recommend that the
impacts to Henson Cave be clearly identified and the need to close the entrance be discussed in
the final EIS. Filling the entrance should be avoided if possible. Although gray bats will not be
adversely affected by the highway project, other bat species may continue to use the cave.
Closing the entrance could prevent air exchange and alter the microclimate of the cave, which
can adversely affect the cave ecosystem.

Dan Van Petten
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. Please contact Mr. Andy Roberts or
Ms. Kelly Srigley Werner of my staff at (573) 876-1911extensions110 and 112 respectively if
you have further questions or need additional assistance.

Sincerely,

~~~

fR. Mark Wilson

Field Supervisor

US71
Bella Vista to Pineville
APRIL 1998

VOLUME3

Far West is Preferred Alternative
for US 71
A fter extensive study and review, the location of an improved US 71 between

~i

.l\.Bella Vista,Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri has been recommended. The proposed new US 71 will bypass the .community of Bella Vista on the far western
.side.Additionally, some more immediate safety improvements have been recommended for the existing route including additional lanes in Missouri and traffic signals and tum lanes inArkansas.
The recommendation comes after more than a year of extensive traffic and
environmental studies, field investigations and public involvement activities.
While no single factor was key in the decision, several elements of the far·western
route made it more attractive thall either a near western bypass or improvement
of the existing route.
Construction was a central issue. The existing route is the only north-south
roadway for most traffic in the area. If updated to a freeway, traffic would be seriously impaired during the many years of construction. An improvement to the
.;·· existing route would also continue to mix some local trips with higher speed
through-traffic - a situation identified by many residents as a source of concern.
Furthermore, even if the existing route were improved to a freeway, it
would likely reach its capacity within 20 years and the entire process of
finding an improved route would begin again. By choosing a far western .
bypass route with additional improvements on existing US 71, the Arkansas
and Missouri highway departments can begin to ensure that both immediate
and future capacity demands will be met, and that more pressing local concerns
regarding safety on the existing roadways will be addressed.

Missouri's Perspective
The more immediate safety improvements proposed for existing US 71 in
Missouri will provide a four-lane fucility from just southwest of Pineville to the state
line. While the improvement will not provide a freeway it will provide a facility
that better serves local traffic, while the far western bypass will eventUally serve
through-trips. The safety improvements will be made once funds are available.
In a previous study of US 71 from Carthage to the state line, Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOl) selected a preferred alternative that
would provide a freeway generally along the existing route. The safety
improvements recommended for existing US 71 are consistent with that decision in terms of the number of lanes provided (four) and general location of
the previous decision is that from
the alignment. The only difference
Pineville to the state line, driveways and cross roads will have direct access to
US 71. On a freeway, access would be provided only at interchanges.

from

*

Existing Route_to See Safety Improvements
he highway departments inArkansas and Mis.5ouri are
aware that construction o{a new bypass is not foreseen in
the immediate future. For that reason, the preferred alternative
· for US 71 includes some more immediate solutions that would
improve safety on the existing route until the long-term bypas.5
improvement can be completed. These improvements focus
on safety and consist of some new roadway construction, as
well as the addition of traffic signals and turn lanes. The safety
improvements will be made once funds are available.
In Mis.5ouri, safety improvements would generally consist
of providing a four-lane .facility along the existing l!S 71 ~
way with varying degrees of acces.5 control. These improvements would extend from Route H to the state line and would
tranSition from a freeway type .facility just southwest of

T

Pineville (to be consistent with MoDOTs planned improvements
to the north), to an exp~ flcility with limited acces.5 for

driveways and cross streets, and finally to a five-lane urban arterial flcility (as aurently exists through Bella Vista) immediately
south ofJane to the state line. Within the exp1'eS.5WaY segment,
the improvements would consist of constructing two new
travel lanes adjacent to the existing two roadway lanes.
Turn lanes and traffic signals for several existing intersections at major cross streets will be studied and implemented as ·
warranted in both.Arkansas and Mis.5ouri.Additionally, on some
side streets, a separate left turn lane with a through right lane

or a separate right turn lane with a through left lane may be
necessary. The type of side street configuration needed would
be related to the traffic demands at each specific intersection. 4

......••.............................•..............................•...............................................................

DEIS Available
etails about the study, preferred
alternative and existing route safety improvements are available in a
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS). The DEIS is the disclosure document for the study that details the
known and anticipated impacts of all
the different improvement alternatives
the study considered.
· The DEIS describes the changes
the area might experience as a result

D

of a p~icular highway improvement.
In that way, it helps people make wellinformed decisions about which
improvement alternative they prefer
and helps people see the basis on
which recommendations are made.
The public is given 45 days to
review the DEIS and submit comments. Comments can be given over
the telephone, in writing, or at a public hearing (see green box on right.)

The DEIS is available for public
review at the following locations:
• McDonald County Public
Library .
• Pineville City Hall
• Bella Vista Public Library
• Bella Vista Village Property
Owners Association
• Bella Vista Townhouse
Association
• Bentonville/Bella Vista
Chamber of Commerce
. • Hiwasse Country Store
To provide your comments about
the DEIS, or for other questions or
comments about the US 71 study, contact the US 71 Project Office, P.O. Box
lo64, Fayetteville,Arkansas 72702,
1-800-315-5422.•

A public hearing to
gather citizen input on
the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement will be

held on: .

Thursday
May21

3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Riordan Hall
Bella Vista
You will receive a
postcard meeting notice
· with additional details.

Q & A about the Environmental Impact Statement
. What is an Environmental
Impact Statement?
An Environmental Impact ·
Statement (EIS) is a document used
to make sound decisions about
transportation improvements. It provides in-Oepth analysis and information and is required by the federal
government if federal funds will be
involved in building a transportation
project.
The purpose of the EIS is to
identify the costs, benefits and
impacts of building a project. It
focuses on the changes anticipated
to occur as a result of building and
operating the project. In this way, it
assists decision-makers and the public to make well-informed judgments about the best course of
action.
It is important to note that
while the EIS includes information
about the natural environment, such
as wetlands and endangered species,
it also documents impacts to the cultural and social environments as
well - things like historical and
archaeological sites, family cemetery plots, public recreation lands
such as state parks, access to jobs,
school, shopping and other services, the local economy, and community cohesion. The EIS serves as
the disclosure document that
details the known and anticipated
impacts of any transportation
1
improvement on all these "environments."
The EIS provides an evaluation ·
of all the reasonable options for
achieving the goal of the project.
In the case of the US 71 project, the
goal is to provide a freeway with
fully-controlled access connecting
the existing US 71 freeway south of
Bella Vista to the improvements
planned for US 71 near Pineville,
Missouri.

What is a DEIS and a FEIS?
There are two versions of an
EIS: the draft version and the final
version. A Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) is the
study team's draft of the document
which identifies reasonable alternatives and their potential impacts
and is shared with the public and
reviewing agencies for comment.
The DEIS is generally the subject of
a public hearing to gather comments in reaction to the document.
Those comments are responded to
and incorporated in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS), which identifies the selected
alternative. The FEIS goes through
another agency review before being
approved by the Federal .Highway
Administration.

Why is the DEIS provided
to the public?
The DEIS describes all the ways
your community might change as a
result of a particular highway
improvement. In that way, it helps
you make well-informed decisions
about which improvement alternative you prefer. Additionally, the
DEIS is made public to give you
information used by decision makers in choosing a preferred alternative for US 71. This full disclosure
helps you see the basis on which
decisions are made.

Canl get a copy of the DEIS?
· Because the DEIS is a large document that contains a number of
specialized exhibits, providing
copies on request would be cost
and time prohibitive. Therefore,
multiple copies of the DEIS are
made available at a variety of public
locations in the study area. You
may make copies of any pages you
would like, provided you are view-

ing the document at a location
where copy facilities are available.
For the convenience of others, it is
requested that the documents not
be taken or borrowed from their
viewing location.

How and when may I make
· a comment about the DEIS?
Members of the public will
have until June 5, 1998 to review
the DEIS and s~bmit comments.
You may send your comments to
the study team in writing or over
the telephone. Additionally, a public hearing will be held on May
21,1998 (see green box on page 2)
to collect public input on the DEIS.
At the hearing, you may put your
comments in writing, or use a professional transcriber who will be
available to record your comments.
All comments made during the
review period will be responded to
appropriately and included in the
study's official record.

What if I have questions
about information in the
DEIS?
Questions about information
included in the DEIS should be
directed to a member of the study
team at the address and phone
number listed below. The telephone line is answered Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. If you call at other times,
you may leave a message and a
member of the study team will contact you within 24 hours.
US 71 Project Office
P.O. Box 1064
Fayetteville, AR 72702
1-800-315-5422

What Happens Next?
he DEIS is just the first step in
making the recommendation for
US 71 become a reality.
After the DEIS review period and
public hearing, the study team will
gather all the comments submitted
by the public and government
review agencies, consider the comments, and begin work on the Final
Environmental Impact Statement

T

(FEIS).

The FEIS is basically an update
of the DEIS which includes the
results of any additional evaluations

or analyses performed in response to
the comments gathered. The FEIS
will be made available to the public
for review. The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) will also
review the document to ensure that
the project complies with all laws
and regulations.
When the FEIS is approved by
the FHWA, the agency will publish a
Record of Decision announcing that
the selected alternative can proceed
to the next phase of development
Other state and federal environmental

approvals are obtained during this time.
Once a Record of Decision has
been reached and the proper
approvals are obtained, the highway
departments may proceed with highway design and will conduct a deSign
public hearing. After the hearing, the
departments may begin right-0f-way
acquisition and construction. Each
phase of the process depends heavily
on the availability of funding and the
priority the project takes among the
states' other projects and needs. •

The US 71 Study is being conducted by HNTB Corporation on behalf of the Arkansas Highway and Transportation
Department, in cooperation with the Missouri Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration.
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Study Begins
on US 71
study has begun to determine
the best way of improving or
relocating US 71 between Bella
Vista, Arkansas and Pineville,
Missouri.
The Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Departnient
(AH1D), in cooperation with the
Missouri Highway and
Transportation Department
(MHTD) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FIIWA), has authorized the study which will be conducted by HNTB Corporation of
Kansas City, Missouri.
The HNTB study team began
working on the study in May, and
anticipate the process will take
approximately 16 months to complete. The team will arrive at a recommendation for improving or
relocating the route only after
extensive review of a number of ·
factors including: engineering, traffic, economic development, land
use, environmental and cultural.
During the study process, the
study team will provide interested
residents, groups and government
agencies with opportunities to
learn more about the study and
offer input into the decisionmaking process.
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This public involvement program will include meetings with
residents. and civic groups, surveys
of residents and business interests
in the study area, and will culminate in a public hearing.

The first public meeting scheduled for the US 71 study process
will take place on Tuesday, July 9
from 5:00 p.m.. to 8:00 p.m.. at
the Kin~e Recreation Center
(Riordan Hall) in Bella Vista.
(Continued on page 2)

A New Look
at US 71
mproving the US 71 corridor in
the Bella Vista area has been the
subject of discussion for a number
of years. Several possible alternatives have been widely circulated
in the community. From the
Missouri state line through
Pineville to I-44 in Joplin; US 71
has been the subject of a Misso~
Highway and Transportation
Department study which resulted
in a recommended alignment in

I

1992.
As required by federal regula-

tion, however, the current study
will take a fresh look at the corridor on both sides of the state line.
It will look at all reasonable
options, including improvement of
US 71 's existing location. .It also
will gather all relevant information
and integrate previous examinations of each side of the state line

into a single study which will propose the best solution for the area.
From an engineering standpoint, the study will consider the
Ozark topography which limits the
number of alternative routes that
can reasonably be considered. The
numerous caves, sinkholes, wetlands, wildlife areas and historic
locations will be considered, as
well as man-made features such as
residential and commercial developments and recreational facilities.
Additionally, traffic safety will
be a prime consideration in selection of the proposed alternative.
By completing this segment
of highway, a major regional corridor will be created to better serve
the transportation needs of this
multi-state area. These travel
improvements will further
enhance the economic boom in
northwest Arkansas while significantly improving transportation
for area residents. •

Take Part in
Shaping Your
Community
inding the best solution for
improving or relocating US 71
can't be accomplished without
effective public input.
Input from the public will
help the US 71 study team understand locally important or sensitive
areas within the study corridor.
That information will be incorporated in the team's assessment of
potential improvement options.
TheAH1D, MHTD and HNTB
study team encourage the public
to become involved in the US 71
study process. If you'd like to get
involved, there are a number of
options open to you including:

F

Public Meetings
These meetings are designed
to provide residents with a forum
for discussing US 71-related issues.
Each meeting will include informational displays to help you understand the options being considered for US 71, and study team
members will be on hand to
answer your questions and hear
your comments and concerns.

Questionnaires
The US 71 study team may ask
residents and business owners to
fill out project questionnaires. The
results from these questionnaires
will help planners identify the
issues and concerns of most
importance to the public. All of
this information will be evaluated
and incorporated into the develop-

ment of improvement alternatives
for US 71.

Corridor Advisory
Council (CAC)
An advisory council of area citizens will be assembled to provide
guidance to the study. Members of
the CAC will represent many localities, organizations, businesses, and
interests in the area. The council
will be established this summer
and will serve as the eyes and ears
of the US 71 study - advising about
local concerns, conferring with
members of the community and
helping to build consensus.

Newsletter
This newsletter is also a part
of the US 71 public involvement
effort. It will be used to inform
area residents about the latest
developments in the study and the
many opportunities for public participation. A series of four newsletters is planned over the 16 month
study period.

Study Begins
(Continued from page 1)

At the meeting, study team members will be on hand to answer
questions and explain the study
process and the criteria by which
potential improvement options
will be analyzed.
The second meeting will likely
be held near the end of the year;
the third and final meeting, an official public hearing, will be held in
the spring of 1997. The time and
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Written or Verbal Comments
Comments about the US 71
study can be sent directly to the
study team by writing to US 71
Project Office, P.O. Box 1064,
Fayetteville, Arkansas, 72702,
or by calling 1-800-315-5422.
By taking part in the planning
and decision-making process, area
residents can take an active role in
helping to choose the best location for US 71. This close coordination between the study tea.qi
and area residents, businesses and
local officials will be an essential
part of the process. •

location of all public information
meetings will be advertised in
local newspapers and on local
radio stations.
Questions about upcoming
public meetings or securing reasonable accommodations for disabled persons should be directed
to the US 71 Project Office,
P.O. Box 1064, Fayetteville,

Arkansas, 72702. The Project
Office phone number is
800/315-5422 .•

The Study
Process

T

he US 71 study began in May
and will continue on July 9
with the first of a planned series of
three public meetings. At the
meeting, the US 71 study team will
inform the public of the project
and seek input concerning its
impact on the community and
environment.
Using this public input, the
study team will identify a number
of different alternatives for the
improvement of US 71. 1brough-

out the summer and fall of 1996,
each alternative will be analyzed
for its effect on the surrounding
area. Near the end of the year, a
second public meeting will be
held to gather citizen input on the
various alternatives.
Over the next several months,
taking into account both the
results of the study and public
input, the study team will evaluate
the alternatives and select one
"preferred" alternative for the
improvement or relocation of
us 71.
The analysis and evaluation of
the alternatives and a description
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of the preferred alternative will be
compiled in a document called a
Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) which will be
available for review by government agencies and the public.
By the spring of 1997, the preferred alternative will be presented
for public review at an official public hearing. All comments from the
hearing will be considered and
incorporated in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). If
approved by reviewing agencies, the
FEIS will serve as the basis for the
location of the selected alternative
for US 71 's improvement. 4

US 71 Study
Team Looks
for a Solution
ny highway location and environmental study is a complex
project, one that requires the skills
of many different groups to find
the most effective solution. The
US 71 study is no exception.
The Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department has
hired Kansas City-based HNTB
Corporation, one of the nation's
top engineering and environmental
consulting firms, to lead the US 71
study team in determining the best

A
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way. of improving or relocating US 71.

Working with HNTB on the
study team are Wilbur Smith
Associates of Columbia, South
Carolina; McClelland Consulting
Engineers and Historic

PreservationAssociates of
Fayetteville,Arkansas; CM Research
of Little Rock,Arkansas;Aerial Data
Services of Tulsa, Oklahoma; and
Ozark Center for Wildlife Research
of Reed Springs, Missouri. •

How ·to Contact the Study Team
f you have information or concerns to share with us, or if someone you
know would like to receive this newsletter and project information,

I

please contact the US 71 study team at
US 71 PROJECT OFFICE
P.O. Box 1064

Fayetteville, Arkansas 72702 .
800/315-5422
All comments received will be made part of the official project record.
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Options for
Improving
us 71
Identified,
Narrowed
A numb~r of possible ways to
improve·or relocate US 71 have
been developed and further
refined. The improvement alternatives are a result of HNTB
Corporation's study of US 71,
which seeks to find the best way
to improve or relocate the route
between Bella Vista, Arkansas and
Pineville, Missouri.
The study is being conducted
on behalf of the .Arkansas Highway
and Transportation Department,
the Missouri Department of
Transportation and the Federal
Highway Administration. Since
May, the HNTB study team has
been looking at how potential
highway improvements might
affect the area's residents and
environment.
After a July public meeting,
attended by nearly 800 area residents, the study t~am gathered
engineering, traffic and environmental information which resulted
in a number of preliminary
improvement alternatives. Those
alternatives have been considered

over the past months and were
shared with the public through
large maps displayed in several
locations in the study corridor.
All of the preliminary alternatives fall within the four corridors
previously discussed in the area
including: a western bypass
around Bella VtSta (far west), a near- ·
western bypass through the Village
(near west), an improvement to the
existing route (existing), and an

eastern bypass near Pea Ridge
(eastern).

Local Group
Assists in Study

County, Missouri; and Benton
County, Arkansas.
"CAC members are like ambassadors for the US 71 study," said
Scott Smith, project manager for
the US 71 study. "By attending
meetings and keeping informed,
CAC members will serve as a
valuable resource to the members
of their community, and to the
study team."
The Council will meet approximately six times over the course of
the study. During those meetings,
the group will review study information to find any areas of local
importance or sensitivity. They
will also advise the team as to how
its activities are perceived within
the community and suggest how
the study's communications activities can be enhanced. The CAC is
not a decision-making body. •

An advisory group of local representatives has been assembled to
assist HNTB Corporation in its study
of US 71. The Corridor Advisory
Council (CAC) consists of a small
group of citizens who will help the
study team better understand locally
important or sensitive issues, and
will also provide a communications
link to the public at large.
The CAC is currently comprised of representatives from 17
jurisdictions in the study area
including: the cities of Anderson,
Noel and Pineville, Missouri; the
cities of Bentonville, Centerton,
Gravette, Hiwasse, Pea Ridge and
Sulphur Springs, Arkansas; Bella
Vista Vtllage,Arkansas; McDonald

Options Narrowed
While none of the alternatives
are perfect, the study team found
that some had clear advantages
over others.
Alternatives in the far west corridor provide the lowest displacement of homes and businesses,
Continued on p. 2

Continued.from p. 1

avoid neighborhood an9 community impacts by bypassing Bella Vista,
avoid potential hazardous waste
sites, and cross few streams and
potential wetlands. However, compared to the existing highway, the
far west alternatives are considerably longer, not as efficient for local
traffic patterns, and have high construction, operating and maintenance costs.
Alternatives in the near west
corridor would serve the traffic
needs of the community and have
the advantage of using portions of
the existing alignment. Tuey are
also shorter in length than alternatives in both the far west and east
corridors. However, the near west
alternatives potenially displace
many homes and businesses, create
community division, impact known
potential hazardous material sites,
and have a high number of potential wetland impacts.
Alternatives in the existing US
71 corridor are the shortest in
length and offer the most direct
route from north to south. By utilizing the existing infrastructure,
alternatives in the existing corridor
preserve community cohesion.
Tuey also displace comparatively
few homes and businesses.
However, the alternatives may have
some slight impact to Bella Vista
golf courses, some changes to local
freeway access, potential impacts
to wetlands along little Sugar
Creek and impacts to hazardous
material sites.
Alternatives in the east corridor avoid neighborhood and com-

munity impacts and utilize some of
the existing US 71 alignment.
However, traffic studies indicate
east corridor alignments will not
meet the primary purpose of the
study: to improve the flow of traffic on existing US 71. In addition,
the east corridor alternatives are
the longest, most expensive, and
least cost-effective. These alternatives would also displace more
homes and businesses than the fur
west alternative. For these reasons,
alternatives in the east corridor
have been removed from further
consideration.
The preliminary and retained
alternatives are the subject of a second public information meeting to
be held from 2-8 p.m. Monday,
December 9 at Riordan Hall in
Bella Vista. Study team members
will be on hand to answer questions, as well as explain the study
process and the criteria used to

analyze each improvement alternative. Maps and other visual aids
will also be available.
Over the next several months,
taking into consideration both the
results of detailed study and public
input, the study team will select a
"preferred" alternative for US 71. A
final decision on the selected alternative will not be made until after
a formal public hearing, expected
to take place in the spring of 1997.
For more information about
the improvement alternatives being
considered, contact the US 71
Project Office by phone at 1-800315-5422, or by mail at P.O. Box
1064, Fayetteville, ArlGlnsas 72702. •

Environmental
Impact
Statement

alternative, and the impacts on the
environment. Once the most beneficial alternative is chosen, guidelines further mandate that steps
be taken to minimize environmental impacts.
As you would expect, some of
the environmental factors that
must be considered include
al resources like wetlands, designated critical habitats, and threatened or endangered species. But
federal regulations also mandate
consideration of the man-made or
cultural environment - things like
historical and archaeological sites,

Striking abalance
between nature and man
In 1969,The Nationat

· Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
established guidelines for the consideration of the environment in
projects like the improvement of
US 71. These guidelines mandate
finding the best balance between
the benefits of an improvement

The map (opposite) displays the
four improvement corridors, the
preliminary alternatives established within each corridor, and
those alternatives retained for
further consideration.

natur-
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Retained Alternatives
Eiminated Alternatives

family cemetery plots and public

recreation lands like state parks.
In addition, the US 71 study must
evaluate the impacts of any potential change to the highway on
social and economic factors like
access to jobs, school, shopping
and other services, the local economy, and community cohesion.
So while it is the impacts to the
natural environment (blind cave
fish, for example) that often grab
the headlines, there is a wide range
of other environmental issues that
receive similar attention.
. What may be confusing,

however, is that all of the considerations listed above are detailed
in a document called an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS);
the end product of the US 71
study. The EIS serves .as the disclosure document that details the
known and anticipated impacts
of any proposed action on these
environments.

The EIS Process
The EIS is shared with the
public and various government
agencies, and goes through several
processes before being finalized.

The Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS), which will be
made available early next year, will
provide details on all of the
improvement alternatives considered for US 71. It will also give a
description of the study team's recommendation of a preferred alternative for US 71.
The public will have the
opportunity to comment on the
preferred alternative at a public
hearing in the spring of 1997. All
comments from the hearing, and
responses, will be incorporated in
Continued on p. 4

Continued from p. 3

the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) which will be
submitted to various government
agencies for their review and
approval. Following approval of
the FEIS, the highway and transportation department will be able
to consider a schedule for engineering design work, right-of-way
acquisition and construction.
If you have questions about
the EIS process, or the environmental factors being considered in
the US 71 study, please contact
our project office. We'll be happy
to address your concerns. 4
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For More
Information
There are several options open
to you for more information about
the US 71 study.
• NEWSLElTERS - mailed to those
on our mailing list. (If you attended
a public meeting or have written or
phoned the project office, you are
already on the mailing list.)
• VIDEOS - available for viewing or
check-out at a variety of locations.
The first video explains the study
process and goals, the second
details the alternatives under con-

sideration for improving or relocating us 71.
• POST OFFICE BOX - to field your
questions and comments.
To get your name on our mailing
list, receive a list of video locations,
or to speak directly to a study team
member, contact our project office.
~
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RECORD OF DECISION

Route 71, Jasper, Newton, and McDonald Counties
Interstate 44 to Arkansas State Line
Job No. J7P0427
(FHWA~MO-EIS-90-02-F)

1 4 ~r~ 1992
Date of Approval
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For FHWA

Route 71 is planned as a four-lane facility built to
interstate standards including a 60-foot median and 10-foot
outside shoulders.
FUlly . limited access right of way with a
minimum width of 250 feet will be acquired. Additional widths
will be required at interchanges, deep cuts, high fills and
where service roads or outer roads are to be built.
outer
roads and grade separations for county roads and minor state
route crossings will be built where necessary.
Right of way
on major cross roads and minor side roads will be acquired as
necessary for construction.
B.

Alternates Considered.

Other than the selected alternate, three additional build
alternates were considered.
Also, a no build alternate was
evaluated.
Alternate 2 begins at the I-44/U. S. Route 71 Alternate
(71A) interchange south of the city of Carthage, then proceeds
south along Route 71A corridor to a point east of Neosho where
existing U. S. Route 60/71A curves west, then on relocation
south to the Arkansas state line.
Alternate 3 connects
Alternate 2 to Alternate 1 via Route 60/71A corridor south of
the city of Neosho.
Alternate _4 connects Alternate 2 to
Alternate 1 via relocation just south of Missouri Route D
(Newton County) to a point near Kelly Springs north of the
city of Anderson.
All .a lternates continue to the Arkansas
state line.
The selected alternate is the environmentally preferred
alternate. The other alternates impacted specific values to a
greater or lesser degree.
However, total impacts of each
alternate considered, but not selected, are greater than that
for the selected alternate. The No Build Alternate would fail
to realize benefits of the proposed action such as safety,
increased capacity, regional economic development and energy
savings in t~avel over the currently existing facility.

c.

Section 4Cf).

The selected alternate had no Section 4 (f) involvement.
Alternate 2 and Alternate 4 cross a designated wildlife refuge
at the Neosho School Farm and near public land within the
watershed of the springs supplying water to the Neosho Fish
Hatchery operated by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Those alternates would have had an impact on Section 4 ( f)
properties.
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o.

Measures to Minimize Harm.

All practicable measures to minimize harm have been
incorporated into the decision for the selected alternative.
Farmland impacts have been addressed by locatinq the alignment
near property lines to reduce farm severance.
The acquisition and relocation program will be conducted
in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended.
Erosion control measures will be required by job
construction
specifications
tq
prevent
sedimentation.
Measures also will be used to prevent pollution caused by
construction activities throuqb MHTD's Sediment and Erosion
Control Program approved by DNR.
Wetlands have been avoided to the extent possible.
The
position of the selected alternative has been chosen to
minimize impacts to wetlands.
To mitigate the loss of
wetlands, non-wetland areas adjoining existinq wetlands will
be purchased and converted to functional wetlands.
Final
mitigation measures will be decided in coordination with the
Corps of Engineers with the assistance of the Environmental
Protection Agency, the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
the Missouri Department of Conservation.
Resolution is
expected prior to comp~etion of the final construction
contract near the Arkansas state line in the future.
Floodplain impacts have been reduced by holding right of
way requirements to a minimum.
Measures such as selective
clearing and grading will preserve natural and beneficial
floodplain values to the extent possible.
Vegetation will be
established on disturbed areas.
Historic
and
archaeoloqical
resources
which
are
significant and which may be impacted by the selected
alternative are addressed in the Memorandum of Agreement
signed by FHWA, · the MHTD, and the Missouri State Historic
Preservation Offie·er (SHPO) •
Unexpected cultural resources
discovered during construction are handled by construction
specifications; the SHPO will be contacted to assess those
resources, if any are discovered.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) addresses possible
impacts to the Ozark cavef ish, a federally - listed threatened
species, and details measures which will be employed to
minimize harm to that species. Signatories to the MOU include
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Federal Highway
Administration, the Missouri Department of Conservation, the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and the Missouri
Highway and Transportation Department.
The MOU contains nine
(9)
stipulations including roadway construction on fill
material through the recharge area, the collection and
- 3 -

conveyance of runoff out of the recharge area, special ditches
continuously parallel to the roadway to convey roadway runoff,
systems to handle surface drainage crossing the roadway that
are separate from the roadway runoff, the construction of
detention basins, use of best management practices, an
emergency response plan and appropriate signage.
The HOU
stipulations will publicize groundwater issues, concern for
threatened and endangered species, and prudent practices to
preserve both.
E.

Monitoring or Enforcement Program.

The MHTD intends to abide by the stipulations of the HOU
on the threatened Ozark cavefish and work with the U. s. Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Missouri Department of Conservation
and the Missouri Department of Natura1 Resources in an ongoing
manner to assure the completion and maintenance of measures
through the recharge area of Ben Lassiter cave.
Mitigation
in coordination
other agencies
detailed design
F.

measures for wetland impacts will be completed
with the U. s. Army Corps of Engineers and
through the Section 404 permit process as
continues.

Comments on Final EIS.

The Final EIS was approved for circulation on August 3,
It was supplied to the agencies and individuals noted
in that document.
Comments '*'.ere requested within 30 days of
receipt of that document.
The notice of availability of the
Final EIS was published in the Federal Register on August 14,
1992.
Comments were received from the following entities and
written responses are attached.
1992.

1.

United States Coast Guard CCGl.

The CG responded on August 11, 1992 and indicated that no
CG jurisdiction was required on waterways within the project
area. No CG permits were required.
2.

United · states Department
Development CHUDl •

of

Housing

and

Urban

HUD responded on behalf of the u. s. Public .Health
Service on August 25, 1992 and indicated that their concerns
had been addressed satisfactorily in the FEIS.
HUD had no
further comments.
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3.

United States Army Corps of Engineers CCQEl.

Staff of the COE contacted the MHTD on August 28, 1992
concerning the "possible wetlands" discussed in the FEIS.
Discussion regarded making another field trip to delineate
those "possible wetlands".
However, the areas that the COE
had identified as "possible wetlands" occur south of the
corridor where detailed location and design has been decided.
The MHTD will coordinate with the COE as project development
advances
in
these
areas
to
address
avoidance
and/or
minimization alternatives relative to any delineated wetlands
there. The COE indicated it had no problem with this approach
nor the intent of the MHTD to mitigate wetlands impacted from
I.:..44 to Arkansas prior to final construction near the state
line. Project development and construction will progress from
north to south.
4.

u. s.

Environmental Protection Agency CEPAl.

EPA responded on September 4, 1992 and indicated that
concerns expressed on the Draft EIS dated April 16, 1990 were
addressed adequately.
However, EPA requested reconsideration of the preferred
alternative, indicating consideration of a combination of the
east and west route.
EPA noted that consideration of
Alternate 2 from I-44 south to u. s. Route 60 would reduce a
number of impacts and avoid impacts to the Boy Scouts of
America Frank Childress Scout Reservation.
Alternate 1, the -selected alternate, has been relocated
since the Draft EIS was circulated, to reduce impacts to the
reservation.
This was done in coordination with scouting
officials.
The combination of the east and west alternates suggested
by EPA has been addressed in the Final EIS as Alternate 3 and

Alternate 4. These alternates do avoid the scout reservation,
lessen the impact to privately owned , property and likely
reduce wetland impacts.
However, Alternate 1 has lower
project costs, homes displaced, tax revenue loss, noise
impacts and employee displacement than one or both of these
combination alternates.
Alternate 4 has Section 4(f) impacts,
also.
In weighing all factors, Alternate 1 also ties the
established cities of the area together.
Traffic studies
continue to indicate that a high volume of traffic within the
corridor is destined for or originating from Joplin and those
other cities.
The desires of the traveling public must be
considered.
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EPA also expressed concern that the Final EIS failed to
respond to some of the concerns raised at the March 29, 1990
public hearing and to all written comments presented in the
document.
FHWA requirements indicate that an appropriate
response should be provided to each substantive comment.
Not
all comments received through the project development process
require an individual response.
The · substantive comments
received and responses to them have been incorporated into the
text of the Final EIS.
5.

Helen Pearman.

on August 31, 1992, Mrs. Helen Pearman. of Neosho,
Missouri wrote to MHTD to address issues concerning selection
of the east alternate (Alternate 2) rather than the west
alternate (Alternate l - the selected alternate).
She noted
that the comments at the public hearings . favor~ the ·east
line.
As noted in the Final EIS comments of 'all types were
considered by the MHTD and the selection of the alternate also
incorporated
environmental
considerations,
information
. obtained from
origin and destination · studies,
accident
records, capacity studies and cost/benefit analyses.
Mrs.
Pearman also addresses funding of the project. The MHTD had
no funding available for the portion of the proposed action
south of Anderson to the Arkansas state line until the
Missouri State Legislature and the Governor approved a fuel
tax increase which became ,effective in April 1992.
Mrs. Pearman also expr~ssed : concern that an interstate
through
the
Ozarks
will
impact
lands,
homes,
parks,
recreational areas and pure air.
Her preference, the east
alternate, has greater environmental impacts especially to
parks, recreational areas and to other areas of pristine
habitat than the selected alternate.

6.

L.

c.

Marsh.

Mr. L. c~ March of Joplin, Missouri wrote to the MHTD on
August 23, 1992 and raised questions about responses to
hearing comments and wi::itten comments not appear1nq in the
Final EIS.
The Final EIS addresses substantive comments
within the text of the document.
These reflect revisions of
or addition to the text of the Draft EIS.
Regarding mileage
figures, Alternate 1 requires the construction of 42 miles of
dual-lane highway as stated on page · 8 of the Final EIS.
On
page 78 of the Final EIS, the mileage given for Alternate 1
(48.7 miles) is the length of travel from a common point.
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Near the Arkansas state line, Alternate l will have 4800
more vehicles per day than Alternate 2.
Also, the lowest
traffic projections for these two alternates indicate that
Alternate
l
will carry 10, 600 more vehicles per day.
Construction of Alternate 2 would mean that those persons
would not benefit from the new highway and would be using
other roadways within the corridor requiring additional
construction, maintenance, and operation costs.
The
Rangeline
Bypass
is a
separate
independent utility from the proposed action.

project

with

The transcripts of public hearings are not incorporated
into Final EIS's by the Federal Highway Administration.
7.

Paul Davis.
.

.

on August 11, 1992 Mr. Paul Davis wrote to express his
views on the Final EIS.
Many of Mr. Davis' comments are
reiterations of information presented in the Final EIS and his
opinions regarding the proposed action.
Discussion of the
Rangeline Bypass is not germane because that is a·project that
has independent utility,
as · does the proposed action.
Regarding claims that I-44 will be overloaded with the
introduction of u. s. Route 71 traffic between Fidelity and
Joplin, this does not stand because the present I-44 facility
can handle traffic for at least 5 years at an acceptable level
of service.
Also the additional fuel tax package has allowed
the KHTD to program the ad~ition of 2 lanes on I-44 from
Illinois to Oklahoma within 15 years; this includes Mr. Davis'
area of concern.
Mr. Davis is concerned with Alternate 1 taking prime
farmland; in turn, Mrs. Pearman discussed impacts to pristine
areas, which are greatest on Alternate 2.
As noted above,
many factors play a part in the choice of a pref erred
alternate.
Alternate 1 is the least environmentally damaging
alternative and it serves the traveling public best.

Existing U. s. Route 71 will need upgrading between
Joplin and Neosho whichever alternate is selected because of
the volume of traffic it is projected to carry when the new
facility is constructed.
Development within this area has
continued, further justifying the need for upgrading the
roadway, not minor repair work as Mr. Davis states.
The Missouri
Department of Conservation
(MOC)
was
contacted regarding reputed Ozark cavefish in the vicinity of
Ozark Trout Farm and the Frank Cope property an Alternate 1.
Preliminary indications from MDC are that their Heritage
Database indicates no such occurrences, but we intend to
continue coordination with the MOC as the project develops
further.
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None
of
the
alternates
impact
the
Pineville
archaeological site although Kr. Davis indicates that only
Alternate 2 misses it.
Predictions of the presence of
archaeological sites to be impacted by each alternate are
based on sound professional archaeological judgment given
cultural and geographical parameters.
Prohibition of access
to private properties on all proposed alternates affected the
coverage of field surveys.
All archaeological and historical
properties will be addressed with the Missouri State Historic
Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation.
Mr. Davis notes that the Final EIS contains no responses
to comments made at the public hearing or to written letters
submitted to the MHTD and FHWA.
FHWA requires that an
appropriate response be provided to each substantive comment.
The Draft EIS was revised to address substantive comments and
circulated as the Final EIS. FHWA does not require a response
to each comment received.
Other comments regarding the integrity of government
employees associated with the proposed action warrant no
response.
G.

summary.

The selected alter~ate is the least environmentally
damaging alternative for the proposed action and the one which
serves the traveling publ~c most effectively.
Written
responses to the Final EIS are attached. Table 1 of the Final
EIS has been revised to correct errors in the section on
relocations and to reflect information presented in the Final
EIS; it also is attached.
·
·
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T A B L B
S U MMA R Y
0 F
ALTERNATE 1
LENGTH (MILES)
CONSTRUCTION COSTS ($)
(Millions)
LAND USE (ACRES)
Taken
RELOCATION
Families
Persons
Units
Business
Employees
Nonprofit/Schools
ECONOMIC
Tax Loss ($)
NOISE IMPACTS
(receptors ~65dBA) ·
POSSIBLE WETLANDS
Impacted (acres)
FLOODPLAIN IMPACTS
Newton Co. (Linear ft.)
McDonald Co.(Linear ft.)
WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS
ENDANGERED SPECIES
PUBLIC LANDS
KNOWN CULTURAL RESOURCES
HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
Reported (I)
Impacted
Near
ENERGY IMPACTS
Time Savings/Day(hrs)
(71A/71) Design Year 2009
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

42
215.9

1

I MP A C T S

ALTERNATE 2

ALTERNATE J

ALTERNATE 4

40.9
259.6

46.7
239.2

45.3
244.3
1,900

1,762

2,005

1,727

82
287
78
18
93
0

88
280
71
18
75
0

142
458
135
29
120
0

0

32,300

29,950

49,280

33,870

25

44

31

3.JO

4.74

2.87

3.59

6,000
8,400

4,700
8,400

4,250
8,400

4,700
8,000

None
Mitigated
None
Yes

None
Possible
Yes
Yes

None
Mitigated
None
Yes

0

0
1

0
0

0

3486/6384

No

5298/7605

No

4152/7168

No

86
297

83
23
116

None
Possible
Yes
Yes
0
0

4857/7755

No
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Mr. Dan Flowers, Director
Arkansas State Highway and
Transportation Department
Little Rock, Arkansas

In accordance with prescribed procedures, the 30 day period since the Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) Notice appeared in the Federal Register has ended. The FElS Notice
was published in the Federal Register on January 7, 2000. All comments received on the
subject FElS were addressed in the Record of Decision (ROD). Therefore, I have signed the
ROD which provides approval of project location and major design features. The ROD also
documents compliance with the FHWA-NEPA environmental process. The project may now
proceed to final design, property acquisition, and project construction as described in 23 CFR
771.113.
Sincerely yours,

Kenneth A. Perret
Division Administrator

APR 2 1 2000
Programs & Contracts

Enclosure
cc:
Mr. Gene Cleckley, SRC Atlanta
Mr. Alan Masuda, Missouri Division
Mr. Henry Hungerbeeler, Missouri DOT
Mr. Fred Skaer, HEPE-1
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RECORD OF DECISION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION - Arkansas Division
US 71 - Bella Vista t o Pineville
Benton County Arkansas and McDonald County Missouri

FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
State Project: 009969
Federal Project: DPR-0051(1)

A.

Decision

The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD), Missouri Department of
Transportation (MoDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) are proposing to
improve US 71 from south of Bella Vista, Arkansas to near Pineville, Missouri. Exhibit 1 shows
the location and extent of the US 71 improvements.
Based on environmental and engineering studies, agency coordination and public input, a new
freeway facility on new location, that will be located west of existing US 71 was identified as the
Selected Alternative in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), along with the interim
improvements on existing US 71. The Selected Alternative on new location is referred to as the
Far West Alternative. The length of the ultimate improvements within the US 71 Study Area
measure approximately 30.5 km (19.0 mi.) from Route H in Missouri to the existing US 71lUS
71 Business Interchange in Arkansas. Associated with the ultimate improvements, the interim
improvements measure approximately 15.3 km (9.5 mi.)
The US 71 ultimate freeway improvements will consist of two traffic lanes in each direction
separated by an 18.3-meter (60-foot) depressed median. Full-width, 3.6-meter (12-foot) paved
shoulders will be provided on each side of the traveled way. The roadway line and grade will be
efficiently adapted to the topography of the area to provide a facility that will be safe, efficient,
and aesthetically pleasing. The US 71 interim improvements in Missouri and any permits or
mitigation associated with these improvements are supported by the evaluation previously
completed for the 1992 MoDOT EIS and Record of Decision.
The US 71 freeway improvements for this study will be consistent with the extent and character
of the planned US 71 MoDOT improvements that were defined in a Final EIS completed in 1992
which considered US 71 improvements north of the state line (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427FHWA-EIS-90-02-F).
The basic purpose of the project is to provide a safe, efficient, environmentally sound and
economical transportation facility that responds to the identified needs. The specific needs being
addressed by the proposed action are summarized as follows:
a

Multi-State Interstate System - Provide a freeway as part of the multi-state, highpriority transportation corridor extending from Shreveport, Louisiana to Kansas City,
Missouri, as established in the lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA).
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Traffic Safety - Reduce the number and severity of traffic-related cashes occurring
along US 71 between Bella Vista and Pineville.
Roadway Design Features - Upgrade current roadway design features in the US 71
Corridor including roadway alignments and roadway cross-sections.
Movement of People and Goods - Provide for the efficient transport of people and
goods through the region by reducing the total hours of travel through the Study
Area.
Local Access - Provide improved local access to the US 71 facility utilizing
interchanges and frontage roads wherever needed while providing efficient through
service for non-local trips and truck traffic.
Roadway Capacity - Increase roadway system capacity in accordance with the
projected travel demands to improve the general operating conditions of US 71.
Recreational Activity Access - Facilitate the usage by motorists of nearby regional
recreational facilities through improved accessibility.
The Far West Alternative is generally defined as a four-lane freeway relocation improvement of
US 71 around the western side of the built-up area of Bella Vista Village with a southern
terminus at the US 71lUS 71 Business Interchange and a northern terminus at the planned
MoDOT freeway improvements southwest of Pineville at Route H. Table 1 presents a general
summary of costs of the Selected Alternative. Ultimate construction represents a newly
constructed freeway section on new alignment. Interim construction generally consists of
upgrading the existing US 71 roadway by providing a four-lane facility with varying degrees of
access control during the interim period or until the ultimate improvement is completed. These
interim improvements will extend from the connection with the planned four-lane freeway
improvement by MoDOT at Route H, southwest of Pineville, to a connection with the existing US
71 roadway at the state line. In Arkansas the interim improvements consist mainly of signal
improvements along with minor intersection upgrades to improve safety and operational
features.
Table I
Summary of Costs
"Far West" Preferred Alternative
(US 71 Improvements)
"Ultimate"
Length
km (mi.)

"UI,timate"
Construction
and R.O.W.
Cost ($ - M)

"Interim"
Construction
and R.O.W.
Cost ($ - M)

Existing
US 71
Widening
Cost ($ - M)

Operations
and
Maintenance
Cost ($ - M)'

Missouri

8.2 (5.1)

43.6

47.4

0.0

0.9

Total
Capital
Cost
($ - M)
91.9

Arkansas

22.0(13.7)

83.9

1.O

3.6

3.5

92.0

Project

30.2(18.7)

127.5

48.4

3.6

4.4

183.9

'~dditionalcosts for O&M based on 1997-2020 project life and 7% discount rate
Based on 1996 Unit Costs
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The Far West Alternative will meet the project purpose and need more efficiently than the "NoBuild" Alternative.
In addition to improving traffic safety within the US 71 corridor, the
implementation of these improvements will eliminate current roadway deficiencies, relieve traffic
congestion, and provide for the efficient movement of people and goods. Therefore, economic
development opportunities would be provided for the various communities to build upon and
grow. With the freeway improvements, better continuity for the regional highway system would
be provided, resul,ting also in improved access to recreational facilities located near the Study
Area.
Additional advantages offered by the Far West Alternative, when compared to other alignment
alternatives, are:
Least adverse construction impacts on traffic during construction,
Provides measurably better long-term capacity,
Provides superior travel efficiencies, resulting in reduced crashes,
Least impact on identified wetlands,
Least impact on sites of historic or archeological significance,
Least adverse impacts to high-risk or moderate-risk hazardous waste sites, and
Most compatible with existing and future community land use plans.
Compared to the other alignment alternatives, the Far West Alternative will meet the project
purpose and need most efficiently. Each of the alternatives will equally provide a multi-state
Interstate facility, upgrade the US 71 design features, improve the efficiency of the system for
the movement of people and goods, and facilitate access to nearby regional recreational
activities. However, the Far West Alternative has distinguished itself from the other alternatives
because of its superior effectiveness in improving traffic safety and its overall roadway capacity.

B.

Summary of Future Actions

As a result of the environmental evaluation of the Far West Alternative, a number of identified
actions were found to be necessary during the design development and construction phases of
the project. The following is a list of these actions:
Continue coordination with the BentonvillelBella Vista Trailblazers Association, Inc.
during design development and construction to coordinate the planning of a
pedestrian1 bicycle trail that will connect the two communities of Bentonville and
Bella Vista with the US 71 improvements.
Coordinate the design development and construction activities with the US Fish &
Wildlife Service.
Continue coordination of mitigation measures for impacts to the surrounding
environment which address environmental and social impacts including:

-

Continued consideration of reducing noise levels associated with the
"New Home" Church and the Highlands Golf Course as part of the
design development phase of the project.

-

Continued refinement to the highway final alignment within the
evaluated corridor to avoid impacts. During design development,
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alignment refinements will be investigated so that impacts to existing
water resources in the vicinity of McKisic Creek will be minimized. In
an attempt to minimize the proximal impacts to residences located
within the Highlands, alignment refinements will be investigated during
the design development phase of the project. Refinements to the final
alignment will be investigated during design development to avoid
impacts to Wetland B-3a.

-

Continue investigation of residential displacements during design
development.

Continue coordination of the Section 404 Permits for compliance with the
provisions of the Clean Water Act. Coordination with the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) as part of design development activities will entail fulfillment of
the requirements of the permits.
Continue coordination with Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)
and Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality to ensure that a proper
construction water pollution control program is implemented during the design
development and construction phases of the project.

-

Make sure "State of the Art" Erosion Protection Plans are followed
with proper inspection and maintenance.

-

Identify and monitor any wells that will be impacted by the alignment.

-

Ensure that "Best Management Practices" are being used by
contractors during design and construction.

Continue coordination with Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), in
Missouri, to ensure that a proper construction water pollution control program is
implemented during the design development and construction phases of the
project. This includes ensuring that Stream Channel Modification Guidelines are
followed when modifying channels or reloca,tingstreams.
Develop a "Construction Management Plan" for the improvements through the
Bella Vista Community, as part of detailed design.
Continue coordination with Missouri Speleological Survey (MSS) or Arkansas
Association of Cave Studies (AACS) to document any new caves discovered
during final design or construction.

C.

Alternatives Considered

In compliance with federal regulations requiring the consideration of all reasonable alternatives,
a full set of improvement alternatives was considered for US 71. The alternatives were defined
in accordance with the needs of the Study Area and traffic considerations.
I.

OVERVIEW OF IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS

The following types of improvement concepts were considered:
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"No-Build" Concept - This concept consists of maintaining the existing roadway
system plus any committed street and highway improvements within the Study Area.
Committed improvements include Transportation System Management (TSM)
measures applied to the existing US 71 roadway. This concept provides a basis of
comparison for ,the determination of the benefits and adverse impacts of the other
improvement alternatives.
Non-Freeway Improvement to Existing Roadway Concept - This concept will
involve retrofitting the existing US 71 roadway to the fullest extent reasonable to
meet future travel demands and safety needs. This concept will not provide a
,Freeway improvement. These retrofits will entail a combination of roadway widening,
improved access control and TSM improvements. Because this concept will not
provide a freeway improvement, it would not comply with the high-priority corridor
Interstate standard. Consequently, this concept was not considered further.
"Freeway-Build" Concept - This concept will involve the construction of a freeway
facility either on new location or along the existing US 71 alignment. Based on
current land use and the built-up environment of the Bella Vista area, several
preliminary corridors have been identified - Far West, Near West, Existing and East.
Exhibit S-2 in the FEIS, shows the locations of the Study Corridors.
Other Concepts - Public transportation alternatives, such as bus systems and rail
transit, were considered as multi-modal options to the roadway alternatives. Due to
the lack of land use and population densities and due to the highly dispersed trip
originldestination distributions of ,the Study Area, public transportation alternatives
were not considered a reasonable alternative to the proposed action.

2.

PRELIMINARY "FREEWAY-BUILD" STUDY CORRIDORS

For the US 71 project, four preliminary 1,600 meter-wide (one mile-wide) Study Corridors were
identified - Far West Corridor, Near West Corridor, Existing Corridor and East Corridor. The
locations of these corridors were defined to minimize the potential adverse impacts to the built
environment, to minimize the length of the freeway improvements, and to provide the most
direct connections to the existing US 71 bypass east of Bentonville and the planned MoDOT
improvements to the north. For further details of the previously planned MoDOT improvements
north of Route H, please refer to the FEIS, Appendix L, Record of Decision.
For the purpose of identifying the corridors that are reasonable and meet the stated purpose
and need for the proposed action, a preliminary assessment, evaluation, and screening were
conducted. The goals of this screening were to eliminate from further consideration those
corridors with any "fatal flaws" or those that wouldn't comply with the stated purpose and need
of the project. Based on a total-project assessment of the Study Corridors' potential impacts on
the social, environmental and engineeringltraffic issues of the Study Area, it was determined
that the East Corridor would not accomplish the goals of the project, primarily relating to traffic.
Consequently, freeway improvements within the East Corridor were not considered further. No
"fatal flaws" were identified in the other Study Corridors.
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SUMMARY OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES

Based on the stated purpose and need for the proposed action, alternative alignments within the
Far West, Near West, and Existing Corridors were identified and evaluated. Based on the
assessment of the potential social, economic and environmental consequences of the
competing alternative alignments, in combination with input provided by the community
involvement process, a Selected Alternative for the US 71 improvements was identified. As part
of this evaluation process, a wide range of alternative actions (potential alternatives) was initially
considered in order to provide the basis for determining the reasonable alternatives. Exhibit 2
illustrates the wide range of alternatives within each corridor for the US 71 Corridor Study. In
accordance with the preliminary screening of the "Freeway-Build" Study Corridors, the following
group of reasonable alternatives was defined within each remaining preliminary corridor, and
then evaluated:
"No-Build" Alternative
"Freeway-Build" Alternative
- Freeway Alternatives Within the Far West Corridor
- Freeway Alternatives Within the Near West Corridor
- Freeway Alternatives Within the Existing Corridor
Due to the need to provide short-term improvements to the existing US 71 roadway for safety
considerations, AHTD and MoDOT agreed that both interim and ultimate improvements should
be defined for each corridor. The interim improvements consists of short-term investments to
address the safety and capacity concerns of US 71 until the ultimate freeway improvements can
be constructed throughout the entire Study Area. For the Near West and Existing Alternatives,
the interim improvements represent a staging of the ultimate freeway improvements such that
little or no additional construction would be necessary. Table 2 summarizes the extent of the
interim improvements and provides a description of the improvements for each of the "FreewayBuild" Alternatives. Exhibit 3 represents the best alternative within each of the "Freeway-Build"
Alternative Corridors.
Table 2
Summary Descriptions of Interim and Ultimate lmprovements
"Freeway-Build" Alternatives

with the planned MoDOT improvements at Route H located southwest of Pineville to the existing US 711US 71B
lnterchange south of Bella Vista on an alignment around the western edge of Bella Vista.
Short-Term (Interim) Improvements - Construct a combination of four-lane expressway and five-lane urban
arterial improvements from a connection with the planned MoDOT improvements at Route H to a connection with
existing US 71 at the state line on an alignment concurrent with the existing US 71 roadway. Roadway approach
and signal improvements would be provided at several existing intersections in Arkansas and Missouri, as
warranted. The combination four-lane expressway and five-lane urban arterial improvements along the existing
US 71 Corridor would be additional to the ultimate improvements.

Ultimate Freeway Improvements - Construct a four-lane freeway extending from a connection with the planned
MoDOT improvements at Route H located southwest of Pineville to the existing US 71lUS 71B lnterchange
south of Bella Vista on an alignment along existing US 71 in Missouri and through the west-central area of Bella
Vista in Arkansas. Roadway approach and signal improvements would be provided at several existing
intersections in Arkansas and Missouri.
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Ultimate Freeway Improvements - Construct a four-lane freeway extending from a connection with the planned
MoDOT improvements at Route H located southwest of Pineville to the existing US 71lUS 71 B Interchange
south of Bella Vista on an alignment along the existing US 71 Corridor.
Short-Term (Interim) Improvements - Construct the four-lane ultimate freeway improvements in Missouri from
Route H to a connection with the existing US 71 roadway at the state line. Roadway approach and signal
improvements would be provided at several existing intersections in Arkansas and Missouri, as warranted. No
additional construction would be required.

For each of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, the interim improvements are consistent with the
Selected Alterna,tive from the MoDOT Final EIS (MoDOT Job Number J7P0427-FHWA-EIS-9002-F). As such, commitments for the continued study and mitigation of adverse impacts from
the interim improvements in Missouri will be fulfilled in compliance with and under the auspices
of the documented MoDOT Final EIS and ROD. However, though the adverse impacts of the
interim improvements are adjudicated by the previous MoDOT EIS, the total, cumulative
impacts of the combined interim and ultimate improvements have been evaluated in this EIS.
Table 3 presents a summary of the Environmental and Social-Economic impacts that were
quantified for the comparison of the Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) versus the
other reasonable "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. The data shown in the table reflect the total
impacts of the alternatives including the ultimate improvements and the short-term
inlprovements necessary for the interim construction.
Table 3
Summary of Social, Economic and Environmental Factors
Selected Alternative: Far West Alternative
UNITS

EVALUATION FACTOR

Waters of the U.S.
Special Aquatic Sites:
Regulated Ponds:
Streams (Culverted):
Streams (Bridged):

mm

Number IHectare
Number IHectare
Number IHectare
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EVALUATION FACTOR
Floodplain (100 Year)
Floodplain Crossings
Threatened and Endangered Species
Natural Community lmpacts
Dry Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Limestone-Dolomite Forest
Dry Mesic Bottomland Forest
Woodlot
Unirr~provedPasture
Habitat Fragmentation
Prime Farmlands
Statewide Important Farmland
Visual and Aesthetic Considerations
Air Quality
Cultural Resources
Predictive Archeological Sites (Impact
Probability)
Previously Recorded Archeological Sites
Historic Sites
Architectural Sites
Hazardous Waste Sites
High Risk
Moderate Risk
Low Risk
Natural Features and Caves

RECORD OF DECISION

UNITS
Hectares
Meters
Number

15.7
2,465
0

11.7
1,220
0

15.5
1220
0

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

ati in^"'
at in^"'

11.0
200.2
0.6
26.1
167.7
1
21.36
55.65
3
4

30.7
142.9
0.0
0.0
124.9
1
14.4
31.44
3
4

19.7
36.7
0.0
0.0
78.1
0
9.74
17.63
4
4

at in^"'

3

3

4

Number
Number
Number

8
0
5

8
0
4

13
0
1

Number
Number
Number
Number

0
0
2
1

0
2
2
3

1
3
1
2

umber"'
Hectares
Hectares

Mobile Home

Noise lmpacts (2020)
NAC Receptors
Additional "Substantial" Increase Receptors
Total NAC Receptors Along Existing US 71
Compatibility w l Current Land UseIMaster Plan
Adverse Construction lmpacts to Businesses
Economic Considerations

Notes:
(1) Rating Scale

-

5 Excellent (High). 4 - Good (MediumJHigh). 3 - Fair (Medium). 2 - Marginally Poor (LowIMedium), 1 - Poor (Low)

(2) Number of 202 Hectare Forest Blocks (500 Acre Forest Blocks)

B e n t o n County, AR and McDonald County, MO
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SELECTED ALTERNATIVE

The identification of the Selected Alternative is based on three primary considerations -- the
effectiveness of the alternatives in accomplishing the goals of the proposed action (i.e. Purpose
and Need), the comparison of the alternatives' overall impacts and benefits, and input from the
public and review agencies, including the public hearing. Based on these three considerations,
the Far West Alternative is the Selected Alternative for the US 71 improvements between
Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri (see Exhibit 4).
The process of evaluating the improvement alternatives involves a balancing of the
benefitlimpact tradeoffs with regard to the engineering, traffic, environmental and social
considerations, with the concerns and interests of the commenting public and review agencies.
Particular issues and concerns may be important to some, but may in fact conflict with the
concerns of others. It is therefore the overall total-project comparison of the "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives which helps guide the selection of the best alternative.
Each of the alternatives has varying degrees of adverse impacts and benefits, and for a number
of the impact issues, none of the alternatives differentiate themselves (see Table 3).
Considering solely the potential impacts to the natural environment, as shown in Table 3, the
Existing Alterna,tive could be considered the environmentally preferred alternative since it would
be the least environmentally damaging alternative for some issues. But from an overall
perspective, the Far West Alternative presents the best alignment based on the overall
comparison of the benefits and adverse impacts. As shown in Table 4, there are several issues
which support the Far West Alternative as the Selected Alternative. From engineering, traffic
and socialleconomic perspectives, the Far West Alternative would best meet the needs of the
Study Area while minimizing long-term construction costs and overall adverse impacts.
Furthermore, the Far West Alternative is most consistent with the community's values as
expressed and articulated though the study's public involvement program. Further detail of
these issues is provided in the FElS in the Summary, Section E, Selected Alternative.
TABLE 4
REASONABLE "FREEWAY-BUILD1'ALTERNATIVES
OVERALL IMPACT COMPARISON SUMMARY

Rating Scale:

++
+
--

Benefits >> Adverse Impacts
Benefits > Adverse lmpacts
Benefits =Adverse lmpacts
Benefits <Adverse lmpacts
Benefits <<Adverse lmpacts

Benton County, AR a n d McDonald County, MO
FHWA-AR-EIS-98-0 1-F
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Section 4(f)

After extensive studies and coordination with Missouri Department of Natural Resources
(MDNR) and the Arkansas State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) of the possible impacts to
both public lands and architectural and cultural resources poten,tially eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places, it was found that no Section 4(9 sites or properties will be impacted
by construction of the US 71 improvement.

E.

Measures to Minimize Harm

All practical measures to minimize harm have been incorporated into the identification of the
Selected Alternative. All such minimization measures that were considered in determination of
the Selected Alternative will be incorporated into all appropriate construction specifications and
contracts.

Land Use lmpacts
Nearly one-tenth of Bella Vista Village is unplatted and lies generally west of the Far West
Corridor. The Selected Alternative for the US 71 improvements will be very compa,l:iblewith
Bella Vista's general development plan. Considering the general development plan of Bella
Vista, constructing this alternative provides the opporl:unity to open the western portion of the
Bella Vista development. Opening up the western portion of the Bella Vista for new platting
before the existing areas mature more fully, and assuming current levels of development, would
have the net effect of spreading public and private investments over a much greater area. This
would have the potential to generate a higher level of development in the area as a whole.

Farmland lmpacts
Throughout the alignment selection process, a major consideration was the minimization of
farmstead severance. Alignments were located adjacent to property lines as much as possible
and diagonal crossings of cultivated fields were avoided. Frontage roads will be constructed as
needed to maintain access to private property. Due to the access control criteria property
owners that desire to cross the new facility will incur some adverse travel distance. By location
of the Selected Alternative adjacent to established transportation corridors, impacts to prime
farmland has been minimized.

Environmental Justice
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations was the result of a recognition that some Federal
Actions were having a disproportional adverse effect on certain designated population
segments. The implementation of Executive Order 12898 was accomplished through the
development of demographic baseline conditions within the affected environment and through
the consideration of social impacts. The baseline demographic analysis is discussed in the
FEIS, Chapter Ill, Section A. This analysis showed that minority populations, as well as lowincome individuals and families, are virtually absent from the Study Area. As a result, impacts
to minority populations, and low income individuals and families was minimized by alignment
adjustments and modifications. The adverse impact of the El Toro Restaurant was unavoidable
due to its close proximity to the US 711 US 71B Interchange improvements.

Benton County, AR and McDonald County, MO
FHWA-AR-EIS-98-0 1 -F
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Relocation lmpacts

Property that is required for the construction of US 71 improvements will be subject to the
provisions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisi,tion Policies Act of
1970, as amended (42 U.S. C. 4601). This program provides that no person will have to move
from their dwelling until they are provided comparable replacement housing that is within their
financial means. Similar to the relocation procedures for residences, AHTD and MoDOT will
utilize all possible sources of funding or other sources that may be available to businesses.
Details of the program which covers process, benefits, and rights are discussed in the FEIS in
Chapter IV, Environmental Consequences, Section E, Relocation Impacts.
Air Quality lmpacts

During construction of any of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, all materials resulting from the
clearing, grubbing, demolition or other operations will be removed from the project, burned or
otherwise disposed of by the contractor. Any batch plant operations, clearing and grubbing
functions, or debris burning will be performed in accordance with MoDOT and AHTD regulations
and procedures. Detailed air quality studies were limited to a regional pollutant burden analysis
as the present year as well as the design year average daily traffic volumes were well below the
minimum thresholds. Regional emissions of HC, CO and NOx can be expected to be reduced
for any "Freeway-Build" alternative, when compared to the "No-Build" condition.
Noise lmpacts

The number of NAC noise receptors near the Far West Alternative is estimated to be 11 for the
Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative). The number of noise receptors that would hear
a "substantial" increase is estimated to be 58 (refer FEIS, Table IV-15). As before, these
receptors include both existing and known planned receptors.
The Far West Alternative will reduce the volume of traffic on existing US 71, therefore a
beneficiary reduction in the number of NAC noise receptors near the existing US 71 alignment
would occur. It is estimated that there would be 149 fewer receptors than with the 2020 "NoBuild" Alternative, (refer FEIS, Table IV-16).
Water Quality, Geology and Cave lmpacts

MoDOT, in coordination with MDNR, and AHTD have developed a construction water pollution
control program to protect the adjacent environment from sedimentation and construction
pollutants discharged from construction activities. These procedures and specifications are
utilized during preliminary design, final design and construction. Both, MoDOT and AHTD are
committed to assuring that "Best Management Practices" or BMP's are implemented.
For the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, the roadway alignments have been defined to avoid, to the
fullest extent possible, any known caves. The Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative)
avoids all known caves within the Study Area. However, during mass excavations in the St. Joe
Formation for the construction of the improvements, it is likely that other caves of unknown
magnitude could be discovered. If during final design or construction additional caves are
located, coordination with Missouri Speleological Survey (MSS) or Arkansas Association of
Cave Studies (AACS) will be provided and will utilize a process of evaluation, minimization of
impacts, and mitigation as necessary.

Benton County, AR and McDonald County, MO
FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
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Wetlands and 'Waters of the US"

The Selected Alternative for the US 71 improvements will impact one jurisdictional wetland area
(Site B-3a from the Summary Report, as also shown on Plate FW4 of the FEIS, in Appendix C).
It is an "emergent1'wetland area covering 0.04 hectares (0.10 acres). There would be no
regulated ponds impacted by the Selected Alternative. Five (5) regulated streams would be
bridged, and 17 regulated streams would be culverted resulting in total impacts of 1940.8meters (6,367-foot) of channel including 0.44 hectares (1.08 acres) of Waters of the U.S. within
the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM).
MoDOT and AHTD are committed to the study of the avoidance of poten,tial impacts to wetlands
or other Waters of the U.S. during the design phase of this project. Each resource will be
individually examined and the construction limits of the roadway improvements will be
reevaluated to see if the wetlands resource can reasonably be avoided. When impacts are
unavoidable, they will be minimized and the impacted wetlands resource will be mitigated and
enhanced to the extent practical to achieve a "no net loss" of wetland surface area.
The US Army Corps of Engineers has authorized the construction of the Far West Alternative
pursuant to the requirements of the Department of the Army Nationwide Permit No. 14
(Nationwide Permit No. 13862) for McDonald County and Department of the Army General
Permit GB (General Permit No. 13862) for Benton County. Copies of these permits are
included in FEIS, Appendix E. Subsequent design development and construction activities for
the Far West Alternative ultimate improvements will need to be performed in accordance with
these permits.
For the interim improvements in Missouri (i.e. improvements along the existing US 71 Corridor
in Missouri), the Section 404 permit prepared in association with the 1992 Final EIS (FHWAEIS-90-02-F) by MoDOT will govern ,the compliance of Section 404.
Water Body Modifications and Wildlife Impacts

The location of the Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alterna,tive) will fragment one 200
hectare (500 acre) block, and seventeen 16 hectare (40 acre) blocks of upland forest. Also, the
Far West alternative would impact 2.45 hectares (6.0 acres) of riparian forest.
The Selected Alternative would cross 12 streams impacting 1.43 hectares (3.43 acres) and
would impact 19 ponds totaling 2.32 hectares (5.77 acres).
Minimizing habitat fragmentation is one of the considerations of the alternative evaluation
process. Other potential remedies include tree replacement programs, bridging streams rather
than installing culverts, and installing artificial wildlife corridors where such corridors can be
shown to be effective for reducing mortality in existing wildlife populations. Commitments have
been made as part of the Section 404 Permits regarding the clear spanning with bridges or the
construction of drainage culverts for stream crossings. Specific commitments for tree
replacement and the installation of wildlife corridors are not included with the project beyond the
standard provisions or procedures of MoDOT and AHTD regarding these particular issues.
Floodplain Impacts

In defining the roadway alignments for the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives, all practical care was
taken to minimize impacts to floodplains. Generally, the roadway grade of the "Freeway-Build"
Alternatives will be set above the predicted 100-year flood levels and opportunities to

Benton County, AR a n d McDonald County, MO
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incorporate remedial measures into the facility would be possible. Bridge and roadway design
will be consistent with local, state and federal water resources and floodplain management
programs. Though construction will be required in some unavoidable floodplain areas, impacts
to base flood elevations will be in compliance with National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
regulations.
Impacts to Terrestrial Communities

Although alignment alternatives within each Study Corridor attempted to avoid all of ,the
endangered, threatened, and rare species sites, the interim improvements of the Far West
Alternative, (EWNWBI), in McDonald County directly impact Site #71 (Henson Cave) of the
Missouri Natural Features Inventory. Prior to the investigation completed in 1996, ,the issue of
impacts to Henson Cave was addressed by MoDOT's EIS for US 71 (1-44 to State Line).
Coordination with the U.S. Department of Interior (USDOI) was completed as part of this earlier
EIS, including issues relating to caves, water quality, and threatened and endangered species
impacts. USDOl offered no comments regarding Henson Cave in its review of the earlier EIS.
The Record of Decision for the US-71 improvements (1-44 to State Line) was executed on
September 14, 1992, and authorized MoDOT to proceed with design development. It was
determined that there were no impacts to Henson Cave, thus measures to minimize harm were
not required.
Henson Cave is listed as an endangered animal site providing habitat for the Gray Bat (Myotis
grisescens). The Gray Bat is federally listed as endangered, and listed in Missouri as
undetermined. However, a 1996 investigation by Project Team ecologists found that no bats
were present in Henson Cave, mainly due to previous human intrusion. In a memorandum
dated August 5, 1996 (see FEIS, Appendix J), the Project Team's Biological Specialist stated
that "The cave should continue to be considered an abandoned gray bat cave and will
undoubtedly remain unsuitable as maternity habitat for the gray bat, given the high level of
human disturbance.
Historic and Archeological Preservation

In accordance with AHTD procedures and the MoDOT Protocol for Cultural Resources
"Investigations Associated wi,th Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact
Statements", those cultural resources affected by any of the US 71 improvement alternatives
have been identified. These resources have been considered based on the various
investigations - archaeological, architectural, historical bridges, and historical sites.
Results of Determination of Effect - Potential impacts to several of these sites were
eliminated due to the selection of the best alternative alignment within each Study
Corridor, and then by the selection of the Far West Alternative as the Selected
Alternative. Consequently, the Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) will not
directly impact any NRHP-eligible architectural structures. Furthermore, it was
determined by the Arkansas SHPO after the issuance of the Draft EIS that none of the
potentially NRHP-eligible structures in the vicinity of the Far West Alternative will be
adversely affected by the project. No additional work is required regarding
architectural resources in Missouri or Arkansas for the Far West Alternative.
Documentation to this effect is included in the FEIS, Appendix I.

The Selected Alternative will not impact any known archeological sites in Arkansas.
Similarly in Missouri, the ultimate improvements for the Far West Alternative will also
Benton County, AR and McDonald County, MO
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not impact any known archeological sites. However, the interim improvements impact
seven known sites along the existing US 71 roadway. The mitigation of these impacts
will be governed by the MOA executed as part of the US 71 EIS (1-44 to state line)
completed by MoDOT.
The AR-SHPO concurred that the Selected Alternative will have no adverse effect on
resource BE2177 (New Home Church) listed in the NRHP or the structures determined
eligible for listing in the NRHP (review letter dated 1 December 1998, see FEIS,
Appendix I). Though mitigation measures are not required for the New Home Church,
pursuant to the findings of the AR-SHPO, AHTD is committed to the continued
consideration of design refinements to the Far West Alternative during the design
phase to minimize the effects of the US 71 improvements on the church site.

Results of the Phase I1 Investigations - Phase I field investigations of archeological,
bridge and historic sites along the Far West Alternative, in accordance with AR-SHPO
and MoDOT protocol, have been completed and reports submitted for review by the
AR-SHPO and MO-SHPO. Each review concurred that, with the exception of a Phase
II assessment program for the prehistoric site recorded as 3BE634, no further
archeological, bridge or historic site investigations are necessary or required (ARSHPO review letter dated January 14, 1999 and MO-SHPO letter dated December 11,
1998, see FEIS, Appendix I). Following the selection of the Far West Alternative as
the Selected Alternative, a Phase II assessment was conducted at 3BE634 and the
AR-SHPO has determined that no further work is necessary at this site (FEIS,
Appendix I). lnvestigations of archeological, bridge and historic sites along the interim
improvements for the Far West Alternative will be governed by the MOA executed in
association with the previous MoDOT EIS for US 71.
Documentation of architectural resources in accordance with AR-SHPO and MoDOT
protocol have been completed and reports submitted for review by the AR-SHPO and
MO-SHPO. No architectural resources will be affected in Missouri by the Far West
Alternative and the MO-SHPO concurred (review letter dated 11 December 1998, see
FEIS, Appendix I) that no further investigations are necessary or required.

Hazardous Waste Sites
Phase II assessments will be performed by MoDOT and AHTD during the design phase of the
project and prior to construction in the US 71 Corridor.
Two sites of low potential risk are located in the vicinity of the Selected Alternative. Further site
delineation is recommended during final design with avoidance as the desired location solution.
The two sites of low potential risk are a residence, and Jones Golf Cars. Avoidance of these
known sites will be provided to the extent possible. These impacts will be remedied prior to or
as part of construction of the roadway improvements. If an unknown site is encountered during
construction, measures will be taken as necessary to eliminate or minimize any adverse
environmental consequences.

Construction Impacts
For the portion of the US 71 improvements located in Missouri, MoDOT construction standards
will be utilized. MoDOT has developed a series of Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction. These specifications include, but are not limited to, air, noise and water pollution
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control measures to minimize impacts to the surrounding areas during construction. Pollution
control measures, both temporary and permanent, would be enacted under the project
construction specifications.
In Arkansas, to the extent available, AHTD pollution control standards and specifications will be
utilized for the construction of the "Freeway-Build" Alternatives. As necessary, project-specific
details would be developed to augment the available standards. These measures will be
implemented to minimize adverse impacts to adjacent areas including noise, air, and water
quality.
Public Lands
The Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative) for the US 71 improvements will not impact
any public lands since there are no public lands located within the Far West Corridor.

F.

Monitoring Program

The proposed project will be subject to review by MoDOT, AHTD and other State, Federal and
local agencies. Some permits will need to be obtained from all levels of government. Numerous
measures to minimize harm were considered during identification of the Selected Alternative.
Detailed discussions of actions required to minimize harm are located in the FEIS, Summary, and
this ROD, Section B, Summary of Future Actions. Also, within this ROD, Section E, Measures to
Minimize Harm, there are brief discussions which focus on individual issues and mitigation
measures associated with the selection of the Far West Alternative. Those measures will be
implemented and monitored by FHWA, MoDOT, and AHTD.

G.

Comments on the FEIS

The 30-day public comment period for the FEIS began January 7 , 2000, with a published
notifica,tionin ,the Federal Register. Additionally, copies of the FEIS were sent to various parties of
interest, as listed in Chapter VI of the FEIS.
Comments received on the FEIS during the comment period ending February 4, 2000 were
reviewed and reflected in this Record of Decision. The comments received had no impact on
the identification of the Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative).

H.

Summary

The identification of the Selected Alternative (i.e., Far West Alternative), as documented in the
FEIS, is made following thorough consideration of all social, economic and environmental factors
and after an extensive program of agency coordination and public involvement. The US 71
Improvements and the environmental consequences associated with its construction are
accurately presented in the FEIS.

I.

Approval

Approving Official:
/ Federal Highway Administration

Benton County, AR and McDonald County, MO
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Exhibit I Study Area Map

DESIGN REASSESSMENT OF
BELLA VISTA-PINEVILLE, MO
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
HIGHWAY 71 IN BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
FROM BELLA VISTA, ARKANSAS TO THE
ARKANSAS/MISSOURI STATE LINE

Federal Highway Administration-Arkansas Division
FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
Federal Project: DPR-00551(1)
State Project: 009969

June 2007

This project was initially evaluated as part of FAP DRP-0051(1), Arkansas State Highway and
Transportation Department (AHTD) Job Number 009969, U.S. 71, Bella Vista to Pineville,
Missouri (see Figure 1), for which a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) was prepared
by HNTB Corporation. The FEIS was approved by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) on December 22, 1999, and the Record of Decision was issued April 19, 2000.
The AHTD and the Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) have different design
teams working on the portions of the project that fall within their respective states and are each
submitting a Design Reassessment to FHWA for their portion. Changes made by the AHTD
near the Missouri/Arkansas state line were coordinated with MoDOT. The reassessment of the
FEIS is necessary due to changes in the 1998 Conceptual Design that occurred following the
Location Public Hearing (LPH) held May 21, 1998 in Bella Vista, Arkansas.
In July 2004, HNTB Corporation conducted a Traffic, Revenue and Toll Feasibility Study, (2004
Study) for the US 71 Bella Vista Bypass Project. In the 2004 Study, the AHTD and MoDOT
considered the feasibility of constructing the bypass facility using toll financing. The 2004
Study was conducted as an investment-grade toll study to determine the potential toll financing
feasibility of the bypass project.
In 2005, the MoDOT was able to secure funding for their share of the project through the
passage of the Amendment 3 ballot initiative, which provided MoDOT the ability to create the
Smoother Safer Sooner program and allocate funding to construct Missouri’s portion of the Bella
Vista Bypass without using toll financing.
In April 2006 a Bella Vista Bypass Toll Study Update (2006 Study) was conducted by HNTB
Corporation to examine the feasibility of tolling only the Arkansas portion of the project, from
the Arkansas-Missouri state line to the Highway 71/Highway 71 Business interchange north of
Bentonville.
The 2006 Study determined the estimated capital cost of the bypass project and recommended an
appropriate tolling solution that would require a commitment by the AHTD for road operation
and maintenance but would fully fund the construction costs of the project with no additional
funds necessary.
Based on the combined findings of the 2004 Study and 2006 Study, on April 12, 2006 the
Arkansas State Highway Commission authorized the AHTD to develop the bypass as a toll
facility. Carter & Burgess Inc, an engineering consulting firm, has been hired to design the toll
facility. After the design related to the toll facility is complete, analytical results of the toll
facility’s potential environmental impacts will be included in a separate reevaluation.
Design work within Arkansas was initiated with HNTB Corporation in August 2001 under
AHTD Job Number 090115. Due to funding conflicts and transportation priorities, work on the
project was suspended between April 2004 and May 2005. Design modifications that have
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The design modifications resulted in the following changes in project length and right of way to
be acquired.
Design Year

Length in Miles (Kilometers)

Right of Way in Acres (Hectares)

1998

13.8 (22.2)

501.8 (203.0)

2006

14.1 (22.7)

665.1 (269.2)

The 1998 Conceptual Design and 2006 Modified Design include four 12-foot (3.6-meter) wide
paved travel lanes, a 60-foot (18.3-meter) wide depressed median, and open shoulder design.
The 1998 Conceptual Design included a 12-foot (3.6-meter) wide outside shoulder, whereas the
2006 Modified Design has 10-foot (3.0-meter) wide outside shoulders, and six-foot (1.8-meter)
wide inside shoulders. Right of way widths and design speed were not designated in the1998
Conceptual Design. Right of way widths will average 325 feet (99 meters), and the proposed
design speed is 70 miles per hour (120 kilometers per hour) for the 2006 Modified Design.
The changes in estimated costs are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Estimated Cost Analysis
1998 Conceptual Design
(Million $)

2006 Modified Design
(Million $)

Construction

82.4

141.1*

Right of Way

3.6

29.3**

Design

4.0

4.7***

90.0

175.1

Totals

*Reflects a Construction Cost Index increase of approximately 90% since 1998
**Reflects both increased property values and a low 1998 estimate of required right of way
*** Reflects annual inflation rates

The proposed design modifications are shown on Figures 2 through 7 and are summarized in
Table 2. Each modification has been assigned a letter on the figure, which also corresponds to
an explanation of the proposed modifications provided in Table 2.
There are no endangered species associated with this project. Field inspections found no
evidence of existing underground storage tanks or hazardous waste deposits.
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Table 2
Design Modification Summary
Location

A

B

C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J

K

L

M
N
O

Design Modification/Explanation
The Highway 71 Business/Highway 71 interchange was represented as a conventional
diamond interchange in the 1998 Conceptual Design. At the 2006 DPH, the interchange was
presented as a directional interchange in order to satisfy traffic needs. The interchange has
been redesigned as a single point urban interchange to decrease the amount of right of way
required, thereby reducing costs, and to provide for adequate turning movements.
The alignment was shifted north to reduce impacts to recent residential development. This
alignment was presented at the 2006 DPH, after which it was determined the shift would
result in stream relocation issues. Therefore, the alignment was shifted south of the stream
while preserving the residential development to the greatest extent possible.
The County Road 52 grade separation was removed to reduce costs, as recommended by
Value Engineering Study results.
The Arthur Road full interchange was removed and replaced with a grade separation due to
insufficient traffic. The vertical grade of Arthur Road was reduced, minimizing right of way
requirements and decreasing costs.
Miller Church Road was relocated and a frontage road added south of the bypass to maintain
property access.
The alignment was shifted south, replacing two curves with one continuous curve.
The County Road 554 (Banks Lane) and County Road 453 (Faux Road) connection was
shifted north to concur with the 2006 Design location.
The Highway 72 interchange was enlarged to meet current design standards, resulting in
additional right of way acquisition.
An interchange was considered at Highway 279, but was determined as not needed due to
insufficient traffic. Public input indicates the need for connectivity between Highway 72 and
Highway 279. This highway connectivity will be evaluated under separate documentation.
In the 1998 Conceptual Design, the main lanes bridged County Road 549 (Dickson Road).
Information presented at the 2006 DPH showed Dickson Road going over the main lanes.
Comments received at the DPH led to further study of local traffic patterns and the
elimination of the Dickson Road grade separation in favor of a grade separation at County
Road 35 (Gordon Hollow Road).
The grade separations at Gordon Hollow Road and County Road 546 (Cash Springs Road)
represented in the 1998 Conceptual Design were removed to reduce costs as recommended
by the Value Engineering Study results. Due to comments received after the 2006 DPH and
further study of local traffic patterns, the Gordon Hollow Road grade separation was
reinstated.
The Highway 72 interchange footprint was enlarged to meet current design standards, and a
frontage road between North Mount Pleasant Road and Highway 72 was added to maintain
the local road network.
The County Road 34 (Ferrell Road) interchange was enlarged to meet current design
standards, County Road 34 was realigned west of the interchange to reconnect the local road
network, and a frontage road was added to maintain property access.
The frontage road between Edinburgh Road and Mill Creek was eliminated because it is no
longer needed due to the alignment shift at Location O.
Alignment segment shifted west due to public comments regarding impacts to the Highlands
Golf Course residents. This change was made in coordination with MoDOT.
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The design presented at the 2006 Public Hearing will require 13.4 acres (5.4 hectares) of
additional Prime Farmland and 60.9 acres (24.6 hectares) of additional Farmland of Statewide
Importance more than the 1998 conceptual design estimates (see Table 3). Form NRCS-CPA106, the Farmland Conversion Impact Rating, is included in Appendix A for both the 1998
Conceptual Alignment and the 2006 Modified Design. Due to the design modifications
developed after the FEIS, the impact totals for prime farmland have increased approximately 5%
and for farmland of statewide importance have increased approximately 8% over those presented
in the FEIS.
Table 3
Farmland Impacts
1998 Conceptual Design

2006 Modified Design

Prime Farmland
Acres (Hectares)

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance
Acres (Hectares)

Prime Farmland
Acres (Hectares)

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance
Acres (Hectares)

7.5 (3.0)

1.5 (0.6)

12.3 (5.0)

2.6 (1.0)

FWD1

35.8 (14.5)

90.8 (36.7)

44.3 (18.0)

123.8 (50.1)

FWC2

0

19.1 (7.7)

0

45.9 (18.6)

Total

43.2 (17.5)

111.4 (45.0)

56.6 (23.0)

172.3 (69.7)

Alignment
Segment*

FW/NWH1

*Alignment Segments used in the analysis of the FEIS Selected Alignment, as shown on Figure 8.

A preliminary analysis of noise impacts within the project study area was conducted and
presented in the FEIS. A noise barrier analysis will be conducted during the final phase of
design, in accordance with the AHTD Noise Policy, to determine barrier feasibility for the
Windemere Woods Subdivision (see Figure 2) and other areas of concentrated residential
development.
There were 15 residential and two business relocations estimated for the 1998 Conceptual
Alignment. The 2006 Modified Design will result in 19 residential, two farm and three business
relocations, eleven more than originally estimated.
In Arkansas, four archeological sites were identified within the limits of the 1998 Conceptual
Design, with only one (3BE634) warranting further evaluation. Subsequent Phase II testing
determined that the site area located within the proposed right of way was not eligible for
nomination to the National Register. Therefore, the 1998 Conceptual Design avoided eligible
structures identified along the Selected Alternative. However, because portions of the 2006
Design are located outside of the area previously evaluated, additional cultural resource
evaluation is required.

FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
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Cultural resource surveys have been conducted within the area not covered during the initial
survey, and a report containing the results and recommendations has been submitted to the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for review. The survey identified three archeological sites
(3BE756, 3BE748 and 3BE634) that have been recommended for Phase II evaluation. SHPO
correspondence is included in Appendix B.
The assessment of sites associated with some private property where access has been restricted,
and Phase II or III archeological work, is pending and will follow a Programmatic Agreement
between the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, SHPO, FHWA, and AHTD. The
identified sites do not appear to contain material or features that would warrant preservation in
place. The draft Programmatic Agreement is included in Appendix C.
An Architectural Survey was conducted for the project area with five structures identified as
eligible to the National Register. All five eligible structures are located outside of the 2006
Modified Design and will not be impacted by the project.
FHWA project consultation with the Quapaw and Osage tribes was initiated during the early
stages of project development and will continue throughout its duration.

FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
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Construction of this project would impact 21 mapped streams within Arkansas (see Figure 9).
Twelve of the 21 streams are classified as waters of the United States (WOUS). The FEIS and
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers Section 404 Permit have identified these streams as B-1 through
B-21. B-1 is located at the Missouri state line and B-21 at the intersection of existing
Highway 71. The twelve WOUS streams are B-1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 21 (see
Table 4). One non-jurisdictional wetland, identified as B-3a, is located near stream crossing B-3.
Impacts to the wetland total 0.1 acre (0.04 hectare). There are no jurisdictional wetland impacts
on this project.
The 2006 Modified Design will result in minimal stream crossing impacts, with changes of five
structure types from the 1998 concepts. Stream crossing structure types and associated Section
404 information are found in Table 4. An unnamed tributary to Spavinaw Creek (crossing B-8)
will require approximately 150 feet (45 meters) of stream relocation to align with a new box
culvert. Impacts to the stream would be less than approximately 0.1 acre (0.04 hectare).
Tanyard Creek (crossing B-14) will require approximately 350 feet (110 meters) of stream
relocation to align with a new bridge. Impacts to the stream would be less than approximately
0.1 acre (0.04 hectare). An unnamed tributary to McKissic Creek (crossing B-21) would require
approximately 750 feet (229 meters) of stream relocation at the Highway 71/71B interchange
due to construction of a new box culvert and removal of two existing box culverts. Impacts to
the unnamed tributary of McKissic Creek are estimated at 0.26 acre (0.1 hectare). Work roads
will be required at stream crossings to facilitate construction access. Impacts due to work roads
will be minimal and temporary.
The original Section 404 Permit was issued as a General Permit, which has since been
discontinued. The permit should be reissued as a Nationwide Permit 14 for Linear
Transportation Crossings as defined in Federal Register 67 (10): 2020-2095.
This reevaluation of the environmental impacts resulting from design modifications was
conducted through document review, site visits, and evaluation of Design Public Hearing
comments. The additional and/or revised impacts detailed in this design reassessment are not
deemed significant.
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Figure 9
Stream Crossing Locations and Non-Jurisdictional Wetland
Bella Vista, Arkansas – Pineville, Missouri
FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
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Table 4
Stream Crossing Analysis
Stream
Crossing

1998 Crossing Type

2006 Crossing Type

Waters of the
United States (*)

B-1

Bridge

Box Culvert

*

B-2

Bridge

Box Culvert

*

B-3

Culvert

Culvert

*

B-4

Culvert

Culvert

*

B-5

Culvert

Culvert

B-6

Culvert

Culvert

B-7

Culvert

Culvert

B-8

Culvert

Box Culvert

B-9

Culvert

Box Culvert

B-10

Culvert

Culvert

B-11

Culvert

Culvert

B-12

Culvert

Culvert

*

B-13

Culvert

Culvert

*

B-14

Culvert

Box Culvert

*

B-15

Culvert

Bridge

*

B-16

Culvert

Culvert

*

B-17

Culvert

Culvert

B-18

Culvert

Culvert

B-19

Culvert

Culvert

B-20

Bridge

Stream Avoided

*

B-21

Culvert

3 Bridges
1 Culvert

*

21

24

12

Totals
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APPENDIX A

THE FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATING

Appendix B
Request for Technical Assistance and SHPO Response

AHTD Job 090224

Structure A
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a metal roof and no windows. The structure is
Craftsman influenced and was probably built in the late 1930s. The structure is
not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that a metal roof has been
added and the windows have been removed. The structure is abandoned.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure B
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, and wooden windows. The
structure built in 1896. The structure was previously determined eligible to the
National Register by AHPP. The structure is currently in use as a church.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure C
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof and metal windows. The
structure was probably built in the mid 1960s. The structure is not 50 years old
and is not eligible to the National Register. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure D
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is rook with a composite shingle roof, side garage edition and
wooden windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built
in the mid 1930s. The structure was previously determined not eligible to the
national register by AHPP. The structure is abandoned.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure E
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is a wood barn with a wood shingle roof. The barn is the only extant
structure of a 1920s farmstead. The structure is eligible to the National Register
due to the fact that it is a good example of early agricultural buildings in the area
of Bella Vista.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure F
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, side garage edition and vinyl
windows. The structure is of the Minimal Traditional style and was probably built
in the late 1950s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
addition of a side garage and vinyl windows. The structure is in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure G
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is a metal barn. The structure is not eligible to the National Register
due to the fact that the original wood exterior was replaced with sheet metal and
there are better examples of agricultural buildings in the area. The structure is in
use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure H
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is rock with a composite shingle roof, replaced front window,
aluminum siding and wooden windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced
and was probably built in the mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the
National Register due to the fact that aluminum siding was added and the front
picture window was replaced. The structure is in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure I
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is brick with a composite shingle roof; rear addition, vinyl siding and
vinyl windows. The structure was Craftsman influenced and was probably built in
the late 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact
that a new exterior has been constructed of brick and the window have been
replaced with vinyl ones. The structure is in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure J
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a metal roof and wooden windows. The structure was
probably built in the mid 1910s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that any architectural integrity has been compromised by
its dilapidated condition. The structure is abandoned

AHTD Job 090224

Structure K
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, and vinyl windows. The
structure is Ranch style and was probably built in the early 1960s. The structure is
not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that the structure is not 50
years old. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure L
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding, and vinyl
windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built in the late
1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that
vinyl siding and windows have been added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure M
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding and wooden
windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built in the
early to mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that the vinyl siding has been added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure N
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a metal roof, numerous different kinds of siding and
wooden windows. The structure is Folk Vernacular and was probably built in the
early 1940s The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact
that is it has numerous types of siding which has compromised any architectural
integrity it may have had. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure O
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding, side additions
and wooden windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably
built in the mid 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to
the fact that vinyl siding and a side addition were added. The structure is currently
in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure P
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, and metal windows. The
structure was probably built in the mid 1960s. The structure is not 50 years old
and is not eligible to the National Register The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure Q
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof and metal windows. The
structure is of the Ranch style and was probably built in the mid 1960s. The
structure is not 50 years old and is not eligible to the National Register. The
structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure R
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a metal roof, rear additions, aluminum siding and
metal windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built in
the early 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that rear additions, metal windows and aluminum siding were added. The
structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure S
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding, a side addition
and metal windows. The structure is Folk Vernacular and was probably built in
the late 1920s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact
that the vinyl siding and a side addition were added. The structure is currently in
use as a residence.

AHTD Job R090224

Structure T
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof and metal windows. The
structure is of the Minimal Traditional style and was probably built in the late
1950s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that it
is on the border of 50 years old and there are better examples in the area. The
structure is currently in use as a business.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure U
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding and
wooden windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built
in the late 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that aluminum siding was added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure V
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding and
wooden windows. The structure is Ranch style and was probably built in the late
1960s. The structure is not 50 years old and is not eligible to the National
Register. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure W
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, side addition and metal
windows. The structure was probably built in the late 1940s. The structure is not
eligible to the National Register due to the fact that the windows have been
replaced; a side addition and new exterior siding were added. The structure is
currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure X
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, side additions, vinyl siding
and vinyl windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and was probably built
in the late 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that side additions, vinyl siding and vinyl windows were added. The structure
is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure Y
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, a rear addition, aluminum
siding and vinyl windows. The structure is of the Minimal Traditional style and
was probably built in the mid 1950s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that a rear addition, aluminum siding and vinyl windows
were added. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure Z
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a pyramidal composite shingle roof, a rear addition,
aluminum siding and vinyl windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and
was probably built in the late 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that a rear addition, aluminum siding and vinyl windows
were added. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure AA
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is a wooden barn with a metal roof. The structure is part of a
farmstead built in the early 1930s (the other buildings in the farmstead are BB and
CC). The structure is eligible to the National Register as a contributing structure
to the farmstead.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure BB
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, metal and wooden windows.
The structure has craftsman influences and is part of a farmstead built in the early
1930s (the other buildings in the farmstead are AA and CC). The structure is
eligible to the National Register as a contributing structure to the farmstead.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure CC
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is rock and frame with a composite shingle roof and wooden
windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and is part of a farmstead built in
the early 1930s (the other buildings in the farmstead are AA and BB). The
structure is eligible to the National Register as a contributing structure to the
farmstead.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure DD
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a metal roof and wooden windows. The structure is
Ranch style and was probably built in the late 1960s. The structure is not 50 years
old and is not eligible to the National Register. The structure is currently in use as
a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure EE
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is frame with a pyramidal composite shingle roof, a rear addition,
and wooden windows. The structure is Folk Victorian and was probably built in
the early 1900s. The structure is eligible to the National Register as a good
example of the Folk Victorian style. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure FF
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding and vinyl
windows. The structure is Folk Vernacular and was probably built in the early
1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that
vinyl siding and vinyl windows were added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure GG
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a pyramidal composite shingle roof, aluminum siding
and vinyl windows. The structure is an American Foursquare and was probably
built in the mid 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to
the fact that aluminum siding and vinyl windows were added. The structure is
currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure HH
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, a side addition, vinyl siding
and vinyl windows. The structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built
in the mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that a side addition, vinyl siding and vinyl windows were added. The
structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure II
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding and vinyl
windows. The structure is Ranch style and was probably built in the late 1950s.
The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that vinyl
siding and vinyl windows were added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure JJ
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding and vinyl
windows. The structure is Folk Vernacular and was probably built in the mid
1920s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that
vinyl siding and vinyl windows were added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure KK
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding and metal
windows. The structure is Folk Vernacular and was probably built in the early
1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that
aluminum siding and metal windows were added. The structure is currently
abandoned.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure LL
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is a wooden barn with a metal roof. The date of construction for this
barn is probably in the mid 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that its physical condition compromises its architectural
integrity and there are better examples of this type of structure in the area.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure MM
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding and metal
windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and was probably built in the
mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact
that aluminum siding and metal windows were added. The structure is currently in
use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure NN
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is a wooden barn with a metal roof. The date of construction for this
barn is probably in the mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that there are better examples of this type of structure in
the area.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure OO
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, front and side additions,
aluminum siding and wooden windows. The structure was probably built in the
late 1910s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact
that front and side additions and aluminum siding were added. The structure is
currently in use as a church.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure PP
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is cinder block with a metal roof, side and rear additions and metal
windows. The structure was probably built in the early 1950s. The structure is
not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that rear and side additions
were added. The structure is currently in use as a business.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure QQ
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is a wooden barn with a metal roof. The date of construction for this
barn is probably in the mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that there are better examples of this type of structure in
the area.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure RR
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding, side
addition and metal windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and was
probably built in the mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that a side addition, aluminum siding and metal windows
were added. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure SS
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, vinyl siding and metal
windows. The structure is of the Minimal Traditional style and was probably built
in the mid 1950s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that aluminum siding and metal windows were added. The structure is
currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure TT
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding and
wooden windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and was probably built
in the late 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the
fact that aluminum siding was added. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure UU
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, side addition, wooden and
metal windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and was probably built in
the mid 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact
that in is in the process of being completely remodeled and will not retain its
architectural integrity when completed. The structure is currently in use as a
residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure VV
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding, rear
addition and wooden windows. The structure is of the Craftsman style and was
probably built in the early 1930s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that aluminum siding and a rear addition were added. The
structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure WW
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a metal roof, vinyl siding and vinyl windows. The
structure is Craftsman influenced and was probably built in the late 1940s. The
structure is not eligible to the National Register due to the fact that vinyl siding
and vinyl windows were added. The structure is currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure XX
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof, aluminum siding, rear
addition and metal windows. The structure is Folk Vernacular and was probably
built in the early 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National Register due
to the fact that aluminum siding and metal windows were added. The structure is
currently in use as a residence.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure YY
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Eligible.
The structure is log with a hipped composite shingle roof and wooden windows.
The date of construction for this structure is unknown, but it appears to have a
Craftsman roof. The structure is eligible to the National Register as a good
example of a log structure in the area. The structure is currently in use as a
church.

AHTD Job 090224

Structure ZZ
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is frame with a composite shingle roof and metal windows. The
structure is Ranch style and was probably built in the mid 1960s. The structure is
not 50 years old and is not eligible to the National Register. The structure is
currently in use as a residence.

occurred since the LPH were presented to the public at Design Public Hearings (DPH) held in
Gravette and Bella Vista on November 15 and November 16, 2006, respectively.

FHWA-AR-EIS-98-01-F
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AHTD Job 090224

Structure AAA
In the opinion of AHTD the structure is Not Eligible.
The structure is a wooden barn with a metal roof. The date of construction for this
barn is probably in the mid 1940s. The structure is not eligible to the National
Register due to the fact that there are better examples of this type of structure in
the area.

APPENDIX C

DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT

PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT
AMONG
THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
THE ARKANSAS STATE HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
AND
THE ARKANSAS STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER,
REGARDING
THE CONSTRUCTION OF AHTD JOB NUMBER 009969 (090224)
FAP NUMBER DPR-0051(1)
U.S. 71-BELLA VISTA TO PINEVILLE
BENTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS AND MCDONALD COUNTY, MISSOURI

WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has determined that proposed
improvement of U.S. 71 from Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri (the Project) in
Benton County, Arkansas and McDonald County, Missouri is necessary to serve the
transportation needs of northwest Arkansas and southwest Missouri to improve traffic flow,
safety and capacity in the Project area; and
WHEREAS, a Preferred Alignment for the Project was identified in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement based on the review of records regarding previously recorded
archeological sites and historic properties, a reconnaissance of high probability areas and an
architectural resources survey within the area of potential effect (APE) of alternative routes; and
WHEREAS, a Selected Alignment for the Project was identified in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement and a Phase I survey and subsequent Phase II site evaluation
resulted in a decision of no historic properties affected and the Selected Alignment was finalized
in the Record of Decision (ROD); and
WHEREAS, portions of the Selected Alignment in Arkansas were changed after the
ROD had been finalized due to input obtained during the Location Public Hearing, Value
Engineering Analysis, and the Design Public Hearing; and these subsequent changes have been
addressed in a Design Reassessment; and
WHEREAS, the Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD) and the
Missouri Department of Transportation (MDOT) have conducted separate design reassessments
and Phase I evaluations for the portion of the Project within each State. The FHWA, working
with MDOT, in consultation with the Missouri State Historic Preservation Officer has concluded
that no historic properties will be affected within the proposed project area in Missouri and no
further historic or archeological investigations are necessary within that state; and
WHEREAS, this Programmatic Agreement (PA) is pursuant only to that part of the
Project within Arkansas and does not warrant participation by MDOT or the Missouri State
Historic Preservation Officer; and
WHEREAS, the FHWA has determined that the Project may have an effect on properties
that are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (the Register) and in

accordance with 36 CFR Part 800 Protection of Historic Resources, regulations implementing
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f), as amended, must
address these effects; and
WHEREAS, additional Phase I cultural resources surveys have been conducted in all
areas where the changes have occurred and were of sufficient intensity to identify cultural
resources within the APE of the current Selected Alignment; and
WHEREAS, the architectural components of all standing structures 50 years old or older
associated with the Arkansas portion of the Project have been evaluated by the FHWA in
consultation with the Arkansas State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and six structures
(Structures B, E, AA, CC, EE and YY) have been determined eligible for inclusion in the
National Register. Design adjustments have resulted in the avoidance of all six structures and
none of them will be affected by construction of the proposed Project; and
WHEREAS, three archeological sites (3BE634, 3BE748, and 3BE756) have been
identified and have been recommended for Phase II evaluation and a number of other
archeological sites have been identified within the APE in Arkansas but not yet evaluated due to
property access issues. None of the archeological sites identified appear to contain elements that
would warrant preservation in place or that would otherwise necessitate a FHWA Section 4(f)
analysis; and
WHEREAS, the signatories agree that all identification, evaluation and reporting efforts
have and shall follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeology
and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716-39) and A State Plan for the Conservation of
Archeological Resources in Arkansas (Davis ed. 1994); and
WHEREAS, the FHWA has consulted with representatives of the Osage Nation, the
Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma, the United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians and the Cherokee
Nation of Oklahoma regarding the project. All four Tribes expressed interest in the project and
requested continued consultation as the project develops. None of them requested signatory
status on this PA, but may want to be included as signatories on any future agreements that deal
specifically with the treatment of sites that contain Native American components; and
WHEREAS, the FHWA has consulted with the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (the Council) regarding the Project. The Council indicated that they would not
want to be a party to this PA unless controversy or extra-ordinary circumstances developed as
the project proceeded. They have requested, and FHWA shall provide them with, standard
notification of adverse effect documentation as specified in 36 CFR Part 800.6; and
WHEREAS, the FHWA and AHTD have developed this PA under the guidance and in
consultation with the SHPO; and
WHEREAS, the treatment of human remains and grave associated objects shall follow
the Council’s policy statement regarding the Treatment of Burial Sites, Human Remains and
Funerary Objects, the procedures set forth in the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) (25 U.S.C. § 3001 et seq.; 43 CFR Part 10) and guidelines
promulgated under the Arkansas State Burial Law (Act 753 of 1991, as amended); and

WHEREAS, the definitions set forth in 36 CFR Part 800 are applicable throughout this
PA; and
NOW, THEREFORE, the signatories agree that the Project shall be implemented in
accordance with the following stipulations in order to take into account the effect of the Project
on historic properties.

STIPULATIONS
The FHWA shall ensure that the following stipulations are carried out prior to taking any action
that could have an effect on properties listed in or considered eligible to the National Register of
Historic Places.
I.

AREA OF POTENTIAL PROJECT EFFECT

The APE is defined as the Selected Alignment as identified in the 2007 Design Reassessment
and in the Phase I report (Klinger, Dickson and Gray 2007). Should the APE change, the FHWA
shall ensure that any areas requiring additional survey will follow all appropriate identification,
evaluation and reporting guidelines as outlined in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716-39) and A State Plan for the
Conservation of Archeological Resources in Arkansas (Davis ed. 1994).
II.

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
A. Archeological sites 3BE634, 3BE748, and 3BE756 will be affected by construction of
the Project and will require Phase II assessment to determine their National Register
eligibility. In addition, there are a number of archeological sites that were not defined or
evaluated during the Phase I Survey due to property access issues. Most of these are
archeological components that are associated with 20th century farmsteads, some of
which are currently used as private residences. All of these will also require further
evaluation to determine their eligibility.
1. The FHWA shall ensure that additional research and investigations are conducted as
necessary to define, document and determine the eligibility of all unevaluated
archeological resources within the APE. This includes recording all archeological
components associated with standing structures that are 50 years old or older, many
of which could not be defined or properly recorded at the time of the Phase I field
work due to property access issues. Archival research will be conducted and
fieldwork will be sufficient to determine National Register eligibility and include site
sizes and boundaries, contents of the archeological record, depth and integrity of
cultural deposits, presence or absence of cultural features, site functions, age and
cultural affiliation. The Phase II assessments shall follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR
44716-39) and the standards for fieldwork and report writing in A State Plan for the
Conservation of Archeological Resources in Arkansas (Davis ed. 1994).

2. The FHWA shall determine National Register eligibility in consultation with the
SHPO. All National Register evaluations shall follow the guidelines established in
the National Register Bulletins How to Apply the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation and Guidelines for Evaluating and Registering Archeological Properties.
Disputes concerning eligibility shall be resolved by the Keeper of the National
Register of Historic Places (the Keeper) as set forth in 36 CFR Part 800.
3. The FHWA shall ensure that a treatment plan is developed for any archeological site
that is determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register that is adversely
affected by the Project. This treatment plan will consider measures to avoid or
mitigate adverse effects on archeological sites such as design adjustments, buffer
zone establishment, protective fencing, construction monitoring and education of
construction personnel, and will take into account engineering feasibility, cost and
other factors considered appropriate by the FHWA. If adverse effects on
archeological sites cannot be avoided, the FHWA shall consult with the signatories, to
determine appropriate measures to mitigate adverse effects. These measures will be
included in the treatment plan.
4. None of the archeological sites identified appear to contain deposits, features or other
elements that would warrant preservation in place or that would require additional
Section 4(f) evaluation. However, should additional research reveal archeological
resources that warrant preservation in place, they will be avoided if prudent and
feasible alternatives exist that avoid the use of the site(s) for highway construction.
5. If the appropriate treatment of an archeological site involves data recovery, the
FHWA shall ensure that a data recovery plan is developed in consultation with the
SHPO and other consulting parties, as appropriate. Data recovery plans shall meet
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeological
Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) and the standards in A State Plan for the
Conservation of Archeological Resources in Arkansas (Davis ed. 1994).
6. The FHWA shall provide treatment plans and data recovery plans to all consulting
parties for review. Comments shall be provided by these parties within thirty (30)
calendar days. Failure to comment within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt shall be
taken as concurrence with the submitted plan. Any disputes arising from such review
shall be resolved in accordance with Stipulation XI of this PA.
B. Following completion of data recovery or other treatment plans, the appropriate
analysis shall be conducted and final reports shall be prepared. The FHWA shall ensure
that all final reports resulting from actions pursuant to this PA are provided to all
signatories and to the National Park Service for possible submission to the National
Technical Information Service. The FHWA shall ensure that all such reports in
accordance with contemporary professional standards and meet the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR
44716-39) and the standards in A State Plan for the Conservation of Archeological
Resources in Arkansas (Davis ed. 1994). Precise location data may be provided only in a
separate appendix if it appears that its release could jeopardize archeological sites.

C. Following appropriate analysis, all material and data recovered as a result of the
Project from public land and from private land (with permission of the landowner) shall
be curated in a permanent facility approved by the SHPO in accordance with 36 CFR Part
79.
III.

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES
A. Architectural Resources are defined as structural features or elements of archeological
sites that consist of historic buildings, structures, objects and districts.
B. An architectural survey of the Project area has been completed and the results and
recommendations have been reviewed by the SHPO. A total of 54 structures 50 years old
or older were identified in the project vicinity. Of these, six (Structures B, E, AA, CC,
EE and YY) were determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register; 48 were
found to be ineligible. Design adjustments were made to avoid all six eligible structures
and none of them will be affected by construction of the proposed Project. Only 11
(Structures G, H, K, T, U, V, QQ, RR, UU, WW and XX) fall within the APE; the
remaining 43 are outside the APE and are not expected to be impacted by Project
construction. All 11 structures within the APE have been determined to be ineligible for
inclusion in the National Register. No additional work regarding architectural resources
is expected within the APE, aside from the noted documentation and evaluation of the
archeological components associated with all standing structures that are 50 years old or
older.

IV.

FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED CONSULTING TRIBES

FHWA consultation with the Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma and Osage Nation was initiated with
letters soliciting views about the Project during the early planning stages. No formal responses
have been received from either Tribe, but informal discussions have also occurred throughout the
project with the NAGPRA Representative of both Tribes. The U.S. Government recognized all
of Arkansas north of the Arkansas River as part of Osage hunting territory in the early 19th
century. While the Quapaw do not usually consult on projects in Benton County, there is some
documentation of a camp or camps along the removal route taken by the Quapaw in the Project
vicinity although the exact location of the route is not known. Recently available (2006)
research reviewed during the Design Reassessment resulted in the identification of a previously
unknown route associated with the removal of the Cherokee. The exact location of the route has
not been verified, but it is thought to have traveled along or near what is now State Highway 72
which crosses the Project in two places near the town of Hiwassee. In light of this new data, and
in consultation with the SHPO, the United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians and the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma were added to the consultation list of appropriate federally
recognized Tribes. During the Design Reassessment, representatives from all four of these
Tribes were informed about the status of the Project and this PA. All expressed interest in the
Project and requested continued consultation as it develops. None of them requested signatory
status on this PA, but they may want to be included as signatories on any future agreements that
deal specifically with the treatment of sites that contain Native American components. None of
the tribal representatives contacted knew of specific sites that might be of cultural or religious
significance to their Tribe within the Project area.

1. The FHWA shall ensure that consultation continues with the four Tribes listed above
throughout the duration of the Project. If further research or analysis results in the
identification of other federally recognized Tribes with interests or cultural ties to the
Project, they will also be added to the list of consulting Tribes. Consultation methods
will vary depending on the requests from the Tribes. They may include phone calls,
on-site meetings, providing various levels of documentation for review, field reviews
and jointly developing site specific treatment plans or agreement documents.
V.

HUMAN REMAINS

Human remains are not expected at any of the sites identified, however if they are encountered
during implementation of the terms of this PA or during implementation of the Project, all
activity in the vicinity of the discovery shall cease and the AHTD shall notify the FHWA. The
FHWA shall immediately notify the SHPO and other consulting parties. If it can be determined
that the remains are not Native American, there will be no need to consult with the Native
American parties. The FHWA shall consult with the SHPO and, as appropriate, the descendants
or other interested parties to determine treatment of the human remains including analysis, if any,
funerary objects, and proposed plans for reburial.
VI.

QUALIFICATIONS

The FHWA shall ensure that all investigations pursuant to this PA are carried out by, or under
the direct supervision of, a person or persons meeting the appropriate qualifications set forth in
the Secretary of Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards (48 FR 44739) for archeology.
VII.

COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION

Construction may commence in a portion of the Project area once appropriate efforts to evaluate
and mitigate adverse effects on historic properties in that portion have been completed and the
SHPO and the FHWA have reviewed and commented on the results of the investigation and the
SHPO concurs that the effort is consistent with the agreed evaluation plan, treatment plan or data
recovery plan. Construction may commence if the FHWA and the SHPO concur that no adverse
effect on eligible or listed cultural resources will occur as a result of construction in a specific
area of the Project.

VIII.

CONSULTING AND INTERESTED PARTY PARTICIPATION

The FHWA shall ensure access by consulting parties, the public and other interested parties, as
appropriate, to all determinations made pursuant to this PA and shall consider or respond to
comments or objections by consulting and interested parties in a timely manner. Comments
from the Osage Nation, the Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma, the United Keetoowah Band of
Cherokee Indians and the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma and interested parties, as appropriate,
shall be solicited by the FHWA and shall be taken into account during the consultation process
when Native American properties are identified in the APE.

Consulting parties, members of the public, or interested parties, as appropriate, may ask the
Council to review a finding, become a party to consultation or request the Keeper of the National
Register to review a determination of eligibility made under this PA by the FHWA and SHPO.
Stipulation IIA.5 provides for federally recognized tribal consultation in data recovery plans
developed by the FHWA and the SHPO if the site involves prehistoric or historic Native
American remains. If the Tribe or Tribes object to the data recovery plan agreed to by the other
consulting parties, the FHWA shall consult with the Council pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800 (see
also Stipulation XI).
IX.

DISCOVERY SITUATIONS

Pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.11, if cultural material is discovered during the implementation of
the Project, the FHWA shall ensure all construction activities cease in the area of the discovery
and the consulting parties or other interested parties, as appropriate, shall be notified. The
FHWA and the SHPO shall determine eligibility of the discovered property for the Register and
the treatment of the historic property. The other consulting parties and other interested parties,
as appropriate, shall be provided with an opportunity to review and comment on proposed
treatment plans. Disputes arising from such review shall be resolved in accordance with
Stipulation XI.
X.

DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A. A management summary and report will be prepared for all Phase II work (National
Register eligibility evaluations) as soon as it is completed. Phase III archeological data
recovery management summaries and reports will be prepared by individual site.
B. All archeological reports shall meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716-39) and the standards
for fieldwork and report writing in A State Plan for the Conservation of Archeological
Resources in Arkansas (Davis ed. 1994).
C. The FHWA and the SHPO shall ensure that site location information will be made
available only to qualified persons in accordance with state and federal guidelines.
D. The FHWA shall provide management summaries, Phase II and Phase III reports, as
necessary, to the SHPO for review. The SHPO comments shall be provided to the
FHWA within thirty (30) calendar days.
E. The AHTD shall distribute all final reports to the FHWA, the SHPO, the appropriate
federally recognized Tribe(s) and the Arkansas Archeological Survey.

XI.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Should the SHPO or any consulting party object within thirty (30) calendar days to any findings,
proposed actions or determinations made pursuant to this PA, the FHWA shall consult with the
objecting party to resolve the objection. If the FHWA determines that the objection cannot be
resolved, it shall request further comments from the Council pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.6(b).

Any Council comment provided in response to such a request shall be taken into account by the
FHWA in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.6(b)(2) with reference only to the subject of the
dispute; the FHWA responsibility to carry out all actions under this PA that are not subject to the
dispute shall remain unchanged.
The consulting parties or one or more of the parties in cooperation may monitor efforts carried
out pursuant to this PA.
XII.

AMENDING THE PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT

Should any of the signatories to this PA believe that the terms of this PA are not being met or
cannot be met, that party shall immediately notify the other signatories and request consultation
to amend this PA in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.13. The process to amend this PA shall
be conducted in a manner similar to that leading to the execution of this PA.
XIII.

TERMINATING THE PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT

Any signatory to this PA may terminate it by providing thirty (30) calendar days notice to the
other parties, provided that the parties shall consult during the period prior to termination to seek
agreement on amendments or other actions that would avoid termination. In the event of
termination, the FHWA shall comply with 36 CFR Part 800.4 through 800.6 with regard to the
Project covered by this PA.
XIV. FAILURE TO CARRY OUT THE PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT
In the event the FHWA does not carry out the terms of this PA, the FHWA shall comply with 36
CFR Part 800.4 through 800.6 with regard to the undertaking covered by this PA.
XV.

FULFILLMENT OF SECTION 106 RESPONSIBILITIES

Execution and implementation of this PA evidences that the FHWA has afforded the Council a
reasonable opportunity to comment pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.13 on the proposed construction
of the U.S. 71 Relocation, in Benton County, Arkansas and its effect on historic properties, and
the FHWA has taken into account the effect of the Project on historic properties.
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ARKANSAS STATE HIGHWAY
AND
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Scott E. Bennett
Director
Telephone (501) 569-2000
Voice/TTY 711

P.O. Box 2261
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203-2261
Telefax (501) 569-2400
www.arkansashighways.com

August 15, 2014

Ms. Sandra L. Otto
Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
700 West Capitol, Room 3130
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-3298

Re: AHTD Job Number CA0903
FAP Number 9991
Hwy 71 Interchange (B.V. Bypass)(S)
Benton County
-AndAHTD Job Number CA0904
FAP Number ACNHPP-0004(49)
Hwy. 71B-Hwy. 72 South (B.V. Bypass)(S)
Benton County
Dear Ms. Otto:
The referenced projects were evaluated under the preliminary engineering Job Number 009969
in an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) approved in December 1999 and a Record of
Decision (ROD) approved in April 2000. Since that time, the Bella Vista Bypass project was
divided into three smaller Connecting Arkansas Program projects (CA0903, CA0904 and
CA0905). The referenced projects are being reassessed to ascertain if any additional
environmental documentation is required.
Job CA0904 will construct two lanes of an ultimate 4-lane section between Highway 71B and
Highway 72 and a roundabout at the intersection of the new facility with Highways 71 and 71B.
The roundabout is an interim measure that will operate until the ultimate 4-lane section is built in
the future under Job CA0903. That job will add two additional lanes, provide a concrete median
barrier and replace the roundabout with an interchange for Highways 71 and 71B. An enclosed
figure illustrates the project locations. A public involvement will be held to inform the public of
these changes.
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